Someday all terminals will be smart.......
• 128 Functions-software controlled • 82 x 16 or 92 x 22 format-plus graphics
• 7 x 12 matrix, upper/lower case letters • Printer output port

• 50 to 38,400 baud-selectable • "CHERRY" keyboard
CT-82 Intelligent Terminal, assembled and tested. . . . . . .$795.00 ppd in Cont. U.S.

EEITI!

SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
219 W. RHAPSODY
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78216
Circle 350 on inquiry card.
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8K ROM
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The single c ard computer
with the features
that help you in real life
COMPLETE COMPUTER
In this advanced card you get a professional quality computer that meets
today's engineering needs. And it's one
that's complete. It lets you be up and
running fast. All you need is a power
supply and your ROM software.
The computer itself is super. Fast
4 MHz operation. Capacity for 8K bytes
of ROM (uses 2716 PROMs which can
be programmed by our new 32K BYTESAVER® PROM card). There's also 1 K of
on-board static RAM. Further, you get
straightforward interfacing through an
RS-232 serial interface with ultra-fast
speed of up to 76,800 baud - software
programmable.
Other features include 24 bits of bidirectional parallel 1/0 and five onboard programmable timers.
Add to that vectored interrupts.

ENORMOUS EXPANDABILITY
Besides all these features the Cromemco single card computer gives you
enormous expandability if you ever need
it. And it's easy to expand. First, you
can expand with the new Cromemco
32K BYTESAVER PROM card mentioned
above. Then there's Cromemco's broad
line of S100-bus-compatible memory
and I/O interface cards. Cards with features such as relay interface, analog
interface, graphics interface, optoisolator input, and A/D and D/A conversion. RAM and ROM cards, too.

EASY TO USE
Another convenience that makes the
Model SCC computer easy to use is our
Z-80 monitor and 3K Control BASIC (in
two ROMs). With this optional software
you're ready to go. The monitor gives
you 12 commands. The BASIC, with 36
commands/functions, will directly access 1/0 ports and memory locations and call machine language subroutines.
Finally, to simplify things to the ultimate, we even have convenient card
cages. Rugged card cages. They hold
cards firmly. No jiggling out of sockets.
AVAILABLE NOW/LOW PRICE
The Cromemco Model SCC is available now at a low price of only $450
factory assembled ($395 kit).
So act today. Get this high-capability
computer working for you right away.

Card Cage 32K BYTESAVER PROM card

Cromemco
i n c o r p o r a t e d

Specialists in computers and peripherals
280 BERNARDO AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 • (415) 964-7400
Circle 80 on inquiry card .
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Cover

This month 's cover by artist Ken
Lodding emphasizes the personal computing potential of the OSCAR
amateur radio satellites described in
Joe Kasser 's article on page 48. When
Ken isn't doing technology - related art
work, he helps design and implement
experimental systems for Digital
Equipment Corp in Merrimack NH.
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In This BYTE
One of the basic building blocks of
any computer chess playing program is
the exchange evaluator. Authors Dan
and Kathe Spracklen describe the
exchange evaluator used in their
Sargon program in An Exchange
Evaluator for Computer Chess.
page 16

Taylor series expansions are not
necessarily the best polynomial approximations for many functions.
Fred R Ruckdeschel describes several
minimax and rational polynomial
approximations for some common
functions in Functional Approximations. A method for creating polynomial approximations for microcomputers using mathematical tables
and large system statistical routines
page 34
is also discussed.
One method of connecting computers into a communications network is by VHF radio stations. To
ease some of the physical difficulties
encountered with this arrangement, a
satellite can be introduced into the
system, and then, as Joe Kasser says,
The Sky's the Limit for personal
page 48
computer users.

One theme of this issue is VHF
communication among computers to
produce a network. There are other
types of networks which are available
to computer users. One of these uses
a Distributed Network , which is depage 62
scribed by Glen R Horton.
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar turns to
4
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page 62

melodrama this month as Steve and and running in his article A Multiuser
Lloyd are confronted by a mysteriData Network.
page 720
ous stranger. All ends happily, however, with the aid of a computer
A home computer system can be
controlled stepper motor driven infraused for communication among many
red and visible light scanner. Read I've
people. This month Ward Christensen
Got You in My Scanner !
page 76
and Randy Suess describe their impleOne of the more fascinating uses
of a computer, teaching courses, is

mentation of a Hobbyist Computerized Bulletin Board.
page 750

frequently known as computer assisted
instruction. George A Gerhold describes one group of people that is
actively involved in implementing
Computer Assisted Instruction on a
Microcomputer .
page 90

For people who are just being introduced to the world of microprocessors, the first steps can seem confusing. For a description of one device
which can aid the introduction read
W N Hubin's review of the Heath
Microprocessor Training System.

As part of the never ending struggle
for truth, beauty and the ultimate in
high level languages, David Wilson
provides readers with a Languages
Forum proposal, Defining a Language:
PL/B, a combination of some of the
features of a high level language like
BASIC with access to assembly language details when necessary. page 700

page 158

Craig Anderton's simple circuit
described in A Cassette Interface
Switching Box for the TRS-80 shows
you how to operate the cassette recorder manually and monitor tapes
while they are being read in without
having to unplug any cables. page 760

Controlling a physical system is
a natural for the microprocessor:
parameters can often be changed
in a matter of seconds in software
without any mechanical changes to
the system. A simple airflow control
system is described in Garnet L
Hill's article, A Classroom Demonstration : Controlling a System with

This month we continue the series
Creating a Chess Player by Peter W
Frey and Larry R Atkin with the first
half of Chess 0 . 5, a program written in
Pascal by Larry Atkin, who is coauthor with David Slate of the world
championship computer chess program, Chess 4.6.
page 162

a Microcomputer .

In this issue, Kin-Man Chung and
Herbert Yuen conclude their series of
articles on A "Tiny" Pascal Compiler
with a discussion of a p-code (pseudocode) to 8080 code conversion program and the needed runtime routines.

page 772

The VHF communication network
already in existence provides a readily
available communication network for
the computer experimenter. R E Bruninga describes one system which is up

page 182

DEAR MOSS
JUST THOUGHT I'D LET
YOU KNOW THAT I'M BACK
FROM THE COM PUTER

SNOW . THE

TERMINAL.

WE WANT I S THE IQ 120,

FROM SOROC (SEE

SNAP SHOTS

-rx^5__ u1T IS-

NOT ONLY SMART _ LOOXING, BUT HAS
ALL THE FEATURES WE NEED IN THE BASIC PRICE.
FOR EXAMPLE : THE IQ 12.O INCLUDES NUMERIC
KEYPADS AND PROTECT FIELDS AS STANDARD.
. 1--LOOKED AT THE OTHER TERMINALS AS YOU
___SUGGESTED . BUT FOUND THEM TO BE EITHER' PAPER
TIGERS OR TOO DUMB" FOR OUR CONSIDERATION.

ANYWAY , YOU ASKED ME TO DECIDE AND AT
$995 * FOR THE IQ IZO, IT WAS THE EASIEST
ASSIGNMENT I'VE HAD

REGARD S

Editorial
Editors. This is a word of multiple definitions. One definition is implicit in the job
description of myself and my associates at
BYTE. Another definition is that applied to
a class of utility programs which every
BYTE reader's computer system has in some
form or another. It is this latter definition
which provides the subject for this editorial.
What is often ignored is the fact that
editor programs make an excellent form of
software project, less complex than an
interpreter or a compiler, but of sufficient
magnitude to be interesting and educational.
The problems and characteristics of editors
are analogous to those of compilers and
interpreters, especially when viewed as tools
of software development. Just as compilers
beget better compilers, editors can be used
By Carl Helmers to edit better editors.

On the Virtues of Writing Editors
Software projects are some of the most
exciting avocational applications of personal
computers, applications which emphasize
computing as an art form and means of
expression of personal tastes. This editorial
on the philosophy of software projects in
general and text editing in particular was
inspired by recent completion of a text
editor begun as a spare time project in March
of this year. Five months and many evening
and weekend hours later it is now mid
August and the editor program is working
sufficiently well to serve as the primary
monitor program and software tool of my
homebrew computer system.
Why Write an Editor Program?
There are alternatives to do-it-yourself.
In the usual case of purchasing a commercial
system from a computer store, an editor
program is built into the systems software
of the computer. The present day technology of self-contained desktop computers
with read only memory systems software
(BASIC interpreters) invariably includes
primitive line oriented editors built into the
computer.
6 November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc

On computers which have assemblers plus
high level language facilities like Pascal, C,
FORTRAN or COBOL or brand X, one or
more forms of more useful text editing programs may be available in order to prepare
source language files. This is the configuration found in the typical $3000+ personal
microcomputer or $10,000+ commerical
minicomputer system.
Even hardware homebrewers do not
necessarily have to start completely from
scratch with editor software. Often a microprocessor chosen for a homebrew system has
a software package which can be purchased
from one of a number of software vendors.
And in the newer processor designs like the
Motorola 6809, complete dynamic relocatability of code allows systems software to be
sold in address space position independent
read only memory chip sets which homebrewers can expect to have access to over
the next few years.
But to do-it-yourself is one of the principle reasons why people get involved in
intricate avocational pursuits. Why does the
amateur wine maker inject yeast into juice
and wait for the results when Napa Valley
and its industries exist? Why does the amateur pilot learn to fly when professional
transportation options are available from
the largest airline to the smallest air taxi
service? Why make your own astronomical
telescope when there exists such a perfection as Questar? And similarly in computers,
why make your own text editor, compiler
or computer when so many options exist
in the marketplace? On a practical or short
term basis there is no visible advantage to
engaging in such pursuits. But on a longterm scale of personal development, actively applying one's mind and energy is
always rewarding.
What Was Needed?
With this spirit .nd a secondary purpose
of improved systems software in mind, I
proceeded to think about writing an editor
program. What is required in a personal
computer system to engage in a project of
this complexity? The requirements are
essentially identical to the requirements for
programming any arbitrary application of
the personal computer, from electronic
music systems to sophisticated information
storage and retrieval systems: tools. Software tools are needed in order to create
more software, and software tools presuppose a certain hardware basis.
The hardware components needed for a
useful system are available right now from a
Continued on page 68

New from North Star

Double Density Performance at
Single Density Prices

Specifications:
S-100 compatible. MFM
encoding, 35 tracks with ten
512-byte sectors per track.
179,200 bytes or double
density SA-400 and North Star
BASIC, DOS, and Monitor
included.
For further information, write
for full color catalog or contact
your local computer store.

Circle 285 on inquiry card.

The new HORIZON computer and
Micro Disk System now record in double density ! That means each new
Shugart SA-400 minifloppy disk drive
accesses 180K bytes of on - line information . All double density HORIZON
computers and Micro Disk Systems
have a redesigned controller which
allows the use of quadruple capacity
disk drives as they become available in
early 1979 . A three -drive North Star
System with quadruple capacity disk
drives will access over a megabyte of
on-line information . But, best of all
there ' s no price increase for double
density models.
North Star BASIC and DOS have been
upgraded to accommodate the increased capacity and yet run existing
programs with little or no change. The
new disk system also supports single

density, so existing single density diskettes can still be used. Single density
SA-400 drives previously purchased
with North Star systems can also be
used.
Pricing
HORIZON with one double density
SA-400 minifloppy (180K bytes), 16K
RAM, Z80A processor and serial I/O
port : $ 1599 kit, $1899 assembled.
MICRO DISK SYSTEM with one double
density SA-400 minifloppy , controller
board and power regulation : $699 kit,
$799 assembled . ( Cabinet and power
supply $39 extra each.)
NORTH STAR * COMPUTERS
2547 Ninth Street

Berkeley, California 94710
(415) 549-0858
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Sol:
The small computer
that won't
n
fenceyp
i

.

A lot of semantic nonsense is to use the best fully supported
disk operating system on the market
being tossed around by some of the
today, PTDOS, which we also
makers of so-called "personal"
designed. We designed them to use
computers. To hear them tell it, an
our Helios II mass memory. And
investment of a few hundred
for Sol small computer systems we
dollars will give you a computer to
designed new and adapted existing
run your small business, do a
software to give you the choice of
great amount of financial planning,
the best on the market today.
analyze a host of data in the
engineering or scientific lab and
Build computer power
when day is done play games
with our software.
by the hour.
No system is complete without
Well, the games part is true.
software, and at Processor
The rest of the claims should be
Technology we have tailored a
taken with a grain of salt. All of
group of high level languages,
the personal computers will help
and assembler and other packages
you learn about computers and
to suit the wide capabilities of
how they work in general and the
our hardware.
kinds of things they can do for
Take a look at our exclusive
you. Only a few have the capacity
Extended BASIC as an example. In
to grow and handle meaningful
cassette form, this BASIC features
work in a very real sense. And they
string and advanced file handling,
don't come for peanuts.
special screen commands, timed

Remember, there's no
free lunch.

input, complete matrix, logarithmic
and trigonometric functions,

So before you buy any personal
computer, consider Sol® the small
computer. Consider it because it
costs more at the start so in the
end it costs less. Consider it because
it can grow with the complexity
of the tasks you ask it to perform
and grow with your ability to
use it. No, it's not cheap. But it's
not a delusion either.
From the very beginning, Sol
small computer systems were
designed to be at the very top of the
microcomputer spectrum. We
designed them so you wouldn't have
to add costly extras to do many
jobs. We designed them so you could
add quality peripherals and more
memory to take care of more
complex tasks. We designed them

8 digit precision and square root.
The language handles serial
access files, provides tape rewind
and offers cursor control for
graphics capability.

Circle 305 on inquiry card.

The disk version has all the
number crunching talents of the
cassette BASIC plus instant
access to data and programs on
floppy disks. It includes

random as well as sequential files
and a unique ability to update
sequential data in place.
Processor Technology FORTRAN
is similar to FORTRAN IV and

has a full set of extensions designed
for the "stand alone" computer
environment. Thousands of special
application programs available
through books and periodicals have

already been written in this well
established language.
Processor Technology PILOT is
an excellent language for teachers.
It is a string-oriented language
designed expressly for interactive
applications such as programmed
instruction, drill and testing.

No wonder we call it the
serious solution to the small
computer question.
It's the small computer system
to do the general ledger and
the payroll. Solve engineering and
scientific problems. Use it for
word processing. Program it for
computer aided instruction.
Use it anywhere you want versatile
computer power!

Sold and serviced only
by the best dealers.
Sol Systems are sold and serviced
by an outstanding group of
conveniently located computer
stores throughout the United
States and Canada. They are also
available in Australia, Europe,
the United Kingdom, Central
America, South America, Japan
and Singapore.
For more information contact
your nearest dealer listed on
the following page. Or write Department B, Processor Technology
Corporation, 7100 Johnson
Industrial Drive, Pleasanton, CA
94566. Phone (415) 829-2600.

In sum, all small computers
are not created equal
and Sol users know it to their
everlasting satisfaction.

Processor'
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See Sol°
at all these
fine
computer
centers
AL: Birmingham : ICP Computerland,
(205) 979-0707. CA: Berkeley: The Byte Shop,
(415) 845-6366. Citrus Heights: Byte Shop,
(916) 961-2983. Costa Mesa: Orange County
Computer Center, (714) 646-0221. Hayward:
Computerland of Hayward, (415) 538-8080.
Lawndale: The Byte Shop, (213) 371-2421.
Modesto: Computer Magic, (209) 527-5156.
Mountain View: Digital Deli , (415) 961-2670.

San Francisco: Computer Center, Inc., (415)
387-2513. San Rafael: The Byte Shop, (415)
457-9311. Walnut Creek: The Byte Shop, (415)
933-6252. CO: Boulder: Byte Shop, (303)
444-6550. Denver: Byte Shop, (303) 399-8995.
CT: Bethel: Technology Systems, (203)
748-6856. FL: Ft. Lauderdale: Byte Shop of Ft.
Lauderdale, (305) 561-2983. Miami: Byte Shop
of Miami, (305) 264-2983. Tampa: Microcomputer
Systems, Inc., (813) 879-4301. IL: Lombard:
Midwest Microcomputer, (312) 495-9889. IA:
Davenport: Computer Store of Davenport, (319)
386-3330. KY: Louisville: Martronix Associates,
(502) 459-0500.
MD: Towson : Computers Etc.,
(301) 296-0520.
MN: Minneapolis : Computer
Depot, (612) 927-5601.
MO: Florissant:
Computer Country, (314) 921-4434. NH: Nashua:
Computerland of Nashua , (603) 889-5238.

NJ: Cherry Hill: Computer Emporium, (609)
667-7555. Iselin: Computer Mart of New
Jersey, (201) 283-0600. NY: Endwell: The
Computer Tree, (607) 748-1223. New York:
Computer Mart of New York, (212) 686-7923.
White Plains: The Computer Corner, (914)
949-3282. NC: Raleigh : Roms' N' Rams, (919)
781-0003. OH: Akron: The Basic Computer
Shop, (216) 867-0808. Columbus: Byte Shop,
(614) 486-7761. Dayton: Computer Mart of
Dayton, (513) 296-1248. OR: Beaverton: Byte
Shop Computer Store, (503) 644-2686.
Portland: Byte Shop Computer Store, (503)
223-3496. Salem: Computer Pathways,
(503) 399-0534. PA: King of Prussia : Computer
Mart of Pennsylvania, (215) 265-2580. RI:
Warwick: Computer Power, Inc., (401) 738-4477.
SC: Columbia: Byte Shop, (803) 771-7824.
TN: Kingsport: Microproducts & Systems, (615)
245-8081. TX: Arlington: Computer Port,
(817) 469-1502. Arlington: Micro Store, (817)
461-6081. Houston: Interactive Computers,
(713) 772-5257. Houston: Interactive Computers,
(713) 486-0291. Lubbock: Neighborhood
Computer Store, (806) 797-1468. Richardson:
Micro Store, (214) 231-1096. UT: Salt Lake
City: Home Computer Store, (801) 484-6502.
WA: Bellevue : Byte Shop Computer Store,
(206) 746-0651. Seattle: Byte Shop of Seattle,
(206) 622-7196. WI: Madison : The Madison
Computer Store, (608) 255-5552. Milwaukee: The
Milwaukee Computer Store, (414) 445-4280.
DC: Washington: Georgetown Computer
Emporium, (202) 337-6545.
CANADA : London,
Ontario: Computer Circuit Ltd., 737 Richmond
St., (519) 672-9370. Toronto: Computer Mart Ltd.,
1543 Bayview St., (416) 484-9708. Vancouver:
Basic Computer Group Ltd., 1548 West 8th

Ave., (604) 736-7474. ARGENTINA : Buenos
Aires: Basis Sistemas Digitales. Colombres
849-1-A, 93-1988 or 57-7177. AUSTRALIA:
Sydney: Automation Statham Pty. Ltd., 47
Birch St., (02) 709.4144. Carnegie: Sootron
Instruments, 17 Arawatta St., (03) 569.7867.
BELGIUM : Bruxelles: S.P. R.L. Finncontact,
Square Larousse, 5, 2/345-98- 95. COLUMBIA:
Bogota : Video National, Diagonal No. 5-62,32
66 35-36-37. DENMARK: Copenhagen: Peter
W. Holm Trading ApS, Sankt Annae Gade 34,
Christianshavn,(01)543466. GREECE : Athens:
Attikos, Inc., 41 Char. TricoupiTT. 145, 3604091.
JAPAN : Tokyo: Japan Personal Computers, Ltd.,
Yamamoto Bldg. No . 11-18,(03)375-5078.5079.
MEXICO: Mexico City: Industrias Digitales, S.A.
de C.V., Plateros 7-116, (905) 524-5132.
PHILIPPINES : San Juan: Integrated Computer
Systems, Inc., LIMKETKAI Bldg., Suite 118,
Ortigas Ave., Metro Manila , 3113, 78-40-71.72.
SWEDEN : Stockholm: Wernor Elektronik,
Torsvagen6l, Box 72,(0)8717-62-88. UNITED
KINGDOM : Huntingdon, England: Comart, Ltd.,
24A Market Square, St. Neots, Cambridgeshire,
(0480) 74356. VENEZUELA : Caracas:
Componentes Y Circuitos Electronicos TTLCA
C.A., Av. Fco. de Miranda, Los Ruices,
Apartado 3223, 355591.
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56 GREAT LOCATIONS

ComputerLand °
NOW OPEN:

SCHEMATIC ENCOUNTER
I had a close encounter of the third
kind while trying to read and understand
the schematics to a Teletype ASR33 - it
was just awful. The engineers had their
hands on it for some time when it was
decided to change it over to a 20 mA
loop, and I was the victim elected to do
it.
Do any BYTE readers know if there
is a book that explains the ASR33
Teletype schematics in understandable
terms? I know it took many years to
make the simple hard to understand, but
maybe someone out there said that
enough is enough to this madness.
Yes, I finally got the show on the
road, but for awhile I was thinking: why
me?
Craig Mueller
10130 Sepulveda Blvd
Mission Hills CA 91345
INTERPRETER INFORMATION
WANTED
I have just finished reading Osborne
and Associates' 8080A/8085 Assembly
Language Programming book. Now I
want to find something that shows how
a BASIC interpreter is put together in
assembly language. All the software
supplied here does not even attempt to
explain in anything but vague terms.
The question is, where can I find
literature like this? I would like something that would actually run and something not theoretical. I hope you can
help.
Hugh Shedd
${8 3419 Portland Av S
Minneapolis MN 55407
Contact Dr . Dobb's Journal of Calisthenics & Orthodontia for information
on what they have published in the past
with respect to BASIC interpreters.
Their address is POB E, Menlo Park
CA 94025.
PRAISE FOR BITS
I do not write letters to editors often
but this is one pleasant exception. About
a week ago my daughter ordered a book
for my birthday from BITS. The birthday was only a week off and she asked
for fast service. Not only did the book
arrive exactly one week from the date
that she sent her letter, but it was also
wrapped in birthday paper with a bow.
It arrived the day before my birthday.
Both my daughter and I were quite
delighted at such a personal touch. I
believe that the name of the person
Continued on page 141
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BEFORE rs BUY VISITI
COMPUTERLAND
If the truth is that you want a
computer ... then we wont to be your
computer store.
Were ComputerLand, the #1
computer store chain in the U.S. What's
meaningful about that fact is, that
ComputerLand has been chosen by more
people as having what they've been
looking for. And, since you're looking, let
us tell you what you'll find, when you visit
a ComputerLand store.
You'll find a product line that's
continually evaluated to provide you with
the widest and best selection in quality,
brand name microcomputers anywhere.
You'll find an enthusiastic and
knowledgeable staff able to interpret all
the equipment specifications, in terms of
how they apply to you, and in a way
you'll understand. You'll find demonstration
areas where you can get a firsthand
experience of running a computer yourself.

COMPUTERS
FOR BUSINESS

computerize things like accounting,
inventory control, record keeping, word
processing and more. The net result is the
reduction of administrative overhead and
the improvement of efficiency which allows
the business to be managed more
effectively.
In the home , a computer can be used
for personal budgeting, tracking the stock
market, evaluating investment opportunities,
controlling heating to conserve energy,
running security alarm systems, automating
the garden's watering, storing recipes,
designing challenging games, tutoring the
children ... and the list goes on.

Enough about us. How about what
computers do. To attempt to describe all
the things your computer might do, would
be to describe your imagination. So
instead, we'll briefly list some of the many
things for which small computers are
already being used.

In industry, the basic applications are
in engineering development, process
control, and scientific and analytical work.
Users of microcomputers in industry
have found them to be reliable, costeffective tools which provide computing
capability to many who would otherwise
have to wait for time on a big computer,
or work with no computer at all.

COMPUTERS
FOR INDUSTRY

In business, the advent of the
versatile and compact microcomputer has
put the benefits of computing within reach
of small companies. With systems starting
at less than $6000, the businessman can

COMPUTERS
FOR THE NOME
You'll find educational materials to give
you a total insight into the world of
microcomputers.
Youll find a fully equipped service
department to provide whatever assistance
is required to keep your computer running
in top-notch condition. You'll find computer
user's clubs to join, where you can share
ideas with people as enthusiastic as
yourself. And, with each new visit, you'll
find excitement-from the people you deal
with, the equipment they offer, and from
your own ever-growing personal
involvement.

N
And now we come to you, which leads
us right back to where we started: If you
want a computer, then we want to be
your computer store.
Whether you want a computer for the
home, business or industry, come to
ComputerLand first. We'll make it easy for
you to own your first computer. Because,
simply put, we really want your business.
When you come right down to it, that's
what makes us #1.

ComputetLenv°
WE KNOW SMALL COMPUTERS
14400 Catalina St., San Leandro , CA 94577 ( 415) 895 -9363 •

Franchise Opportunities Available
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satisfaction a personal computer can
bring, today and in the future.

15 colors & hi-resolution

graphics, too.
Don't settle for a black and
white display! Connect your
Apple to a color TV and
BASIC gives you instant
command of three display
modes: Text, 40h x 48v
Color-graphics in 15 colors,
and a 280h x 192v High
Resolution
array that
lets you plot
graphs and
compose
3-D images.
Apple gives
you the added
capability of combining
text and graphics, too.

1W

ich personal computer will be
most enjoyable and rewarding for you?
Since we delivered our first Apple® II
in April, 1977, more people have chosen
our computer than all other personal
computers combined. Here are the
reasons Apple has become such an
overwhelming favorite.
Apple is a fully tested and assembled
mainframe computer. You won't need
to spend weeks and months in assembly.
Just take an Apple home, plug it in,
hook up your color TV* and any cassette
tape deck -and the fun begins.
To ensure that the fun never stops,
and to keep Apple working hard, we've
spent the last year expanding the Apple
system. There are new peripherals,
new software, and the Apple II Basic
Programming Manual. And wait till
you see the Apple magazine to keep

owners on top of what's new.
Apple is so powerful and easy to use
that you'll find dozens of applications.
There are Apples in major universities,
helping teach computer skills. There
are Apples in the office, where they're
being programmed to control inventories, chart stocks and balance the
books. And there are Apples at home,
where they can help manage the family
budget, control your home's environment, teach arithmetic and foreign
languages and, of course, enable you
to create hundreds of sound and
action video games.
When you buy an Apple II you're
investing in the leading edge of technology. Apple was the first computer
to come with BASIC in ROM, for
example. And the first computer with
up to 48K bytes RAM on one board,
using advanced, high density 16K
devices. We're working to keep Apple
the most up-to-date personal computer
money can buy. Apple II delivers the
features you need to enjoy the real

Back to basics, and
assembly language too.
Apple speaks three languages: fast
integer BASIC, floating point BASIC
for scientific and financial applications,
and 6502 assembly language. That's
maximum programming flexibility. And,
to preserve user's space, both integer
BASIC and monitor are permanently
stored in 8K bytes of ROM, so you
have an easy-to-use, universal language
instantly available. BASIC gives you
graphic commands: COLOR=, VLIN,
HLIN, PLOT and SCRN. And direct
memory access, with PEEK, POKE
and CALL commands.

Software= Ours and yours.
There's a growing selection of preprogrammed software from the Apple
Software Bank -Basic
Finance, Checkbook, High
Resolution Graphics and
more. Now there's a User
Section in our bank, to make
it easy for you to obtain
programs developed

by other Apple owners. Our Software
Bank is your link to Apple owners all
over the world.

Apple peripherals

are smart peripherals.
Watch the far right column of this ad
each month for the latest in our growAlive with
ing family of peripherals. We call them
the sound
"intelligent interfaces." They're smart
of music.
peripherals, so you can plug them in
Apple's exand run them from BASIC without
clusive built-in
having to develop custom software.
speaker delivers
No other personal computer comes
the added dimension of sound to your
close to Apple's expandability. In addiprograms. Sound to compose electronic tion to the built-in video interface, casmusic. Sound to liven up games and
sette I/O, and four A/D inputs with two
educational programs. Sound, so that
continuously variable game paddles,
any program can "talk" back to you.
Apple has eight peripheral slots, three
That's an example of Apple's "people
TTL inputs and fourTTL outputs. Plus
compatible" design. Another is its light, a powerful, state-of-the-art switching
durable injection-molded case, so you
power supply that can drive all your
can take Apple with you. And the
Apple peripherals.
professional quality, typewriter-style
Available now
keyboard has n-key rollover, for fast,
error-free operator interaction.
Apple is in stock and ready for
delivery at a store near you. Call us for
Apple is the
the dealer nearest you. Or, for more
proven computer.
details and a copy of our "Consumer's
Apple is a state-of-the-art single
Guide to Personal Computers," call
board computer, with advanced LSI
800/538-9696**
design to keep component count to a
or write Apple
minimum. That makes it more reliable.
Computer, Inc.,
If glitches do occur, the fully socketed
10260 Bandley
board and built-in diagnostics simDrive, Cuperplify troubleshooting. In fact, on our
4 tiro, CA
assembly line, we use Apples to
95014.
test new Apples.
,.,`

Apple II plugs into any standard TV using
an inexpensive modulator (not included).
In California, call 408/996-1010.

ale G0111^^1.16^
Programming is a snap!
I'm halfway through Apple's BASIC
manual and already I 've programmed
my own space wars game.

Those math programs I wrote
last week-I just rewrote them using
Apple 's mini-assembler and got them
to run a hundred times faster.

New from Apple.
Valuable new series of software
packages for investors
Now private investors can generate
their own stock market reports and perform critical investment analysis instantly
with Apple II. Just log your Apple II
computer on to Dow Jones' central data
bank with powerful Apple software: the
Dow Jones Series. The first two of these
highly practical programs
are available now.
With Apple's Stock
Quote Reporter
program, a local telephone call
links you to
Dow Jones'
continuously
updated
stock quotes for
more than
6000 companies listed

i

on six major U.S.
exchanges . Current
activity for stocks in
the investors portfolio is delivered
automatically: ask/open, bid/close, high,
low and last prices, and volume traded.
Our Portfolio Evaluator enables
you to analyze current value of your
portfolio, and short- and long-term gain/
loss for each stock-or for your entire
portfolio.
Cost of Apple's Dow Jones service
is a one time contract fee of $25, which
includes the Stock Quote Reporter program. An additional $3 charge is made
for the first three minutes of any transaction and 500 per minute thereafter.
To take advantage of Apple's new
financial services, Apple II users need
only a communications card, a modem
and an ordinary telephone. This equipment, the Dow Jones Series, and a broad
selection of other Apple software are
now in stock at your local Apple dealer.
Circle 15 on inquiry card.

Apple's smart peripherals make
expansion easy. Just plug 'em in and
the y 're ready to run . I've already
added two disks, a printer and the
communications card .

DYNABYTE COMPUTERS
ARE ALL BUSINESS
INSIDE AND OUT.
When we designed our new small
business computers, we meant business.
As basic as that seems, it is unique.
Just about every other microcomputer
being sold as a small business system
today was originally designed as a kit
for hobbyists.
Every design decision was made
with quality and reliability in mind. The
result is dependable performance and a
solid appearance for business, professional and scientific applications.

FIRST SMALL SYSTEM WITH
BIG SYSTEM STORAGE
Many applications handle large
quantities of information, so the DB8/2
uses two quad density 5-inch disk
drives with our exclusive Dual Density
Disk Controller for up to 1.2 megabytes
of formatted storage. That's more
capacity than two single density 8-inch
drives.
If you need more storage, our
DB8/4 has two 8-inch drives with up to
2 megabytes capacity, more than any
other dual floppy disk system on the
market.

OUR SOFTWARE IS
BIG ON BUSINESS
Dynabyte helps you get down to
business immediately. The DB8/2 is the
first microcomputer to offer enough
storage capacity on 5-inch drives to
fully utilize CP/M,* the most widely
accepted disk operating system. We
also supply and support BASIC, FOR* CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research.

TRAN and COBOL programming languages. Our applications packages include general ledger, accounts receivable, word processing and many other
CP/M compatible programs.
Reliability is a big consideration in
buying a business computer, so we built
it in. Our edge connectors meet military
specifications, the toughest electronics
manufacturing standard. Our regulated
power supply is designed to meet U.L.
standards, which means the entire system runs cool and dependable. And our
cast aluminum enclosures are rugged as
well as attractive.

AND THE BIGGEST
THING OFALL
Customer support. Our support
starts at the factory with testing and
bum-in programs that assure the entire
integrated system is reliable prior to
shipment. Our completely modular design allows continuing support in the
field. We maintain a bonded inventory
of all sub-system modules which means
we can deliver replacement subassemblies overnight nearly anywhere
in the continental U.S.
Dynabyte built in little things, too.
Like a fully-populated 12-slot
backplane, switched AC outlets for accessories, an option for European
power, quiet whisper fans with long-life
metal construction, lighted indicator
switches for Power On and Halt, a
shielded enclosure to protect disk drives
from electro-mechanical interference,
and a fully enclosed power supply for

operator safety.
Since we didn't cut corners in design, the price/performance ratios of
our systems make good business sense.

THE INSIDE FACTS
The DB8/2 Computer System includes two 5-inch disk drives either
single or double sided for up to 1.2
megabytes of mass storage; a 4MHz
Z-80 processing module with one
parallel and two serial ports, an
EPROM programmer and up to 4k
ROM; 32k of RAM, a 12-slot fullypopulated backplane; our exclusive
Dual Density Disk Controller, and
CP/M.
The DB8/1 Computer includes a
4MHz Z-80 processor with one parallel
and two serial 1/0 ports, an EPROM
programmer and up to 4k of ROM; 32k
RAM, and a 12-slot fully-populated
backplane.
The DB8/4 Disk System, designed
to be the mass storage companion to the
DB8/1, includes two 8-inch floppy disk
drives in either single or double sided
configuration for up to 2 megabytes of
mass storage, our Dual Density Disk
Controller, and CP/M.
All three units will be available in
rack mount models.
For a descriptive brochure and
price list, call or write Dynabyte, 1005
Elwell Court,. Palo Alto, CA 94303.
Phone (415) 965-1010.
Or better yet, see your local dealer.

.UIlanUl'E

YOU CAN DEPEND ON IT.
Circle 110 on inquiry card.
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An Exchange Evaluator

for Computer Chess
Dan and Kathe Spracklen
10832 Macouba P1
San Diego CA 92124

Three main tasks are basic to computer
chess: generation of moves, evaluation of
positions and selection between alternatives.
Of these three, the central determining factor
in the strength of the program relative to the
capacity of the host machine is the evaluation segment. The reason for this is that
any program must come to grips with the
task of move generation, and various techniques of "pruning" decision trees are by
now widely known. Furthermore, the smaller
and slower the host machine, the more
importance must be assigned to the evaluation facility. If a search can be carried to a
great depth of ply, inaccuracies can generally
be corrected long before the machine has
been committed to a costly line of play.
(A ply is a move by one player, ie: half of
a complete move involving both players.)
On the other hand, if processing limitations

Black

White

Byte

Byte

Count

8

Pawns

9

Knights

10

Bishops

11

Rooks

5

12

Queen

6

13

King

7

14

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Table 1: Format of the attacker's array, a 14 byte array divided into two sections, seven bytes for White and seven bytes for Black. The first byte of each
section contains the number of attackers (or defenders) in the array. The
other six bytes contain the values of the pieces participating in the attack under analysis. Since no more than four bits are required per piece, two pieces
are stored per byte and the array has a fixed format. The routine that fills the
array assigns the first attacker of a given type to the low order four bits of the
byte. A subsequent attacker of the same type is added by shifting up the low
order four bits and inserting the new attacker.
16 November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc

prevent a critical exchange from being
examined to its conclusion , then not just
accuracy but clairvoyance is demanded. Thus
an attack evaluator assumes tremendous
importance in a microcomputer chess program, much more so than in a large scale
machine. But the limitations placed on the
programmer of an 8 bit machine make it
correspondingly more difficult to achieve
this type of predictive power . The ability
of Sargon (a chess playing program we
wrote in Z-80 assembler language ) to accurately forecast the outcome of an exchange
has been the greatest single factor in its
success.

Some Tactical Considerations
First, consider the capabilities desired
of the routine. Assume that the computer
is faced with evaluating the board position
in figure 1. Black possesses a dangerous
passed pawn that White has blockaded with
a Knight. White is piling up attackers on the
pawn and presently assaults it with King,
Queen, and from behind the Queen, a
Bishop: a total of three attackers. Black
defends with Queen, Rook, and Knight;
but the Black Knight is pinned against the
Black King by White's Bishop, so Black
really only has two usable defenders. Does
this mean the pawn is lost? No, consider the
order in which the exchange would occur.
The King cannot legally capture first and the
Bishop is behind the Queen, so the Queen
must be the first taker. When Black responds
with Rook takes Queen, Black has gained
considerable material and is under no obligation to go any further with the exchange.
To summarize the subtleties involved, the
program must recognize transparent attacks
through its own pieces which move in the
same direction. It must recognize pins (and
partial pins such as a Rook pinned along
a rank or file). It must understand the
relative values of attacking and defending

pieces, and , finally, it must realize that the
exchange may be terminated at any point
by either side . Pins are a whole topic in
themselves , and Sargon ' s pinned piece
routines will not be discussed in any detail.
Instead , we shall concentrate on the exchange
routine itself, which weighs the relative
merits of the battles engaged on the board.

ON
Figure 1: Sample board
position. White's Bishop is
indirectly attacking the
pawn, so the value of the
Bishop is stored in the
high order four bits of the
Queen byte (which is
directly attacking the
pawn) in the attacker's
array. See table 1.

The Data Structures
The basic data structure used by the exchange evaluator is the attackers array. It is
a 14 byte area divided into two sections,
seven bytes for White and seven for Black.
The first byte of each section contains the
number of attackers (or defenders) contained in the array. The other six bytes in
each section store the piece values of the
pieces participating in the attack. Since no
more than four bits are required, two pieces
are stored per byte, and the array has a fixed
format. Table 1 illustrates the arrangement
within a section. The routine which fills the
array assigns the first attacker of a given
type to the low order four bits of the byte.
A subsequent attacker of the same type is
added by shifting up the low order four bits
and inserting the new attacker in its place.
The instruction used to implement this is
the rotate left digit (RLD) (see figure 2).
If a piece attacks from behind the Queen,
such as the Bishop in figure 1, it is placed
in the high order four bits of the Queen
byte. From that position it will not come
into play in the attack until after the Queen
has captured. It is possible for two Rooks
to attack through the Queen. In this situation one Rook is stored behind the Queen
and the other in the King byte, pushing him
up behind the Rook if he is involved in the
attack. (By the rules of chess, the King cannot capture unless all defenders are exhausted, so he is properly placed behind the
Rook.)
A note about overflows: the table is necessarily limited in size and is adequate for
all the pieces originally on the board. If
pawn promotions result in multiple pieces
and a table overflow occurs, the excess
pieces are ignored in evaluating the exchange.
An Overview of the Exchange Evaluator
The exchange evaluator (XCHNG) operates on a prefilled attacker's array. The
array itself is filled by the attack save
(ATKSAV) routine as attackers are discovered by the attacker 's routine (ATTACK).
The latter two routines are important, and
recent changes to them have resulted in a
significant improvement in the performance
of Sargon , but they are not discussed in this

article. The attacker's array describes a
specific battle over a given occupied square.
The player who occupies the square is the
defender and the player with the opposite
color is the attacker. The attacker's section
is examined for the lowest valued attacker.
That piece is compared in value to the piece
on the occupied square. If the attacker is
lower in value than the defended piece, we
know at once that we can win material by
capturing that piece. We don't yet know
how much, because the piece may have been
totally undefended, or it may be that our
lower value piece will be captured in return.
For example if our Bishop attacks an enemy
Rook, we can be sure at least of "winning
the exchange" (a phrase chess buffs use to
describe trading a Rook for a minor piece,
ie: for a Bishop or Knight). But to find out
whether the whole Rook is ours for free or if
we must give up our Bishop in return, we
must toggle the attacker/defender roles,
since our Bishop now occupies the square,
and run through the analysis again. Of
course back when the Bishop was retrieved
from the attacker's array, it was also removed, the attack count decremented, and
its position filled with zeroes.
The evaluation is not so obvious when
the attacker is of higher value than the piece
on the occupied square. In this case there are
only two situations in which you would
want to capture. One occurs when the attacked piece is totally undefended, and the

ACCUMULATOR
7

4

3

0

(REGISTER A)

I

I
MEMORY

7

4

3

Figure 2: The Rotating
Left Digit (RLD) instruction, used to add attackers
to the attacker 's array.

0

LOCATION
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other occurs when the attacked piece is
defended by a piece of the same or higher
value, and we can back up the attack with
yet another attacker. Suppose, for example,
our Queen attacks an enemy pawn. If the
pawn is completely unguarded, we can, of
course, take it for free. We might also want
to take it if it is defended by the opponent's
Queen and we can recapture with, say, a
Bishop which attacks from behind our
Queen. But any time the attacked piece is
defended by a piece of lower value than
the attacker, we can terminate the exchange
right there, since it would not be to the
advantage of the attacker to continue. For
example, if our Queen attacked a pawn that
was defended by an enemy pawn, we
wouldn't consider making the capture.
If the attacker is of the same value as the
piece on the occupied square, we know we
can't lose material by swapping, and the
piece might be ours for free. So to find out
what we stand to gain, we assume the capture takes place, switch (or "toggle") the
attacker/defender roles, and run through the
analysis again (see the summary in figure 3).

Figure 3: Summary of the
flow of exchange evaluation. If the attacker is of
the same value as the piece
under potential attack,
material cannot be lost by
swapping, and the piece
may in fact be taken for
free. To determine the
potential for winning
material, assume the capture takes place, switch
(or "toggle') the roles of
defender and attacker and
run through the analysis
again.

Quantizing the Evaluation

The use of computers for industrial automation is skyrocketing, and engineers are needed to design them. If you're
stalled in your present position, we have the opportunities to
challenge you. If you are a degreed engineer with hardware or
software design experience, call or write Dick Conklin, (216)
943-5500.

Babcock &Wilcox
Bailey Controls Company
29801 Euclid Ave.
Wickliffe, Ohio 44092
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Circle 27 on inquiry card.

We now have a general plan for the flow
of the evaluator. What is needed is a means
of quantizing the results and coming up
with a points total, the exchange residue,
which accurately describes that particular
battle. The exchange residue is zero at the
onset of the analysis and will be adjusted
up or down as the evaluation proceeds. At
each iteration the number of points at
stake is the value of the piece which currently occupies the square in question. If
the analysis calls for a capture on the first
iteration, the points at stake are added to
the exchange residue. Thus the exchange
residue will contain the number of points
lost by the initial defender (or, conversely,
won by the initial attacker). We will maintain this frame of reference throughout the
evaluation. If the analysis requires that
attacker/defender roles be toggled, and a
capture occurs on the second ' iteration,
the points at stake would be subtracted
from the exchange residue. Suppose we
again have a situation where our Bishop
attacks an enemy Rook. The points at stake
are the assumed value of the Rook, and
let's suppose we value the Rook at five
points. We know the analysis will call
for Bishop takes Rook, so at that time
the five points for the Rook will be added
to the initially zero exchange residue. Then
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1 11111111111 1!
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BASIC-VTM advanced virtual disk
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Attacker 's Array:

BLACK

2

3

Count

1 pt

Pawns
Knights

3 pts

3 pts

3 pts

Bishops
Rooks

9 pts

Queen
King
Black

White

Points
At Stake
Onset

Attacker 's
Value
-

-

Defender 's
Value

Exchange
Residue

-

0

1

3

3

3

Black
Defends

First
Iteration

(Black
Knight )

(White
Knight)

(Black
Pawn)

White to play.

3
(White
Knight )

1
(Black
Pawn )

3
(White
Knight)

0

Second
Iteration

Values used are based on the scale:

1
( Black
Pawn )

3
(White
Knight)

9
(Black
Queen)

1

Third
Iteration

3
(White
Knight )

9
(Black
Queen)

3
(White
Bishop)

No Change*

Fourth
Iteration

WHITE
(SARGON)

Queen 9 points
Rook 5 points
Bishop 3 points
Knight 3 points
Pawn 1 point

Black
Defends

1

White
Defends

* Black will not continue at the cost of his Queen.

Figure 4: Analysis of a typical chess battle, in this case at the K4 square, taken from the game of Keres versus Najdorf, International Tournament at
Margate, 1939. The associated chart shows how the points at stake, attacker s
value, defender's value and exchange residue are altered at each successive
iteration.
the attacker/defender roles are toggled,
and if our Bishop, worth say three points,
is recaptured, those three points would be
subtracted from the exchange residue leaving
a current residue of two points. If the battle
continues, on the third iteration the points
are again added, and on the fourth subtracted, etc. Figure 4 gives a typical battle
and the associated chart shows how the
points at stake, attacker's value, defender's
value and exchange residue are altered at
each successive iteration.
A note on the bounds of the exchange
residue is pertinent here. The exchange residue will always be a positive number. This
is clearly so, since for it to go negative the
attacker would have to engage in an unsound
exchange, such as the Queen capturing a
pawn defended by another pawn as in a previous example. Such an exchange would be
a blunder. We will assume that this won't
occur on the part of our opponent, and we
will eliminate it from our moves. The exchange residue will also have as a maximum
20 November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc

White
Defends

the number of points at stake initially,
since the defender will not make a move that
will cost more than has already been lost.
Thus, 0 < exchange residue < value of
attacked piece.
Programming the Evaluator
Great care is necessary in coding the
routine, since it must be executed once for
every attacked piece on the board. If we
assume that an average of five pieces will
be under attack at a time, this means the
routine will be executed five times for every
board evaluated. Since typically 5,000 to
12,000 board positions will be evaluated
by the most recent version of Sargon using
a 4 ply search, this means the exchange
evaluator may be executed up to 60,000
times in determining a single move. So an
inefficiency in execution time as slight as
needlessly pushing and popping four registers
would be magnified to a total cost of three
seconds (assuming a 2 MHz clock) in the
time required to process a single move. For
this reason chess programmers must quickly
become familiar with the relative execution
times of their machine's instructions. If the
exchange evaluator seems obscure, the

Mi c romation ha s done for the 5-100
bus what iBM d id for the floppy disk.

i(IIIIIIIIIII II I IIIIIIIIIIi lllll llllillllllllll l

Reliably doubled capacity.
Double Capacity
The DOUBLER - Micromation's latest advance in floppy disk
technology - doubles the capacity of floppy disk systems.
Over 500 KBytes are recorded on each side of an 8" disk.
This means bigger files for more powerful systems.

Double Speed
Data transfer with the DOUBLER is twice as fast - 500 Kbits
per second. And since there is twice as much data on each
track, your drive steps only half as much - so your system
runs faster than it ever has before!

Increased Reliability
That's right - even better reliability. Why? Because we did
it the IBM way. IBM designed 2D formatting - so it has to
be reliable. Micromation's innovative, state-of-the-art design incorporates write precompensation electronics and a
phase lock oscillator on a single, all digital, 5-100 circuit
board. So we guarantee the DOUBLER will be more dependable than your present single density controller - and
we warantee the DOUBLER for a full year.

Unbeatable Convenience
It couldn't be easier to step up to double density. The
DOUBLER operates automatically in either single or double
density. Just insert a diskette and you're running properly. You
can transfer files between single or double density diskettes
without any software or hardware changes - or even operate with one single and one double density diskette.

Installation is a snap. There's a hardware UART on board

and the software is all ready to go. An onboard 2708 EPROM
contains the bootstrap. There's even jump-on-reset circuitry
so you can operate without a front panel. And, of course,
we include utilities to format diskettes.
Universally Versatile
The DOUBLER will operate with all industry-standard mini
and full-sized drives. And it will work in any 8080 or Z-80
S-100 computer operating at 2 to 4 MHz. The DOUBLER will
support up to four double or single headed drives.

Fully Compatible
The DOUBLER is compatible with CP/M* version 1.4. If you
have a CP/M* 1.4 system, just add our CBIOS - or you can
buy our ready-to-boot version. Install the new controller,
connect any terminal to the RS-232 interface, and boot off
your new double-sized, double-speed system. You still can
use all your old software without any changes.

Completely Affordable
All Micromation products are fully assembled, thoroughly
tested, include complete documentation, and are priced
for value:

DOUBLER double density controller $ 495.
MEGABOX dual drive double density system 2,295.
ZEPHER - Per Sci double density system 2,595.
Z-PLUS - MEGABOX 32 KZ - 80 computer 4,295.
Available
The DOUBLER is available NOW at your local computer store.

Micromation Inc. 524 Union Street Son Francisco California 94133 1 415 398-0289
LMI^^Q0/M1Q 11 DOLN
Where there ' s always more in store . •CP/M is a trademorkof Digital Research.
Circle 223 on
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AF

(Various Uses)

Program Status
Flags

Defender
Count

Attacker
Count

BC

Table 2: Map of the registers used by the exchange evaluator.

DE

Attacker Section Address

HL

Defender Section Address

IX

Index to Value Array

IY

Defender

Program Status
Flags

Attacked
Piece Value

Flag to
Defender Side

AF'

BC'

Table 3: Map of the BC,
DE, and HL registers used
by the attacker/defender
routines.

DE'

Exchange
Residue

HL'

Attacker
Value

BC

Attacker
Count

Defender
Count

DE

Defender Section Address

HL

Attacker Section Address

blame lies in just such considerations.
Since nearly every register in the Z-80
processor is utilized in the routine, a map
is provided for reference in the discussion
(see table 2). Although Sargon is coded in
Z-80 assembler language using TDL mnemonics, no prior knowledge of the specific
instructions is assumed. However, it is
assumed that the reader is familiar with
some microprocessor assembly language.
Two routines are described: XCHNG, which
performs the actual evaluation, and
NEXTAD, which searches the attacker's
array for the next attacker or defender.
Using the Exchange Residue
The exchange evaluator has completed its
work once it has returned the outcome of
the battle. But the evaluation segment is by
no means complete. Information gleaned
by analyzing attacks must be blended with
data concerning piece mobility, development, total material and any other heuristics
included in the program. The total picture is
the responsibility of a routine called
POINTS, which is not discussed here. But it
is useful to see how POINTS makes use of
the information returned by XCHNG.
The exchange evaluator must be called
to examine every potential battle on the

Label Op Code Operand Commentary
Fetch the attacked piece into register A.
The piece includes a color flag in bit 7
(0 for White, 1 for Black) and the piece
type in bits 2-0.
LXI H,WACT
Load into the HL and DE register pairs.
LXI D,BACT
The beginning addresses of the White and
Black sections of the attackers array.
BIT 7,A
Test the color flag bit of the piece and
JRZ XC5
skip the XCHG if the piece is White.
XCHG
Otherwise swap the contents of the HL and
DE registers. The result is to produce a
pointer to the defender's section of the
attackers array in the HL register pair and
a pointer to the attacker's section in the
DE pair.
XC5: MOV B,M
Fetches the byte pointed to by the HL pair
LDAX D
into the B register. Fetches the byte pointed
MOV C,A
to by the DE pair into the A register, then
moves it into the C register. Since the first
byte if each section of the attacker's array is
the count (see table 1), we now have the
total number of defenders in register B and
attackers in C.
EXX
Swap registers BC, DE, and HL for registers
BC', DE', and HL', ready to initialize the
rest of the data used by the exchange
evaluator.
MVI
CO
,Register C contains a flag which tells when
the attacker/defender roles have been
toggled. Each time the roles are reversed,
register C is incremented. Then by examining
bit 0 of C, we can tell which side is being
examined. A value of 0 indicates the attacker's side is under consideration, and a
value of 1 the defender's side.
MVI
E,0 Initialize the exchange residue.
LIXD
T3 T3 is an index by piece type into an array,
MOV
B,PVALUE(X) called PVALUE, which contains the point
value (the worth) of each type of piece.

XCHNG:

Listing 1: The Sargon exchange evaluator, written
in Z-80 assembler language
with TDL mnemonics.

Note : A documented source
listing of the entire Sargon
program is available for $15
from Dan and Kathe Spracklen, 10832 Macouba P1, San
Diego CA 92124.
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Learning by doing is still the best method of education. And when it comes to
learning about the world of microcomputers, you won't find a better method than
the Instructor 50.
It's the fast, ready-to-use learning device that immediately provides "hands on"
experience for gaining microprocessor knowledge-in your home, office, or in the
classroom.
Superior to other microprocessor learning aids , the Instructor 50 is a COMPLETE package-including a built-in power supply (50/60 Hz), an LED
prompting display , and both functional and hexadecimal keyboards. You
also get S-100 compatibility for adding memory and other peripherals. This lets
you expand the machine's capability-and your microprocessing applications
knowledge. Moreover, you can easily build a program library by recording your own
audio cassettes.
The Instructor 50 comes complete with a Users' Guide, along with step-by-step
instructions for those with no previous microprocessor experience.
Signetics offers one of the broadest choices of microprocessors in the industry.
This knowledge stands behind the Instructor 50. When you need to learn about
microprocessors, start with Signetics. Start with the Instructor 50. Send for your
descriptive brochure today.

We can help you understand microprocessors.

Signets Corporates
811 East Argues Avenue
mnyvale, California 94086
Telephone 408/739-7700
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A Solid State Key ooara as Modern as Your Com outer
Solid state electronics has moved the computer quickly from the business world into personal uses.
Meanwhile , computer keyboards have hardly moved at all.
Now TASA introduces a keyboard as modern as your computer . Don't confuse it with ordinary flex switches. It
is fully solid state and self-contained , ready to plug in and use . Since it has no mechanical moving parts, it
responds quickly to your touch . And it provides full ASCII coding in TASAs exclusive color-keyed layout that
makes it easier to say what you want to say to your computer.
This is the TASA Micro Proximity Keyboard , and it sells for only $49.95. Despite the price , CMOS/LSI
integrated circuits make it totally reliable inside . With the sensors behind a shield of polycarbonate -the most
rugged plastic ever developed -it is also durable and reliable outside.
The TASA Keyboard contains all the features you would expect in a professional keyboard-shift, shift lock,
control functions , and a normal typewriter format.
If you're tired of costly mechanical keyboards and kits you have to assemble , bring your computer up to date
the easy way. Plug in a TASA Keyboard . It will never come between you and your computer.
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The TASA Keyboard
❑
❑
❑

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Features:
51 Keys , with entire 128 position ASCII code output.
All keys identified as to Unshift, Shift and Control outputs.
Full 8-bit ASCII output with
selectable positive or negative parity.
Single power supply, 12.5 20V unregulated.
Output TTL, DTL and CMOScompatible.
Full solid state design with no
moving parts.
Standard PC edge connecter.
Use on any flat surface , or with
Optional plastic support
stand (as shown)

E

C10 :

XC15 :

XC19 :

ADDRESS
CITY
ZIP

,A
NEXTAD

JRZ

XC18

,B
L
XC19

EXAF

XC20 :

STATE

RZ
MOV
CALL

MOV
CMP
JRNC

XC 18:

NAME

EXTAD

EXAF

.

Touch Activated Switch Arrays, Inc.
2346 Walsh Avenue , Santa Clara
California 95050 (408) 247-2301

ALL

NEXTAD :

Enclosed is my check for $

CMP
RC

L

CALL
RZ
MOV

NEXTAD

CALL
JRNZ

NEXTAD
XC15

L,A

EXAF

MOV
BIT
JRZ
NEG

A ,B
O ,C
XC20

ADD
MOV

E
E ,A

EXAF
RZ
MOV
JMP

B ,L
XC 10

INR
EXX

C

MOV
MOV
MOV
XCHG

A ,B
B,C
C,A

to cover:
TASA Keyboards
@ $49.95- $
Optional stands

XRA
CMP
JRZ
DCR

@ $12.00- $

Shipping and handling
charge at $5.00
per keyboard- $

NX5:

SUBTOTAL-$

B
NX6
B

INX
CMP
JRZ
RRD

H
M
NX5

DCX

H

Sales Tax, 6%-$
(California residents only)

TOTAL ENCLOSED $
9/78

NX6:

EXX
RET

The index is loaded into the IX index
register and then the value of the piece under attack is loaded into the B register. So
register B contains the number of points at
stake in this attack.
Getting the value of the next attacker in
register A. NEXTAD also sets the zero flag
if there are no more attackers.
Return if no more attackers.
Save the attackers value in the L register.
Getting the value of the next defender in
register A, and setting the zero flag if no
more defenders.
If no defender , the piece is lost . Go chalk up
points gained.
Save the defender by swapping AF and AF'
registers.
Move the value of the attacked piece into
the A register to then compare its value to
that of the attacker . Branch to XC19 if the
value of the attacker is not greater than the
value of the piece , to chalk up points gained
and toggle.
To reach this point, the attacker must be
worth more than the piece under attack. So
it is necessary to consider the value of the
defender . This instruction swaps A and A'
again to restore the value.
Compare the value of the defender to the
attacker . If the defender is worth less , return.
It will not be to the attacker 's advantage to
continue the exchange.
Otherwise get the value of the next attacker.
Return if none. If the defender is worth the
same or more than the attacker , the exchange should continue , provided there is
another attacker available to recapture. Save
the new attacker 's value in the L register.
Then find out if there are any more defenders to contend with. If so, jump back to
XC15 and repeat the process.
The exchange is terminated . There are no
more defenders . The zero flag is set , so save
it by swapping AF and AF'.
Get the value of the attacked piece.
Test for attacker's or defender 's side.
Skip if on the attacker's side. Otherwise
negate the value of the attacked piece. (On
successive iterations the value is alternately
added and subtracted.)
Add the previous exchange residue to the
new points won or lost and store the result
as the new exchange residue.
Restore the last defender and the zero flag.
Return if there are no more defenders.
The last attacker becomes the new defender.
Move his value into the B register and return
to XC10 for another iteration.
Increment side flag.
Swap registers BC, DE, HL for BC', DE',
HL', getting the set that contains the attacker and defender counts.
Swap attacker and defender counts.
Swap attacker 's array pointers . The register
map is now as in table 3.
Zero the A register and compare it to the
attacker count . Go return if there are
none.
Otherwise decrement the count, since one
will be removed from the array.
Check the next byte of the attacker ' s array,
looking for an attacker.
If not in this byte, go check the next.
Otherwise rotate the attacker into the A
register . The rotate right digit ( RRD) is the
reverse of the rotate left digit illustrated
in figure 2.
Decrement HL to back up the pointer. With
two attackers stored per byte, the routine
will return to the same byte to look for the
next one.
Swap registers BC, DE, HL and BC', DE'
and HL' back again.
Return.

Price subject to change without notice
Circle 363 on inquiry card.
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Figure 5: Potential problem arising from the
author's evaluation scheme: White's Knight
is attacking the Black King and Rook, for
which White gains 314 of the Rook's value.
The Knight is doomed to be captured by
Black's Queen, but subtracting the Knight's
value from this number still gives White an
illusion of material gain. The authors
avoided this problem by having the program
check to see if the piece that has just moved
is subject to capture.

board for a given position. In some of the
attacks, the side which has completed a
move will have lost points. In others the
side about to move will be in danger of
losing material. As battles are evaluated one
by one, the highest points lost for the side
having moved is maintained. This value
represents the amount of material this
side stands to lose, and it is subtracted
directly from the material score. Two scores
are maintained for the side about to move:
the highest points lost, and the second
highest points lost. Both values are saved,
because it is assumed that this side will
always use its move to rescue its highest
value piece. Then only 3/4 of the value is
deducted for the loss of the second highest
piece, since deducting the entire value
would make attacks look as good as captures (see the text box for an example of
this procedure). Bonus points are given to
each side for additional battles won, but this
is still experimental and may not be needed.
One problem that arose with this evaluation scheme was the Knight's tendency
to engage in useless forks. In figure 5 we see
White's Knight attacking the enemy King
and Rook, for which White gains 3/4 of
the Rook's value. The Knight is of course
doomed to be captured by the Queen and

The Quiet Printer
Telpar's 48-Column
PS-48E . . . 5350.00 *
KEY FEATURES INCLUDE:
■ Microprocessor controlled
■ Versatile interface ( no added charge)
Serial : RS-232C , 20 mil loop, or TTL
Parallel : TTL interactive
■ Upper/lower case , 96 ASCII characters
■ Throughput rate - 24 characters per second
■ Signalling rates
Serial mode : 110 or 300 Baud
Parallel mode : up to 960 cps
■ Automatic carriage return and line feed
■ Thermal printing , no ribbons or ink

tedpac%, « c.
26 November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc

In quantities of 100 ....... $350 . 00
Single quantity ........... $450 . 00 1
For more information contact Telpar, (214) 233-6631,
4132 Billy Mitchell Road, Box 796, Addison, Texas 75001.
Telex: 73-7561 (Teleserve) DAL.
Circle 372 on inquiry card.

$249jets the entire family into
creating video games, graphic s
and control
functions.
For starters.

COSMAC VIP, the completely
assembled , ready-to-operate RCA
Video Interface Processor, opens up a
whole new world of computer excitement. New
challenges in graphics, games and control
functions. Yet it's just $249.00.
Easy to buy. And easy to program, thanks to
its unique, easy-to-use interpretive language.
You get a complete how-to book including
programs for 20 games: fun, challenging, and
ready to load and record on your cassette.

Soon RCA will offer
options for color graphics
And 256 tone sound generation.
An optional auxiliary keyboard
will o _. an exciting world of two-player
games.
Take the first step now.
Check your local computer store or electronics distributor for the VIP. Or contact RCA
VIP Marketing, New Holland Avenue, Lancaster,
PA 17604. Phone (717) 291-5848.

Simple but powerful.
Built around an RCA COSMAC microprocessor, the VIP is a complete computer system
that can grow with you. It has 2K of RAM, expandable on-board to 4K. Plus a ROM monitor,
audio tone output to a built-in speaker, power
supply, and 8-bit input and output ports for
control of relays, sensors, or other peripherals.

' Suggested retail price . Does not include video monitor or cassette recorder.

Circle 322 on inquiry card.

The fun way
into computers.
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can never carry out its threat, but subtracting the Knight's value still gives White
an illusion of material gain. Sargon avoids
this problem by checking to see if the piece
that has just moved is subject to capture.
If so, we assume that the side about to move
can escape both attacks. The attack with
the highest points lost is ignored completely
and the attack with the second highest
points lost is moved up in its place.

Current Limitations and Future
Developments
r%/ 'n
^j

WHITE
(SARGON)

Making an Immediate Capture More
Attractive Than an Attack
In the diagram, the program (White) has
two attractive moves: capture the Bishop,
or move the Knight so that it simultaneously
attacks the Black Rook and the second
Bishop. The program assumes that in the
latter case Black will protect the Rook (the
more valuable of the two pieces) by moving
it away. The decision then reduces to one of
capturing the first Bishop orsimply attacking
the second Bishop. In order to insure that
the capture takes place, the program assigns
3/4 the normal value to the second Bishop
so that the capture looks more attractive.
The drawback to this technique is that it
precludes the possibility of intentionally
avoiding an immediate capture for strategic
purposes; this would require a much more
complicated program, of course.

Group

Table 4: Second order attacks. This type of attack,
including pinned pieces,
overworked pieces, discovered attacks, and so on,
is not considered in the
exchange evaluator described in this article.
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Discovered
Attacks

Type

The problem of the Knight fork as just
discussed is only one of a whole set of difficulties. Pinned pieces, the overworked piece,
discovered attacks and other motifs can all
occur dynamically during play of a board
position, but are difficult to evaluate statically. Attacks of this nature are second order
attacks and are not considered in the exchange evaluator we described. There are
eight possible second order attacks (see
table 4). The first group are the discovered
attacks and the second group are the transparent attacks. If all of the second order
attacks could be taken into account, the
evaluation would be much improved. Currently work is being done to accomplish this.
Ultimately, of course, the entire board
should be considered as a single complex
battle. How close to this ideal can static
evaluation progress? At what point does
static evaluation begin to take more time
than the look-ahead itself? Where will compromises in the evaluation be least harmful?
Currently in the field of computer chess
there is a tendency to downplay the importance of look-ahead in future developments.
Has look-ahead reached a dead end? Will it
be replaced by a Sargon-like exchange
analysis? These are open questions. ■

Description

W1 --^ B1 W2

W1 attacks B1. If 131 moves , W1 defends W2.

W1 W2 W3

W1 defends W2. If W2 moves, W1 defends W3.

1 B2
W1 B

W1 attacks 131. If 131 moves, W1 attacks B2.
(PIN)

W1 W2 81

W1 defends W2. If W2 moves, W1 attacks B1.

W1 B1 W2

W1 attacks B1. B1 attacks W2. W1 defends
W2 through B1.

W1 W2 W3

W1 defends W2. W2 defends W3. W1 defends
W3 through W2.

W1 131 B2

W1 attacks B1. B1 defends B2. W1 attacks
B2 through 131. (PIN)

W1 W2 B1

W1 defends W2. W2 attacks B1. W1 attacks
B1 through W2.

Transparencies

More and more, you see the North Star
HORIZON computer at work: in business, research, and education. Its high
performance qualifies the HORIZON
for demanding professional applications. Over 10,000 users during the
past two years have proven that North
Star hardware has the reliability
for day-in, day-out computing. The
HORIZON is now a serious candidate
for any small system installation.
SOFTWARE IS THE KEY
TO HORIZON MATURITY
North Star BASIC and DOS have been
used to develop hundreds of commercial program packages. These
packages establish that North Star
software has the completeness and
convenience necessary for serious
program development. Because of the
many independent vendors offering
software using North Star BASIC and
DOS, the HORIZON owner now has
the widest selection of software in the
microcomputer industry! Software
available includes: word processing,
general ledger, accounts payable/
receivable, mailing list processing,
inventory and income tax preparation. Program development systems
such as assemblers, debuggers,
editors, PILOT and FORTRAN are
also available.

EXPAND YOUR HORIZON
The basic HORIZON computer includes a Z80 microprocessor, 16K
bytes of RAM memory, an I/O interface
and one Shugart minifloppy disk drive.
The HORIZON can be expanded to 60K

bytes or more of RAM, three disk
drives , and three I /O interfaces. Performance
can be enhanced by
the addition of the
North Star hardware
floating point board.
Also, S-100 bus products from other
manufacturers may
be used to expand
the HORIZON.

For more information, contact your
local computer store.

NORTH * STAR
COMPUTERS
2547 Ninth Street

Berkeley, California 94710
(415) 549-0858
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Considering a Microcomputer?
Be Sure to Check Out the Product Offerings of the World's Largest
Full Line Microcomputer Company.
All Ohio Scientific machines come with microcomputing's fastest full
feature BASIC-in-ROM or on-Disk for instant use.
Minimum Base
Configuration Price

Economical computer systems that talk in BASIC.
Ideal for hobbyists, students, education and the home.
Superboard II - World's first complete system on a board 4K RAM $ 279
including keyboard, video display, audio
cassette , BASIC-in-ROM and up to 8K RAM
Challenger IP - Fully packaged Superboard II with 4K RAM $ 349
power supply
Challenger IP Disk - Complete mini-floppy system 16K RAM $1190
expandable to 32K RAM
Ultra high performance BUS oriented microcomputers for
personal, educational, research and small business use.
C2-4P - The professional portable 4K RAM $ 598
C2-8P - The world's most expandable personal machine 4K RAM $ 799
for business or research applications
C2-4P Disk - The ultimate portable 16K RAM $1464
C2-8P Single Disk - Ideal for education, advanced 16K RAM $1738
personal users, etc.
C2-8P Dual Disk - Most cost effective small 32K RAM $2597
business system
Same great features as Challenger IIP Series for those who
have serial terminals: small business, education, industry.
C2-0-Great starter for users with a terminal 4K RAM $ 298
C2-1 - Great timeshare user accessory; cuts costs 4K RAM $ 498
by running simple BASIC programs locally
C2-8S- Highly expandable serial machine, can 4K RAM $ 545
add disks, etc.
The unique three processor system for demanding business,
education, research and industrial development applications.
C3-S1 - World's most popular 8" floppy based 32K RAM $3590
microcomputer dual floppys
C3-OEM - Single package high volume user version 32K RAM $3590
of C3-S1 dual floppys
C3-A - Rack mounted multi-user business system 48K RAM $5090
directly expandabe to C3-B dual floppys
C3-B - 74 million byte Winchester disk based system. 48K RAM $11,090
World's most powerful microcomputer dual floppys

OHIO SCIENTIFIC also offers you the broadest line of expansion
accessories and the largest selection of affordable software!
Compare the closest Ohio Scientific Model to any other unit you are considering. Compare the performance, real expansion ability, software and
price, and you will see why we have become the world's largest full line
microcomputer company.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I'm interested in OSI Computers . Send me information on:
❑ Personal Computers
❑ Small Business Computers
❑ Educational Systems
❑ Industrial Development Systems
❑ I'm enclosing $ 1.00 for your 64-page small computer buyer ' s guide.
Ohio residents add 4% tax.

(Name
Address
I City
State

1333 S. Chillicothe Road
Aurora, Ohio 44202
Z ip (216) 562-3101

Phone ---------------------------30 BYTE November 1978
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The Age of Affordable Personal
Computing Has Finally Arrived.
Ohio Scientific has made a major breakthrough in small computer technology which dramatically reduces the cost of personal computers. By use of custom LSI micro circuits, we have
managed to put a complete ultra high performance computer
and all necessary interfaces, including the keyboard and power
supply, on a single printed circuit board. This new computer
actually has more features and higher performance than some
home or personal computers that are selling today for up to
$2000 It is more powerful than computer systems which cost
over $20,000 in the early 1970's.
This new machine can entertain your whole family with spectacular video games and cartoons, made possible by its ultra
high resolution graphics and super fast BASIC. It can help you
with your personal finances and budget planning, made possible
by its decimal arithmetic ability and cassette data storage capabilities. It can assist you in school or industry as an ultra powerful
scientific calculator, made possible by its advanced scientific

math functions and built-in "immediate" mode which allows
complex problem solving without programming! This computer
can actually entertain your children while it educates them in
topics ranging from naming the Presidents of the United States
to tutoring trigonometry all possible by its fast extended BASIC,
graphics and data storage ability.

The machine can be economically expanded to assist in your
business, remotely control your home, communicate with other
computers and perform many other tasks via the broadest line of
expansion accessories in the microcomputer industry.
This machine is super easy to use because it communicates
naturally in BASIC, an English-like programming language. So
you can easily instruct it or program it to do whatever you want,
but you don't have to. You don't because it comes with a complete software library on cassette including programs for each
application stated above. Ohio Scientific also offers you
hundreds of inexpensive programs on ready-to-run cassettes.
Program it yourself or just enjoy it; the choice is yours.

Ohio Scientific offers you this remarkable new computer two ways.
■

R1UU1L1;

Fully packaged with power
supply. Just plug in a
video monitor or TV
through an RF converter to be up and
running.

m' I W 11111511

is"

UII

45 lot

For electronic buffs Fully
assembled and tested. Requires + 5V. at 3 Amps
and a video monitor or TV
with RF converter to be up
and running.

ORDER FORM
Order direct or from your local Ohio Scientific dealer. I

-Standard Features
Uses the ultra powerful 6502 microprocessor
8K Microsoft BASIC-in-ROM

❑ I'm interested . Send me information on your

❑ Personal Computers ❑ Business Systems
❑ Send me a Superboard II $279 enclosed

Full feature BASIC runs faster than currently available
personal computers and all 8080-based business computers

1-I Send me a Challenger 1 P $349 enclosed

I

a,, 4K static RAM on board expandable to 8K
■ Full 53-key keyboard with upper/lower case and user
programmability

❑ Include 4 more K of RAM (8K Total) $69 more enclosed

■ Kansas City standard audio cassette interface for high
reliability

Name

i Full machine code monitor and I/O utilities in ROM

Address

9 Direct access video display has 1 K of dedicated memory
(besides 4K user memory), features upper case, lower
case, graphics and gaming characters for an effective
screen resolution of up to 256 by 256 points Normal TV's
with overscan display about 24 rows of 24 characters:
without overscan up to 30 X 30 characters.

City
i

State

Zip

Payment by:BAC(VISA) ----Master Charge Money Order ____I
Credit Card Account # __

Available expander board features 24K static RAM (additional), dual mini-floppy interface, port adapter for printer
and modem and an OSI 48 line expansion interface.
4 Assembler/editor and extended machine code monitor
available.

Interested in a bigger system ? Ohio Scientific offers 15
other models of microcomputer systems ranging from
single board units to 74 million byte hard disk systems.
Circle 290 on inquiry card.

I Expires Interbank #(Master Charge)
Ohio Residents add 4% Sales Tax

I TOTAL CHARGED OR ENCLOSED
All orders shipped insured UPS unless otherwise requested

L.

FOB Aurora, OH

America's Largest Full Line Microcomputer Company
1333 S. Chillicothe Road • Aurora, Ohio 44202 (216) 562-3101
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The

C3MS1

by Ohio Scientific
Possibly the world's
most popular
floppy disk based
microcomputer.

Since its introduction in August, 1977, the Challenger III has
gained tremendous acceptance in small business, educational
and industrial development applications. Thousands of C3-S1's
have been delivered and today hundreds of C3-S1 demonstrator
units are set up at computer retailers around the country.
Why has the Challenger I I I become so successful in the fiercely
competitive microcomputer industry? Here are just a few of
the possible reasons.
The Challenger III is the fastest microcomputer in BASIC
(see "BASIC Timing Comparisons," Kilobaud, October, 1977,
where Ohio Scientific out benchmarks all competitors).
The Challenger III is the only computer system with a
6502A, 6800 and Z-80 offering the programmer all popular
micros for maximum versatility.

The C3 is backed by the largest base of systems level
software for any microcomputer system including:
For the 6502A:
Microsoft 6 and 9 Digit BASIC
Assembler Editor
Word Processor
OS-65D Development DOS
OS-65U End User DOS with Extended BASIC
For Floppys
Winchester Hard Disks
Multi-users (Level 2)
Distributed Processing (Level 3)
For the 6800:
Floppy DOS
Assembler Editor
For the Z-80:
Floppy DOS
Microsoft Disk Extended BASIC
Microsoft FORTRAN
Microsoft COBOL
Macro Assembler and Editor
And Much More
The C3 supports OS-65U, the ultra high performance
"virtual data memory" DOS for floppys and hard disks which
makes complex file structures like multi-key ISAM easy to use.
The C3 is backed by a large library of applications programs
3 2 BYTE November 1978

and can make use of the tremendous amount of BASIC
programs offered by independent suppliers and publishers
because it uses Microsoft BASIC, the standard of the industry.
Complete turnkey and custom business packages are
available for the C3 from most OHIO SCIENTIFIC DEALERS.
The C3 electronics and software are available in alternate
mechanical configurations for special applications including
the C3-OEM for volume users and the C3 letter series (C3-A,
C3-B) which are optimized for use with hard disks.
C3 systems are always delivered ready to use with 32K
static RAM, dual floppys for 500K bytes of on-line storage and
an RS-232 port strappable from 75 to 19,200 baud all standard
in the minimum configuration.
C3 systems offer the greatest expansion capability in the
microcomputer industry. The C3 series supports OHIO
SCIENTIFIC'S full line of over 40 expansion accessories. The
maximum configuration is 768K bytes RAM, four 74 million
byte Winchester hard disks (CD-74), 16 communications ports,
real time clock, line printer, Word Processing printer and
numerous control interfaces.
C3 systems have phenomenal performance-to-cost ratios.
The C3-S1 base price with 32K RAM, dual floppys, RS-232 port
complete with 8K BASIC and DOS is under $3600 and expansion accessories are comparably priced. For example, the
CD-74, 74 million byte Winchester disk complete with interface
and OS-65U operating system at about $6000.

The C3 series is quite possibly so successful because it offers
the highest hardware performance, best software support,
most versatility and greatest expandability in the microcomputer systems market at nearly the lowest price in the
industry.
For more information, contact your local OHIO SCIENTIFIC
DEALER or the factory at (216) 562-3101.

1333 S. Chillicothe Road • Aurora, Ohio 44202
Circle 290 on inquiry card.

The C3-B
by Ohio Scientific

The world's most powerful
microcomputer system
is for more affordable
than you may think:
STANDARD FEATURES:
74 million byte Winchester technology disk drive yields mainframe
class file access speeds and
capacity.
High level data file software
makes high performance file structures like multikey ISAM easy to
use.
Triple processor CPU with
6502A, 6800 and Z-80 gives the programmer the best of all worlds in
performance and versatility.
The included 6502A based extended disk BASIC by Microsoft
out-benchmarks every micro
available, including 4 MHz Z-80 and
LSI-11 with extended arithmetic.
48K of high reliability static RAM
is standard.
High density 8" floppys provide
program and data mobility from
machine to machine.
Completely integrated mechanical system with UL-recognized
power supplies; continuous duty
cycle cooling; modular construction and rack slide mounted
subassemblies.
Based on a 16 slot Bus-oriented
architecture with only 7 slots used
in the base machine.
Directly expandable to 300
megabytes of disk, 768K of RAM in
16 partitions, 16 communication
ports, plus console and three
printers.
C3-B's have been in production
since February, 1978, and are
available now on very reasonable
delivery schedules.
The C3-B was designed by Ohio
Scientific as the state of art in
Circle 290 on inquiry card.

small business computing. The
system places its power where it's
needed in the small business
environment; in the data files. The
C3-B's advanced Winchester technology disk, coupled with its smart
controller and dedicated high
speed memory channel , gives the
C3-B data file performance comparable with today's most powerful
maxi-computers.

Yet, the C3-B costs only slightly
more than many floppy only computers but offers at least a thousand times performance improvement over such machines (50 times
storage capacity multiplied by 20
times access speed improvement).
But what if your business client
cannot justify starting with a C3-B?

Then start with Ohio Scientific's inexpensive C3-S1 floppy disk based
system running OS-65U. When he is
ready, add the CD-74 big disk and
directly transfer programs and files
from floppy to big disk with NO
modifications.
That's upward expandability!
*Rack as shown above complete
with 74 megabyte disk, dual
floppys, 48K of static RAM, OS-65U
operating system and one CRT terminal under $13,000.
Multiple terminal systems with
printers and applications software
are priced in the mid-20's.

1333 S. Chillicothe Road • Aurora , Ohio 44202
(216) 562-3101
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where:

Functional

0!=1
f(0) (xo) =f(xo)

Approximations
Fred Ruckdeschel
773 John Glenn Blvd
Webster NY 14580

Many BASIC interpreters presently in use
have limited function calculation capability.
Almost all interpreters larger than 4 K bytes
have built-in routines for determining square
roots, logarithms and exponentials, as well
as some trigonometric functions like sine
and cosine. Several interpreters also provide
inverse trigonometric functions via the
arctangent function.
However, many minicomputer and microcomputer systems do not have such software.
Also, some of the newer microprocessors
presently do not have much support software. I have recently been developing software for use with the North Star Micro-Disk
system; specifically, working with North
Star BASIC, version 6, release 2. The North
Star software contains sine and cosine functions but no inverse trigonometric routines.
This deficiency led to a cursory investigation
of series approximations which very quickly
showed that Taylor series expansions are
not generally optimum for computer use.

n
fn(x) =

f(m) (xo) (X-xo)m/m!
M=0

Equation (1 b) is in a form which is convenient in terms of BASIC's FOR-NEXT
loop evaluation, which may account for its
popularity with computer programmers.
Many programmers who are faced with
approximating a function use a Taylor series
expansion along with a convergence test
such as:

Ifn (x) -fn_1 (x) I<c. (2)
Presumably when the difference between
the approximation using n terms and that
using n-1 terms is less than e, the accuracy
of fn( x) in approximating f(x) is better
than e. This assumption can be grossly in
error depending on the function being
evaluated . Slowly converging series often
present problems in this respect.

The reasons for not indiscriminately
using equations ( 1) or (2) may be demonstrated by considering the sine and arctangent functions . The Taylor series expansion
around the zero reference point (known
as the MacLaurin series ) for the sine function is:

Taylor Series Expansion
sin(x) = x - x3/3! + x5/5! ... (3a)
In general, any real, continuous function
f(x) having defined derivatives may be expressed as a polynomial expansion about a
reference point x0 with the longhand
representation:

or:
sin(x) =E (-1)n x(2n +1)/(2n+1)! .
n=o
(3b)

f(x) = f(xo) + f(1) (xo) (x-xo) +
f(2) (xo) (x--xo)2/2! +.. .

(1 a)
Observe that f(n) (xo) is defined to he the
nth order derivative of f(x) evaluated at
x equal to xo. The shorthand equivalent of
equation (1 a) is:

f(x) = E f( n) (xo) (x - xo)n/n!
n=0

or:

f(x) = lim fn (x) (1b)
n--
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If we apply equation (2) as the test for
accuracy, we have
X(2n+1)
(2n+1)! <

(4)

If x is one radian (approximately 57°) and
the required accuracy is 10-8, then equation (4) indicates that seven terms are required in the series for the specified accuracy. The test for residual may be done
more correctly in principle by noting that
the series is uniformly convergent, having
terms alternating in sign. Thus the absolute
error of the approximation is less than the
absolute value of the last term included.

Therefore we again conclude that seven
terms are needed for 10 -8 accuracy in
approximately calculating the sine of one
radian . In the case of alternating series
having terms which monotonically decrease
in absolute value, equation ( 2) is applicable.
If, instead , we are interested in the sine
of -1, the accuracy test would again call
for seven terms. However, this time, because
the signs of the terms do not alternate, a
ratio test would have to be applied to correctly examine the residual , yielding the
same result for the required number of
terms. In general , if the series is rapidly
converging , equation ( 2) is an adequate
test for accuracy.
So far we have assumed that the computer is perfect in terms of roundoff error.
In some eight decimal place accuracy interpreters and compilers, the computer rounds
off to the eighth decimal place by consistently rounding down or up . Quite often
the direction is down , since this corresponds
to simple truncation . In those cases the ensuing error in calculating n terms in a series
expansion is on the order of ± (n/2 ) X 10-R.
(If the software is sophisticated enough to
round to the nearest value, the error becomes NFn X 10- 8 for eight hits.) For the
sine expansion example given above, the
expected truncated series accuracy of 10--8

would be reduced to approximately 10--7
because of roundoff error. It is shown in
the next section that a different series expansion for sine can be used which contains
only five terms and which gives an error of
less than 10_8 before roundoff, along with
a generally better answer when roundoff is
considered.
So far the observation is that the error
test, equation (2), leads to a correct estimate
for the required number of terms in the case
of the Taylor series approximation for sine.
There is an approximation in which only
five terms are sufficient, which is described
later. These are not very exciting conclusions, largely because the Taylor series
expansion for sine in the first quadrant is
very rapidly convergent and thus quite
adequate. Another important function,
arctangent, is not nearly as quickly convergent in some regions of its limited convergence interval. The Maclaurin series expansion for arctangent is
x3 x5 x7
arctan(x) = x + 5

=C-` (_1)n x(2n+1

)/(2n+1)

n =O
ll

(-1 <x<1).

(5)

3;
NOW, A TOTAL BUSINESS SOFTWARE PACKAGE OF SEVEN
PROGRAMS ON ONE FLOPPY DISC MAKES IT A SNAP.
Our TBS software package has been in
use for over a year now without a
single failure thereby earning the
privilege of joining our national product line . Written in a practical manner
for the businessman who needs a
total accounting system rather than
bits and pieces . The Total Business
System differs from other business soft-

Payables Payroll

Receivables

ware offerings in that it is a Complete
package, fully interactive, with automatic updating for all files . Available
on floppy disk under Microsoft Disk
Basic or CP/M the package requires
a minimum of 24K of free memory with
256K of disk memory. We've taken the
hard work out of business software for
micro computers!

INCLUDES
Fixed Assets Financial Reports

Inventory Check Register Etc.

Requires licensing agreement-Dealer discounts available.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

PO. Box 490099-B Key Biscayne , FL 33149

Phone orders call 800- 327-6543 Information - (305) 361-1153
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This expansion has difficulty converging
near x equal to positive or negative one.
When x equals negative one the series
diverges, although a finite answer (7r/4)
exists, whereas at x equal to one the series
converges very slowly to 7r/4, or 45°. Only
the region between 0° and 45° (0 and
7r/4 radians) need be used for the expansion,
since trigonometric identities exist for extending the inversion to other regions (eg:
arctan(x) = 7r/2 -- arctan(1/x) for x 0).
The technique of range reduction for improving accuracy will be considered in a later
section.
Consider the use of equation (5) near
an x value of one. Using equation (2) to
determine the number of terms required
for 10-8 accuracy, we get a value of 5X107
for n. Applying the alternating sign convergence test also leads to an n value of 5X 107.
In either case, this series expansion for
arctangent is unusable. Even if the computer
were fast enough so that the approximation
could be calculated in an acceptable length
of time, the ensuing roundoff error would be
prohibitive. It is shown in the next section
that there exist other series expansions
which are better than (in terms of relative
error) 4X10-8 and which have only eight
terms. The series presented are operable
either over the range 1 < I x I (note the
equality sign) or over the range 0 < x < °°.
We observe that the error test, equation
(2), would fail dismally for the Taylor series
arctangent expansion near an x value of negative one. The test would again predict that
on the order of 5 X 10-7 terms would be required for 10-8 accuracy, while in actuality
the series diverged. In this case the Taylor
series expansion is not rapidly converging,
thus leading to a failure in equation (2). In
general, equation (2) is practical only if:

• The series has decreasing alternating
sign terms.

only for MacLaurin series expansions. For
Taylor series expansions, replace x with
(x-xo). Observe that small values of (x-xo)
are very conducive to rapid convergence, but
are not sufficient.
Approximate Series Expansions
Taylor series expansions have many nice
properties. However, one of their less desirable properties is that they are not the optimal expansions for a given argument interval when a truncated series is to be used.
This may be easily seen by a simple example.
Consider the single term approximation
to sin(x) over the interval 0 < x < it/2 (see
figures 1 and 2). Although the accuracy of
approximating the value of sin(x) with x is
good for small values of x, it leads to an
error of 0.57 at 7r/2. If instead we wish to
minimize the maximum absolute error over

Figure 1: Single term approximations to
sin(x) over the range 0 < x < 7r/2. f7 (x) is
the truncated MacLaurin series expansion;
f2 (x) is the single term fit minimizing the
maximum error.

• The series has decreasing terms in
which the absolute value of the ratio
of neighboring terms is greater than
10 for all pairs of terms past the
termination point. That is, if:

4

3
0

f(x) _ E
n=0

w

2

then beyond the termination point it
is required that:
c xn
n
cn+l x

c
n+1

n

>10.

cn+l x

Observe that this latter restriction is valid
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Figure 2: Graph of the errors due to single
term approximations for the sine function.

Software for the Percom LFD-400
Disk Operating and File Management Systems
INDEX'": The most advanced Disk Operating and File
Management System available for the 6800. INterrupt
Driven EXecutive operating system features file-anddevice-independent, queue-buffered character
stream I/O. Linked-File disk architecture, with automatic file creation and allocation for ASCII and binary
files, supports sequential and semi-random access
disk files. Multilevel file name directory includes
name, extension, version, protection, and date. Requires 8K RAM at $AOOO. Diskette includes numerous utilities ................................ $99.95
MINIDOS-PLUSX: An easy to use DOS for the small
computing system. Supports up to 31 named files.
Available on ROM or diskette complete with source
listing . ................................... $39.95
Basic Interpreters and Compilers
SUPER BASIC: a 10K extended disk BASIC interpreter for the 6800. Faster than SWTP BASIC, 9-digit
accuracy, program CHAINing, BASE 0 subscripting,
improved error reporting, disk data files, and print
column alignment. Program and data files may be
prepared using one of the Text Editors described
below ....................................$49.95
BASIC BANDAID'" : Turn SWTP 8K BASIC into a respectable random access data file disk BASIC. Includes many speed improvements and program
CHAINing. When ordering, specify version (2.0, 2.2,
or 2.3). Complete with listing . ............... $17.95
STRUBAL'": A STRUctured BAsic Language Compiler for the serious professional programmer. Includes elements of BASIC, PL/M, and assembly language. Features 10-digit floating point, strings, scientific functions, and 2-dimensional arrays. Requires
16K RAM memory and LINKING LOADER (see below).
Complete with RUN-TIME and FLOATING POINT
packages ................................$99.95
Text Editors
EDIT68: Hemenway Associates powerful disk-based
text editor. May be used to create programs and data
files. In addition to SEARCH, CHANGE, DELETE, and
MOVE functions, EDIT68 supports MACROs which
perform complex repetitive editing functions efficiently. Runs in only 6K RAM. "Spooling" permits text
files much larger than the available RAM memory to be
created and edited . ....................... $29.95
TOUCHUP": If you already have the TSC Text Editor,
TOUCHUP will convert it into a disk-based text editor.
ROLL function permits text files much larger than the
available RAM memory to be created and edited.
TOUCHUP is supplied on diskette complete with
source listing .............................. $17.95
ASSEMBLERS
PERCOM 6800 SYMBOLIC ASSEMBLER: Requires
only 8K of RAM memory to assemble programs with
200 labels. More convenient to use than most assemblers; assembly options may be specified at time
of assembly . .............................. $29.95
Complete listing of above assembler ........ $29.95
MACRO-RELOCATING ASSEMBLER: This Hemenway Associates assembler is for the programming
professional. Generates relocatable and linkable object code. MACRO facility permits nested macro
calls. Permits conditional assembly. Requires 16K
RAM ..................................... $49.95
LINKING LOADER for STRUBAL and the above assembler .................................. $19.95
Business Applications
GENERAL LEDGER SYSTEM ............. $199.95
FULL-FUNCTION MAILING LIST .......... $ 99.95
Write or call for our complete software catalog.
PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC.
Dept BP • 318 Barnes • Garland TX 75042
(214) 272-3421
Circle 301 on inquiry card .
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The LFD-400 is ready to plug in and run
the moment you receive it.
Nothing else to buy! Not even extra memory!
YOU GET0 The popular Shugart SA 400 minifloppyT' drive . Drive alignment
is double checked by PerCom before shipment.

Q The drive power supply-fully assembled and tested.
Q LFD-400 Controller / I nterf ace-plugs into the SS-50 bus. •
accommodates three 2708 EPROMs • fully assembled and tested.
Q MINIDOS'" -the remarkable LFD-400 disk operating system on
a 2708 EPROM • plugs into the LFD-400 Controller card • no
extra memory required • no "booting" needed.
Q Attractive metal enclosure.

Q Interconnecting cable-fully assembled and tested.
Q Two diskettes - one blank , the other containing numerous
software routines including patches for SWTP 8K BASIC and the
TSC Editor/Assembler.
0 70-page instruction manual - includes operating instructions,
schematics , service procedures , and the complete listing of
MINIDOS'".
Q Technical Memo updates-helpful hints which supplement the
manual instructions.
@ 90-day limited warranty.
Minifloppy is a trademark of Shugart Associates

MINIDOS is a trademark of PERCOM Data Company. Inc
The LFD-400 is readily expanded to either two or three drives.

Write for details . Send for our free brochure for more information about the LFD-400 Floppy Disk System and LFD-400
software.
To save you money, the LFD-400 Floppy Disk System is available
only from PerCom . Because of the special pricing, group and
dealer discounts are not available.
MC and VISA welcome . COD orders require 30% deposit plus 5% handling charge Allow three
extra weeks if payment is by personal check. The LFD - 400 Floppy Disk System is available
immediately. Allow three weeks for testing and transportation . Texas residents add 5%
sales tax.

i

PEECOM
PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC.
Dept B 318 BARNES -GARLAND, TX. 75042
(214) 272-3421

PERCOMTM `peripherals for personal computing'
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Term

MacLaurin Coefficients

Optimal Coefficients

X3
X5

+
+
+

+ 1.00000000
- 0.41123328
+ 0.050732026
- 0.0029754116
+ 0.000096437832

X7
X9
X11
X13

1.00000000
0.16666667
0.00083333333
0.00019841270
2.755732 x 10-6
2.5052109 x 10
+ 1.6059045 x 10 10

Table 1: Coefficients for the MacLaurin and optimal series expansions for
sin(x). The optimized interval is --7r/2 < x < 7r/2. In this interval, the optimal
(relative error) series is accurate to better than 5 X 70_.9 when more accurate
coefficients are used.

that interval, then approximating sin(x) by
0.73x is better. The maximum absolute error
is in this case less than 0.15, with two error
maxima.
It our criterion is to minimize the relative
error (percent deviation), the MacLaurin
series single term truncation leads to 57 percent error at 7r/2, while the previous minimized (relative to maximum absolute error)
approximation is off by less than 27 percent,
with the maximum relative error occurring
at zero. The maximum relative error can be
further reduced to about 22 percent by
using 0.78x as the approximation for sin(x).
The maximum relative errors in this case
occur at x values of 0 and 7r/2. This series is
considered to be the minimax or optimal
series expansion for sin(x) over the range
-7r/2 < x < 7r/2, given that one term is
allowed.

The above example illustrates the fact
that either by the criterion of absolute error
or the criterion of relative error, the truncated MacLaurin series for the sine function
is not optimal for approximation. Also observe that the coefficient (0.73 for absolute
error or 0.78 for relative error) in the optimal approximation is dependent on the
interval chosen. The more the interval is restricted to that region surrounding zero, the
closer the coefficient is to unity. In general,
the more the interval is restricted to the
region immediately surrounding the Taylor

Term
X3
X5
X7
X9
X11
X13
X15

MacLaurin Coefficients

Optimal Coefficients

+ 1.00000000
- 0.33333333
+ 0.20000000
- 0.1428571
+ 0.11111111
- 0.090909090
+ 0.07692308
- 0.066666667

+ 0.99999933
- 0.33329856
+ 0.19946536
- 0.13908534
+ 0.096420044
- 0.055909886
+ 0.021861229
- 0.0040540580

Table 2: Coefficients for the MacLaurin and optimal series expansions for the
arctangent. Accuracy (relative error) is better than 4 X 10 -8. The interval of
convergence for the Mac Laurin series is -1 < x < 1. The interval of convergence for the optimal series is -1 < x < 7.
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series expansion point, the more the coefficients in the optimal series approximate
those of the Taylor series expansion. This
is because the highest convergence rate
occurs near the expansion point, and it is
hard to do better than that.
Continuing with the sine example, table 1
shows the series coefficients that would be
used in the MacLaurin and optimal series expansions to give a desired accuracy (excluding roundoff) of approximately 10-8.
Observe that because the relative error
is the criterion, the first coefficient in the
optimal series is the same (to eight places)
as that in the MacLaurin series. This is required because for very small x, sin(x) is
approximately equal to x. Note, however,
that all the other coefficients are drastically
different, though the signs of the coefficients are preserved. The sign preservation
is expected from a consideration of the
derivatives.
A corresponding series expansion comparison for the arctangent is shown in table 2.
Observe that about 107 terms are required in
the MacLaurin series for x equal to 1 to give
the same order of accuracy as the optimal
series evaluated at that point. The situation
for the MacLaurin series is even worse in the
vicinity of negative one.

It is interesting to note that in the series
expansion comparison shown in table 2
the signs of the coefficients are conserved,
and the coefficients themselves bear some
semblance to one another up to the fifth
term. After that the coefficients look quite
different.
Variations
The optimal series coefficients given in
table 2 for the arctangent approximation
were stipulated to be optimal over the interval -1 < x < I. This restricts us to the
angular range of ±45 ° about 0' (±rr/4 radians
around 0 radians). A trigonometric identity
was given earlier which allowed continuation
through 90° (7r/2 radians). However, this
extra range changing step is not necessary,
since another series expansion exists which is
optimized over the interval 0 < x < -.
However, it does not have a simple xn de-

pendence:
(2n+1)

arctan (x) = 7r/4 + EC x-1
n x+1
n=0

(6)

This series is interesting in that it uses the
same coefficients as given in table 2, and also
gives the same order of relative accuracy. To
execute this series on a computer one need
only define x to be (x--1)/(x+1) and proceed
as before.

Powerful
Software
with Extended Documentation offered by
PRSTHE PROGRAM OF THE MONTH CORPORATION
UNVEILS COMPREHENSIVE CONCEPT
IN SOFTWARE PRESENTATION
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UNIQUE DOCUMENTATION
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(c)
Form:

Form:

Form:

4
, _. (2n+1)

nx

n=0

(-4)

6
lz^

..

n

n=1

x

Coefficients:

(X--,/10)/(X+\/10)

Coefficients:
CO =

0.86859172

C1

=

0.28933552

C2

=

0.17752207

C3

=

0.094376476

C4 =

C1 =

1.15128759

Co 1.00000000

C2 =

0.66284315

Cl

0.24999868

C3 =

0.25360332

C2

0.031257583

C4 =

0.075467547

C3

0.0025913712

C5 =

0.013420940

C4

0.0001715620

C6 =

0.005654902

C5

0.0000054302

C6

0.0000006906

0.19133771

Table 3: Several minimax polynomial expansions. Table 3a is for the case of
the base 10 logarithm function. This expansion is applicable over the range
1 < x < 10 with a relative error of better than 1.5 X 10- 7. Table 3b is the
inverse of the base 10 logarithm function. The applicable range is 0 <x < 1
with .a relative error of better than 1.5 X 10--'. Table 3c is the expansion for
the negative powers of e. This expansion is applicable over the range
0 < x < °° with a relative accuracy of better than 3 X 10- 7,

Form:
1 + A 1 x2+A2 x4+A3 x6

cos(x)
1 +B x 2 + B x4 +B x6
1
2
3

Coefficients:
Al = - 0.47059579
A2 = 0.027388290
A3 = - 0.00037234227
B1 = 0.029404212
B2 = 0.00042372881
B3 = 0.000003235543

Table 4: Rational polynomial approximation for cosine which is applicable
over the range -1 < x < 1. The maximum relative error over this range is
better than 10--8.

erf(x) = 1

1

C n

n=0

Coefficients:
where y =

xn

e_x

n

2 2
erfc () = 1 - e-x

1X3

1X3X5

(2x2)2

X 2x X

1X3X5x7

( 2x2)3 (2x2)4

Table 5: An asymptotic series approximation to the error function. Range
and accuracy are dependent on the smallest term in the series (before it diverges). The series is truncated at the smallest term, which represents the
error. Including more terms increases the error.
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Hastings book Approximations for
Digital Computers (see references) presents
several such optimal expansions, three of
which are presented in table 3. Some alterations have been made to put this information into a form readily usable with
typical microcomputer software.
Polynomial expansions are not the only
forms useful for function approximations.
Another important type is the rational
polynomial. Table 4 shows a rational polynomial approximation for cos(x). The
rational polynomial approximation to the
cosine is slightly more accurate than the
minimax approximation given earlier for the
sine. However, the argument range of this
cosine approximation is inconveniently
restricted. In cases such as this it is the
user's choice as to which approximation to
apply.
There is a class of series expansions in
which an improved approximation is not insured by including more terms. This class
of series approximations is called asymptotic.
An example of such a series is shown in table
5 for the error function. The reason this
series approximation has problems when too
many terms are included may be seen by
examining the ratio of a general pair of
terms:

fn+1 -fn

2n-1

fn -fn_

2x2

R

(I)

It is apparent that one can always go out
far enough in the series expansion to find
a value of n such that R is greater than 1.
It is also possible that if we define a suffi-
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yn+1 = Yn - 21
(yn .- x/Yn/
l

YO

n = 0,1,2...

0.1541 16 + 1.893872 X
=

1 + 1.047988 X

Table 6: Iterative technique for determining the square foot of x. The accepted range is from zero to infinity. The y0 term is an approximation for
the starting value over the interval 1/76 5 x < 7. The y, relative error is
better than 0.025.

V2 - x/yn
n = 0,1,2...
Yn+1 Yn 2yn + x/Yn 2

Table 7: Iteration technique for determining the cubic root of x over the
range zero to infinity . The y0 term is the same as that used for the square
root.
ciently small error limit , e, for use in the
accuracy test, equation ( 2), the computer
may never find a condition satisfying that
relation . In such a situation the computer
may continue the edleulatiori of terms until
an overflow occurs. A way to avoid this
problem is to also test whether or not the
minimum terra ( smallest in absolute value)
has been passed , and if so, stop the calculation on that term. I he accuracy of the thus
truncated series is approximated by the
value of that last terra.

Quite often the series or rational polynomial approximation approach may be surpassed in accuracy and possibly speed by an
iterative technique. In fact , such iterative
techniques can often also be put in a form in

Ynm x
Yn+1 Yn

m = 2,3,4...
n = 0, 1, 2, 3 ...

m ym 1
n

Table 8: Iteration technique for determining the mth root of x. In this case,
x is allowed to vary from zero to infinity. The convergence of this formula is
quadratic.

Define:

Iterate:

a0 =

(1+x2)-1/2

b0 =

1

an+

2 (an

+ bn)

bn+1 an+1 + bn

Convergence Test : compare an and bn ( they approach one another)
Final Calculation : arctan(x)
Jan b n (1 +X

Table 9: Gauss iteration technique for approximating the arctangent function. This formula has been modified from a formula in the book Nulnerical Methods That Work (see references) to improve the accuracy in the final
calculation. The variable an has been replaced by the expression anb,,.
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which roundoff error has a minimal impact
urn final accuracy.

Tables 6 and / show iterative approximations to f(x)z^/x and f(x) = 3,,/-x-. These
forms were derived from the Newton
method for finding the zeroes of functions
(see reference 2). I he relations have been
algebraically written such that the previous
approximation in the iteration is improved
upon by the subtraction of a correction term
(which may be either positive or negative).
Convergence is generally very good and can
be significantly improved upon by using a
predictor for the correction , though the
price paid is a more complicated routine.
The reader is referred to standard texts on
numerical methods for descriptions of predictor -corrector techniques.

Table 8 gives a general iterative formula
for determining the rnth root of any nonnegative real number . Although it is potentially more accurate than using the logarithmantilogarithrn approximation routines, it
suffers from speed limitations for large
values of m , since many multiplications
may3b required ( what would one do with
)
xl/
As a final but very important example of
an iterative approximation to a common
function , arctangent, see table 9 . This technique is due to Gauss and is a sure way to
obtain accuracy limited only by the number
of digits car r ied by your software ; there is
no cumulative roundoff error. Note that
inrplenrentation of this method requires
the use of a square root function, which we
can have as another subroutine . Although
the author has no literature information regarding the convergence of this iteration,
the form looks fast in convergence but
slow in calculation.
For example , listing 1 shows sample runs
for x = 0 . 1 , 1 , 100 and 103() . I t seems that
only 12 iterations maximum are required
to attain a relative accuracy of 10 7.
However, the execution time for the BASIC
program shown runs between 3 (x = 0.1) and
4 (x = 1030 ) seconds, which is not very
fast. Use of the optimal series, shown
in table 2, cuts the execution time down to
90 ms with the same level of accuracy.
However, a numerical overflow occurs
when x = 1030. The conclusion is that for
10 - 7 relative accuracy , the optimal series
approximation is preferred over the iteration technique since it is about 40 times
faster in execution . There is probably some
hidden physical law which states that the
elegance versus execution time product is
a constant.
Some of the approximations we have
discussed are not applicable over the entire
possible range of arguments . The approx-

Now,
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new and
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code in hexadecimal format, $5 additional.
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delay shipping up to 4 weeks. Pricing and
availability subject to change without notice.
IMPORTANT : Include 750 postage/ handling
for each book delivered by U.S. Mail Book
Rate or $2 for each book shipped First
Class or via UPS.
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imations requiring range reduction are:
Function

Range

sin(x)

(-7r/2<x<7r/2)

Iog10(x )

(1<x<10)
(0<x<,1)

l Ox

to be used as well as the argument interval
desired. The minimax polynomials and
rational polynomials are powerful examples
of such approximations, and should be
considered for use on small systems. Elegant
iteration routines may also be very powerful,
but there are situations, such as the nth root
iterative technique (see table 8), and the

Table 10 outlines techniques that might be
used in reducing the range to that required
by the approximation.

Conclusions
Several approximation methods have
been presented for use in software systems
lacking particular function subroutines.
These methods may be inipicriiented in
either machine language or in a higher level
language. It is likely that the majority of
readers will use the resulting subroutines in a
BASIC interpreter unless they have an assembler with macroinstructions for multiplication and division, or something equivalent (such as floating point multiplication
and division hardware).
The particular approximations given
above can be used to evaluate many other
functions by using identity or recursion relations. In cases where such relations do not
exist, it may be possible to use statistical
software packages on larger computers to
find adequate functional approximations for
use in microcomputers. For example, one
might take a polynomial having coefficients
to be determined and regress the coefficients
against handbook tables representing the
desired function. With so mie ingenuity in
transforming variables, such as.,
N
f(x) _ all Yn (x)
n=0

x--1
Y(x)= x+7It may be possible to obtain very accurate
expansions having only a few terms. For
example, if the function to be approximated
goes to infinity at x = 0 and to zero at
x = a, a transformation one might try is
y(x) = (x - a)/x. Those electrical engineers
familiar with pole analysis would probably
be somewhat at ease with forming such expressions. However, these same people
would probably have little experience with
the available statistics routines.

The general conclusion is that relatively
fast executing expansions exist for functional approximations. They tend not to be
truncated Taylor series, but rather special
(and sometimes ingenious) forms whose coefficients depend on the number of terms
44 Novemtler 1978 © BY PE Pubiicat ons Inc

10 REM ...ARCTAN(X) VIA GAUSS...
20 DIM A(20),B(20)
30 INPUT X
40 A(1)=1/SQRT(1+X*X)
50 B(1)=1

60 N=0
70 E=.0000001
80 N=N+1
90 A(N+1)=(A(N)+B(N))/2
100 B(N+1)=SQRT(A(N+1)•B(N))
110 T=X•A(1)/SQRT(A(N+1)•B(N+1))
120 PRINT N," ",T
130 D=(A(N+1)-B(N+1))/B(N+1)
140 IF ABS(D)>E THEN GOTO 80
?.1

1 9.9689307E-02
2 9.9673813E-02
3 9.9669946E-02

4 9.9668978E-02
5
6
7
8

9.9668736E-02
9.9668677E-02
9.9668662E-02
9.9668659E-02

?1
1 .79627295

2 .78796829
3 .78603187
4 .78555605
5 .7854376

6 .78540801
7 .78540062

8 .78539879
9 .78539831
10 .78539817
11 .78539813
?100
1 1.6692059
2 1.582113
3 1.5658381
4 1.5620399
5 1.5611064
6 1.560874
7 1.560816
8 1.5608014
9 1.5607978
10 1.5607969
11 1.5607967

12 1.5607966
?1 E30
1 1.6817928
2 1.592546
3 1.5759366
4 1.5720637
5 1.5711121
6 1.5708751
7 1.5708159
8 1.5708012
9 1.5707975
10 1.5707966
11 1.5707963

12 1.5707962

Listing 7: The arctangent approximation
shown in table 9 implemented in BASIC.
Four sample runs are shown.
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Gauss technique (see table 9), in which the
approach has intrinsically greater accuracy,
but the execution time of the subroutine
is prohibitive.
Function approximation is a creative
art; I hope readers will try some of the
techniques described herein.'

sin(x) (-n /2<x<rr/2)
• Reduce range to first four quadrants:
y = x -- (INT (x/21r) X 27r)
(Note : It is assumed that the integer function returns next lower integer
for positive and negative numbers.)
• If Ixl > 7r/2, then y = y - rr and desired result is (- sin (y)): otherwise the
desired result is sin(g).
log10 (x)

(1' x' 10)

• Find range reduction factor ( characteristic of logarithm ):
multiply) by 10, I times until result is in range.
• Reduce range:
y=x/101
• Desired result is:
log10 ( x) = I + 10910 (v)
Note: I may be negative.

Divide (or

•
•
•

1. Hastings, C, Approximations for Digital Computers, Princeton University Press, Princeton
NJ, 1955.
2. Fike, C T, Computer Evaluation of Mathematical Functions, Prentice-Hall Inc, Englewood
Cliffs NJ, 1968.
3. Weast, R C, Handbook of Tables for Mathematics, Chemical Rubber Co, Cleveland OH,
1967.

(O<x<1)

lox

REFERENCES

Determine power of 10:
I = INT (x)
Reduce range:
y=x-I
Result
lox=layx 101

4. Smith, J M, Scientific Analysis on the Pocket
Calculator, John Wiley and Sons, New York,
1975.
5. Acton, F S, Numerical Methods That Work,
Harper and Row, New York, 1970.

Table 70: Range reduction methods for the approximations we have considered so for.

6. Abramowitz, M, and Stegun, A, Handbook
of Mathematical Functions, Dover, New York,
1964.
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Introduction

Use Ham Radio Bands for Intercomputer Con

REPEATER

(h)

Figure 1: Difficulties in radio communications. Figure la shows that if there
is a hill between two local stations, it is not possible for them to communicate by means of VHF. If a repeater station is positioned at the top of the hill
as in figure lb, communication becomes possible.
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This article outlines how intercomputer
communication networks can be set up
using existing amateur radioteletypewriter
(RTTY) networks , without requiring the
computer user to have an amateur radio
license . Using modified radio message
handling codes , a communications language is developed that allows message
forwarding ,
file transfers for batch
processing , and interactive use of a central
computer. In all cases compatibility has
been established between simple systems
and complex ones such that the network
can be accessed by terminals as well as
computers . Finally, the network concept
is merged with space age technology to outline how a worldwide personal computing
communications network can he established
with minimal message routing information
requirements , using the AMSAT Phase II
and Phase III amateur radio communications satellites.
While discussing intercomputer communications, let us consider that which exists
now and that which is soon going to exist.
The communications system should be set
up so that one can use the network with a
minimum investment in equipment. As the
system becomes more sophisticated , so will
the system capability.

Amateur Communications Network
The closest thing to computer communi-

cations in the hobby area is amateur radioteletypewriter communications. Hams have
been using radioteletypewriters for many
years and have developed equipment and
techniques that are of interest to the computer experimenter. Radioteletypewriters
are used by amateurs in two different ways:

• Long distance contacts via shortwave.
• Local area contacts on very high
frequencies (VHF).
Shortwave communication paths are affected by many things including propagation
conditions and interference from atmospheric
or man-made signals (called noise). VHF
communications paths are, for all practical
purposes, unaffected by propagation conditions and can be made immune to noise.
In the United States much of the VHF
radioteletypewriter operation is by means of
repeaters. VHF communication paths are
relatively short range because the signals are
usually limited to line of sight paths. Thus,
two radio amateurs would find it difficult to
communicate if there were a hill between
them, as shown in figure 1a. If a relay or
repeater were placed at the top of the hill
as shown in figure 1 b, the two stations could
communicate. Users of the VHF portion of
the radio spectrum have long recognized the
advantages of such repeaters. Most cities
now abound with radio towers relaying
police, fire, taxicab and amateur signals.
A typical citywide amateur RTTY repeater communications system is depicted
in figure 2. Notice the similarity to a centralized computer network. Many amateur
stations operate with autostart. They leave
their equipment operating all day to print
any messages that turn up on the frequency.
Others have stunt boxes or selected signal
decoders that allow only messages addressed
to a particular station to be printed. Still
others are interfacing microcomputers to
their radio stations and using the computer
to perform selective call decoding and storage of commonly transmitted messages or
descriptions of their stations (colloquially
known as brag tapes).
The VHF repeater system can thus be
considered a communications network
wherein any amateur station can originate or
receive messages with only a minimum
amount of equipment. However, the amateurs can only communicate if both are
operating (on line) at the same time. If one
is not present, messages can be received only
if the equipment is in the autostart mode.
Even then, the originator cannot know that
the message was received because the receiving station might have been switched off
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Figure 2: A city-wide radioteletypewriter VHF repeater link. Note that each
of the users is an amateur radio station.

at the time the message was sent. The occupancy of these repeaters at the present time
is low, so all users can timeshare them easily.
When two stations are in communication,
the others may either stand by or join in and
have a multistation contact.
As radio amateurs recognize the capabilities of the microcomputer, they are installing them in their stations to take care of
autostart and answer back so that messages
can be received and even acknowledged in
real time. However, this is only valid for
those equipped with a computer. What
about those who only have a simple terminal? How can they obtain the same advantages of communications capability?
The computer experimenters among the
amateurs have come up with a solution.
They are connecting one computer as a
RADIO AMATEURS

I
I

I

I
I

I

T

i

I

I

i
I

I
I

L---1----L---1---J-- --L---1----J
RADIO LINK

COMPUTER

COMPUTERISTS

Figure 3: Radio amateur and computer experimenter city-wide communication network. This type of network allows the computer user to have access
to the radio network without having to obtain a radio license.
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message store and forward relay. This computer continuously monitors the repeater,
and may or may not be located at the
repeater site. When accessed by a user it
may be used to store a message addressed to
any other user for later retrieval. Anyone
can come on the air (on line) and talk to
the computer. Thus anybody equipped with
a terminal compatible with the system can
use the central computer to send and retrieve messages. One can even use the computer in an interactive mode if the network
is set up to allow it. Those who own their
own computers can use the network to exchange software in machine readable form as
well as a message relay. A typical sequence
of operation in the message mode would
consist of one station coming on the air and
calling his or her party. If no reply is received the message could be stored in the
central computer. Later when the party
comes on line, he or she can ask the computer if there are messages waiting, and if so,
to retrieve them.
Computer experimenters in general do
not have amateur radio licenses, probably
don't want to make the effort to obtain
them, and don't think that they need them.
What good is a VHF repeater to them?

Computerists' Access to Repeaters
In the United States, the regulations governing amateur radio allow third party traffic. This means that amateurs are allowed to
relay certain kinds of messages for nonamateurs. Amateurs have connected their radio
sets to the telephone line and are able to relay telephone calls across the continent.
They have also connected the VHF repeater
to the telephone network, and are able to
make telephone calls from cars by the use of
tone signaling. Some repeaters have reverse
call-in capability by which the nonamateur
can dial the repeater and the telephone will
ring over the air. An amateur can then answer the call and control the conversation.
If the central computer in the VHF repeater network is also connected to the telephone line, any experimenter could call the
computer and either store or retrieve a message. The whole network is suddenly expanded to include the computer experimenters, as shown in figure 3. They can now
access the central computer over the telephone line and operate it in much the same
manner as the amateur would over the air.
The nonamateur would not, however, be
able to initiate transmissions over the air.
Messages would have to be stored for later
pick up over the air by radio amateurs or
pick up over the telephone line by other
nonamateurs. In this way, with no petitions
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to the FCC, both computer enthusiasts and
radio amateurs would have access to the
computer. Amateurs would be identified by
their call signs while computer experimenters
would be identified by their computer club
initials and membership numbers. Existing
radio amateur VHF radioteletypewriter
repeater networks could easily become computer communication networks.
Communication Language
Having more than one computer on the
network introduces protocol problems. How
does the network ensure that only the desired computer is on line? How do messages
get sent and stored? How does one user gain
access to another's computer? These problems require solutions before a usable system is put on the air. A communications
language must be used to perform these
functions. Luckily, such a language does not
have to be invented because one exists in
rudimentary form.
Years ago, when radio communications
were by means of Morse code, a communications code was developed to allow com-

Table 1: Extracts from
the proposed Q code modifications for a network
communications language.
The original Q code reference was the FCC Study
Guide and Reference Material for Commercial Radio Operator Examinations, Revision May 15
1955.

QRA

WR3ABU :QTC: G8BTB :QRV: DE
G3ZCZ
Question

Code

monly used conventions in station management and message relaying to be sent speedily
and efficiently. This communications code is
known as the Q code. It comprises a large
number of three letter groups each beginning
with the letter Q. By the use of this code,
radio telegraph operators speaking different
languages can communicate and pass traffic.
Radio amateurs adopted some of the language and modified it to suit their needs.
There is no reason why computer experimenters could not do the same.
Extracts from the code and the proposed
modifications for intercomputer network
use are presented in table 1. By the use of
such a code, amateurs with Baudot terminals
can use the code by typing the 3 letter group.
Others with ASCII terminals and computers
can type ASCII control characters, have the
computer translate them to the 3 letter
group, and then transmit them. In this way
the network can use Baudot even though
ASCII may eventually be licensed.
Examples of the use of the Q code in the
network follow. When sending a message to
be stored in the central computer relay:

What is your identification or call

Answer or Advice
My call sign is ....

which means:

sign?

QR L

Are you busy?

QRM

Yes, I am in use
by....
Your transmissions
are being interfered
with.

QRQ

Shall I speed up to ....
bauds?

Yes.

QRR

Are you equipped for automatic

Yes.

QRT
QRU

operation?
Shall I slow down to ....
bauds?
Have you any messages for me?

QRV
QRX
QRY

Are you ready?
Will you wait?
What is my turn?

QSG
QSK
QSL
QSM
QSQ
QSP
QTA
QTC
QTH
QTR
QTX
QUA
QUC

Can you operate full duplex?
Will you confirm?

QRS

QBM
QDB
QIC
QJG

Cancel message to ....
What is your address?
What is the correct time?
Send me all new messages.
Who did the last message I sent go
to?
Send me the message from ....
May I call ... direct?

QNO

Yes.
Signing off ( log off).
Yes, messages are
from....
Yes.
Yes.
Your turn is number
Send .. .. messages.
Yes.
Confirmed.
Repeat last message.
Message for ....
Relay via ....
Cancelled
The message is ... .
My address is ....
It is .... UTC.
Log on.
It went to ....
The message to ....
is forwarded.
Yes.
Revert to message
mode ( log off interactive mode).
Negative response

or action.
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Attention repeater whose call sign is
WR3ABU, I have a message for
G8BTB. Are you ready? From this
station G3ZCZ.
The computer would reply:
G3ZCZ :QRV: DE WR3ABU
which means:

Yes, G3ZCZ, I am ready, from the
repeater WR3ABU.
The computer is now ready to receive and
store the message. G3ZCZ would then send
the message in the following format:
WR3ABU :QSP: G8BTB :QSO:
of message! :QSL: DE G3ZCZ

text

which means:
WR3ABU please relay the following
message to G8BTB. The message follows [text of message], please confirm reception from G3ZCZ.

G3ZCZ would then confirm and the message
would be stored in the computer.

When signing on the network, anyone can
ask if messages are awaiting them in the following way:

WR3ABU :QRU: DE G8BTB

The computer would then respond:
G3BTB :QSO: DE G3ZCZ [text of
message] :QSL: DE WR3ABU
which means:

which means:
WR3ABU, do you have any messages
for me, this is G8BTB asking.
The computer would then reply:

G8BTB, the message from G3ZCZ is
[text of message ], please confirm reception, from WR3ABU.
G8BTB would then confirm reception of the
message with the following transmission:

G8BTB :QRU: DE G3ZCZ, FOWN,
ON8IK DE WR3ABU

WR3ABU :QSL: DE G8BTB

which means:
G8BTB, there are messages from
G3ZCZ, FOWN and ON8IK for you.
Messages could be retrieved from the
computer in the following format:

WR3ABU :QBM: DE G3ZCZ :QRV:
DE G8BTB
which means:
OK WR3ABU, send me the message
from G3ZCZ, I am ready.

The computer could then delete the message
from the storage area.

Almost any radio amateur could read the
exchange and understand what is taking
place. This language can be used by anyone,
however simple the system being used is.
Another advantage of the Q code is that
most amateurs will have to learn relatively
few of the words. As long as the computer
experimenter is learning a language, it does
not matter which one is learned. Using
words of fixed length, bounded by colons,
with the letter Q as the first character will
simplify the software required to process the
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will make the link comprehensible to any
user no matter how simple or sophisticated
the available equipment.

0

0
0
0

0
0---A I 0

OF

r

H

0

Figure 4: A distributed
wide area network. This
type of network would
have a specified sequence
of links. For a message to
go from a station in
network A to a station in
network G, there would
have to be a path for
the message to follow
through other stations in
the network.
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instructions. Since the choice of signals to be
exchanged between the computer and the
stations using the network is arbitrary, it
may as well be in humanly readable form to
allow people using terminals without computers to use the network.
If it becomes legal to use ASCII over the
air, it will be up to the repeater groups to
decide if they want to change from Baudot
to ASCII. The decision may depend on how
many users have Baudot machines. Both
modes could be used with conventional
tones for Baudot and Kansas City or Bell
103 standard tones for ASCII.
So tar we have seen that local level networks can be set up using a computer linked
to a VHF repeater and the telephone network, to give a wide area coverage. Since the
range of individual interests is wide and different, it should be possible to set up such
systems using the talent available in the
group. Thus, at the local level, radio amateurs and computer people can merge their
talents and put together a system useful to
both.
The actual modulation techniques used in
the links has not been addressed as yet. Bell
103 compatible tones can be used for the
telephone lines. Any legal method can be
used for the radio link. The network can
make its own decision about which technique to use, depending on how much hardware and sottware they want each user to
assemble when using the network. Since
there are many different types of microcomputers in the real world, different SLd
tions will need different software at the
machine language level. A high level communications language that can be understood by humans as well as computers

Network Links
Once networks are established there will
be a desire to expand the coverage and services of each by linking them together. Conventional techniques can be used to link
networks in which each local network establishes a gateway to another network. If
enough locals link together they can form a
large network of the type shown in figure 4.
It would then be technically possible to
send a message from a station in network
A to a station in network G. Note that the
figure does not differentiate between radio
and telephone links.
Operationally, the routing of the message
poses many problems. How is the message
to be routed? If a fixed route is always used
(A to C to E to F to G) what happens if the
E node is inoperable? Should the message be
bounced around at random, eventually getting to G, which would then send a cancel
command to the network to delete that
message because it has arrived at its destination node? What other techniques would be
suitable for use in a personal network which
may or may not be 100% reliable in terms of
long distance links? The professionals have
been dealing with similar problems for years.
Here again amateur radio has the potential
to provide a simple solution to the problems
of internetwork communications by making
use of modern technology. Just as the developing nations are bypassing complex terrestrial microwave linksand employing satellites
in long-range communication links, amateur
radio can provide the capability tot computer
enthusiasts to do the same thing. Currently
under construction and planned for launch
in late 1979 is the first AMSAT Phase III radio amateur communication satellite, shown
in photo 1. This satellite will be put into
a high altitude elliptical orbit and will provide
communication capability over the entire
northern hemisphere for up to 16 hours per
day with the same degree of reliability as a
conventional VHF radio teletypewriter repeater. A message from Washington DC
could be sent to London England by means
of the following Q code:

WR3ABU :QSP: G8BTB :QSP•
G B3 LO : QSO: /text of message/
:QSL: DE G3ZCZ/W3
The only difference between this message
and the transmission given earlier is the
addition of QSP GB3LO which means, "Re-
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Photo by Dick Daniels, courtesy of AMSAT.

0

Photo 1: /an King (right) and Karl Meinzer
(left) with model of the AMSA T Phase 1/1
satellite. The satellite has a mass model kick
motor installed in the structure. /an is the
project manager, and Karl designed the
satellite, which is controlled by an RCA
COSMAC microprocessor. He also designed
IPS, a high level machine-independent
language for use with the satellite.

0

lay the message via gateway station in London." The call sign of the gateway station is
GB3LO.
Just as a long-distance telephone user
must know the area code when placing a
call, the network user must know the call
sign for the gateway station of the person
being called. With a satellite in the link, the
network simplifies to the tune shown in
o\\ / U D figure 5. This configuration has a striking
resemblance to a local network. Each local
o /O G
network can be accessed by any other local
\
o / I
F
network
, just as an y user can be accessed
n
o \ " E by any other user in the local network. It

°

/

gateway is off line, due either to equipment problems or being out of range,
o the originating gateway can store the message for later transmission when communications are reestablished . The satellite netFigure 5: A distributed wide area network using a satellite . This approach
work would be used similarly to the local
would solve many of the message transmission problems . For a message to
network.
go from a station in network A to a station in network G it would have to
Since the satellite network will be lightly
travel only through the satellite and then be relayed to the other station .
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programs are games and graphics. Unlike
most other sources of game programs,
NAIL has created game programs that don't
just tell you what's happening; they SHOW
you right on the screen with vivid graphics
in motion.
For example, NAIL program G-1, SLOT
MACHINE; randomly selects cherries,
lemons, plums, oranges, etc. from program
memory and then displays three on the
screen. You select the number of free plays,
and on each turn you can bet from one to
nine plays. The machine displays at all times
what you have bet; if you have won, how
much, and how many free plays you have

customers. (see below - Do you write
programs?).

What is your time worth?
How long would it take you to enter a
program with 300 lines of code, and then
debug it? Even if you figure your time is
worth only the minimum wage, you can
order most NAIL programs for less than
your time would be worth to enter the same
program from a printed listing. NAIL
cassettes each contain just one program.
No searching through a half dozenothersto
find what you want. Just slip it in your PET
and within seconds your program is loaded
and ready to run.

Know what you are buying.
The NAIL catalog gives lengthy and
complete descriptions of programs offered,
including actual unretouched off-thescreen photographs of the program in
action. You will know just what you are
buying.
You will also know just what the program
does, how it works, and thus be able to
decide if you want to order it. No more
having to order four or five programs on a
single cassette in order to get just the one
you want.
Do you write programs?
NAIL is interested in purchasing
sophisticated, well structured, and
completely debugged programs.

left. To "pull the lever" on the machine, you
need only hit return, and the old characters
are erased from the screen, and three new
ones appear, one by one, "as the wheels
stop spinning".

Although there are already CHESS,
CHECKERS, BACKGAMMON and other
similar program in the NAIL inventory, NAIL
will buy programs of the same games
provided they are substantial improvements
over the ones already in inventory.
Adversary programs are played against
each other. Programs may be in either
BASIC or machine language.

Machine Language programming?
Then you might consider the NAIL SYS
7171 machine language monitor for PET. It
is written in machine language and comes
ready to use with complete written
instructions. Written in machine language,
it uses only 5 pages of RAM (1,283 Bytes)
leaving 5884 bytes free for programming.
Enables you to load and save in both
machine language and in BASIC. Also
allows you to append one BASIC program
to another.
Once loaded, the SYS 7171 machine
language monitor stays in the machine in
protected high memory until you turn off the
power. You can skip back and forth to and
from BASIC to the monitor.
Displays contents of all memory, including
ROMS. Do not confuse this monitor with
destructable non-versatile types offered by
others.
This is the only monitor currently available
which provides for coresidence of BASIC
and machine language programs and the
capability of saving either on cassette or a
combination of both. The ultimate in
versatility!
Cassette of monitor, instructions, and
license for your personal use on your
machine for 50 years. $29.71.
Send coupon below now for your copy of
the new free NAIL catalog of cassette
programs for PET. If coupon is missing,
send name and address on postcard to
NAIL, Box F, Mobile, Al. 36601 and request
catalog #8B.
The descriptions of the programs are
extensive and usually have sample pictures
taken right off the PET screen. This is
important so that you know just what you
are getting when you order.

Whether you have a 4K or an 8K machine,
this program will run on it. Many NAIL
games will run in 4K machines. The new free
catalog lists dozens of games just like this
one with their descriptions, and price. Be
sure to send in your name and address on a
postcard or use the coupon at the bottom of
the page for a free catalog by return mail no obligation. If you want to order the SLOT
MACHINE program, send $2.00 with your
name and adress and NAIL will send you by
return mail the SLOT MACHINE game
cassette and the new free catalog. You do
not have to buy anything to receive the
catalog. If you want to order the SLOT
MACHINE program at the special
introductory price of $2. you may do so.

Copyright 1978 NAIL
^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmwmmmmmm^mmm9

NAIL programs are reasonably priced. They
will enable you to get so much more
enjoyment from your PET, whether in
machine language or BASIC, you may
discover some things in the NAIL programs
you didn't know before. If you're really
good, we may be interested in purchasing
programs from you for distribution to NAIL
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Circle 268 on inquiry card.

**NAIL is a trademark of National Artificial *PET is a trademark of Commodore
Intelligence Laboratory Business Machines
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NAIL, Box F, Mobile, Al. 36601
Please send me the items checked:

RT 164

1

- New free NAIL catalog , without obligation.
Sample Slot Machine cassette - I enclose $2.
(limit 1 per order)
_I write programs in -BASIC, -machine language, and may be interested in
your distribution of them.
-SYS 7171 Machine Language Monitor (for 8K PET) - I enclose $29.71
Name
(please print)
Address

City State Zip
Ils^mmmarirrmwmwmsiwwws^mmwmmmmmmmmwmmmmwmmmmal
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(a)

(b)

GATEWAY
LINK

GATEWAY
LINK
USER D

0
0 USER A

j
,CENTRAL MESSAGE
STORAGE COMPUTER

0
USER B

Figure 6: Two types of
gateways that could be
used. Figure 6a shows a
generalized gateway that
contains a central message
storage computer that distributes messages to all of
the users in the local
group. A distributed gateway, figure 6b, would have
the communication link
enter through one of the
users in the network.

loaded at first , it can be started using conventional radioteletypewriter techniques.
Additional channels can be added using different modulation techniques for the advanced gateways as use increases . This will
allow people with both types of equipment
to have access to the system.

Gateway Requirements
There is no need for the central message
storage computer in the local network to
also act as the gateway to the satellite net-

(a)

/
/

Figure 7: Propagation considerations. When two radio stations
are communicating via shortwave propagation by bouncing
signals off the ionosphere, it may be difficult to tell exactly
which station you are communicating with since the ionosphere is a dynamic medium. Introducing a satellite as in figure
7b will alleviate this difficulty by not using the ionosphere for
propagation.
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work. Figure 6 shows two network configurations. In figure 6a the central relay computer is the gateway, and in figure 6b user
A is the gateway. Figure 6b can be considered an example of distributed processing
within the network. In this case, the central
relay forwards all messages with destinations
outside the local network to user A when
user A comes on line. Thus, if user A does
not own a computer but has the equipment
to communicate via the satellite, messages
can still be sent to the satellite. Similarly, if
user A does have a computer, it can come on
line, get the messages for forwarding, then
go off line and communicate with the satellite. When the satellite moves out of range,
the computer can come back on line with
replies. User A can define this mode because
he or she may not be willing to donate the
computer to the network full time.
Why the Satellite?
It was stated earlier that radio amateurs
can communicate worldwide using radioteletypewriters by means of shortwave. Why not
choose a shortwave frequency that is standard
for all gateways and do without the satellite
completely? Radio amateurs do operate in
autostart mode on shortwave but these conventional shortwave communication paths
possess many undesirable characteristics
when compared with a satellite link. The
professionals have long recognized this and
are switching over from conventional shortwave communications to satellite communications as quickly as possible.
Let us consider some of these problems.
The ionosphere that reflects shortwave signals back to earth is a dynamic reflecting
medium. Its properties change from minute
to minute, are different during the day and
night, and are affected by solar activity.
Solar flares on the sun may enhance or detract from the reflecting properties of the
ionosphere at any particular frequency,
sometimes eliminating them entirely. Thus
the situation shown in figure 7a is typical
of the conditions under which radio amateurs operate. Stations A and B are in contact with each other. Station C can also
hear A but cannot hear B because those signals are skipping over station C.
During the contact between A and B conditions may change so that B becomes able
to hear C but unable to hear A. Station D,
who cannot hear A, B or C, may begin to
transmit and (as conditions change) interfere with A, B or C. Alternately, C may not
know that B is transmitting and may call A,
thus causing interference to B's signals as
received by A. Since one can't receive on
one's own frequency during transmissions,

one can't determine if any interference is
present on the frequency. One could not
determine its effect at the other station's
site even if one could monitor the transmission.
Users of shortwave radioteletypewriter
autostart recognize the problems associated
with that mode of operation. The effects of
propagation can be compensated to some
extent by using relatively complex terminal
units. At present there is no option but to
put up with the idiosyncrasies of the ionosphere. However, the use of satellites for
communications links can change all that.
The satellite relay is depicted in figure 7b.
Using frequencies that pass through the
ionosphere with little or no reflection, all
stations can transmit signals up to and receive signals from the satellite. A satellite
transponder works in a similar manner to a
terrestrial VHF repeater. Signals received by
the satellite on one frequency (uplink) are
amplified on board and retransmitted to
the ground on a second frequency (downlink). Since the uplink and downlink are at
different frequencies, it is possible to listen
to your own signals coming back from the
satellite. Thus, if any one channel is busy, all
users can hear the signals and will know that
they should wait until the frequency is clear
before initiating a transmission. Since every-

body can hear everybody else, the communication satellite provides wide area coverage
nearly equal in performance to the local
VHF repeater as far as the user is concerned.

Viability of Satellite Link
Implementing an amateur computer
communications network by means of a
satellite poses far fewer operational problems than implementing the network by
means of conventional terrestrial relays.
Thus it may be desirable - but is it viable?
The Radio Amateur Satellite Corporation
(AMSAT) is currently building two satellites
capable of meeting the space segment requirements for the network. AMSAT has a
proven record in the construction and dayto-day management of Orbiting Satellites
Carrying Amateur Radio (OSCAR). The
first amateur built satellite was constructed
by Project OSCAR in California and
launched in 1961. OSCAR II, III and IV
followed over the years. These satellites
were short-lived experimental spacecraft
that proved that amateurs had the capability to build and communicate through
space satellites.
AMSAT, founded in 1969, arranged the
launch of OSCAR V, built by a group of
amateurs at Melbourne University in

I [ I115ERTIOf TOOL
36-40 Pi n (MOS-SAFE

$795

Unique new insertion tool. Also aligns bentout pins. A twist of the handle compresses
the pins to proper .600 inch spacing and
locks the IC into the tool. Then simply place
the tool on the socket and depress the
plunger for instant and accurate insertion.
Features heavy chrome plating throughout
for reliable static dissipation. Includes terminal lug for attachment of ground strap.

EACH

MINIMUM BILLING $25.00 ADD SHIPPING CHARGE $1.00
NEW YORK STATE RESIDENTS ADD APPLICABLE TAX

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION
3455 CONNER ST., BRONX, N.Y. 10475 U.S.A.
TELEX 125091
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ever, these satellites have shown the prowess
of the radio amateur.
AMSAT is a worldwide organization with
members in over 80 countries. Their satellites are used daily for educational demonstrations of the space sciences in schools
all over the world. Free applications literature and ideas are available for the asking
from the American Radio Relay League.
These educational aspects were the prime
reasons for NASA agreeing to provide
launch places for them as secondary payloads. The European Space Agency (ESA)
has agreed to provide a launch for the
first AMSAT PHASE III spacecraft in late
1979. Thus, since AMSAT has a proven
record and a launch date for the first
PHASE III satellite, a satellite based
amateur computer communications network is viable.
Using the Satellites

Figure 8: Coast to coast communication. As the Phase 11 satellite orbits, it
is in a position to relay messages between the East Coast and the West Coast.
Communication is possible only when the satellite is passing through the window overlap occurs two or three times a day).

Australia. This was the first amateur
built satellite that could be commanded
from the ground. AMSAT used that
capability to turn a beacon off during the
week and on during weekends so that the
majority of radio amateurs who were at
home on weekends would be able to receive its signals. AMSAT subsequently constructed and obtained launches for the
AMSAT OSCAR VI, VII and VIII spacecraft. These satellites were long life communications relay spacecraft, and contained
equipment built by amateurs in Germany,
Canada, Australia, Japan and the US. AMSAT
OSCAR VI, launched in 1972, had a design
lifetime of one year but operated successfully for almost five years until its batteries
failed. AMSAT OSCAR VII, launched in
1974 with 3 year design life, is still going
strong. AMSAT OSCAR VIII, launched as
a replacement for the AMSAT OSCAR VI
spacecraft, was put into orbit in March 1978.
These satellites, although relatively difficult to use, provide reliable communications links to radio amateurs separated by
ground distances of up to 2400 km (1500
miles). The satellites travel in low orbits
and hence are only within range of any one
particular ground station for at most 25
minutes at one time, up to six times a day.
Being in low orbits, they travel relatively
fast; consequently signals relayed through
them are subject to Doppler shifts. How60 November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc

Although the first Phase III spacecraft
will not be launched until December 1979,
AMSAT OSCAR VII and VIII are up there
and usable. It was these satellites that drew,
and are still drawing, radio amateurs into
personal computing. The orbits of these
satellites, unlike that designed for the
PHASE III satellite, are such that the spacecraft pass from horizon to horizon in less
than 25 minutes. Amateurs soon found that
communicating via these Phase II satellites
required one hand to point the antennas,
one to tune the receiver, one to tune the
transmitter, another to hold the Morse
code key or microphone and yet another
to log the contact. Unlike the octopus,
radio amateurs have only one pair of
appendages and have therefore turned to
computers for help. Computer programs
have been developed that track the satellites,
point antennas and calculate and compensate for Doppler shifts. AMSAT ground
command stations have been using microprocessors ever since the days of the 8008.
The Phase III spacecraft is itself controlled
by a COSMAC microprocessor.
AMSAT now has an ongoing project for
its members to build a low cost S-100 bus
8080 or Z-80 computer. AMSAT members
have developed S-100 based hardware to
interface antenna controllers to the computer, high power debugging software, and
even a high level language called IPS. Thus
any satellite user who is also interested in
personal computers could set up a gateway
for the local VHF radioteletypewriter repeater to use the Phase II satellites for relaying messages. The gateway would store
messages until the satellite came into range
and then forward them to the destination

gateways. Figure 8 depicts how such a message might be transferred from the East
Coast to the West Coast of the United States
as a Phase II satellite passes over. However
this technique is only practical for experimentation and relaying short messages.

/*APOGEE

Using Phase III Satellites
The AMSAT Phase III satellite will be
placed in an elliptical orbit with its apogee
( highest point) in the northern hemisphere.
Studies by AMSAT have determined that
this orbit would provide optimal service to
the world 's radio amateurs, most of whom
live in the northern hemisphere . The satellite, whose orbit is sketched in figure 9, will
be available for periods of between eight and
11 hours twice daily. Once the satellite gets
reasonably above the horizon, there will be
minimal Doppler effects , and pointing antennas will not be a problem because the
apparent rate of travel will be slow. AMSAT
will provide simple tracking software that
will enable anyone to point an antenna at
the satellite . This information may even be
provided over the satellite . The satellite will
be usable by any one station for periods of
between 16 and 22 hours each day. This will
allow communication links to be set up
between any gateway in the northern
hemisphere and any other one.

EQUATOR

Figure 9: Typical orbit of the Phase 1/1
satellite. The greater the altitude of the
spacecraft, the more ground it sees and thus
the greater the communications range. The
Phase 1/ orbit at 1440 km allows communication ranges of up to 2400 km. The Phase
/// orbit, with a much higher altitude, will
provide communications over the entire
northern hemisphere and much of the
southern hemisphere.

Summary
This article has discussed several new concepts in personal computing. It has outlined
how amateur radio can easily provide area
wide communications networks by connecting message storage computers to both the
telephone line and the amateur radio VHF
repeater. This allows computer experimenters access to the network without an
amateur radio license. The AMSAT OSCAR
amateur radio communication satellites can
provide the computer enthusiast with an
operationally simple worldwide personal
computing network. ■
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Distributed Network
Glen Horton
Hickok Teaching Systems
2 Wheeling Av
Woburn MA 01801

This article describes a study in loosely
coupled distributed networking conducted
as part of my graduate degree plan at the
University of Houston at Clear Lake City
TX. During the past two years, development
work has been focused on implementing a
modular microcomputer system used in the
classroom as a teaching tool. The study uses
the basic architecture as the foundation for
the formulation of the network.

Primary Modules
There are basically two modules needed
to form a network of this type. First, a
module is needed to effect communication
between the processors which are part of
the local network. This module is termed
a "protocol module." A protocol module
is essentially a block of 16 memory locations
regarded as programmable memory by one
processor and as read only memory by the
rest of the processors in the local network.
The protocol modules for each of the other
processors in the local network function
independently of the other protocol modules. Therefore, concurrent reads of system
information are possible.
Second, a module for sharing resources
is needed. This module is termed the "shared
slot arrangement," an interface to the basic
microcomputers in the local network. The
shared slot arrangement is essentially a bus
switch capable of logging and returning
status and control information. The hardware of the shared slot arrangement, based
on current control information, either
"makes" or "breaks" a digital signal path
between one of the local processing elements
and a shared slot with its attached interface.
Each shared slot arrangement is capable of
controlling four shared slots that are independent of one another. Software routines
which form part of an integrated operating
system control the shared slots through the
shared slot arrangements.
Example

As an example, figure 1 shows three
processors loosely coupled by using shared
slot arrangements and protocol modules.
The user at processor 2 would like to read a
file from the disk unit which is dedicated
to processor 1. The user at processor 1
6 2 November 19780 BYTE Publications Inc

would like to print the contents of a file to
the line printer on processor 3. The shared
8 K byte memory block is currently controlled by processor 2. The following operations describe a sequence to effect such
transfers of information.
The executive software communicating
with user 2 generates a disk access protocol.
The disk access protocol contains all of the
information necessary to retrieve the designated file. Processor 1 is then interrupted
by processor 2. Processor 1 recognizes the
interrupt request and protocol communication as a disk access protocol. Processor 2
then passes the shared slot with the 8 K
memory block to processor 1. Processor 1
reads the designated file from the disk unit
into the 8 K memory block. Then processor
1 passes the shared slot with the 8 K
memory block back to processor 2. Processor 2 may then use the file's contents as
desired by user 2.
User 1 has requested a shared slot with
an 8 K memory block which is to be used to
transfer a file to the line printer. Since
processor 2 has finished with the shared slot
and its attached 8 K memory block, it passes
the slot over to processor 1. User 1 then
reads the requested file into the 8 K memory
block. The protocol for printing the file is
initiated (processor 1 interrupts processor 3).
Processor 3 recognizes the interrupt request
and the line printer access protocol. Processor 1 then passes the shared slot and the
8 K memory block over to processor 3.
Processor 3 reads the contents of the memory and prints them to the line printer.
Even though the description is tedious
and long, the actual transfers of information
are quick and relatively easy. It is important
to note that the software is distributed
among the three processors in the local network. The software is therefore broken into
distinct modules best suited to their host
processors and current configurations. This
keeps the software overhead per processor
small in relation to the user buffer areas and
user support programs.

Shared Slot Arrangement Hardware
The shared slot arrangement is used to
extend the bus of an existing microcomputer.
The actual switching mechanism is under the
control of small software subroutines dis-
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Figure 1: Loosely coupled network using protocol and shared slot modules.

tributed throughout the local network. An
8 line to 1 line multiplexer is used to construct the actual switching mechanism.
Three lines, which describe the current processor number, determine which of the
switches is to be made or broken. When a
connection is broken, the shared slot is said
to be deallocated. The status lines then
reflect this condition. When a shared slot
connection is made, it is allocated and the
status will again reflect the change in the
condition of the shared slots. The last
available status can be read by any processor in the local network at any time. This

also holds true for the current processor
number (see figure 2).
Protocol Module Hardware
Figure 3 shows how the protocol modules
are controlled by the receiving processors in
the local network. Processor 1 is the originating processor in this example. It has 16
programmable memory locations which it
uses to communicate with the other processors of the system. The other processors
in the system each have a protocol module
capable of reading one of those 16 memory
November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc 63
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Figure 2: The existing processor bus can be extended by adding a shared slot arrangement.
The actual switching mechanism is software controlled.
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Figure 3: Protocol modules are controlled by the receiving processors within the local network.

locations. However the other processors
(receiving processors) are unable to write
to these memory locations. Therefore these
memory locations look like read only memory to each of the receiving processors.
Since each receiving processor has a
protocol module unique to each of the other
processors, it may read another processor's
protocol independent of the other processor's reads. The receiving processor has a
multilevel interrupt interface that determines the number of the processor generating the interrupt. It is from this interpretation that the receiving processor determines
which protocol to read. A protocol module
then decodes the byte specification (from
the receiving processor) to determine which
memory location (from the originating
processor's communication area) is to be
transferred to the receiving processor.

By multiplexing the memory in this
fashion, a considerable saving in actual
wire connections is possible. Instead of
64 November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc

running 128 lines between all processors
(this is one way), only 16 lines are run.
These 16 lines carry all the information
necessary to specify a protocol memory
location exactly and also to transmit interrupt request signals from the originating
processor to the receiving processor.
Summary
A loosely coupled distributed network of
microcomputers was formed using protocol
and shared slot hardware modules. System
information is passed in bursts of read operations by the receiving processors. Software
at the receiving processor determines the
appropriate action to take in each instance.
The software routines also update the shared
slot arrangement status and control signals
and thus allow any of the attached resources
to be shared. By joining multiple copies of
the basic modules, expansion of this framework is easily accomplished. ■

I haven't stopped laughing since I read Steve Ciarcia 's new book,
it TAKE MY COMPUTER... PLEASE!'' It's Steve's first full length book,
and it's the funniest to come along in years! It's even funnier
if you're into computers ! Just one crazy misadventure after another,
based on Steve's true experiences, and his computer's inability to cooperate.
You'll roar when you read how he tries to win at Jai-Alai and gets beaten
at his own game . Or how he attempts a stock market killing that goes wrong
when he logs into his broker's computer circuit! Imagine what happens
when our hero sets up a computerized speed trap ! And you'll fall on the floor
when our hero builds a foolproof computer burglar alarm,
and then locks himself out of the house with a souffle in the oven!
You can't beat this book for computerized belly laughs . It's got lots of
hilarious drawings that make Steve ' s easy writing style come to life even more.

And, you can 't beat the low, low price of only $5.95 + S/H!
Order your copy of "TAKE MY COMPUTER... PLEASE!" Do it today.
It will tickle your fancy.

An outrageously funny
book about a creative
eager beaver and his
uncooperative personal
computer. 128 fun-filled
pages . Hilarious illustrations. Hard cover.
Order your copy now.
Only $5.95 + S/H.
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Checkbook Balancer
100 PRINT "CHECKBOOK BALANCER"
105 REM "BY ROD HALLEN - TOMBSTONE, ARIZONA-17 DEC 1977"
110 PRINT
120 INPUT "STATEMENT BALANCE $", A
130 INPUT "CHECKBOOK BALANCE $", B
140 PRINT "CHECKS NOT CLEARED $";
150 INPUT C,
160 LET T=T+C
170 IF C>O THEN GOTO 150
180 PRINT "DEPOSITS NOT RECORDED $";
190 INPUT D,
200 LET U=U+D
210 IF D>OTHEN GOTO 190
220 LET E=(A-T)+U
230 LET F=B-E
240 PRINT
250 PRINT
260 PRINT "------------------------------- „
270 PRINT "CHECKS NOT CLEARED - TOTAL $-;T
280 PRINT
290 PRINT "DEPOSITS NOT RECORDED - TOTAL U
300 PRINT
310 PRINT "ACTUAL BALANCE $"; E
320 PRINT
330 IF F> O THEN PRINT "CHECKBOOK OVER BY $"; F
340 IF F=O THEN PRINT "CHECKBOOK BALANCES"
350 IF F <0 THEN PRINT "CHECKBOOK UNDER BY $ "; ABS (F)
360 PRINT "
----------370 END

Listing 1 : Checkbook balancing program written in Processor Technology
BASIC 5.

CP/MTM
LOW-COST
MICROCOMPUTER
SOFTWARE
CP/MTM OPERATING SYSTEM:
• Includes Editor, Assembler, Debugger and Utilities.
• For 8080, ZBO, or Intel MDS.
• For IBM-compatible floppy discs.
• $100-Diskette and Documentation.
• $25-Documentation (Set of 6 manuals) only.
MACTM MACRO ASSEMBLER:
• Compatible with new Intel macro standard.
• Complete guide to macro applications.
• $90-Diskette and Manual.
SIDTM SYMBOLIC DEBUGGER:
• Symbolic memory reference.
• Built-in assembler/disassembler.
• $75-Diskette and Manual.
TEXT" TEXT FORMATTER:
• Powerful text formatting capabilities.
• Text prepared using CP/M Editor.
• $75 Diskette and Manual.
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P.O. Box 579 • Pacific Grove , California 93950
(408) 649-3896
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Rod Hallen
Road Runner Ranch
POB 73
Tombstone AZ 85638

I balance my checkbook each month by
adding together the statement balance and
any deposits which are made after the statement date . I then subtract from this the
total of all checks which have been written
but not cleared by the statement date. The
answer should agree with the balance shown
in my checkbook.
The program in listing 1 is my checkbook
balancer written in Processor Technology's
BASIC 5 for my SOL system. It follows the
formula:
Statement Balance + Deposits Not
Recorded - Checks Not Cleared =
Actual Balance.
Lines 120 to 210 input the necessary information, lines 220 and 230 compute the answers, and lines 240 to 360 print the results.
Lines 150 to 170 ask for "checks not cleared"
one at a time and keep a running total.
When you have entered all of the checks,
type 0 and program control will move to
line 180. Lines 190 to 210 work in the
same way. Entering a 0 after all deposits
not recorded have been entered causes
program execution to move to line 220.

A quick scan through listing 1 will
reveal that the printed results are the total
amount of checks not cleared, the total
amount of deposits not recorded, the
current balance and the status of your
checkbook balance. This last value is indicated as either over or under balanced
and by how much. If the answer is over
or under, you have the task of finding
out why. One thing to remember; if you
haven't been balancing your checkbook
every month, you may have been carrying
a bad balance for some time without knowing it. If the difference is not too large,
the best method may be to enter the actual
balance in your checkbook and run the
program each month from now on.
The task that the checkbook balancing
program performs used to take me ten minutes with a pencil and pocket calculator.
Considering that it now takes about three
minutes and is only required once a month,
not much time has been saved. However,
as more and more of my chores are computerized, the amount of time freed for
other uses increases rapidly.
[A variation of this program will be required
for those who use "negotiable order of withdrawal" checking accounts which pay about
5 percent per annum interest.... CH] n

See It All at Once!
MICro U.w.s.ms WKHl1tS

with a

Screensplitter

SCREE MSn IT TER

Text Editing and
Multiple Process
Display System
---------- ----------------------- -----------

from Micro Diversions )

-1 RIt M iW IV IV) 16

unretouched photo 13" or larger slow phosphor monitor recommended

■ 40 lines , 86 characters/ line
UPPER lower case full ASCII
with special symbols
■ Onboard intelligence:
1K byte fast subscreen
control , positioning and text
formatting software

S-100 Buss

$295 Kit

VISA
master charge

■

$395 Assembled

Custom reprogrammable
character generator
for unusual applications

$15 Owner ' s Guide only
■ 140 page Owner's Guide

Micro Diversions, Inc.
8455 - 0 Tyco Road
Vienna , Virginia 22180

covering hardware , software,
system integration
■ Available from stock

1703 ) 827 - 0888
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Continued from page 6

BET,
HOU DION T HNOW!
OAE'S new PP- 2708/16
PROM Programmer is the
only programmer with all
these features:
• Converts a PROM memory
socket to a table top programmer: No complex interfacing to wire-just plug it
into a 2708 memory socket'

turn cermet trimmers (for
precision pulse width and
amplitude alignment)
• All packaged in a handsome
aluminum case
PP-2708/16 . A & T $295.

• A short subroutine sends
PP-2716 (Programs Intel's
data over the address lines 2716 ) ........ A & T $295.
to program the PROM
• Programs 2 PROMS for less
than the cost of a personality module . ( 2708s and TMS
2716s)
• Connect 2 or more in parallel - super for production
Oliver Advanced Engineering, Inc.
programming
676 West Wilson Avenue
• Complete with DC to DC
Glendale, Calif. 91203
switching invertor and 10
(213) 240-0080

1
1

I

1

ADM-3A ' 756
IN KIT FORM

• 80 CHARACTERS/LINE
• 24 LINES/SCREEN
•ADDRESSABLE CURSUR
•9, 10, or 1 1 BIT WORDS

1

Plus Shipping
and Handling

I

• 75-19 ,200 BAUD
• FULL & HALF DUPLEX
• ODD/EVEN /NO PARITY
• RS232
RS2 2 IN TERFACE OR
20 ma CU RRENT LOOP

3
ma b^

GET COMPLETE DETAILS W ITH A DIRECT CALL:
214 258 - 24'14 TWX 9 10-860 - 5 761 TELEX 73-0022

capital

800 527-3248

equipment brokers

I
I

930 N . BELTLINE • IRVING , TEXAS 75061
^----

--

-----11111.-
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number of vendors, at prices in the $2000 to
$5000 range. This hardware basis for software tools includes a processor, as much
memory above about 16 K bytes as possible,
a terminal device, and electronically
addressable mass storage on floppy disk or
its equivalent. (Two drives are much much
preferable to one, so copies can be made; I
have only one drive and feel the lack every
time I have to transfer to a new disk.) A
printer, such as my obsolete Model 33 Teletype, is useful whenever final listings or
working maps of the source code are needed.
In my case, the processor and peripherals
were designed and integrated personally, but
numerous commercial hardware products
are essentially identical in function and
probably less expensive if you value time
spent.

Readers interested in doing similar
projects with nonhomebrew equipment
will undoubtedly have an easier time of it,
since chances are that a good operating
system and assembler, BASIC interpreter
or Pascal compiler would be available for
use in creating the programs. I was stuck
with my crude earlier version editor, a
kluge hand assembled operating system,
and a very good macroassembler (but still
an assembler with all the defects of assembly
language). People using BASIC can probably
create assemblers, text editors, or interpreters far easier than I could with my
system such as it was: witness the Tiny
Pascal project of Herbert Yuen and Kin-Man
Chung in this BYTE, several text editors
and assemblers I know about, and my friend
Dan Fylstra's 6502 assembler in BASIC
which is marketed for the PET by Personal
Software.
But never mind the lack of the ultimate
in tools. Part of the reason for deciding to
work on a text editor was that in addition
to exploring the software design aspects,
I would in effect be using the previous
tools to bootstrap a better set of tools.
(Ah, you may note, there was a pragmatic
and short-term result of the project; like
many activities with long-term good effects,
there are short-term good effects here, too.)
In my earlier editor, written in 1976, the
emphasis was on simplicity and getting an
editor written in minimal time subject to
the constraints of not having an editor. As
a result, I took coding shortcuts which are
functionally correct but not particularly
fast. Thus all operations were on an incremental character by character basis. For
example, insertions in very long files take
incredibly long amounts of time per character since the entire file must be shifted.

11111111 1111 1 111111 1 1 1 1

16K STANDARD RAM - $285
KIT - 450 nsec. Ideal for SOL 20, IMSAI 8080, etc.
For 4 Mhz. systems-order our board with 250 board -full factory assembly , burn-in, testing, 1nsec. memory chips -priced at $320. For either year warranty on both parts and labor-add $25.

• First Quality Components

• DIP Switch Addressing

• Off-the-Shelf Availability

• All Inputs Buffered
• Fully Static TMS 4044

• Full Year Guarantee

Circle our Reader Service Card Number for free Catalog
Contains a complete description of our products October ads). Also contains parts, 8K RAM versions,
including the recently announced 16K PLUS premium schematics, specifications, full warranty statements,
RAM which is ideal for Cromemco systems (see previews of new products such as our 8086 CPU board.

Texas Instruments

TMS 4044 - $5
450 nsec . - Quantity 64
Factory Prime memory chips, guaranteed good.

1-31 chips

32-63 chips
64-over

250 nsec .

450 nsec.

$8

$7

7
6

For orders under $50 - add $2 handling.

6
5

Guarantee : Kits - All parts guaranteed for one year.
Factory assembled units for USA customers - Both parts and
labor guaranteed for one year; ten day return privilege. Factory
assembled units for foreign customers - parts guaranteed for
one year; no return privilege.

Direct Factory Orders - you may phone for VISA, MC,
COD orders. ($3 handling charge for COD orders only).
Purchase orders accepted from recognized institutions.
Personal checks OK but must clear before shipment . Shipped
prepaid with cross-country orders sent by air. Shipping normally within 48 hours. Washington residents add 5.4% tax.
Our 16K STANDARD and Premium 16K PLUS board are also
available through most computer stores.

Seattle Computer Products, Inc.
1114 Industry Drive, Seattle, WA. 98188
(206) 255-0750
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The new editor program was the last software project which I would implement while
having to put up with the older editor's
faults.

required, typically with the left hand on the
control or shift key and the right hand
picking the particular command key.
And finally, there is a whole class of
potentially disastrous commands like write
the file to disk, read the file from disk,
assemble a program, load a program, jump
to an arbitrary address and so on. These
commands are typically invoked by a shift
or control character so that two keys must
be pressed as in the previous class. Then, to
provide further protection, a message is
displayed on the terminal requesting confirmation with an arbitrary character. An
escape character can be input if the operation is to be aborted before the text buffer
is actually or potentially zapped.
Another example of a personal bias is
that the editor would have to have provisions for search and change operations,
execution of macro strings of editor commands, and the ability to move blocks of
text around from one place to another in
the file. Not all editors (especially not the
typical BASIC interpreter's editor) have this
sort of capability. Most separately available
programs which go under the name of
text editor have these capabilities.

Designing and Implementing the Program
I have a number of biases in the design of
editor programs, biases which reflect the
hardware I have and my philosophies of
interaction. This is one of the reasons for
engaging in a do-it-yourself design.
For example, I am personally devoted
to that school of text editing which uses a
minimum of keystroking, where single keys
for the most part are used to invoke all
commands. I am also committed to avoiding
my own stupid errors which can be disastrous if the wrong single key is pressed. So,
I oriented the editor design to single keystroke inputs which have three general
classes of potential disaster if inadvertently
invoked.

Articles Policy
BYTE is continually seeking quality
manuscripts written by Individuals who
are applying personal computer systems,
designing such systems, or who have
knowledge which will prove useful to
our readers . For a more formal description of procedures and requirements, potential authors should send a
large (9 by 12 inch , 30.5 by 22.8 cm),
self-addressed envelope , with 28 cents
US postage affixed, to BYTE Author's
Guide, 70 Main St, Peterborough NH
03458.
Articles which are accepted are
purchased with a rate of up to $50 per
magazine page, based on technical
quality and suitability for BYTE's
readership. Each month , the authors
of the two leading articles in the reader
poll (BYTE's Ongoing Monitor Box or
"BOMB ") are presented with bonus
checks of $ 100 and $50- Unsolicited
materials should be accompanied by full
name and address, as well as return
postage-11

There are benign functions which can
always be executed by mistake without
hurting the file. These are commands like
print or go to the next line or back up the
character pointer or go to the beginning of
the file. In each case, the command merely
manipulates file pointers without many
side effects. These commands are executed
by single keystrokes.
A second class of functions are what
might be called really serious because of
the effects they may have on the file. In
this class are found things like insert text
at the current character location, replace
text at the current character location or
execute the macrostring. To protect the
file from inadvertent use, these commands
require use of the control or shift key on
my terminal to generate various ASCII
control characters. The control key must
be pressed at the same time as some other
key, so a 2 key and 2 finger combination is

THE PS-80

KEYBOARD: fully professional. Full 128 ASCII upper
& lower case characters with 79 keys including
a 16 key numeric pad.
CPU: Z-80 Processor
GRAPHICS : 64 pre-defined graphic
chars. and 64 user defined chars.
alternately all 128 graphic chars.
may be user defined. Resolution
240 x 512 points, cursor control,
and 64 chars. by 30 lines.
MEMORY : 4K byte power-on monitor, 8k
byte user RAM, and 8k byte PROM external
cartridge with Microsoft BASIC standard. Cartridges allow
you to change operating systems & languages without any
modification to the standard hardware by simply inserting a
See us at booth 233 at the West Coast Computer Faire.
For complete information write to:
Photography by James & Linda Neufeld
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There is a myriad of much more detailed
choices involved in the design of a program
for text editing, for example: how to allocate memory, how to decode commands,
internal coding conventions, provision for
expansion into a full operating system
monitor within the framework of an editor.
The educational results of the editor writing
process are: a specific personal involvement
with complex questions, the necessity of
making the choices involved in the design
within the framework of these questions,
and a broader understanding of computing.
So, if you want an answer to the question:
"What educational and pragmatic project
can I do with my computer?", my answer
would be, "write an editor." ■

PROM cartridge in a side slot.
I/O: serial RS232 300/1200 baud port, full
parallel port, dual cassette recorder port
at 300/1200 baud.
EXPANSION : up to 32k RAM on board I/O
to S-100 extension box for
additional memory and any
other S-100 peripheral boards.
PRICE : $895 (does not include
CRT or cassette.)

8K RAM $895.00 available soon
16K RAM $1150.00 includes a direct
hook-up to your T.V. available now.
32K RAM $1395.00 available now.
EDUCATIONAL AND CLUB DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
PERSONAL CONSULTANT AND DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

PERSONAL SYSTEMS CONSULTING

P.O. Box 20286 El Cajon, California 92021

(714) 443-5353 Ad Design, Joanne De yore Kwlk Kopy Printing #215
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e won't mislead you any longer. Solid
State Music-the name is misleading
because we're so much more than
just music synthesizer boards. We offer
the widest line of 5-100 boards in the

industry. Memory boards for RAM,
ROM, and EPROM. Video interface
and I/O boards, extender and mother boards, prototyping and vector jump boards, a new CPU board,
and, of course, music boards. So we're changing our
name to SSM*
You've been enjoying the pleasures of our company
for over four years now. Few competitors can say as
much. In fact, Solid State Music was building quality
boards when the first 5-100 bus left the Altair® station.
As SSM* we will continue to offer boards that pro-

vide quality, flexibility, and good design. Boards that
represent value. Not the least expensive. Not the most
expensive. Simply the best combination of price and
quality available. That's SSM.*
Solid State Music has been known for service. Fast
delivery, ready customer support, and a strong product warranty. Our name is changing. Our tradition of
service is not. Orders still shipped from stock. A one
year warranty on assembled and tested boards, 90
days on kits. And our people are still on hand, still glad
to answer your questions.
Check out the Blue Boards of Happiness when you're
after Solid State Music quality, reliability, and flexibility,
backed by the friendly support of the oldest S-100
board manufacturer in the marketplace. If you liked us
as Solid State Music, you'll love us as SSM*

2116 Walsh Avenue
Santo Clara, CA 95050
(408) 246-2707

*We used to be Solid State Music . We still make the blue boards.
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You can rely on SCELBI publications . Because
Computer info that is fun and exciting.
Written and illustrated with YOU , the compute
Learn
MicroComputers
Brand New!

"Learn Micro- Computers." Quickly, easily
and enjoyably . For the beginner just
getting started in microcomputers.

72 BYTE November 1978

Here are all the fundamentals behind the operation of virtually all microcomputers. Everything the beginner needs in one handy package. Contains
the popular book Understanding Microcomputers . Written in simple English.
Clear. Concise. Accepted as the standard for the neophyte, you must own
this 300-page no-nonsense, easy-reading text. Includes simple-to-use
glossary of key microcomputer words. Companion cassette helps you get
right into it. Chapter-by-chapter talking synopsis. Key review questions.
References to page numbers for further review. You'll gain extra knowledge
needed for reading and understanding computer magazines, manufacturer's
literature and to feel "at home" around computers. A great new idea
developed by the computer experts at SCELBI. Get Yours Now! At your
favorite computer,'electronics dealer. Or order direct. Learn Micro - Computers,
only $14.95. Paperback edition of book alone: $9.95. Hardcover
edition alone: $ 14.95. Shipping' handling extra:* (Available after December 1)

they make sense! They're easy to read and understand.
For the neophyte . The pro. The advanced wizard. Everyone.
hobbyist in mind.
SCELBI ' s Software Gourmet
Guides and Cookbooks for
"8080 " and "6800"
Now you can cook up mouthwatering programs. Delectable
"how to" facts include "8080" or
"6800" instruction sets. How to
manipulate stacks. Flow charts.
Source listings. General purpose
routines for multiple precision
operation. Programming time delays
for real time. And much, much
more. Includes floating point arithmetic routines. Specify "8080" or
"6800". Get your copy today!
They're at your favorite computer/
electronics dealer. Or, order direct.
8080 Paperback: $ 10.95 . Vinyl:
$12.95 . Hardcover: $ 14.95. 6800,
Paperback only: $10.95.
Shipping/handling extra.*

The Z80 Instruction Handbook
now available!

TAKE MY r EW,

COMPUTER ...

Your complete guide to the
powerful Z80 instruction
set. This handy, com-

I Steve Ciarcia's

PLEASE!" i hilarious new

I

I computer novel,

pact reference provides a clear explanat i on. It' s an
ever ready instant

Take my computer
... please!"

An uproariously funny full length
book about Steve's true-to-life
misadventures and his computer's
inability to cooperate. Read his
off-the-wall attempt to beat the
Jai-Alai system. Or how he attempts
a stock market killing but logs
wrong info into his broker's
computer. What happens when
Steve sets up a computerized
speed trap? And page after belly
laughing page of nonsense, jollies
and even illustrations to bring the
stories to life. 128 pages. Hard
cover. You've got to get yours now!

INSrAUC)?eo
/ MANDB OO
OK

reference that can
be carried in your

pocket. Explains
the instruct i on se t
in meticulous

detail. Industry
standard mnemonics

See it at your favorite computer/
electronics dealer. Or, order direct.
$5.95. Shipping/handling extra.*

are used throughout. Machine
codes are presented in both octal
and hexadecimal format. A convenient index lists all instructions
alphabetically along with machine
codes and timing information.
Don't wait. It's available at
computer and electronics retail
outlets or direct from SCELBI.

Only $4.95. Shipping/handling extra.*

Looking for holiday gift ideas? Give someone the world
of computers ! Make it a SCELBI publication. They
make excellent Christmas gifts. There ' s one just
right for that special someone on your list.

bI Publications
I!scel
P.O. Box 133 PP STN, Milford, CT 06460
(a division of Scelbi Computer Consulting, Inc.)
(203) 874-1573
Prices shown for North American customers. Master Charge.
VISA. Postal and Bank Money Orders preferred. Personal
checks delay shipping up to 4 weeks Pricing and availability
subject to change without notice. IMPORTANT ! Include 75¢
post agethandling for each book delivered by U.S. Mail Book
Rate or $2 for each book shipped First Class or via UPS.

routine; the second value, Y, is passed to
the subroutine in the accumulator.
To call TIMOUTN, the following general
procedure is used:

Machine hareace Puzzle

PUSH A
MVI A, #Y
CALL TIMOUTN
POP A

TIMOUT

Questions
(a) What is the total time delay (calculated in machine states) obtained
from TIMOUTN if:
1)X=1
2)X=2
3)X=1
4)X=2

Christopher Strangio
CAMI Research
43 Bailey Rd
Watertown MA 02172

and Y=1
and Y=1
and Y=2
and Y=2

(b) Which instructions determine the
basic period of delay in TIMOUTN?
What is the period of the basic timing
loop?
(c) It is interesting to note that if X = Y
= hexadecimal OF, the time delay
provided by TIMOUTN would be
approximately 416,000 years (assuming the processor clock period is 1 jus
per state)! Under these conditions,
what is the maximum number of
bytes by which the stack would grow
during the execution of TIMOUTN?
(If X = Y = hexadecimal FF, the
total time delay would be far longer
than the known age of the universe,
about 4 billion years!)
(d) The period of the basic loop, found
in part (c), can be labeled Q. In terms
of X, Y, and Q, write a simple algebraic equation that approximately describes the total delay of
TIMOUTN. The answers to this
puzzle are found on page 138. But
don't go there just yet; try puzzling
out the answers first. ■

Subroutine "TIMOUT N" is used to introduce a time delay in the execution of a main
program . The program , written in 8080
assembly language , is shown as follows:
TIMOUTN: PUSH B 10
MVIB,#X 5
OCR A 5
LOOP. CPI 0 5
CNZ TIMOUTN 10•
OCRB 5
JNZ LOOP 10
INR A 5
POP B 10
RET 10
Assume that this many total machine states are required for each instruction. Note that the call
instruction marked ' has been arbitrarily assigned
a fixed time of 10 to simplify the calculation.

Two numerical values are needed by
TIMOUTN to define the delay period. The
first value, X, is loaded with an MVI (move
immediate) instruction inside the sub-

conrE Sr '
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entry form:
Attached is my application for the Controller
Board.

i
scree,
Illy

State

ZIP_ -- -

L---------------------(Pictured: & t00 buss compatible Controller Board.
Meath Na wirslo,, also available.)

MULLEN Computer Products
BOX 6214 , HAYWARD, CA 94545
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Since we redesigned the RelaylOptodaolator Control Board
and brought its price down to $88 , we've heard about lots of
applications . Robots . Solar energy. Model railroads. Disco
lights . Time lapse photography. Even an automatic cat feeder.
But we want more applications to include in our continuing
series of applications notes, and this is where you come in.
In case you haven 't seen our Controller Board , it includes 8
reed relays that respond to an 8 bit word; additionally, 8 optoisolators accept signals from the outside world for handshaking or further control purposes. In essence , you have a
switching system with all the Intelligence of a computer at
your command.
So, let your Imagination run wild , then tell us your idea for
an application ... you just might win a free way to implement
that idea.
Contest Rtdae: For turther Information on Mullen Computer Products , etslt your local
mpute, atore or write ue all entries most be postmarked no later than midnight, Dec.
15,1 978, and become property of Mullen Computer Products Enter as often as you wish.
Duplicate prizes awarded In case of tie. Please print your name Clearly on the entry. Try to
keep descriptions short , but If you get carried away describing some fenteetiC scheme
wan understand Good luck. and we look forward to hearing from you.
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Technical Systems Consultants, Inc.
TSC, Technical Systems Consultants, is
the software company for all the newest,
most innovative ideas in computer
software. TSC builds a variety of programs, packages and games so you can
get down to business or just some fun.

M

Text Editing System

Text Processing System

The Mnemonic Assembler

The must complete and versatile editor
available for the 6800 and 8080 micro.
The system is line and content oriented
for speed and efficiency and features
such commands as block move and copy,
append and overlay, as well as string
manipulators. The 6800 version requires
5K beginning at 0 hex, the 8080 needs
6K starting at 1000 hex. Both should

As a complement to the Editor, the
Processor supports over 50 commands
for left, right or center justification, titling,
paging and general text output formatting.
A loop command is available for repeated
formatting jobs such as form letters. Also
included are capabilities for macro
definition to build special formatting
commands. The program requires about
8K of RAM and previously edited text.

The ideal addition to the Text Editing
System, together they form a complete
program development center. The
Assembler is one of the most versatile
available and allows for easy adaptation
to most systems. The Assembler is many
times faster than other resident assemblers. Requires aproximately 5.5K plus
file and symbol table space.

have additional file space as required.
SL68-24 6800 Text Editing

System $23.50
SL68-24C w / cassete $30.45
SL68-24P w / paper tape $31.50
SL68-24D w / mini flex disc $31.50
SL68-24F w /flex disc $50.00
SL80-10 8080 Text Editing
System $28.50
SLSO-10P w / paper tape $37.50
SL80- 10F w / CP/M disc $40.00

Space Voyage
SL68-5C w/cassette $18.95
SL68-5P w/paper tape $19.00
SL80-9P w/paper tape $19.00
6800 Disassembler
SL68-27C w/ cassette $15.95
SL68-27P w/ paper tape $13.00
Micro BASIC Plus for 6800
SL68-19C w/ cassette $22.90
SL68-19P w/ paper tape $21.95

SL68-29 6800 Text Processor $32.00
SL68-29C w / cassette $38.95
SL68-29P w / paper tape $40.00
SL68-29D w/ mini flex disc $40.00
SL68-29F w/flex disc $75.00
SL8O-11 8080 Text Processor $32.00
SL8O-11P w/ paper tape $41.00
SL80- 11F w / CP/M disc $50.00
Relocator
This self-prompting, easy to use program
relocates object code in RAM or from
tape. Complete instructions included for
making the TSC Editor and Assembler
or Editor and Text Processor co-resident.
(As sold they reside in the same area.)
Just over 1 K in length.
SL68-28
SL68-28C

6800 Relocator
w/cassette

SL80-13
SL80-13P

8080 Relocator $ 8.00
w/paper tape, $13.00

$ 8.00
$14.95

SL68-26 6800 Mnemonic
Assembler $23.50
SL68-26C w/cassette $30.45
SL68-26P w / paper tape $31.50
SL68-26D w / mini flex disc $31.50
SL68-26F w/flex disc $50.00
SLOO-12 8080 Mnemonic
Assembler $25.00
SL80- 12P w/ paper tape $34.00
SL80-12F w / CP/M disc $40.00
All programs include complete source
listing. Cassettes are in the Kansas City
standard format.
All orders should include check or money
order. Add 3% for postage and for orders
under $10, please add $1 for handling.
Send 25¢ for a complete software
catalog.

6800 Floating Point Package
SL-68-4

Floating Point
Package
$6.50
SL68-4P w/paper tape $9.50

Technical Systems
Consultants, Inc.
Specialists in Software & Hardware for Industry & the Hobbyist
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Photo 7: A stepper motor controlled scanning sensor capable of detecting
both infrared and visible light. A photo detector is mounted at the focal point
of an inexpensive parabolic solar cigarette lighter. The computer controlled
unit is capable of following a moving flashlight, detecting headlights in a
driveway, and many other applications.

I've Got You in My Scanner!
A Computer Controlled Stepper Motor Light Scanner

Steve Ciarcia
POB 582
Glastonbury CT 06033
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"Boy, sitting here is really relaxing, isn't
it, Lloyd?" I leaned back in the recliner and
looked out of my living room window at the
dense forest no further than 30 feet from
where we sat. The sliding glass doors were
open and occasionally some furry little
animals could be seen darting in and out
through the underbrush feverishly searching
for dinner. The setting midsummer sun
created an orange and yellow background
for the beautiful scene. I wondered why I
had ever waited for five years before moving
out of the city. All that noise and congestion. This was so peaceful.
"It's very nice up here, Steve. I especially
like the big driveway. You have lots of room
to park cars. When are you going to chop
down all these trees and put in a lawn like
everybody else?"
Although I was not actually far enough
removed from such suburban beatitudes to
scoff with impunity, I piped back, "Bah! We
moved out here to get away from the rest of
the world. The last thing I want to do is be
reminded of civilization, whether that means
people or grass." The alternative I much preferred was to turn into a leaf shrouded com-

puter hermit. "Lloyd, if I could figure a way
to put in a moat with alligators, I'd do it," I
said, tongue in cheek.
Such was the tone of our conversation
for the next few hours. Whenever Lloyd ventured into the Connecticut wilderness (as he
called it) he would stop by and visit me.
Because of Lloyd's practical knowledge of
computer related subjects I often used him
as a sounding board for article ideas. His
diplomatic responses sometimes disguised
his opinions so tactfully, though, that I
wasn't always sure what he really thought.
Before we knew it the sun had set and
we were enveloped in darkness. The moonlight cast a silvery glow across the tops of
the trees but hardly penetrated to the underbrush. But the moonlight was of small consequence to us. Even with the additional dim
light escaping from the next room there was
barely enough illumination to discriminate
facial expressions, but there was sufficient
backlighting for the little night creatures to
observe us. Having lived in my new house
for two months I had finally become accustomed to the nocturnal sounds and no
longer experienced heart failure whenever I

qiaise Pascal
1123-1#2

THE NMS 85 SERIES
ORTHWEST MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS
15/P 80385 , 3MHz, 54K'(,1OK System Memory
• 1.2 "Mb Dual Dewy Fl , 4ms Step, DMA
• Keyboard, RS232 Ports ,`;
Assembler
uri wry
• Fast Floating Point APU, 5MHz Timers,
Ports , Modem, Clock
• COBOL, FORTRAN, Sort, Decimal , Graphics

VINTAGE TURNKEY BUSINESS SYSTEMS
• Accounts Rec able : Billing,, Aging,
., aa.
Full Forms Data Entry
• Word Processing : Screen Edit , Search,
Justification , Page Numbering,
Headings, etc. .
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detected a pair of eyeballs peering at me
from between the tree limbs. It was, after
all, the domain of the owl and deer and I
was the intruder.
I was less sure of the effect on Lloyd.
Far away from the accustomed roar of jets
at JFK and the traffic jams on the Long
Island Expressway, he was suddenly very
quiet, almost subdued, as he stared out the
window into the darkness. Suddenly his eyes
became focused on something in the distance and, gripping the arms of the chair
tightly enough to leave an impression, he
craned his neck to get a closer look. Something had obviously attracted his interest.

I saw a form way off in
the darkness. It was

definitely an erect biped
moving through the
trees....
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"I saw something!" he said.
"It's probably some possum checking us
out or some other small animal after the
dinner scraps I put outside."
No, it's no animal. At least no small one.
I thought I saw a light too. How many possums glow in the dark?"
"Don't be an alarmist. There's nothing to
worry about."
"Look, there it is again, Steve! I think
someone's out there."
I, too, saw a form way off in the darkness. It was definitely an erect biped moving
between the trees and making considerable
noise as it went.
We jumped from our chairs and crouched
together looking out through the screen. The
same thought came to both of us: "Is it
Bigfoot?!"
"Wait a minute," I said in a hushed tone.
"This is Connecticut. That's absurd! How
can it be Bigfoot? Besides, since when does
Bigfoot carry a flashlight?"
The bright beam of a flashlight shot from
the stranger's hand. The dim light revealed a
large man in coveralls dragging a heavy sack
and carrying something over his shoulder.
"He must have a gun!" Lloyd gulped, and
we both dropped to floor level. "Quick! Call
the police or something! Better yet turn on
the outside flood lights. Maybe it will scare
him away."
"Look, Lloyd, if you want to become a
moving target walking across the room to
the light switch go right ahead."
"How come your burglar alarm hasn't
turned the lights on?"
I thought about the alarm system for a
moment and then answered, "I've got sensors all over the driveway and the road leading to the house. I didn't put them out in
the woods because it's more likely that
someone would come down the road rather
than hike through the woods."
"How come nobody told him that?"
"Look, it'll pick him up anyway if he
comes within 50 feet of the house."
Before Lloyd could reply, the man in the

woods stopped in a clear area. The object
slung over his shoulder wasn't a gun, but a
shovel. He started to dig.
"Steve, do you think he's burying a body?"
I gathered up what courage I could
and decided to go out and confront the
perpetrator before my front yard looked like
the aftermath of Dunkirk. "Come on, let's
find out what he's doing."
As we approached, the man ignored our
presence and kept digging. Occasionally he
pointed his flashlight into the hole, then
dumped the contents of the shovel into the
sack. Was there buried treasure on my
property?
"Excuse me, sir? Excuse me?" I said
softly but with resolve. When I did not receive a response I stepped closer and repeated a little louder, "Excuse me, sir?!"
"Shhhh, Sonny! Da ya wanna scare all
these critters away? It's hard enough making a living these days without everyone
getting into the act. This here is my mound,
Sonny!"
Mound? Sonny? I listened to his voice
closely now and examined his features as
best as I could in the moonlight. His accent
was definitely Maine - deep woods Maine,
and I put his age conservatively at 70. He
seemed harmless enough, but I still had some
unanswered questions.
"Sir, do you mind telling me what you're
digging?"

He swung the shovel up over his shoulder
and turned toward me. His face was weatherbeaten and aged, yet there was a youthful
glint in his eyes. The gravity of the situation
evaporated as he answered, "Worms."
"You're digging what?" Lloyd chimed in.
"Worms," he answered again. "This hea
mound," he pointed at the area where he
was digging," is one of the best night crawler
mounds in the county. Youst to be a farm
around here, few yease back. This was the
compost heap. Worms love it, ya know." He
chuckled as he explained the worm breeding
business to us city slickers. "I been diggin'
around here off an on for 30 yease. Then
someone came along and put a house on it."
He pointed a boney finger at my place.

"I had no idea .. . ," I said, somewhat
embarrassed.
"No matter ... them's still my worms! I
got ten spots just like this one and I'm transplantin' my worms. You know what a night
crawler like this is worth around here,
Sonny?" He reached into the hole and suddenly I had a handful of worms held in my
face. I took great care to take shallow
breaths lest I accidentally gasp and inhale
one of the squirmers.
"No sir. I don't fish."
"Well, they're worth plenty. And I got to

dig a lot of them durin summa cause there
ain't no worms in winta, Sonny."
His logic was irrefutable. He obviously
earned his living at this. I felt a bit sad for
the old codger. His digging really wasn't an
inconvenience as long as he only took the
worms and left the dirt. I didn't know
enough about night crawlers to know the
best time of night for harvest but I was sure
we could work something out. I held my
hand out to his and said, "You don't have
to transplant your worms. What's a few
worms between friends?"

THE BLUE BOARD
OF HAPPINESS
It's the new 8080

A Modification to the Alarm System
At the conclusion of this episode I
couldn't help but be concerned about the
detection logic of the sophisticated alarm I
had installed. There were sensors across
critical points in the driveway and the road
leading to the house that could detect the
presence of a car or person. But, because of
the likelihood of false triggering by wild
animals, I hesitated to place similar detectors
in the woods surrounding the house. I had
thought the woods were impassable, but I
guess I was wrong. The common denominator for anyone trying to make it through
those woods at night is the necessity of a
light. It should seem easy in principle to
just place a light activated switch out there
and activate the sequence when it detects
some light source. Unfortunately, since the
sensitivity would have to be relatively high,
it would no doubt be accidentally triggered
from lightning bolts and wayward fireflies.
Complex integration and delay logic could
be incorporated which would eliminate
many false alarms but light level is still the
only detection quantity.

Since a light source such as a flashlight or
motor vehicle would have to move to approach the house, motion is another necessary parameter to consider. Most motion
detection systems are passive beams whose
sequential interruption triggers an appropriate response to a time and distance
algorithm. Such a system of infrared or
visible light beams, sufficient to protect
four or five acres of property, would be
prohibitively expensive if it incorporated a
laser light source, and probably couldn't
work reliably without one.
If we accept the premise that anyone
coming through the woods on my property
would need a flashlight or lantern, etc, then
to detect the presence of an intruder requires a combination of light level and
motion.
There are a number of methods that
achieve the desired result. The most straightforward is to use a television camera, digitize

CPU board from SSM.
It's blue. And it's loaded.
(That's why it's happy.)
Loaded with so many features.
Just odd an I/O board and
you've got a computer.
Loaded starts with 256 bytes of on-board RAM.
Add 2K of optional on-board 2708 EPROMs.
Then add a power-on/reset jump circuit, and the
availability of MWRITE, allowing use without a
front panel.
And then there's a parallel input port with
status. And enough DIP switching to make you
dizzy. DIP controlled addressing of PROM in 2K
blocks-of vector jump in 2K increments-of
RAM in 256 byte increments-of input port for
addresses 0 to 31 in decimal.
Like all SSM boards, the S-100 compatible
CD-1 includes gold-plated edge connectors and
TI low-profile sockets. And SSM support and warranty Yet, even as loaded as our CD-1 is, the
price won't leave you breathless. Only $144.95.
And on introductory offer at only $129.95
makes it even happier. (Offer expires November 30. 1978. )
Available at over 100 retail locations, or direct
from SSM.
Video and teletype monitor programs are
available on EPROM for only $34.95 with the
purchase of any SSM kit.

SSM manufactures a full line of S-100 boards.
How full? Too full for this ad. Just check the ad
across the page.

-2116 Walsh Avenue
Santo Clara, CA 95050
(408) 246 2707

We used to be Solid Store Music. We still make the blue boards.
Circle 335 on inquiry card.
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Circuit Cellar experimental setup showing the parabolic scanner as it detects a candle.

the image, and after adjusting for ambient
light changes, compare it to a previous digitized image. Many of the most sophisticated
alarm systems incorporate this feature. While
it is not beyond the capability of the more
than modest home computer, it would be
expensive in this application.

If You' re Trying to Detect Motion Move the Detector
Detecting motion with a light level sensor
requires that a quantity of them be placed
throughout the detection area. As the source
moves, the relative light levels reaching all
the sensors can be plugged into an equation
and the location of the source computed.
Tracking an object is simply a case of repeating this snapshot technique a number of
times. Unfortunately, the concept is about
80 November 1978 © BYTE Publication, Inc

the only part that's simple.
An alternative approach is to point a
light sensor at a source and then move the
sensor to a new location. If eventually the
source is again detected in this new position
the source must have motion! This of course
presumes that there aren't so many sources
that placement of the sensor inadvertently
coincides with a stationary source. Small but
discrete steps of sensor displacement will
increase the resolution of this method.

Build a Light Sensitive Scanning System
I wish to back off a bit at this point and
explain that this design is not merely a
motion detection system. That is one of its
numerous applications and, as previously
stated, it is the idea that prompted its development. The design is a simple, yet effective,

We Start With A Price
That's Hard To Beat .
But We Don't Stop There.

Power Consumption

Central Data Corporation has combined the benefits
of new technology and high-volume company sales
to bring you a RAM board with more features and
product options for less money.

+16 150ma
+ 8 300ma
- 16 20ma

Other Products From Central Data

Lower Prices
More Memory Capability
To begin with, we've reduced the price of our 16K
RAM board by $40 to $249. At $425-a price
reduction of $50-our 32K board costs less, too.
Plus, we now offer a full 48K memory board for
$599. These boards are expandable to 64K at a
price of $ 185 per 16K package. Or you can start
right out with a full 64K board for $775.
Improved Board Design
We've also added improvements to the board design
at no extra cost to you.
•Deselectable in 2K increments . Our deselect
feature enables you to switch off any 2K to avoid
overlap with your existing memory.

•Fully socketed memory. This feature enables
you to expand the memory board yourself.
• Plug selectable addressing . Now you can
re-address without soldering

Other Standard Features
•Power-saving dynamic board with on-board
invisible refresh
:One-year guarantee on parts and labor
•S-100 and Z-80 compatible
Specifications
Storage Capacity
Addressing
Max. Input Load
Output Buffering
Access Time
Cycle Time

Wait States Generated
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16K, 32K, 48K, or 64K
16K boundaries
One LS TTL load
On all data lines
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480ns
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Central Data also offers, fully-assembled and in kits,
a range of other computer products including
(pictured above) our 2650 microprocessor, software
packages, TV/Monitor, ASCII keyboard, and (not
pictured) floppy disk system, to name just a few.
For More Information

To Place an Order
We welcome any questions you have about our RAM
boards or other products. To place an order, or for
more information contact:

Central Data
Corporation
P.O. Box 2484 , Station A
Champaign , IL 61820
Ph. (217 ) 359-8010
Place orders prepaid or COD. Delivery is stock to 30
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Figure 1: Block diagram of closed loop optical scanning system. The three main sections are the optics, consisting of a parabolic
reflector and visible and infrared detector, the signal conditioner and input interface, and the stepper motor.

Photo 2: The parabolic reflector, used to gather light for detection by the
photo detector.

Photo 3: Closeup of the photo detector, glued to the pronged holder.
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light sensitive scanning system. A sort of
passive radar (radio detecting and ranging
system) if you will. It incorporates a sensitive visible and infrared light detector that
is highly directional, In addition, it has the
ability to accurately position itself on a
rotational axis and sweep a wide area, much
like a radar.
Figure 1 is a block diagram of the device.
The scanning system consists of three prime
components, optics, including sensor and
reflector; signal conditioner and input inter
face; and finally, for closed loop control, a
rotational positioning mechanism consisting
of a 7.50 resolution stepper motor. The completed unit allows the computer to position
its sensor in a known direction, read an analog value of the light level in that direction,
and move to another point or track a moving source (more on this later).
The prime consideration in any light detection system is the optics To take full
advantage of any positioning mechanics, the
light sensor must be highly directional This
is usually done with a series of lenses, the
whole affair resembling a telescope. This
technique is quite expensive and heavy.
Instead of lenses, a highly polished parabolic
reflector can be used to concentrate the
light. One such device ideal for this application is an inexpensive parabolic mirror sold
by Radio Shack for under $2 as a solar
cigarette lighter The unit, shown in photo 1,
has a fork tipped hinged prong which extends from the center to hold the cigarette.
Already designed to be at the focal point of
the mirror, it serves as the perfect mounting
bracket for the photo sensor. A GF 114F2
infrared photo Darlington inserted into a
phenolic sleeve is glued to the cigarette
holder at the focal point as in photos 2 and
3. The lens of the photo sensor should face
the reflector

While the photo detector is infrared by
design, it is highly sensitive to visible light
as well By choosing the infrared unit, a de-

electronic components

Regulated Power Supply
* Uses LM 309K
* Heat sink provided
* P.C. board construction

Function Generator Kit
JE'ZZp68..

* Provides 3 basic waveforms:
sine, triangle & square wave

* Frequency range from 1 Hz to
100K Hz

* Provides a solid 1 amp @ 5V
* Includes components, hardware
and instructions
* Size: 3-1/2" x 5" x 2" high

* Output amplitude from 0-volts
to over 6 volts ( peak to peak)
* Uses a 12V supply or a ± 6V
split supply

* Includes chip , P.C. board, components and instructions.

JE200 5v lamp $14.95 JE2206B
$19.95
4-Digit Clock Kit
Digital Stopwatch Kit
* Use Intersil 7205 Chip
* Plated thru double-sided
P.C. Board
* LED display (red)

* Times to 59 min. 59.59 sec. with
auto reset
* Quartz crystal controlled
* Three stopwatches in one:
single event, split (cummulative)
and taylor (sequential timing)
* Uses 3 penlite batteries
*Size: 4.5" x 2.15" x .90"

* Bright .357' ht. red display
* Sequential flashing colon

* 12 or 24 hour operation
* Extruded aluminum case ( black)
* Pressure switches for hours , minutes and hold functions
* Includes all components , case and wall transformer
*Size: 3-1/4" x 1-3/4" x 1-1/4"

JE900 $39.95 JE730 $14.95
6-Digit Clock Kit
Jumbo 6-Digit Clock Kit

* Bright . 300 ht. common cathode display
* Uses MM5314 clock chip
* Switches for hours, minutes and hold functions
* Hours easily viewable to 20 feet
*Simulated walnut case
* 115 VAC operation
* 12 or 24 hour operation

* Includes all components, case and wall transformer
* Size: 6-3/4" x 3- 1/8" x 1-3/4"

* Four . 630" ht. and two . 300" ht. common anode displays
* Uses MM5314 clock chip
* Switches for hours , minutes and hold functions
* Hours easily viewable to 30 feet

*Simulated walnut case
*115 VAC operation
* 12 or 24 hour operation
*Includes all components, case and wall transformer
* Size: 6 -3/4" x 3- 1/8" x 1-3/4"

JE701 $19.95 JE747

$29.95

AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL Jim-pak DEALER TODAY H
For Dealer Information, write or phone JIM-PAK®1021 Howard Avenue, San Carlos, California 94070 Ph. (415) 592-8097
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Figure 2: Optical signal
conditioner and analog to
digital converter that convert light input into a
proportional digital output. The analog to digital
converter shown was
described in "Talk to
Me: Add a Voice to Your
Computer for $35," by
Steve Ciarcia, June 1978
BYTE, page 142.

GE L14F2
PHOTO SENSOR

8 BIT SUCCESSIVE
APPROXIMATION
ANALOG TO DIGITAL
CONVERTER

3

PARALLEL
OUTPUT
TO
COMPUTER

b2
bI
Qb0

* Raising the value of this resistor will increase sensitivity. Lowering it will reduce sensitivity ( range of resistor values is 4.7 k to 3.3 MS2 ).

tection system can be designed that utilizes
the best of both spectra.
The output of the photo sensor is essentially a current proportional to the light
hitting it. The signal conditioner section of
figure 2 converts this to an analog voltage
level. The sensitivity of the photo detector
is governed by resistor R1 ; changing this
resistance value will affect both sensitivity
and dynamic range. For the computer to
read this voltage it must be converted to a
digital quantity. While in theory any method,
such as voltage to frequency, or voltage to
pulse width, etc, could have been used, I'm

REM INFRARED SENSOR TESr PROGRAM
REM
REM
REM THIS PROGRAM CAUSES A SOUND SOURCE ATTACHED
REM TO LSB OF FORT 16 TO -BEEP- WITH A PERIOD PROPORTIONAL
REM To THE AMOUNT OF LIGHr SEEN BY THE I_IGHT SENSOR
REM REV. 1.1 S.CIARCIA
REM
OUT 16,0
X:.=INP(16)
IF X:230 THEN GOSUB 220
GOTO 190
OUT 16,255
FOR T-0 To X1-5
240 NEXT T
250 OUT 16,0
260 RETURN

100
110
120
130
140
L50
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230

Listing 1: Program written in Micro Com 8 K Zapple BASIC that reads the
light level from the analog to digital converter and converts it to a proportional pulse width on output port 76 (in my particular system configuration).

IHF

IKHz

a purist. The output of the signal conditioner is fed to an 8 hit successive approximation analog to digital converter. The
details of this design were outlined in the
June 1978 Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar in an
article entitled "Talk to Me!" (page 142).
Two slight modifications were made to the
circuit for this application. The sample rate
was reduced by placing a 0.01 gF capacitor
in parallel with the 150 pF component
already between pins 1 and 6 of ICI, and the
offset potentiometer was readjusted to
allow full scale unipolar operation (ie: 0 V
input would give hexadecimal 00 output and
+5 V input would give hexadecimal FF
output).
The parallel output of the analog to digital converter is attached to an 8 hit parallel
input port. Either an assembly language or a
BASIC program can he used to read and display this quantity by querying the input
port (input port 16 in my examples).
Exercising the device with a BASIC program is relatively straightforward. Listing 1
is a program written in Micro Com 8 K
Zapple BASIC which reads the light level
from the analog to digital converter and converts it to a proportional pulse width on
output port 16. If a Sonalert or the circuit
of figure 3 is attached to the least significant
hit of port 16, it will beep. The beep rate
will change as the reflector is pointed toward
various light intensities. Printing out the
analog to digital conversion value will give
an accurate account of the sensitivity and
dynamic range.

+5V
220

220

Add a Stepper Motor for Positioning

CONTROL
O-OFF
I-ON

Power connections : +5 V: pin 14
Grid: pin 7

Figure 3: Sound source circuit (use with optical scanner test program above).
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Now that we have an effective light sensor, we must add rotational mechanics to
provide sweep. The simplest method for rotating this relatively lightweight reflector is
to mount it directly on the shaft of a stepper
motor.

An inexpensive stepper motor is available

Radio Shack's personal computer system?
This ad just might make you a believer .
TRS-80 " Breakthru"
• TRS-80 microcomputer
• 12" video display

You can't beat
the 4K system at

• Professional keyboard
• Power supply
• Cassette tape recorder
• 4K RAM, Level-I BASIC
• 232-page manual
• 2 game cassettes

$599
... or the step-up
16K system at

TRS-80 " Sweet 16"
• Above, except
includes 16K RAM

$899
... or the fast
4K/printer system at

TRS-80 " Educator"
• Above, except
includes 4K RAM and
screen printer

$1198
...or the Level-II
16K/printer/disk

TRS-80 " Professional"
Above, except
includes 16K RAM,
disk drive, expansion
interface, and
Level-II BASIC

system at

$2385

So how are you gonna beat the system that
does this much for this little? No way!
... The amazing new
32K/Level-I1/2-disk/

TRS-80 " Business"
• Above, except
includes 32K RAM,
line printer,

line printer system at

and two disk drives

$3874

Get details and order now at Radio Shack stores and dealers in the USA, Canada, UK, Australia, Belgium, Holland, France, Japan.
Write Radio Shack, Division of Tandy Corporation, Dept. C-098, 1400 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, Texas 76102. Ask for Catalog TRS-80.

Radio 1haek

The biggest name in little computersBYTE November 1978 85

Photo 4: North American Philips stepper motor, Model K82944-M1, and the
SAA 1027 controller circuit used to drive it. Cost for the two pieces is less
than $20.

+12V

b0
COMPUTER
OUTPUT
PORT 16

bI

b2

* NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS
STEPPER MOTOR CONTROLLER

"NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS
K82944 - MI 7 1/2° PER STEP
12VDC STEPPER MOTOR

Figure 4: Connecting the stepper motor to the integrated circuit controller.

from North American Philips. This unit
(shown in photo 4) is relatively small, and a
single integrated circuit controller is all that
is needed to interface it to a computer. The
particular unit in this article is a 12 VDC
7.50 stepper motor. This means that there
are 48 steps per revolution, and, if one were
trying to scan a 1800 field of view, the
stepper should oscillate between 24 clockwise and counterclockwise steps. This would
give the impression of "sweep."
The electronics of the stepper are outlined in figure 4. Three bits of a parallel
output port are necessary to control the
direction and speed of the motor. The three
signals are S, R and T, for set, rotation and
trigger. When first engaging the motor it
should be set to a known condition by pulsing the set input low while keeping the
trigger input high. Once initialized, the direction of rotation must be chosen. This is done
by setting the R input low if clockwise rotation is desired and high for counterclockwise rotation. An actual step is initiated by
simultaneously making a 0 to 1 logic transition on trigger input T. By repeatedly toggling this bit, continuous motion will result.
The stepper motor in this article is capable
of 200 steps per second.
A BASIC program which drives the
stepper motor and demonstrates the sweep
action is outlined in listing 2. It initializes
the stepper, drives 25 steps clockwise, waits
a short period, and then returns to its initial
position.
Making a Scanning System

100 REM
110 OUT
120 REM
130 REM

THIS PROGRAM DRIVES THE STEPPER MOTOR IN A BACK AND FORTH MOTION
16.1 :OUT 16,255 :REM PRESET STEPPER CONTROLLER

140
150
160
170

REM
FOR
REM
OIJT

180
190
200
210
220

GOSUB 390
OUT 16,4
NEXT r'
REM
REM RETURN SCAN

230
240
2110
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
570
380
590
400
410

GO 25 STEPS CLOCKWISE
D-O To 24
BIT 2 IS SET HIGH AND BIT 0 IS TOGGLED TO GO CLOCKWISE
16.5

DELAY

FOR S1=0 III 10
GOSUB 390
NEXT S1

OUT 16.1. :OUT 16,255
RI-M G0 25 STEPS COUNTERC LOCKWISE
FOR D=0 TO 24
REM BITS 1 AND 2 ARE ICEL. D HIGH AND
REM GO C:OI INTERCLOCKW ISE_
OUT 16.7
GCISUB 390
OUT 16,6
NEXT D
GO)11 110
REM
RFM IN BE TWEE.N STEP DELAY TIMER
REM DELAY TIME. SET BY VALUE CIF TI
FOR r: 0 TO :l
NEXT r
RETURN

BIT 0 IS TOGGLED TO

Listing 2: A BASIC program that drives the stepper motor and demonstrates
the sweep action. It initializes the stepper motor, drives 25 steps clockwise,
waits a short period, and then returns to its initial position.
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To produce a closed loop controlled
scanning system, the reflector and photo
sensor are attached to the stepper motor
shaft by any convenient means. I glued the
reflector to a sleeve which attached to the
shaft of the motor. The concept of closed
loop control comes from the ability of this
unit to position itself, take a light reading,
and perform some further action as a result.
This could be to step to a new location or
to stop and remain stationary on any source
above a certain light level.
Listing 3 is the BASIC program of such
an exerciser which seeks out and points at a
light source. As the parabolic reflector steps
through its sweep, it checks the reading of
the analog to digital converter and compares
it to a set point. If the set point is exceeded,
the program will stop stepping and point at
this source. Should the light be extinguished
or obstructed, the sweep resumes until it
finds another source of sufficient intensity.

This is a rather rudimentary program but
it incorporates all the basic structure to
which enhancements such as motion detec-

......................

ATTENTION
Our Econorom IV"" "unkit" comes with
sockets and bypass caps pre-soldered into place
for easy assembly. Plugs into any S-100 buss
machine. Features under 2000 mA current,
complete buffering, fully static operation, and
our enviable reputation for reliability under all
operating conditions.

Assembled and tested, $314; qualified under the CSC program*, $ 414.

Econoram VII"" is an "unkit" that has sockets
and bypass caps pre-soldered into place. This
full feature memory is configured as two 4K and
two 8K blocks for maximum flexibility, boasts
current consumption under 2000 mA, and
follows our design policy of fully static operation with complete buffering.

RADIO SHACK
TRS-80 AND HEATH
H8 OWNERS:
MEMORY PRICES ARE
COMING DOWN!!
Our TRS-80 Conversion Kit chip set is
now only $159 (3 kits for $450 ). It not only
upgrades your mainframe from 4K to 16K, but
can also populate the memory expansion
module with extra memory. Works with APPLE
computers too. We include full instructions for
the TRS-80 conversion, and back up our parts
with a 1 year warranty.
Heath H8 owners are recognizing that our
12K Econoram VI"", designed specifically for
the H8 buss, offers a superior memory value at
$235. Now you can buy two of our 12K
boards on special for $399 (price good
through cover month of this magazine). These
are "unkits" with sockets and bypass caps presoldered in place. Need we say more?

000000000000000000*

Assembled and tested, $485; qualified under the CSC program*, $ 605.

MOTHERBOARDS

*(Certified Systems Components boards are assembled, tested, serial numbered, burned in for 200 hours, and
guaranteed to run at 4 MHz over the full temp range. We exchange board if failure occurs within 1 year of invoice
date.)

11 slots, with active termination circuitry, heavy
power/ground traces, and all edge connectors: $90
in "unkit" form (edge connectors are pre-soldered
in place, making assembly a cinch). Need more
slots? Our 18 slot motherboard "unkit" includes all
the above along with 18 edge connectors for $124.

Econoram II'm is our biggest selling kit to date,
thanks to the cost-effectiveness it brings to the
S-100 buss. Features low current consumption,
high speed, full buffering, and the same performance that has made Econoram one of the best
selling peripherals in the business.

ALL OF THE ABOVE ARE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK . Coming soon : 32K boards for the S-100
buss, the Intel/National 80/10 and 80/20 , and the Digital Group ... plus a dual UART S-1001/O board
and our new family of S-100 Econorams . Watch this space, or inquire about price and availability.

MULLEN RELAY/
OPTO-ISOLATOR CONTROL
BOARD $88 (kill
8 reed relays respond to on 8 bit word (relays can also
drive Mullen 500 Watt AC control modules for power appllcatlons); 8 opto-isolators receive outside world signals
for handshaking or further control purposes Applications
include audio, time lapse photography, robots; one user
even devised an automatic cot feeder. At our new low
price, you can afford to let your imagination run wild.

MULLEN EXTENDER BOARD
$35 (ka)

ACTIVE
TERMINATOR
$29.50 (kit)
Active termination draws much less power than
passive termination, and minimizes the glitches,
noise problems, crosstalk, ringing, and other
gremlins that can occur with unterminated busses.
Plugs into any S-100 computer. Many have copied
our technique; few can match our low price.

Circle 150 on inquiry card.

From Mullen Computer Products. We now carry the Improved version that includes a built-in "kluge board" area
In addition to the integral logic probe and ingenious edge
connector. Greatly simplifies servicing and testing .
when it comes to extender boards, it would be hard to improve on this unit in terms of either price or ease of use.

TERMS : Cal re, add tax Add 5a/o shipping, exrefunded COD orders OK with street address for
UPS Visa' /Masterchargee orders call our 24-hr.
order
desk at (415) 562 .0636 . Thank you for your
business

0

BILL GODBOUT ELECTRONICS
BOX 2355, OAKLAND AIRPORT, CA 94614
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100 RE:M THIS 'kOGRAM SIMULATES A CLOSED I...OOP -RADAR
110 REM Jr SCANS HACK AND FO 11, T11 2 5 STEPS iN I ACH III1:I-t: r Ii:IN
120 REM LOOKING FOR A PRE-SF r L_ILIHr LEVEL E I: THER PROI)UCI ri BY
130 REM OR REFLECTED FROM SOME OBJLCr IN IrE SCAN PATH
:L40 REM Jr WiL.L_ STOP SCANNING AND REMA]NG POINTING Al ANY SUCH
1,50 RE: M OBJECT IT FINDS. IF THE OBJECT MOVES, THE SC:ANNE1 WIII.. FOL I_ OW
160 REM
170 REM
180 OUT 16,1 :OUT 1.6,252 :REM PRESET STEPPER CONTROLLER
L90 FOR D-=0 r0 24
200 OUT 16,5
210 REM TAKE- ONE CI._OCKWISIE STEP
220 GOSUIi 250
230 OUT 1.6,4
240 GG9118 480 :REM READ SENSOR
250 NEXT D
260 REM
270 REM RETURN SCAN ['EL.AY
280 FOR S10 TO 1.0
290 GOSUB ! , 50
300 NEXT S1
310 REM
320 REM
330 OUT 16,1 OUT 16,255 :REM PRESET S rEPI-'ER CON UROLI._ER
340 FOR LI=O TO 24
350 OUT 16,7
360 REM TAKE ONE COUNTERCLOCKWISE STEP
370 GOSUB 550
380 OUT 16,6
390 GOSUB 480 :RFM REALI SENSOR
400 NEXT II
410 FOR 11=0 TO 25
420 NEXT II
430 GOTO 180
440 REM -RADAR- SENSOR REAM ROUTINE
450 REM A/II INPUT IS ATTACHED TO INPUT PORT 16
460 REM LOW LIGHT I_EVEL_ IS A VALUE OF 255 AND HIGH INTENSITY
470 REM IS AN INPUT VALUE OF 0
480 X:=INP(16) :REM READ A/II CONVERTER
490 L=10 :REM PRESET LEVEL SE r ....THIS WOULD BE A BRIGHT LIGHT
500 IF X :A_ THEN GOrO 480
510 RETURN
520 REM
530 REM
540 REM DELAY TIMER TO COMPLETE MECHANICAL MO rION BEFORE READING SENSOR
:550 FOR T_0 70 25
560 NEXT r
570 RETURN

TRS - 80
:T:1:I:t:t:'

Listing 3: A BASIC program that causes the
scanner system to seek out and point to a
light source. The scanner tracks the light
source as it moves. If the light source is
extinguished or obstructed, the sweep
resumes until another source of sufficient
intensity is found.

tion and tracking can be added. It will, as
now written, follow a flashlight as someone walks across a room. It is left as an exercise for the reader to drop a net over the
perpetrator.

There are a few other little things you can
try after you've built this gadget. The sketch
on page 80 shows the portion of my basement (the "Circuit Cellar") immediately
adjacent to the computer system. After
modifying the BASIC program of listing 3
to print out a number on a scale of 1 to 9 (a
period is 0) indicating relative intensity, and
turning on a light and lighting a candle, I
initiated a single scan across the room. Listing 4 is a printout of that scan. The sensitivity of the device had to be set very high to
pick up the candle, and the result was rather
interesting. The scan allowed the computer
to "see" around the room in front of it.
There is an intense light source to the right
and a rather low level one to the left. By
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PLAY CHESS WITH YOUR COMPUTER!
MICROCHESS is the culmination of two years of chessplaying
program development by Peter Jennings , author of the famous 1K
byte chess program for the KIM-1. MICROCHESS 2.0 for 8K PETS
and 16K APPLEs, in 6502 machine language, offers 8 levels of play
to suit everyone from the beginner learning chess to the serious
player. It examines positions as many as 6 moves ahead, and
includes a chess clock for tournament play. MICROCHESS 1.5 for
BRIDGE CHALLENGER by George Duisman for 8K PETs, Level II
16K TRS-80s, and 16K APPLEs: You and the dummy play 4 person
Contract Bridge against the computer. The program will deal hands
at random or according to your criterion for high card points. You
can review tricks, swap sides or replay hands when the cards are
known. No longer do you need 4 people to play! ........ $14.95
ORDERS : Check, money order or VISA/Master Charge accepted;
programs and cassettes guaranteed. If you have questions, please
call us at 617-783 - 0694 . If you know what you want and have your
VISA/MC card ready, you can DIAL TOLL FREE 1-800- 325-6400

P.O. Box 136 - Bll
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4K TRS-80s, in Z-80 machine language, offers 3 levels of play (both
Level I and Level II versions are included and can be loaded on any
TRS-80 without TBUG). MICROCHESS checks every move for
legality and displays the current position on a graphic chessboard.
You can play White or Black, set up and play from special board
positions, or even watch the computer play against itself! Available
now at a special introductory price of only .............. $ 19.95
STIMULATING SIMULATIONS by Dr . C.W. Engel for 8K PETS, 4K
Level I and II TRS-80s, and APPLES with Applesoft II: Ten original
simulation games such as Forest Fire, LostTreasure, Gone Fishing
and Diamond Thief, progressing from elementary to quite complex
with most suitable for schoolchildren. Includes a 64 page book
giving flowcharts, listings and suggested modifications ... $ 14.95
(24 hours, 7 days; in Missouri, dial 1-800-342-6600). Or you can
mail your order to the address below. Personal Software'" products
are now AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE FROM COMPUTER STORES.
Look for the Personal Software'" display in your local store!

Personal Software

TM

Cambridge, MA 02138
Circle 302 on inquiry card.

incorporating gain selection (changing the
1 MS2 resistor in the signal conditioner)
under program control the computer could
reduce the gain selectively to determine the
origin of each light.
One further experiment entailed taking
numerous sweeps and combining them to
form a digitized computer picture. First the
program was changed back to a threshold
detector again. As it scanned the 25 steps it
would print out an asterisk (*) for anything
that exceeded this threshold and a period (.)
otherwise. A protractor was attached to the
arm of the tripod so that the angle of the
reflector could be adjusted by a known increment each time the computer stopped
between scans. The result was as illustrated
in listing 5. The ten scans form a computer's
eye picture of the wall. Again, because of
the dynamic range differences between the
candle and the light, the incandescent bulb
appears much larger than it actually is.

Conclusion
Here's a simple device that can detect
and track infrared and visible light sources.
See what you can do with it. I don't want to
leave anyone with the impression that I'm
waiting for a burglar with a million candlepower flashlight to come tripping through
the woods. This is but one sensor in a larger
system, and the infrared capabilities, which
I neglected to discuss in detail, are its primary application. Starting in January, I'll
explain computer alarm systems.

There have been numerous articles on
light seeking robots. With this detector it is
quite possible that the mechanics and software could be reduced considerably. I've

. . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . 1 6 9 7 3 1 . .

Listing 4: A single scan of the room containing the light bulb and candle.
A modification of the program in listing 3 to print numbers on a scale of
1 to 9 (a period is 0) indicating relative intensity.

........................
........................
........................
..................*.....
.................**
**
***
...................

Listing 5: Ten sweeps of the room. The relatively large size of the light used
in the experiment accounts for the large number of asterisks at the right.

often thought about building a robot, but
my mechanical talent is nonexistent. When I
can build one with a screwdriver and a soldering iron only, I'll write about it. (My
thanks to Lloyd Kishinsky for graphics ideas
used in this article.)
If you have any comments or ideas,
please don't hesitate to write and include
a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Much
to my surprise, I've actually been able to
keep up with correspondence. Some people
have written to ask whether I sit up nights
thinking of crazy introductions for my
articles. You may not believe this, but everything has some basis in fact. I've met some
really strange characters. Why create fiction
when the truth is often so much more
hilarious!
Next month: a hexadecimal-octal display. ■

EXORciser Users: We've got your memory.
The RANK 68MX16 features:
• 16384 bytes of fully static MOS memory in 4K
byte arrays.
• TMS 4044 memory chips with 450ns maximum
access time.
• Plug-in compatible with Motorola's EXORciser*,
Micromodules* and D-2 Kit.
• Switch selectable write protect for each 4K array.
• Jumper selectable base memory address for
each 4K array.
• Fully buffered bus interface.
• Single t 5V supply.
• Available in 8K version - same board with 8K of
memory chips - $345.
• Not a kit - fully-assembled, burned- in and tested.
• Full six month parts and labor warranty.
• Shipment: Stock to 30 days.

5495*"
The 16K Static RAM for your M6800 EXORciser *
Circle 327 on inquiry card.

RANK PERIPHERALS OF CANADA LTD.
PO Box 7, Victoria Station, Montreal , P.Q. H3Z 2V4
(514) 364-0432
"Trademarks of Motorola Inc. **Single quantity price in US funds.
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Computer Assisted Instruction
on a Microcomputer
Melvin Davidson
Director, Computer Center
George A Gerhold
Professor of Chemistry
Larry Kheriaty
Systems Programmer
Western Washington University
Bellingham WA 98225

Computer assisted instruction (CAI)
could alter the delivery of education profoundly. This has been known for years, but
not much has happened in response, partly
because of expensive hardware, and partly
because of lack of quality courseware.
Although minicomputer based CAI systems
need not be expensive on a per terminal
hour basis, the initial capital investment for
a small number of terminals is too high for
most school systems. (Our campus system
costs 30 cents per hour per terminal amortized over 24 ports for five years at 200
hours per month exclusive of terminals.)
Remote terminals are not attractive because
of prohibitive line costs. Thus the field
is open for microprocessor based systems.
They are inexpensive to operate; the initial
investment is reasonable; there are no line
costs; and individual systems can be tailored
for particular applications. The difficulty
with microprocessor based systems lies in
the second area, the lack of quality courseware.
Production of quality courseware is a
demanding task which requires experienced
teachers as authors, extensive testing with a
variety of students, and repeated editing on
the basis of this testing. Potential authors are
usually not computer aficionados, so progranmming in appropriate high level languages must be possible. Testing requires
elaborate record keeping and file sorting
capabilities, and the collection of results
from multiple terminals. Therefore, the
system requirements for the development
of quality courseware imply use of a multiterminal, large memory system (one beyond

Table 1: Original design objectives for the CA/ system.
• Turnkey system with no front panel switches other than a power switch.
• Central operating system and bootstrap loader module should be in read only
memory for cold starts.

• Hardware components should be available off-the-shelf, assembled.
• System should be disk oriented with only the immediately required lines of the
course loaded into main memory at any one time.
• Video terminal with 24 lines containing 80 characters, the full ASCII upper and
lower case character set, and cursor controls.
• Implement as large a subset of PILOT and BASIC as possible.
• Total cost of hardware exclusive of video terminal should be less than $2500.
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the capabilities of present microprocessors).
Therefore we decided to develop a microprocessor based system which could be used
to deliver CAI courseware which was
written, tested and edited on our campus
terminal system. In this way we can combine
low delivery cost with quality courseware.
Our CAI machine consists of a microprocessor, a floppy disk and a video terminal. Our developmental system uses a
Southwest Technical Products 6800 computer, a Midwest Scientific Instruments
FD-8 floppy disk system or a PerCom minifloppy disk system and an Ann Arbor Design
III video terminal. We have completed a
PASCAL version, are working on a Z-80
and multiuser 6800 version, and are contemplating a 6502 version. Also, since
December 1977, we have been running test
programs on the SwTPC 6800 system.
We have experience with a variety of CAI
languages including IBM Coursewriter, a
variation of Coursewriter called CW3-WPL,
and more recently with PILOT. Our feeling
is that a PILOT/BASIC composite is currently the optimal language for CAI. The PILOT
language is easy to learn, flexible, and
comparatively easy to implement on any
computer system. A PILOT/BASIC semicompiler forms the basis of our Western
Terminal System (WTS) campus timesharing
service running on Interdata 32 bit minicomputers with Telefile 80 megabyte disk
units.
Our initial microcomputer hardware and
software design objectives are summarized
in table 1. We set the first three objectives
to minimize the level of expertise required
both to assemble and to use the system,
because this intended to be a production
system, not just a hobby system. Of course,
if an instructor can assemble hardware from
kits, that will be an extra saving. We set the
fourth through sixth objectives to allow
delivery of courses of the size and sophistication of the CAI courses currently in use at
Western. The price is the lowest possible
consistent with criteria of quality hardware
and courseware.

We eventually relaxed our price restriction slightly and selected a Southwest

SupeiamTM
16K STATI C FOR $299

Introducing SuperRam'" 16K static memory, the
one that's leaping tall price barriers at a single
bound . It saves you about $100 on the usual cost of a
big 16K memory for your S -100 system.
SuperRam'" 16K is the latest in cost-efficient
memory designs by George Morrow , designer of
the best-selling ECONORAM* memories.

Ask for the SuperRam'" 16K memory kit at your
local computer shop . Or if unavailable locally, call
your Ban kAmericard /Visa or Master Charge order
to 415-524-5317, 10-4 Pacific Time. Or send check
or money order to Thinker Toys'", 1201 10th St.,
Berkeley , CA 94710. Add $3 for handling ; Cal. res.
add tax.
*ECONORAM is a trademark of Godbout Electronics

SuperRam'" 16K is configured as four independent 4K blocks, each separately addressable and
write-protectable. Designed to meet the proposed
IEEE Standard for the S-100 bus (see IEEE Computer,
5/78), all signals are fully buffered -including
address and data lines. And Morrow 's design uses
just 11 chips to keep the board uncrowded and
trouble-free.
SuperRamTM 16K comes as an easily assembled kit,
with solder mask and parts legend.
Circle 255 on inquiry card.

A product of Morrow 's Micro-Stuff for
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1201 10th Street
Berkeley , CA 94710
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Four Instructions that Comprise the Central Core of PILOT:
T: Type the following text.
A: Accept an edited answer and assign it as the value of the following string or
number variable.
M: Match the answer with the following one or more acceptable patterns.
J: Jump to the designated instruction.
Additional PILOT Instructions:
R: Remark or comment.
U: Use a subroutine at the designated label.
E: End the subroutine and return to the place of call.
C: Calculate using the following BASIC statement.

another. The result of the match is an internally kept yes or no.
Any command can be made conditional
by adding the labels in table 3 between the
command code and the colon following it.
In addition, execution of any instruction is
made conditional by enclosing a BASIC
logical expression, called a relational conditioner, in parentheses between the command and its following colon. The command
will be executed only if the comparison is
true:
T(X < 3):

Local Additions to PILOT:
Continue the previous T : statement.
PR: A new problem or course frame.
XI: Execute the following character string as a PILOT statement.
SJ: Jump to a new segment, preserving symbols but clearing labels.

Any instruction can be labeled by an asterisk
followed by from one to six characters:
*LABI T:

Table 2: The instruction
set that is being used in
this implementation of
PILOT can be divided into
three basic parts. There are
four instructions that can
be considered as the basic
core of the language. The
second part contains instructions that are not
essential to the operation
of the language but make
it easier to use. The third
section contains instructions that we have added
for our own use.

l echnical Products SwTPC 6800 interfaced
to a Midwest Scientific Instruments FD-8
floppy disk system. The 24 line by 80 character requirement rules out home television
terminal kits at present, though we are
confident that this will change now that
both Vamp and Pickles & Trout have home
television modification kits available.
Interested users should be able to acquire
all the hardware, including the video system,
for under $3000 off-the-shelf by the time
our initial development project is complete.
The Language
The PILOT instruction set that we are
using is summarized in table 2. The values of
arithmetic and character string variables
can be included in the text of a T: command
if preceded by a # or a $, respectively, (T:
#X3, T: $B). This feature can be used, for
example, to send special characters to a
terminal for graphics effects. One line of
input is accepted by an A: instruction,
multiple spaces are compressed to single
spaces, automatic upper and lower case
editing is performed as specified, and the
response optionally may be saved in a string
or numerical variable. The last response
accepted can be compared with a specified
pattern string which may include the special
characters * to match one character, % to
signify space or end, & to match multiple
characters, and ! to match one string or

The destination of the J: command is a label
(J: label); a line number (J: number); the
last accept (J: @A); the next match (J: @M);
or the next problem frame ( J : @P).
There are three statement modifiers H, J
and S. An H modifier can be added to a T
command (TH:) to suppress the automatic
new line sequence (line feed and carriage
return) at the end of an output line. The
match jump code MJ: is used to automatically jump to the next M: instruction if
no match is found, and the match code MS:
followed by a pattern allows minor spelling
errors of one wrong character or an inverted
pair of characters.
There are some limitations on the BASIC
statements which can be included directly in
a C: instruction, but because one of the legal
statements is the CALL statement, the C:
instruction imbeds the entire extended
BASIC language into PILOT. However,
only five BASIC instructions are essential
for execution of programs (INPUT, PRINT,
DIM, LET, IF ... THEN). I he other BASIC
commands make programming easier, but
are not essential. We have chosen to make a
major saving in the microprocessor memory
and system complexity by limiting the
BASIC to those five instructions. Extended
BASIC programs will be written and tested
on the campus terminal system and then
machine translated into the five essential
instructions. These five will be translated
into PILOT as follows:
BASIC MicroP/LOT

Label Conditions for Execution
Y

Table 3: Conditional labels
that can be added to
statements to affect the
order of execution.
92 November 1978 BY 1 E Publications Inc

The last match was successful.

N The last match was not successful.
E An error flay was turned on.
C

0-9

The

last relational conditioner

was true.
The last A: instruction has been
repetitively executed the designated number of times.

INPUT A:
PRINT T:
IF ... THEN
(relational conditioner)
LET C: LET

DIM C: DIM
Thus the only two BASIC instructions which

A COMPLETELY REFURBISHED "SELECTRIC"
ASCII TERMINAL FOR THE SMALL BUSINESSMAN
OR SERIOUS HOBBYIST.

The AJ 841 I/O Terminal.
Now with R8 232 interface.
NOW available from dealers.
The AJ 841 features:
Choice of Serial RS 232 or
parallel interface
great. And now that we've finally
added RS 232 interface, it will
ASCII code
get even greater. So while you
14.9 cps printout
can still order it direct from us, . High quality Selectric printing
now you can also buy it from . Reliable , heavy-duty Selectric
dealers around the country.
mechanism
Demand for our AJ 841 1/0

• Off-line use as typewriter
• Documentation included
• 30-day warranty - parts and
labor
• Mail order shipments to AJ
office or direct to you.
• EBCD keyboard.

computer terminal has been

Warranty and service
available from your local AJ dealeror from AJ offices in:
Atlanta/Boston/Chicago/Cincinnati/
Cleveland/Columbus/Dallas/
Detroit/Hackensack/Houston/
Los Angeles/New York/ Philadelphia/
San Jose/Washington, D.C.
Full warranty information
available on request.

Order with coupon -or from
your local AJ dealer
For location of your nearest AJ dealer
call toll-free: 800/538-9721.

(Calif. residents call 408/263-8520)

ANDERSON
0 JACOBSON
-------------------------------------------------------HOW TO ORDER DIRECT FROM AJ
1. Make cashier's check or money order
payable to Anderson Jacobson, Inc. and
mail to:
Anderson Jacobson, Inc.
PERSONAL COMPUTER TERMINAL
521 Charcot Avenue
San Jose, CA 95131
2. You will be notified when your unit is
ready for shipment. Allow six to eight
weeks for delivery.
3. Shipments direct to you require a collect
freight charge (FOB San Jose) plus $25
for a special shipping carton; no tax
necessary outside California. Shipments
to nearest AJ office include freight in the
$35 handling charge and require
applicable sales tax at pick-up location.
4. For warranty or repair service, return
unit to local dealer or to designated AJ
service location.
Available only in U.S.
Circle 10 on inquiry card.

CLIP AND MAIL WITH ORDER
Select interface :

❑ RS 232 @$1195 or

❑ Parallel (d $1095

❑ Ship direct to me (freight collect , FOB San Jose , plus $25 carton , and California sales tax
if applicable)
L 1 Ship to AJ office ( applicable sales tax plus $35 shipping / handling)

Number of units
Sales tax
$35 shipping / handling or $25 carton
TOTAL

$
$
$
$ .

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

-

ZIP

PHONE(
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will be legal when included directly after the
C: will be
LET variable = expression and
DIM
In our first version of the system we have
included floating point scalers, arrays of one
and two dimensions, and varying length
strings. The usual BASIC arithmetic and
logical operators +,-,*,/,EQ,NE,LT,GT,LE,
GE,AND, OR and NOT are provided as well
as the built-in functions ABS,INT,RND
CHR,ASC,FIX and SGN. In addition we
support the string operations of ! ! (concatenation), MID (middle), LEN (length),

Table 4: Optional automatic features that
may be added at the head of the program.
Label Function
U Translate all input to upper case.
L Translate all input to lower case.
S Remove all spaces from input.

E Enable automatic use on any
input beginning with @.
G Enable the GOTO command.
W Erase the label table.

Metro-Graphics

TM

Is card mounts easily in the Lear Siegler
ADM-3A to provide you with an affordable graphics computer terminal.
Features:
• Z-80 Based • Point Plotting
• 512 by 250 • Automatic Vector
Dot Matrix Generation
• Simple Plug-in • Optional TEKTRONIX
Interconnect Software Compatibility
You will be impressed with the packaging, performance and price of the Retro-Grahics card.
Write or phone today for complete specifications.
DIGITAL RESEARCH & ENGINEERING
5223 Glide Drive • Davis, CA 95616
(916) 756-8055
Dumb Terminal is a registered trademark of Lear Siegler Inc.
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XLA (translate) and INS (instring). Subroutine calls in BASIC will not be supported
in the microcomputer version of the software, but the equivalent can be obtained
by copying the subroutines in the appropriate places during machine translation.
In a later version we will add the exponentiation ** operator, a complete range of
built-in scientific functions, string arrays
and file handling with:

FI: disk address, string variable
FO: disk address, string variable
for moving the value of a string variable in
from or out to a file at the given address.
The segment jump will be replaced with an
instruction to clear the label table, and a
disk jump instruction will be included for
multiple diskette courses. Programs begin
with a header containing the optional
automatic features in table 4. Additional
headers can be imbedded within the course.

Conclusion
In summary the microprocessor based
CAI system will execute all instructions
included in PILOT on our multiterminal
campus system. Most programs written in
extended BASIC will execute on the system
after machine translation. Exceptions requiring author reprogramming include matrix
operations, ON GOSUB, ON ERROR,
OPEN, CLOSE, DEF, READ, RESTORE,
DATA, CHAIN. The early version of the
system requires 9 K bytes of memory,
including a floating point arithmetic package
from Technical Systems Consultants. In
addition we must provide workspace. We
expect to fit the early version of the complete system into 16 K bytes of memory
and the later version should fit into a 20 K
byte system.

Obviously it is possible to write courseware in whatever language is available and
to use that courseware without extensive
testing. But untested material in an inappropriate language tends to be second rate.
The object of our project has been to
provide access to high quality, tested,
existing courseware at low cost to those
who would otherwise have to pay telephone
and computer costs at a network center.
For that reason we have not provided for
convenient course authoring or editing
on the microcomputer system.
Because an effort to establish a national
standard for PILOT is underway, we suggest
that programmers undertaking implementations of PILOT contact the authors for
the most recent documentations. ■

Introducing
the first user-oriented
software.
Your business system is worthless until you
learn to use the software That used to take weeks.
Autoscribe TM and BookkeeperTM software by
M icroSource are different Here, at last, are
packages you can use the first day. Because
they're created for you, the user.
Autoscribe is the new low-cost word processor software for North Star-based systems.
A powerful business system that lets you
control paper work. Less than $8000 for

the complete system with hardware, software and documentation.
Bookkeeper is for accountants. For
half the price of comparable packages,
a firm can perform -and control virtually all client write-up functions.
On a North-Star system, under $ 7500.
Here ' s what happens before
MicroSource introduces any software: We work with the author to

turn his software into your software. Documentation is developed that continues the user
philosophy.
Then , after field testing , we distribute to leading
computer stores through M icroAge?M the nation's
largest independent microcomputer distributor
How about support? We believe you're
buying a piece of the future , a system that
should become more valuable with time.
So updates are released regularly. Enhancements, enabling the software to
utilize other hardware, are developed.
And we maintain communications.

This isn 't just an idea. It is now.
Autoscribe and Bookkeeper are
at your dealer now. Stop in and
see for yourself. Once you
see MicroSource software
in action, you're convinced.

Dealer inquiries
invited.

MICRO

sauRCE

1425 W. 12th Place • Tempe, Arizona 85281 • Phone: (602) 967-1421

Circle 226 on inquiry card .
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Event Queu e
In order to gain optimum coverage of
your organization's computer conferences, seminars, workshops, courses, etc,
notice should reach our office at least
three months in advance of the date of
the event. Entries should be sent to:
Event Queue, BYTE Publications, 70
Main St, Peterborough NH 03458. Each
month we publish the current contents
of the queue for the month of the cover
date and the two following calendar
months. Thus a given event may appear
as many as three times in this section if
it is sent to us far enough in advance.

November 3-5, Third West Coast Computer Faire , Los Angeles Convention
Center. This is a conference and exposition on personal computers for home,
business and industry. For more details
about this computer faire, write for a
free copy of the Silicon Gulch Gazette.
Contact Computer Faire, POB 1579,
Palo Alto CA 94302, (415) 851-7075.
November 5-8, Computer Applications
in Medical Care , Washington DC. This
IEEE sponsored symposium on computer applications in medical care is
designed to inform physicians and health
care professionals about current and
potential applications of computer technology to patient care; and to identify
areas of future research and development
that need to be addressed. Contact
Abund 0 Wist, PhD, general chairman,
Medical College of Virginia, (804)
770-4957.
November 6-8, Asilomar Conference on
Systems and Computers,
Circuits,
Asilomar Hotel and Conference
Grounds, Pacific Grove CA. This conference, sponsored by the IEEE Computer Society, will delve into areas such
as circuit theory and design, communication and control systems, computer
systems, computer aided design, etc.
Contact Donald E Kirk, Electrical
Engineering Dept, Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey CA 93940.
November 7-9, Mini/ Micro Computer
Conference and Exposition , Astrohall,
Dallas TX. The conference portion of
this show will feature approximately 28
sessions covering both application and
design topics. The exposition will feature
hundreds of product displays. Contact
Mini/Micro Computer Conference and
Exposition, 5528 E La Palma Av, Suite
1, Anaheim CA 92807, (714) 528-2400.
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November 11-12, Colorado Computer
Coral, Denver Merchandise Mart, Denver
CO. Contact Denver Amateur Computer
Society, 12805 W Stanford Av, Morrison
CO 80465.
November 13-15, Data Processing Operations Management, Chicago IL. This
three day seminar will emphasize the
management skill and techniques applicable to the data processing operations
function. Contact Phillip M Nowlen,
director, Center for Continuing Education, The University of Chicago,
1307 E 60th St, Chicago IL 60637.
November 13-16 , COMPSAC, The
Palmer House, Chicago IL. The IEEE
Computer Society's second international
computer software and application conference. This conference will bring together computer practitioners, users and
researchers to share their ideas, experiences and requirements for applications
software, management techniques, and
software development support, including
automated techniques. Contact Wallace
A Depp, executive director, Processor
and Computer Software System Division, Bell Laboratories, Naperville I L
60540, (312) 690-2111.
November 13-17, Advanced Interactive
Computer Graphics, UCLA. This course
is designed to broaden the perspective of
scientists, engineers and computer professionals who already comprehend
basic interactive computer graphics concepts. The course will contain the latest
concepts and properties in both current
and next generation hardware and
software. Contact UCLA Extension,
POB 24901, Dept K, Los Angeles CA
90024.
November 15-17, Software Quality
Assurance Workshop : Functional and
Performance Issues, San Diego Hilton
Hotel , San Diego CA. Sponsored by the
ACM SlGmetrics and SlGsoft groups,
this workshop is concerned with current
experiences and new developments in
software quality assurance. Papers will
be presented on all aspects of quality
assurance . Contact JoAnn Lockett, The
Rand Corp , 1 700 Main St, Santa Monica
CA 90406.
November 19-22, The 11th Annual
Microprogramming Workshop , Asilomar
Conference Ground, Pacific Grove CA.
This workshop will provide a forum for
the discussion and comparison of design
techniques for firmware and for the

at
these stores.
Arizona
Byte Shop, Tempe, AZ
Byte Shop, Tucson, AZ
California
Jade Computer Products,
Hawthorne, CA
Byte Shop, Lawndale, CA
Computer Center, San Diego, CA
Byte Shop, San Jose, CA
Byte Shop, San Rafael, CA
Computer Store, Santa Monica, CA
Connecticut
The Computer Store, Windsor Locks, CT
Colorado
Computer Technology, Denver, CO
Hawaii
Microcomputer System, Honolulu, HI
Illinois
Illinois Microcomputers, Naperville, IL
Iowa
Memory Bank, Davenport, IA
Kansas
Computer Systems Design, Wichita, KS
Louisiana
Microcomputers of New Orleans, LA
Massachusetts
CPU Shop, Charlestown, MA
Computer Mart, Waltham, MA
Michigan
Newman Computer Exchange,
Ann Arbor, MI
United Microsystems Corporation,
Ann Arbor, MI
Hobby Electronics, Flint, MI
Computer Mart, Royal Oak, MI
Nebraska
Omaha Computer Store, Omaha, NE
New Hampshire
Computer Mart, Nashua, NH
New Jersey
Computer Mart, Iselin, NJ
New York
Mini-Micro Mart, Syracuse, NY
Ohio
Cybershop Microcomputer Systems,
Columbus, OH
Dayton Computer Mart, Dayton, OH
21st Century Shop

Cincinnati, OH
Oregon
Rea I Oregon Computer Company,
Eugene, OR
Computer Pathways Unlimited,
Salem, OR
Texas
Micro Mike's, Amarillo, TX
Interactive Computers,
Houston, TX
Byte Shop, Richardson, TX
Virginia
Computers Plus, Alexandria, VA
The Computer Place, Roanoke, VA
Washington, D.C.
Georgetown Computers,
Washington, DC

Computerland
at most stores

Integral Data Systems, Inc.
14 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760
(617) 237-7610

Pay a little bit more
and get a printer that 's
brighter thml your computer.
The BrighterWriter:
When a few dollars more buys
you a first-class impact printer,
why settle for a toy? The BrighterWriter gives you quality to start
with. And versatility that stays
even if you outgrow your
present personal computer.
Built smart like the big ones.
The BrighterWriter's a smart
printer. There's a microcomputer
inside. It outwits even the bigger,
higher-priced printers. So you
get versatility to do all kinds of
printing. And power to grow on.
Prints fat, skinny,
tall , small.*
•• "ii This
printer can
sung
r

Picture your page as thousands of dots. The BrighterWriter
can fill in the dots, plot them contiguously, stack them, or scatter
them. And its special set of gra7•.: phic characters
'• ••• ••• . simplifies the
process.
•••' _ •• ••• Prints any char47- acter a typewriter
"' - can. Faster...
The BrighterWriter can print
plain and simple. With 7x7 dot
matrix clarity. You get all the letters, numbers, and standard
symbols of a
regular

be as creative
...... as your imagination. Stretch
1,.. i out your char-

acters. Squeeze them close.
Make them high. Low.
Bold. Banner. You name it.
Plugs into your computer.

No matter what personal
computer you own or plan to
buy, the BrighterWriter plugs in.
Simply and quickly. Hundreds
of BrighterWriters are working in
Apple, TRS-80, Heathkit, S-100
and many other personal
computer systems right now.
Pictures and fancy
symbols.*
The BriahterWriter
draws out your creativity You can print
drawings, graphs, '_'
diagrams, bold symbols, or just
about any graphic you can
imagine.

typewriter. At up
to 165 characters/sec.
Ordinary paper.
Fancy or plain, the BrighterWriter prints on ordinary paper.
Better yet, it prints on many
shapes of paper. Single sheets.
Roll, Fanfold.
Want more copies? The
BrighterWriter prints multiple
copies without extra adjustments.
Four easy buttons.
Operating the BrighterWriter
couldn't be simpler. Up-front controls are easy to get to. A power

button to turn it on. A test button to
self-test your printer. A paper feed
button to advance the sheets or
forms. A line feed button to
advance the paper a line at
a time.
Prints
any-which-way.
The BrighterWriter comes in
two models. The IP-225, at $949,
gives you a BrighterWriter with
tractor-feed drive for precision
forms control. This one can
handle everything from labels to
81/2" paper widths.

It has eight form lengths and
gives you all the features of our
IP-125.
4 A brighter ..
buy.
Our IP-125,
friction -feed, Brighter Writer
has a 96 character set and
prints on 81/2" wide paper.
Upper and lowercase. It prints
expanded characters, too.
You can choose a RS-232 serial
or parallel interface. $799
Lots of goodies.
There's more. Choose all kinds
of options for your BrighterWriter,
Up to 132 characters per line, variable character densities, larger
buffers, special graphics packages, interface cables, and more.

Give us a call or write. Integral
Data Systems, 14 Tech Circle,
Natick, MA01760, (617) 237-7610.
Better yet, see the BrighterWriter at the store nearest you.
A_^ Integral Data Systems, Inc.
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l alpha
/' micro

See the exciting 16-bit world of Alpha
Micro at your local Alpha Micro dealer.
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November 27-December 1, Micro Programming Workshop, Lafayette IN. This
5 day hands-on advanced programming
workshop is for individuals interested in
developing skills required to plan,
prepare, test and document 6800/6801
microprocessor applications software.
Contact Jerilyn Williams, Wintek Corp,
902 N 9th Si, Lafayette IN 47904.
November 28-30, 9th Annual Canadian
Computer Show, International Centre,
Toronto CANADA, Products displayed
at this show will include: computer and
data processing equipment, supplies and
services, including minicomputers, peripheral hardware and software, keypunch
services, consulting and contract programming and timesharing. Contact
Industrial Trade Shows of Canada, 36
Butterick Rd, Toronto Ontario M8W
328, (416) 252-7791.
December 3-5, 9th North American
Computer Chess Championship, Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington DC. I he
1978 annual meeting of the Association
for Computing Machinery will be the
site of this chess championship I his will
be a 4 round Swiss style tournament
with participants restricted to con.
putcrs_ Two rounds will be played on
December 3 (1 Phl and 7:30 PM), one or,
Monday (7.30 PM) and the last round on
Tuesday (7:30 PM)- Deadline for entries
is October 20 Contact Prof M M Newbcrin. School of Computer S,ACnce,
MCGII1 University, Montreal Quebec
H3A 266 CANADA

:.g1^a . inc. BeP^r.^,..,a
1'-N14 BEACH 1000^'e35= t.0
SWEDEN

EN 1629008
Mitt M'nr
1303)7 e, Co
13031]6005
70

November 27-29, European Communities Symposium on Computer Aided
Design of Digital Electronic Circuits and
Systems, Hotel Hilton, Brussels BELGIUM. The aim of the symposium is to
disseminate the results of the Computer
Aided Design Electronics Study undertaken by the European communities and
further to present an assessment of the
state of the art of techniques, problem
areas and possibilities of further develop
ments in the field of computer aided
design of digital electronics. Contact
Keness Belgium Congress SA, Rue de
I'Industrie 17, 1040 Brussels BELGIUM,
(02) 230 09 53.

.0215389393
CANADA
TO RONTD

_ score. Lm

11.
TM1Aa. ^.r p Vie.

'905'543-93(1.
^RAN

Res G,ms

supporting hardware. Informal interaction between groups working in
similar research and application environments will highlight the topical session.
For more information contact Dr Alice
G Parker, Micro-I I program chairman,
Dept Electrical Engineering, CarnegieMellon University, Pittsburgh PA 15213,
(412) 578-2472.

9-14-1977 BPI.A IAA
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December 4-6, 1918 Annual Conference
of the A-Joeiation for Computing
Machinery. Sheraton Park Hotel,
Washington DC. Contact Dr Richard
Austing. Dept of Computer Science,
Uni',e.rsity of Maryland, College Park
MD 20742, (301) 454 2004.
December 4 - 6, Miniconlr Jiers and Distributed Processing , Allan La GA. This

3 day seminar will examine the uses,
economics, programming and implementation of minicomputers. Contact Philip
M Kowlen, director, Center for Continuing Education, The University of
Chicago, 1307 E 60th St, Chicago IL
6063T
December 6-8, Data Processing Operations Management , Washington DC. For
details, see November 13-15, Chicago.
December 12-14, Midcon/78, Dallas
Convention Center, High Technology
electronics show and convention. Contact Electronic Conventions Inc, El
Segundo CA, (800) 421-6816 (toll free).
December 13, Computer Networking
Symposium. Sponsored by the IEEE
Computer Society's Technical Committee on Computer Communications
and the Institute for Computer Sciences
and Technology of the National Bureau
of Standards. This symposium will highlight papers of practical and research
experiences concerning both computer
and communication networks. Contact
Dr George Cowan, Computer Sciences
Corp, 6565 Arlington Blvd, Falls Church
VA 22046.
December 13-15, Distributed Minicomputer Networks, Executive Tower
Inn, Denver CO. This seminar will
address the minicomputer from the
viewpoint of the distributed network
user. The structure and management of a
large data base and software problems
with the trade-offs of languages utilized,
hardware types, input arid output
options, device controllers, system
failure and recovery, sample application
case studies and the economics of minicomputer applications will be covered
in depth. Contact The Institute for
Professional Education, Suite 601, 1901
N Fort Myer Dr, Arlington VA 22209,
(703) 527-8700.
January 15 - 17, Minicomputers and Distributed Processing , San Francisco. For
details, see December 4-6, Atlanta.
January 17-19, Distributed Miniconr
puter Networks , Ramada Inn, Arlington
VA_ For details, see December 13 15.
Denver.
January 24-27, Internati onal Microcomputers /Minicomputers Microprocessors
'79/Japan ; Harumi Exhibition Center;
Tokyo Contact ISCM, 222 W Adams St,
Chicago IL 60606, (312) 263-4866.

January 30-February I, Communication
Networks Conference and Exposition,
Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington DC
Designed to bring together commur,i
cation network users, consultants, ven
dots and regulatory officials so that
issues can be discussed and analyzed It Is parlieulally aimed at executives
and managers who purchase communiCation products and services. Contact
I he Conference Company, 60 Austin St,
Newton MA 02160.•

Can you upgrade to 16 -bits
on a tight budget?

OF course!
Let me introduce you to the 16-bit
world of Alpha Micro. Consider all the
advantages of upgrading your present
8-bit system with the first fully integrated
concept of hardware and software. A
concept that provides all the features of
a 16-bit minicomputer, yet retains all the
flexibility, peripheral options, and low
cost of S-100 bus systems.

Now you can have much of the sophistication that was previously restricted to
only the mini's... Multi-User, Multi-Tasking,
Time-Sharing, Memory Management
Disk-File Management, and yes, Peripheral Independence.
Come on, Join Alpha Micro's 16-bit
world. - .You can do it on an 8-bit budget.
Five subsystems let you expand your 8-bit
Circle 4 on inquiry card.

system capability as your needs, and your
budget, allow:

AM -100 16-bit CPU.Two board S-100
bus compatible microprocessor set, complete with software -a year and a half
field proven reliability.
AM-200 Floppy Disk Controller.
S-100 bus compatible supports PerSci
277 and Wangco 87 disk drives.
AM-300 Six Port Serial I/O. S-100
bus compatible provides six fully programmable RS-232 ports.
AM-400 Hard Disk Subsystem. S-100
bus compatible interface and CALCOMP
Trident series drives (25,50,80, 200 and
300 megabyte configurations).
AM-500 Hard Disk Subsystem. S-100
bus compatible formatter-controller and

CDC Hawk 10 megabyte hard disk drive.
All Alpha Micro systems are fully software supported including the new completely integrated, minicomputer class
accounting system which consists of several hundred programs.
For more information see your local
Alpha Micro dealer or write or call.

JON alpha
AdVA 0 1 macro
1 7881 Sky Park North
Irvine, California 92714
(714) 957-1404
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David L Wilson
Engineering Computing Lab
B554 Engineering Bldg
University of Wisconsin
Madison WI 53706

About the Author
David Wilson works for
the University of Wisconsin as a systems engineer, applications programmer and technical
writer. One of his current
projects is re writing
FORGO, a diagnostic
FORTRAN compiler in
the C language (see
October 1977 BYTE). He
has an MS and ABD in
computer sciences from
the University of Wisconsin.
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The person who writes a software package
for microprocessors is faced with a difficult
choice. If the package is written in BASIC,
it will use a lot of memory and execute
slowly. Certain operations, such as "shift"
and "exclusive or," which the microprocessor
can do easily, are not available in the standard BASIC language. On the other hand,
if the package is written in assembly language,
it will not be portable. Four separate versions
might be needed for the 8080, Z-80, 6800
and 6502.
This article gives an initial proposal for
the middle level language PL/B. As in assembly language, the programmer is given access
to those operations that micro processors
can do easily. PL/B programs will be compiled
into machine language; they will not be
interpreted as in BASIC. PL/B is not an easy
language; it is almost as difficult to write a
program in PL/B as it is to write it in one of
the assembly languages. On the other hand,
PL/B programs will be portable.
The first part of this discussion describes
the PL/B language. It is written for the
experienced assembly language programmer.
The second part, written for the person who
has previously implemented an assembler
or BASIC interpreter, deals with how the
PL/B language could be implemented. The
PL/B language is designed to be easy to compile: a PL/B compiler should fit into an 8 K
byte computer.
Registers
Table 1 gives the names of the registers
in PL/B and the corresponding registers to
be used on the 6800, 8080, Z-80 and 6502.
The apostrophe in front of the register
name distinguishes the register from a
symbol name.
On the 8080, if indexing with an offset
is used, HL is loaded with the offset, and DE
is added to HL. If indexing without an
offset is used , DE is just transferred to HL.
In either case, HL is then used for the memory reference.

P1/B

On the 6502, registers 'X and 'L will
occupy four bytes in page zero of memory.
When indexing is used, the 6502 register
X will be loaded with the offset, and the
indirect indexed addressing mode will be
used. The 6502 register Y will be permanently
loaded with a zero, and will be used for
indexing without an offset.
Symbol Names
Symbols start with a letter which is followed by letters and digits. The symbol may
contain internal blanks (which are ignored)
and may be any length. In PL/B all blank,
carriage return and line feed characters are
ignored.
The symbols in the PL/B language are of
three distinct types:

I . name for data storage area
2. name for a procedure (subroutine)
3. name for a constant (parameter)
1 he name for a constant is used when some
parameter will have the same constant value
for any one compilation of the PL/B program, but may be changed for another
compilation.
Constants
Octal numbers are preceded by the back
arrow or its equivalent. The maximum
octal number allowed is E-377, except in
arithmetic statements using the 'L or 'X
register when the maximum is - 177777.
Hexadecimal numbers are preceded by $.
The number of digits in the hexadecimal
number must be a multiple of two. In data
area initialization of "declaratives," a hexadecimal number may be as long as desired;
in arithmetic statements using the 'L or 'X
register , it must have four digits; for the 'A
register it must have two digits.
Binary constants are preceded by %. The
number of digits in the binary number must
be a multiple of eight . In declaratives, the
number may be any length ; when using the

'L or 'X register, it must have 16 digits; for
the 'A register, it must have eight digits.
Decimal numbers have no prefix. In
declaratives, the allowable range is -128 to
255. Of course the numbers -1 and 255, for
example, are really the same bit pattern.
The only difference is whether the number
is seen as being signed or unsigned. In an
arithmetic statement, the allowable range
(see table 2) depends on the register being
used.
In an arithmetic statement using 'L, an
alphanumeric constant is the two ASCII
characters immediately following a ". For
the 'A register, it is the first character
following a ". In declaratives, the constant
is the string of characters surrounded by "s.
If a " is to appear within the string, it must
be doubled. That is, " " within such a string
would result in just one " being stored in
memory. In alphanumeric constants, blanks,
carriage returns and line feeds are not
ignored.
One other constant is the address corresponding to a symbol. This is indicated by
preceding the symbol with @. This type of
constant may be used only with the registers
'L or 'X. An address constant may be offset
by using the form:

Cu) symbol # constant
For example:

Ca) TABLE #10
would give the address of the byte ten bytes
past TABLE.
Declaratives
The form of a declarative which will assign
some memory space for a symbol and give
the initial values for that byte or bytes is:

symbol , value list ;
The ; is used to end all statements in PL/B.
The value list is composed of one or more
constants, separated by commas. The
symbol is assigned the address of the first
byte filled from the value list. For example:

SYMBOL TABLE ," ",$0000;
would set up three bytes containing a blank
and two binary zeroes. SYMBOL TABLE
would be assigned the address of the first
byte.
The EQU (equivalence) operation of
many assemblers is done as follows:
symbol ,= symbol
or if an offset is used:

Register Type

PL/B

6800

8080

Z-80

6502

8 bit register
16 bit register
index register
carry bit

'A
'L
'X
'C

A
M
X
C

A
BC
DE
CY

A
BC
IX
CY

A
M
M
C

Table 1: Registers used by PL/B and in the more popular microprocessors.

Register Range
'A

'C

- 128 to 255
-32768 to 65535
0 to 65535
0 to 1

Symbol

Table 2: Summary of allowable
ranges for registers used in PL/B.
Register 'A contains eight bits.
Registers 'L and 'X contain 16
bits. 'C is used as a flag.

Direct Reference

s mbol #constant to get an offset
constant absolute address
#'X via index register,
no offset
#'X #constant via index register
with offset

Table 3: Various ways to address
memory locations.

symbol =symbol # constant ;
or if the symbol corresponds to an absolute
address:
symbol =#constant
or if the symbol is the name for a constant
parameter:
symbol ,= constant
For example:

END OF TABLE, = TABLE # 10;
will assign the symbol END OF TABLE the
address of the byte which is ten bytes past
TABLE.
The ORG (origin) operation of many
assemblers is done as follows:
#constant ;
(Remember that the constant may be the
address of a symbol with an offset.)
To reserve a block of memory without
giving any initial values, the form is:
symbol ,+ constant
For example:

TABLE,+ 100;
would set aside 100 bytes for TABLE. The
bytes would all be initialized to binary
zeroes.
Declaratives will come at the beginning of
the program before the first procedure or
November 1978 BYTE Publications Inc 101

Our MacroFloppy
goes twice the distance.
For $695.
Introducing the Micropolis MacroFloppy":1041 and :1042 disk drive subsystems. For the S-100/8080/Z-80 bus. Packing 100% more capacity into a
5%-inch floppy disk than anyone else. 143K bytes, to be exact. For as little
as $695.
The MacroFloppy:1041 comes with the Micropolis Mod I floppy packaged
inside a protective enclosure (without power supply). And includes an S-100
controller. Interconnect cable. Micropolis BASIC User's Manual. A diskette containing Micropolis BASIC, and a compatible DOS with assembler and editor
The 1041 is even designed to be used either on your desk top, or to be integrated right into your S-100 chassis.
The MacroFloppy:1042 comes with everything the :1041 has, and more.
Such as d.c regulators, its own line voltage power supply, and, to top it off,
a striking cover Making it look right at home just about anywhere.
Both MacroFloppy systems are fully assembled, tested, burned-in, and
tested again. For zero start-up pain, and long term reliability. They're also
backed up by our famous Micropolis factory warranty.
And both systems are priced just right. $695 for the MacroFloppy:1041
and $795 for the MacroFloppy:1042.
You really couldn't ask for anything more.
At Micropolis, we have more bytes in store for you.
For a descriptive brochure, in the U.S. call or write Micropolis
Corporation, 7959 Deering Avenue, Canoga Park, California 91304. Phone
(213) 703-1121
Or better yet, see your local dealer.

MICROPOLIST
M
More bytes in store for you.
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+

Table 4: Summary of all
operations performed by
PL/B.

T
+&
&
+

rotate left
load
(
store
)
rotate right
<<shift left
add
subtract
>>shift right
and
.@ push
or
=@ pull
exclusive or
T T complement
- - negate
add with carry
subtract with carry
decimal add
decimal subtract

between procedures . No symbol , other than
a procedure name , may be used before it is
defined in a declarative . Also, a memory
byte or pair of bytes is normally referenced
by giving the corresponding symbol. However, there are other ways to reference a
memory location as shown in table 2. The
complete list is summarized in table 3.
Arithmetic Statements
The form of an arithmetic statement is:
arena-of-action operation-list ;
The "arena of action" is a register name or
memory reference. All the operations in the
operation list will take place in that register
or memory location. The operations are
summarized in table 4. Any operation in the
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first column must be followed by a memory
reference or a constant. Operations in the
second column must not be followed by a
memory reference or a constant. If a constant
is used, the PL/B compiler will produce an
instruction with an immediate operand.
A special check is made for the operations
+1 and -1. For these, PL/B will produce
increment and decrement instructions. For
example:

'A+] WHERE ( .WHEN .@;
will increment the previous contents of the
accumulator, store the result at WHERE,
rotate the accumulator and carry bit left,
store that result at WHEN, and also push
it onto the stack.
Not all operations will be permitted for
all possible arenas of action. For example,
if the arena of action is a memory location,
one may not add to it the contents of
another memory location. That is:

PLACE +INCR;
would not be allowed, but:
'A =PLACE +INCR.PLACE;
would be allowed.
The shifts are logical shifts. They are
equivalent to setting 'C = 0; and then rotat-

MetaFloppy goes
beyond.
The Micropolis MetaFloppy'" gives you more than four times the capacity of
anyone else's 5%-inch floppy. Because it uses 77 tracks instead of the usual 35.
The field-proven MetaFloppy, with thousands of units delivered, comes
in a complete family of models. And, like our MacroFloppy'" family of disk
drives, MetaFloppy is designed for the S-100/8080/Z-80 bus.
For maximum capacity, choose our new Meta Floppy: 1054 system. Which
actually provides you with more than a million bytes of reliable on-line storage. For less money than you'd believe possible.
The MetaFloppy.1054 comes complete with four drives in dual configuration. A controller. Power supply. Chassis. Enclosure. All cabling. A new BASIC
software package. And a DOS with assembler and editor There's even a builtin Autoload ROM to eliminate tiresome button pushing.
If that's more storage than you need right now, try our
Meta Floppy: 1053, with 630,000 bytes on-line. Or our MetaFloppy.1043, with 315,000 bytes on-line. Either way, you can
expand to over a million bytes on-line in easy stages, when you
need to. Or want to
In other words, if your application keeps growing, we've got
you covered. With MetaFloppy
The system that goes beyond the floppy.
For a descriptive brochure, in the U.S. call or write Micropolis
Corporation, 7959 Deering Avenue, Canoga Park, California 91304.
Phone (213) 703-1121.
Or better yet, see your local dealer.

MICROPOLISTM
More bytes in store for you.
ing. On the 6502, the right rotate is done by
a subroutine.
PL/B does not use labels and GO TO
commands. It does require structured programming, which is a superior method for
organizing a program in order to make it
easier to debug and easier for others to
understand. Three structures are used in
PL/B: procedures, if-else-endif, and loopend loop.
Procedures
The form of a procedure (subroutine) is:
PROCEDURE name [

executable statements

The first (main) procedure is unnamed.
When the bottom of a named procedure is
reached, control returns to the procedure
that called it. When the bottom of the main
procedure is reached, control returns to the
system monitor. The final procedure of a
program is followed by an extra ] to mark
the end of the program.
A procedure is called by:

Circle 236 on inquiry card.

! PROCEDURE name ;
or, if the procedure is at an absolute address:
! #constant ;

or, if the procedure address is in 'L:
! #'L;
This last possibility is implemented by storing
the contents of 'L into an upcoming JSR
instruction. If the program is to be stored in
read only memory, the contents of 'L are
stored in a JMP instruction in programmable
memory, and then a JSR is done to that JMP.
An argument list may follow the procedure name. The list may contain only constants, but remember that the address of a
symbol is a constant (therefore, call by
.address is possible). The form of the argument list is identical to that of an initial
value list in a declarative. The constants
are placed in memory directly following the
JSR to the procedure. For example, a
possible call could be:
!MULTIPLY, @TIMES;
If-else-endif Structure
The form of this structure is either:
logical-expression ?
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statements done
if expression true

. /
or:

logical-expression ?

mented and the result tested. If that result
is negative, I will be decremented. If that
result is zero or positive, I will not be decremented. On the other hand, if N is positive,
I will be decremented, but M will not be
incremented.
Loop-endloop Structure
The form of this structure is:

statements done
if expression true
equal
not equal
> greater than
< less than
>= greater than or equal
<= less than or equal

Table 5: Relational tests
used by if-else-endif statements.

statements within the loop
.1
statements done
if expression false

. /
The simplest form of a logical expression
is a logical relation:
arena-of-action operation-list test
The operation list may be empty. The test
is a relation followed by a memory reference
or constant. PL/B will generate a compare
unless the constant zero is used and some
previous operation would have set the
condition register. The possible relations are
summarized in table S.
A logical expression may also be made up
of several logical relations connected by &&
or \\. If a logical relation is followed by &&,
and if the relation is false, control immediately passes to statements which are to
be done if the logical expression is false or
to the end of the structure if there are no
such statements. If it is true, the next logical
relation is tested. For example:
'A=N>0&&'A=M+1.M<0?
'A =1 -1 .1; /
If N is greater than zero, then M will be
incremented, and the result checked. If
that result is negative, I will be decremented.
If that result is zero or positive, I will not
be decremented. On the other hand, if N
is zero or negative, not only will I not be
decremented, but M will not be incremented
either.
If a logical relation is followed by \\, and
if the relation is true, control immediately
passes to the statements which have to be
done if the logical expression is true. If it
is false, the next logical relation is tested.
For example:
'A=N>0\\'A=M+1.M<0?
'A =1 -1 .1; /
If N is zero or negative, then M will be incre-
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When the computer reaches the bottom of
the loop, it will start again at the top. The
loop is exited by using the ! ; statement within
an if-endif structure. For example, the
following will execute a loop ten times,
using location / to save the count.
'A =10 .1;

statements in loop
'A=1-1.1==0?!;/1
The !; may also be used to exit a procedure
early. Multiple exclamation points may be
used, in which case that many loops (possibly
including the procedure itself) will be exited.
In the example above, the test to exit the
loop was put at the end of the loop. This is
not required. The test may be at the start of
the loop or even in the middle of the loop.
One loop may contain several conditional
exit instructions.
All programming needs documentation so
it can be understood. Comment lines start
with an * and finish with a ; like any other
statement.
Input/Output
Input devices will be assigned to letters
of the alphabet . They will be referred to by
an * followed by the letter . The standard
input device will be *I; the standard list
output device will be *L ; the standard
device for object program output will be *0.
A program to echo input would be:

[['A=*I.*L;111
The MULTIPLY procedure in listing 1
is an example of the use of the PL/ B language.
It leaves in 'L the product of ' A and the byte
pointed to by the argument following the
MULTIPLY call.

Our competitors hated
the KIMi * at $24 5T
No wonder; the KIM-1 microcomputer was less money for more
features than other microcomputer boards.
But KIM-1 users loved us. Up until this week, for only $245,
you could own a completely assembled microcomputer board with
1 K RAM, 2K ROM, cassette and serial interfaces, 15 I/O lines,
2 interval timers and a six digit LED display. With MOS Technology's
comprehensive 6502 mpu instruction set. And the best documentation in the business.

And now the
KIM system is the
most expandable
at any price . A motherboard (KIM-4), memory expansion board
(KIM-3B), editor/assembler (KIM-5), prototyping
board (KIM-6). All available now.
Just about the only problem potential
KIM-1 users encountered was the
fact that the KIM-1 was in short
supply: demand kept growing faster
than our expanding production.

But not any more.

Will they hate KIM-1
even mo rer-----------------------at 5 17995?

That's right: $179.95. For the same, superb
microcomputer. And available now. Further
evidence of the power and ability of Commodore's semiconductor and computer divisions.
A synergism of MOS Technology's leadership
in the design and development of mpus, RAMs
and ROMs together with Commodore's knowhow in mass production and mass marketing.
Rockwell Synertek
RCA VIP
Commodore
AIM 65 VIM MOS KIM-1
$375 $269 $245 $17995

*KIM is a registered trademark of Commodore Bus. Mach., Inc.
on

inquiry

❑ Please charge this to my credit card:
❑ BankAmericard/VISA
❑ Master Charge
❑ American Express
My Card No. Expires

Address
City

State

Zip

*Calif. residents add 6% sales tax (Santa Clara County-6X22%).
❑ Please send me information on the KIM Expansion Modules.
❑ Please supply me with the name of your nearest dealer.

We wonder what our competitors
are saying now!
47

❑ I'm enclosing my check in the amt. of $

Name (print)

Here's how the line-up looks now:

Circle

❑ Yes...I want KIM-1s @ $179.95 now.*

Commodore/MOS e 901 California Ave. 9 CA 94304
Dealer inquiries invited (415) 326-4000

card.

BYTE
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Conditional Compilation
MULTIPLICAND,+ 2;
MULTIPLIER + 1;
PRODUCT,+ 2;
MULTIPLY [
'A .MULTIPLICAND»1;
* GET RETURN ADDRESS FROM STACK, COPY TO'X;
* ADD 2, PUT RESULT BACK ON STACK FOR RETURN;
'L =@.'X +2.@;
* LOAD ADDRESS POINTED TO BY'X INTO'X;
'X =-'X;
* GET AND TEST MULTIPLIER;
* IF MULTIPLIER N<0, REVERSE SIGN OF BOTH;
* MULTIPLIER AND MULTIPLICAND;
'A = *'X MULTIPLIER < 0 ?
'A =0 -MULTIPLIER MULTIPLIER;
'A =0 -MULTIPLICAND#1 .MULTIPLICAND#1; i
CONVERT MULTIPLICAND TO 16 BIT NUMBER;
'A =MULTIPLICAND1 < 0 ?'A =-1; : 'A =0; i
'A .MULTIPLICAND;
'L =0 .PRODUCT;
* GO THROUGH LOOP FOR EACH BIT IN MULTIPLIER;
* IF LAST BIT OF MULTIPLIER ON;
* ADD MULTIPLICAND TO PRODUCT;
* THEN DOUBLE MULTIPLICAND, AND SHIFT;
* MULTIPLIER RIGHT ONE BIT;
'A =MULTIPLIER == 0?
'A >> MULTIPLIER;
'C==1?
'L =PRODUCT +MULTIPLICAND.PRODUCT; i
'L =MULTIPLICAND +MULTIPLICAND.MULTIPLICAND;I
'L = PRODUCT; 1

Listing 1: An example multiplication program in PL/B. This
program leaves the product of 'A and the contents of the
address pointed to by 'X in 'L.

C Don't wait 'till it's
too late...
Order small quantity
Continuous Tax Forms
now.

At last...
Continuous Tax Forms are now available in small
quantities, as few as 50.
Available forms include:
• 3-8 part W-2

• 1099 • 1087
• 1040 • 941

18350 Blackhawk St., Northridge, CA 91326
Phone: (213) 368-5891
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If all the logical relations within the
logical expression of an if-else-endif structure
consist of a symbolic name for a constant
being compared to another constant, then
the result of the logical expression will be
determined by the PL/B compiler during
compilation. If it turns out that some statements cannot be executed, because the logical expression will either always be true or
always be false, then no code will be generated for those statements. Normally, the
if.-else-endif structure is permitted only
within a procedure. However, conditional
compilation may be used in the declaratives.
The conditional compilation feature could
be used, for example, to produce different
versions of a program according to how
much memory is available.
In order to keep the PL/B compiler small,
conditional compilation and symbolic names
for constants could be handled by a separate
precompiler program analogous to a macroassembler's macrogeneration pass. The precompiler would eliminate the conditional
compilation ifs along with any skipped code
and substitute the corresponding constant
for any symbolic name of a constant.
This completes the specification of the
PL/B language itself. The rest of this article
considers implementation problems.

Symbol Table
The symbol table will initially be:
SYMBOL TABLE," ",$0000;

NEXT will point to the next available spot:
NEXT, @SYMBOL TABLE#3;
Every character in the symbol table will be
followed by an address. While looking for a
symbol, the compiler first checks to see if
the current character matches the character
in the symbol table. If it does not, the associated address will tell the compiler where to
look next for a match. If that address is zero,
then this is a new symbol, and the rest of its
letters must be stored starting at the place
pointed to be NEXT. If it does match the
character from the symbol table, then the
compiler moves up three bytes, and tries to
match the next character of the symbol
starting at this point. The compiler will use a
binary zero for end-of-symbol character.
Once the end-of-symbol character is matched,
then the definition of the symbol can be
found by moving up three bytes. A symbol
definition takes three bytes: one byte tells
what kind of symbol it is; the other two give
the symbol's address.

The following routine is used to get a

Everything you ewer warted
in a video i nterface.
(Automatic scrolling, cursor, erase functions, etc.)

And less.

(Stand-alone -requires no processor.)

NPC's NEW VIB SERIES. FROM $129%
Don't let the low price fool you. These are not kits. They are fully assembled and
tested boards. NPC's custom CRT Processor Chip is the secret behind the entire
family. All perform character entry and cursor control functions automatically.
They execute all normal cursor commands as well as more sophisticated functions
such as erase page, erase to end of line, etc. Text automatically scrolls when
cursor reaches bottom of page. Display format is fixed at 16 lines of 64
characters for optimum efficiency.
VIB-1000

All standard features described above. $129.95

VIB-2000

All features of the VIB-1000 plus FOREGROUND AND BACKGROUND
video modes, SCREEN PROTECT and READY/BUSY handshake. $159.95
VIB-3000 All features of the VIB-2000 plus SCREEN READ capability. $169.95
VIB-2000S Serial interface (RS-232C) version of the VIB-2000. $189.95

Nucleonic
Products
Company

Where Pricing is as
Important as Technology

If your local computer store
does not have NPC's new VIB
series yet, contact the distributor
nearest you to order direct.

6660 Variel Avenue
Canoga Park, California 91303 .(213) 887-1010
Telex 69-8481 • TWX 910-494-1954
A Division of Cu Mont Electronics Corporation

STEP SYSTEMS, INC. NATIONAL ELECTRO SALES
4815 West 77th Avenue 12063 W Jefferson Blvd.
Minneapolis, MN 55435 Culver City, CA 90230
(612) 831-3644 (213) 391-6294

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Circle 287 on inquiry card .
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SEARCH[
'X = @SYMBOL TABLE;
'A == #'X ? !;/
'A.@;
'L =#'X#1 ==0?
'L =NEXT .#'X#1 .'X;
'A =@;
[ 'A .#'X;
'L =0 .#'X#1;
#'X==0?
'X+1+1+1;
!GET CHARACTER;
'A<"1 \\'A>"Z\\'A>"9&&
'A < "A ?'A.@ =0;/ ]
'A =0 .#'X#3 .#'X#4 .#'X#5;
'L ='X +6 NEXT;
'X ='L;
'A=@;]
'A==0?!;/
!GET CHARACTER;
'A<"1 \\'A>"Z\\'A>"9&&'A <"A?
'A.@ =0;/
'X+1+1+1;
'A =@; I

Listing 2: This is a search routine which
tries to match a given symbol against those
contained in the symbol table. When the
routine is finished, 'X contains the address
of the symbol definition and 'A contains the
character following the symbol.

The routine in listing 4 fills in the address
when it is known. Let LOC contain the
address of the procedure and let 'X point to
the first cell of the address insertion list.
OBJECT CODE is a routine that produces
object code. The byte which goes out is
placed into 'A and the address where it goes
when loaded is placed into 'X.

The routine in listing 2 searches for a match
for a given symbol. When the routine is
entered, the first letter of the symbol is
already in 'A. When the routine exits, 'X
points to the symbol definition (all zeroes
for a new symbol), and 'A has the special
character that follows the symbol.

It is necessary to keep a status stack of
structures in use. For this stack (last in first
out, LIFO list, not the hardware stack) all
five bytes of a cell will be used. The fifth cell
marks the "type" of the cell. The possibilities
are summarized in table 6. Thus, there will
be two stack entries for every loop, and one
entry for each if currently active.
When an if is compiled, the code for the ?
will be a branch if true to the code following
the ?, and then a JMP instruction to make
the possibly big jump over the code when
the condition is false. The code for a &&
would he set up to branch to this JMP instruction if the preceding condition is false.
The code for \\ and && do set up local forward references, which can be handled in a
manner similar to the method given above.
Of course, these addresses are relative and
only use eight bits.

Forward References

Automically Indented Listing

Unlike an assembler, PL/B will be a 1 pass
compiler. Thus at times it will have to backtrack and insert addresses in code already
generated. This is done by generating an
entirely separate line for the loader in order
to stuff the one or two bytes into the address
area of an instruction.

A separate PL/B listing program should
be provided which will provide an automatically indented listing. Structured programs
are much easier to read if they are properly
indented. In an automatically indented
listing, the listing program removes any
indenting the user may have done (it skips
leading blanks) and indents the listing
according to the structure present in the
user's program. For each level the listing
program should produce two characters at
the start of the line: a vertical bar and a
blank. Remember, if a line starts with a :, it
reduces the "level" by one for that line only.
If a vertical bar is not available a slash or
exclamation point might be used. The result
is a column of vertical bars stretching between
the top and bottom of a structure. If the

character from the input. It is not used when
constructing an alphanumeric constant.
GET CHARACTER [
[ 'A =*I !_ " && 'A
12&& 'A!=-15?
!;/]
'A> -137?'A-+-40;/]

Consider. first a forward reference to a
procedure. The type byte in the symbol definition for the procedure. will not only reveal
that this is a procedure, but that it still is not
defined. In this case, the so-called address
actually points to a list of places where the
address must be inserted when its value is
known. Each cell of this list will be five bytes
long, of which only four are used. This type
of cell will also be used to keep a status stack
for the if-else-endif and loop-endloop struc108 November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc

tures currently in use. The cell will contain
two addresses: the first two bytes will contain the address of the next cell on the list
(or zero at the end of the list), and the next
two bytes will contain the address where the
procedure's address should be placed when
the program is loaded.
Let LOC be the current program counter,
FREE be the pointer to a list of free cells
(this list is initially empty), and let 'X point
to the symbol definition for the undefined
procedure. The routine of listing 3 will add
the forward reference to the symbol's forward reference list.

programmer has made some mistake in structures, (s)he may easily spot it from such a
listing. All trailing comments should be
started at the same column, if possible.

"Address" Field
Type Contents
1 Address of the start of a
loop.
2 Link to address insertion
list for loop end. Used for
!• instructions.
3 Place to put address for
or / (else-endif).
4 Place to put address for L
I: already found).

Each line of the listing should be preceded
by four characters giving the location counter
and a blank. If the line starts with a # (an
ORG command), the location printed should
be the one given in that line. If a ,= operation is used (an EQU operation), the resulting
value for the symbol should be given. ■

Table 6: Various address field types.
TEMP,+ 2;
TEMP2,+ 2;
FREE , $ 0000;
LOC ,+ 2;
FORWARD[
'X TEMP;
'L =^'X#1 .TEMP2;
!GET CELL;
'L =LOC .r'X2 = TEMP2. '
'X .'L =TEMP;
'L .#'X 1; 1
GET CELL [
'X =FREE==0?
'X = NEXT;
'L = NEXT +5.NEXT;
'L = ='X .FREE; / 1

Listing 3: Routine to add
forward references to a
symbol's forward reference
list.

CHAIN [
[ 'X TEMP == 0 ? !; /
'X = X#2;
A = LOC;
!OBJECT CODE;
'X+1;
'A = LOC :1;
!OBJECT CODE;
'X =TEMP;
!FREE CELL; I I
FREE CELL I
'L = ='X .TEMP2 =FREE .-X;
'X FREE =TEMP2; I

Listing 4: This routine
takes the forward reference
list generated by listing 3
and fills it in when the
address is known.

Practical Microcomputer Programming
PRACTICAL MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAMMING: THE INTEL 8080 by W J Weller,
A V Shatzel, and H Y Nice.
Here is a comprehensive source of programming information for the present or
prospective user of the 8080 microcomputer, including moving data, binary arithmetic operations, multiplication and division, use of the stack pointer, subroutines,
arrays and tables, conversions, decimal arithmetic, various 10 options, real time clocks
and interrupt driven processes, and debugging techniques.
This 306 page hardcover book is well worth its $21.95 price and should be in every
8080 or Z-80 user's library.
----------------------------------------------------: Name
Address
City
PRACTICAL MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAMMING : THE M6800 by W J Weller.
This second volume of the Practical
Microcomputer Programming series addresses the problems of applications programming at assembly level for the M6800.
In 16 chapters and more than 100 formal
examples, the fundamental techniques of
assembly level programming are applied to
the solution of specific problems with the
6800 . Nowhere theoretical , it is a thorough
and detailed methods text for the beginning
and intermediate application programmer
using the 6800 . Hardback . $ 21.95.

State

PRACTICAL
MICUTE
S1 inc P R OGRCAMMPNG:R

POB 428
25 Route 101 West
Peterborough NH 03458

Zip

THE INTEL 8080 @ $21.95 $
THE M6800 @ $21.95 $
Postage $.75 ea. $
Postage outside USA $ 1.00 $
Total $

❑ Check enclosed
❑ Bill MC #
❑ Bill BA # IL Z_

Exp. Date
L_

Exp. Date

Signature
You may photocopy this page if you wish to leave your BYTE intact.
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Making a list
DR DOBB'S JOURNAL OF COMPUTER CALISTHENICS AND ORTHODONITA, volume I edited by Jim C
Warren.
❑ This is a collection of everything
from the first year of Jim Warren's
outstanding journal. 359 pp. $13.00 (no
photo).

YOUR HOME COMPUTER by James
White.

Check here
for new
I deas

❑ Now available in this newly revised
edition featuring: new material on
"useful circuits,"an enlarged floppy disk
section with new double density controllers, updates on LSI controllers-and
much more. Including basic concepts
and techniques, this book is a very comprehensive handbook on interfacing.
416 pp. $9.95.

MICROPROCESSORS: FROM CHIPS
TO SYSTEMS by Rodnay Zaks.
❑ A complete and detailed introduction
to microprocessors and microcomputer
systems. $9.95.

BASIC BASIC, 2nd EDITION by James
S Coan.

UP YOUR OWN ORGANIZATION! by
Donald M Dible.

®^ your OWN org^ization!

""" '"

HOW TO PROFIT FROM YOUR
PERSONAL COMPUTER by Ted G
Lewis.

❑ If you're not already familiar with
BASIC, this book is one of the best ways
to learn about this popular computer
language. BASIC (which stands for Beginner's All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) is easy to learn and easy to
apply to many problems. $8.95.
ADVANCED BASIC by James S Coan.
❑ This is the companion volume to
James Coan' s Basic BASIC. In this book
you'll learn about some of the more
advanced techniques for programming
in BASIC, including string manipulation,
the use of files, plotting on a terminal,
simulation and games, advanced mathematical applications and more. $7.95.

❑ If you have wanted to use your
personal computer in a profitable
manner, and you feel you need some
help planning programming techniques
for common business applications, this
book is for you. 191 pp. $7.95.

BASIC AND THE PERSONAL COMPUTER by Thomas A Dwyer and Margot
Critchfield.

CHESS AND COMPUTERS by David
Levy.

❑ After giving an in-depth course in
BASIC, the book discusses microcomputer hardware, graphics, word processing, sorting, simulation and data
structures. Easy to read and informative.
438 pp. $12.95 (no photo).

❑ This 145- page paperbound book is
loaded with chess games played by
computers . The games are computer
versus computer and computer versus
human . $ 8.95.

CHESS SKILL IN MAN AN
MACHINE edited by Peter W Frey.
APL AN INTERACTIVE APPROACH
Second Edition , Revised by Gilman and
Rose.

THE CHEAP VIDEO COOKBOOK by
Don Lancaster.

❑ Here's an excellent way to introduce
yourself to the APL language. Gilman
and Rose have extensively updated their
popular book to include the latest information about APL and the various forms
now in use. $11.95.

❑ This latest in Don Lancaster' s series
of hardware books continues where
the TV Typewriter Cookbook leaves
off. New, inexpensive video display
circuits (and the software to drive
them) are described. 256 pp. $5.95 (no
photo).

SARAGON by Dan and Kate Spracklen.
❑ Written about the West Coast Computer Faire chess champ, "Saragon,"
which is a program in Z-80, this book is
available for the first time in October
1978. $14.95 (no photo).
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munications technology. Prefacing his
discussions with historical as well as contemporary references, Martin lures the

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING
TECHNIQUES (Expanded 2nd edition)
by Austin Lesea and Rodnay Zaks.

❑ Whether your interest in business
applications, word processing, education,
security, computerized video games,
computer art and music. Robots, or
amateur radio, this book will get you
started and keep you on the right track.
216 pp. $5.95.

❑ A complete guide to low cost television display of alphanumeric data,
several chapters of which were published
ahead of the book in early issues of
BYTE magazine. $9.95.

be like, changed by the new telecom-

the lives of everybody. $12.95 hardcover
(no photo).

GETTING INVOLVED WITH YOUR
OWN COMPUTER by Leslie Solomon
and Stanley Viet.

TV TYPEWRITER COOKBOOK by Don
Lancaster.

❑ This is a fascinating and not-to
distant account of what the future might

reader into an impending technical
revolution, which will change corporations, change government, and changes

❑ A clearly written nontechnical description of personal computers that
required no prior knowledge of computers or electronics. Yours for $6.00.

❑ A great handbook on how to start
and finance a new business, this is the
most comprehensive reference we've
seen on the subject. 372 pp. Available
for $14.95 in hardcover.

THE WIRED SOCIETY by James
Martin.

❑ This is a most fascinating book, concerning itself with the when, how, and
why of computer chess. $14.80 hardcover.

SCIENTIFIC AND
ENGINEERING
PROBLEM SOLVING WITH THE COMPUTE R by William Ralph Bennett Jr.
❑ Besides teaching BASIC (which it
does admirably), this lively, lucid book
presents a wealth of imaginative and
unusual applications programs taken
from many disciplines. In its diversity
and elegant style, it ranks with Donald
Knuth's works as a milestone in the art
of computing. Hardcover, $19.95.

GAMES , TRICKS AND PUZZLES FOR
A HAND CALCULATOR by Wallace
Judd.

THE LITTLE BOOK OF BASIC STYLE
by John M Nevison.

SOCIAL EFFECTS OF COMPUTER
USE AND MISUSE by J Mack Adams &
Douglas H Haden.

❑ This book teaches you how to write
clear, well-planned programs you can
read. 151 pp. $5.95 (no photo).

[] Got a friend who won ' t have anything to do with calculators ? You just
might woo him or her into the electronic
age with some of the tricks in this book.
Capers, games and astounding calculations are here to dazzle. They've even
pulled a calculator apart to show you
what the insides look like! A neat hook
for anyone suffering from technophohia
or plain boredom . 91 pp . $4.00.

❑ Most of us have come to accept the
presents of computers in our lives. Their
effect on society as a whole is worthy of
carefull consideration . This hook surveys
the evolution of computers , their application, and the social, economic and
philosophical implications of their increasing use . 326 pp . $ 10.00.

PROGRAMMING A MICROCOMPUTER: 6502 by Caxton C Foster.

FUNDAMENTALS OF RECORDKEEPING AND FINANCE FOR THE SMALL
BUSINESS by Robert C Ragan, CPA,
and Jack Zwick, Ph.D.

P This informal, well - written honk may
be just what you need to enter the world
of microcomputers . Foster uses the 6502
microprocessor ( used in the KIM 1, the
PET, and the Apple microcomputer

by Wallace Jadd

P Once you have your organization
or business up and running , records
must he kept . 196 pp . Only $10.00 in
hardcover.

systems ) as a basis for discussing the
techniques of writing programs. 231 pp.
$9.95.

THE ART OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMING by Donald E Knuth.

Cl

Praised by many critics as the best
hooks in their field. These hooks are
part of a projected seven volume omnibus survey of computer science now
being completed by Donald E Knuth.
[-J Volume I, Fundamental Algorithms,
634 pp $21 95 hardcover.
fl Volume 11 , Seminumerical Algorithms, 624 pp. $21.95 hardcover.
[-1 Volume III, Searching and Sorting,
722 pp, $21 95 hardcover.
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TOP-DOWN STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES by Clement
L McGowan & John R Kelly.
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FUNDAMENTALS AND APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL LOGIC CIRCUITS, 2nd edition by Sol Lihes.
❑ You'll find everything from the basic
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theory, to various circuit designs, to the
most recent applications, including the
circuitry of calculators, digital voltmeters, frequency counters, and computers.
200 pp $7.95.

6800 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING by Lance A Leventhal.
[ I From Osborne & Associates we have
another in their series of microcomputer
books. Lance .A Leventhal discusses assembly language programming for coin
puters using the 6800 microprocessor
The 6800 instruction set is presented in
depth with chapters on assemblers, simple programs, code conversion, tables
and lists, subrol-nines, input/output,
interrupts, program design and docu
mentation, and sample projects $8.50.
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SMALL COMPUTER SYSTEMS HANDBOOK by Sol Lihes.
[1 This is an introductory text for those
with a minimal knowledge of electronics
who are interested in microcomputers as
a hobby . The author explains microcomputer concepts from number systems
and logic circuits to programming languages and applications with the emphasis on practical knowledge . 197 pp.
$845

BITS ,c

fl What is structured programming? The
authors answer this question in this
lively, well -written hook. 288 pp. $15.95
hardcover.
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ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE by Lon Poole
and Mary Borchers.

SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS
by Lon Poole and Mary Borchers-

P This is a set of 71 programs which
constitute an invoice-linked accounts
payable and a lovvolume invoice ac-

F1 At last, a single source for all those
hard to find mathematics programs' All
the programs are written in a restricted
BASIC suitable for most microcomputer
BASIC packages, and have been tested
and debugged by the authors. $8.50.

counts receivable system for small businesses - It is the third in. Osborne & Asso
ciates' series of BASIC business programs
and will he complemented by the soon
to be published General 1 edger. 318 pp.
$15.00.
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A Classroom Demonstration
Controlling a System with a Microcomputer

Garnet L Hill
Physics Dept
Emporia State Univetsity
Emporia KS 66801

Microprocessors are large scale integrated
circuits that consist of a central processing
unit and a control section, with provisions
for handling parallel binary data in communication with various types of memory
and peripheral devices. The use of such a
small computer is fast becoming an everyday phenomenon. The ubiquitous nature
of small computers implemented with
microprocessors makes it imperative that the
complete course in the physical sciences
cover these tools of control in some way.
The purpose of this article is to point out
a fairly simple application which illustrates
how microprocessor control systems can be
demonstrated to students in teaching laboratories of engineering and physical sciences.
The example can be used as a classroom
demonstration or laboratory experiment
suitable for advanced high school or college
levels depending upon the degree of detail
provided by the teacher.
The object of this experiment is to
illustrate how a computer program, running
in a simple microprocessor, can he used as
a control element for a system. The microprocessor and its program form a sort of
complicated "black box" receiving inputs
from sensors and calculating an output
presented to an actuator. In the 1960s,
before the existence of microprocessor
technology, such black boxes were often
constructed out of smaller integrated circuits
and programmed by wiring the pins. Earlier
than the 1960s, many of the functions now
commonplace in digital electronics were
simply prohibitively expensive or impossible
to achieve. The advent of the programmable
processor, however, brought a flexibility of
function not possible with such "hardwired" logic: changing a program, the
"software" of the application, can be done
112 November 1978, i BYTE Publications Inc

at the flick of a button rather than through
tedious rewiring.
Setting Up the Experiment
This experiment utilizes a typical educational microprocessor system, the E&L
Instruments "Dyna-Micro" computer which
contains an 8080A processor made by the
Intel Corporation. The experiment implements a simple control system designed to
keep the rate of flow of an airstream set at
a value as measured by three simple binary
switch sensors. A stock solid state relay
part with microprocessor compatible TTL
input and 120 V at 3 A AC power ratings
is used to turn on and turn off the fan
motor, with a program interpreting the
state of the wind sensors and deciding what
the motor should be doing.
Figure 1 shows the design of the experiment at a global level. Three wind vanes are
placed in front of the fan and displaced
laterally to avoid blocking the wind from the
fan. Due to the mixing of the fan's air
stream with the "still" air of the rest of the
room, the wind pressure is greatest near the
fan, and least furthest away from the fan.
Thus sensor A experiences the greatest
displacement and sensor C experiences the
least displacement for a given average speed
of the wind. Each vane is a binary sensor:
if the wind speed is above a certain level,
the switch of the sensor is closed; if the wind
is below that level, the sensor switch is open.
Three bits of digital information are read by
the 8080's computer program using an
"IN" instruction for the appropriate port.
The design of the wind vane sensor elements is simple, as shown in figure 2. The
base of the sensor is a block of wood. The
dimensions are chosen so that the block can
be clamped at the edge of the laboratory
table with the proper spacings as shown in
figure 1. The dimensions of figure 1 are
based on the author's experiences, but
experimentation with the relative spacing
of the sensors and fan can prove fruitful
in demonstrations. Each sensor is a single
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SENSORS MOUNTED
ON BOARDS -_

ELECTRIC
FAN

TO SOLID
STATE RELAY

Figure 1: A microprocessor based control system. The goal of the
experiment is to keep a
constant rate of air flow
from the fan shown at the
left. Three binary switch
sensors monitor the air
flow. A microprocessor
examines the state of the
sensors and controls the
fan by means of a solid
state relay.

1

AIR FLOW

B

30cm

15cm

FRONT EDGE OF LAB BENCH

pole single throw switch which is sensitive
to the air pressure felt by the movable element of the switch, an aluminum vane.
The fixed contact of the switch is a
simple piece of #12 copper wire, which is
sharpened to a point at one end, bent into
an "L" shape, soldered to a stranded wire
for connection to the computer circuit,
and inserted into a hole drilled in the
wooden mounting block. When the "L"
is inserted in the mounting block, the
point contact should face "upwind" toward
the fan when the mounting block is clamped
into its position in figure 1 .
The wind sensitive moving contact of
the switch has two parts. One part is a sup-

-STATIONARY CONTACT (POINTED)
(MAKE FROM #12 COPPER WIRE)

CONTACT CONNECTION
WIRES SOL DERED TO
#12 COPPER FRAME
AND POINT CONTACTS

Figure 2: Detailed view of one of the three binary air flow sensors (typical
for three).
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5cm

"C CLAMPS

port frame, also made out of #12 copper
wire, bent into a much larger "L" shape
than was used for the fixed contact. As with
the fixed contact, this support frame has an
interconnection wire soldered to it before
it is inserted into the wooden base of the
switch. The second part of the wind sensitive contact is an aluminum vane measuring 3 cm wide by 15 cm long including a
suspension hook bent in its end. The vane
was fabricated from scrap sheet aluminum
of about 1 mm thickness. When it hangs
without any wind pressure, the equilibrium
position of the vane should be about 1 /2 cm
away from the point contact. The mounting holes for the frame and point contact
should be chosen with this in mind, although
some adjustment is possible by bending the
frame or point contact after assembly.
With this switch design, when the air
from the fan produces a sufficient force,
it displaces the bottom of the vane causing
it to touch the wire point as shown by the
dotted line in figure 2. This closes the
switch. The three switches are used to define
three binary input bits by wiring them to
the circuit of figure 4 (which will be discussed in more detail later).
With this experiment's physical design,
how can we obtain the desired behavior of
an air flow sufficient to deflect switch A
into a closed position, but insufficient to
deflect switch C into a closed position, with
switch B "hunting" a stable state? Basically,
this is achieved by turning the motor of the
fan on and off based on the sensed conditions of all three switches. Let's consider
each switch in turn:
First, if switch A is open we definitely
do not have enough air flow, since we want
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NOPS OR IOmS

NOPS OR IOmS

DELAY LOOP

DELAY LOOP

OUTPUT A RESET PULSE
FROM CH.#I
TO TURN
FAN OFF

flowchart implements a "dynamic" equilibrium situation through active control. The
behavior of the system under different
amounts of time delay is well worth investigating in the tutorial laboratory. How does
the inertia of the fan blades (and consequent
sluggish response to commands) affect the
stability of the system? How does the
amount of the delay in the control flowchart
affect the stability of the system? Is it
possible to use sensor A or sensor C alone
to control the loop? Many, if not all, the
experiments to be performed on this system
can be implemented simply by changing the
program running in the microprocessor.
This ease of change (for a new program need
only be typed into the entry keys of the
processor) is one of the main reasons why
inexpensive computers are now being
widely used to control such systems.

A Look at the Details

Figure 3: Flowchart of the air flow experiment.

switch A to be held closed all the time. Thus
the motor must be forced on unconditionally if switch A is open.
But if switch A is closed, then we may
have enough air flow already, but we might
in fact have too much air flow. If switch C
is then tested and found to be closed, we
know that the air flow is too much, and
must unconditionally turn off the fan
motor.
If both switch A and switch C have normal "steady state" conditions of being
closed and open respectively, then switch
B is used to directly control the state of the
fan motor. If switch B is open then its vane
is not deflected enough, so the fan motor
is turned on; if switch B is closed, then its
vane is deflect enough so the motor is turned
off. The inertia of the fan blades smooths
out the sudden jerks of power to the motor,
so that the effect of control exerted by
switch B is to keep its vane just at the point
of touching the contact.

This logic is shown in flowchart form as
figure 3. The fineness of the control of the
wind speed (and switch B's vane position)
can be set by the amount of delay "wired"
into the software of the flowchart. This
116 November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc

The components used in the fan control
system are shown in figure 4; they were
breadboarded on the SK-10 socket of the
Dyna-Micro 8080 based microcomputer.
The 120 VAC fan was turned on or off by
the Hamlin optically isolated solid state
relay. All three sensor switches were wired
with "pull up" resistors to +5 V. When the
switch is closed, 0 V or a logic zero is input
to a pin of IC2, the 8095 three state buffer,
and when the switch is open, 5 V or a logic
one is input to pin 2. The data from the
8095 buffer, IC2, is input to the accumulator via bits D0, D1, and D2 on the data bus
of the computer when a negative 1.333 /is
device select pulse strobes pin 15 on the
8095 chip. This pulse occurs as a result of
addressing 10 port 2 with an IN instruction
in the program. The 74154, IC1, serves as
a 4 to 16 line decoder which directs devicecoded control signals to the 8095 buffer or
the 7476 flip flop chip, depending on which
8080 port was selected. A set pulse is
applied to the 7476 flip flop, IC3, to turn
the fan on. The flip flop serves as a memory
to keep the fan on until the next bit control
signal is passed to it. The fan is turned off
by a negative-going pulse applied to the
clear input of the 7476. The IN and OUT
signals coming from the 8080A microprocessor are connected to the 7408 AND
gate, IC6, and form a negative logic OR
gate for the 74154 by DeMorgan's theorem:
A&B=A+ B,AorB=A&B.

The 8080A microprocessor is capable
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Figure 4: Control circuitry for the air flow experiment.

120 VAC

of handling much more complex control
systems than the example given here. In this
control experiment, as in many simple
laboratory tasks, control of a single bit
(the fan motor state) is all that is necessary.
Fan Control Program
The program for controlling the fan
consists of only the 38 bytes of machine
language instruction which are given in
listing 1.

If the fan can produce enough wind, the
dynamic equilibrium condition described
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07

0312

07

16

03

JC

ONFAN

RRC
JNC

03

03

0313

D2

1E

0316

D3

03

0318

CD

BF

00

031B

C3

00

03

ONFAN

IF CF=1.

ROTATE ACCUMULATOR RIGHT TWO BITS

RRC

lE

CONDITIONAL JUMP TO ONFAN
TO TEST SWITCH B DATA.

OFFAN

CONDITIONAL JUMP TO OFFAN IF CF=O.

RLC

ROTATE ACCUMULATOR LEFT TWO BITS

RLC
JNC

OFFAN

TO CHECK SWITCH B DATA.
CONDITIONAL JUMP TO OFFAN IF CF=O.

OUT

3

INPUT TO TURN FAN ON.

CALL

DELAY

CALL SUBROUTINE DELAY IN KEX

JMP

NEXTI

FOR 10 MS DELAY.

*
*

UNCONDITIONAL JUMP TO

INPUT NEXT

SWITCH DATA.

031E

D3

01

OUT

1

OUTPUT TO RESET OR TURN FAN OFF.

0320

CD

BF

00

CALL

DELAY

CALL SUBROUTINE DELAY IN KEX

0323

C3

00

03

JMP

NEXTI

UNCONDITIONAL JUMP TO

OFFAN

FOR 10 MS DELAY
INPUT NEXT

SWITCH DATA.

Listing 1. An 8080A assembly language program for controlling the fan
circuit in figure 4 (see also figure 7).
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earlier is soon established after execution of
the program begins. When the IN instruction
(hexadecimal address 0308) is executed,
the processor reads eight bits (D0, D1,
D2 . . . D7) into the accumulator from port
2. In this application, only three bits of data
(D0, D1, and D2) are input (one bit from
each switch, as shown in the schematic
diagram). If switch A is closed and switch
C is open, bit 2 (D1) is tested; then the fan
is either turned on with the OUT instruction
at hexadecimal address 0316 if the middle
switch (B) is open, or the fan is turned
off with the OUT instruction at address
031E if this switch (B). is closed. A jump
(JMP) back to the beginning of the program
after each of these OUT instructions completes the loop. Any or all of the four
10 ms delay loops may be removed if desired
by placing three NOP instructions (hexadecimal 00) in place of the CALL (hexadecimal CD BF 00) instructions. (The
10 ms delay loop is a subroutine built into
the Dyna-Micro Designer.)
Much can be done with similar simple
demonstrations of active control using
microprocessor based computers and suitable inexpensive sensors like those used in
this experiment. I hope that this simple
control system experiment will serve to
inspire teachers of science and engineering
subjects, providing them with some practical
examples to illustrate how computers can
be used as tools in the laboratory. ■
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A Multiuser Data Network
Communicating Over VHF Radio

Robert E Bruninga
907 Ninovan Rd
Vienna VA 22180

same time, the idea to design a microcomputer into the network was a natural
step. It was soon apparent that developing
hardware and software to provide all of the
desired functions was impossible for any
gainfully employed individual. To spread out
the effort and to get as much participation
as possible, it was decided to first bring up
the microcomputer with a simple monitor
system to enable anyone on the net to have
full access to memory, and to help in writing
software for any desired routines or pet projects. It is this microprocessor system which
is to be described herein. But first we will
give a description of the teletypewriter net
and of the usual operating practices govern-

One of the more exasperating aspects of
getting started in microcomputing is the cost
of suitable 10 devices. There is a rather large
group of amateurs who already have terminals up and running; however, they have
no microcomputer to play with. Our local
computer club was such a group, having
formed from a group of radio amateurs
already connected via a VHF radio informal
teletypewriter network. The availability of
these inexpensive surplus Baudot code
teletypewriters has been frequently espoused
in the literature, and articles covering ASCII
to Baudot conversion are plentiful.
While our club matured, and with interest in microcomputing mushrooming at the

FREQUENCY A

FREQUENCY B

17
REMOTE REPEATER

AUDIO
RECEIVER

Figure 1: The use of a remote transceiver
at an advantageous centrally located site
greatly increases operational range of a network of users at VHF frequencies.
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J
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INPUT

OUTPUT
MICROPROCESSOR
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INPUT

TRANSMITTER

CONTROL

Figure 2: Having the microcomputer at the repeater
site has the advantage of
full duplex operation if
user stations overcome the
complexity of full duplex
operation at their own
stations.
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INPUT

I•

DEMODULATOR I*
RECEIVER

CONTROL
OUTPUT

BAUDOT
DISABLE

;)7

CONTROL
TIMER

ing the participation of microcomputers.
Repeater Teletypewriter Network
The use of a remote transceiver or repeater, centrally located at the highest
elevation possible, is the key to network
coverage of a large area. The repeater relays
signals omnidirectionally from any transmitting station to all receiving locations, as
shown in figure 1. In addition to improving
the range, it assures reliability of coverage to
all users in the net since each station need
only transmit a powerful enough signal to
be clear at the repeater, and be able to
receive the output of the repeater without
error. Depending on terrain, reliable coverage of such a repeater is from 20 to 75 miles
(32 to 120 km) in radius.
The repeater operation is fully automatic
and almost transparent to the user. The
presence of a signal on the repeater's receiv-

Figure 3: Having the microcomputer at a user station
requires half duplex operation, but allows network
expansion to include multiprocessors at any user
station without conflict.

ing frequency turns on the repeater transmitter to relay the signals with the advantage
of its high power and advantageous location.
If no one is transmitting within five seconds
of the last signal, the repeater transmitter
will turn off.
Teletypewriter signals are transmitted
using audio frequency shift keying (AFSK)
with 2125 Hz indicating a mark and 2295 Hz
indicating space. Since teletypewriter traffic
is innately hard copy and is usually not of a
real time nature, many network users have
their stations configured for fully automatic unattended reception. This feature,
called autostart, is simply a tone detector
which latches a relay on receipt of a continuous mark tone and turns on the teletypewriter equipment. Usual practice requires from three to five seconds of mark
tone to activate the autostart; it will then
remain on for up to 30 seconds after the
last tones are heard.
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With the autostart circuitry in mind, a
usual network transmission is as follows:
• Station identifies by voice or by
keying the tones in Morse code.
• Station transmits five seconds of
mark tone.
• Station transmits message or text.
• Station identifies again.
• Station turns off transmitter.
The FCC requires Morse or voice identification at the beginning and end of each
operating time period and at least every
ten minutes. Short transmissions in a conversation need not be identified although in
group operation it is almost a necessity
because one teletypewriter signal is indistinguishable from another.

Interfacing to the Network
If the network spoke ASCII (only Baudot
code at 60 or 100 words per minute is
allowed by the FCC on the amateur bands)
it would appear to be a simple task to take
an available microprocessor system and
connect it directly via a modem to a transceiver, and be up and running. Ideally the
microcomputer would be connected at the
repeater site, monitoring all signals in the
net and responding when asked by transmitting appropriately on the repeater output as shown in figure 2. This was the
original concept and optimum configuration
from a technical standpoint. However, it
was logistically impractical because of the
remote location of the repeater and the
natural tendency of a project like this to
be never completely finished. Also, as
microprocessors become more and more
of a common fixture about the house, we
felt that a centrally located computer
serving the whole network alone would
be an obsolete idea in the near future.
For this reason, the microcomputer began
to evolve as just another station on the net,
transmitting and receiving in a half duplex
mode as shown in figure 3. At present it is
the only microcomputer that can be remotely accessed and controlled by all users
on the net, although there are a few other
microcomputers being used by stations for
their own local functions. This type of
operation allows the network to grow into
a fully coordinated common data network
as more and more users interface their
microcomputers into the system and provide for remote access in whatever fashion
their particular software packages allow.
The microcomputer monitors all signals
on the repeater and responds whenever its
call sign is recognized. To isolate the microcomputer from the identity of the owner
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or operator, a convention of placing a
slant bar (/) prior to the call sign has been
instituted to identify the microcomputer.
In this manner, users in the network may
communicate with the operator or talk
about him using his call sign without accidentally initiating a response.
Remote operation of the microcomputer
is very simple. To gain access from any
station on the network, just transmit the
microcomputer's call sign, WD41WG/WB4APR (these are the combined call signs of
the computer club and the station at which
the microcomputer is connected) and wait
for the computer's response. A flowchart
of the standby and ready states is shown in
figure 4. Once the microcomputer recognizes
its call sign, it comes up with five seconds
of mark tone and transmits a prompt H.
After the prompt it goes into the receive
mode and waits for a valid command sequence. After each command sequence is
executed, the microcomputer returns with
the prompt sequence and waits for more
commands. If the sign off command, NNNN,
is executed, the microcomputer becomes
inactive, responding to nothing until it
again recognizes its call sign.
The monitor is designed to interpret the
input commands on a character-by-character
basis as shown in the flowchart of figure 4.
In this way, commands are not limited in
length or structure as they would be if the
processor did not begin interpretation or
execution until an entire command and
all parameters had been entered into the
buffer. Once the single letter command has
been interpreted, the software can help in
the formatting of the remaining command
parameters by providing spaces, line feeds or
additional prompting as necessary. A space
is used as the delimiter of command parameters, and a carriage return will abort the
command if required. The judicious use of
carriage returns is due to the large number of
low budget hobbyists on autostart who must
buy their own paper.
After each command is executed, control
returns to the monitor entry point where the
transmitter is turned off and the microcomputer waits for the next command
input. All invalid command characters are
ignored. Originally, only a valid command
character was required to initiate execution,
but this was prone to occasional errors. The
program was changed to require a /$ sequence (the Baudot equivalent of the ASCII
escape character), a single command character, and then a space before the command
is recognized. Failure to provide all four
conditions causes a return to the wait
state for the proper escape sequence. The
escape character is just one of 15 additional

PET WORD PROCESSOR
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COMMODORE PET and a printer.
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The CmC Word Processor Program addresses an RS232 printer through a CmC printer adapter.
The CmC Word Processor program is available for
$29.50. Add $1.00 for postage and handling per order.
Order direct or contact your local computer store.
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Figure 4: Flowchart of the
system monitor showing
the standby and ready
states.

GET
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I
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I

characters which are defined in a double
shift case.
The structure of the character input
(BINCH) and character output (BOUCH)
subroutines allows simultaneous output in
both ASCII and Baudot of any character
available at the Baudot or ASCII input. The
structure of BINCH and BOUCH is shown
in figure 5. Because all routines written for
the network system use these two subroutines for input and output, the remote
user at the Baudot port has the same software relationship to the computer as the
local programmer except that the output
may be disabled.
Control Routines

The monitor commands are relatively
straightforward except for the requirement
that the microcomputer operate in a half
duplex mode. The subroutine responsible
for coordinating the microcomputer response
in the half duplex mode is PLEX (figure 5).
PLEX turns the transmitter and transmission tones on and waits the delay time
found in location ECHO before returning to
124 November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc

JUMP TO
SUBROUTINE AND
EXECUTE
COMMAND

the calling routine. PLEX is called by every
monitor routine which generates output
back to the remote user. The delay in ECHO
is roughly in tenths of a second; usually, a
value of 50 is used to allow reliable transmit
and receive switching. The value 01 implies
immediate response, and the duplex transmitter line is therefore turned on as well.
ECHO can be changed by the monitor command E, allowing the user to tailor the
response to a particular hardware configuration. To allow the user to regain control
when an error occurs, the transmit line
drives a timer that cuts off the transmitter
after two minutes. A second timer will
hardware reset the microprocessor if a space
tone of greater than two seconds is received.
Command
The monitor commands in table 1 are
designed to provide as much assistance to
the machine language programmer as possible while also recognizing the special needs
of the users on the network. The basic
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INTRODUCTION TO ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE by Philip C
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Table 1: Table of commands used by the computer on the communications network. All addresses are given in hexadecimal notation.
A XXXX

string

Stores an ASCII character string at location XXXX
beginning and ending with quotes,

B XXXX YYYY

Calculate branch instruction offset from address
XXXX to address YYYY.

C xxxx

Sends character string at address XXXX in Morse
code.

D XXXX YYYY

Display hexadecimal bytes from address XXXX to
YYYY. If E command is odd, display 16 bytes per
line, 32 bytes per line if even.

E XX

Set echo delay to X.X seconds (approximate).

F XXXX YYYY string

Find string by searching from address XXXX to
YYYY. Reply with starting and ending address.

G XXXX

Go to address XXXX and begin execution of a subroutine.

H XXXX

Convert hexadecimal value XXXX to decimal.

XXXX hh hh ,...

Input hexadecimal bytes sequentially beginning at
address XXXX and ending with a carriage return.

J XX

Jump to additional monitor commands.

K

Reserved.

L XXXX YYYY

List by instruction in 1, 2 or 3 byte format all code
between addresses XXXX and YYYY.

M XXXX YYYY ZZZZ

Move all bytes between addresses XXXX and YYYY
to contiguous memory starting at ZZZZ.

NNNN

Sign off procedure.

0

Return to AMI monitor.

P XXXX YYYY ZZZZ

Punch a hexadecimal tape in MIKBUG format located
from XXXX to YYYY with offset ZZZZ.

0 string

Quest search through all memory for first occurrence
of string. Back up and print starting address of first
quotation mark, then print all following characters
until a second quotation mark is found,

R XXXX

Read character string at address XXXX.

S string

Save. In message storage area, store string at next
available address and update pointer to point to
next available address. Print pointer value.

T XXXX YYYY ZZZZ

Tape. Load hexadecimal tape into memory between
addresses XXXX and YYYY with offset ZZZZ.

U

Reserved.

V string

Void first string encountered which contains string.
All characters between limiting quotes are eliminated
including quotes. All memory from ending quote to
pointer is moved up to location of the beginning
quote. Pointer is updated and printed.

W XXXX string

Wedge. Insert string at location XXXX. Push memory
from XXXX to pointer down and update and print
pointer.

X

Transmit ( Xmt) prompt.

Y

Reserved.

Z XXXX YYYY HH

Fill memory space from address XXXX to YYYY
with hexadecimal value HH.
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monitor commands for machine language
programming are the DISPLAY, GO, INPUT, LIST, PUNCH and TAPE commands.
Additional aids for programming are the
ASCII STRING, BRANCH, FIND, MOVE,
READ, WEDGE and ZERO commands.
The monitor functions related directly to
network applications are the CW, ECHO,
NNNN and XMT commands. The special
string manipulation commands SAVE,
QUEST and VOID can be used with call
signs as key words to form a message store
and retrieval system for network operation;
or line numbers may be used as key words,
and text editing is possible. In text editing
mode corrections, insertions and deletions
are performed using ASCII STRING, FIND,
READ and WEDGE commands.
The system described thus far is fully
operational in an unattended mode. It has
been more or less continuously available
during the evening hours from about 1800
to 2300 hours local time since December 23
1977 (except for occasional visits by "Mr
Murphy"). During this time the original
monitor has not been altered, so users would
not be confused by frequent system changes.
However, several changes are being considered to improve system reliability in the
presence of noise and user typographical
errors, to expand monitor command functions and to upgrade protocols in anticipation of other computers on the network.
The changes under consideration are:
• Provide prompting at sign on to allow
uninformed users to request operating
instructions.

• Provide a carrier present input line to
allow the microcomputer to test for
a clear channel prior to transmission.
• Rebuild restart circuitry for more
reliability.
• Change all string manipulations to use
quotes for delimiters. Currently, figure
shift H is used, which causes some
Baudot machines to stop.
• Add additional monitor commands
to allow unaddressed message storage
and retrieval by call signs alone.
• Add line delete code recognition into
Baudot input routine to allow escape
to command mode at any time.
• Consider buffering all input commands
to allow for more flexibility and
reliability by using line and character
delete codes.
• Restructure BINCH and BOUCH routines for complete transparency. All
ASCII codes needed for BASIC will
have one-to-one mapping into Baudot
characters by using the figures slash
shift alphabet. The usual ASCII con-

the electr ic p enci l II ""
1978 Michael

The Electric Pencil II is a Character Oriented
Word Processing System. This means that text is
entered as a string of continuous characters and
is manipulated as such. This allows the user
enormous freedom and ease in the movement and
handling of text. Since Line endings are never
delineated, any number of characters, words,
Lines or paragraphs may be inserted or deleted
anywhere in the text. The entirety of the text
shifts and opens up or closes as needed in full
view of the user. The typing of carriage returns
as well as word hyphenation is not required
since Lines of text are formatted automatically.

Shrayer

As text is typed in and the end of a screen
Line is reached, a partially completed word is
shifted to the beginning of the following Line.
Whenever text is inserted or deleted, existing
text is pushed down or pulled up in a wrap
around fashion. Everything appears on the video
display screen as it occurs which eliminates any
guesswork. Text may be reviewed at wiLL by
variable speed scroLLing both in the forward and
reverse directions. By using the search or the
search and replace function, any string of
characters may be Located and/or replaced with
any other string of characters as desired.

When text is printed, The Electric Pencil II automatically inserts carriage returns where they
are needed. Numerous combinations of Line Length, page Length, Line spacing and page spacing allow
for any form to be handled. Character spacing, BOLD FACE, muLticoLumn as well as bidirectional
printing are included in the Diablo versions. Right justification gives right-hand margins that are
even. Pages may be numbered as well as titled. This entire page (excepting the Large titles and
Logo) was printed by the Diablo version of The Electric Pencil II in one pass.

Now on CP/M
The Electric Pencil II
is also compatible with
Imsai' s IMDOS. HELIOS
versions SSH and DSH are
now ready. The NEC print
package is now available.
A utility program that
converts PENCIL to CP/M
to PENCIL files is ready.
" CONVERT" is only $35.00.

N E W F E A T U R E S : * CP / M, IMDOS and HELIOS Compatible * Supports
Four Disk Drives * Dynamic Print Formatting * DIABLO as well as NEC
printer packages * MuLticoLumn Printing * Print Value Chaining *
Page-at-a-time Scrolling * New Bidirectional Multispeed Scrolling
Controls * New Subsystem with Print VaLue Scoreboard * Automatic Word
and Record Number Tally * Cassette backup for additional storage * Full
Margin Control * End-of-Page Control * Non-Printing Text Commenting
Line and Paragraph Indentation * Centering * Underlining * BOLD FACE
W I D E S C

R E E N

V I D E 0 ! ! !

Available to Imsai VIO video users for a huge 80x24 character screen.
These versions put almost twice as many characters on the screen !!!

HAVE WE GOT A VERSION FOR YOU ?
The Electric Pencil II operates with any 8080/Z80 based microcomputer that supports a CP/M disk
system and uses a Imsai VIO, Processor Technology VDM-1, Polymorphic VTI, Solid State Music VB-1B
or any simiLar memory mapped video interface. REX versions now available. Specify when using CP/M
that has been modified for Micropolis or North Star disk systems as follows: For North Star add
suffix A to version number, for Micropolis add suffix B to version number, e.g. SS-IIA, DV-IIB.
Vers

Video

Printer

Price

SS-II
SOL TTY or similar $225.
VTI TTY or similar $225.
SP-II
SV-II
VDM TTY or similar $225.
REX TTY or similar $250.
SR-II
SI-II
VIO TTY or similar $250SOL Diablo 1610/20 $275.
DS-II
VTI Diablo 1610/20 $275.
DP-II
DV-II VDM Diablo 1610/20 $215.
DR-II REX Diablo 1610/ 20 $300.
Vi0 Diablo 1610/20 $300.
DI-II
SOL NEC Spinwriter $275.
NS-II
VTI NEC Spinwriter $275.
NP-II
NV-II
VDM NEC Spinwriter $215.
NR-II
REX NEC Spinwriter $300.
V10 NEC Spinwriter $300.
NI-I1
SSH SOL Helios / Try $250.
DSH SOL Helios / DiabLo $300.
UPGRADING POLICY : Any version of
The Electric Pencil may oe upgraded
at any time by simply returning the
original disk or cassette and the
price difference between versions
plus $15.00 to MSS. Accept only
original media at time of purchase.

m
ss

MICHAEL SHRAYER SOFTWARE, INC.
1253 Vista Superba Drive

Glendale , CA 91205
(213) 956-1593

Electric Pencil I is still available for non CP /M users:
Vers Video Printer Cassette Disk Drive Price
SS SOL TTY or similar CUTS --- $100.
SP VTI TTY or similar Tarbell --- $100.
SV VDM
TTY or similar Tarbell --- $ 100.
SSN SOL TTY or similar CUTS North Star $125.
SPN VTI TTY or similar TarbeLL North Star $125.
TTY or similar TarbeLL North Star $125.
SVN VDM
DS SOL DiabLo 1610/20 CUTS --- $ 150.
DP VTI DiabLo 1610/20 Tarbell --- $ 150.
--- $150.
DV VDM
DiabLo 1610/20 TarbeLL
DSN SOL Diablo 1610/20 CUTS North Star $175.
DPN VTI DiabLo 1610/20 TarbeLL North Star $175.
DVN VDM Diablo 1610/20 TarbeLL North Star $175.

Demand a demo from your dealer !
Circle 319 on inquiry card .
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TURN ON
TRANSMITTER

TURN ON
FULL DUPLEX
TRANSMITTER

BOUCH
OUTPUT
CHARACTER

Figure 5: The character
input and character output
subroutines are BINCH
and BOUCH. PLEX controls half duplex operation.

trol characters will be available to
allow terminal control, escape sequences and other control functions.

ASCII Considerations
The most important change which is
foreseen is the addition of an ASCII input/
output port and modem at 300 bps to
the system when ASCII transmission is
finally permitted by the FCC. Although
Baudot operation will continue, the evolution of computer-to-computer operation
will be greatly simplified. It is anticipated
that all network teletypewriter transmissions
will remain at 60 words per minute Baudot
due to the availability of the inexpensive
terminals. Therefore the 2125 Hz mark and
2295 Hz space tones will still be reserved for
Baudot use. All ASCII transmission will be
at the commercial modem frequency pair of
1270 Hz mark and 1070 Hz space. The
Baudot and ASCII transmissions will not
interfere with one another due to the
separation in frequencies.
Due to the capture effect on FM transmissions in which the stronger of two
signals at the receiver will capture the
detector and the weaker station will not
be heard, simultaneous transmission by
two separate stations (one in ASCII and
one in Baudot) is not possible. To overcome
this difficulty, a secondary receiver will be
placed at the repeater which has its audio
output in parallel with the original receiver
in driving the transmitter. This secondary

Figure 6: Protocol for
transactions over the network,

PREAMBLE

D E S T I N A I ION
CALL
SIGN

ORiGINAI OR
CALL
SIGN
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CONTROL
FIELD

SERIAL
NUMBER

WAIT FOR
E SECONDS

receiver will allow simultaneous access to
any two system users.
Because all stations will be monitoring
the repeater output channel, simultaneous
ASCII and Baudot transactions can take
place between separate and independent
users. Since the microcomputer operating
system already communicates through both
its ASCII and Baudot ports at different
rates simultaneously, upgrading the system
for ASCII is a simple matter. A second
modem at the 1070/1270 Hz frequency
pair is interfaced in parallel with the local
terminal. With the present structure of
routines BINCH and BOUCH, automatic
translation between ASCII and Baudot
will be accomplished. The only change
to the monitor will be to allow remote
access to the Baudot disable line so that full
speed ASCII can be used when a Baudot
user is not in the system. Additionally,
various procedural subroutines will be made
available to handle computer-to-computer
protocols.
Protocol
The first protocol problem to consider
is the separation of messages directed to a
computer from messages directed to other
users or to the operator. In this case all
computers should allow a hand-holding
mode in which the remote user can talk
directly to the operator or to other stations
on the net even while the computer may be
expecting some input.

STRING

CHECKSUM

"My Structured
Systems business
software has paid
for itself in labor
hours saved alone."
Mr. Ken Tunnah , Colloid-A-Iron Inc, Buffalo, New York

Ken Tunnah is one of many innovators bringing
the micro revolution to the small business. As
a programmer, he knows computers and their
languages. As a businessman, he knows business
and its languages. And when Mr. Tunnah decided
to micro-computerize the accounting function at
Colloid-A-Tron, he turned to Structured Systems
software.
Says Mr. Tunnah: "The program is designed from
a CPA standpoint, for multiple corporations, which we
have. It is flexible and gives inc the ability to change
reporting by profit centers easily. It is up and running
quickly, and it just keeps on running. I think it's the best
1,usiness software available."
The best software available. That's what
Structured Systems Group set out to create.
Structured Systems offers three sophisticated
accounting systems. Our General Ledger software is
big enough for multi-client write-up by the CPA,
or multi-corporate reporting for the business, but
small enough for the micro budget. The very
comprehensive Accounts Receivable and Accounts
Payable packages will operate independently, or
they will coordinate with the General Ledger.
Our systems record transactions easily and
correctly, and provide an audit trail from source
document to financial statements. And they will
maintain monthly and year-to-date information in

dollars and in percentages. And they are reliable.
The three systems interact with the user to set up
parameters such as format and headings, account
titles and numbering, automatic billing or reminder
notices, credit limits, sales reports, a check register,
and much more.
The software is designed to run on an 8080 or
Z-80 CPU with 48K of memory, dual disks
with CP/M(), printer, keyboard, and CR1'. To
make it all work for you, we have provided the most
extensive documentation and support in the industry.
We provide the capability to computerize complex
accounting functions on relatively inexpensive microcomputer equipment. Ken Tunnah has told us what
that means: "I've bucked some trends. I looked around,
and decided that with the right software, 1 could get a
micro to outperform a $45,000 mini. I'm satisfied. It's
simple economics."
We can refer you to a growing number of
sophisticated retailers experienced in Structured
Systems Group business systems. Or we can work
directly with you. We'd be happy to provide you
with more information on our product line, which
includes QSORT (a sort/merge program), CBASIC
(a business BASIC), NAD (a mailing and addressing
system), and our General Ledger, Accounts
Receivable, and Accounts Payable packages.
IU'M o a registered trademark of Digital Kesearch

Stiuctuved Systems Geoup
5208 Claremont Avenue
Oakland, CA 94618
Call us at (415) 547-1567. Or write.
Circle

351

on

inquiry

card.
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The exclamation point has been suggested
as a command indicating that the following
line is to be ignored. All characters following the exclamation point are ignored
until a carriage return is encountered. In
the case of the system just described, the
operator whose keyboard is essentially in
parallel with the remote user can make
comments in return, again without disturbing the computer.
Once the microcomputer is signed on at
present, it uses the communication channel
as a private line assuming all commands
are directed exclusively to it. Because other
computers are interfaced to the net, this
point of view will have to be modified to
allow many processors to share the channel
and respond only to commands addressed
specifically Lo them.
The FCC-assigned call letters of all
users on the net are considered to be a
convenient addressing string for just this
purpose. Call letters consist of from four to
six alphanumeric characters. Using the
call signs, a possible protocol for all transactions might be as shown in figure 6. All
system messages would consist of a preamble, the call sign of the destination
station, the call sign of the originating
station, a control field, a serial number, the

8
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message or data string itself and a checksum.
The control field could identify the
length and nature of the string; whether
binary, hexadecimal or ASCII characters
were in the message; whether a checksum
was generated or necessary; and other data
necessary to tell the receiving station how
to handle the particular string. The preamble
would be an appropriate series of characters
to activate and initialize all monitoring
stations. A suggested preamble has been a
carriage return, line feed, five null characters
and a line delete code. Optional call signs and
other characters could precede the line
delete code, because its main function is
to establish the channel and prepare the
microcomputer to recognize all following
characters.
As more and more microcomputers join
the net, another convenient feature would
be the capability of polling the net to
identify which stations are in a ready status.
This problem of polling, a complex one due
to the dynamic nature of the net, has a
wide range of solutions depending on the
particular structure assumed for the net.
It is introduced here as a topic for further
study.
One possibility of providing the polling
capability is through the assignment of
some central responsibility for all transactions on the net. Once a significant degree
of sophistication is attained, it might be
desirable to assign one microcomputer at
any one time to be a control station. The
computer would be responsible for maintaining an up-to-date status of all systems
on the net and a directory of all available
programs and data. All a user would have
to do is query the control station to get
a complete picture of the present net configuration. The function of the control
station can be passed along from one station
to another as new stations log on and other
stations log off. The status data would be
coded very efficiently for speed of transfer
from one station to another.
It has not been the intention of this
article to make firm proposals on network
protocol or operating procedures, because
so little experience is available to date on the
nature or expectations for a computer
experimenter's network. Rather, it is hoped
that sharing the little experience we have
gained in interfacing the computer to an
existing radio-teletypewriter network may
be of use in further discussions of this goal.
We are at the birth of something great
and dynamic. Writing this article has been
difficult due to the daily increase of ideas
and the conflicting desire to implement each
idea as it occurs. We invite others to share
then similar experiences and conjectures. ■

MIRAGE

This could be the most intriguing, innovative conversation piece you've
ever seen. It is composed of two concave mirrors; the top mirror
contains a small opening in the middle of it. A small object placed at
the bottom of the lower dish appears above the opening of the top
mirror totally reconstructed in full 3-D. MIRAGE is a breakthrough in
three-dimensional real imagery. It uses ambient light and can be viewed
from any direction. The mirror coating (5/1,000,000th of an inch thick)
is identical to that used to surface the 200-inch telescope at California's
Mt. Polomar Observatory. MIRAGE combines art, illusion, science, and
fun. Each true-to-life vision is actually a scientific phenomenon.
Manufacturing tolerances are critical ; the resulting imagery is alive with
depth, surpassing holographs in clarity and resolution. Yet it's so simple
it can fool anyone. $24.95 plus $1.50 insured UPS shipping
and handling.

Full 3-Dimensional Illusion

The Classic Game of Chess
Will Never Be the Some
BORIS is the world's most advanced portable chess computer. Match
him against any other computer in his class, and he defeats them all.
For the millions who play chess, plus those who want to learn the
game, BORIS provides the challenge and flexibility that until now were
found only in expensive laboratory computers. Like his big brothers,
BORIS even talks to his opponents, with messages programmed into his
almost-human brain.
BORIS was created to be the perfect chess opponent; always ready at a
moment's notice, with a game and strategy that's unpredictable. If your
chess skills are wasting away because you can't find an opponent,
BORIS will be a challenging adversary, and there's never a fear of being
embarrassed if you make a careless blunder. BORIS plays black or
white; he'll even play himself. Set him to play at a beginner's level, or
let him loose, and he'll play a game that will keep the attention of a
Master.
BORIS is unmatched as a chess teacher. It's easy to find scores of books
for beginners, but it's never as easy to find someone with the time and
patience to teach a novice. BORIS knows every rule and move of the
game, and has all the patience in the world. Even if you've never played
the game before, you can learn from BORIS in less than an hour. If
you're his student and unsure of your next move, simply ask BORIS to
suggest the best one. When BORIS backs you into a corner, just change
places with him, and see how he battles his way out of his own trap.
You can alter his level of play at any time to match your advancement.

BORIS is programmed for all classic chess moves : castling, en passant,
queening, etc.; plus, he solves all mate in two problems. Also, BORIS is
programmed for random play, so you'll never get the same game twice.
BORIS comes in a hand-crafted, solid walnut case, 10" x 3'/<" x 6%" ,
with chess pieces and folding chess board. You can use your own board
and pieces if you prefer.

BORIS keeps you honest by displaying "ILLEGAL MOVE," if you
attempt one. He concedes defeat with "CONGRATULATIONS," if
you're good enough to beat him, even "STALEMATE," if you play him
to a draw. His vocabulary includes a variety of phrases which will add
flavor to your game. He can certainly unnerve you at any time with a
comment like, "I EXPECTED THAT" or "IS THIS A TRAP?"

Whether you're an experienced player, a beginner, or you need a special
gift for a chess buff, BORIS is definitely for you. When you sit down to
challenge BORIS, be prepared for the game of your life. You'll quickly
see for yourself why BORIS IS KING. $299.95 plus $4.00 for
insured UPS shipping and handling. Includes a 90-day
limited warranty.

IF YOU ARE NOT TOTALLY SATISFIED WITH MIRAGE OR BORIS, RETURN WITH/N
15 DAYS FOR A FULL REFUND.
For your convenience in ordering, please use this page plus the order form on page 111.
You may photocopy this page.

S S DIAL YOUR CHARGE CARD ORDERSTOLL FREE ( 800)-258-5477.
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book Reviews
Etudes for Programmers
by Charles Wetherell
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs NJ 1977
200 pages paperback
$12.95
My dictionary defines an etude as a composition for the practice of techniques (from
the French etude, meaning study). In Etudes
for Programmers, Mr Wetherell dwells on
the craft of programming. A craftsman, in
the guilds of Renaissance Europe, spent

WHAT
WE KNOW
ABOUT

• Finally , an objective look at the top
24 micro systems sold throughout the world!
• Honest pros and cons of each system, plus a
straightforward look at the micro computer
industry as it relates to you!
• Written in plain English for the layman . If you are
considering the purchase of a personal
computer, this book will save you money!
SAMPLE CONTENTS
• Don't Get Hung up on the Chips • Now, about
the hardware • What? No software ! • Helpful j
suggestions before spending money
READ UP ON COMPUTERS BEFORE YOU
PUT YOUR MONEY DOWN!
ONLY $4 . 50 PER VOLUME
TELEPHONE TOLL FREE:
800-327-6543or send this coupon)
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many years doing menial tasks, mastering
one facet at a time. Mastery of computer
science is also a long process. "The difficulty
with teaching programming," the author
states, "is that it cannot be taught." He
continues, "the difficulty with learning
programming is that it is so much work."
Today, programmer is a generic term
which applies to practitioners of widely
different skills. Many of us learn piecemeal,
working with code someone gives us to write
or complete. Thus, a "guiding hand" to
round out our training is lacking. It is
like trying to cut down a giant redwood
with a coping saw.
This splendid new book is intended to aid
moderately competent programmers in becoming master craftspeople. I stress the
moderately competent, for these are not
beginners' problems.
The text is designed for a graduate course
in computer science. There are 27 projects
offering exercises in all aspects of our craft.
Automatic text formatting, puzzles and
mazes, and cryptanalysis are just some of the
offerings. Four of the projects, suitable for a
compiler course, deal with such topics as
loaders and large computer simulators. Each
task is given a suggested manpower level,
such as five weeks for one person or three
weeks for two people. Although no particular language is used, suggestions are given
in each assignment. The variety of applications will show the reader the power and
the poverty of each language used. Thus
students can broaden their familiarity with
several languages.
Etudes for Programmers improves one's
skills by developing good techniques. The
problems are interesting and challenging.
As their accumulated computer lore increases, readers develop a greater ability to
write and document clear concise code. I
feel this book will help any programmer
of some experience to attain a more professional level of competency.
Each chapter has references to aid in the
further pursuit of a given topic, and there is
a handy index. To pick a few nits, I feel the
price is a bit steep for a paperback, although
these days a textbook under $20 is a buy.
Also, many programmers don't have the
different compilers that may be available
at a college, so a few of the assignments
may not suit everyone. Yet the scope of
the book is so broad that everyone can learn
from it. Once a given project is finished,
be it a game or a means of home bookkeeping, the programmer has a useful game
or tool to be used in the future.
Noel K Julkowski
18755 Van Buren St
Salinas CA 93906•

Circle 265 on inquiry card.

Program Style , Design , Efficiency,
Debugging , and Testing
by D Van Tassel
Prentice-Hall Inc
Englewood Cliffs NJ 07632
256 pages
$13.50

There is a lot in this book for the computer hobbyist. The first chapter is about
program style. Program style can be useful
even in BASIC. For example, FOR loops can
be indented three spaces to aid in reading
the program. Also, REMARKS can be used
to indicate what the variables stand for and
how the algorithm being used operates. This
is especially helpful in BASIC because
BASIC uses only short variable names.
Chapter 3 discusses program efficiency.
This is especially important to small computer users. Both storage efficiency and time
efficiency are discussed. The author points
out that the selection of the problem algorithm is the most important factor for an
efficient program. One of the suggestions
that will help BASIC users is optimization
of program loops. According to Van Tassel,
typical programs spend 50 percent of their
time in 5 percent of the code. This 5 percent
often consists of nested loops. Thus, to
make a program more efficient, inner loops
must be optimized. The book lists numerous
methods of code optimization.
The debugging chapter provides a wealth
of hints on how to find program errors. For
example, the first thing the user needs is a
printout of the program. Too often people
try to debug a program without a current
listing. If the listing is not enough to find
the error, the rule is: divide and conquer.
Start putting print statements in the program to trace the logic and calculations.

It usually does little good to work for
long periods of time with the program listing
because the hobbyist often traces the program logic with how it should work in mind
instead of how it actually is working. The
added debugging print statements will help
you locate the program errors. The book
indicates how and where to place debugging
statements and discusses common errors.
In the last chapter the author points
out that programs are often just debugged

Why
Pay More?
Why pay for more printer than you need? Our
series 40 printers offer more features for less
bucks than any other commercial quality printer
on the market today. A complete stand-alone 40
column impact dot matrix printer with a 64
character ASCII set. Includes power supply,
casework and interface electronics. Single
quantity price for the parallel ASCII interface
model is $425. Serial RS232/current loop
interface models start at $575. OEM discounts
available.
For more information write to:
MPI 2099 West
2200 South, Salt
Lake City, Utah
84119 or call (801)
973-6053.

COS

Don Lancaster's ingenius design provides software
controllable options including:
• Scrolling • Full performance cursor
• Over 2K on-screen characters with only
3MHz bandwidth
• Variety of line/character formats including
16/32 , 16/64 .... even 32/64
• User selectable line lengths
...........................................................

TELL ME MOREI ()

Send instruction manual for the TVT-6 Kit
with full operational details. $1 enclosed.

SEND FREE CATALOG
Name:

A
ELECTRONICS, INC.

Address:

City:

State: Zip:

DEPT. 11-B, 1020 W. WILSHIRE BLVD., OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73116
Circle 298 on inquiry card.
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and not tested. Sample tests and hints on
testing are provided.
The book has many exercises and programming problems which are not only
for BASIC users. Examples are given in
a variety of programming languages. Most
of the techniques mentioned are good in
any language. Program Style, Design, Efficiency, Debugging, and Testing will be a
useful addition to your programming
library . F Sokolowski
956 Scott
Montebello CA 90640•

(Microcomputer )
PASCAL

Problem Solving Using

by Kenneth L Bowles
Springer-Verlag, New York 1977
563 pages
$9.80
(Microcomputer) Problem Solving Using
PASCAL: the title sounds like a wish, but
it is fact. Prof Bowles of the University of
California at San Diego (UCSD) has a
full Pascal ( with extensions for graphics,
character string manipulation and direct
access files) running on interactive single
user microcomputer systems such as: Digital
Equipment LSI-11s, Zilog Z-80s , and 8080
based machines . Soon he expects to have
Motorola 6800 and MOS Technology 6502
Pascal systems as well. Almost all of the
software for these systems is written in
machine independent Pascal.
The text is an integral part of a revolutionary environment for computing education. As Bowles says, "Pascal is clearly
the best language now in widespread use for
teaching .. . structured programming at the
introductory level." By using Pascal,

Bowles is able to introduce algorithm
development and problem solving as components of top down, stepwise design.
Procedures are introduced right from the
start. Flow of control is presented in terms
of modern programming principles (sequence, selection and iteration). Recursion
is presented as an obvious extension of the
procedure mechanism. Data structures are
explained fully and clearly.
The use of graphics and text processing
programming examples keeps the text
from becoming bogged down in numerical
methods. At UCSD, students from the arts,
humanities and business disciplines are able
to do just as well writing programs for
nonnumeric applications as are more mathematically sophisticated students.
In addition to the compiler, interpreter
and editor software, the UCSD system includes a complete computer aided and
managed instruction system. The system's
lessons parallel the text and permit easy
management of very large introductory
classes. The system is simple and complete
in and of itself and could also be used
effectively by high schools and community
colleges to provide low cost interactive
student computing.
Kenneth Bowles has revolutionized the
teaching of introductory computing at
UCSD. The publication of his book and the
release of UCSD Pascal will permit others
to follow his lead.
Richard J Cichelli
Software Consulting Services
901 Whittier Dr
Allentown PA 18103
P A Easton
Dept of Mathematics , Lehigh University
Bethlehem PA 180010

$ 95 MORSE TRANSCEIVER
SEND:

COPY:

• 1 to 150 WPM (set from
terminal)

•Ito 150 WPM with
Auto-Sync.

• 32 character FIFO buffer
with editing

• Continuously computes
and displays Copy WPM

• Auto Space on word boundries

• 80 H7 Bandpass filter

• Grid/Cathode key output

• Re-keyed Sidetone Osc.
with on board speaker

• LEI) Readout for WPM and
Buffer space remaining

• Fully compensating to
copy any 'fist style'

SERIAL INTERFACE:

MRS-100 CONFIGURATIONS:

See your local dealer or
contact XITEX' direct.

• ASCII (110, 300, 600, 1200)
or Baudot ( 45. 50 , 57, 74) compatible

• $95 Partial Kit (includes Microcomputer components
and circuit hoards; less box and analog components)

• Simplex Hi V Loop or T L
electrical interface

• $225 Complete Kit (includes box, power supply,
and all other components)

• Interfaces directly with the XITEX`r
SCT-100 Video Terminal Board;
Teletypes'- Models 15, 28, 33, etc.;
or the equivalent
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• $295 Assembled and tested unit (as shown)
Overseas Orders and dealer inquires welcome
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P.O. Box 20887
Dallas, Texas 75220
(214)386-3859

inquiry

card.

Circle 77 on inquiry card.

PET PRINTER ADAPTER
GET HARD COPY FROM YOUR
COMMODORE PET USING A
STANDARD RS-232 ADAPTER

$98.50 ADA 12008

The CmC ADA 1200 drives an
RS-232 printer from the PET
IEEE-488 bus. Now, the PET
owner can obtain hard copy
listings and can type letters,
manuscripts, mailing labels,
tables of data, pictures, in-

$169 .00 ADA 1200C

Assembled and tested

With case, power supply
and RS-232 connector

V

Order direct or contact your local computer store.
voices, graphs, checks, needle- Add $3. 00 for postage and handling per order.

1200B

12000

Puzzle

point patterns, etc., using an
RS-232 standard printer or
terminal.

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER
150 POCONO RD, BROOKFIELD, CT 06804
(203) 775-9659

Hextext

There once was a little (1) - - _. As he flew (2) ___to (3) he
encountered an (4) ---,who was going to smash his (5) _____. Calling
to his friends for (6) ___, he zoomed in on the (7) ___, and made contact
(8) - times. "Good (9) cried his friends, "now you are an (10) __
11

(1) 101111101110 Binary
(2) 377 Octal
(3) 1111111011101101 Binary
(4) 175 Decimal
(5) 700638 Decimal
(6) 2589 Decimal
(7) 257 Octal
(8) 0101 Binary
(9) 1101111011101101 Binary
(10) 5316 Octal

coc

This story is basically a learning tool that
teaches the user how to convert numbers from
one number base to another. If the binary,
octal and decimal clues given for each blank
are translated into their hexadecimal equivalents, the entire story will become readable.
In some cases initial zeros will be required to
understand the word.

Thomas J Dunsheath
2828 Knollwood Ln
Glenview IL 60025

Seepage 8B hexadecimal
for the solution.

SCT-100 FEATURES:
• 64 X 16 line format with 128 di.splavahle chnrneters
•Serial ASCII or 13AU1)O'1' with multiple (Baud rates
• $187 Assembled or $157 Kit (Partial Kit $95)
• Full cursor control with sc rolling,md paging
• On hoard power ,supply
•ylanv additional features
Call or write today. tIC/VISA accepted
f XITEX CORP . P.O. Box 420887
Dallas, Texas, 75220 • Phone ( 214) 386-3859
Overseas orders and dealer inquiries welcome

Circle 400 on inquiry card .
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Transmission of Digital Data Over Twisted Pair Lines

Edward Beebe
3341 NE 13th Av
Pompano Beach FL 33064

Technical
Forum

Having owned a Digital Group system for
almost three years, I have come across many
problems in interfacing peripheral equipment in the home environment. One of the
biggest problems is induced noise in long
lengths of cable connecting printers and
terminals placed in different rooms. This
should become an increasing problem with
the many people placing systems in small
business environments. Even though small
businesses will not be plagued with the
vacuum cleaner adding bits to the printer,

the long run to the stock room terminal
can produce unexpected results.
The first cure I recommend is to use
an RS-232 interface. The RS-232 works
well when several lines of handshaking
are required and the cable is run less than
200 feet (60 meters). The large voltage
swing and "negative" true logic reduces
noise spikes very well.
An alternative approach to the problem
is differential transmission of the data. In
this system, two wires are used for each
direction of data flow (four wires would be
used with a terminal, two coming and two
going). When a logic 1 is sent to the peripheral device, one line will be high and the
other will be low as shown in figure 1. When
a logic 0 is sent to the device, the states of

MICRO MAIL HAS WHAT YOUR SYSTEM NEEDS

SOROC IO- 120 $795

T.I.810 $1695

TELETYPE 43 $999

DIABLO 1620 / 3 S2999

• 24 line x 80 characters

• 150 characters/second
• Adjustable forms tractor
• 5 x 7 dot matrix

• 30 characters/second
• 132 character line
• Upper/lower case

• 45 characters/second
• Letter quality
• Numeric keypad

• Upper/lower case
• Numeric keypad

All terminals include EIA RS232 interface.

AVAILABLE FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

1 :C1lCRll qAlLa

WRITE OR CALL
FOR FREE CATALOGUE

P.O. BOX 3297 • SANTA ANA, CA 92703 • (714) 731-4338
Send certified check (personal or company checks require two weeks to clear) including handling'

and 6 % tax, if a California resident

' Handling Less than $750. add 3% $750 to $ 1999 add 2% over $1999 add 1%

Everything shipped freight collect in factory cartons with manufacturer's warranty
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Circle 222 on inquiry card.

the two lines switch (high going low and vice
versa).
The two integrated circuits used as line
drivers and receivers are the Texas Instruments 75183 and 75182. Mounting one of
each on a printed circuit card at both ends
of a 4 wire twisted pair will give you communications with a terminal up to 1000 feet
(300 meters) away.
Figure 1 is self-explanatory. The two
capacitors in the receiver are optional. The

0.002 pF capacitor between RT and the
inverted input may be used for DC isolation
of the line terminating resistor. The value
of this capacitor will vary with the data rate.
The 100 pF capacitor between the response
time constant pin and ground is used to
control the response time.
More information on this and related
techniques can be found in the Texas
Instruments data handbook on memory
and peripheral interfacing. ■

Figure 7.
OUTPUT
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COMPUTER
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NONINVERTED
INPUT

INVERTED
OUTPUT

12
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9
TIME
CONSTANT

GND
,T, IOODF

7

m

/77
75182

75183

N EW S OFTWARE
AVAILABLE
LIFEBOAT ASSOCIATES is now offering the
following software for use on the
MICROPOLIS and NORTH STAR floppy disk
systems and HORIZON computer.
All of the software listed requires the
use of CP/M to operate. In addition, the
Xitan packages have been designed to run
with a Z-80 based CPU.
For your convenience , most of LIFEBOAT
ASSOCIATES software is available on
8-inch diskettes (IBM soft- sectored format).
LIFEBOAT ASSOCIATES software packages
are available from computer stores
nationwide, or you can order direct.

7

CP/M" FDOS and Utilities From $145
Microsoft FORTRAN-80 $400
Microsoft COBOL-80 $625
Microsoft Disk Extended BASIC $300
Xitan SUPFR BASIC
( A3) $99
Xitan DISK BASIC (A3+) $159
Xitan Z-TFL Text Editor
( AT A3+) $69
Xitan Text Output Processor (A3, A3+) N/A
Xitan Macro A SSFMBI FR (A3, A3+) $69
Xitan 7-BUG (A3+) $89
Xi tan LINKER (A3+) $69
Xitan Package A3 ( as keyed above) $249
Xitan Package A3 + ( as keyed above) $409
CB,ASIC Compiler / Interpreter BASIC $95
MAC Macro Assembler $100
SID Symbolic Instruction Debugger $85
TEX Text Formatter $85
General Ledger $995
Accounts Receivable $750
NAD Name & Address Processor $79
QSORT Disk File Sort/Merge Utility $95

LIFEBOAT ASSOCIATES
164 W. 83rd Street
New York, N.Y. 10024
(212) 580-0082
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Solution to Machine Language Puzzler

(see page 74):

The most important feature of this subroutine is that it is recursive: that is, it calls
itself. Recursive programs can be difficult
to follow unless one remembers to place
each subroutine call in a unique environment
different from all other subroutine calls.
This means that each call of TIMOUT
should be thought of as beginning a different
subroutine in a different location of
memory, even though the instructions are
shared. For example, consider the commented version of TIMOUT in listing 1.
Here, two different programs are shown to
illustrate the situation when one recursive
call is made. As an abstract model of the
program's overall operation, consider the
node and branch diagram of figure 1, drawn
for the case X =3 and Y = 2. The value in A
identifies the current level of program
execution; node 1 is the shallowest level,
while node 2 is the deepest. The value in B
identifies the current branch being executed
at the level specified by A. While A is never
pushed onto the stack on a new subroutine
call, B always is pushed when a new level
is entered (that is, when a recursive call is
made). The current value of B is decre-

BD ; Save the main program value of B.
TIMOUT1: PUSH
MV I B1 , #X ; Load B with X, one of the loop constants.
DCR A A was loaded in the main program and is the second
delay constant Y.
LOOP1 : CPI 0 ; Is A = 0?
CNZ TIMOUT2 ; If not, call TIMOUT2.
B1 Save B from TIMOUTI ;
TIMOUT2: PUSH
MV I B2, #X ; Reset B to its initial value.
Decrement A again ( A is not reset in this new proDCR A
gram environment).
LOOP2: CPI 0 -; Is A = 0?
CNZ TIMOUT3 If not, call TIMOUT3.
; Decrement the TIMOUT2 value of B.
DCR B2
; Decrement B more if it is not 0.
JNZ LOOP2
INR A ; Restore A to the value it held in the previous subroutine (TIMOUTI) by adding 1.
; Restore B to the value it held in the previous subPOP B1
routine (TIMOUTI).
Return to the instruction after "CNZ TIMOUT2"
RET
in TIMOUT1.
Decrement the TIMOUTI value of B.
DCR B1
JNZ LOOP1 ; If B1 is not zero , go back to LOOP1 and repeat
everything, including the call to TIMOUT2.
INR A ; Increment A to its original value of Y (2 in this
example).
POP B0 Restore the main program value of B.
RET ; Return to the main program.

Listing 1: The TIMOUT routine considered as two separate programs to emphasize the different program environment of each call. Assume A =2 in this
example, which is the Y value loaded into A in the main program. The use
of subscripts distinguishes between the successive values of register B and
labels of TIMOUT and LOOP. The actual assembly language program would
not appear with subscripts, of course.

NEW BESTSELLERS

1

FROGRM& M G,

MICROPROCESSOR
EELF - UOy COURSE

LF ST
SELF-ST"""
SSETTt5
WITH CA

INTRODUCTION TO PERSONAL AND BUSINESS COMPUTING
By Rodnay Zaks, 250 pp, ref C200 $6.95

PROGRAMMING MICROCOMPUTERS:6502
By Rodnay Zaks. 250 pp, ref C202, $9.95

NEW. For the beginner. How to use and purchase a system, from
the microcomputer box to the peripherals. Why. Business requirements. How to fail. Programming. Which BASIC?

NEW. How to program microprocessors, with 6502 examples:
arithmetic, input-output, peripherals. Interrupts. An educational
text requiring no prior programming knowledge, yet useful to
those wanting to learn about specific programming techniques.
Applicable to PET, KIM, VIM, APPLE.

NOW ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTES - 3 hrs, ref S10 $14.95

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING TECHNIQUES
$9.95 By Austin Lesea and Rodnay Zaks, 416 pp, ref C207, $9.95

MICROPROCESSORS : from chips to systems
By Rodnay Zaks, 416 pp, ref C201

USED WORLDWIDE AS UNIVERSITY TEXT. A comprehensive, yet ALSO USED WORLDWIDE AS UNIVERSITY TEXT. How to connect to
detailed and clear introduction to all aspects of microprocessors. all the usual peripherals, from keyboard to floppy disk, including
How they work. The ROM, RAM, PLO, DART. How to interconnect. A/D, displays, standard busses (RS232, S100, IEEE 488) and

dynamic RAMS.
-----------------

System development .

TO ORDER

NAME

•BY PHONE : call (415)848-8233
BankAmericard/Mastercharge accepted
•SHIPPING : no charge when payment
included

ADDRESS-

ADD: $1.50/book for fast shipping.
•TAX- California. add sales tax.

•OVERSEAS:
SYBEX-EUROPE,313 rue Lecourbe,
75015 - PARIS, France Tel:1118282502

POSITION

COMPANY

2020 Milvia St.
Berkeley,
Calif 94704

CITY. - _ STATE/ZIP ❑ C201 ❑ C207 ❑ C200 ❑ C202 OOTHER____
❑ Payment enclosed ❑ Bill company ❑ Bill me
ADD $1 50/BOOK FOR FAST SHIPPING
❑ charge my ❑ Visa ❑ Master charge
❑ Number
Signature

Exp

date

--❑ Send catalog.

❑ FREE CATALOG/ ORDER FORM ❑
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mented independently of previous values
of B.
The most common mistake in analyzing
TIMOUT is to return, following RET, to
the beginning of the previous call to
TIMOUT rather than returning to the
instruction following the CNZ at that level.
A completely different way of viewing
the operation of TIMOUT is to think of
decrementing a Y digit number, modulo
X. In this case, the current value of A
(originally loaded with Y) specifies the
digit being decremented and the current
value of B represents the present value
of that digit. The stack reaches its maximum
depth almost instantly and holds an image
of the entire Y digit number.

Answers to Hextext from
page 135.
(1) BEE
(2) OFF
(3) FEED
(4) OAF
(5) ABODE
(6) AID
(7) OAF
(8) 5
(9) DEED
(10) ACE

Answers:
Delay

(a) X Y

75 states
105 states
150 states
315 states
(b) The basic delay period is determined
by:
CPI 0
CNZ TIMOUT
DCR B
JNZ LOOP

It lasts 30 states.
(c) The stack would grow to 58 bytes
deep.
(d) The delay is approximately Q(Xy). ■

a

iiiimpu,ce

uuie uuf:

Now you can have a
3.5 Megabyte Storage System
using low cost Tape and Disk !
MECA provides you with a choice of tape, or disk, or both. Each can be used as a stand-alone
system, or together as a FULLY INTEGRATED SYSTEM, providing you up to 3.5 Megabytes of
on line storage for your S-100 bus computer.
CAPACITY
• ALPHA-1 Tape System stores over
750K Bytes on each side of a C-90
cassette.
• DE LTA-1 Disk System uses
DOUBLE DENSITY which
stores up to 200K Bytes on
a 5'/a" Mini-Floppy.

SPEED

• DELTA- 1 Data Transfer Rate is
25,600 Bytes per Second.
HARDWARE
• Compatible with all popular S-100
Bus Microcomputers.
• Replaces ROM/PROM Monitors.
• Independent motion control, read/
write electronics.
• ALPHA- 1 provides unique audio
track under computer control.

'Microsoft BASIC available in 8K,
Extended and Disk Extended
BASIC.

• CP/M available for the DELTA-1.
SYSTEM INCLUDES:
Each drive with its own electronics,
controller, power supply, cabling, case,
manual and software on cassette or
5'/4" disk. Wood panels on ALPHA-1
are optional.
For complete information, phone or
write: 1"CC:,

'ALPHA- 1 high speed searches 100 SOFTWARE
• Operating System handles variable
inches per second .
• DELTA- 1 worst case search is 1.5 length named files, is Random Access,
seconds. Updates, Packs and Copies with a
7026 O .W.S. Road , Yucca Valley , CA 92284
• ALPHA- 1 Data Transfer Rate is 781 single command . Includes Editor,
(714) 365-7686
Assembler and Debugger.
Bytes per Second .

Circle 220 on inquiry card.
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I3YT['$ eats
Department of Missing Authors:
An article entitled " Procedures for
Large Numbers ," written by Michael
P Finerty, whose last known address
was 2626 E 4th, Tucson AZ 85716,
is presently in a state of suspended
animation in our files. The article was

produced, author's proofs sent out, and
the envelope, shown below, documents
the post office's attempts to get the mail
through. Thus we'd like to request that
Michael Finerty contact us with his
present address.0

Np

tk,

4p

.,

Michael p . Fine^[j DES

,61* F: 4t, UNK^'oh+v
^u tin,rs Proof; ^iuc^on 1iT- I', •rn ir.un, d F r..

Health In Surance
for Your Flopp ie 5I
Problem : Dust, Smoke, Solution: The Flex 80
and Warpage will Ruin System will Protect , Index,
Your Floppy Disks .
and File Your Floppy Disks
Quickly and Easily.

For Further Information
and a
Free Copy of Our "Policy

CALL TOLL F REE
p1^

800 323.0254

ADVANCE ACCESS GROUP
C?\ 10526 W. Cermak Westchester, IL 60153 312 5625210

"Manufacturers of Information
^ Processing Supplies"
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Change of Address
In the August 1978 BYTE we carried
an announcement of a new RF video
adapter line, produced by AVA Electronics Corp (see What's New, page 177).
Immediately after publication Jason
Van Hollander of that firm contacted
us with a new address. You may now
reach AVA Electronics Corp at 4000
Bridge, Drexel Hill PA 19026. Fortunately we were able to change the
address in our files early enough that
those readers who made use of our
inquiry card should experience no
delays.•

Levy Sweats, Wins Bet
Computer People turned their attention toward Toronto during the last
weeks of August and early September
this year. The Canadian National Exhibition was the setting for the consummation of a 10 year contest.
The contest took the form of a chess
match. One player was a human, David
Levy, a chessplayer rated as an International Master. The opponent was a
computer program, Chess 4.7, which
was written by David Slate and Larry
Atkin of Northwestern University (see
"Creating a Chessplayer," page 162 in
this issue).
In 1968, Levy made a wager with
several artificial intelligence researchers.
The terms of the wager were that by
August 1978 no computer would be
able to defeat Levy in chess competition
under tournament conditions. After
several revisions, the amount of money
at stake stood at V 75b.
The first game was played on August
26 1978. The computer surprised Levy
after ten moves with a 12 move combination. Levy had to struggle against
great disadvantage for 30 moves. The
game ended in a draw; this was the first
time a computer had done so well
against a top human player.
The second and third games were
won by Levy, who cleverly took advantage of the computer's weaknesses. In
the fourth game, both players sprang
surprises . Levy played an unusual
opening that led to a tactical sort of
position in which the computer plays
well. The computer obtained an advantage, and Levy resigned after 56 moves.
This game represents the present high
water mark of computer chess.
Levy easily won the fifth game, ending the match with a score of 3% to 1%2,
and therefore winning the bet. We have
not heard the end of this tale, however.
David Levy has renewed his bet for five
more years. He expects steady progress in computer chess, and has a
particular interest in programs run on
small computers. He stated, "This is the
beginning of a 10 year boom, and
many advances will be made both in
microprocessor chess and general computer chess."
Future BYTEs will report in greater
detail on this match and on other events
in this fascinating field.11111

Computers for Kydes

Continued from page 10

The San Juan Unified School District
(Carmichael CA) has just received a grant
called Kyde Tyme to develop computer
assisted instruction software for microcomputers. The public is encouraged to
develop and submit teaching programs.
Project priorities include all basic
skills (language , reading and math) and
support to all other curriculum areas
(science, learning games , etc). Grade
levels range from preschool through high
school. Currently, submissions for inclusion and publication should be
written in BASIC and on hard copy,
including a sample run of the program.
The source code is needed to evaluate
and test the program. After evaluation,
suggested revisions will be discussed
with the author, if needed. Programs
will not be published without the
author's expressed permission.
The Kyde Tyme project will provide
teaching programs to the public at
reproduction cost. Contact Ted Perry,
project manager, 2331 St Marks Way,
room 17, Sacramento CA 95825, (916)
482-4306.•

responsible is Ron. Would you please
convey my personal thank you to him.

Papers on Computing in the Humanities
The Fourth International Conference
on Computing in the Humanities has
issued a call for papers. The conference
will be held at Dartmouth College in
Hanover NH on August 19 thru 22 1979.
Papers may be on any topic involving
computing in the humanities. Languages
of the conference will be English, German and French.
Abstracts of 500 to 1000 words
should be submitted by December 1.
Acceptances will be announced by April
1. For further information contact
Stephen V F Waite, Kiewit Computation Center, Dartmouth College, Hanover NH 03755.0

A Puzzling Switch
One of the more interesting methods
of interchanging the contents of two
memory locations involves the use of
the Boolean exclusive OR function. For
example : suppose we have two memory
locations labeled X and Y and we wish
to transpose the contents of the two
locations. The following series of instructions will perform the operations:
X=X®Y
Y=X®Y
X = X®Y.
As an example : suppose location X contains hexadecimal 37 and location Y
contains hexadecimal AC. Then:
Operation Location X Location Y
37 AC
X = X®Y 9B AC
Y = XGY 9B 37
X=XOY AC 37

Theron Wierenga
POB 2007
Holland MI 49423
BITS Inc is a separate company from
BYTE Publications Inc, but we are
friends with Floyd, Ron, Jeremy, and
the rest of the people at BITS, and your
thanks have been conveyed ... CM
MANUSCRIPT EDITING PARADISE
In your editorial "Don't Ignore the
High End. . .or My Search for Manuscript Editing Paradise" (March 1978
BYTE, page 6) you specified some
features that you'd like to see in a
"manuscript editing paradise." One
feature you listed as unavailable was a
video display that could convey an
entire page of information in a single
frame. You added that you might be
able to accomplish this goal by using
two 24 by 80 displays. There is a simpler
way.
For about six months now, I've been
using a VT-4800 video display board
made by Video Terminal Technology.
The basic display is 48 lines of 80 characters each. All ASCII graphics are

supported, including upper and lower
case. I'm using the board as part of a
timesharing terminal, with the display
on a surplus video monitor. On my 12
inch screen, the display is quite dense
but still entirely legible.
To use the board in my application
I had to add only a keyboard, monitor,
and modem; all other electronics were
included on the VT-4800. The 4800
also seems to support a large number of
other features (parallel 10, inverse video,
direct cursor addressing, etc) that might
be handy in your application although
they are not supported by my host
system.
I understand the board currently
costs about $500; 1 was lucky enough
to purchase mine for $350 when it was
still in the planning stages. If you'd like
to look into the VT-4800 further, you
may wish to call Ralph Butler at Video
Terminal Technology - (408) 255-3001.
I don't have their current address.
Roger Sward
13347 Pastel Ln
Mountain View CA 94040
TOO MANY EXPERTS?
I feel it is going to be a long time
before BASIC is displaced as a hobby
computer language. Just contrast the
readability of the BASIC program listing

H"'r D IT

•

Anywhere u

want t.
i

PanaVise tilts, turns, rotates.
One quick turn of the control
knob and you securely position

your work exactly where you
want it. Holds firmly but gently
the most delicate electronic
parts and P. C. boards.
Whether you're into building
home electronics, trouble
shooting, or professional servicing ... you'll wonder how
you got along without this modestly priced 'extra hand.'
Model 396 Wide Opening PanaVise
shown. An ingenious variety of other
interchangeable bases, holders an d
accessories also available. See your
electronics distributor, or write
for FREE brochure.

Pmmylw Dept. CE
5224 Chakemco St., South Gate, CA 90280

Liao

ALJM

Trying to determine the logic behind this
is a good test of your knowledge of
Boolean algebra .... RGAC•
Circle 299 on inquiry card.
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4 on page 173 with the Pascal program
listing 5 on page 174 in "Pascal versus
BASIC: An Exercise," (August 1978
BYTE, page 168). I think that convertibility is a myth. Look at what has
happened to FORTRAN, locked into
old ideas, old methods, and old equipment. BASIC should grow and change
until it spawns a new language. Like all
fields, computing has too many experts.
Milo Ketchum
58 Willowbrook Rd
Storrs CT 06268

We've got an exciting ground floor
opportunity for you to participate in
the incredibly fast-growing
retail personal computer business.
We're Byte Industries, Incorporated;m
and we're offering individual
Byte Shopm franchises, nationwide.
Here's your chance to share
in the expanding retail personal
computer business!
AS A BYTE SHOP YOU GET:
• The nationally recognized Byte Shop
trademark.
• A broad , full-line inventory of
small-business and personal computer
products.
• National and regional advertising
support.
• Comprehensive technical and business
management training , and on-going
advisory services.
• Aid in local site selection, and
professionally designed store interiors.
• Exclusive , protected territories.
To qualify, you should have an interest
in computers, and a desire and ability
to operate your own business. Retail
experience and a sales background at
management level is a plus. A theoretical or working knowledge of computer
technology is helpful. Investment is
roughly $100,000 with an initial equity
contribution of at least $40,000.
If you've got what it takes , then you're
ready for your own Byte Shop.T"r
Write or call Dave Pave , our franchise
development manager now.

408.739.8000
'rTAW

LI LJ^^.JL_J^LJ ^^^TM

Incorporated -A LOGIC Company

I Yes, I'm interested in a Byte Shop
Franchise. Please send me your Franchise
I n f orma ti on pac k e t t o da y.

I Name
I Address
I City
State

Zip

Phone
Byte Industries, Incorporated
I 930 West Maude
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
L(408) 739-8000
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You've raised an interesting point
about readability. True, for a short program it seems easier to read the BASIC
version, but then you are used to reading
BASIC listings. Also, try to add modifications to a section of the BASIC version
without affecting any other section of
the program. This is easy in a modular
language such as Pascal . . . . RGAC

so far point to its being a thoroughly
professional and reliable product. It is
inexpensive . It comes with a program
preparation system which includes an
editor. Its users' manual is superbly
informative , complete and readable.
I hope that BYTE will soon give C
and Tiny C the attention they deserve.
In the meantime, readers who wish to
gain the flavor of C should consult
The C Programming Language, by
Kernighan and Ritchie ( Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs NJ, 1978). And
readers who want information about
Tiny C should contact
Tiny C Associates
POB 269
Holmdel N J 07733.
Frank Nussbaum
Dept of Math Sciences
Loyola University of Chicago
6525 N Sheridan Rd
Chicago IL 60626

READER Cs PASCAL ALTERNATIVE
STORED PROGRAMS: A REPLY
As a firm advocate of good programming style, I was happy to see the
August 1978 BYTE give Pascal the attention and support that it deserves. However, I think that something should be
done to correct the impression conveyed
by that issue that Pascal is the sole existing alternative for microcomputer
users who want to program in a decent
language.
Another alternative is C, developed
at the Bell Laboratories. Pascal and C
are different in several important respects, but they hold this in common:
they are both simple, elegant, and flexible languages that encourage the writing
of clear and concise programs.
Programmers should realize their
good fortune in having more than one
state-of-the-art language to choose from.
As a case in point, Charles Forsyth and
Randall Howard, the authors of the
article, "Compilation and Pascal on the
New Microprocessors," (August 1978
BYTE, page 50) state (page 61) that
....we have found the C language
a pleasant and effective language
for developing programs, but it
does not, of course, follow that
everyone would.
In truth, Pascal is simply not an
option for most home computerists at
this particular point of microcomputer
evolution. My reading of Pascal News
indicates that current Pascal implementations require hardware not existing today in most home systems . Specifically,
they require floppy disks and "big"
chunks of memory. Microcomputer users
who desire to program in a state-of-theart language on minimal hardware systems should know about the current
availability of Tiny C.
Tiny C is an interpreter for a stripped
down version of C, designed specifically
for the microcomputer environment. It
runs in the same " small" environments as does BASIC . All indications

Keith Reid-Green, in his "Short
History of Computing" (July 1978
BYTE, page 84) states correctly that
John von Neumann suggested putting
programs into the memory of the
ENIAC computer. However, the implication that previous programs were all
hard-wired is not true.
In fact, there was a series of six
models of Bell Laboratories Relay
computers, the first of which (1939)
antedated the ENIAC by seven years
and the Mark I by five. All but one of
the series used readily changeable programs in punched tapes - none were
hard-wired.
Model II of the Bell Series was a
small computer designed primarily for
digital filtering and for subtabulation of
a mass of data. A dozen or two programs
were written and punched in tape for it.
Changing a program took about 20
seconds. Most of the programs were
cyclic and, therefore, were pasted into
loop form.
Later models (but still antedating the
ENIAC and Mark I) had more capability
and more sophisticated programs. Thus
Model V (circa 1945-46) had numerous
program "positions," any one of which
could be called up by the computer with
a jump instruction in the main program.
Such jumps were controlled by a "logic
computer" which made decisions on the
basis of manipulations of Boolean algebraic variables.
George R Stibitz
Prof Emeritus Physiology
Dept of Physiology
Dartmouth Medical School
Hanover NH 03755
Dr Stibitz, a research mathematician
and pioneer in the development of the
relay computer at Bell Labs in the 1930s
and 1940s, was the recent recipient of
the IEEE's Emanuel R Piore award "for
pioneering contributions to the develop-

ment of computers, utilizing binary and
floating point arithmetic, memory indexing, operation from a remote console, and program controlled computations. "
THE 2650 BECOMES MORE
AVAILABLE
I read with interest Mr Frenzel's
article "How to Choose a Microprocessor," in July 1978 BYTE, page 124.
Particularly gratifying was his mention
of the Signetics 2650 as a processor with
an unusually powerful instruction set
and minicomputerlike architecture.
However, its status as an item of limited
availability to the experimenter is
changing rapidly.
As Mr Frenzel's article was going to
press, Signetics was preparing initial advertising for the Instructor 50tm desktop computer, which uses the 2650 as
its central processing element. This product, a complete hardware and software
package, is particularly well-suited to the
student and hobbyist. Thus, it is no
longer true that experimenters who wish
to use the 2650 in a personal computing
system must develop their hardware and
software from scratch.
J E Doll
Signetics Corp
POB 9052
811 E Arques Av
Sunnyvale CA 94086

"A point which is obscure to me is that
the letter forming cams are alleged to operate on a polar coordinate system."
His calculations are then based on XY
coordinates. This analysis would be
correct if the machine produced a dot
matrix picture with the accuracy and
precision estimated. However, this is not
the mechanism the machine uses.
I will assume that each letter is composed of a series of moves, and that each
move is described by a distance and a direction to be moved from the previous
position of the pen. Polar coordinates
would work like this, or in a similar
manner. With polar coordinates, a point
is defined on a plane by giving a distance
(radius) and direction relative to the
origin, or (0,0) point on a Cartesian
(XY) plane.
The actual method used by the machine and precise information theory
may not be represented by what follows,
but I believe my calculations will more
closely approximate the actual storage
capacity of the machine than those in
the article. The three cams that define
each letter will be assumed to specify the
height or pressure of the pen, and the
distance and angle made for each of a
sequence of moves. The following table
gives the information content needed
to attain the precision found in the results of the machine:
Number
Parameter of Bits Range of Values

ROUNDING OUT
SOME CALCULATIONS

Height and 2 Up; light, mepen pressure dium, or heavy

Your articles in the August 1978
BYTE are great! I am a Pascal fan already, and a UCSD Pascal fan on top of
that. I've never written a program with
Pascal, but it looks like a fulfillment of
a wish-list of useful data and control
structures. I've written programs in
FORTRAN, BASIC, COBOL, APL,
PDP-l 1 assembler and INTERCOM-500,
an ''assembler" for a Bendix G-15 computer. It has features and efficiencies
I've long wanted in a high level language.
I have heard of Pascal before, but never
paid it much attention. Now that I see
that it has a chance of becoming much
more available, and after learning about
the language and its method of implementation, I'm ready to help pull the
bandwagon, not just hop on. Having
written interactive business programs in
BASIC and FORTRAN, I also appreciate
the extensions implemented by UCSD,
as described in the article "Pascal versus
COBOL" on page 122.

Distance 6 0.1 mm to 6
mm, in 0.1 mm
steps (60 discrete values).

I enjoyed the articles on antique
"computers" ("Philadelphia's 179 Year
Old Android," page 90, and "Antique
Mechanical Computers, Part 2," page
96, August 1978 BYTE) as well as those
on Pascal. I think that the estimates of
storage capacity in the "Antique
Mechanical Computers, Part 2" article
are in error. As an example, I will discuss
the calculations done on pages 104 and
105.
The author makes a telling remark:

pressure.

Angle 7 3' to 360° in
3° steps (120
discrete values).
Total bits 15
per move

x moves 12 (A reasonable
per letter guess, based on
the y).
Total bits 180 This is different
per letter from the author's estimate
x number 52 by a factor of
of letters 80.
9360 - Total number
of bits to encode the entire
alphabet.
The estimate of minimum distance,
different from the author's, is based on
the assumption that a single move will
tend to be fairly straight due to some
mechanical damping while drawing a line
between two points. Any of the parameters might vary by one or two hits
from the given estimates, but I believe
them to be fairly close given the assumptions used.
One other factor to take into account
is the "noise" introduced in translating
cam shape to pen movement. The cams
would need twice as many bits of storage

Real-time
interrupts
add
immense
power
to your
computer.
With a real-time calendar/clock
your computer can extend its influence
into the future -- take action at any
pre programmed date and time.
Imagine the possibilities! Program
a daily printout of appointments. Program house temperature to rise at 6 a M.
every morning. Program games in
which fast reaction time wins. Turn lights
on and off to simulate occupancy of
an empty house. In your business, print
time and date on all computer output
hard copy or video display Make your
computer a frequency counter or timeinterval meter. The possibilities are
endless especially if you use our Introl
control system to send commands
over existing wiring.
We have superb calendar,' clocks
for Apple II and S- 100 computers. The
Apple II clock keeps time for over 2
years in 1 ms increments. Programming
is simple because of the on-hoard ROM.
The 100,000 Day Clock for S- 100
bus computers keeps time in 100 psec
increments. Programming is easy with
most BASICS especially our Introl
BASIC
Both clocks feature crystal controlled
accuracy and on-hoard battery backup- Very simple to interface. Easy to set.
And provided with interrupts that do
not derail ongoing computer action
when the clock commands action.

Calendar/clock for Apple II is $199
assembled and tested. For the S- 100
clock $219 assembled and tested. See
them both at your local computer shop.
Mountain Hardware Inc., 5523 Scotts
Valley Drive, Scotts Valley, CA 95066
Phone (408) 438-4734_

*:
LM4

;

Mountain Hardware
Circle 260 on inquiry card, BYTE November 1978 143

if the mechanism's noise obscured half
of their precision.
The machine discussed obviously had
other "memory" as well as the memory
that stored the shape of the letters. For
instance, the mechanism that determined
the sequence of letters would have a
capacity equal to about six bits (enough
to store 52 choices) times the number of
letters.

now

SORT
with

CP/M

Sigurd Andersen
48 Prospect Av
Newark DE 19711

IN CUSTOMER USE FOR
OVER ONE YEAR
Full file sort for variable length records,
arbitrary length key(s). Ascending or
descending order.

Single-key $95
Multi-key

$145

Runs on 16K or larger system. Uses all
available memory.

FILE INDEX
Produce cross-index of file names
sorted alphabetically across all diskettes
in a collection.

Manuals Only: $5.

$45

NEW!
The INTEGRATED FINANCIAL
SYSTEM: G/L, A/R, PAYROLL,
A/P, INVENTORY Manuals $10
each. Programs $500 each.

To order or for more information, write

Rothenbe

^
INfORMATION SYSTEMS, MIC

260 Sheridan Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 9430E
1,1115) 324-8850
Please provide your CP/ M Serial #
California purchasers add Sales Tax
Pre-paid only. Immediate delivery.
Dealer inquiries invited

*CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research
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ON BUSES AND LANGUAGES
I have two questions for your readers: why Pascal? Pascal and BASIC
were both written for education and
both need extensions to be of use in
serious (large) programming experiments
and production. What we need is a
language that simplifies structured programming like ALGOL, that is complete like PL/I and which compiles like
HP-BASIC during editing to a compact
code for further compilation or interpretation. It should be adapted to systems from batch via disk operating
system (DOS) to real time. In short:
it needs everything for everybody on
a microcomputer, not a patchwork of
languages that were never intended for
amateur use. My next question is about
all those buses that our poor chips are
struggling with. Why don't we (the
users, not the manufacturers) define a
bus for all processors? It can be done!
The Dutch Hobby Computer Club
(page 148 in this issue) is currently using
one.
B J Besseling
Tolstraat 401
Amsterdam HOLLAND
just to reiterate, Pascal has a lot of
interest going for it based on availability
of implementations and enthusiasm on
the part of those who are into the language as a means of expression. We find
machines from the microprocessor up
through the Cray-7 using it as a systems
programming tool, and with extensions
of the sort UC.SD has been implementing, it works as well for many
applications areas.
MORE PIXELS PER PIXE?
Concerning "Convert Your TV Set to
a Video Monitor" (May 1978 BYTE,
page 22), Dan Fylstra stated that using a
Pixe-Verter radio frequency (RF) unit
with a video board, one would only be
able to generate usable line lengths
of 32 characters.
That may be the case when using a
black and white television. I, however,
have been using a Pixe-Verter, Processor
Technology VDM board, and a 15 inch
Sony KV1510 color set with excellent
results. I am able to use this configuration for 64 character lines very easily.
The quality of the display is not as high
as available on a direct connection of the

If you choose IMSAI ...
The best price and delivery
is from MiniMicroMart!!!
IMSAI VDP 80 /1000 Virtually unlim
ted RAM and disk storage expansion. The ulti
mate in a complete computer system in a single
box. 32K of RAM, one megabyte of floppy disk
storage, utilizing the famous PerSci drives, 12"
CRT with 24x80 field, intelligent keyboard Com
plete software: ROM monitor, CP/M operating
system, - ready to use
Order as 215580 0 II ist $6995)

Cash Price

$5895

IMSAI has recently introduced the VDP-80's
"little" brother" - a similar system with a 9"
CRT and using minifloppies instead of the 8"
PerSci. Three different disk drive systems
allow you a choice of disk storage capacity to
meet your data needs and pocketbook.
VDP-40 180 kilobaud disk storage
Order as 21 5540 0 (List $4495)
Cash Price $3795
VDP-42 400 kilobaud disk storage
Order as 21-5542-0 (List $4695)
Low Cash Price $3990
VDP-44 780 kilobaud disk storage
Order as 21-5544-0 (List $4995)
Cash Price $4245

THE NEW PCS-40 SERIES
New IMSAI systems complete 32K of RAM and
dual minifloppy, serial and parallel I/O
PCS-40 180 kilobaud disk storage
Order 21 5440 0 (List $2695) ..
$ 2289
PCS-42 400 kilobaud disk storage
Order as 21-5442-0 (List $2995)
$ 2545
PCS-44 780 kilobaud disk storage
Order 2154440 (List $3695) ... . ... $ 3139
All above assembled/tested - ready to use

IMSA18080 (PCS 80/10)
with 22-slot motherboard, 28 amp power
supply, and its famous front panel is the
same dependable system - but now its
called the PCS 80/10. Ideal for lab use,
Kit, order 21-5310-0 (List $699)

Special Low Cash Price

$559

IMSAI BOARDS
RAM III 32K RAM, Assembled
Order as 21 4232-0 (( ist $895) . ..... . $715
BASIC VIO The leading memory-mapped video
interface Options to expand. Kit, order as
21-3501 0 (List $190) . . . . .
$ 170
Assembled, order 21 4501 0 (List $335)
$299
VIO-C Complete version of above, 24x80,
upper/lower case, incl. ROM monitor
Kit, order 21-3504-0 it ist $325) ..
$ 285
Assembled, order 21 4504-01 (List $465)
$395
SIO-2-1 Serial I/O, Kit
Order 21 3440 0 (List $125)
$110
P10/6-3 Parallel I/O, Kit
Order 21 3441 0 (1ist $139)
$125
MIO Multiple I/O, Kit
Order 21 3442 0 11 it $195)... .
$169
All prices are based on cash purchases . Higher prices apply
to credit card and institutional purchase orders Minimum
deposit 25 % on COD orders Above prices subject to change
without notice

SHIPPING, HANDIING Et INSURANCE VDP 40
and 80 series shipped freight collect Add $2 for
boards, all ether items, add $10

WRITE FOR FREE CA TALOG

MiniMicroMart, Inc.
1618 James St., Syracuse, NY 13203
(315) 422-4467
Circle 250 on inquiry card.

TRS-80 OWNERS,
HAVE WE GOT SOFTWARE
ON CASSETTES FOR YOU !
AARDVARK/CAPTURE-hunt the ANT/
capture an enemy ... (8-1) ... $13.95
STARTREK-advanced version, with
conversation ..... (8-2) ... $14.95
ROULETTE/ONE ARM BANDIT-casino
games, graphics ... (8-3) ... $13.95
PATTERNS/PINBALL-graphic demonstration games .....(8-4) ... $11.95
ANNUITIES-schedules, values, payments
& interest ......... (8-5) ... $10.95
SPACESHIP/CANNON-venus lander/
fight the enemy .... (8-6) ... $12.95
DICE/HYPERBAGE LS-play craps/guess
the secret ».... (8-7) ... $14.95
I CHING/BIORHYTHMS-predict the
future either way ... (8-8) ... $13.95
POKER-play draw poker in graphics,
casino rules ...... (8-9) ... $10.95
COMBJJSTION/GROWTH -hydrocarbon
combustion/patterns ( 8-10)... $16.95
RALLY- different cars & 5 different
tracks ........ (8-11) ... $12.95
NIM/HEXAPAWN-play nim/heuristic
game , graphics .... (8-12) ... $19.95
ELEC PAK 1-complete filter design,
passive/active ..... (8-13) ... $20.00
ELEC PAK 2-attenuators, pads for
perfect matching . . . (8-14) . . . $20.00
ELEC PAK 3-all the standard formulae
you need ...... (8-15) ... $30.00
MATH PAK 1- trig & inverse trig
functions & logs ... (8 -16) ... $20.00
MATH PAK 2-primes, factorials, roots
& powers ...... (8-17) ... $20.00
MATH PAK 3-hyberbolic & inverse
hyperbolic func ... ( 8-18) ... $20.00
MATH PAK 4-gamma and bessel
functions ..... 18-19) ... $25.00
MATH PAK 5- curve fitting - lin/exp/pwr/
and log ....... (8-20) ... $30.00
MATH PAK 6-metric/ english & english/
metric cony .... (8-211 ... $20.00
STAT PAK 1-means, moments, kurtosis
and skewness ..... (8-22) ... $20.00
ECON PAK 1-estimating building costs
.(8.23)...$25.00
TIC-TAC-TOE-try to beat the
computeriti ...... (8-24) ... $10.95
PYRAMID-buried treasure in cheop's
pyramid ...... (8-25) ... $19.95
MATH TEACHER-math drills for the
4 functions ..... ( 8-26) ... $25.00
CHECKERS- play an exciting game
against the TRS .. (8-27) ... $19.95
RACE-drive your car against incredible
odds .......... (8-28) ... $12.95
HORSES-bet on your favorite out of
6 horses ...... (8-29) ... $12.95
WE ALSO PRODUCE CUSTOM SOFTWARE FOR BUSINESS OR ANY
SCIENTIFIC APPLICATION. WE WILL
BE PLEASED
TO SEND A QUOTATION AFTER EVALUATING
YOUR REQUESTI PLEASE INDICATE
WHETHER
YOU ARE USING A
TRS-80 LEVEL ONE OR TWO, AND
THE AMOUNT OF RAM IN YOUR
SYSTEM ........................
please check the programs desired with
an X ............................

8-1 [ 1, 8-2 1 1, 8 -3 1 1, 8-4 [ 1, 8-5
1 1,8-6[ 1,8-71 1,8-81 1,8.91 1,
8-101 1,8-11 1 1,8-12[ 1,8-131 1,
8-14[ 1,8-15[ 1 , 8-161 1,8.17[ 1,
8-18 [ 1, 8-19 [ 1 , 8-20 [ 1,8-21 1 1,
8-22 1 1, 8- 23 [ 1, 8-24 [ 1, 8-25 [ 1,
8-26 [ 1, 8- 27 1 1, 8-28 1 1, 8-29 [ 1. .
CASHIER CHECKS and MONEY
ORDERS PROCESSED SAME DAY.
PERSONAL CHECKS . . . ALLOW 2
WEEKS FOR PROCESSING .........

NAME ..........................
ADDRESS .......................
CITY ...........................
STATE ......... ZIP ............
"add $1 for POSTAGE AND HANDLING, N. Y. RES . ADD tax.

TAYLOR, PO. BOX 1180,
PLATTSBURGH , NY 12901

video board and a video monitor, but the
display is very usable.
Using a color set may seem like overkill, but I, like many people, have a
color set available and no black and
white set. Of course color sets are
much more likely to be "non -portable,"
but the smaller color sets may save one
from the hazards of playing with a television set's innards.
W Czyzynski
1618 Home Av
Berwyn IL 60402
ABACUS QUERY
In reference to the alleged Chinese
abacus shown in "A Short History of
Computing," by Reid-Green, (July 1978
BYTE, page 84), I have been informed
by supposedly reliable sources that an
"abacus" with five beads below and two
beads above the bar is really a Japanese
device called a sorobun, and that a genuine Chinese abacus has four and one
beads, respectively.
My references show that the abacus
has the 4/1 configuration. The device
I own, which I thought was an abacus,
has a 5/2 configuration; but it is clearly
marked "Japan" and soroban in small
print on the side, confirming what I
had been told about the 5/2 "abacus."
Do any of BYTE's readers know if
both types were in use in both countries
and whether there are any other
configurations?
William B Adams
POB 34683
Bethesda MD 20034
ON OTHER HARDWARE WAYS
TO MULTIPLY
I just finished reading the article
"How to Multiply in a Wet Climate: Design Details" (May 1978 BYTE, page
104) by Jack Bryant and Manot Swasdee.
I thought the article was great. However
the authors made mention of only one
chip from TRW (the MPY-16AJ-M).
There is one other 8 bit by 8 bit
multiply integrated circuit chip (see
"Whats New" December 1977 BYTE,
page 210). It uses less power than the
one the authors Bryant and Swasdee
use, and is faster. Also there are transistor-transistor logic (TTL) 4 bit by 4
bit multiplication integrated circuits
(the 74284 and the 74285). The two
circuits must be used together. They will
do 4 bit by 4 bit multiplication in under
50 ns. I am currently using a pair to do
binary coded decimal (BCD) multiplications. I would like to see more of this
hardware type of article in BYTE.
FTB3 Allan W Bathe
W-2 Division
USS Canopus (AS-34)
FPO New York 09501
But authors Bryant and Swasdee
actually used the chip they concentrate
on.... CH ■

MAXIMIZE
YOUR MICRO!
8080/Z80 System Software
Purchasing a microcomputer system, even at
today's low prices, is a significant investment.
And to utilize that investment to its full extent
requires a solid base in system software. Don't
just accept what comes with your hardware ...
there's a better alternative!
OPUS/ONE: Business -oriented, block-structured high-level language. Includes such
capabilities as extended arithmetic precision
(up to 55 digits), multi-character variable
names, and easy to use string operations.
Includes a built-in DOS with random access
files.
OPUS/ONE ...................... $99.00
OPUS/TWO: Extends the capabilities of
OPUS/ONE with such features as error trapping, machine code and OPUS subroutine
calls, overlays, and more disc file commands.
OPUS/TWO .................... $195.00
FORTE : An OPUS run-only system monitor,
perfect for end-user installations . Runs all
OPUS Language programs.
FORTE .......................... $60.00
S.O.S.: (Single-user Operating System) A fullfunction DOS which includes OPUS/THREE,
a text editor (TEXTED), an assembler
(ASSEMBL), and a package of useful system
utility programs.
S.O.S ........................... $385.00
TEMPOS: The ultimate microcomputer
system software package. A multi-user/multitasking DOS which will handle up to 7
interrupt-driven terminals simultaneously, in a
true time-sharing environment. Includes
OPUS/THREE, TEXTED, ASSEMBL, and
many utility programs.
TEMPOS ....................... $785.00
All packages are upward-compatible. That is,
programs and data developed under
OPUS/ONE maybe run at any higher level, up
to and including TEMPOS.
Standard device drivers are available for many
common peripherals; all packages include
System Generation capability, allowing the
user to interactively add drivers for any I/O
device, including disc drives.
Like to know more? Circle the inquiry number
below or contact your dealer for your free
copy of our system software brochure! For
complete information, order your user's
manual now, and we'll apply the price toward
purchase of the software. Please add $1.50 per
manual (set) for shipping/handling within the
U.S. (Master Charge and VISA accepted).
OPUS User's Manual .............. $12.50
S.O.S. Set (inc. OPUS Manual) ..... $20.00
TEMPOS Set (incl. OPUS Manual).. $20.00
Dealer & O.E.M. inquiries invited.

ADMINISTRIALTIVE
❑❑SYSTEMS
❑❑❑ INC.

❑❑

1642 S. Parker Road , Suite 300
Denver , Colorado 80231
(303) 755-9694
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I3YT['$ eggs
Sweets for KIM Spurned
Dan Fylstra's useful low calorie text
editor and assembler for KIM-i,
"SWEETS for KIM, a Low Calorie Text
Editor," February 1978 BYTE, page 62,
contains a bug on page 68 which limits
the size of programs to be handled. The
assembler code at address hexadecimal
1796 should read E5[SBC ENDAD+11
and similarly at address hexadecimal
179C should read FS ISBC EN DAD].
Ernst Schumacher
Dept of Chemistry
University of Bern
CH-3000 Bern 9, Freiestrasse 3
SWITZERLAND•

A Minor Mode
I very much enjoyed Bill Struve's
article concerning computers and music,
"A $19 Music Interface (and Some

Music Theory for Computer Nuts)" in
the December 1977 BYTE, page 48. It
was well-written and very explanatory.
However, there is one small error I wish
to call to your attention: table 2 on page
56 contains the wrong solfeggio syllables. The syllables to which I am referring are mi, la, and ti. They should be
me, le, and to because they are in the
minor mode of the A scale. Keep up the
good work!
Scott Claybaugh
RD #I, Box 136B
East Berlin PA 17316•

Irresistible Capacitor
A small bug appeared in figure 5 of
"How to Get Your Tarbell Going," by
Larry Weinstein (July 1978 BYTE, page
164): capacitor C16 was incorrectly
drawn as a resistor. The 0.0022 µF value
is correct, however.•

S-100 BUS COMPATIBLE. The EMM 1104 single card plug-in memory has
been field tested and proven in a variety of systems including the Poly 88,
IMSAI, MITS, COMPAL-80, TLD and CREMENCO. 16K BYTES ON A CARD.
Convenient plug-in card, fully burned-in, tested and guaranteed by one of
the industry's largest memory suppliers. NMOS STATIC RAM. The 4K
static RAMs have been proven in applications ranging from single chip
memories to IBM 370 add-on systems. They are fast,
reliable, and no refresh cycle is required.
See your dealer, or contact us for complete information. EMM

S-100 Bus Compatible Memory
16K bytes on a card

Univac Had It First
W F Steagall Sr, System Development
Corp, 2500 Colorado, Santa Monica CA,
has informed us that the figure 8 caption
on page 92 of the August 1978 BYTE
("A Short History of Computing" by
Keith S Reid-Green) is in error , and that
the Univac I featured simultaneous input
and output ( 10) and processing as early
as 1951.•

Translation Error
In "BYTE's Bugs" February 1978
BYTE, page 93, John D Leasia writes
to point out an error on the pseudorandom number generator, first published in the November 1977 BYTE.
However, the original object code as
supplied by Daniel Grieser, was totally
correct. Indeed, if the corrections
suggested by John D Leasia are implemented, one will create the very
bug he is trying to eradicate.
The confusion must arise over the
difference in architecture between the
6800 and 6500 type machines, the
former possessing two accumulators
while the latter has only one. The
original , as written for the 6800, makes
use of both accumulators and is, as
stated in the article, a direct implementation of the identity 13 X N = N X 23
+ N X 22 + N. If, however, we were
unaware of the dual accumulators being
used, and assumed all the math to be
going on in one accumulator (somehow),
then the equation that appears to be
implemented is: [N X 4) + N] X 2 + N
= 11 N. If, as suggested by John D Leasia,
the op codes at 0005 and 0006 are interchanged, the equation that is tually
implemented is: N + 2N + 2y X N
(which again equals iiN and, as John
points out, this does not generate all
possible numbers and repeats after only
128 numbers).
When using a 6500 type machine
with its single accumulator, one must
adopt a slightly different approach. The
program supplied by John for his KIM-1
would, I believe, run perfectly ; it is in
fact using the identity:
13XN =[(NX2)+N] X4+N
=3N X4+N.
A good point to remember is that,
to try achieving a semiliteral translation
of assembled object code from one
machine to another, is not that easy,
especially when the exact mode of
action of one of the instruction sets
involved is likely to be unknown.
J C Burchell
24 Worrin Rd
Shenfield, Essex ENGLAND
CM15 8DE ■

Pascal a Wrong Number?

etics Corp.
rnin 902

• Telephone (213) 644 -9881
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Due to a transcription error in a telephone number, listing where UCSD
Pascal may be ordered, a slight rewiring

Write and run machine language programs at home , display video
graphics on your TV set and design microprocessor circuits-the
very first night -even if you've never used a computer before!

of the UCSD telephone system had to be
temporarily performed to intercept all
phone calls . The correct telephone
number for the UCSD Pascal project is
(714) 452-4526. Ken Bowles tells us
that the incorrect number published in
August 1978 BYTE, page 132, will be
discontinued as soon as possible.

ELF 11 featuring RCA COSMAC
COMPUTER $9995
microprocessor /
mini-

A Looming Bug
July 1978 BYTE's articles on the
history of data processing and computers
added a welcome dimension to your
journal . However, I have one question.
According to Dr James M Williams in
"Antique Mechanical Computers, Part 1 :
Early Automata" (on page 57):
In 1741, he [ Vaucanson ] devised the
system of punched cards that controlled
the looms in the jacquard tapestry
factory.
According to Keith S Reid- Green in
"A Short History of Computing" (on
page 89):
Although jacquard is commonly
thought to have orginated the use of
cards, it was actually done first by
Falcon in 1728. Falcon's cards, which
were connected together like a roll of
postage stamps, were used by jacquard
to control the first fully automatic
loom in France....

Stop reading abouYmputers and get your hands on one! With
ELF 11 and our new Short Course by Tom Pittman, you can
master computers in no time at all! ELF 11 demonstrates all 91
commands an RCA 1802 can execute and the Short Course
quickly teaches you how to use each of the 1802's capabilities.
ELF If's video output lets you display an alphanumeric
readout or graphics on any TV screen or video monitor p us
enjoy the latest video games, including an exciting new
target/missile gun game that was specifically developed for
ELF 11.
But that' s not all. Once you've mastered computer fundamentals, ELF II can give you POWER with add-ons that are
among the most advanced found anywhere. No wonder IEEE
chapters plus hundreds of universities and major corporations
have chosen the ELF 11 to introduce their students and personnel to microprocessor computing!

Learn The Skill That May Soon Be Far
More Important Than Your College Degree!
The ability to use a computer may soon be more important to
your earning power than a college degree. Without a knowledge of computers, you are always at the mercy of others when
it comes to solving highly complex business, engineering, industrial and scientific problems. People who understand computers can command MONEY and to get in on the action, you
must learn computers. Otherwise you'll be left behind.

Would you care to comment?
Ms Kemp Vicik
7752 Chalmette Dr
Hazelwood MO 63042
Keith S Reid-Green Replies
The following quote is taken from A
History of Technology, volume IV,
Singer Holmyard et al, editors, Oxford
University Press, 1958. It should help
to explain matters:
Prior to the 19th Century an automatic loom required considerable
manual assistance. In the most advanced
models of the early 1700s, woven
patterns were controlled by a cylindrical
perforated paper roll. In 1728, Falcon
replaced the paper roll with connected
punched cards and a mechanism to read
them. In 1745, Vaucanson transferred
the mechanism from the side of the
loom to an overhead position and added
a perforated cylinder rotated directly
from the loom. Jacquard, in 1801, is
credited with mechanizing out of existence the job of draw-boy and thus fully
automating the loom. A patent to replace the draw-boy with a machine was
issued before jacquard was born - in
1687 to Joseph Mason and a later one in
1779 to William Cheape.
Jacquard may get the credit because
"Cheape Looms" probably didn't sell.
For more details, see A History of
Technology.
Keith S Reid-Green
Director, Software System Development
Educational Testing Service
Princeton NJ 08540U

ELF II Is The F-A-S-T Way To Learn
Computer Fundamentals!
Regardless of how minimal your computer background is now,
you can learn to program a computer in almost no time at all
That's because Netronics has developed a special .Short
Course on Microprocessor And Computer Programming in
non-technical language that leads you through every one of the
RCA COSMAC 1802's capabilities so you'll understand
everything ELF II can do... and boo to get ELF 11 to do it!
All 91 commands that an 1802 can execute are explained to
you, step-by-step. The text, written for Netronics by Tom
Pittman, is a tremendous advance over every other programming book in print.
Keyed specifically to the ELF II, it's loaded with "hands
on" illustrations. When you're finished, ELF 11 and the 1802
will no longer hold any mysteries to you.
In fact, not only will you be able to use a personal computer
creatively, you'll also be able to read magazines such as
BYTE... INTERFACE AGE... POPULAR ELECTRONICS and PERSONAL COMPUTING and understand the articles.
If you work with large computers, ELF I1 and our short
Course will help you to understand what makes them tick.

as FORTRAN and BASIC must be translated into machine
language before a computer can understand them . With ELF
II you build a solid foundation in computers so you'll really
know what you're doing, no matter how complicated things
get.
Video output also makes ELF I1 unique among computers
selling for such a low price. Attached to your TV set, ELF II
becomes a fabulous home entertainment center. It's capable of
providing endless hours of fun for both adults and children of
all ages! ELF It can create graphics, alphanumeric displays
and fantastic video games.
No additional hardware is required to connect ELF II to
your TV's video input. If you prefer to connect ELF 11 to your
antenna terminals instead, simply use a low cost RF modulator
(to order one, see coupon below).
ELF If's 5-card expansion bus (connectors not included)
allows you to expand ELF II as your needs for powergrows. If
you're an engineer or hobbiest, you can also use ELF 11 as a
counter, alarm, lock, thermostat, timer or telephone dialer, or
for countless other applications.

ELF 11 Explodes Into A Giant!
Thanks to ongoing work by RCA and Netronics, ELF 11
add-ons are among the most advanced anywhere. Plug in the
GIANT BOARD`" and you can record and play back programs,
edit and debug programs, communicate with remote devices
and make things happen in the outside world. Add Kluge Board
to get ELF II to solve special problems such as operating a
more complex alarm system or controlling a printing press.
Add 4k RAM hoard and you can write longer programs, store
more information and solve more sophisticated problems.
Expanded, ELF 11 is perfect for engineering, business,
industrial, scientific and personal finance applications. No
other small computer anywhere near ELF I1's low price is
backed by such an extensive research and development program.
The ELF- BUG- Monitor is an extremely recent breakthrough that lets you debug programs with lightening speed
because the key to debugging is to know what's inside the
registers of the microprocessor and, instead of single stepping
through your program, the ELF-BUG'"° Monitor, utilizing
break points, lets you display the entire contents of the registers on your TV screen at any point in your program.You find
out immediately what's going on and can make any necessary
changes. Programming is further simplified by displaying 24
bytes of RAM with full address, blinking cursor and auto
scrolling. A must for serious programmers!
Netronics will soon be introducing the ELF II Color
Graphics & Music System -more breakthroughs that EI.F 11
owners will be the first to enjoy!
Now BASIC Makes Programming ELF II Even Easier!
like all computers, EI-F 11 understands only "machine
language"-the language computers use to talk to each other.
But, to make life easier for you, we've developed an ELF II
Tiny BASIC. It talks to EI.F 11 in machine language for you so
that you can program ELF 11 with simple words that can he
typed out on a keyboard such as PRINT, RUN and LOAD.

"Ask Now What Your Computer Can Do...
But What Can It Do For YOU!"

Don't he trapped into buying a dinosaur simply because you
can afford it and it's big. ELF II is more useful and more fun
than "big name" computers that costa lot more money.
With ELF 11, you learn to write and run your own programs.
You're never reduced to being a mere keypunch operator,
working blindly with someone else's predeveloped software.
No matter what y our s p eci a lt y i s, o w n i ng a compu t er w hi c h
A Dynamite Package For Just $99.95 !
you really know how to use is sure to make you a leader. ELF
With ELF 11, you learn to use machine language-the funda- I I is the fastest way there is to get into computers. Order from
mental language of all computers. Higher level languages such the coupon below !

r
I _NOW AVAILABLE FOR ELF 11 -

SEND TODAY ! ----------❑ Deluxe metal cabinet for ASC I1 Netronics R&D Ltd ., Dept. 0000

❑ Tom Pittman' s Short Course On Mi- Keyboard, $19.95 plus $2.50 p&h. 333 Litchfield Road, Phone
croprocessor & Computer Programm- ❑ ELF 1 1 Tiny BASIC on cassette New Milford. CT 06776 (203) 354-9375
ing teaches you just about everything
there is to know about ELF 11 or any tape. Commands include SAVE. Yes! I want to run programs at home and
enclosed. El $ 99.95 plus $3 postage
I RCA 1802 computer. Written in non- LE
ET,, IF/THEN, INPUT,
INPUTT, PRINThave
PRINT,
, & handling
for RCA
COSMAC
ELF II kit, I
technical language, it's a learning GO
GO TO, GO Sl1B,
RETl1
RN,
END,
I breakthrough for engineers and laymen REM. CLEAR, LIST, RUN, PLOT, O $4.95 for power supply (required),
alike $500 postpaid'
PEEK. POKE. Comes fully docu- E $5 for RCA 1802 User' s Manual, ❑ $5
❑ Deluxe metal cabinet with plexiglas mented and includes alphanumeric for Short Course on Microprocessor &
Computer Programming.
dust cover for ELF 11, $29.95 plus generator required to display al❑ I want mine wired and tested with
$2.50 p&h.
phanumeric characters directly on your
power supply, RCA 1802 User 's Manual
❑ ELF II connects to the video input TV screen without additional hardand Short Course included forjust $149.95 I
of your TV set. If you prefer to use ware. Also plays tick-tack-roe plus a
plus $3p&hl
your antenna terminals, order RF drawing game that uses ELF If,, hex
heyboard as ajoystick. 4k memory re❑ I am also enclosing payment (including
Modulator, $8.95 postpaid.
p osta g e & h an dli ng ) f or th e it ems c h ec k e d
❑ GIANT BOARD" kit with cassette g wred . $14 . 95 p ost pa id .
Tiny
at
the left.
❑
Tom
Pittman's
Short
Course
on
I/O, RS 232-C/TTY I/O, 8-bit P I/O,
decoders for 14 separate I/O instruc- BASIC for ELF IL $5 postpaid. Total Enclosed (Conn. res. add tax)
$ ___. El Check here if
tions and a system monitor/editor. ❑ Expansion Power Supply (required
$39.95 plus $2 p&h.
y u ins iwusm ui uci m uasnic s
when adding 4k RAM). $34.95 plus $2
Check to expedite
y shipm ent.
❑ Kluge (Prototype) Board accepts up p&h.
to 36 IC's. $17.00 plus $I p&h
❑ ELF-BU G"" Deluxe System Monitor USE YOUR El VISA El Master Charge
(Interbank # )
❑ 4k Static RAM kit . Add reasahle to on cassette tape. Allows displaying the
any 4k page to 64k. $89.95 plus $3 p&h. contents of all registers on your TV at Account #
❑ Gold plated 86-pin connectors (one any point in your pmgram. Also disSignature Exp Date
required for each plug-in hoard). $5.70 plays 24 bytes of memory with full adPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED (203) 354-9375
postpaid, dresses, blinking cursor and auto scrollkit
ing.
A
must
for
the
serious
program❑ Professional ASCII Keybroard
with 128 ASCII upper/lower case set, met ., $14.95 postpaid.
Coming Soon : A-D, D-A Converter.
I 96 printable characters, on board regu.
- I
lator, parity, logic selection and choice Light Pen, Controller Board. Color
of 4 handshaking signals to mate with Graphics & Music System.., and
almost any computer. $64.95 plus $2 more!
I

p&h.

Call

or write for wired prices!

I
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The Independent Newsletter
of Heath Co, Computers

The independence of Buss is a crucial factor in
its significance to users (and prospective users)
of Heath Co. computers. Information on new products is presented to Buss readers as it leaks out
of Benton Harbor, not held back to suit the plans
of the manufacturer. This has been true from its
first issue, which directed attention to the 8080
and LSI-11 months before any advertising appeared
on the H8 and Hll. Buss features candid accounts
of owners' experiences with their computers--this
is far more valuable than an article based on the

Clubs and
Newsletters
MITS Minifloppy Disk Users Group
The formation of a users group for
the owners of the MITS minifloppy disk
system has been announced. The group
is nonprofit and will act as a clearing
house for software for the new minifloppy. Those interested should send a
self-addressed stamped envelope to AAA
Computer Services, POB 2742, Appleton
WI 54911.
Cromemco Users Pool
The Cromemco User, Systems and
Software Pool (CUssP) has been formed
for users of Cromemco systems and
boards. Its purpose is the exchange of
hardware and software operating notes,
bugs and their "cures," product evaluations and user written software. Three
initial newsletters are planned, each highlighting a different piece of Cromemco

opinions of a single reviewer. It shares news of
compatible hardware & software from other vendors
as well as reviews of books that can help you get
the most out of your computer system.
Every issue of Buss travels by first class mail
(outside North America it goes by air for only $2
extra). Your 12-issue subscription can be on its
way to you within a week. You have the choice of
starting either with the latest issue or with all
available back issues. Send $7.50 to Buss, 325-B
Pennsylvania Ave. SE, Washington, DC 20003.

software: 16 K BASIC, assembler and
FORTRAN. Any user input is welcome.
The membership fee including the three
initial newsletters is $10. For more information, user input, or membership
write to David Dameron, 402 E O'Keefe
St, Apt 27, E Palo Alto CA 94303.

New Club Supports the RCA 1802
COSMAC

The New England Computer Society
The New England Computer Society
(NECS) meets the first Wednesday of
each month for the purpose of exchanging computer hobbyist information. NECS is the largest club in the
area with 170 paid members. Within
the club there are PET, TRS-80, M6800
and 6502 user groups. They are also
fostering a PC Net interest group with a
planned bulletin board system. Membership dues are $6 per year which include
a newsletter. The meetings start at
7 PM and are held at the Mitre Corp
cafeteria, Route 6, east of Route 3,
Bedford MA. For additional information, write to the New England
Computer Society, POB 198, Bedford
MA 01730.
Attention Singapore Readers
There is a move to set up a Singapore
Microcomputer Society which would
include home and hobby computer users
as well as professional system designers.

S-I00 KITS

I
1

If you live in Singapore and are interested in this society, you should get in
touch with Bernard Tan, Physics Dept,
University of Singapore, Bukit Timah
Rd, SINGAPORE 10.

Owners of Elf, Super Elf, Elf II,
COSMAC VIP, COSMAC Development
System or Homebrew 1802 will find
many programs , applications and experiments for their microcomputers in each
issue of Questdata. This publication will
discuss the RCA instruction set and how
to build interesting programs for graphics, control , games and business purposes. Coverage will be given to Tiny
BASIC, Elf expansion possibilities (memory, cassette input/output, etc ), light
pens , reader questions and music programs. To obtain this monthly publication , send $12 to Questdata, POB
4430, Santa Clara CA 95054.
Dutch and Belgian Hobby
Computer Club
This past summer Rob Bronckers
from the Dutch Hobby Computer Club
stopped by the BYTE offices to give us
information about this European club. It
is a rather large club with eight chapters
in The Netherlands and two in Belgium

There is much more , including
complete systems ; for more
information , write for our flyer.

16/4+1 EPROM/RAM BOARD KIT
8K STATIC RAM KIT
II SLOT MOTHER BOARD with sockets
48K DYNAMIC RAM KIT
VERSAFLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
All kits are complete with
sockets and documentation.

$ 130°°
$ 130 00

$ 80

P C E Electronics
4782 Dewey Drive
Fair Oaks Ca. 95628

00
-master charge

$ 631
$155 00

00

• 5 °, for shipping,
excess refunded

. visa

-phone orders
(916)966-2208

.calif residents
add 67. sales
tax

-COD requires
• all products
50°7. Deposit guaranteed

prices subject to change
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Simple problems introducing control constructs,
expressions, and the use of procedures
A discussion of the concept of data type, followed
by a complete description of the data structure
facilities of PASCAL
An analysis of more advanced procedures and
dynamic data structures, and
Over sixty programs.

A Practical Introduction to
PASCAL
By I. R. Wilson and A.M.Addyman
1978. approx. 145p. paper $ 7.90
ISBN 0-387-91136-7
Suitable for beginners and experienced programmers who wish to learn the complete PASCAL
language, this concise introduction includes
Syntax diagrams and complete examples illustrating each feature of the language

- an approximate membership of 1000.
The club offers a hardware service and
has a software library. The membership
dues are HFL 15= (15 Dutch Florin)
including the newsletter, HCCN, which is
published every two months. For more
information about this club, you can
contact Rob Bronckers at Delfsekade
12, Leidschendam, NETHERLANDS
030-713568.
Blackhawk Bit Burners Computer Club
Rockford IL is the location of this
new club which meets at 7:15 PM
on the second Wednesday of every
month. They have over 40 members and
are anxious to increase that number.
Membership is $12 a year which includes
a newsletter. Interested individuals
should write to Frank D Dougherty, 325
Beacon Dr, Belvidere IL 61008, or call
(815) 544-5206 after 7 PM.
New Tandy Computer Users Group
The National Capitol Chapter of the
Tandy Computer Users Group has been
formed. General membership meetings
are held on the last Wednesday of each
month. The group is open to any and
all interested persons. For more details
on group activities, write to Rod Wright,
8205 Chivalry Rd, Annandale VA
22003, (703) 560-5854.

and Functions. Data Types. An Advanced Data Type
-The Sequential File. Elementary Structured Types
1, 2, 3 and 4: Set, Array, Record and Variant.
Advanced Uses of Procedures and Functions.
Dynamic Data Structures.
Price subject to change without notice.

Contents
Introduction. The Form of a Program and Basic
Calculations Basic Control Constructs Variables

Constants and Expressions. An Introduction to , Springer-Verlag New York Inc.
Input and Output. An Introduction to Procedures 175 Filth Avenue, New York, NY 10010

North Star Users Group Releases
Program Library

Washington DC Amateur
Computer Society

The North Star Users Group has released more than 300 programs on 20
diskettes which are available for a small
copying charge plus the price of a new
disk. The disks are designed to run in
microcomputer systems that utilize the
North Star DOS and North Star BASIC,
a high level interpreter.
The library includes business and
finance programs, mailing list programs,
math programs, programming utilities,
a Pilot interpreter, a Palo Alto Tiny
BASIC interpreter and a large number
of games. Further information can be
obtained by sending a self-addressed
stamped envelope to J Dvorak, NSUG
Program Library Distributor, 704 Solano
Av, Albany CA 94706.

Through the monthly newsletter,
/WACS, we are kept posted on the current happenings of the Washington DC
Amateur Computer Society. This informative newsletter is available to
Society members ; nonmembers may
subscribe to the journal at the rate of
$6 per year . The club is interested in
exchanging newsletters with other organizations to further the interchange
of hobbyist information . If you live in
the Washington area and are interested
in becoming a member, send a selfaddressed stamped envelope to Washington Amateur Computer Society, 4201
Massachusetts Av, Washington DC 20016
for meeting details.
Tulsa Computer Society

San Fernando Valley KIM-1 Users Club
The San Fernando Valley KIM-1
Users Club is off and running. The first
meeting was a great success and they are
trying to attract as many new members
as possible. The general purpose of the
club is to foster informal communicationamong fellow KIM-1 users. Meetings
will be on the second Wednesday of each
month. For more information contact
Jim Zuber, 20224 Cohasset, number 16,
Canoga Park CA 91306.

The Tulsa Computer Society is an
active computer club that meets on the
last Tuesday of every month at 7:30
PM. The meeting place is the Tulsa
Vocational-Technical School seminar
room at 3420 E Memorial Dr. Membership in TCS is $6 annually, which
includes a one year's subscription to
its newsletter, The I/O Port. Correspondence should be sent to The Tulsa Computer Society, POB 1133, Tulsa OK
74101.•

New an d U nusua l S OUNDS
for your Computer $149.95 - !
The Microsounder is an S -100 compatible sound generating card that can be programmed in BASIC or assembly
language . Three to five lines of code generates such sounds
as: organ music , sirens , phasers, shotguns, explosions, trains,
bird calls , helicopters , race cars , airplanes , machine guns,
barking dogs, and many thousands more. Only a few minutes
of time is needed to patch the sound code into existing
pr ams.
The Microsounder is assembled and tested , and comes
complete with sample code , two game programs, and two
utility programs for creating almost any sound.
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Hobbyist
Computerized
Bulletin Board

troller and floppy disk drive to the project.
I purchased the floppy disk drive, controller
and CP/M license, and loaned 24 K bytes of
memory to the project, pending receipt of
16 K bytes offered by DMA. Randy donated
his D C Hayes modem board, PolyMorphics
VTI, SwTPC keyboard, power supply,
chassis, IMSAI 8080 processor card and
Vector memory board.

We started with the monitor for the system, but found that it was difficult to make
the VTI keyboard port work because the
VTI keyboard data bus shares the bus
carrying the characters being displayed.
To solve this, Randy bought a Processor
Technology 3P+S board and interfaced the
keyboard to it. This also allowed us to have
a sense switch port using the 3P+S. Since this
board has a serial port, Randy later decided
to add a Teletype to the system for logging incoming data. This completed the
configuration.
Programming

Ward Christensen
688 E 154th St #3D
Dolton IL 60419
Randy Suess
1930 Bradley
Chicago IL 60613

Bulletin board systems
could become nodes in a
communication network.

Note:

This project was a
collaboration of Ward
Christensen and Randy
Suess. Each had a particular part to uphold.
The first part of this
article describing the
purpose of the bulletin
board is written by
Ward. The part describing the hardware
details is written by
Randy.... RGAC
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The Computerized Hobbyist Bulletin
Board System is a personal computer based
system for message communication among
experimenters. People with terminals or
computers equipped with modems call in to
leave and retrieve messages. It was conceived,
designed, built, programmed, tested, and
installed in a 30 day period (January 16
1978 to February 16 1978) by the two of
us. In an effort to generate material for our
computer club's newsletter, I first thought
of the idea and discussed it with Randy on
January 16 1978.
We laid out the hardware requirements:
an 8080 processor with 24 K bytes of memory, single floppy disk, modem interface,
and some sort of local keyboard and display. Randy scoured the computer stores
and purchased a mother board and two 4 K
byte memory boards at a reasonable price.
I talked with Lloyd Smith and Bill Bassett,
who operate DMA Inc, a manufacturer of
floppy disk drive systems based on the
Tarbell controller and the Innovex (now
Innotronics) floppy disk drive. DMA offered
to donate 40 percent of the cost of a con-

In the first week of the project, I wrote
a mock-up of the software using MITS 8 K
BASIC. The input/output (10) drivers
could be switched to my modem under
sense switch control, so I had people call
in and critique the system. Many good
suggestions were made.
By now Randy had the computer far
enough along to need some programming,
so a monitor was put into read only memory. Since the system was to run under
CP/M, a Teletype compatible scroll routine
was also put into the read only memory for
both the monitor's and CP/M's use. Additions were made later to support the 3P+S
board for keyboard input.

After the BASIC mock-up of the system
was close to what we wanted, programming
started on the assembler version of the
software.
Assembler language was chosen over
BASIC for the implementation language
because of size and speed efficiency, and to
maintain control over such functions as
control-K to terminate (kill) the current
function and return to the main menu.
The program now consists of the pieces of
assembler source, shown in table 1, which
are combined to produce the final assembler
source program.
In addition to this application program,
a modified BASIC 10 system (BIOS) for
CP/M had to be written. We wanted the
system to be able to be started from a
"cold boot" bootstrap program and come
up running the bulletin board program,
not CP/M. This would make the system
more crash resistant since the ringing of

the phone would activate it and the person
calling in would not be able to gain access
to CP/M itself. I studied the functions of
the CP/M console command processor and
modified the cold start routine to be able
to load in a program and branch to it. This
was done selectively under control of the
sense switches. If we wanted to load CP/M
instead, we just set the remote mode sense
switch off.
About 30 days after the project was conceived, it went on the air via a new telephone line Randy had installed in his basement. It was used for a week by our friends
and was then announced at the February
meeting of CACHE, the Chicago Area
Computer Hobbyist's Exchange. A poll
was taken to see how many people could
call. We expected perhaps five or ten, but
25 hands were raised!
During the weeks that followed the
CACHE meeting, many people tried the
system. We informed Dennis (D C) Hayes
and PCNET of it, and they both tried it.
Most people were able to communicate
with the system. Those who couldn't had
either bad telephone lines or modems that
put out weak signals, which the system
seems quite intolerant of. People who left
messages saying they had some information
of interest and those who said they needed
information discovered that other people
using the system contacted them. We were
pleased to find the system working this way,
because that was one of its purposes.
Getting good feedback about the operation of the system is important to us. That
is why the goodbye function allows you to
leave comments. Many people contributed
good suggestions which were soon implemented. For example, a new version of the
software was being put up on the system
every few days to send nulls after carriage
returns and line feeds for the many people
calling in using Texas Instruments Silent
700 terminals.
We will continue to improve the system,
although we consider the project to be
close to completion. We might add date
and time, or if we get ambitious, a second
telephone line, but we are quite satisfied
with the system as it exists now. We would
like to see other experimenters or clubs
implement such a system.

These bulletin board systems could then
become nodes in a communication network of automated message and program
switching.
Hardware Details
My objective for the hardware of the
bulletin board system was to get the most

Name Function
CEOO Mainline routine: sign on,
menu, etc.
CE10 Goodbye function, comments function.
CE20 Message summary retrieval
function.
CE30 Message entry (input, edit,
save).
CE40 Message retrieval.
CE50 System functions (erasing
messages, etc).
CE80 Disk subroutines (read,
write, extend, etc).
CE90 Nondisk subroutines (modem 10, etc).
CE99 Constants and work area.

Table 1: Assembler routines used in the bulletin board program.

functions at the least cost. To this end I
started with my IMSAI 8080 processor card,
having replaced it with a Cromemco Z-80 in
my personal system. I found an old Vector
mother board for free and two reasonably
priced 4 K byte memory boards at a computer store. I also bought a PolyMorphics
video terminal interface (VTI) card.
We burned a monitor for a memory board
to support the video terminal interface. Adding an SwTPC keyboard completed the local
console for the system.

My objective was to get
the most functions at the
least cost.

We are now running an 8 K Vector
Graphic memory board and two 8 K byte
boards designed by Forrest Duston (a local
hobbyist and design engineer), which were
donated by Lloyd Smith and Bill Bassett of
DMA Inc.
A floppy disk was necessary for storing
the messages, so Ward bought a Tarbell controller board and Innovex drive from DMA,
who graciously offered it at 40 percent off.
I put these components into a chassis and
home-built card cage and started testing the
system. I found some incompatibilities in
the hardware, such as between the new VTI
and the memory board (pressing reset would
not give control to the monitor in read only
memory). Switching to an older design video
terminal interface solved the problem.
I then found problems with the keyboard. The sharing of the interface's on
board bus between the display data and keyboard status data caused the display to break
up badly. Putting a delay loop in the software didn't help, because the nonlatched
data would easily be missed. I solved this by
purchasing a Processor Technology 3P+S
board for the keyboard input port. This
turned out to be very useful, first to allow a
sense switch input port, and later to drive a
logging Teletype for all incoming messages.
I had also purchased a D C Hayes modem
board to be used for exchanging files and
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P.E.T. PRODUCTS
SOFTWARE/ACCESSORIES/ HARDWARE
Memory Expansion !!-31,743 Bytes Free!-NEECO now has internal memory
Expansion Boards Available for your PET! 16K, 24K and 32K Memory
Configurations. Call or write NEECO and ask for our 'Free ' Software and
Hardware Directory. Power up to 32K Bytes! Call NEECO for more into.
Sottware • NEECO has too many programs to list them all here! Call or
write and ask for our ' Free ' Directory! "Software Authors!-NEECO
offers 25% Royalties on Pet programs with nationwide distribution!--Call
NEECO for additional information on our 25% Royalty Program.
PET & Peripherals•NEECO offers fast (off the shelf?) delivery schedules
for the Pet Computer and Peripheral 2020 Printer. NEECO also offers
excellent personal & Warranty service!!! Interested in a Pet? Call and
request our P.E.T. Info Pak. Feel free to call and ask questions.
IF YOU OWN A PET YOU SHOULD BE ON OUR PET PRODUCT LIST
NEECO IS AN AUTHORIZED PET SALES & SERVICE DEALERSHIP!
OUR PRODUCTS DIRECTORY WILL GIVE YOU DESCRIPTIONS AND
PRICES FOR MANY OF OUR PET PRODUCTS! 'BUSINESS & GAME
SOFTWARE' INTERNAL MEMORY EXPANSION *TYPEWRITER KEYBOARD
'IBM SELECTRICIPET WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM (JAN-1979)'
'PET DUST COVER'MUSIC BOX TUNE GENERATOR' LEARNING &
TUTORIAL PACKAGES FOR PET* SERVICEIDIAGNOSTIC PACKAGES'
CALL NEECO AND WE WILL SEND YOU OUR FREE DIRECTORY!!!
NEECO Dust Cover- Protect your et! Cover your Pet's delicate circuitry
and keyboard from dust that can, over time, cause intermittent chip
failures! Heavy, clear Plastic Dust Cover shows off your Pet while
protecting it from dust, spills, and those inevitable 'Unwanted Sticky
fingers'! Manufactured to last as long as your Pet!--only $17.95
VISA OR MC Phone orders Accepted--(4% Surcharge on Hardware)
l EjQ AND lM Co "Autho-ed PET sales & Service

'248 Brid g e Street

/ ^^ "Guaranteed Delivery"
A rea C o d e (413)
Schedules for all of our

SP
rin9field , MA . 01103

739-9626

PET Customers. Call
for our P ET P ackage.

F ^^ Toa^s - Data Conponatio^^
Apple Owners! We've Got Software!
Trans-Data Corporation is lately offering Software
Commercial, Educational, Scientific and Entertainment Applications included.
APA09 .......... LABEL PRINT ............ $10.00
AD106 .......... MAILING LIST SYSTEM .... $50.00
AD102 ..........FILE USE TUTORIAL ...... $15.00
APA04 .......... FINANCES ............... $15.00
APA07 .......... CHECK BOOK ............ $20.00
AEJ05 ..........SUPER MATH ............ $18.00
AE108 .......... METRIC CONVERSION .... $20.00
AEE06 .......... MEMORY AIDE .......... $18.00
AG116 .......... HORSE RACE ............ $18.00
AG103 .......... KEYBOARD ORGAN ....... $18.00

For floppy disk add $8.00. Add $2.00 for shipping
and handling. Florida residence add 4% tax.
Check, Money Orders, or Credit Cards Accepted

161 Almeria Ave.
Dept B-118
Coral Gables, Florida 33134
Phone (305) 576-7666
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programs with other CP/M users, but decided to use it in this system because of its
ability to select the transmission rate (110 or
300) and to answer the phone. Hooking this
through a data access arrangement (DAA) to
the phone line completed the standard hardware of the system.
Ward needed some way for the system to
recover from possible software and hardware
crashes, so I built a simple interface between
the modem board and the hard reset of the
system so that, every time the telephone
rang, the system would do a cold boot to
CP/M. A 555 timer was added to the reset
circuitry so that after the first ring, subsequent rings would not interfere with the
CP/M booting process. I did not use the ring
detect feature of the Bell data access arrangement, because the modem board's setup was
easier to control and detect under software.
After some preliminary problems with the
modem board (Dennis Hayes was more than
helpful in resolving these) and the Tarbell
controller, the hardware has been functioning as expected.
To prolong the motor life and minimize
power consumption, I installed a solid state
relay that turns the drive motor on when the
telephone rings. The 555 then provides 30
seconds during which ring detect is disabled
to prevent subsequent rings from interrupting the booting, allowing CP/M to come in
and answer the phone. The Tarbell controller board is designed to boot CP/M when the
system is reset, so this hardware, with Ward's
software, gets the system going.
That's how the hardware now stands,
except that I sold the Teletype and am going
to use an SwTPC PR-40 for the logging
device. The system has now been operating
very successfully since mid February 1978.
Programming Details

The following information is supplied for
those who want the details of the structure
of the files on the system, what modifications were made to CP/M to support the system, or the design of the bulletin board program itself.
File Structure
CP/M is capable of storing 240 K bytes of
information on a diskette. The directory is
capable of keeping track of up to 64 files. I
would like to keep about 200 to 300 active
messages on the system. This means that
each message cannot have its own directory
entry. I decided to group messages in quantities of ten per directory entry. Thus filename MESSAGE.OOX contains messages 1
thru 9, MESSAGE.01X contains messages
10 thru 19, etc. Assuming the number of

active messages to be about one half the
highest message number implies that there
will be five messages per file. If there are 40
active files (such as messages from 1 to 400),
then there will be approximately 200 messages. If each message averages eight lines of
50 characters, this is 400 bytes. The total
disk space for the messages themselves will
be 80,000 bytes. Thus 200 messages can
easily be held. The directory keeps itself
clean: when the last message in a group of
ten is erased, the file itself is automatically
erased from the directory.
There are also message summary files.
They contain the following fields for each
message:

Message number.
Number of lines.
Date entered.
From (author)
To (recipient)
Subject.
Password (must be supplied to erase
the message).
The summary files are grouped like
the message files, but by 100s. Thus, summaries 001 thru 099 are in a file called
"SUMMARY.OXX", etc. This keeps the
message erase function simple: it can read
the entire file into memory, delete the summary, and rewrite the entire file.
There are a number of text files on the
disk. They are used when predefined information is to be given, such as the welcome
message. There are two types of files:
straight text files, and question files.
Question files are used in such functions
as Help, in which the user is asked a question, "Want help with summary function?"
for example, and is then allowed to answer
Y or N. If Y is typed, the text associated
with the question is typed. If N is typed, the
text of the message is skipped. Table 2 contains the text and question files used by the
system, as well as other files not previously
mentioned.
CP/M Modifications

When an unmodified CP/M system is initially loaded, control transfers to the "cold
boot" entry in the BASIC 10 system (BIOS).
Its function is to:
• Build the required jumps in low memory to CP/M.
• Transfer control to the console command processor.
• Reset the disk, log in drive A, and
begin communicating with the console.
Since we don't want CP/M to get control
when the system answers the phone, a modi-

fication was made to the cold start routine
so that the sense switches were examined to
determine if the remote switch was on. If
not, control proceeded to normal CP/M
operation. However, if the remote switch
was on, the system performed the reset disk
system and log in drive A functions normally
done by the console command processor.
The normal CP/M functions of OPEN and
READ are performed to load the bulletin
board program into memory. Note that all
of this happens before the telephone is answered, so that if the program can't be
found, or has an error loading, a call is not
wasted. When the program is loaded, control
transfers to it, the telephone is answered,
the information transfer rate is determined,
and communication begins.

Bulletin Board Program
The functions of the program are:

Feedback on the operation
• Answer the telephone.
• Determine the information transmis- of the system is important.
sion rate.
• Process the user's requests.
• Hang up the telephone.

Table 2: Descriptive files to aid users of the bulletin board system.
WELCOME: This file is typed when you first connect to the system. It welcomes you,
and tells of the various control characters that can be used to control the system.
BULLETIN: This file may or may not exist. If it exists, it is typed after the welcome
file. It contains bulletins such as changes in the operation of the system, club meeting
announcements, etc.
LOG: When you first get on the system, it asks you for your first and last name. They
are written to this file to give us a log of who uses the system. Also, if you are a first
time user, the system asks where you are calling from, and logs this information after
your name.
FIRSTIME: This file is a question file, and it is interpreted if you reply Y to the question asking if this is your first time on the system. It prompts the new user about what
can be done.
HELP: This is a question file. It is quite lengthy, going through the various system
functions and, at each one, asking if you want help.
ENTINTRO: When you ask to enter a message into the system, you are asked if you
would like to review the steps used to enter a message. If you say Y, the system types
this file.
ENTRHELP: After you have entered your message, you have several options : aborting,
editing, saving, or help. This file is the question file which is interpreted if you ask for
help.
NEXT: This file contains the next message number to be entered into the system. It is
incremented by one every time a message is saved.
COMMENTS: When you leave the system via the G (Goodbye) function, the system
asks if you would like to leave any comments. If you say yes, it writes the lines you type
into the comments file. This provides a technique much easier than message entry, so
we will get feedback on the use of the system.
PASSWORD: Certain system functions are of such a nature that only the system operators (as opposed to users) may execute them. For example: erasing a message whose
password is not known, exiting into CP/M for file maintenance, determining disk status,
etc. This file contains the password which must be entered to get into this operator
mode. It is a disk file, rather than being built into the program, to facilitate changes
when the need arises.
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TERMINAL NEED NULLS" TYPE CTL-N WHILE THIS TYPES:
***

WELCOME TO CBBS / CHICAGO ***
***
WARD AND RANDY'S COMPUTERIZED BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEM

***

-----> CONTROL CHARACTERS ACCEPTED BY THIS SYSTEM:
DEL/RUBOUT
CTL-C
CTL-K
CTL-N
CTL-R
CTL-S
CTL-U

ERASES LAST CHAR. TYPED ( AND ECHOS IT)
CANCEL CURRENT PRINTING
'KILLS ' CURRENT FUNCTION , RETURNS TO MENU
SEND 5 NULLS AFTER CR/LF
RETYPES CURRENT INPUT LINE ( AFTER DEL)
STOP/START OUTPUT ( FOR VIDEO TERMINAL)
ERASE CURRENT INPUT LINE

---------------------BULLETIN
---------------------PROBLEMS WITH THE SYSTEM??
HARDWARE : RANDY (SUESS), (312) 935-3356
SOFTWARE: WARD (CHRISTENSEN ), ( 312) 849-6279
---------------------BULLETIN
---------------------BULLETIN
------------------------> ALL USERS :
BE FAMILIAR WITH MESSAGES 3, 6, AND 60
N 0 T E
> AS OF 4/ 8/78, MESSAGES PACKED AND RENUMBERED <-------------------------- BULLETIN ----------------------

Listing 1: Output of the bulletin board system when a user first logs onto the
system. The welcome message is printed out followed by the important control characters. Any bulletin of general interest is also shown at this time.
Bulletins can only be put on the system by the system operators. Individual

users may not access this function.

carriage return being seen, the system prints
a message, hangs up the telephone, and
jumps to the monitor.

The technique for establishing communications with the system is to:

The system answers the telephone by an
output instruction to the D C Hayes modem

Recovery from software
board. It then has two subroutines, called
and hardware crashes was SET110 and SET300, which set the transneeded . mission rate. Initially, the program gets control, calls SET110, which picks up the telephone, sends out the answer tone, and
selects the 110 bps transmission rate with
two stop bits and no parity.
The program then monitors the modem
status for about 15 seconds to determine
when a connection with another modem has
been made. If no connection is made, a message is printed to the local console, the telephone is hung up, and control is transferred
to the monitor. Note that the monitor does
not take part in the bllletin board system
except to supply the scroll routine for the
video terminal interface. The ring detect and
system startup is all done through hardware,
for reliability. Thus the system is able to
experience an unexpected power outage and
still operate the next time the telephone
rings.
If a connection is established, the system,
at 110 bps, waits for a character from the
line. If this character is not an ASCII carriage return, it switches to 300 bps and tries
again. It tries each speed, alternately, ten
times. If this technique does not result in a
154 November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc

•
•
•
•

Dial the telephone.
Wait for the answer tone.
Put the modem on the telephone line.
Press return repeatedly until the system responds.

When the data connection is established,
the system types a carriage return and linefeed to indicate that it is connected. It
then sends the contents of the disk file
WELCOME to the caller, followed by any
bulletins that may be of interest. This output sequence is shown in listing 1. Next, it
asks for your first and last name, and logs
them to disk. It asks if you are a first time
user, and if so, asks where you are from, logs
this to the disk, then gives you an introduction to the system.
The system also keeps track of how many
people have used the system. This number is
output at sign on. Mostly, it is just for
interest, but helps to see if anyone has used
the system since you last did.
The following prompt asks what you
want to do:
FUNCTION : B,C,D,E , G,H,K,N,P,R,S,W,X, (OR
? IF NOT KNOWN)?

If you do not know or remember what the
letters stand for, you type ?, in which case
the system replies:

Circle 382 on inquiry card.
PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 .

FUNCTIONS SUPPORTED:
B=PRINT BULLETIN
C=CASE SWITCH ( UPPER/LOWER)
D=DUPLEX SWITCH ( ECHO/ NO ECHO)
E=ENTER MSG INTO SYSTEM
G=GOODBYE ( LEAVE SYSTEM)
H=HELP WITH FUNCTIONS
K=KILL ( ERASE ) A MESSAGE
N=NULLS: SET 0 TO 9 AS REQUIRED
P=PROMPT SWITCH ( BELL ON/OFF)
R=RETRIEVE MSG
S=SUMMARIZE MSGS
W=TYPE WELCOME
X=EXPERT USER

Details of these functions are given below.

PET
DOCUMENTATION
NOW!
TM

TIS
O

WORKBOOKS FOR THE COMMODORE PET 2001
Getting Started with Your PET WB - 1 $4.00 •^
Covers the fundamentals of PET BASIC: calculator
and program mode , data input and output, data 0
representation, program storage on the cassette.
PET String and Array Handling WB-2 $3.95

B=PRINT BULLETIN
If you are using a printing terminal, you
can simply look back to see what the bulletin said when you first connected to the
system. If, however, you are using a video
terminal, you may want to review what the
bulletin said . The B function does this.

C=CASE SWITCH (UPPER/LOWER)
Most terminals are capable of handling
any ASCII character that comes to them,
whether it is lower or upper case, typically
translating lower case to upper case if necessary. However, there are exceptions, notably
the Heath H9 terminal, which displays garbage when sent lower case characters. For
this reason, the system defaults to upper
case only, until you use the C command to
switch to lower and upper case mode. Using
the command again will switch back to
upper case only mode.

Covers string and substring search , concatenation, m
replacement and manipulation -4
N

PET Graphics WB-3 $4.95 0
Covers use of cursor control and special graphics
symbols to draw plots , histograms , and sketches.
PET Cassette 1/O WB-4 $4.95 m
Covers OPEN. CLOSE. string and numeric data files. o
WB-5 $3.95

Miscellaneous PET Features

Covers the clock , random number generator , upper m
and lowercase alphabetic characters , saving memory -1
space, etc
Add $1.50 for shipping and handling.
TIS
P.O. Box 921
Los Alamos , NM 87544
Money back guarantee

0
m
S Pet is a trade mark of Commodore Business Machines

PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 5 PET 2001

D=DUPLEX SWITCH (ECHO/NO ECHO)
Full duplex and half duplex refer to the
ability for a medium (such as the telephone
line) to have data going in both directions
simultaneously (full duplex) or only in one
direction, (half duplex) at a time. These
terms have now taken on different meanings
when referring to a computer terminal. Full
duplex refers to a terminal which sends a
character from its keyboard, then echos
what comes back from the phone line. Half
duplex refers to a terminal which ethos its
characters locally. Thus, the D function is
used to determine whether the system echos
characters back to you.
If you are using a Teletype, for example,
which prints every character you type, you
will use the D command to go to half
duplex mode so you do not see every
character twice (one from the Teletype, the
other from the phone line). This does sacrifice some integrity, however, because you do
not see the characters echoed back to you
to verify that what you typed went in
correctly.

PROGRAMS FOR KIDS
Educational and fun. Developed by educational designers.
Teach essential skills in an exciting new way.
PRESCHOOL 10 BUILDER -Helps 3-to-6-year-olds develop
vital intellectual skills needed to do well in school.
7 programs + Guide TRS-80 Levels I & II, PET, Apple II

MEMORY BUILDER : CONCENTRATION-Educational
games to help children 6 and up improve memory3 games + Guide Apple II & PET
STORY BUILDER/ WORD MASTER-games that teach
grammar and vocabulary to children 9 and up.
4 games + Guide TRS-80 Level II, PET, Apple II

GRAPH BUILDER -teaches children 10 and up to read
graphs. Includes games.
11 programs + Guide TRS-80 Levels I & II

Each title $9.50 plus $1.00 shipping
VISA & Master Charge accepted (include number , exp. date,
MC include digits above name)
Department 80
Program Design , Inc., 11 Idar Court , Greenwich , Conn. 06830
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E=ENTER MSG INTO SYSTEM

H=HELP WITH FUNCTIONS

You must know: the date; who the message is addressed to (up to 20 characters);
and the subject of the message (up to 30
characters). You will be asked if you want
to be able to erase the message; if you reply
Y, you may elect to protect it with a 4 character password, or to use no password. We
recommend not using passwords so that it
will be easier for the recipient to erase the
message when he or she has read it. Also,
you will be asked if you want to review the
steps used in entering a message. This is useful the first few times you enter a message,
but typically is not used after that.

The H function asks a series of questions
such as, "Do you want help with the E
(enter) function?" For any question which
you answer Y to, you will be given some detailed information.

G=GOODBYE (LEAVE SYSTEM)
When you use the G function, the system
asks if you want to leave any comments. If
you say Y, you will be able to type in comments, which are written to disk at the end
of the COMMENTS file. Typically we find
suggestions for system improvement, or congratulations, or requests to erase messages
whose passwords have been forgotten, or
any other information which the user
wanted to send to the operators, but didn't
want to leave as a message.

LSI- 11 TIME

K=KILL (ERASE) A MESSAGE
The letter K (for kill) rather than E (for
erase) was chosen because E was already
used for enter. In order to keep disk utilization down, this command allows users to
erase their own messages. The system asks
for the password, and if correct, the message
and its summary are removed. If users do
not elect to be able to kill their own messages, a special system password NONE is
put in the file. Then only the system operators who have entered another password will
be able to kill it.
N=NULLS: SET 0 TO 9 AS REQUIRED
Some terminals (notably the Texas Instruments Silent 700 series) require nulls to be
sent at the beginning of each line to allow
the carriage time to return. This command
sets the nulls to any value (0 to 9) necessary.
Note that use of control-N any time the system is typing something to you will set the
nulls to 5. Thus using control-N will allow
the welcome and bulletin messages to be
printed properly until the N (null) command
can be used.

P=PROMPT BELL
The P command allows the prompting
bell (normally sounded every time the system wants input) to be turned off or back
on. It operates as a toggle and sets the bell
response into whatever mode is not current.
It's TIME you brought your LSI-11 up to DATE . TIME and
DATE, two important parameters in the computer world, are
available to your LSI-11 on one DUAL SIZE BOARD. When
requested, the TCU-50D will present you with the date (month
and day), time (hour and minutes), and seconds. Turn your
computer off and forget about the time - your battery supported TCU-50D won't, not for 3 months anyway. The correct
date and time will be there when you power up.
The TCU-50D is shipped preset to your local time , but can be set
to any time you want by a simple software routine.

AT $295
YOU CANT AFFORD TO IGNORE TIME
Time is only one way we can help you upgrade your LSI-11 or
PDP-11 system. We'd also like to tell you about the others. So
contact Digital Pathways if you're into - 11's. We are too.

119-V I,/
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DIGITAL PATHWAYS INC
4151 Middlefield Road • Palo Alto,
California 94306 • Telephone (415) 493-5544

Circle 89 on inquiry card.

R=RETRIEVE MESSAGE
To retrieve a message , you must know
the message number, which is typically
found through the use of the S ( summary)
command.

S=SUMMARIZE MESSAGES
The S command prints a 2 line summary
of each message from a starting message
number. Control-C cancels the printing of a
particular summary, going on to the next.
Control-K kills the printing entirely, returning to the function menu.

The summary function asks you for a
starting message number. It then types the
summaries for all active messages from that
number on, stopping when there are no
more. If you want to scan the summaries for
a particular value, you can do so on the fol-

Circle 158 on inquiry card.

lowing fields: date, from, to, or subject. Any
character string can be searched for. For
example, to retrieve all summaries which
contain CACHE (our local computer club)
in the subject, type:

modem / 'mo • dam / [modulator
+ demodulator J n - s : a device for
transmission of digital information
via an analog channel such as a telephone circuit.

S;nnn , t=CACHE
which will scan the summary file, starting at
message nnn , looking for the character string
CACHE. All fields which can be scanned are
stored in upper case only, and all scan requests are translated to upper case.

You can also use this summary scan to
see if there are any messages to you. For
example:
S ;nnn , t=ward

checks if I have any messages. Other typical
scans are:
s=pcnet (any messages relating to PCNET).
(find things for sale).
s=sale
f=oper ( messages from system operators).

t1i tillt1IHlttItlH1U ID1tU1IIII
• Completely compatible with your S-100 microcomputer
• Designed for use on the dial telephone or TWX
networks, or 2-wire dedicated lines, meets all
FCC regulations when used with a CBT coupler.
• All digital modulation and demodulation with on
board cyrstal clock and precision filter mean that
NO ADJUSTMENTS ARE REQUIRED

• Bell 103 standard frequencies
• Automated dial (pulsed) and answer
• Originate and answer mode

• 110 or 300 BPS speed select

W=TYPE WELCOME
Since the welcome message gives a list of
all control characters which can be used,
you might want to review it to check them
again. The W command will retype the welcome message.

• Character length, stop bit, and parity
• 90 day warranty and full documentation

ASSEMBLED & TESTED - $299.00
D.C. Hayes Associates, Inc.
16 PERIMETER PARK DR. SUITE 101
P.O. BOX 9884 ATLANTA. GEORGIA. 30319 (404) 455-7663

X=EXPERT USER
This command specifies the expert user
mode to the computer. All prompt messages
are shortened and, in general, the system
is much more pleasant to use by the frequent user.

Accessing the System
If you would like to try out the system,
all you need is a 110 or 300 bps ASCII terminal and a modem, such as the type used
to communicate with a timesharing system.
Dial the system at (312) 528-7141. When
you hear the answer tone, connect your
modem, and press return several times until
the system determines your transmission
rate. If you have a reasonably good telephone line, and a moderately strong modem
signal, you should be able to communicate
with the system. We find that if the conditions are marginal, communications are possible, but such functions as control-C and
control-S do not necessarily work. Feel free
to hang up and try several times if you have
problems.

HAVING TROUBLE LEARNING BASIC?
STEP BY STEP is an interactive computer course in BASIC
that's easy even for beginners. Program Design has developed a logical, structured approach that really works. At the
end of STEP BY STEP, you'll be writing programs using all
important BASIC commands.
AVAILABLE FOR TRS-80 LEVELS I & II, PET, AND APPLE II
STEP BY STEP:
• presents material in small steps
• provides guided programming practice in each lesson
• tests your progress after each lesson
• teaches actual program writing, not just terms
• is suitable for anyone from junior high up, regardless of
math background

10 lessons with quizzes, plus final test 3 cassettes
80 page Workbook $29.95 plus $1.00 shipping
REFERENCES
DMA Inc is located at 530 Pierce Av, Dyer IN
46311.
CACHE is at POB 52, South Holland IL 60473.•

VISA & Master Charge accepted (include number, exp. date,
MC include digits above name)
Department 400
Program Design, Inc., 11 Idar Court, Greenwich, Conn. 06830
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Pr c uc1
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Heath Microprocessor Training System

electronics is needed (though several laboratory timer projects proved quite adequate
in my case).
My order went out a few days after the
Microprocessor Course and Trainer first
appeared in the Heath kit catalog. The package arrived about 12 days later. The combination of course and trainer goes for $270.
Don't even think of purchasing the 6800
trainer without the course unless you
already can program in machine language.

W N Hubin
719 Cuyahoga St
Kent OH 44240
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How does a stranger gain entrance to the
Valhalla of microprocessing? Who will provide bits of knowledge that logically string
into byte capability? Herein lies the siren
song sung by the new Heath 6800 based
ET-3400 Trainer and the accompanying
EE-3401 Microprocessor Course.
Heath aimed in my direction when they
designed this trainer. It will appeal to anyone who has been enticed by microprocessors but has not yet bought one, a person
who probably has done some high level
computer programming, and one who has a
working knowledge of digital circuits.
Persons already caught in the web of programming are well known for their susceptibility to microprocessors, although such a
background is neither assumed nor necessary
for this course. I happen to be a professional
proponent of the joys to be found in number crunching. Some background in digital

There were a few clues that betrayed
this as the first shipment. Some typos
appeared in the text, which otherwise had
the clear illustrations and clear assembly
instructions that are properly associated
with Heath products. Also, the holes in
the printed circuit board were too small
for the supplied key switches and had to be
drilled larger; shortly afterwards Heath
wrote to confirm the problem and the solution. Also, a memo included with the parts
indicated that a few unneeded parts had
been included. Compare this with the
known fact that Heath normally expects a
Heathkitite to show visible joy upon discovery of just a spare #8 lockwasher in his
bag of goodies. Finally, the trainer refused
to blink its "CPU UP" message to me after
the assembly was completed. Now Heath
provides a very complete troubleshooting
procedure which uses the on board LEDs to
check for continuity and shorts. This
quickly showed up several minor assembly
errors. The final problem was an address
line that wasn't continuous (this ill was
cured with a jumper wire). One week and
about 3.5 days of work had elapsed.
Another 100 plus hours of study were to
pass over the dam before the course was
finished.

The microprocessor course consists of:
• 469 pages of theory in a programmed
learning format.
• 255 pages of concurrent experiments
using the trainer.
• Two audio cassettes that go with a
colorfully cartooned 230 page reference chart.
• 130 pages of manufacturers' product
information sheets.

The theory is divided into sections devoted to:
• Number systems and codes.
• Microprocessor basics.
• Computer arithmetic.
• Introduction to programming.
• The processor.
• Interfacing.
It is a comprehensive and well integrated
course of study. The explanations are clear
and the text is replete with examples. The
experiments were divided into one group of
programming experiments in machine code
using the hexadecimal keyboard (no
assembler) and another group of interfacing
experiments. The audio and chart combination is a brain tension reliever that is called
on periodically to provide information on
the organization of the course, various uses
for and applications of microprocessors in
industry, an overview of programming concepts and languages, a discussion of the
various types of semiconductor memory
devices, a breakdown of the steps involved
in the design of a microprocessor based
device, and a comparison of current microprocessors.
By the time the programming part is
finished, the whole instruction set of the
6800 processor has been covered along with
the provision for considerable practice in
machine language programming. This is not
to say that great programming proficiency
was achieved from just finishing the course.
No matter how cleverly I thought I had
written a program (and they all ran), the
official version always proved to be much
more craftily constructed. The programming
experiments include multiple precision and
binary coded decimal arithmetic.

The interfacing section proved to be the
most exciting for me. The theory and
practice of interfacing with memory and
displays comprise the early topics. Software
key debouncing and display multiplexing
are included. The interrupt capability of
the processor is demonstrated by leading
up to a line frequency triggered digital
clock. The peripheral interface adapter
(PIA) is discussed and then used to play
tunes, to matrix decode a second keyboard,
and to demonstrate parallel to serial conversion. A digital to analog converter is used
to program various voltage waveforms and
finally to simulate a digital voltmeter with a
comparator circuit. This last experiment is
the only one that requires additional equipment: a voltmeter and (optionally) an
oscilloscope to view the pretty voltage
waveforms. All the experiments worked as
advertised.

As a professional educator, this course
proved to be somewhat threatening. The
material is so well presented that a teacher
doesn't appear to be necessary. Yet real
learning surely must draw brain pain, and
some persons will always need a structured
course with scheduled exams to force them
to study, so perhaps my job is safe for a
few years yet.
Minor Criticisms
The discussions after the experiments
were very complete, but I would have liked
more advance information before wiring a
circuit on the breadboard . The integrated
circuits being used should be labeled with
their function (such as 3 - IN NAND ) as well
as their TTL number . A good index would
make the material much more useful for
later reference.
In sum, Heath has developed an appealing
and cost effective entree into the world of
microprocessing . They have devised a system
that is suitable for either self-instruction or
individualized class instruction . The trainer
lends itself to continued breadboarding of
new ideas and to continued practice in
machine language programming. ■

c, SOFTWARE FOR
ENEW
YOUR COMPUTALKER!

SOFTWARE PACKAGE II
available now
CTEDIT
A new parameter editor
CSEDIT Editor for CSR1 input
CTEST CT- 1 Hardware diagnostic
PLAYDATA
To hear the data files
MEMVOICE A vocal memory dumper
KEYPLAY Subr. to play letters / digits
PIANO A simple musical keyboard

8080 Assembly Language
* * * Sources included * * *
CPM 8", North Star, Micropolis,
Tarbell, CUTS, MITS ACR,
paper tape
on any of the above media $30.00
calif. res. add 6 % sales tax

COMPUTALKER CONSULTANTS
1730 21st Street, AB
Santa Monica, CA 90404
(213) 392-5230
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A Cassette Interface Switching Box for the TRS-80
FROM

TRS-80

C

JI

A

SI
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RECORDER

"REMOTE'' JACK)

/77

Figure 1: Cassette interface switching box for the TRS-80. The circuit enables the user to manually control the cassette recorder without having to
unplug the recorder's remote jack, and allows audio monitoring of the tape
while it is being loaded into the computer.

Craig Anderton
c/o BYTE

Recently, I had the chance to borrow a
Radio Shack TRS-80 for the purpose of
getting started in the art of writing programs. The aspect of its operation that
pleased me the most was the incredibly easy
start up, which involved locating a wall
socket and opening the manual. In addition,
I liked having a cassette recorder and interface included in the TRS-80 package,
making it easy to store programs on cassette.
After working with the unit for a while, I
noticed that I was saving programs with increasing frequency. Being new at the game,
I would often develop a program to a certain
point and then make a save. When, on
subsequent passes, I wrote in some kind of
garbage that crashed the program, or made
some other grievous error, I always had the
cassette as a point of reference for analyzing
what went wrong and why.

Unfortunately, the cassette interface system has a few mechanical peculiarities that
detract from the overall usefulness of the
system. This article is about remedying these
particular problems with a simple, very
inexpensive and easy to use switching box
that inserts between the recorder itself and
the combined computer/keyboard unit. This
box requires no modifications of any kind to
the TRS-80, so you can keep your warranty
intact too.
Let's identify the problems. Problem
number 1 is that the recorder is controlled
at all times by the computer. . and the
160 November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc

computer cannot tell it to do things like
rewind, fast forward, etc. As a result, a
means of manual control over the tape
recorder is a necessity. Returning to manual
control with the stock TRS-80 requires
physically removing a plug which comes
from the computer and mates with the recorder's "remote jack." I've never been
much of an optimist regarding the reliability
of tiny jacks and plugs; the repeated plugging and unplugging is not only time consuming and awkward, but it could lead to
eventual reliability problems.
Problem number 2: there is no simple
provision for audio monitoring of the
cassette. Perhaps this doesn't seem like
much of a problem-after all, the cassette
is designed to talk to the computer, not to
us. However, the audio monitoring is very
helpful. (We'll explore this more towards
the end of the article.) Monitoring with the
TRS-80 involves unplugging another plug
which comes from the computer and plugs
into the recorder's earphone jack. Then you
can listen to the cassette over the recorder's
internal speaker. This means that you cannot
monitor a tape while it is being loaded into
the computer.

Figure 1 shows an economical solution to
both problems. The cord from the keyboard
that would normally feed the remote jack of
the recorder plugs into J1; P1 plugs into the
recorder's remote jack. With S1 in position
A, the TRS-80 controls tape motion. In
position B, the recorder is manually controlled.
In order to monitor, the cord from the
keyboard that normally goes into the earphone jack on the recorder plugs into J2;
P2 plugs into the recorder's earphone jack.
S2 either connects or disconnects a small,
8 ohm transistor radio speaker from the line,
with isolation from the line provided by a
270 ohm resistor. The added loading seems
to have no effect on operation at all.
I constructed the circuit in a small metal
box, tried to keep the leads reasonably
short, and have used it for many hours with
no problems. Following is an example of
how to record a good cassette using this box.
Start with the cassette recorder under
computer control. Before doing a save,
however, I recommend identifying the
program by voice on the tape. The TRS-80
recorder has a rubber dummy plug inserted
into the microphone jack. Temporarily
unplug this dummy and plug in a regular
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cassette microphone. Push "play" and
"record": the tape won't start since the
computer hasn't said anything; however, flip
the switch to manual control, and the tape
will run. Speak your introduction, ie: "This
is the first take of computer graphics program number 5. It uses approximately 2 K
bytes of memory." After recording this, flip
the switch back to computer control, return
the microphone jack to its original state, and
type the usual CSAVE into the computer.
As the save process occurs, you will hear
audio information being transferred to the
cassette through the monitor speaker if S2
is set to monitor. It's interesting to compare
what you hear going in with what you get
out on playback. For example, you will find
out about the quality of your cassette, and
whether or not you're having dropout or
recording problems.
Radio Shack recommends a second save
for safety's sake on complex programs; a
third save isn't a bad idea either. After the
computer has finished saving the program,
the video display signals with READY and
the tape motor shuts off. Plug the microphone back in; flip Sl back to manual
(without changing the record/play buttons;
they are still depressed), and again, record
an identification, such as, "This is take 2 of
computer graphics program number 5." Save
again as described above.
When it's time to load the program back
into the computer to see if all went well,
you'll find it's easy to find the right spot
on the tape. Just flip to manual control,
switch in the monitor, and juggle between
rewind and play until you find the beginning
of the tape program. You should hear the
unambiguous voice identification, followed
by the sound of data being transferred. The
TRS-80 does print a couple of flashing
asterisks to let you know the program is
loading, but the extra audio feedback is
very reassuring.

There are a couple of final notes. Due to
the 270 ohm isolation resistor, you don't
get much volume out of the speaker. You
could lower the resistance, but that might
also reduce the level of the signal going to
the computer. A better option, if you need a
loud signal, is to use a small audio amp
integrated circuit (like the LM380). Unless
you play with your computer in a very noisy
environment, you probably won't have
any complaints about the nice unobtrusive
level you get with a 270 ohm series resistor.
I hope that if you have a Radio Shack
computer, you will try this circuit. It can
save a lot of time, avoid the plugging and
unplugging blues, and lessen the number of
human errors, all for only a few hours of
work. ■

FLOPPY DISKETTES
TOP OUALITY VERBATIMTM DISKETTES
AT SPECIAL PRICES*
Item Code
VB-FD01
VB-FD32
VB-MD01
VB-MD10
VB-MD16

Description
8" Soft-sectors IBM Format
8'' 32 sectors hard-sectored
for Shugard, Tektronics, etc
5" Soft-sectored IBM
compatible
5" 10 sectors hard-sectored
for North Star
16 sectored for Micropolis

List
Price
$8.50

Our
Usual
Price / ea.
$5.50

Special
Price
Each
$5.00

Special
Box
of 10*
$47.

$8.50

$5.50

$5.00

$47.

$5.95

$4.50

$4.00

$37.

$5.95
$5.95

$4.50
$4.50

$4.00
$4.00

$37.
$37.

*To quality for these special prices:
1. Payment must accompany mail order or call with credit
card .
No C.O.D.
2. Refer to this ad by : magazine title , issue month, and
page number.
Prices are F.O.B. our warehouse. Add $1.50 shipping & handling per each 10 (or
less) diskettes N.Y. state residents add appropriate sales tax.

Call (315) 637-6208 or
Send order to:
TM

P.O. Box 71

•

Fayetteville , New York 13066

A PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER
TERMINAL FOR THE HOBBIEST

SINGER
7100/7102
New & Reconditioned
Terminals with
ASCII Code
FEATURES:
7100

$650. to $1295.

• ASCII CODED without tape punch or reader
• 110 to 150 BAUD (11 to 15 CPS adjustable)
• Word Processing Quality • RS232 Serial or
Current loop Interface • Nationwide Service
• Warranty • Off line use as Typewriter
• (Option ) Special Interfaces available for Hobby
Computers (state which when ordering)
7102
• Same features as 7100 plus tape punch & reader

TERMS:
C.O.D. and
Cashier's Check
Shipping and
Handling $35.00 ea.
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COMPUTER CORPORATION
H&K COMPANY
15 East 31st Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64108

(816) 561-1776
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Listing 1 (opposite): The first half of Chess 0.5, written in Pascal . The second half of the program will be presented in part 3 (December 7978 BYTE) of this series. The portion of the
program presented here covers initialization of the program, variable declaration, manipulation
of the "bit boards" (used to represent positions on the chessboard ), user print routines and
move generation . The second half of the listing will include procedures for evaluation of terminal positions, the look-ahead procedure, and user commands.

Creating
a Chess Player Part 2:

Chess 0.5
Part 7 of this series ("Creating a Chess Player, " October 1978 BYTE,
page 182) was an essay on human and computer skill. This month and
next we present Chess 0.5, a program written in Pascal by Larry Atkin,
who is coauthor with David Slate of the world championship computer
chess program Chess 4.6. The program is readily adaptable to personal computers having Pascal systems such as the UCSD Pascal project
software. Part 4 of the series will conclude with some thoughts about
computer chess strategy.

Peter W Frey
Dept of Psychology
Northwestern University
Evanston I L 60201
Larry R Atkin
Health Information Services
542 Michigan Av
Evanston I L 60202

Note : The Pascal subset
described in `A `Tiny'
Pascal Compiler" (page
182) is not compatible
with the more sophisticated Pascal used
here.... CM
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We have attempted to incorporate several
features which make the search process more
efficient and others which increase the
user's options. Both of these enhancements
are important. The first set of features
(incremental updating, iterative searching,
staged move generation, etc) were described
in general terms in part 1. These features
reduce computation to the point where a
move can be selected in a reasonable amount
of time even with a full-width search. The
second set of features (special control and
print commands, accepting chess moves in
standard notation) not only add to the
pleasure of using the program, but also make
the debugging process much easier. The price
for these enhancements is a longer, more
complicated program. We hope the length
of our listing will not discourage the reader
from becoming actively involved.
Pascal was developed to provide a logical
and systematic higher level language which

could produce reasonably efficient machine
code for existing hardware. Computer programs can be conceptualized in terms of
two essential parts, descriptions of data and
descriptions of actions which are to be performed on the data. Pascal requires that
every variable occurring in the program be
introduced by a declaration statement which
associates an identifier and a data type
with that variable. The data type defines the
set of values which may be assumed by the
variable. Since a chess program involves a
large number of variables, our program
begins with a long list of declaration
statements.
A constant definition introduces an identifier as a synonym for a constant. This is
very useful since the value of the constant as
stated in the declaration list can be changed
at some later date, and this change will then
be reflected throughout the program in
every place where the constant is used. In
the chess program, the values of some of
the constants depend on the characteristics
of the user's hardware. For example, the
values of ZK (maximum search depth) and
ZW (move stack limit) will reflect the amount
of memory which is available on your system. On personal computers, ZX will generally be set at 7 if you have an 8 bit processor and at 15 if you have a 16 bit processor. Note also that the value of PZX8
depends on the value of ZX. To implement
this program on a given computer, it is
necessary to insert at the beginning of the
program the appropriate values for these
constants.
For the sake of clarity, specific data types
are declared for a number of different chess
concepts and for certain useful indices. The
program also takes advantage of the different
properties represented in Pascal's data
structures: the set, array and record. It is
unlikely that anyone will immediately
memorize the names of all the variables.
Therefore it is useful to have them listed
at the beginning where they can easily be
found for later reference.
There is a comment statement accompanying almost every instruction in the
program. Although these brief statements

PROGRAM CHESS I INPUT . OUTPUT IT

LABEL
I• INITIALIZE FOR A NEW GAME •1
1• EXECUTE MACHINES MOVE •)
1• END OF PROGRAM •1

2.
9:

CONST
AA 1; ZA = 10;
AC = -A'; ZC =

ZKP1 = 17;
AL = 0; 2L = 119;
All = -119: ZAl = 119;

1•
1•
1•
1•
1•
1•
1•
1•
1•

AN = 1; ZN = 30;
AS = 0: ZS = 63;
AT = -1; ZT = 63;

1•
1•
1•

AV
AW
AX
AY

(•
1•
1•
1•

AD =
AJ =
AK =
AKM2

=
=
=
=

-21: ZO = .21;
0; 2J = 73:
0; TK = 16;
= -2:

-32767;
1: 7W =
0: ZX =
0; ZY =

ZV = . 32767;
SCC;
31;
11

CHARACTERS IS A WORD •1
CHARACTER LIMITS •1
DIRECTION LIMITS •1
CHARACTERS IN A STRING
SEARCH DEPTH LIMITS •)
AK-2 •)
ZK•1 •1
LARGE BOARD VECTOR LIMITS •1
LARGE BOARD DIFFERENCES
LIMITS •)
MESSAGE LIMITS 'I
BOARD VECTOR LIMITS •1
BOARD VECTOR LIMITS AND
ANOTHER VALUE •)
EVALUATION LIMITS •)
MOVE STACK LIMITS •)
SUBSETS OF SQUARES •1
ARRAY OF SUBSETS TO FCRM A. SET
OF ALL SQUARES ON BOARD •1

LPP 20:
PZXB = 16777216;

1• LINES PER PAGE •)
1. 2-(ZX-7) •)

SYNCF
SYNCL =
SYNMF =
SYNNL =

1•
1•
I•
1•

1;
36;
37;
47;

CASE RMOO I TB OF
FALSE, (RMEP I TBI)
TRUE I IRMQS I TB))
1:

TRUE , (RMPP I TG);
ENDS
RS = RECORD
CASE INTEGER OF
04 (RSSSI ARRAY ( TYI OF SX);
1, (RSTII ARRAY (TY) OF TI);

MOVES •1
FROM SQUARE •1
TO SQUARE 'I
CAPTURED PIECE •I
CAPTURE •1
AFFECTS CASTLE STATUS
CHECK •1
MATE •)
ILLEGAL •
SEARCHED •1
PROMOTION •1

I• CASTLE •1
1• ENPASSANT •1
I• QUEEN SIDE •I
1• PROMOTION TYPE •1

1• BIT BOARDS •1
1• ARRAY OF SETS •1
1' ARRAY OF INTEGERS •1

END;

RX = ARRAY

(TS) Of RS;

RY = PACKED RECORD
RYLS I RD;

1• ATTACK MAPS •1
I•
3'
1•
I•

RYCH I TC:
RYRS I RO;
END;

RE = ARRAY
RF = ARRAY

FIRST CAPTURE SYNTAX •1
LAST CAPTURE SYNTAX •1
FIRST MOVE SYNTAX •1
'LAST MOVE SYNTAX •)

1•
1•
t•
1•
(•
I•
I•
(•
1•
1•
I•

RM = PACKED RECORD
RMFR I TS;
RMTO I TS:
RMCP I TP;
RMCA I TB)
RMAC I TOT
RMCH I TB;
RMMT I TB;
RMIL I TB;
RMSU I TB:
CASE RMPR t TO OF
FALSEI I

[ TWI OF TV;
( TMI OF RM;

MOVE SYNTAX DESCRIPTOR •1
LEFT SIDE DESCRIPTOR •1
MOVE OR CAPTURE •1
RIGHT SIDE DESCRIPTOR •1

I- ARRAY OF VALUES •1
I- ARRAY OF MOVES 'I

VAR
I' DATA BASE •1

TYPE
1• SIMPLE TYPES •1
TA = AX..ZA ;
TB = BOOLEAN :
TC
=
TO =
TE =
TF =
TG =
TH =
TI
TJ
TK

1• INDEX TO WOPOS OF CHAP •1
1• TRUE OR FALSE •1
1 • SINGLE CHARACTERS •1
AO.. ZD;
('
DIRECTIONS
•1
191,B2 . 83,B4,S1.S2 , 53.S4.N1,92 , N3,N4.N5,N6 . N7.NB)
/• NUMBER OF DIRECTIONS •1
(F1,F2 , F3,F4,F5 . F6,F7.FB );
1• FILES •)
(PO,PP,PN , PB); 1• PROMOTION PIECES •1
IH0.HI,H2 , H3,H4.H5,H6,471;
CHAP:

I• TREE SEARCH MODES •1
=
INTEGER:
1•
NUMBERS
•1
= AJ..ZJ; I• INDEX TO STRINGS •1
=
AK..ZK:
(•
PLY
INDEX
•)

TL = AL..ZL: 1• LARGE (10X12) BOARD •1
TM • ILITE. DARK . NONEI ;
1• SIDES •1
TN • AM .. ZN; I- INDEX TO MESSAGES •)
TP = )LP,LR,LN.LB.L0.LK.0P.DR ,DN,0B,D0.DK.MT)1
1• PIECES, LIGHT PAWN. LIGHT
ROOK. . DARK KING, EMPTY
SQUARE •1
TO = ILS,LL•DS, OL)) 1• QUADRANTS •1
TR = (R1.R2.R3 . R4.R5.R6 • R7.RB1; (• RANKS •1
TS • AS..ZS;
1• SQUARES •1
TT • AT.. ZT;
(SQUARES , AND ANOTHER VALUE •)
TU • IEP,ER.EN. E8.EQ,EK)1 1 • TYPES) PAWN , ROOK. ... ,
KING •)
TV • AV..ZV;
1• EVALUATIONS •1
TN • AW .. ZWI 1• MOVES INDEX •1
TX • AX .. ZX: 1• SOME SQUARES •1
TY • AY.. ZY;
1• NUMBER OF TX'S IN A BOARD •1
TZ
=
REAL;
(•
FLOATING POINT NUMBERS •1
1• SETS •1
SC =
SF
SO
SR
SX =

RB;
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY

ALLOC
BSTMV
BSTVL
CSTAT
ENPAS
GENPN
GENTO
GENFR
MBVAL
MVSEL
INDEX
KILLR
LINOX
SRCHM
GOING
LSTMV

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
ARRAY
TI;
RM;

ITS)
ITS)
[TS)
(TMI
(TPI
(TM)
(TMI
[TM)

OF
OF
OF
OF
OF
OF
OF
OF

TP;
RS;
RS:
RS:
RS;
RS:
RM:
TV;

(TKI OF RSI
ITKI OF TM:
(AKM2..ZKP11 OF TV;
[TKI OF RS:
(TKI OF RS:
(TK1 OF RS;
ITKI OF RS;
(TKI OF RS;
(TK1 OF TV;
(TK1 OF TI:
(AK..ZKPI) OF TW;
)TKI OF RM;
ITKI OF TW;
ITKI OF IN*.

1•
1•
1•
1•
1•
1•
I'
I•

THE BOARD •)
LOOK - AHEAD BOARD •1
ATTACKS FROM A SQUARE •1
ATTACKS TO A SQUARE •1
ATTACKS BY EACH COLOR •)
LOCATIONS OF PIECE BY TYPE •)
LOCATIONS OF PIECE BY COLOR •1
MOVES •)

I• VALUES •1

1•
1•
1•
I•
1•
1•
I'
1•
I•
I•
I•

ALL PIECES •1
BEST MOVE SO FAR •)
VALUE OF BEST MOVE •1
CASTLING SQUARES •1
ENPASSANT SQUARES •)
PAWN ORIGINATION SQUARES •1
MOVE DESTINATION SQUARES •1
MOVE ORIGINATION SQUARES •)
MATERIAL BALANCE VALUES •1
COUNT MOVES SELECTED BY PLY •1
CURRENT MOVE FOR PLY 'I

1• KILLER MOVES BY PLY •)
I• LAST MOVE FOR PLY •1
1• SEARCH MODES •)

MBPWN I ARRAY [TMI OF TIT
MBTOT I TV;
NODES S TIT

1•
1•
1•
I•
1•
I•
I•

JNTK
JMTK
JNTM
JNTW

1• PLY INDEX •I
I• ITERATION •I
1• SIDE TO MOVE •1
1• MOVES STACK POINTER •1

MAXPS I TV;
MBLTE t TV;

I
I
I
I

TK;
TK;
IN.
TWT

FKPSHO
FKS ANO
FMAKMT
FNODEL
FPAOCR

I
I
I
I

FPSLOK
F PCO NI,
FPFLNX

RB = RECORD
RSTM TM;
ROTS TT;
RBTI I 111
RBSO SO;
CASE INTEGER OF
01 1 RBISI ARRAY (IS) OF TP); 1•
It 1 RBIRF ) AFRAY (TP.TFI OF TPI;1•
ENO:
= PACKED ARRAY ( TAI OF TC;
= ARRAY ITS) OF TP:
= PACKED ARRAY [TNI OF TC;
PACKED ARRAY ( TJI OF TC;

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

NUMBER OF MOVES TO EXECUTE •1
PREVIOUS MOVE •1
MAXIMUM POSITIONAL SCORE •1
MATERIAL BALANCE LITE EDGE •1
NUMBER OF PAWNS BY SIDE •1
TOTAL MATERIAL ON MB0R0 •1
NUMBER OF NODES SEARCHED •1

1• LETS •)

SET a F AC..ZC; I• SET OF CHARACTERS •1
• SET OF TF; (• SET OF FILES •1
= SET OF TO; 1• SET OF CASTLING TYPES •)
= SET OF TR; 1• SET OF RANKS •1
SET OF TX :
1• SET OF SOME SQUARES •1

/• RECORDS •1

RA
RC
RN
RJ

BOARD
NBORO
ATKFR
ATKTO
ALATK
TPLOC
TMLOC
MOVES
VALUE

1•
1•
1•
1•

BOARDS •1
SIDE TO MOVE •)
ENPASSANT SQUARE •1
MOVE NUMBER •1
CASTLE FLAGS •)
INDEXED BY SQUARE •1
INDEXED BY RANK AND FILE

FRDUBL
FRK7TH

•1

WORDS OF CHARACTERS •I
BOARD VECTORS •1
MESSAGES •)
STRINGS •1

F TRADE
FTRDSL
FTRPOK
FTRPWN
FWK ING
FMMAJM
F MMIMM
FWPAWN
FWROOK
WINDOW

TI;
TI;
TI;
TI;

1•
1•
1•
I•

KING PAWN SHIELD CREDIT •1
KING IN SANCTUARY CREDIT •1
MAXIMUM MATERIAL SCORE •1
NODE LIMIT FOR SEARCH •1

I ARRAY (TFI OF TII
I TI;

I• PAWN ADVANCE CREDIT BY FILE •1
I• PAWN BLOCKED PENALTY •1

I
,
I
I
I
I
I
,
I
I
I
,

1•
1•
1•
I•
1•
1•
I•
1•
1•
I•
1•
I'
1•

TI:
TI:
TI;
TI:
TI;
TIT
TI;
TI;
TI;
TI;
TI:
TI;

TI;
I TI;

PAWN CONNECTED CREDIT •)
PAWN PHALANX CREDIT •I
DOUBLED ROOK CREDIT •1
ROOK ON SEVENTH CREDIT •1
TRADE - GOWN BONUS FACTOR •1
TRADE - GOWN TUNING FACTOR •)
PAWN TRADE - DOWN RELAXATION •1
PAWN TRADE - DOWN FACTOR •)
KING EVALUATION WEIGHT •1
MAJOR PIECE MOBILITY WEIGHT •1
MINOR PIECE MOBILITY WEIGHT •1
PAWN EVALUATION WEIGHT •1
ROOK EVALUATION WEIGHT •1

I• SIZE OF ALPHA - BETA WINDOW •)

I• SWITCHES •1
RD = PACKED RECORD 1• SYNTAX DESCRIPTOR FOR
SINGLE SQUARE •1
ROPC
I
TB:
I.
PIECE
•1
RDSL
TB:
1•
/
•1
ROKQ
I
TB;
IK
OR
0
•1
RDNB
I
TB;
1•
R , N. OR 8 •1
RORK I TB;
1•
RANK
•(

SWEC
SWPA
SWPS
SMRE
SWSU
SWTR

I
I
I
I
t
I

TB;
TB;
TB;
TB;
TB;
TB;

I'
(•
I•
1•
II'

ECHO INPUT •1
PAGING •)
PRINT PRELIMINARY SCORES •1
REPLY WITH MOVE •)
PRINT STATISTICS SUMMARY •I
TRACE TREE SEARCH •1

1•
1•
1•
1•

INPUT CARD IMAGE •1
CURRENT COMMAND •)
CURRENT INPUT LINE POSITION •1
CURRENT COMMAND POSITION •)

ENO;
I• COMMAND PROCESSING DATA •1
RK = RECORD
1• KLUDGE TO FIND NEXT BIT •1
CASE INTEGER OF
02 (RKTBI SET OF I• BITS •1
IT IRKTZI Ti); I• FLOATING POINT NUMBER •I
ENO;

ICARD I
ILINE I
JMTJ I
JNTJ I

RJ;
RJ;
TJ;
TJ;
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Listing 1, continued:
MOVMS I RN:

1• MOVE MESSAGE •)

INTB I = FALSE:
AIINTI .1: 12 INTV;
B,INTI.1 I= INPM;
END;
ENO; 1• SORTIT •I

1• EXIT •1

1• TRANSLATION TABLES •1
XSPB I ARRAY ITPI OF TB;
(PPE I ARRAY (TPI OF YE:
OLL 0 1 ARRAY

IAZL..ZALI OF TO;

XLPE t ARRAY
XRFS I ARRAY
XRRS ARRAY
XNFS I ARRAY
OARS I ARRAY
%R SS I ARRA
XROM I ARRAY Y
ISQS I ARRAY
X550 I ARRAY
XTBC ARRAY
X TED I ARRAY

(TPI
(TF)
(TRI
(TF)
( TRI
( IS)
( TQ.
( T01
(TSI
(TB)
(TEI

OF
OF
OF
OF

TE:
RS:
RS;
RS;

OF
OF
OF
OF
OF
OF
OF

RS;
RS:
RM
RS;
SX,
TC:
TOI

RISC I ARRAY
XTGMPI ARRAY

(TGI OF TC
ITG.TMl OF TP;

AILS I ARRAY
X TMA I ARRAY
XTMQ t ARRAY
XIMV I ARRAY
X T P C I ARRAY
OTPM
ARRAY
(TPU I ARRAY
XIPV ARRAY
XTOA I ARRAY
(TOS I ARRAY
OTRFSI ARRAY
XTSF I ARRAY

(TLI
ITN)
( IN I
(TMI
(TPI

OF
OF
OF
OF
OF

TT:
RA;
TO;
TV:
TC)

ITPI OF TM;
ITPI OF TUI
ITPI OF TV;
( 101 OF RA:
(TO) OF TS *1
ITR,TF) OF TS;
ITS) OF TF;

x TSI I ARRAY
X TSR ARRAY
X TSX I ARRAY

(IS) OF TL;
(TS) OF TRI
(T5) OF TX;

ROSY I ARRAY

(TS) OF TY;

OTUC I ARRAY
XTUMPI ARRAY

(TUN OF TC;
ITU,TMI OF TP;

1• TRUE FOR SWEEP PIECES •)
1• FIRST DIRECTION •1
1• DIRECTION FOR LARGE BOARD
SQUARE DIFFERENCES •1
1• LAST DIRECTION . 1
1• BIT BOARD FOR FILES •1
1• BIT 80AR0 FOR RANKS 1
1• COMP BIT BOARD FOR FILES •1
1• COMP BIT BOARD FOR RANKS •1
1• BIT BOARD FOR BAR INDEX •)
MOVES FOR CASTLE TYPES •)
NOW
(• BIT BOARD FOR CASTLE TYPES •I
1• SET ELEMENT FOR BOA INDEX •)
(• CHARACTERS FOR B00LEANS '1
1• DIRECTION NUMBER TO 10112
SQUARE DIFFERENCE •1
1• CHARACTERS FOR PROMOTION •1
(• PIECE FOR PROMOTION TYPE
AND COLOR •)
1• BOB INDEX FOR 10x12 INDEX •1
I. WORDS FOR COLORS •1
1• CASTLE TYPES FOR SIDE •1
1• SCORE FACTOR FOR SIDE •1
1• CHARACTERS FOR PIECES •)
1• SIDES FOR PIECES •1
1• TYPE FOR PIECE •1
1• VALUES OF PIECES •1
1• WORDS FOR CASTLES •)
1• TO SQUARES FOR CASTLE TYPES
(• B%B INDEX FOR RANK AND FILE
1• FILES FOR SQUARES •1
1. 1OX12 INDEX FOR BAA INDEX •1
1• RANKS FOR SQUARES •)
1• ELEMENT NUMBER FOR BXB
INDEX •)
1• ARRAY SUBSCRIPT INTO BIT BOARD
FOR NOB INDEX •)
1• CHARACTER FOR TYPE •1
1• PIECE FOR TYPE AND SIDE •1

ARRAY (T01 OF RS:

1' UNOCCUPIED SQUARES FOR
CASTLING 1

%RQSAI ARRAY (TO) OF RS;

1• UNAT TACKED SQUARES FOR
CASTLING )

EDGE t ARRAY
CORNRI RS:

1•
1•
1•
1.

XRQSOI

(TEI OF RS:

NULMVI RM;

OTHERI

ARRAY (TM) OF TM:

SYNTAI ARRAY(SYNCF..SYNML) OF RY:

EDGES IN VARICUS DIRECTIONS •1
KING SANCTUARY •1
NULL MOVE •1
OTHER COLOR •1

1• MOVE SYNTAX TABLE •1

1• LARGER OF TWO NUMBERS •1

FUNCTION MAXIA , BITIIITI;
BEGIN
IF A • B THEN
MAX I= A

CIRS;

I . RESULT •1
1. OPERANDS •1

VAR
INTV I TY;

1• BIT BOARD WORD INDEX •1

BEGIN
FOR INTY 1= AY TO ZY DO
C.RSSS I INTYI I= A.RSSS ( INTYI
ENO; I - ANDRS •1

•

B.RSSS ( INTYI;

PROCEDURE CLRRS

1• REMOVE SQUARE FROM BIT
BOARD •)
1• BIT BOARD •)
1• SQUARE TO REMOVE •1

IVAR CIRS:
AITSIS

BEGIN
C.RSSS(XTSY(A)) I. C.RSSS(XTST( AI) XSSX(AIT
END 1• CLRRS •1

PROCEDURE CPYRS 1• COPY OF A BIT BOARD
IVAR CIRS;
1•
RESULT
•)
AIRS);
I. OPERAND •1
VAR
INTY I TY,

•1

1• BIT BOARD WORD INDEX •1

BEGIN
FOR INTY I .

AY TO ZY 00
C.RSSS ( INTYI t= A.RSSSIINTYI;
ENDI 1 • CPYRS •)

PROCEDURE
IORRS
I • UNION DF TWO BIT BOARDS •1
(VAR
CIRS;
1 • RESULT •1
A, aIRS); 1. OPERANDS •1
VAR
INTY

I

TV;

1•

BIT

BOARD

WORD INDEX •1

BEGIN
FOR INTY I = AY TO ZY 00
C.RSSS(INTY) I= A.RSSSIINTYI
ENO: I- IORRS - 1

•

PROCEDURE NEARS
IVAR AIRS ):

I

TY;

B.RSSSIINTYI:

1 • CLEAR BIT BOARD •1
)• BIT BOARD TO CLEAR •1

1'

BIT BOARD WORD INDEX •I

BEGIN
FOR INTY I= AY TO ZY 00
A.RSSSIINTYI t= 11;
END; 1• NEARS •1
1• SMALLER OF TWO NUMBERS •1

MIN(A .BITI)ITI;

BEGIN
IF A < B THEN

PROCEDURE
NOTRS
(VAR
CIRS;

MIN I= A
ELSE
MIN I. RI
ENO; I. MIN •1

AIRS);
VAR
INTY I TY ;

FUNCTION SIGN ( A,BITI)ITI;

BEGIN
SIGN I. TRUNCIB/ ABS(R))
END; I. SIGN •1

1• INTERSECTION OF TWO BIT
BOARDS

(VAR
A, BIRS );

VAR
INTY

ELSE
MAX I= B;
END; (• MAX •1

FUNCTION

PROCEDURE ANORS

1• SIGN CF B APPLIED TO
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF A •)

1.

1•

BIT

1 • COMPLEMENT OF A BIT BOARD •1
1 • RESULT '1

OPERAND

BOARD

•1

WORD

INDEX

•)

BEGIN
FOR INTY I. AT TO ZY DO
C.RSSS(INTT) I. IAX..ZEI-A .RSSS[INTYIT
ENO; 1• NOTRS •1

• ABS(Al;

PROCEDURE SORTIT
(VAR AIRE;
VAR BIRF;
CITWI:
VAR
INTB I JBS
INTM I TWI
INTI I TI;
INTV I TV;
INRM I RN;
BEGIN
FOR INTW I. AW2 TO C DO
BEGIN
IN TI I= INTM - 1;
INTV I = Al INT WI
INRM I= BI IMTN);
INTB 1= TRUE:
WHILE ( INTI I AWI AND INTB DO
IF INTV < A(INTII THEN
BEGIN
A(INTI.1 )
I= A(INTI):
8(INTI.1) I = 8(1 TI).
INT I I= INTI END
ELSE
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I•
(•
1•
1•

SORT PRELIMINARY SCORES •1
ARRAY OF SCORES •1
ARRAY OF MOVES . )
NUMBER OF ENTRIES •1

1:
1.
1•
1•
1•

LOOP EXIT FLAG •1
OUTER LOOP INDEX •1
INNER LOOP INDEX •1
HOLD SCORE •)
HOLD MOVE •1

FUNCTION
NXTTS
(• NEXT ELEMENT IN BIT BOARD •1
IVAR AIRS: 1• BIT BOARD TO LOCATE FIRST
SQUARE, AND THEN REMOVE - 1
VAR BITS
1• SQUARE NUMBER OF FIRST SQUARE
IN NIT BOARD •1
)ITS;
(• TRUE IFF ANY SQUARES WERE SET
INITIALLY •1
LABEL
11;

1•

RETURN

•1

VAR
INTX
I
TXI
1• BIT BOARD BIT INDEX •)
INTO I Ty' 1• BIT BOARD WORD INDEX .
X
I
RK;
1•
KLUOGE
WORD
•1
BEGIN
FOR INTY I- ZY DOWNTO AY DO
IF A.RSTI(INTYI •• 0 THEN
BEGIN

1• LOOP THRU BIT BOARD WORDS •1

8EGIN CDC 6000 DEPENOANT CODE •1
FOLLOWING CODE REQUIRES THE 'EXPO' FUNCTION TO RETURN
THE EXPONENT FROM A FLOATING POINT NUMBER .
IT ALSO ASSUMES
T MAT FLOATING POINT NUMBERS (AVE 4B BIT COEFFICIENTS RIGHTJUSTIFIED IN A WOR0. AND THAT SETS ARE RIGHT - JUSTIFIED IN
A WORD. •1
(•
1•

X.RKTZ I= A.RSTIIINTYI; I. FLOAT
8 t= E %PO 1%.RKTZI • INTY • (,X+".

1•

1•

CONVERT

TO

WORD

SQUARE

-

1

NUMBER

may not initially be very meaningful, we
expect them to be helpful when the user
becomes familiar with the program. Because
Pascal requires that all procedures and functions be defined in the serial listing before
they are called by another portion of the
program, the procedures and functions
which are first defined tend to be primitives.
The main part of the program is concentrated at the end of the listing.
The most important part of the variable
declaration list in terms of understanding the
program is the portion which specifies the
global data base. This includes the current
board (BOARD, a record) and a number of
important arrays. The look-ahead board
(NBORD) is an array listing the piece
occupying each square. The attacks emanating from each square are represented by
ATKFR, an array which lists an 8 by 8 bit
board for each of the 64 squares. The
attacks to each square are represented by
a similar array, ATKTO. The combined
attacks for each side are represented by a 2
item array of 8 by 8 bit boards called
ALATK.
The location of all pieces by type is
represented by an array of 12 8 by 8 bit
boards, TPLOC. The location of all pieces
by color is represented by an array of two
8 by 8 bit boards, TMLOC. The moves are
stored in an array (MOVES) of records.
Each record (RM) contains information
about the from square, to square; whether
a capture is involved and the type of piece
captured, whether the move affects castle
status, involves check or mate, involves a
piece promotion, and whether the move
has been searched yet. Additional arrays
provide information on castling squares,
en passant squares, the location of all pieces,
the location of pawns, etc. To be successful,
a chess program must organize the data base
in a logical manner and be able to manipulate it efficiently.
For reasons of efficiency, the program
often stores the same information in two or
more different ways. Because of this, it is
necessary to be able to translate from one
form to the other. These activities are handled by special arrays. For example, the
XTPC array allows one to use a piece designator (LP, LQ, LK, DQ, etc) as an index and
returns the corresponding character (1 thru
6 for Black pieces and A thru F for White
pieces) which is used when a board representation is printed on the terminal.
There are several general purpose routines
which are needed by the program. Two functions, MIN and MAX, provide the smaller
or larger of two numbers upon request. A
third function, SIGN, applies the sign of
one number to the absolute value of another

Circle 46 on inquiry card.

64K BYTES ON SINGLE CARD
S-100 BUS COMPATIBLE MEMORY
$695
The CI-S100 64K x 8 Dynamic Memory Module
plugs directly into the IMSAI, MITS, TLD, SOL, and
most other S-100 Bus Microcomputers. Using
state of the art 200 ns 16K dynamic RAM chips,
the Cl-S100 allows maximum processor throughput with the use of hidden on board refresh. No
wait states are required even with the Z80 at
4MHz.
Addressability is switch selectable in 4K increments to 64K.
Power consumption is less than 6 watts.
Price is $695 assembled, tested and burned-in.
Full year warranty.

Chrislin Industries, Inc.
Ci

Computer Products Division
31352 Via Colinas • Westlake Village , CA 91361 • 213-991-2254

From EMM - the industry's largest supplier
of 4K static RAMs - a 2114 with a year and
a half of delivery behind it. Not a new part.
Just a new pin -out of a proven part. 1 K x 4
organization . 5V only. Standard 18-pin DIP.
It draws only 300 mw , has all the speed you
need for microprocessor applications.

E
A division of Electronic Memories & Magnetics Corporation
3883 North 28th Avenue, Phoenix , Arizona 85017 (602) 263-0202

Circle 134 on inquiry card.
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Listing 1, continued:
1• x.RKTB 1. X.RKTB - (47 ],
1• A.IS T I(INTYI TRUNCIX.RKTZI:
1• NXTTS I. TRUE:

1• GOTO II;
1••• ENO CDC 6000 DEPENDANT CODE •)
1••• BEGIN MACHINE INDEPENDENT CODE •1
FOR INTO I. ZX 00WNTO AX 00
IF INTX IN A.NSSS ( INTY) THEM
BEGIN
B 1. I NTX•INTY • IZX•11;
A.RSSS ( INTO ) 1= A.RSSSIINTY) -

I••

NXTTS 1= TRUE;
GOTO 11:
ENO;
END MACHINE INDEPENDENT CODE •1

ENO;
NXTTS 1= FALSE;
111 (• RETURN •1
END; f- NXTTS •1

1•
1•
1•
1•

REMOVE MOST SIGNIFICANT BIT •1
IN TEGERIZE •1
RETURN A BIT SET •1
RETURN •1

1• LOOP THROUGH BITS IN WORD OF
SET •1

1• RETURN
(INTO);
1• REMOVE
1• RETURN
(• RETURN

SQUARE NUMBER •1
BIT FROM WORD •1
A BIT SET •1
•1

(• ENDI
1•S1.1 BEGIN
1• FOR INTY I= AY TO ZY 00 1• SHIFT WORDS •1
I. BEGIN
1• B.RSSS(INTY] I= B.RSSSIINTY) - EDGE(S41.RSSSIINTYI:
1• INRS.RSSS[INTYI 1= B.RSSS(INTY) • (AX..AX•71;
1• A.RSTI(INTYI 1= B.RSTIIINTYI DIN 256:
END:
1• FOR INTY I= AY TO ZY-1 00 (• CARRY BETWEEN WORDS •1
1• A.RSTII INTYI 1= A.RSTI[INTO) • INRS.RSTI(INTY• 1) • PZXB:
1ENO"
(:1 11 BEGIN
1• SFTRS(INRS,A,S1/;
I SFTRSIA.INRS.52);
` END;
1.821 BEGIN
1• SF T RS I IMRS. B. SO)I
1• SFTRS(A. INRS.S31;
1•

END"

1.631 BEGIN
I. SFTRS( INRS,B,S3);
1• SFTRS(A.INRS.S4);
1• ENO;

(• ELSE RETURN NC BITS SET •1

(-B41 BEGIN
1• SFTRSINRS.B,SAII
I. SFTRS:A.INRS. S11I
1` END;
I-N11 BEGIN

FUNCTION CNTRS

(AIRS)STS:
VAR
INTY I TY;
INTS 1 IS!
IMRS 1 RS:
IMTS I TS;

1• COUNT MEMBERS OF A BIT
BOA R0 . I
1• BIT BOARD TO COUNT •1

1•
1•
1•
(•

BIT BOARD WORD INDEX •1
TEMPORARY .
TEN
SCRATCH •)
SCRATCH •1

(••' BEGIN CDC 6000 DEPENDENT CODE •)
1••• FOLLOWING CODE REQUIRES THE 'CARD'
1••• COUNT THE MEMBERS IN A SET. •1
(•FOR INTY I= AY TO ZY DO

I. SFTRS IINRS. B.B2);
1• SFTRSIA.INRS.S21"
1• END)

(•N31 BEGIN
I• SFTRS( INRS,B.B 21;
(• SFTRSIA. INRS,S 31i
1• END;
1•N41 BEGIN

BEGIN
INTS 1= 0;
1••• BEGIN MACHINE INDEPENDENT CODE •1
CPY RS(IMRS.A1;
WHILE NXTTS IIMRS . IMTS) DO
INTS I= INOS•I;
1... END MACHINE INDEPENDENT CODE •1

1• SFTRS I I NRS. B. B 11;
I. SFTRS I A. INKS. S2)I
ENO;
:: .2 1 BEGIN

I. SFTRS IIMRS , B,B31;
1• SFTRSIA. INRS.S 311
1• ENO;

I• COUNT SQUARES •)

FUNCTION TO

(• INTS I= INTS • CAROIA.RSSS[INTY11;
1 •• END CDC DEPENDENT CODE •1
CNTRS I= INTS:
ENO; 1• CNTRS •)

1• RETURN SUN •1

PROCEDURE SETRS

1• INSERT SQUARE INTO BIT
BOARD •1
1• BIT BOARD •1
I- SQUARE TO INSERT •1

(•N51 BEGIN
1• SFTRS(IN RS . B.831i
1• SFTRSIA. INRS.S4)1
1• END1

1•N61 BEGIN
I. SFTRS; IMRS.
4)
:::
41
SFTRS IA.IM"
l• END;
(•N7) BEGIN
1• SFTRSIINRS. B.B41;
1• SFTRS I A, INRS.S I II
1• END"
1•NBI BEGIN
1• SFTRS( INRS,B.B11:
1• SF TRS I A. INKS. Si) I
1•

(VAR CIRS;
AITS)I

BEGIN
C.RSSS(STSY(AII I= C.RSSS(DTSO(AII • %SSX(A1:
END; 1• SETRS •)

END;

TEND;
1... END CDC 6000 DEPENDENT CODE •1
END: 1• SFTRS •(

FUNCTION
(AIRS;

INRSTB

PROCEDURE SFTRS (• SHIFT BIT BOARD •1
(VAR AIRS: 1• RESULT •I
SIRS
I . SOURCE •1
CITE);
(•
DIRECTION
•1
VAR
INKS
1
RS;
(•
SCRATCH
•)
TS;
(•
SCRATCH
•1
INTS I
INTO
I
TY;
1•
BIT BOARD WORD INDEX •1

BEGIN MACHINE INDEPENDENT CODE
NEWRS(A1:
WHILE

1• CLEAR

NEW BIT BOARD •1

NXTTS(B.INTS) DO

IF XTLSIXTSL( INTSI •XTED( CII • 0 THEN
1• SHIFT EACH BIT •1
SE TRSIA . X IL SIX TSL ( INTS ) •X TE D(C) I)I
1••` ENO MACHINE INDEPENDE HT CODE •1
1••• BEGIN CDC 6000 DEPENDENT CODE •1
l•• FOLLOWING CODE ASSUMES TNAT MULTIPLICATION OR DIVISION
1••• BY A CONSTANT POWER OF 2 IS DONE WITH A SHIFT INSTRUCTION. •1
1•CASE C OF
1•SII BEGIN
1• FOR INTY 1 = AY TO ZY DO 1• SHIFT ONE PLACE •1
1• BEGIN
1• B.RSSS ( INTYI 1. B.RSSS ( INTY ) - EDGE ( S1).RSSS[INTY))
1• A.RSTIIINTYI I. B.RSTI[INTY1 DIV 21
1•
END;
1• END
1•S21 BEGIN

(• FOR INTY I. AY TO ZY DO 1• SHIFT WORDS •1
0. BEGIN
.
1• B.RSSS [ INTYI 1. B.RSSS
( INTYI - ED GE ( S21.RSSS ( INTYIi
B.RSSS ( INTY ) • [ ZX-7..2%IS
• INRS.RSSS ( INTYI I
1• A.RSSS ( INIY ) I. B. RSSS(INTYI - [ Zx-7..ZX)i
1 A.RSTI [ INTY) 1• A. RS TI ( INTYI • 256
I.

BEGIN
INRSTB I= %SSX(BI
ENO; I- INSISTS -1

END;

1• FOR INTO 1 = AO.1 TO ZY DO 1 • CARRY BETWEEN WORDS •1
1• NO.
A.PSTI ( INTYI I = A.RSTI ( INTYI • INRS.RSTI ( INTT-11 DIV PZXBi
IV
1•S31 BEGIN
(• FOR INTY 1 . AY TO ZY 00 1• SHIFT ONE PLACE •)
(• BEGIN
1• ARSSS ( INTY ) 1= B.RSSS ( INTY ) - EOGE ( S3).RSSS ( INTY1;
1• A..RSTIIINTYI I. A.RSTII INTTI • 2"
1 END.
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SQUARE IN BIT BOARD BOOLEAN •1
BIT BOARD •1

1 • SQUARE IN QUESTION •1

.= A.RSSS [ XTSY(B11"

FUNCTION NULRS 1• NULL BIT BOARD •1
IAIRS
I
1•
.
BIT
BOARD TO CHECK •)
ITB1
1•
TRUE
IF BIT BOARD EMPTY •1
VAR
INTO I TY;
INTS I TB;

BEGIN

1 •
(•

BITSIITB;

1• BIT BOARD WORD INDEX •1
1• TEMPORARY VALUE . 1

BEGIN
IWT S I= TRUE;
FOR INTY 1= AY TO ZY 00
INTB t= INTB AND (A .RSTI(INTO) = 0)I
NULRS 1= INTB;
END; I. NULRS •)

FUNCTION NULMVB (• NULL HOVE BOOLEAN
IAtRM) 1• MOVE TO TEST . 1
ITB"
BEGIN

1•

TRUE

IF

MULL

MOVE

•1
•1

WITH A DO
NULMVB 1. RMAC AND RMPR AND (NOT RMCAIi
ENOI 1• NULMVB •)

PROCEDURE INICONI
VAR
INTO I T0;
INTE I
INTF I
IN TI I
INTL I
INTO I
INTR 1
INTT I
INTX I
INTY I
IN TI I
INRS 1

TE"
IF;
TI;
TL;
TO;
TR;
TT;
TX;
TY;
TI;
RS;

I- INITIALIZE GLOBAL CONSTANTS •)

i•
1•
1•
I.

DIRECTION INDEX •1
DIRECTION •1
FILE INDEX •1
SCRATCH •)

1• LARGE BOARD INDEX •1
I. CASTLE TYPE INDEX •)
f• RANK INDEX •)

1•
1•
1.
1•
1•

SQUARE INDEX •1
SET ELEMENT INDEX •1
8IT BOARD WORD INDEX •1
SCRATCH •)
SCRATCH •)

number. A general purpose sort routine,
SORTIT, is also provided.

Manipulating the Bit Boards
There are a number of primitive operations which involve the manipulation of
information represented in bit board form.
A bit board is one or more computer words
which have a bit set in specific locations to
represent the occurrence or nonoccurrence
of a particular event. For example eight
8 bit words can be used to represent the
eight rows of a chessboard. Each bit corresponds to one square. To represent the location of all White pawns, a bit is set (ie: 1)
in the proper locations and all other locations remain clear (ie: 0). This method for
representing and manipulating information is
very useful in chess programming. For this
reason, the first actions defined by our
chess program are a set of procedures and
functions for manipulating bit boards.

The actions represented are:
(1) the intersection of two bit boards
(ANDRS);
(2) the union of two bit boards
(10 R RS);
(3) the complement of a bit board
(NOTRS);
(4) setting a bit in a bit board (SETRS);
(5) removing a bit from a bit board
(CLRRS);
(6) counting the number of bits that are
set on a bit board (CNTRS);
(7) making a copy of a bit board
(CPYRS);
(8) setting all bits to 0 (NEWRS);
(9) shifting all bits in a particular direction (SFTRS);
(10) determining whether a particular bit
is set (INRSTB);
(11)determining whether a bit board is
empty, ie: has no bits set (NULRS); and

(12) finding and reporting integer value
for a location where a bit is set (NXTTS).
Since these routines are used repeatedly
by the program, you can decrease the
move calculation time quite a bit by implementing these primitives in assembly language. You will note that the function
NXTTS is written in two ways: machine
independent code, and code which is compatible only with the Control Data 6000
series machines. There are a number of
places in the program where execution time
can be enhanced by substituting machine
dependent code which takes advantage of
one or more special features of the hardware you are using. It would be helpful,
also, if functions in Pascal could return an

array or record instead of just a single
value. There are many places in the program where this type of function would be
more logical and more efficient than using a
procedure (ie: subroutine). If one were to
consider the best of all possible worlds,
it would be especially nice if the bit map
manipulations could be compiled in line.
With the Pascal arrangement, many of the
procedure calls take as much time as the
execution of the procedure.
Initial Steps
It is also necessary at the beginning of the
program to provide values for the variables
which define the chess environment, such as
piece characteristics. For example, a White
pawn is represented as LP for some purposes
and as the letter A for other purposes. It
has the color LITE, is not a sweep piece,
and moves only in certain directions. It is
necessary to initialize the translation tables,
the constant and variable 8 by 8 bit boards,
and a number of other tables. The three
routines which are called to do this when the
program is first activated are INISYN,
INIXTP and INICON. A fourth procedure
(INITAL) is called by the main program
to get ready for a new game. It will be called
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Smo gnat Broadcasting presents the

SG-1 SOURCE GENERATOR
Program for disassembly of object code into source code
for direct editing and re-assembly.
• Output directed to tape or disk with either SWTPCo's
co-resident assembler format, or Smoke Signal Broadcasting's Text Editing System format.
• Reports number of bytes in source code file, number
of external labels, number of local labels, and number
of variables for computing memory space necessary
to assembly source code generated.
Only $24. 95 (on cassette ), $ 30.95 ( on diskette)
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Listing 1, continued:

XTRFSIINTR . INTFI 1= INTT;
XTLS( INTLI is INTT;
1• INITIALIZE MOVE SYNTAX
TABLE ENTRY •1
1• MOVE SYNTAX •)

PROCEDURE INISYN
(A IRA I;
BEGIN
KITH SYNTX( INTI) DO
BEGIN

XTSRIINTTI I= INTR;
XTSFJIM TT I I= I N T F I
INTL I= INTL.1;
END

WITH RYLS 00
BEGIN
ROPC I TRUE:
RDSL I= A(AA..I
RDKO 1s A(AA.11
RDNB I- A(AA.21
BORK I . A(AA.31 <> 'i
END;

INTL I. IMTL.2;

(•• INITIALIZE 6X8 TO BIT BOARD TABLES •)
INTT 1• -1;
FOR INTY 1= AY TO ZY DO
BEGIN
FOR INTO I . AX TO ZX 00
BEGIN
INTT I. INTT.I;
XT SXI INTTI 1= INTO;
XTSYIINTTI I= INTFI
XSSVIINTTI I (INTX1:
NEWR5(XRSS (IN TTII
XRSSIINTTI.RSSS(INTYI Is IINTXI:
END:
END;

BORIC A[AA.9( <> ,
ENO;
END;
INTI I= INTI.1:
END )• INISYN •1

1• INITIALIZE PIECE TRANSLATION
TABLES . 1
1• PIECE TO BE TRANSLATED •1
1• DISPLAY EQUIVALENT •1

(A I TP;
B 1 TC;
C I TM:
D
E
F
G
H

I
1
I
I
I

I. COLOR OF PIECE 1
1• TYPE OF PIECE •1

TU:
TB;
TE;
TE;
TVI;

(•
(•
1•
I.

TRUE IF SWEEP PIECE •1
FIRST DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT •1
LAST DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT •1
VALUE OF PIECE •1

BEGIN
XTPC (A] 1. B;
XTPM(A) C;
XSPB(AI 1= ET
XFPE(A) F;
XLPE(AI 1. G:
XTPUTAI 1= 0;
XTPV(A] 1= H;
IF A <. MT THEN
XTUMP(D,CI I.'A;
END; 1• INIXTP •)

1•• INITIALIZE CONSTANT BIT BOARDS •1
FOR INTR 1 = RS TO RB DO
NENRS ( XRRSI INTI I;
FOR INTF Is F1 TO FB DO
NEWRS (XRFSI INTF)):
FOR INTR i s RI TO R6 DO
FOR INTF t= F1 TO F6 00
BEGIN
SETRSI XRRS [ INTRI, XTRFS( INTR. INTF III
SETRS (XRFS( INTFI.XTRFS ( INTR•INTFI)I
END;
FOR INTF I . F1 TO FB 00
NOTRS ( XNFS ( INTF( . XRFS( INTF I);
FOR INTR Is RI TO RB DO
N 0TRS ( XNRS ( INTR ). XRRS ( INTRII(
(•• INITIALIZE EDGES •)
CPYRS ( EDGE; 51) , XRFS) F111;
CPYRS IEDGE 152) , XRRS; R/11;
CPYRS ( EDGE ( S31,XRFS IFBIII
CPYRS I EDGE I S4 I , XRRS I R IIIIORRS IEDGE ( Bi),EDGE ( S11,EDGE(S21);
IORRS I EDGE ( B2),EOGE I S21•E 0GE IS311;
IORRS IE 0GEIS3 I , E DEE ) S31 r E DGE( 5411;
IORRSIEDGEIB41 • EDGEIS41 • EOGEIS1)I;
IORRS ( ED GE INTI , EDGE ( 81). XRRS I R7) I;
IORRS IEDGE I N2 ). E DGE 1821 , XRRS IR7)U
IORRS IEDGE ( N31,EOGE 1821 , XRFS(F71):
IORRS IEDGE ( N41,EDGE(B31,XRFSIF7)I:
IORRS(EDGE ( N5 ],EDGE(B3) • XRRS(R2)li
IORRS IEDGE ( N 61,EOGE ( B41,XRRS(R211:
IORRS IEDGE ( N71•EDGE ( 941,XRFS(F211;
IORRSIEDGE ( NB),EOGE ( B11.XRFS(FI)1I

BEGIN 1• INICON •)
(•• INITIALIZE PIECE CHARACTERISTICS •1
INIXTPILP.'1'.LITE . EP.FALSE . B1.B2r164):
INIXTPILR .' B', LITE , ER,T RUE ,S1 . S4.5•6411
INIXTPILN, " C'.L ITE . EN.FALSE. N I . NO, 3.641
INIXTP ( LB•'D'LITE . EB,T RUE . 81,84 , 3.641:
INI XTP)LO ,' E^:LITE , EO, TRUE , B1.S4 , 9•64);
INI%TPI LK ,^ F LITE • EK. FALSE, 01 . S 4.01
SNI%TPIDP,'1DARK ,EP,FALSE . 63.B4 ,- 1641;
INIXTP(OR ,' 2'.OARK.ER . IRUE , S1.S4, - 5.641;
INIXTPION ." 3',D ARK , EN, FALSE. N1,N B ,- 3.641;
INIXIPIDB .^ 4DARK .EB.TRUE . SI.B4, - 3.641;
INIXTPIOQ .
D ARK.ED.I RUE . BI,S4.-9.641;
INIXTP I 0K.- 6 0 ARK . EK. FALSE.8 I . 54.01;
INIXTP(MT ."-'. NONE . EP.FALSE.82 . B1,01I

XTGMP( PQ,DARKI 1=
XTGMP(PO,LITEI I= LQ;
XTGMP(PR,LITEI 1= LRI XiGMP( PR.DARKI 1=
XTGMPIPN ,L ITEI 1 LN; XTGMP (PN.DARKI t =
XTGMP ( PB.L ITEI 1 = LB: XTGMP[PB, OARKI I=

1•• INITIALIZE CORNER MASK •)
00; XTGC( PQ) t=
DR XTGCIPRI t=
ON; XTGCIPNI t=
OR; XTGC ( PBI 1=

'0';
'R^
'N';
^B'

XTUC(EKI I= ^K';
X TUC(E01 I= '0':
zTUC I ER) 1= R^;
X TUC( ENJ 1 N

IORRSIINRS . XRRS ( R11,%RRSf R211:
IORRSIINRS . INRS.XRRS IR7I)I
IORRSIINRS , INRS,XRRS[RB II;
IORRSICORN R ,X RFS(F 11,XRF5(F21);
IORRS ICORNR . CORNR . XRFS(F711;
IORRS ICORNR . CORNR,XRFSIFBII;
ANDRS ( CORNR , CORNR, INRS):
(•• INITIALIZE DIRECTION TABLE •)

X TUCI EB) I= B
X TUCIEPI Is ^P^.

UTED(NI)I= 19; XTEO(N211. 21;
6;XTEOI9I II
9;XTE0(S211= 10;XTED(8211= 11:XTE0( N3)I= 12;
xTEDISI II= -1: XTEO(S3]I• 1;
XTEOIN?It=-12. -11;XTEDIS4)1 =-SO:X TEDIB3II = -9;XTEDI N4)1= -B;
XTED(N611=-21; OTED[N51t=-19
XTEOINOII=

1•• INITIALIZE OTHER CONSTANTS
XTBC ( FALSEI I=
XTBCITIt UE I I= '• .

1•• INITIALIZE SQUARE DIFFERENCE TO DIRECTION TABLE •)

OTHER ( LITE) I s DARK ;
OTHER) DARK) /= LITE:
OTHER [NONE, I= NONE;
XTMA (LITEI is ^
XTMA ( DARK I t=
XTMAI NONE) I-

1• ADVANCE LARGE BOARD INDEX TO
SKIP BORDER •)

ENO;

RYCH 1. A(AA.41;
WITH RYRS DO
BEGIN
ROPC 1= A(AA.5)
ROSL I A(AA.61
ROKO 1= AI AA.11
'DNB 1= A(AA.61

PROCEDURE INIXTP

XTSLIINTT) 1= INTL:

1• SET MATRIX TO VECTOR
TRANSLATION •1
(• SET LARGE BOARD TRANSLATION
TABLE WITH SMALL BOARD
INDEX •)
)• SET SMALL BOARD TRANSLATION
TABLE WITH LARGE BOARD
INDEX •1
)• SET RANK OF SQUARE •1
1• SET FILE OF SQUARE •)
1• ADVANCE LARGE BOARD INDEX •1

XTMV (LITEI 1= S;
XTMV ( DARKI 1= -1;

FOR INTI I= AIL TO ZAL DO
XLLD( INTII I= 0;
FOR INTE I= 81 TO S4 03
BEGIN
INTD is XTED(INTEI;
FOR IMTI I= J. TO 7 DO
XLLD(IMTI•INTD) Is INTO;
END;

WHITE
BLACK

N0 ONE

KING'i
XTQA[LSI 1. :
XTQA t LLI I. WHITE
WHITE LONG,
XTQA ( DS) I. BLACK KING";
KTQA ( DLI I. BLACK LONG"i

FOR INTE is Ni TO NO DO
XLL D(XTE 0( INTE(I I S XTEO(INTE1;
1•• INITIALIZE CASTLING TRANSLATION TABLES •1

(•• INITIALIZE 10X12 TO

BIB AND 0X0 TO 10%12 TRANSLATION TABLES •)

FOR INTL 1• AL TO ZL 00 t• LOOP THROUGH LARGE BO ARD •)
ARRAY OF
TO OFF BA
O RO •)
XTLS(INTII
I. PRESET
-1;
INTL I. 21;
INTT I. -1:
FOR INTR 1 . R1 TO RB DO
BEGIN
FOR INTF I . F1 TO FB 00
BEGIN
INTT I- INTT.1;
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I• INDEX OF FIRST SQUARE ON LARGE
BOARD •)
1• INDEX OF FIRST SQUARE ON SMALL
BOARD •)
1• LOOP THROUGH RANKS •)

IORRSIXSQS [ LSI,XRSS ( XTRFS ( R1,FBI),XRSSS (I XTRFS[R1,F5111;
X % T RFS ( R1.FSI ));
IORRSIXSOS ( OSI,XRSS ( XTRFS ( RO,F 811,XRSS(XTRFS ( MU.FSII I(
IORRSIXSQS ( OLIrXRSS (% TRFS ( RB,F1l ) ,XRSS ( XTRFS ( RB.FBI...
IORRSIXROSO ( LSI•%RSS ( %TRFS( R1,F611,XRSS(XTRFS ( Ri.F7ll)i
IORRS ( XROSO ( L U ,XRSS[ XTRFS1 RI . FM 11, X RSS ( X TRFS ( RI, F31 ...
I0RRSIXROSAILSI ,% RSS(XTRFS I RI • F 511,%RQSO(LS11I
IORRSIXRQS A (LLI,XRSS(XTRFS( RS,F511,XROSOILL l:I
IORRSIXRQSO [L U .XRSSIXTRFS( R1,F211,XROSO(LL)11

(• LOOP THROUGH FILES •)
(• ADVANCE SMALL BOARD INDEX •1

IDRRSIXROSO(DS1,0RSSI XTRFS( RB• F611,X BSS( XTRFS( RB, F7) Ili
IORRSIXRQSO(OLI,XRSS(XTRFSIRB•F41).XRSSIXTRFSIRB ,F3)...

Circle 82 on inquiry card.

more than once if the user wishes to play
more than one game.
During the development of the program,
it is necessary to determine whether the
individual procedures are functioning properly. To do this, it is helpful to have a few
primitive print routines which can provide
information about the internal workings in
a form which is understandable to the programmer. These same routines are also called
by the main input/output (10) routine
(READER) which appears later in the
program.
One of these routines (PRIMOV) prints
an internal representation of the machine's
move. Another prints an 8 by 8 array
representing the board (PRINTB). This
consists of numbers for Black's pieces
(Black pawn = 1; Black King = 6) and letters
for White's pieces (White pawn = A; White
King = F) with empty squares represented
by a -. The PRINBB routine prints an
8 by 8 array representing a bit board. In
this case an asterisk (*) stands for a square
where a bit is set and a minus sign (-)
stands for a square where a bit has not
been set. An attack map is printed by
PRINAM and this consists of 64 (one for
each square) 8 by 8 bit maps in which an
* stands for a bit which is set and a - stands
for a clear bit.
Other useful print routines include one
which permits a user controlled pause during
printing (PAUSER) and one which informs
the programmer of the status of particular
control switches (PRISWI). Because of
Pascal's serial requirement (ie: every procedure must be defined before it can be called
by another procedure), these routines appear
early in the program so that they can be
used to test the procedures and functions
which follow.
In part 1 we mentioned incremental updating as an important feature of an efficient chess program. It is necessary to
apply an evaluation function to the terminal
nodes of the look-ahead tree. These evaluations, if they are at all sophisticated, require
a substantial amount of detailed information
about the position. Although it is possible
to calculate this information separately for
each evaluation, this is not a very efficient
procedure, because adjacent nodes are
almost identical. Most of the information
which would be calculated each time would
be redundant. A more efficient alternative
is to "update" and "downdate" the relevant
data base incrementally as the program
moves about in the look-ahead tree. This
capability requires quite a bit of special
programming.

Several primitive routines are very useful
for this. If the move involves a capture, it

NO FRILLS! NO GIMMICKS! JUST GREAT

DISCOUNTS
MAIL ORDER ONLY
HAZELTINE
1400 ............. $ 699.00
1500 ............. 995.00
Mod 1 ............ 1495.00
CENTRONICS
779 .............. 895.00
779 tractor ......... 950.00
700 tractor ......... 1095 .00
761 KSR tractor ..... 1595 .00
703 tractor ......... 2195 .00
NORTHSTAR
Horizon I assembled.. 1629.00
kit ....... 1339. 00
Horizon II assembled.. 1999.00

kit ....... 1599.00
Disk System ........ 589.00
TELETYPE
Mod 43 ........... 1095 . 00
IMS
16K Static Memory ... 350.00

DIGITAL SYSTEMS
Computer ....... ...$ 4345.00
Double Density
Dual Drive ........ 2433.00
IMSAI
VDP 80/ 1000 ....... $5895.00
VDP 40 ............ 3895.00
VDP42 ............ 3995.00
VDP44 ............ 4250.00
16K Memory assem.. . 399.00
PCS 80/ 15 ......... 679.00
15% off on all other
IMSAI products
CROMEMCO
System III $1000 off .. 4990.00
10% off on all other
Cromemco products
ADDS
Regent 100 ......... 1095.00

Most items in stock for immediate delivery . Factory-fresh, sealed cartons.

DATA DISCOUNT CENTER P.O. Box 100
135-53 Northern Blvd ., Flushing , New York 11354, 2121465.6609
N.Y.S. residents add appropriate Sales Tax. Shipping FOB N.Y.
BankAmericard. Master Charge add 3%. COD orders require 25% deposit.
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SMART BUG
A Cure For Mikbugitus

1024 byte monitor program for use with
MOTOROLA 6800 microprocessor
•The only monitor really MIKBUG compatible.
• Designed to replace the MIKBUG ROM used in many
systems including the SWTPCo's 6800 microcomputer.
• TRACE feature allows user to single step through a
program, examining the registers if desired.
• MIKBUG entry locations maintained, including most
relatively obscure ones.
• Quick program debugging when the TRACE is used
with BREAKPOINT.
Instruction Manual and Complete Source Listing .... $19.50
SMARTBUG on 2708 including listing ....... $39.95
SMARTBUG on 2716 including listing ....... $49.95
We're the "CHIEF" in 6800 products software
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Listing 1, continued:
IORRS ( XROSA ( OS).1RSS (XTRFS( RB,F511. 1ROS0(00I);
F2 )). 1ROSO(DL11;
R6.F5
IORRS ( XRQSA (OLI.XR SS(XTRFS( oo,
)). XRQ50(DL)1;
IORRS ( XRQSO (OLI.XRSS EXTRFSt

FPAOCR(F61 I. 5)
FPAOCRIF7) U. 0;
fPADCR( FBI I. 0,

FOR INTO 1. LS TO DL DO
WITH XRQMI INTO( 00
BEGIN
RMCP
RMC A
RMAC
RMCH
RMMT
RMIL
RMSU
RMPR
RM00

FPBLOK I. 20;
FPCONN I. 5;
FPFLNX Ia 12;

MTV
I.

1
I.

FALSE;
TRUE;
FALSE;
FALSE;
FALSE;
FALSE;
FALSE;
TRUE;

FRDUBL
FRKZTN
F TRADE
FTROSL
FTRPOK
FTRPWN

END;
X RO MI LS I. RMFR
XROM ( LL I. RMFR
XR OM[OS (.RMFR
XRQMI DLI. RMFR

1= BTAPS ) RI. F51;
I xTRFS ( R1.F51;
1 XTRFS ( RB.F5I;

BROW ( LS I. RHOS
XROM ( LL I. RMQS
X ROM ( DS I. RMDS

1= FALSE;
1= TRUE;

xTRFS ( RB.F51;

FNAXMT I. 256%
F NOOEL 1. 30;
FPAOCR(FII I. 0;
FPAOCRIF2I I. 0;
FPADCR(F3) n 5;
FPAOCRIf)J I. 10;
FPADCR(F5) I. 15;

XROMILSI.RMTO 1= XTRFS(R1.F7);
XRQMILLI.RMTO I= XTRFS( R S.F31;
XROMIISI.RMTO
XTRFSIRB.F71:
XROMIOLI.RM TO 1= XTRFS ( RB.F31;

1.
1.
1=
U.
1.
I.

60;
120.
36;
5156;
2;
B;

FAKING I. 50;
FNMAJM
FNMINN 200;
FNPANN 1. 100%
FWROOK 1 2;
WINDOW 1. 30;

1•• INITIALIZE SWITCHES •)

XRO N T DL I. RMQS

SREC 1= TRUE;
SW RA 1 TRUE;
SWPS FALSE;
SWRE TRUE;
SWSU 1= FALSE;
SWTR 1 = FALSE;

FALSE;
TRUE:

XTMQ(LITEI I= LS;
XTMQ I DARK( I- DS;

(•• INITIALIZE MAIN LOOP CONTROL

XTQS ( LSI I• XTRFS ( R1,F6);
XTQSILLI I = XTRFS ( RI,F1I;
XTQSI DST I. XTRFSIRB•FB1:
XTQS ( OL) I. XTRFS ( RB,FII;

VARIABLES . 1

GOING U. 0;
END; (• INICON •)

I•• INITIALIZE NULL MOVE •)
WITH NULMV 00
BEGIN
RMFR
RMTO
RMCP
RMCA
RMAC
RMCM
RNMT
RMIL
RMSU
RMPR
RMPP

I=
I
I
1.
I=
I =
1=
I =
I=
I.
I=

A5;
AS;
NT;
FALSE;
TRUE;
FALSE;
FALSE;

1• INITIALIZE FOR A NEW GAME •)

VAR
INTF , TF;
INTR 1 TR;

1• FILE INDEX •)
(• RANK INDEX •1

BEGIN
WITH A 00
BEGIN

FALSE;
FALSE;
TRUE;
P8;

RBTM I. LITE;
ROTS 1= -1;
RBTI I 0;

END;

(•• INITIALIZE COMMAND PROCESSING

PROCEDURE INITALIVAR AIRS);

VARIABLES •)

JMTJ = ZJ;
ICARD(ZJI
ILINE ( ZJ1 1=
1•• INITIALIZE MOVES SYNTAX TABLE •1
INTI 1= SYNCF;
INISYN( . P ^1.
INISYNI^ •P/ 1"1;
INISYN ;^/
1•P ^1;
INISYN (^ • P/ R ^1:
INISYN ('/ R •P ^1;
• P/ R1^1;
INISYNI '
^1;
INISYN (^/ RIP
' ^ • P/KR
INISIN (^/ KR •P ^1;
INISYN
INISYN (^ • P/KR1^1;
INISYN ("/ KRL•P ^1;
INISYN (^/
1•P/ 1^1:
INISYN (^/ RP/ R ^1;
1•P/ R ^1;
INI SYNI ^/
INI SYNI ^/ R 'P/ 1;
INISYN )"/ III- P' 1^11
1•P/ R1^1;
INISYN (^/
INI SYN( '/ R11 P/ R ^1
INISYN ('/ R •P/ R1");
INISYN ("/ KR P/ I^1:
INI SYNI ^/
1•P/KR
INISYN/^ / KR •P/ R
INISYN ("I R -P KR ^1;
1•P/KRS");
INISYN (^/
INISYN (^/ KR1•P/ 1");
INISYN )"
R •P/KR1^1;
INISYN ('/ KRI•P/ R ^1;
INISYN ("/ RS•P/ R1^1;
INISYN ("/ KR •P/ R1^);
INISYN ("/ RI•P/KR
INISYN ('/ KR •P/KR
INISYN ("/ KR1•P/ R1
INISYN (^/ R1•P/KR1
INISYN (^/ KR1•P/KR
INISYN ("/ KR •P/KRI.);
INISYN (^/ KRI-P / KR1");
INISYN (' - RI-1;
INISYN (" KR1^
INISYN ("/ 1- R1^1;
INISYN (^/ R - R1^1:
INISYN ("/ 1- KR1"1;
INISYN ("/ R - KRI- ;
INISYN (^/ R1- R1");
INISYN ('/ KR - R1"/;
INISYN (^/ RI- KR1^);
INISYN (^/ KR - KRI 1;
INISYN (^/ KRI- KRS^);

(•• INITIALIZE LETS •1
FKPSHO 1. 10;
F KSANO I. 150;
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RBSQ 1 ILS,LL,DS.OL);
FOR INTF 1= F1 TO FB DO
BEGIN
RBIRF ( R2,INTFI 1= LP;
FOR INTR 1= R3 TO R6 DO
RBIRF ( INIII .INTFI 1= NT;

RBIRF [ R7,INTFI I= DP;
END;
RAIRFIR1 ,F1I 1= LR;

(•
1•
1•
1•
I•

SIDE TO MOVE
NO ENPASSANT
GAME HAS NOT
ALL CASTLING
LOOP THROUGH

•)
SQUARE •1
STARTED •)
MOVES LEGAL •1
ALL FILES •)

1'
(•
(•
1•

SET LIGHT PAWNS ON BOARD •)
LOOP TMRU MIDD LE OF BOARD •1
SET MIDDLE OF BOARD EMPTY •1
SET DARK PAWNS ON BOARD •1

(• SET REMAINDER OF PIECES ON
BOARD •1

RBIRFIR1 . F21 1= LN;
RBIRFIR1 , F3) I- LB;
RBIRF ( RI F4 1 1= L0;
RBIRF ( R1,F5I 1 LK:
RBIRFER1.F6I I LB;
RB IRFIR1 , F71 I LN;
RBIRF I RI.FBI 1= LR;
RB IRFIR1 , FII I DR;
RBIRF ( RB,F21 1 ON;
R BIRFERB . F31 OB;
RBIRPIRS, F41 1= Do;
RBIRFIRS.
, F51 1 OK;
RBIRF IRS F61 1 OB;
RBIRFIRA , F71 1= DN;
RBIRFIRS , F BI I= DR:
MOVMS 1= " ENTER MOVE CR TYPE GO.
N RITE LN( MOANS)
LSTMV I. NULMV;

(• INITIALIZE PREVIOUS MOVE •)

P) D;
END: (- INITAL •1

PROCEDURE

PAUSER;

1 • PAUSE FOR CARRIAGE RETURN •)

BEGIN
IF SWPA THEN
BEGIN
ORIIILNI" RAISING -I'
R EADLN,
END;
ENO; I. PAUSER •1

PROCEOURE

PRIMOV(AIRMI ;

(• PRINT A MOVE •1

BEGIN
WITH A DO
BEGIN
WRITE (" FROM ",FMFR12." TO ",PMTOUZ)
IF NULMVB) AI THEN
WRITEI", NULL MOVE")
ELSE

BEGIN
IF RMCA THEN
WRITE(", CAPTURE ".XTPC(RMCP).^.^)
ELSE
WRITE(". SIMPLE.-)*
IF NOT RMAC THEN
WRITEl- NO^
WRITE (- ACS"):
IF RMCH THEN

is necessary to change the material balance
function. The actual scoring itself is handled
by MBEVAL. This routine is called either
by MBCAPT or MBTPAC when a piece is
lost (update) or gained (downdate); or by
MBPROM or MBMORP when a pawn is
promoted (update); or when a newly promoted pawn is demoted (downdate). There
are other changes which are required in the
data base for both capture and noncapture
moves. The new squares which are attacked
by the piece need to be added to the attack
maps (ATKFR, ATKTO, ALATK). This is
done by ADDATK. The new square for the
piece is added to the data base by ADDLOC.
The attacks of sliding pieces which are
blocked by the newly moved piece are
recomputed by CUTATK. The attacks of
sliding pieces which are unblocked by
vacating the former square are recomputed
by PRPATK. The attacks which emanated
from the piece on its former square are
deleted by DELATK. These primitive
routines are called by LOSEIT when a capture is involved or by MOVEIT otherwise.
If the move affects castling status, the
necessary data base changes are made by
PROACA and PROACS. If a pawn promotion is involved, PROMOT makes the necessary adjustments.

Circle 120 on inquiry card.
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MM

16K RAM

1
I

FULLY STATIC'

$350

KIT

10 SLOT MAINFRAME
TT-10 ...KIT $325
10 SLOT TABLE TOP
MICROCOMPUTERS
TT-8080.. KIT $440
SYSTEM WITH 16K & I/O
TT-8080-S... KIT $1050

1

CARD CAGE &
MOTHER BOARD
ECT-100 ... KIT $100
CCMB - 10...KIT S75
WITH CONNECTORS
& GUIDES
ECT-100 - F..KIT $200

1

CCMB - 10-F ...KIT $125 1
CPU'S, MEMORY
MOTHER BOARDS
PROTOTYPING BOARDS
EXTENDER CARDS

SHIPPING EXTRA
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

ELECTRO1JC CONTFIOIL TECIi1OLOGY

U

FACTORY ADDRESS

1

MAILING ADDRESS:

P. O. BOX 6
UNION , N. J. 07083

763 RAMSEY AVENUE

HILLSIDE N. J. 07205
(201) 686-8080
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Move Generation
A major part of any chess program is the
move generation module. Because of the
complexity of the game, many programs
simply ignore some of the more unusual
moves, such as Queenside castling, on passant pawn captures, or promotion of a pawn
to a piece other than a Queen (ie: underpromotion). This arrangement will suffice to
play legal chess, but it may be costly if one
of the omitted move types is highly desirable
in a specific game situation. In addition, an
incomplete move generation facility prevents
the machine from checking the legality of
its opponent's moves.
Rather than being satisfied with an
approximate solution, we have heeded the
old maxim, "if a job is worth doing, it is
worth doing well," and have implemented
a move generator which permits the program to play a complete game of legal
chess. As you can see from the listing, this
requires extensive programming.
The first step in move generation is to
create the data base for the important
features of the existing board configuration.
This is done by CREATE. Once a move has
been selected, it is necessary to change the
data base. This is done by UPDATE which
Text continued on page 181
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Smo,_ nal Broadcasting presents the

SA-I SUPER ASSEMBLER
Uses Motorola Standard Mnemonics
for 6800 Microprocessor
• Input source code from file on Smoke Signal Broadcasting's BFD-68 disk system.
• Disk capability allows assembly of source code larger
than available memory.
• Outputs object code to disk file.
• Assembly listings include alphabetized and tabulated
symbol table.
• Complete source listing included.
Only $29.00 (on diskette)

We're the "CHIEF" in 6800 products software

SMOKE SI f A BJ O C

STI1

6304 Yucca/Hollywood, CA 90028/(213) 462-5652
Circle 320 on inquiry card.
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Listing 1, continued:

WRITES' '. A(AAl,A[AA•1]);
IF B THEN
NRITELN(' ON-)
ELSE
NRITELNI' OFF');
,NO., (• PRISNI •I

NRITEI, CHECK");
IF RMNT THEN
WRITE(', MATE");
IF RNIL THEN
WRITE(', ILLEGAL");
IF RMSU THEN

PROCEDURE

NRITE(' , SEARCHED");
CASE RMPR OF
FALSE( 1• NOT PROMOTION •1
CASE RMOO OF

VAR
INTI

TI;

1•

1 • EVALUATE MATERIAL BALANCE •)

COUNT

IF MBLTE 0 THEN
IF MBLTE > 0 THEN
INTI S = MBPWN(LITE)
ELSE

INTI I= MBPWN[OARKI
ELSE
INTI S= 0;

WRITE)', CASTLE
IF RHOS THEN
WRITE("LONG')
ELSE
WRITE)-SHORT');
ENO;
END;
TRUES (• PROMOTION •1
BEGIN

MBVAL ( JNTK) S = SIGNIMIN ( MIN(FMAXMT , ABS(MBLTE))
•FTRADE•ABS(MBLTEI • IFTRDS L-MBTOTI.14•INTI•FTRPOKI
DIV 14•INTI • FTRPWNI DIV 262144 . 16J201 . MBLTE);
END; I• MBEVAL •I

WRITE(", PROMOTE TO
CASE RMPP OF
POs wR ITEI'OUEEN-1;
PR, WRITE("ROOK");
PBS WRITEI'BISHOP'1;
PNS NR ITEI' KNIGHT I
ENO;

PROCEDURE NBCAPT

(AS

END;
ENO:
END;
ENO;
WRITELNI-.")I
ENOI (• PRIMOV •I

TPI

(•

1•

PIECE

(• REMOVE PAWN IF NECESSARY •)
xTPV(A); 1• LITE ADVANTAGE •I
EVALUATE
MATERIAL
•1

(• PRINT A BOARD •1
PROCEDURE MBTPAC
1• RANK INDEX •1
1• FILE INDEX •I
SAS TPI:

BEGIN
NRITELN;
FOR INTR 1• RB OOWNTO RI 00
BEGIN

1

I
TF;

('

1• LOOP DOWN THROUGH RANKS •1

MOT OT S= May OT • ABS(XTPV(A]);
IF XTPUTAI = EP THEN
M0PWN[XTPM( A)I 1= MBPWNIXTPM [A)1 • 1;
MBLTE S= MBLTE • XTPVIA):
END; 1• MBTPAC •I

PRINT

A BIT BOARD •1

PROCEDURE MBPROM

I • RANK INDEX •I
FILE
INDEX
•1

BEGIN
NRITELN :
1• WRITE OUT A BLANK LINE •)
FOR INTR S= RB DOWNTO R1 00 1 • LOOP DOWN THROUGH RANKS •)
BEGIN
WRITE

", ORO)INTR) • SS1,'

Output

RANK

BEGIN
MBTOT S= MBTOT •

LABEL

•)

MBLTE s= MBLTE • XTPVI AI-XTPVIXTUMP[EPTPM( A)));
MBEVAL:
(:x EVALUATE RESULT •1
ENO; 1• MBPROM •1

PROCEDURE MBMORP

FOR INTF FS TO FA DO 1• LOOP ACROSS THROUGH FILES •I
WRITE (XTBCI INRSTBIA,XTRFSIINTR.INTF 1)]1;
B' OUTPUT CONTENTS OF SQUARE
WRITE
OUT A RANK •1

NRITELN;
1•
END:
NRITELN I' W RN BUKBNR'1;

1• EVALUATE MATERIAL BALANCE
CHANGE DUE TO PAWN
PROMOTION 1
1• PIECE TO PROMOTE TO

ABS(XTPV ( AI-XTPV ( XTUMP ( EP,XTPM[A))11;
1• TOTAL MATERIAL ON BOARD
MBPWNIXTPM [ All 1= MBPNN I XTPM (All - 1;1• COUNT PAWNS •I

TR;
1•

1• PIECE UNCAPTURED •1

BEGIN

1AS TPI:
PRINBB(ASFS) ;

1• REMOVE CAPTURE FROM
MATERIAL BALANCE DATA. THIS
IS THE INVERSE OF NBC APT •1

I• WRITE A BLANK LINE '1

WRITE 1 ' -. ORO(INTR).111 .' " 1; 1. OUTPUT RANK LABEL 'I
FOR INTF S = F1 TO FR DO 1• LOOP ACROSS THROUGH FILES
WRITE ( XTPCIAIXTRFSIINTR . INTF1111;
1. OUTPUT CONTENTS OF SQUARE
NRITELN ;
1• WRITE OUT A RANK •I
END
NRITELN 1' W RNBOKBNR-1;
I• WRITE OUT BOTTOM LABEL 'I
ENO; 1 • PRINTB 'I

INTF

'I

MBPWN I XTPMI A) I S= MBPWN (XTPMIAII - 1:
MBLTE 1= MBLTE MBEVAL;
1'
ENO; 1• MSCAPT •1

PRINTBIASRC) :

VAR
INTR

EVALUATE MATERIAL AFTER
CAPTURE . I

CAPTURE.

BEGIN
MBTOT = MBTOT - ABS(XTPV(Al); 1• TOTAL MATERIAL ON BOARD •1
IF XTPUTAI = EP THEN

VAR
INTR S TR:
INTF 1 TF;

PROCEDURE

PAWNS OF WINNING SIDE •)

BEGIN

FALSE( (• NOT CASTLE •I
IF RMEP THEN
WRITE(', ENPASSANT");
TRUES 1• CASTLE •1
BEGIN

PROCEDURE

I

MBEVAL;

1• WRITE OUT BOTTOM LABEL •I

ENO; 1• PRIN80 'I

(AITP);

I• REMOVE PAWN PROMOTION
FROM MATERIAL BALANCE DATA.
THIS IS THE INVERSE
OF NBPROM •)
1• PIECE PROMOTED TO •I

BEGIN
MBTOT /= MBTOT - ABS)XTPV ( AI-XTPV ( XTUMP ( EP.XTPM[A)11);
MBPNNIXTPMIAII 1• MBPWN ( XTPM ( A)) • 1;

MBLTE 1= MBLTE - IXTPV[AI-XTPV ( XTUMP ( EP,XTPM ( A1111;
END: ( . HBMORP •1
PROCEDURE

PRINAMIAIFXI ;

1• PRINT ATTACK MAP •1

VAR
INTR. JNTR s TR;
INTF. JN TF S TF;

1• RANK INDICES •1
1• FILE INDICES •I

PROCEDURE AODATK
(AITS);

BEGIN
NRITELN;
FOR INTR S= RB DOWNTO R1 DO
BEGIN
FOR JNTR S = RR DOWNTO RI DO
BEGIN
FOR INTF S= F1 TO FA DO
BEGIN
WRITE I'
FOR JNTF 1 = F. TO FA 00
BEGIN
WRITE IX TBCI INRSTB I AIXTRF S I INTN . INTFI I,X TRFSI JNTR . JNTF1 IllI
END;
WRITE(- -1:
END:
WRI TELN;
END:
WRITELN:
IF INTR IN (R:.FI.R5.R71
ENO:
END: 1• PRINAM •I

PROCEDURE

THEN PAUSER;

PRISAIIA,IA ; 8,TBI:

I•

P11HT

BEGIN
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A

SWITCH

•I

1• ADD ATTACKS OF PIECE TO DATA
BASE •1
1• SQUARE OF PIECE TO A00
ATTACK •)

VAR
INTR ) TB;
INTO S TO;
INTE I TE
INTM TM;
INTP TP;
INTI S TT
BEGIN
INTP IN NBORO(AI;
INTM I= XTPM ( INTP;
FOR INTE I= XFPE(INTPI TO XLPE(INTP]
BEGIN
INTI 1= A;
INTB 1 = XP BI INTP):
INTO 1= XTEOI INTE I;
REPEAT
INTT I= XTLS( XTSLI INTI] • INTO);
IF INTT •= 0 THEN
BEGIN
SE TRSIA TKF RI A I . INT T 1:
SE T RS 'A'K T, I. ,
SE TR S (AL A TKIINTMI . I"ll"
IF NBOROI INTTI <• MT THEN
INTR 1= FALSE:

1• LOOP CONTROL BOOLEAN •)
(•
I•
1•
1•
1•

CURRENT DIRECTION OFFSET •1
CURRENT DIRECTION INDEX •1
COLOR OF CURRENT PIECE •I
CURRENT PIECE •I
RUNNING SQUARE •I

1• PIECE OF INTEREST •1
1• COLOR •I

DO
I• INITIALIZE RUNNING SQUARE •1
1• TRUE IF SWEEP PIECE •1
OFFSET •I
(' STEP IN PROPER

DIRECTION •)

Circle 289 on inquiry card.
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Software

NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENTS

Mailed 1st Class every 3 Weeks
1 yr. (18 issues) $3.75
........ . ... ................ ..I....] ]Ai]
. oUii14

ON LINE
O,iur Urrllt. fJublislln

ecrcle

File I

File 3

Black-on-white, 9 3/4H by 12 3/4W reproductions
of computer generated designs. See Jan 78 Byte
or phone or write for a brochure.
Set of 12: $20.00; singles $2.00 each. Minimum
order: 2 prints. Orders less then $10.00 and
all orders from outside continental U.S. add
$2.00 postage and handling. Payment must be
in U.S. dollars. California residents add 6%
sales tax. Send check or money order to:

^,^/ ^,e.,

.est,ihlishc8 I UU/3

Leland C. Sheppard
PO Box 60051, Dept B
Sunnyvale , California 94086

24695 Santa Cruz Hwy.. Los Gatos, CA 95030
THE REST NAY TO DETERMINE IF CT, LINE CAN BE Of VALUE TO YOU IS TO TRY A ....

Also available at selected retail outlets.
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ESSENTIAL
Good Software is Essential for an Efficient Business.
Now, the finest in software at a price you can afford.
We are definitely the affordables!

PROGRAMS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE:
INVENTORY PROGRAM PACKAGE
• Inventory Addition
• Update
• Search
• Analysis (Current month)
• Analysis (Year to date)
• Vendor File
Also generates 7 additional user reports and much, much more.
- Cost $175.00 -

MAILING LIST PROGRAM
'Print formating in 80 or 132 columns.
- Cost $20.00 The above programs are designed to run under the following:
'CP/M in CBASIC also IMSAI IMDOS
'CP/M in BASIC E in Debbi (Source code included)
ICOM FDOS III
8 Disk IBM 3740 Format.

EXTENSIVE CONTRACTORS ESTIMATING PROGRAM
Literature available upon receipt of your letterhead
Currently Under Development:
• Billing
• Payroll

• General ledger
Specializing in custom software for the AM-100"
Datafacs System Inc . Eastern Division
2440 W. Catalpa , Chicago , III. 60625
'CPiM is a Trademark of Digital Research Corp.
"AM-100 is a Trademark of Alpha Microsystems

Having Reservations About Y a` .are
HUNT HO; E 1
Smo nal Broadcasting presents the

SG-1 SOURCE GENERATOR
Program for disassembly of object code into source code
for direct editing and re-assembly.
• Output directed to tape or disk with either SWTPCo's
co-resident assembler format, or Smoke Signal Broadcasting's Text Editing System format.
• Reports number of bytes in source code file, number
of external labels, number of local labels, and number
of variables for computing memory space necessary
to assembly source code generated.
Only $24.95 (on cassette), $30.95 (on diskette)

We're the "CHIEF" In 6800 products software

6304 Yucca/Hollywood, CA 90028/(213) 462 5652
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Listing 7, continued:

1• PROPAGATE ATTACKS THROUGH
SQUARE •I

PROCEDURE PRPATK

1• SQUARE •1

(AITS);

END
ELSE
INTB

VAR
INRS
INTS
INTO
INTM
INTL
INTT

1= FALSE;

UNTIL NOT INTO;
ENO;
END; (• ADOATK •)

1• ADO PIECE TO DATA BASE •1

PROCEDURE ADOLOC
(AITS;
RITP1;

1• SQUARE WITH NEW PIECE ON IT •1
1• NEN PIECE TO ADD •1

BEGIN
CLRRS ITPIOC[MTI.Al;
SETRS(TPLOC( BI.A)1
SETRS ITMLOCI XTPMt B11. A1;
SETRSIALLOCIJNTK I. ^ Ij
NBORO ( A1 I. B;
ENO, (• ADOLOC •I

t•
1•
1•
1•
1•

PROCEDURE CLSTAT;

1• CLEAR POSITION STATUS •1

BEGIN
WITH BOARD DO
BEGIN
ROTH I• LITE%
ROTS I. -1;
RBSQ 1= (I;
END;
END; 1• CLSTAT •I

1• :04 ITE TO MOVE •1
(• ENP ASSANT •)
1• NO CASTLING LEGAL •1

PROCEDURE CUTATK
IAITS

1 CUT ATTACKS THROUGH SQUARE •1
1• SQUARE )

VAR
INKS
IN TS
IMRS
INTO
INTN
INTL
INTT

i• ATTACKING PIECES •1
(• ATTACKING PIECE SQUARE •1
1• SCRATCH •)
1 STEP SIZE •)
(• ATTACKING PIECE SIDE •1
1• NO LONGER ATTACKED SQUARE •)
1• NO LONGER ATTACKED SQUARE •1

1
I
I
I
I
I
I

BIT
BIT
BIT
BIT
SET

BOARD OF EMPTY SQUARES •)
BOARD OF ALL SAME PIECE •1
BOARD OF ALL SANE COLOR •)
BOARD OF ALL PIECES •)
NEW PIECE ON BOAR. •1

BEGIN
1• ALL PIECES ATTACKING SQUARE •1
CPYRS( INRS , ATKTO(A));
It MILE NXTTSIINRS , INTS DO
1• IF SWEEP PIECE 'I
IF XSPB ( NBORDIINTSI) THEN
BEGIN
INTO 1= XLLD(XTSL(A1-XTSL( INTS)1;
1• STEP SIZE ON 10 K 12 BOARD •1
SIDE OF ATTACKING PIECE 'I
INTN 1 = XTPM( NBORD ( INTSI); 1
INTL XTSL( AI•INT D; I• FIRST SQUARE BEYOND PIECE •1
INTT I= XTLS ( INTLI;
1• FIRST SQUARE BEYOND PIECE ON
•OB BOARD •I
WHILE ON BOARD •1
:NILE INTT s= 0 DO
BEGIN
1• SET ATTACK MAP •I
SETRSIATKFR( INTSI.INTT1;
SETRS(ATKTO ( INTTI.INTS)I
SET ATTACKS BY SIDE •I
SETRS ( ALA TK ( INTM ) . INTT):
IF NBORO ( INTTI • MT THEN
BEGIN
1• STEP BEYOND SQUARE •1
INTL I. INTL•INTD;
INTT I= XTLS ( INTLJ;
ENO
ELSE
INTT 1=

-1;

END:

BEGIN
CPYRSIINRS . ATKTO ( AI); I• ALL PIECES ATTACKING SQUARE •)
WHILE NXTTS ( INRS . INTS) DO
IF X Sp B t N. 0RD ( INT SI) THEN I• IF SWEEP PIECE •I
BEGIN
INTO I= XLLO ( XTSLIAI-XTSL ( INTS)I;
1• STEP SIZE ON 10 X 12 BOARD •1
INTM 1 • KTPM ( MBORD ( INTS ) I; I• SIDE OF ATTACKING PIECE •I
INTL t= xTSI ( AI•INTD; 1 • FIRST SQUARE BEYOND PIECE •)
INTT I= XTLSIINTLI: 1• FIRST SQUARE BEYOND PIECE ON
BOB BOARD - )
:NILE INTT s AT 00 1 • WHILE ON BOARD •1
BEGIN
l• CLEAR ATTACK NAP •1
CLRRSIATKFR ( INTS ) . INTT );
CLRRS ( ATK TOt INTT I . INTS)

PRPATK •I

PROCEDURE GAINIT 1• UNPROCESS CAPTURE MOVE
(AIRMI:
1• CAPTURE MOVE •I
BEGIN
WITH A 00
BEGIN
AODLOC(RMFR.NBORO ( RMTOI)I
ADOATKIRMFRI;
CUTATKIRMFRI;
DELATKIRMTOI
AOOLOCIRMTO.RMCF1;
AODATK IRMTOI;
MBTPAC ( NoORD ( RMTO))
END;

PROCEDURE LOSEIT
IAIRMI;
BEGIN
KITH A DO
BEGIN
MBCAPT ( NBORDI RMTOI);
DELATK ( RMTI);

ADOLOC( RMTO.NBORDIRMFRI);

1. OTHER ATTACKS ON SQUARE BY
SANE SIDE . )
NULRSIIMRSI

THEN

I.

IF

CLRRS ( ALATK ( INTMI.INTT) I

IF NBOROI INTT) = MT THEN
BEGIN
INTL ,= INTL.INTD;
INTT 1= XT LS I INTLI;
END
ELSE
INTT

1=

AT;

1•

NO ATTACKS BY THAT SIDE
1• CLEAR ATTACKS BY SIDE •1

•1

•1

1• PUT PIECE ON ORIGINAL
SQUARE •I
1' STOP ATTACKS AT THIS SQUARE
1• REMOVE THEM FROM
DESTINATION SQUARE •/

•1

I. REPLACE CAPTURED PIECE •1
1• UPDATE SCORE •1

END; I' GAINIT •1

ANDRSIIMRS . ATKTO ( INTTI . TMLOC ( INTM III

IF

1• STOP SCAM •1

END;
ENO; l •

RS;
TS;
RS;
TD;
TM;
TL;
TT;

I RS; (• ATTACKING PIECES '1
1 TS; 1• ATTACKING PIECE SQUARE •1
I TO; 1• STEP SIZE •I
I TM; (• ATTACKING PIECE SIDE •)
I TL: 1• NEW ATTACKED SQUARE •I
I TT; 1• NEW ATTACKED SQUARE - I

O EL A T KI RMFRI;
PRPATKIRMFRI;

1• PROCESS CAPTURE MOVE •1
1• CAPTURE MOVE •)

1' UPDATE SCORE •1
1• DELETE ATTACKS OF CAPTURED
PIECE . I
1• ADD PIECE TO DESTINATION
SQUARE •I
1• DELETE ATTACKS OF MOVING
PIECE •I
1• PROPAGATE ATTACKS THROUGH
FROM SQUARE •1

1• STEP BEYOND SQUARE 'I

ADDITKIRMT01:
END;

1• ADD ATTACKS OF MOVING PIECE

•1

END; I . LOSEIT •1
STOP

SCAN

•)

ENO;
END;
END; I ' CUTATK

PROCEDURE MOVEIT
IAIRMI;

1• PROCESS ORDINARY MOVE •1
1. ORDINARY MOVE . I

BEGIN
WITH A DO

PROCEDURE DELATK 1• DELETE ATTACKS FROM SQUARE •1
(At ISI; 1• SQUARE TO REMOVE PIECE •I
VAR
IMRS

I

RS;

1•

IMRS I RS;
INTS I TS; 1•
INTM I TM ;

SQUARES

ATTACKED BY PIECE ON
SQUARE •)
1• SCRATCH •I
SQUARE ATTACKED BY PIECE ON
SQUARE •I
SIDE OF PIECE ON SQUARE •)

BEGIN
CPYRSIINRS . ATKFRIAII:
NEWRSIATKFRIAII:
INTN I• XTPM( NBOROIAII;
WHILE NXTTSIINRS.INTS) DO

BEGIN
CLRRS(ATKTO( INTS I. All

IF NULRSIIMRSI THEN
CLRRS( AL CATKI IN TM 1, INTS1;

END;
END; I' DELATK •I
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ADOLOC( RNTO.NBORO [ RMFRI);
CUTATK(RMT01
DELATK/ RMFRI;
PRPATKIRNFRI;
A?
END;

TKIRMTO).

1• ADD PIECE TO NEON SQUARE •1
1• CUT ATTACKS TMRUGH NEW
SQUARE •1
1• DELETE ATTACKS FROM OLD
SQUARE . )
1• PROPAGATE ATTACKS THROUGH OLD
SQUARE •1
1• ADO ATTACKS FROM NEW SQUARE •1

END; MOVEIT •I
l• SQUARES ATTACKED BY PIECE
ON SQUARE •1
(• CLEAR ATTACKS FROM SQUEARE •I
1• SIDE OF PIECE ON SQUAR •I
(• LOOP THROUGH ALL ATTACKS BY
PIECE •1
1• CLEAR ATTACK TO OTHER
SQUARE . I,

ANORS I IMRS . ATKTOI INTS). TMLOCI INTM))

CLRRS ITPLOC( NBORO IAI I, Al ;
CLRRS(TMLOCI INTMI.A);
CLRRS(ALLOCIJNTKI,A1
SETRS(TPL 0C(MT),AlI
NBORDIA) I- MT;

BEGIN

PROCEDURE RTRKIT
(AIRMI;
BEGIN
WITH A 00
BEGIN
ADDLOCIRMFR . NBORO ( RMTOIII

1. OTHER ATTACKS BY SAME SIDE •1

CUTATKIRMFRI:

1•
I•
1•
1•
l•

DELATK IRMTO)I

CLEAR ATTACKS BY SIDE •)
CLEAR PIECE •I
CLEAR PIECE FROM SIDE-)
CLEAR PIECE FROM ALL PIECES •I
SET EMPTY •I

1• UNPROCESS ORDINARY MOVE •I
1• THE MOVE TO RETRACT •I

1• PUT PIECE ON ORIGINAL
SQUARE •I
1• CUT ATTACKS THROUGH ORIGINAL
SQUARE •I
1• DELETE ATTACKS FROM
DESTINATION SQUARE •I

PRPATK( RM TO1

1• PROPAGATE ATTACKS THROUGH
DESTINATION SQUARE •)

A ODA TK )RMFRI;

1• ADO ATTACKS FROM ORIGINAL
SQUARE •1

ENO;

ENO: 1• RTRKIT •1

Circle 3 on inquiry card.

Circle 324 on inquiry card.
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ATTENTION SWTPC DISC SYSTEM USERS
All Ed Smith 's M6800 SOFTWARE TOOLS

SOFTWARE

• are now available ^n IL IX format as well as Smoke Signal Broadcasting formal. See •
•
• July BYTE fo, diskette media prices. Disc users specify SSB OR SWTPCO

• M6800 RELOCATING ASSEMBLER AND LINKING LOADER software for rapid program •
• development and debugging Some of its features are RELOCATABLE CODE-FULL •
• ALPHABETIZED CROSS REFERENCE LISTING- BOTH GLOBAL AND LOCAL •
LABELS LISTING OF EXECUTION TIMERELATIVE BRANCH TARGET ADDRESS• 6ES
CHARACTER LABELS CORESIDENT EDITOR--ENGLISH
ERROR MESSAGES•
• COLUMN
LISTING USING PR-40 etc
80
•
•
•

P. 0. BOX 2528 • ORANGE, CA. 92669
(714) 774-1270
BASIC 501 I WAR I
NOR111SIAR IRS -80 APPLI

M68AS . . cassette ..................... ...350.00 •
M68AS - D..minifloppy - - - .$55.95 •

• M6800 RELOCATABLE DISASSEMBLER AND SEGMENTED SOURCE TEXT GEN• ERATOR This software tool enables you to modify and adapt those large sized object pro• grams and reassemble them on your system without requiring enormous memory This
• program will produce segmented source text files with all the external linkage information

•

• required for re-assembly using the above Relocating Assembler
M68RS.cassette $35.00
M68RS - D ..rininifliappy - - - $40.95

•

NORTIf SI AR BASIC on diskette, ready to run. North Star I utorial I, I uturial II,
Tutorial III (Release 41 leaches North Star Basic, Word Pnx e++ing. AIL 11. Payahle,
\,,I, Reteivahle. P.ivn ll, (.ener.l Ledger, Medical/Pr ul Au I+. Rec Billing,
Inventory, Sales Analysis, Computer Chess, Mailing Libels, Perronnel System,
MANY MORI \VAII 4B1 I I -A( U INDIVIDUAL SYSI( M $35.00

•
•
•
•

•

TOTALLY INTI-CRAII.D SYSTEM (A/R. A/P. (EN LI.DUI.K, PAY, LEI II K
G1 NLRAIOR, BUS. SIAI ISI ICS) in Binder Complete Uuc $150.00
Checkbook Bal., Budges Planner, GoII Il,mdlcappei , Gantt Disk, X RAII.0 Story
Generator MORI. AVAILABLE EACH INDIVIDUAL SYSI I tit $25.00

• M68ASPK Above two programs on single diskette ............ ......$85.00 •
• The above two programs are furnished in relocatable formatted code with instruction •
• manuals and commented assembly listings . The loader is also supplied in standard MIKBUG •
• format on cassette or as a binary file on disc to initially load the linking loader at any de- •

•
• The linking loader is also available in EPROM on two 2708 ' s for $45 . 00. Specify desired •
• address and version , Ie cassette , FLEX or SSB. •
• sired address

IQ 1151, .Mil MORN Uiegnu+ t ic, Pers. I inanse, Bus. SIati +be+, Crypto I.ncuder,
Sign Maker , Menu Planner $150.00 EACH

S-M-1-T-H-8-U-6

SINGLE or DUAL DRIVE . 8K I tee Menxmy Required.

• FIRMWARE from Ed Smith's SOFTWARE WORKS •
• A 2k Monitor Drsassembler -Trace Debugging Tool in EPROM. Use as stand-alone monitor or •
• as an adjunct to your Smartbug or Swtbug . Requires ACIA as control port . Provides all the •
• monitor commands 1231 you could ever ask for , plus the convenience of a mnemonic dis- •
• assembler and single stepping disassembler trace display. Interactive use of single or dual •
• breakpoint with trace pickup at breakpoint , plus many now monitor functions and sub- •
routines, makes this a super tool you will love to work with. Uses location SF800 to •
• SFFFF Furnished on two 2708' s or one 2716. Includes Manuel end commented assembly •
• listing Specify ACIA location and present monitor in order to keep $A000 RAM com-

IRS-80 on cassette (Level 1). Numerous Game, I-samples, SiARIRLK, WUMPUS, MORIonly $3 .95 EACH
BASIC I U I OR IAI- (Learn Basic Programming) $9.95
SIOCK MARKEI ANALYSIS $9.95
MANY MORE.

• patibility

APPLE in Cassette. Many Games, I samples, WORLDPOWER, START RE K.
$5.95 EACH
BOWLING, BINGO
BASIC IUTORIAL (Learn Basic) $9.95
STOCK MARKEI ANALYSIS $9.95
BUDGEI PLAN $5.95
APPLE DISK BUSINESS SYSI EMS, A/R, A/P, elc. ONLY $35.00 PER SYSTEM

SMITHBUG ON 2708s ......... 580.00 •
SMITHBUG ON 2718 .......... $70.00 •

•

• Get under Ed Smiths Software RUG (Relocating assembler Users Groups. All RUG mew- •
• bens will have use of a building software support library in relocatable format. Upcoming •

items are a Floating Point package and a Trig package. •
• Order direct by check. Specify system configuration if other than SwTPCo. California •
• residents add 6% sales
tax.
•

Order by Phone (714) 7741 170, UPS (DD, or Mail Order Today.

•

:Ed Smith 's

a
W❑RhS •
S ❑FTUJAAE

Over 1000 Systems Sold, Order Now ............
SAME PRICE FOR ALL SYSTEMS
SOI I WARI. BOOKS

• P.O. Box 339, Redondo Beach , CA 90277, (213) 373-3350 •

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Need Intelligence in your
488 Instrumentation System ? 91717
??

J

LIM

A,d

Having Reservations About Y ' are
HU'N1ORE!
Smoke Signal Broadcasting presents the

TD-1 TRACE /DISASSEMBLER
Provides interactive tracing and disassembly for
6800 program debugging.

Get it with your favorite S-100 computer
and the P&T-488 Interface Board.
The P&T-488 Interface Board gives your S-100 computer
the ability to be a talker, listener or controller on the IEEE-488
instrumentation bus. Easy to use software helps you
integrate the P&T-488 into your system-all you do is pass a
message string to the provided subroutines and they take
care of the details. NOW AVAILABLE : Software to access
the 488 bus directly from North Star Basic and MBASIC.

P&T-488 (assembled & tested) $325

oP PIC2KLES &3TROUT 3

• TRACE allows programmer to control execution of
program under test for examination of processor's
internal registers and memory on instruction-byinstruction basis.
• DISASSEMBLY converts machine code to easy to
read mnemonics.
• Hex code for the opcode and program counter displayed in addition to mnemonic, when instruction
is listed.
• Contents of any register or any memory location
may be changed at any time.
Only $19.95 (on cassette), $25.90 (on diskette)
We're the "CHIEF" in 6800 products software

SM0{EI S!6-A A L JiR0-A- -0 CIA STING
6304 Yucca/Hollywood, CA 90028/(213) 462-5652
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Listing 1, continued:

FOR INTS I= AS TO IS DO
IF RBISIINTSI <> NT THEN
BEGIN
ADDLOCIINTS, RBISIINTSII;
NBTPAC(RBISI INTSII;
ENO
ELSE
SE TRS IT PLOCI MTI•IN TS1:

PROCEDURE PAMNIT )• UNPROMOTE A PAWN •1
(AIRMI ;
1•
PROMOTION
MOVE
•1

BEGIN
MITH A 00
BEGIN

MBEVAL:

1 • EVALUATE

CPYRSIINRS .ALLOCIJNTKII;

1 . OPIATE SCORE •1
MBMORP ( NBORD ( RMTOI);
NBORO I RMTOI I = I TUMP ( EP,XTPMINBORD ( RMTOII;;

MATERIAL •1

1• COPY BIT BOARD OF ALL
PIECES )

WHILE MXTTSIINRS . INTS1 DO

END:
END; 1 • PAMNIT . 1

AODATK(INTS) ;

1• ADO ATTACKS OF ALL PIECES •1

NEMRSI CSTAT[ JNTKI I.

PROCEDURE PROACA

/• INITIALIZE CASTLING SQUARES •)
FOR INTO I= LS TO OL DO
IF INTO IN RBSQ THEN
IORRS(CSTAT ( JNTK) . CSTAT ( JNTKI.KSQS ( INTQ;1:

1• PROCESS CASTLE STATUS
CHANGES •1

(AITS) :

1• SQUARE •1

NEWRS ( ENPAS(JNTKI); 1•
IF RBTS == 0 THEN
SETRS IENPAS ( JNTK).RBTS)I

VAR
INKS
1
RS;
1 • SCRATCH •1
RS;
(•
SCRATCH
•1
IMRS I

BEGIN
CLRRS(CSTAT(JNTK),AI* 1• CLEAR THIS SQUARE •)
ANDRSIINRS ,CSTAT(JNTK), XRRS ( XTSR(Alllt
1• CASTLE BITS FOR THIS SIDE •1
If NOT INRSTB(INRS ,XTRFS( XTSR ( AJ,FSII THEN
1• IF KING MOVE •1
ANDRS ICSTAT ( JNTK I,CSTATI JNTKI. XNRS( XTSRI AI III
1• CLEAR ALL CASTLE MOVES FOR
SIDE •)
ANDRS IIMRS , INRS.XRFS ( FA)); 1• KING ROOK SQUARE •1
ANDRSIINRS , INRS•XRFSIFI ) I; 1• QUEEN ROOK SQUARE •1
IORRSI INRS . INRS.IMRSI; 1• BOTH ROOK SQUARES •)
IF NULRSIINRSI THEN 1• IF BOTH ROOKS GONE •1
ANDRSICSTAT ( JNTKI,CSTAT ( JNTKI.XNRS ( XTSR(AI III
END; 1• PROACA •)

INITIALIZE

1• PROCESS MOVES AFFECTING CASTLE
STATUS •)
1• MOVE WITH RMAC •1

IAIRMI (

BEGIN
WITH A DO
BEGIN
IF INRSTBICSTAT ( JNTKI,RMFRI THEN 1• FROM SQUARE •)
PROAC A )RMFR);

NOTRS I INRS . GENPNI JNTKII:
ANORSIGENFR ( JNTKI. I MLOC ( JNTM ). INRSII
END;

END: 1• CREATE •1
PROCEDURE

ONDATE

IAIRMI;
VAR
INTS I TSt
INTR
I
INTF I TF )

(• SCRATCH •I
TRt
t • ROOK RANK FOR CASTLING •)
(• ROOK FILE FOR CASTLING •)

PROMOT
I;

1•

1 • PROCESS PROMOTION •1
PROMOTION
MOVE
•)

BEGIN
.IT. A 00
BEGIN
MBPROMI XTGMP ( RMPP.JNTMI I:
NBORO ( RMFRI I . XTGMP ( RMPP , JNTMI;
END;

FROM SQUARE •1
1 • ROOK TO SQUARE •1

BEGIN
PAWNIT(AII
RTRKIT(AI;
END(
21 1• MISCELLANEOUS ACS
IF RMOO THEN
BEGIN 1• CASTLE •1
IF RHOS THEN
INTF I= F1
ELSE

ENO;
END: I. PROACS •1

IAIFIN

( • DOWNOATE DATA BASE TO BACK
OUT A MOVE •)
( . THE MOVE TD RETRACT •1

BEGIN
MITH A DO
BEGIN
CASE ORD(RMCA).1. . OROIRMACI.2 . ORD)RMPR) Of
III 1. ORDINARY MOVE •)
RTRKITIAl;
II PAWN MOVE AND PROMOTE •1

IF IN It STBICS IA T ( JNTKI . RMTO) THEN 1• TO SQUARE •1
PROACAIRMTOII

PROCEDURE

SQUARE

CPYRSIGENPN ( JNTKI.TPLOC I XTUMP(EP.JNTM)11;
NOTRS ( GENTO ( JNTK ). TMLOC ( JNTMI)

RKFR I TS* 1• ROOK
RKTO
I
TS;
PROCEDURE PROACS

ENPASSANT

1• ROOK ON QUEEN ROOK FILE •)

INTF In FA; 1• ROOK ON KING ROOK FILE •)
INTR 1 = %TSR(RNFR1: (• ROOK FILE •)
RKFR
ITRFS( INTR INTF);
1• ROOK FROM SQUARE •1
RKTO 1= IRMFR- RMT0; DIV 2;
1• ROOK TO SQUARE •)
ADOLOCIRKFR. NBORO (RKTDII; 1• REPLACE ROOK •1
OELATK/RKT01;
PRPATK(RKTO);
ADOATKfRKFRI;
RTRKITIAI;
END

(• UPDATE SCORE •1

ENO: 1• PROMOT •1

1• RETRACT KING MOVE •)

ELSE 1- NOT CASTLE •1
Ri RKIT(A) I
PROCEDURE
VAR
INRS
INTM
INTP
INTO
INTS

I
I
I
,
t

CREATE:

RS;
TM;
TP;
T.:
TS:

1 • CREATE GLOBAL DATA BASE •1

1•
1•
/•
1•
1•

SCRATCH BIT
COLOR INDEX
PIECE INDEX
CASTLE TYPE
SQUARE INDEX

II; (• NULL MOVE •)
NI 1• CAPTURE •)
IF RMEP THEN
BEGIN I. CAPTURE ENPASSANT •1

BOARD •1
•)
•1
INDEX •1
. 1

INTS 1= ITRFSIXT SRIRMF RI , XTSFIRMTO)I;
ADDLOC(INTS , RMCP 11
CUTATK IINTSI;
ADOATK IINTSI:
RTRKIT IAII t• RETRACT PAWN MOVE •1
MBTPAC INBOR DIINTSII ;
1• ADO PIECE TO SCORE •)
END
ELSE 1 CAPTURE NOT ENPASSANT •)
GAINITIAI:
St 1• CAPTURE AND PROMOTE
BEGIN

BEGIN
WITH BOARD DO
BEGIN
JNTW I= AW.1;

1• INITIALIZE MOVES STACK
POINTER . 1

JNTK AK;
JNTM t= RB TM;

1• SIDE TO MOVE •1

NODES I. 0;

1• INITIALIZE TOTAL NODES

LINOXIJNTKI I= JNTM*

t• MOVES ARRAT LIMIT •1
f• SEARCH MODE •)

SRCMM ( JN TKI 1= MO;
FOR INTS I- AS TO ZS DO
BEGIN
NEARS IATKFR) INTSII:
NEWRS(ATKTO ( INTS 1);
NBORO(INTS) 1= MT;
END;

At I. CAPTURE ACS •1
GAINITIAI: 1• UNCAPTURE
71 I. CAPTURE ROOK ACS, PROMOTE )
BEGIN
PAWN IT(A)I
GAINITIAI I
ENOI

AR ATTACKS FROM •1
1• CLEAR
ATTACKS TO •)
1• CLE
1• CLEAR LOOKA. EAD BOARD •)

NEWRS(ALLOC( JNTEI)I

I' CLEAR ALL PIECE LOCATIONS •)

FOR INTP I- LP TO MT 00
NEMRSI tPLOC ( INTP11:

1• CLEAR PIECE LOCATIONS •)

FOR INTM I = LITE TO NONE 00
BEGIN
NE WRS (TNL OC( INTMI):
NEWRS (ALATK( INTM)I;
END;

PAWNIT(A) (• UNPROMOTE
GAINITIAI: 1• UNCAPTURE
ENO,

1• PLY INDEX 1

1• CLEAR COLOR LOCATIONS •1
1• CLEAR COLOR ATTACKS •)

END:
JNTW

I- LINDX (JNTK);

JNTK I• JNTK-1;
JNTM 1= OT.ER (JNTMI;
END;
ENO; I. ONOATE •1

•)
•)

•1

1• RESET MOVE GENERATION
POINTER . )
1• BACK UP PLY INDEX •)
I• SWITCH SIDE TO MOVE •)

FUNCTION UPDATE 1• UPDATE DATA BASE FOR A MOVE •)
IVAR LIAR)
1•
THE
MOVE
•)
ITB: 1• RETURNS TRUE IF MOVE IS
LEGAL •1
VAR

MBTOT I. 0;
MBPWN (LITEl I= C;
MBPWN ( DARK 1 1= 0;
MBLTE 1. 01
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(• SCRATCH •I
INRS I RS;
PSI
1•
SCRATCH
•1
IMRS I
INTS t
TS;
1 • SCRATCH •)
INTF 1 TF; 1• ROOK FILE FOR CASTLING

•1
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" your BASIC software magazine "

The Pages
Come Alive
With The Touch
Of Your Keyboard.

Published monthly
SoftSide Subscriptions
PO Box 68 Milford NH 03055

API LEH
TRS-80
& other
CASSETTE TAPES FOR SALE
We promote, advertise and sell
software for free lance computer
specialists all over the United States.
Get the latest issue of our book full
of programs by return mail.
Send $1.00 to:

Programmers Software Exchange
2110 N. 2nd Street
Cabot, Arkansas 72023

$15.00 per year $28 . 00 for two years

INTEGRATED
SMALL BUSINESS
MICROSOFTWARE
IN 'BASIC'

Having Reservations About Y re'

HV

E

MICROLEOGER - General Ledger

Smo al Broadcasting presents the

MICROPAY - Accounts Payable

SD-2 0000 BASIC COMPILER

MICROREC - Accounts Receivable
MICROPERS - Personnel /Payroll
MICROINV - Inventory Control

-------------------------------Please send me information
on small business software:

NAME
ADDRESS

COMPUMAX ASSOCIATES
505 Hamilton Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94301
Telephone: (415) 321-2881

For High Performance Process Control Programs and
Business Applications
• Fast execution---syntax analysis of line not performed
each time line is executed.
• More power in runtime package---no room needed for
statement analysis, program editing and listing.
'Wider variety of facilities --- nested conditions, IFTHEN-ELSE, and others.
• Decimal floating point, accuracy to a minimum of 9
digits, dollar values to $99,999,999.99.
•PRINT USING for formatted output.
• Utilizes RANDOM ACCESS disk files.

$325.00 (manual only, $10.00)
We're the "CHIEF" in 6800 products software

0K SIf NAL EBOA DCASTI
6304 Yucca/Hollywood, CA 90028/(213) 462-5652
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Listing 1, continued:

ENDNODES I= NODES . 1; 1• COUNT MODES SEARCHED •1
;
END; (• UPDATE •1

INTR 1 TR;
1•
ROOK
RANK FOR CASTLING •1
RKTO I TSI 1• ROOK DESTINATION SQUARE •1
RKFR , TS; 1• ROOK ORIGIN SQUARE - 1
BEGIN
KITH A DD
BEGIN
JNTK I- JNTK•1; I• ADVANCE PLY INDEX •1
NEWRSIENPAS[JNTKI(; 1• CLEAR ENPASSANT BIT BOARD •1
CPYRSICSTAT(JNTKI.CSTAT(JNTK-111; (• INITIALIZE CASTLE STATUS •I
CPYRS(ALLOC(JNTKI.ALLOCIJNTK-Ill: (• INITIALIZE ALL LOCATIONS •1
MBVAI(JNTKI 1= MBVAL[JNTK-il; (• INITIALIZE MATERIAL SCORE •1
LINDX[JNTKI I= JNTW: 1• MOVES ARRAY LIMIT - 1
CASE Oil OIRMCAI• • ORDIRMAC)•2 • ORD(RMPRI OF
OI 1 OR OI NAPY MOVE 1

IF RMEP THEN
2

SPACES

•1

IORRS( IN FS'INRS.IMRS): I- SQUARES NEXT TO DESTINATION •1
ANDRS 'IN FS .INRS. T PLOC(X T UMP[EP,OT HER( JNTM 1111:
I. INTERSECT WITH ENEMY PAWNS •1
IF NOT NULRSIINRSI THEN
SETR StENPAS(JNTK),(RMTO.RMFRI DIY 2);
(•

I• SET ENPASSANT SQUARE •1
MOVE PAWN •)

ENO
ELSE
MOVE IT(A);
11 1• MOVE AND PROMOTE •1
BEGIN
PR MOT IA) ;
NOVEIT(A) ;
ENO:

1• STACK ONE GENERATED MOVE •1
(• FROM SQUARE 1
1• TO SQUARE •1

VAR
INRS I RS;

1• SCRATCH •)

BEGIN
NI TH MOVESIJNTWI DO
BEGIN
RMFR I= A;
RMTO 1= B;

RMCP I= NBORDIBI;

BEGIN
1•
PAWN
MOVE
SFTRS(INFS.XRSS(RMTOI.S1'I;
SFTRSII MRS.KRSS[RMTOI.SJ1:

MOVEITIA(;

PROCEDURE GENONE
(A ITT
BITS);

1• MOVE PIECE •1

1 PROMOTE PAWN •I
(• MOVE PROMOTED PIECE •1

21 1• MISCELLANEOUS ACS •1
BEGIN

1= INBORD(B ) < a Mn;
RMC" I INRS . XRSS ( A I, XRSS(811.
ANOR S (IMRS. INRS. CSTATIJNTK11:
RMAC I= NOT NULkS(IN R51:
RMCH I= FALSE;
RMMT I= FALSE:
RMIL I= FALSE;
RMSU I= FALSE;
RMPR I FALSE;
RN00 1= FALSE:
RMEP I = FALSE:
END:
VALUEIJNTW] l=0;
IF JNTM < ZW THEN
JNTM I N JNTM•I:
END; I• GENONE •1

FROM SQUARE •)
TO SQUARE •1
CAPTURED PIECE •1
CAPTURE . 1

1• AFFECTS CASTLE STATUS •1
( CHEC( •1
1• MATE •1
I. ILLEGAL •1
1• SEARCHED •1
1• PROMOTION •1
1• CASYLE •1
(• ENPASSANT •1
I• CLEAR VALUE •)
1• ADVANCE

PROCEDURE PWNPRO;

MOVES STACK

POINTER •1

1• GENERATE ALL PROMOTION
MOVES . 1

IF RMOO THEN

(• CASTLE •)
BEGIN
IF RHOS THEN
INTF 1 = F1 1• ROOK ON QUEEN ROOK FILE •1
ELSE
INTF 1. Fill 1• ROOK ON KING ROOK FILE •)
INTR 1. DTSR[RNF RI ;
I• ROOK ON KINGS RANK •I
RKFR 1 . XT RFS[INTR . INTF)I 1 • ROOK ORIGIN SQUARE •1
RKTO IRMFR•R"TO' DIV 2;(• ROOK DESTINATION SQUARE •1
ANDRS(CST ATIJNTKI . CSTAT ( JNTKI ,O NRSI INTRIII
1• DISALLOW FURTHER CASTLING
BY THIS SIDE •)
ADDLOC ( RKTO • NBORO ( RKFRII: 1• PUT ROOK OM NEW SQUARE •1
ADDATK IRKT01 ;
I• ADD ITS ATTACKS •)
DELATKIRKFRI ;
I. DELETE FROM ORIGINAL SQUARE •1
MOVE IT/A1 :
1• MOVE KING •)

1•
1•
(•
I.

VAR
INTG I TG:

1• PROMOTION TYPE •1

BEGIN
MOVES I JNTW - 1I.RMPR 1. TRUE)
MOVES [ JNTW-1).R MPP 1. PQ1.
FOR INTG 1* PR TO PB 00
BEGIN
NOWES I JNTWI IN MOVESIJNTW-111.
MOVES ( JNTW I . RMPP I. INTGI
JNTM 1= JNTW1;

1• SET PROMOTION •1
1• PROMOTE TO QUEEN FIRST •1
(• GENERATE OTHER PROMOTIONS •1
1• COPY LAST NOVE •)
(• CHANGE PROMOTE TO PIECE •1
1• ADVANCE MOVE INDEX •1

END;
ENO; (• PWNPRO •1

ENO
ELSE ( •
BEGIN

NOT CASTLE •1

PROACSIA):
MOVEITIAI;

1 • PROCESS CASTLE STATUS MOOS
1 • MOVE TO OR FROM KING OR ROOK
SQUARE . 1

END:
END:
31; 1• NULL MOVE •1
11 (. CAPTURE •1
IF RMEP THEN
BEGIN 1• CAPTURE ENPASSANT •

INTS I= XTRFS( XTSR(RMFRI,OTSFIRMT0111.
1• CAPTURED PAWN SQUARE •1
MBCAPTIN 6060(INTSI): 1• UPDATE SCORE •1
DEI ATR(INTS)I 1• DELETE CAPTURED PAWN
ATTACKS •1
PRPATK(INTS): 1• PROPAGATE ATTACKS THROUGH
PAWN •1
MOVEIT(W); 1• MOVE CAPTURING PAWN •1
END

ELSE I• CAPTURE NOT ENPASSANT •1
LOSEITIAll (• PROCESS CAPTURE •)
51 1• CAPTURE AND PROMOTE •1
BEGIN
PROMOTIAI; 1• PROMOTE PAWN •1

LOSEIT(A); (• PROCESS CAPTURE WITH PROMOTED
PIECE •1
ENO;
61 1• CAPTURE ACS •1
BEGIN
PROACSIAI;
I • PROCESS CASTLE STATUS MODS •1
LOSEIT IAI: 1 PROCESS ROOK CAPTURE •1
EN J:
7. 1• CAPTURE ROOK ACS, PROMOTE •1
BEGIN
PROMOTIAI;
1 •
.
LOSEIT(Alt
ENO:

I

PROCEDURE GENPWN
I AIRS;

1• GENERATE PAWN MOVES •)
1• PAWNS TO MOVE •)

BiRS);

1• VALID DESTINATION SQUARES 01

VAR
INRS . IMRS 1 RS;
INTS I TS:

1• SCRATCH •1
1• DESTINATION SQUARE •1

BEGIN
IF JNTM = LITE THEN
BEGIN

(• WHITE PAWNS •I

SFTRS IINRS , A,S21;
ANOR S (INRS,TPLOCIMT I . INRS);
CPYRSIIMRS . INRS(;

AN ORS I IN RS , B, INRS(;

(• ADVANCE ONE RANK •1
(• ONLY TO EMPTY SQUARES •1
1• SAVE FOR 2 SQUARE MOVES •1
1. ONLY VALID DESTINATION
SQUARES •1

WHILE NXTTSIINRS , INTS 1 00
BEGIN
GEMONE(XTLS ( XTSLIINTSI - XTED(SZII.INTS);
1• GENERATE SIMPLE PANN MOVES •1
IF INTS a= XTRFS[RB.F11 THEN
P WNP RD:

ENO.
ANORSI INRS IMRS, XRRS( RO));
SFTRSIIN RS.. I MRS,S2(;
ANDRS (INRS. I MRS.TPLOC[NT11:
ANORS ( INRS . INRS.B 1;

• PROCESS PROMOTION •1
• TAKE ONLY PANN ON THIRD •.
1• ADVANCE ONE .OS RE RANK •1
ONLY TO EMPTY SQUARES •1
ONLY VALID DESTINATION
SQUARES •)

WHILE NXTTS(INRS , INTS) 00
BEGIN
GENONE(XTLS ( XTSLIINTSI - 2•XTED ( 521 I,INTS1:
I. GENERATE DOUBLE PAWN MOVES •1
1= TRUE; I • FLAG AS TWO SQUARES . 1

MOVES ( JNTW-1).RMEP

END:
CHANGE CASTLE STATUS •1
PROCESS ROOK CAPTURE •1

ENO:
1• INITIALIZE MOVE GENERATION •1
JNTM 1. OTHERIJNTM1:
1• SWITCH SIDE TO MOVE •I
CPYRSIGENPNIJNTKI.TPLOC(XTUMP( E P.J.TMI I)
NOTRS( GENTO(JNTKI,TMLOC[ JNTM));
NOTRS( INRS , GENPN ( JNTK 1)1
ANDRS(GENFR (JNTKI,TMLOC( JNTM), INRSII

1. DETERMINE IF MOVE LEAVES KING IN CHECK .
KING INTO CHECK •1

OR MOVES

SFTRS(INRS . A.B11; 1• TRY CAPTURES TO THE LEFT •1
IORRS ( IMRS. TML OC ( OT HER I JN TMI ). E NPAS I JNTK)1:
1. OPPONENT PIECES • EP SQUARE •1
ANDRS ( IMRS,IM RS.B);
'.
1• VALID DESTINATION SQUARES •1
ANDRSIINRS , INRS. I'RS
1• CAPTURE MOVES TO LEFT •1
WHILE NXTTSI INRS . INTS1 00
BEGIN

GENONEIXT LS(XT SL ( IN TSI-XTED ( Bil). INTS):
MOVES ( JNT W- 11.RMCA 1 =

TRUE;

1• GENERATE CAPTURE MOVE •/
1 • FLAG CAPTURE •)

MOVES I JNTW-II.RMEP 1= INRSTX(ENPASIJNTKI , IN TS):
1• FLAG ENPASSANT CAPTURE •1
IF NOVES I JNTW - 11.RMEP THEN
MOVES ( JNTN - II.RMCP I= DP: (- SET CAPTURED PIECE TYPE •1
IF INTS a= XTRFS [ RB.F1( THEN

PWNPRO;

(• PROCESS PROMOTION •1

ANORSIS ,TPLOC(XTUMP( EK,JNTMII.ALATK I OTMERIJNTMII)T
RMCH '!NR
NOT NULRSIINRSI;

END;

AN ORS (INRS.TPLOCI XTUMP ( EK.OTHER ( JNTMIII . ALATK ( JNTMI)T
RMIL IN NOT NULRS(INRSI:
UPDATE 1. NOT RMILT
IF NOT RMIL THEN 1 • COUNT LEGAL MOVES •1
MVSELIJNTK - 11 I. MVSELEJNTK-11 • ST

SFTRS IINRSA.B2l; 1• TRY CAPTURES TO THE RIGHT •1
IORRS(IMRS .. TNL OC [ OTHER[JNTMII . ENPAS [ JNTK111.
1. OPPONENT PIECES • EP SQUARE 11
ANDRSIIMRS • IMRS.B1;
(• VALID DESTINATION SQUARES •)
ANDRSIINRS . INRS. INRSII I• CAPTURE MOVES TO LEFT •)
WHILE NXT TSIINRS . INTS) 00
BEGIN
GENONEI 0 TL S[XTSLI INTSI - XTED ( 82(0. INRS) I
1• GENERATE CAPTURE MOVE •1

1• INITIALIZE MOVE SEARCHING •)
SRCHM [JNTKI 1= H1;
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BUSINESS - Complete small business, inventory control, invoicing, accounts receivable, accounts payable,
general ledger, mailing list, payroll.

The following issues available:

GAMES - Exciting new games to make your TRS-80
more fun.

76

OVER 100 EXCITING PROGRAMS
-MORE ADDED EVERY DAY-

EDUCATION - ELECTRONICS - MARKETING
PROGRAMS FOR PET AND APPLE

SOFTWARE 80
25469 Hardt Street, Loma Linda, CA 92354
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HOME - Complete home budget, checkbook, savings,
loans.

Programs available in Level I BASIC and Level II BASIC.
All Level II programs available on disc. Printer option
on many programs . We also buy original programs.
Custom programs also available. Send for a complete
list of programs now.
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Listing 1, continued:

EMITS

I

TS;

I'

INNER LOOP SQUARE NUMBER •1

BEGIN
ANORSIINRS .A.GENTO(JNTK11;
NOTRS( INRS'A1;

MOVES ( JNTW-11 . RMCA I= TRUE;
(
FLAG CAPTURE •1
MOVESIJNTW - II.RMEP 1= INRSTBIENPASIJNTKI . INTS):

CPYRS(IPRO,

1• FLAG ENPASSANT CAPTURE •1
IF MOVES(JNTW-11.RMEP THEN
MOVESIJNTW- II.RMCP I. DP;
IF INTS XTRFSIRS.FII THEN
PWMPRO;

1• SET CAPTURED PIECE TYPE •1
(• PROCESS PROMOTION •)

END:
END
ELSE
BEGIN
OFT RS (INRS, A, S4);

(• BLACK PAWNS •

A NDRS II NRS. TPLOC I MT I. INRS);
ORYRS(I MRS. INRS):
ANDRS I INRS . 8. INRS1:

(•
(•
/•
1.

ADVANCE ONE RANK •1
ONLY TO EMPTY SQUARES •1
SAVE FOR 2 SQUARE MOVES •1
ONLY VALID DE Syr NATION
SQUARES •1

WHILE N%TTS(INRS , INTS) DO
BEGIN
GE NONE I XTLSI XT SLIINTSI -XT ED ( S. II, INTS);
I. GENERATE SIMPLE PAWN MOVES •)
IF INTS
PWNPRO;
END:
ANORSIINRS .
SFTRSIINRS .
AN 0RSI INRS .
ANDRSIINRS ,

1•

1NDRS/GENTO(JNTKI.GENTOIJNTK I. IMRS)
INR

; 1•
SI-

WHILE NXTTSIINRS , INTS)
DO
(•
BEGIN
ANDRSIIMRS . ATKTO ( INTS).GENFRIJNTKII ;
1•
E:
WHILE NXOTS1IMRS , IMT21
00
1•
GENONE(IMTS , INTS).
1•
END;
GE NP WN ( GE NPN ( JNTK). IPRS);

ONLY VALID TO SQUARES •1
REMOVE DESTINATION SQUARES •1
SAVE FOR PAWN MOVES •1

LOOP THROUGH DESTINATIONS •1

GET PIECES OF SIDE TO MOVE •1
LOOP THROUGH ORIGINS •
GENERATE MOVE •I
GENERATE PAWN MOVES •1

END: 1• GENTSL •I

PROCEDURE GENCAP;

1• GENERATE CAPTURE MOVES •1

VAR
INRS I RS ;

1• DESTINATION SQUARES •1

XTRFSIRI, FB1 THEN

(• PROCESS PROMOTION •1
IMRS.%RRSIREII ;
INRS.S4);
IN RS.TPLOCIMTII ;
INRS. B1: ONLY

1• TAKE ONLY PAWNS ON THIRD •1
(• ADVANCE ONE MORE RANK •1
1. ONLY TO EMPTY SQUARES •1
VALID DESTINATION
SQUARES •I

:MILE NXTTS ( INRS,INTS) 00

BEGIN
GENONE ( XTLS I XTSL ( INTSI - 2•XTEO ( 54)1,IMTS);
. GENERATE DOUBLE PAWN MOVES •1
I.
MOVESIJNTW - S1.RMEP I= TRUE: I
FLAG AS 7WO SQUARES •I
END;
SFTRSIINRS . A.B71:
I - TRY CAPTURES TO THE LEFT •1
I ORRSIIMRS . TMLOC ( OTHER ( JNTMI I , ENPAS ( JNTK11:
1. OPPONENT PIECES • EP SQUARE •I
AND RSIIMRS . IM
PS,B1:
1 • VALID DESTINATION SQUARES •I
ANORS ( INRS. INRS . IM
RS1;
1 • CAPTURE MOVES TO LEFT •I

WHILE NXTTSIINRS , INTSI DO
BEGIN
GE NONE ( XTLS ( XI SL ( INTSI - KT EO ; BI 1 I. INTSI;
1•
. GENERATE PAWN CAPTURE MOVE •I
MOVESIJNTW - 1 I.RMCA I= TRUE; I
FLAG CAPTURE •I
MOVES ( JNTW - 11.RMEP I= INRSTBIENPAS ( JNTKI•I NTS);
1• FLAG ENPASSANT CAPTURE •I
IF MOVES I JNTW - 11 .RMEP THEN
MOVES ( JNTW - 11.RMCP 1• LP; 1• SET CAPTURED PIECE TYPE •I
% TRFSI RI.FRI THEN
IF INTS
PNNPRO:
1• PROCESS PROMOTION •I
ENO;

SFTRS ( INRS . A,B41; I• TRY CAPTURES TO
IORRS( IMRS . TMLOC ( OTHERIJNTMII , ENPAS ( JNTKII,

THE

RIGHT

•1

BEGIN
IORRSIINRS . ENPASIJNTKI . TMLOC ( OTHER ( JNTM111;
GENTSL ( INRS):
1 • GENERATE MOVES TO
ENEMY SQUARES .T
END; 1• GENCAP •I

PROCEDURE

GENCAS:

(•

GENERATE

1 •

CASTLE TYPE INDEX •

CASTLE MOVES •1

VAR
INTO
INRS
INKS

1
I

1

RS;
KS;

TO:

1.
1•

OCCUPIED
ATTACKED

SQUARES
SQUARES

TEST
TEST

•1
•1

BEGIN
FOR INTO I= XTMQ [JNTMI TG SUCCI% TMO(JNTMI) 00
IF INR ITBICS TAT[ JNTKI , X TOS IINTOI I THEN
1• IF CASTLING IS LEGAL
BEGIN
A NORS CINRS ,XROS 0I INTO; , A LLOCI JNTKII:

•1

(• CHECK OCCUPIED SQUARES •I
ANDRS ( IMRS.KROSAII NTQI . AL ATR;O THER [ JNTM111;
(• CHECK ATTACKED SQUARES •I
IF NULRSIINRSI ANJ NJLRS( IMRS) THEN

I• IF CASTLING
POSSIBLE •I
BEGIN
MOVESIJNTWI 1= XRQM(INT01 ;
VALUEIJNTWI 1= 0;
JNTW I= JNTWXI
END;
END;
END; I• GENCAS •I

IS LEGAL AND

I' GENERATE CASTLING MOVE •I

I. OPPONENT PIECES • EP SQUARE •1
.
ANDRSIIMRS . IM RSB1:
1• VALID DESTINATION SQUARES - I
ANORSIINRS . INRS .IMRS1 ;
1• CAPTURE MOVES TO LEFT •1
WHILE NXTTSIINRS . INTS) DO
BEGIN
GENOWEIXTLS I XTSLIINTSI - XTED ( 84)1.INTSIi
. GENERATE PAWN CAPTURE MOVE •1
1•
MOVES ( JNTW - SI.RMCA I= TRUE: I
FLAG CAPTURE •1
MOVES IJNTW - 11.RMEP T = INRSTB ( ENPAS(JNTK I . INTS);

PROCEDURE

GENALL;

BEGIN
GENFSL(ALLOC ( JNTKI):
GENCAS;
ENO: 1• GENALL •1

1 • GENERATE ALL LEGAL MOVES •1

1 •
1 •

GENERATE SIMPLE MOVES •I
GENERATE CASTLE MOVES •1

1• FLAG ENPASSANT CAPTURE •1
IF MOVES(JNTW - 1).RMEP THEN

MOVESIJNTN - 11.RMCP 1- LP; 1• SET CAPTURED PIECE TYPE •I
IF IMTS •_ X TRFS ( R1.FB) THEN
PWNPRO:
(• PROCESS PROMOTION •1
END;
END:
END; I' GENPMN •1

PROCEDURE LSTMOV;

1• LIST LEGAL PLAYERS MOVES •1

VAR
INTW I TW;

1• MOVES INDEX •1

BEGIN
CREATE;
GENALL;
FOR INTW I= AW•1

PROCEDURE GENFSL

1• GENERATE ALL MOVE!) FROM
A SET OF SQUARES •1

1. ORIGIN SET OF SQUARES •1

(AIRS);
VAR

/• CREATE OATA BASE •1
I• GENERATE ALL MOVES •1

TO

JNTW-1 DO

BEGIN
IF UPDATE(MOVES)INTWII
DBOA TC(HOVE S TINT WI)
END;
ENO: (• LSTMOV •1

THEN;

1• SET ILLEGAL FLAG •I

INRS I RS; 1. OUTER LOOP BIT BOARD •I
IMRS
I
RS;
1•
INNER LOOP BIT BOARD •)
IPRS
RS:
(•
PAWN
ORIGIN BIT BOARD •1
INTS TS:
IRIS

1.
I

OUTER LOOP SQUARE NUMBER •1
TS;
I. INNER LOOP SQUARE HUMBER •1

BEGIN
ANORSIIINRS . A.GENFB (JNTK))I
1.
NOTRSIMRS, A1
ANDRSIGENFRI JNTKI.GENFR(J NTKI.IMRS1;
I•
ANORS(IPRS ,A.GENPN[JNTKII;
1•
ANDRSIGENPNIJNTK).GENPN(JNTKI, IMRSI: 1 •

ONLY VALID

FROM

SQUARES •I

REMOVE ORIGIN SQUARES •)
VALID PAWN FROM SQUARES •1
REMOVE PAWNS •I

WHILE NXTTS(INRS . INTS) DO
I• LOOP THROUGH ORIGINS •1
BEGIN
ANORS (IMRS . ATK FR[INTSI. GENTOIJ NTKII;

(• GET UNPROCESSED DESTINATION
SQUARES •I
WHILE NKTTS(IMRS, IMTS)
DO
GENO WE I INTS.IHTS);

END;
GE NP A NII'PS,GEN TO) JNTKII;

1 • LOOP THROUGH DESTINATIONS
1• GENERATE MOVE •1

(• GENERATE PAWN MOVES •1

END; I. GETFSL •1

PROCEDURE GENTSL
IA.RSI:
VAR
INRS

RS;

IMRS RS;
IPRS RS;
INTS I TS;

180 \o,(,bXT 197N US I L P01-1.11- In:

1• GENERATE ALL MOVES TO A
SET OF SQUARES •I
(• TARGET SET OF SQUARES •1

1. OUTER LOOP BIT 80 ARO •1
1• INNER LOOP BIT BOARD •1
1• PAWN BIT BOARD . 1

I. OUTER LOOP SQUARE NUMBER •1

PROCEDURE THEMOV
(AIRN);
VAR
INTS 1 TB;
INRS RS:
INTO TO:
INTS 1 T5;
BEGIN
LSTMV A;
INTS 1 = JPOA7EIA1:
WITH BOARU 00
BEGIN
RBTM I= JNTM;
C PYRSI INRS. ENPASIJNTKII;
IF NXTTS (INRS .IN TS) TNEN
RBTS I= INTO
ELSE
RBTS I- AT;
IF JNTM , DARK THEN

1• MAKE THE MOVE FOR REAL 11
I• THE MOVE TO MAKE •I

1•
I•
I•
1•

SCRATCH •I
SCRATCH •1
CASTLE TYPE
SCRATCH •1

INDEX •1

I• SAVE AS PREVIOUS MOVE '1
1• UPDATE THE DATA BASE •1
1• AND COPY ALL THE RELEVANT DATA
BACK DOWN •I

1• SIDE TO MOVE •1
f- FIND ENPASSANT SQUARE •I

RBTI I, RB,E .I; I• ADVANCE MOVE NUMBER •1
FOR INTO I = LS 10 DL 30
IF INRSTBIC TAT I JNTKI,XTOS [ INTQ11 THEN
1 • CASTLE LEGAL
RBSJ RBSQ.
( INTQI
S
ELSE
RRSQ I= RBSQ -IINTQI:
1• CASTLE NOT LEGAL •1
FOR THIS AS TO IS 00
RBISIINTSI 1- NBOROI INTSI :
1• COPY POSITION •)
END;
ENO; 1• TXEMOV •1

v rwe i o'+ urt inquiry cdi u.

Text continued from page 171

makes use of the routines which were just
described (eg: ADDATK, CUTATK,
ADDLOC, CLSTAT, PRPATK, DELATK,
MOVEIT, LOSEIT). The move is placed on
the move stack by GENONE. Special routines exist for generating moves which involve
the promotion of a pawn (PWNPRO) and
for generating the standard pawn moves
(GENPWN). When a move is tried and
produces an a-0 cutoff, the program backs
down the look-ahead tree and begins to
explore moves at a different node. Several
procedures are employed to downdate the
data base. These include the main routines
RTRKIT and DNDATE, which are essentially the complement of MOVEIT and
UPDATE. Two other procedures are also
needed, one to unpromote a pawn (PAWN IT)
and one to resurrect a captured piece
(GAINIT). This set of routines permits the
program to move about the look-ahead tree
and incrementally update or downdate the
data base.
The executive routines which are responsible for move generation are GENFSL,
which generates all legal moves from a set
of squares, and GENTSL, which generates
all legal moves to a set of squares. The
rationale for having two routines is that we
wish to generate the moves in stages. For
example, captures should be searched first
at each node (ie: the capture heuristic).
To do this, we identify the square locations
of the opponent's pieces, and then call
GENTSL to generate all capturing moves.
These moves are searched before any other
moves are generated. If one of these produces a cut-off the rest of the moves need
not be generated at all. A third executive
routine (GENCAS) generates all castling
moves. These moves are generated after
the captures if castling is still legal.
A fourth executive routine for move
generation is GENALL. This procedure
generates all legal moves and is used by the
program to check the legality of the opponent's move. It is called by LSTMOV which
makes a list of all the legal moves and each
of these are compared with the opponent's
move by YRMOVE (presented later). If
the opponent's move is not on the list, the
machine prints "illegal move." If the opponent's move is compatible with more than
one of the moves on the list (eg: P-R3
could be either P-QR3 or P-KR3), the
machine prints the message, "ambiguous
move." When the machine has completed
its own move selection or has determined
that the opponent's move is legal and not
ambiguous, the move is actually made by
f HEMOV. ■
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A "Tiny"
Pascal Co mpile r
Part 3: P-Code to 8080 Conversion
Kin-Man Chung
124 Scottswood Dr
Urbana IL 61801
Herbert Yuen
POB 2591 Station A
Champaign IL 61820

In part 1 of this series (September 1978
BYTE, page 58) we defined a Pascal subset
language in terms of syntax diagrams. The
p-machine and its instruction set and a
p-code interpreter were also described. In
part 2 (October 1978 BYTE, page 34) we
presented the design and implementation of
the p-compiler. The subject matter for this
part is the translation of p-codes to executable 8080 machine codes. We will also
discuss the implementation of run time
support routines and code optimization.

Compiler-Interpreter Systems
To understand why we need a p-code to
8080 translator, we should first take a brief
look at the different structures of compilerinterpreter systems. The most widely used
structure for microcomputers is the interpreter. Since interpreters are written in the
target computer's assembly language, their
memory size is small. They are self-contained in the sense that they include an editor for creating source programs and run
time routines to do all computations. Memory storage for source programs is also
small. The only disadvantage is speed. Execution time for a typical BASIC program is
estimated to be about 300 to 1000 times
the execution time of the same program
written in assembly language. Interpreters
may spend more than 70 percent of their
time scanning source symbols character by
character, parsing the syntax and checking
errors. No matter how many times a program statement is executed, the parsing procedure is repeated every time.
This problem can be readily solved by
separating the parsing and execution steps.
Before execution, the source program is
compiled and intermediate code is gener182 November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc

ated. Thus scanning and parsing are done
only once for each program statement. This
is the so-called compiler-interpreter scheme
used in some BASIC compilers. Execution of
the intermediate codes is by interpretation.
The gain in speed over a pure interpreter is
a factor of approximately 2 to 10. However,
the gain in speed is paid for by extra memory storage needed for intermediate codes.
The compile-go and compile-link-go approaches are commonly used for many high
level language compilers in mainframe computer systems. These compilers generate relocatable binary codes. The compile-link-go
approach has the advantage of linking together different modules of programs that
are compiled separately, such as those in a
subroutine library. This is done by a linking
loader. However, due to limited system resources like memory and peripheral devices
in microcomputers, these two structures are
rarely used. Further, since Pascal is designed
for fast compilation, linkage of program
modules may be done at the source language level.
Among those four structures just mentioned, the compiler-interpreter seems to be
most appropriate for implementation on
microcomputers. However, execution speed
is still slow because intermediate codes are
interpreted rather than executed directly by
the computer. An obvious solution to this
problem is to translate the intermediate
codes into executable machine codes. Thus,
each intermediate code is decoded once by
a program which we call a translator. The
translated machine code can be expected to
run about two to five times faster than interpreted intermediate codes. Therefore,
the overall gain in speed, compared with a
pure interpreter, is a factor of approximately 10 to 50. (Preliminary test runs in
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our system show that Pascal programs run
about 15 times faster than the same program written in BASIC.) We call this structu re compile-translate-go.
The five compiler-interpreter structures
we discussed above are summarized in table
1. The compile-go and compile-translate-go
are rather similar in structure. Compile-go
actually combines the process of compiling
and generating executable codes into one
step. The binary codes are generated by
straightforward algorithms without optimization, because code optimization would require more complex program logic and make
the compiler even larger. Separating compilation and translation into two steps significantly reduces the size of the compiler.
Local optimization techniques can also be
applied during translation. Code optimization will be discussed later. Since p-codes are
designed to be machine independent to
make the compiler portable, the translator
is responsible for producing efficient codes
for a target computer.

Designing the Run Time Routines
Run time routines form an essential
part of all compiler-interpreter systems in
microcomputers. Large computers can do
fixed point, floating point and decimal
arithmetic with 32 bit or larger word sizes
in single instructions. Many microcomputers,
on the other hand, can do only basic integer
arithmetic with 8 bit words (bytes). Therefore, multiple instructions are needed to implement 16 bit operations like multiply,
divide, subtract, logical operations and
multibit shifts. The run time routines, sometimes referred to as run time support packTable 1: Summary of dif- age, are a collection of subroutines written
in assembly language that can be called by
ferent structures of coman interpreter or any program to perform
piler-interpreter systems.

Structure
interpreter

Example

Step

BASIC, APL

1

interpreter

Input

System software

various arithmetic and logical operations.
Usually they include subroutines for IO conversion between ASCII and binary data.
The design of run time routines for our
compiler system is based on three principles:
• Fast implementation and clarity: A
straightforward approach is followed
so that the overall package can be debugged and tested quickly and modified easily.
• Speed : The best known algorithms
are used for computer arithmetic to
achieve fastest execution speed possible. However, tricks such as selfmodifying code are not used.
• Memory storage : The package is expected to be fairly compact. Since
p-codes are translated mostly into subroutine calls, the number of instructions to set up arguments to be passed
to the subroutine should also be
minimal.

As described in part 1, the p-machine has
a data stack and four registers: stack pointer
T, base register B, program counter P, instruction register I. Since the translator takes
care of the program counter and p-code instructions are not needed after translation,
all we need are the stack pointer and base
register. In the current version of our run
time routines, contiguous memory storage
is used to represent the data stack. For the
sake of program clarity and easy debugging,
the 8080 machine stack is not used, although using it for dual purposes as a data
stack and temporary storage for normal program logic is possible and probably more
efficient.
Figure 1 shows the structural differences
between the p-machine stack which we implement and the 8080 machine stack. Since

Output

Remarks

source

interpreter

Most popular for microcomputers.

program

(execution)

Advantage: conserves memory space.

Disadvantage: very slow execution
speed.
compilerinterpreter

BASIC-E,
Pascal
compiler

1
2

source
program
intermediate code

compiler

intermediate
code

The interpreter may overlay the
compiler to save memory space.
Advantage: faster execution speed.

interpreter
(execution)

compile-go

WATFIV,PL/C
compiler

1

source
program

compiler

executable
code

Only used in large computers.
Disadvantage: size is too big for

compile-link-go

FORTRAN IV,
PL/l, COBOL
compiler

1

compiler

2

source
program
binary
code

binary
code
executable
code

Widely used in large computers.
Advantage: fast execution speed.
Disadvantage: requires more system
resources.

Pascal

1

source

compiler

p-code

Advantage: size of compiler is

translator

executable
8080 code

microcomputers.

compile-translate-go

compiler

(by authors)
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linking loader

program

2

p-code

reduced, fast execution speed,

increased portability, easy
implementation.

integer data is stored as pairs of 8 bit bytes
(character strings are stored as single dimensional arrays, two bytes to each element and
only the low order byte is used; see descriptions in part 1), each load instruction increments the stack pointer by 2. The order of
the byte pair is arranged as high-low because
it is more convenient to use than low-high.
The stack pointer always points to the low
order byte of the 16 bit integer, which is on
top of the stack.
Register pair D,E is dedicated for use as
the stack pointer, while registers H and L
are mainly used for 16 bit operations such as
DAD, LHLD, SHLD and PCHL. When
needed, register pairs D,E and H,L can be
easily exchanged using the XCHG instruction. Since the base address remains unchanged within a procedure block, a 2 byte
fixed memory location (with symbolic name
BB) is used to represent the base register.
The LHLD and SHLD instructions are used
to retrieve and update the base address
value. A summary of register assignments for
implementation of the p-machine is shown
in table 2.

MEMORY
LOCATION
X + n

n

MEMORY
LOCATION

TOP OF STACK Y

0

V-I
.

X + I

I

x

0

.

V-n

P-MACHINE STACK

n

NO— TOP OF STACK

8080 MACHINE STACK

PUSH: INCREMENTS STACK POINTER PUSH: DECREMENTS STACK POINTER

Figure 1. Differences between p-machine and 8080 stacks. This figure shows
n+1 entries on each of the stacks.

P-machine 8080 run time routines
P: program counter PC
T: stack pointer D,E register pair
B: base register memory location BB (16 bits)
I: instruction register
memory storage
data stack

Table 2: Register and storage assignment for runtime routines.

Coding the Run Time Routines
Most of the subroutines are easily understandable. The routines for load, store, call
and load constant are coded by direct translation from the interpreter program to 8080
assembly language, keeping in mind that
each stack element (one data item) occupies
two bytes. The routines for arithmetic and
logical operations and 10 conversions require more programming effort. In general,
single operand functions such as negate,
logical not and increment are performed one
byte at a time in register A. Double operand
operations such as add, divide and logical or
are performed with register pairs H,L and
B,C. The entire runtime package occupies
about 1 K bytes of memory. The following
are remarks on coding some of the not-sotrivial subroutines.
PUSH and POP: for most double operand
functions, subroutine POP is called first
to get the two operands from the stack
(memory) and put in register pairs H,L (first
operand) and B,C (second operand). After
the operations, subroutine PUSH is called to
put the result from H,L back onto the stack.
Add and subtract: since DAD (double
precision add) is the only 8080 instruction
for double operand 16 bit operation, subtraction is done by adding the 2's complement of the second operand to the first. A
message will be issued if overflow occurs and
execution continues without any corrective
action. The condition for overflow is detected by the rule:

if [sign(arg.1) ® sign(arg.2) ® carry
® sign (result)] = 1, then overflow;
otherwise nothing.
MULT16: 16 bit signed multiplication is
done in two stages using an 8 bit multiplication routine. First, multiply the second
operand by the high order byte of the first
operand; the result is in register pair H,L.
Second, continue the multiplication (left
shift and double add) with the low order
byte of the first operand; the result is in
register pair H,L. This method is very efficient. In comparison, conventional 16 bit
multiplication routines require more PUSH,
POP and XCHG instructions because there
are not enough registers to shift two 16 bit
words and also update a loop counter. Overflows are ignored, as this is the usual practice
for integer multiplication.

DIV16: 16 bit signed division is one of
the most difficult routines to implement.
First the signs of both operands are saved on
a stack and are then converted to positive integers (actually the divisor is made negative
in 2's complement because subtraction is
done with a double add instruction). The
divisor is also checked for zero value, and if
so, a DIVIDE CHECK message is issued and
the routine returns. Division is carried out as
a sequence of subtraction and shifts. At the
end, the signs of the quotient and remainder
are corrected according to the original signs
of the operands. The same routine is also
used for calculation of the MOD function.
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Relational operations : are done by comparing the high order and then the low order
bytes of the operands. For testing less than,
less than or equal, greater than, greater than
or equal conditions, a common subroutine
for testing less than is used. Register pair
B,C is used as a flag to indicate whether the
opposite of less than and equal to is wanted.
SHL and SHR : the logical left shift and
right shift routines are symmetric in the
sense that a negative argument (second operand) for the number of bits to be shifted
will cause one routine to jump to the other,
resulting in shifts in reverse direction.
INNUM: the conversion subroutine for
input integers allows leading zeros and
blanks and may optionally be preceded by
a plus or minus sign (+ or -). It also checks
for the absolute magnitude, of the integer,
which must be less than 32,768.
OUTNUM: conversion of binary integers
to ASCII is done by repeated division by 10.

Hexadecimal Hexadecimal
Op code P-code 8080 Mnemonic Commentary Op code
00 LIT O,n LXI B,n
CALL LIT

04

01 OPR 0,0 JMP P00 ;

02

procedure return
routine
OPR O,n CALL Pn ; one of the 21
arithmetic / logical
routines
LOD v,d

The 16 bit divide routine is utilized.
P-code Translation
In general, p-codes are translated to subroutine call instructions which jump to the
appropriate entry points in the run time routines. Output from the translator is an 8080
machine language program containing
mostly subroutine call instructions . Some pcodes, such as load and store , require additional instructions to set up the arguments
to be passed . Address offsets are always
placed in register pair B ,C and the static
level difference is placed in register A. The
jump instruction in p-code simply becomes
a JMP instruction in 8080 with the correct
address determined by the translator. The
p-code addresses in CAL and JPC instructions are similarly taken care of by the translator. The complete list of 8080 code corresponding to each p-code is shown in
table 3.

P-code 8080 Mnemonic Commentary
CAL v,a
a) v=0 CALL CAL
JMP x
b) v>0 MVI A,v
CALL CAL1
JMP x
c) v=255 CALL CALA;

a) v=0

LXI B,2d
CALL LOD
05 INT O,n LXI H,2n
CALL INT

b) v>0 LXI B,2d
MVI A,v
CALL LOD1
c) v=255 CALL LODA;

machine language
subroutine interface

06 JMP O,a JMP x
load absolute address 07 JPC O,a

12 LODX v,d
a) v=0 LXI B,2d
CALL LODX

get conditional code
LDAX D;
DCX D
decrement stack
DCX D;
RAR pointer test condiJNC x tional code
(same as JPC O,a
except JC x)

JPC 1,a
b) v>0 LXI B,2d
MVI A,v
CALLLODX1

08 CSP O,n CALL SYSn; one of the 6 con(n=0...5) version routines

03 STO v,d
for n=8: (output a string)
a) v=O LXI B,2d
CALL STO

LIT 0,c1 MV I C,n; # of char.
LIT O,c2 CALL SYS8

DB c1
DB c2

b) v>0 LXI B, 2d
MVI A,v
CALL STO1
c) v=255 CALL STOA;
13 STOX v,d
a) v=0 LXI B, 2d
CALLSTOX
b) v>0 LXI B,2d
MVI A,v
CALLSTOXI
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store absolute address

LIT O,cn
LIT O,n
CSP 0,8 DB cn

Table 3: P-code to 8080 translation. LIT, LOS, STOX1, INT, LODA, etc,
are used as symbolic entry points in the runtime routines. There are 22
routines for the OPR instructions: P00, P01, . . ., P21. There are seven standard routines for /0 conversion: SYSO, SYS1, . . ., SYS5 and SYS8. The
variable x is used as the memory address ii7 the translated 8080 code corresponding to p-code address a in a call and jump instruction.

Circle 316 on inquiry card.

The 2 Pass Translator
The structure of the translator is similar
to that of the interpreter . Both programs
read p -codes from memory and decode
them. The interpreter calls a simulator to
execute the p-codes. The translator writes
translated 8080 code in memory. The major
difference between them is that the translator needs three additional tables to keep
track of p-code and 8080 addresses. Since
all p-code addresses are relative to the starting p-code of the program , the program is
relocatable . The memory address corresponding to p-code address for any backward and forward referenced jumps can be
calculated easily because all p-codes are four
bytes long. The number of 8080 instructions generated per p -code is also not constant as shown in table 3. Therefore, it is
necessary to build a table of 8080 addresses
corresponding to p-code addresses to be
used in jump and call instructions. However, it is not practical to build a table of
8080 addresses for every p-code because it
will take too much memory storage for large
programs . Only the addresses of those pcodes that are being referenced need be
entered into the table.
P-code to 8080 machine code translation
is done in two passes . During the first pass,
p-code addresses in CAL, J MP and J PC instructions are entered into a table. The
table is sorted after the completion of the
first pass. Actual translation is carried out
in the second pass. P-codes are fetched one
by one from memory and decoded. The address of each p-code is checked with those
in the address table. If it indicates that the
current p-code is being referenced , the current 8080 address is entered to the corresponding 8080 address table . Then 8080
machine codes are produced according to
the translation rules shown in table 3.
For CAL, JMP and JPC instructions, the
p-code address in the instruction is looked
up in the address table using a binary search.
If the corresponding 8080 address has already been entered , it is output in the translated code ; otherwise it is a forward referenced address. When the latter case occurs, it
is necessary to record the current 8080 address in a forward reference table. Then, instead of the 8080 address ( which is not yet
known ), its position in the table is output in
the translated code. At the end of the second pass the forward referenced addresses
are fixed up by the following procedure:
a) Get the 8080 address from the forward reference table ( call it P).
b) Get the table entry ( call it J) at address P in the translated program.
c) Get the updated 8080 address ( call it
A) at table entry J.

CATCH THE
S-100, INC. BUS
LIST
PRICE

SPECIAL
CASH
PRICE

1,22500 1,040°°
Hazetine 1500 Assembled
16500
22000
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23500
31000
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85000
99500
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Digital Systems Dual drive,
dual density 2,74500 2,45000
IMC keyborad assembled
14500
and tested 16995
59°°
Dual box for 5 inch mini drives 6900
380
Verbatim 5 inch diskettes 450
56995
Imsai 8080 Kit 69900
Subject to Available Quantities.
Prices Quoted Include Cash Discounts.
Shipping £t Insurance Extra.

...S-1 ❑❑ , IfC.

Bus
Address ... 7 White Place
Clark , N.J. 07066
Interface ... 201-382-1318
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103/113 COMPATIBLE
ACOUSTIC/ HARDWIRE VERSIONS
ORIGINATE /ANSWER VERSIONS

10 OR 30 CHAR/SEC
132 COLUMNS
UPPER/LOWER CASE

U.S. Robotics now combines the price / performance leader in 300 Baud Modems
with the price / performance leader in hardcopy terminals to bring you teleprinter
capability at incredible package prices.
USR-310 Originate Acoustic Coupler + Teletype Model 43 KSR = 51195
USR 330 Originate/Auto-Answer FCC Certified Modem
+ Teletype Model 43 KSR = $1365
USR-320 Auto-Answer FCC Certified Modem + Teletype Model 43 RD = $1215
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Style Style
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USR 310 - RS232C only
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shipping and handling in the continental U.S.
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U.S. ROBOTICS, INC.
2440 N. Lincoln /Chicago, IL 60614/(312) 528-9045
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FIRST

PASS

SECOND

FIX UP

PASS

T(WO+I): =65535
INITIALIZE ARRAY D
TO ZEROS
SET PC := O; K:=I;
U:=T(1); W:=I;

INITIALIZE : PROMPT
USER FOR ADDRESSES
OF P-CODE,8080,STACK
SET PC := O; W:=O;

N:=O;

44

INCREMENT N
GET NEXT P-CODE

GET NEXT P-CODE
K: =K+I; RO:=0;

V. =O;
YES
YES
r----

-l

YES

IOP CODE=CAL
-4 0R JMP

P:=E(N);
J:=VALUE OF 16 BIT
WORD AT MEMORY
LOCATION P

JOR JPC
L_-_-J

NO

YES
PUT D(J) IN
MEMORY LOCATION P

W: = W+ I
T(W):=ADDRESS IN
CAL OR JMP OR
JPC INSTRUCTION

D(W) :=P;
W: W+ I; RO:=1
U: T(W);

BUBBLE SORT
THE ARRAY T

YES

SET WO '.= I; I:=I;
V: = I;

OP CODE := OP CODE-16

INCREMENT I

OP CODE

NO

WO: = WO+I
T(WO):= T(1);

Figure 2: A simplified flowchart of the translator. AO, A 1, ...A8 are program segments for generating 8080 code for the p-code with peephole optimization as illustrated by the rules in table 4. Refer to table 5 for a description
of the variables.
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d) Write the correct address A back to
memory location P.
Figure 2 is a simplified flowchart of the
translator. The part for code generation is
not shown, but it can be easily understood
by referring to tables 3 and 4. Table lookup
is done by binary search through the sorted
table. The table elements are entered sequentially during the first pass. A simple bubble
sort algorithm is used to sort the table. This
method works fine for small Pascal programs. For larger programs, and thus more
referenced addresses, the bubble sort algorithm is too slow because the number of
comparisons is of order n2 for n elements. A
binary tree sorting algorithm with order
n log n will be used for our next version of
the translator.
The various entry points in the runtime
routines are initialized in the translator as
a series of string constants. These hexadecimal addresses are converted to integers and
placed in arrays so they can be accessed
very easily later on.

When execution begins, the program
prompts the user for starting addresses of
the p-code program, the output 8080 code,
and starting and ending addresses of the
data stack. The following three instruc-

tions are generated to initialize the data
stack and pointer:
LXI H,STKI

starting address of data
stack.
LXI D,STK2 2 's complement of stack
ending address.
CALL #1 A00 runtime routine ( initialization)
The program then begins its first pass.

The number of address references and actual
number of referenced addresses are displayed at the end of the first pass . During
the second pass, cross references of p-code
and 8080 addresses , which may be useful for
future references , are listed in hexadecimal
form . At the end of the translation , sizes of
the p-code program and 8080 code are
displayed.
Code Optimization
Code optimization is a technique employed by most compilers to improve the
object code produced. Many sophisticated
code optimization techniques are known
today but are outside the scope of this
article. We shall describe only one form of
local optimization technique which is being used in our project. Local optimization

Table 4: Summary of peephole optimization. The goal is to reduce the size of the object program. The optimized code is more
efficient than the unoptimized 8080 code. For the redundant store fix, the load instruction cannot be referenced elsewhere in
the program.
8080 code

Optimized 8080 code

Example

P-code

Redundant jump

beginning of a procedure

n: JMP 0,n+1

JMP x

no code generated

instructions

without inner procedure

Redundant loads
and stores

J:=J+5; A [J] :=X;

STO v,d
LOD v,d

( as usual )
(as usual)

(as usual)
INX D; increment stack
INX D; pointer

Repeated load of
the same variable

A[J] :=A[J] +Y;

LOD v,d
LOD v,d

( as usual )
( as usual )

( as usual)
CALL P21; copy

INT instruction
with small constant

procedure call without
parameter

INT 0,0

LXI H,#0000
CALL INT

no code generated

Procedure call

INT O,n

LXI H,2n
CALL INT

INX D ( repeat n times
INX D n > 0

Source of optimization

(-3<n<2)

DI

DCX D
DCX
Load negative
constants

B:= -20;

Add and subtract
small constants
(n < 3)

array subscripts
A [J+2] :=
B [K-1 ]
L:=L+1 ;

LIT O,n
OPR 0,1
LIT O,n
OPR 0,2
LIT O,n
OPR 0,3

Load zeros

P:=O;

LIT 0,0

( repeat n times
n<0

LXI B,n
CALL LIT
CALL P01

LXI B,-n
CALL LIT

LXI B,n
CALL LIT
CALL P02

CALL P19; increment
(repeat n times)

LXI B,n
CALL LIT
CALL P03

CALL P20; decrement
(repeat n times)

LXI B,=0000
CALL LIT

XRA A
INX D
STAX D
INX D
STAX D

*Must be an unreferenced p-code
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is done within a straight line block of
code with no jumps into or out of the middle of the block. Peephole optimization is
one form of local optimization which examines only small pieces of object code.
Since most code optimization techniques are difficult to build in a syntax
directed code generation algorithm, peephole optimization is particularly useful in
improving the intermediate code. Each improvement may lead to opportunities for
further improvements. The technique can
be applied repeatedly to get maximum optimization. In our translator, peephole optimization is applied only once during the
second pass.

The GENERAL , designed for
business and professional use by
Xitan, places a self -contained
microcomputer system into the
hands of a small businessman
at an affordable price. It's
flexible, reliable and expandable.
Because anyone can learn to use it quickly, the GENERAL is
cost-efficient and its typewriter-type keyboard is "abuse
protected" so it rarely needs service. It boasts high-speed
accuracy, and a 25-line 80 character flicker free video display
provides optimum readability. Over 150 pages of typed data can
be stored in 2 diskettes for rapid access. Your business routine:
general ledger, accounts payable and receivable, payroll and other
record-keeping functions can be brought on line!
If you want to get your business on line, call The
Microcomputer Peoplep at Computer Mart of New Jersey or
Computer Mart of Pennsylvania. See Xitan's GENERAL and satisfy
yourself that our service capability is superb. We won't sell what

we cannot ///^
keep running!

Computer Mart of New Jersey
501 Route 27. Iselin. NJ 08830.201-283-0600
Tue-Sat 10.00-6.00 . Tue & Thur tit 900

Computer Mart of Pennsylvania
The Microcomputer
People

550 DeKalb Pike. King of Prussia, PA 19406. 215-265-2580

Tue-Thur 11 00-900 • Fri & Sat . 1000-600

17

• •iIII:IIII^ii:IIIf ' t• •

s•icomA1n Amy Roo
• NOT A KIT
• 8v(c 15A, ± 16v@ 3A power
• Rack mountable
• 15 slot motherboard
• Card cage
• Fan, line cord, fuse;
switch , EMI filter
• Desk top version option
• 8vc 30A, ± 16vii 10A option
• voltage monitor option
• 100 pin connectors optional

PPP' Rack
mounted

model From
S200

r Desk
top model
From S235

Write or call for a copy of our
detailed brochure which includes
our application note
BUILDING CHEAP COMPUTERS.

INIEGR4ND
8474 Ave 296 • Visalia. CA 93277 • (209) 133 9288
We accept BankAmericard/Visa and Master Charge
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The goal of optimization is to minimize
the size of the translated 8080 code and to
increase execution speed without sacrificing
a lot of time during translation. The peephole technique is quite simple. It examines
only a single code or two consecutive codes.
Some redundant p-codes are obvious and
can be easily recognized. For example, the
JMP instruction generated at the beginning
of a procedure block which does not contain inner blocks is redundant. Similarly, the
p-code INT 0,0 (increment stack pointer)
generated after a procedure call with no
arguments can be eliminated. The biggest
benefit comes from optimizing redundant
load and store instructions, because they are
relatively slow in the current implementation. For example, a LOD instruction immediately following a STO instruction of
the same variable can be replaced by an
increment stack pointer instruction, because the variable is still on the stack. However, if the LOD instruction has a label,
ie: is being referenced somewhere in the
program, we cannot be sure that the STO
instruction is always executed immediately
before the LOD instruction.
Other sources of peephole optimization
are the replacement of specific operations
by more efficient instructions. Addition and
subtraction of small constants (less than 4)
occur frequently in array subscripts and loop
counters. They can be replaced by repeated
increment or decrement instructions. Some
p-codes are translated into in line 8080 code
instead of a call to runtime routines. Table
4 is a summary of peephole optimization
used in the translator. Note that the optimized code always takes less memory space
than the unoptimized code.
An Example
The various modules of the compiler system have been described. Now let us look at
a complete program example. Listing 1
shows the compilation, translation and exe-

cution of a sample Pascal program. The program is stored in a disk file with file name
T4. It is a sorting program that uses a binary
tree algorithm. As mentioned before, it is
more efficient than a bubble sort algorithm.
The two subroutines in this program will
be used in our next version of the translator
(written in Pascal). The main program begins
by asking the user to input an integer K (K
must be less than 110) for the number of
items to be sorted. It then reads the K+1
bytes of data starting from hexadecimal
memory location 1 A00 (the location where
runtime routines arc stored). The data
items are read one at a time and procedure
ENTER is called to build a binary tree with
these items. Procedure TRAV is then called
to traverse the tree recursively in the "left
subtree..root..right subtree" fashion and the
data with sorted order is placed in array S.
Finally, array S is printed.
The p-compiler generates 145 p-codes (0
to 144) for this program. Afterwards, it uses
a CHAIN statement (North Star BASIC) to
load the translator program from disk, and
overlays the compiler. The translator begins
by asking the user to input memory addresses of runtime routines, p-code program, output 8080 code and data stack. At
the end of the first pass, 20 address references are recorded. After sorting, it is found
that there are only 15 actual labels. Output
from the second pass of the translator is a
cross-reference of p-code program counter
and memory addresses of the corresponding
translated 8080 code. The leftmost column is the p-code program counter. Hexadecimal memory addresses are printed in
groups of 15 per line. With the exception
of the first one, only the two low order
hexadecimal digits are printed. At the end
of the second pass, 11 forward references
are recorded. A total of 766 bytes of 8080
code are generated. Compared to the size
of the p-code program, the translated code
is 1.32 times larger. This ratio usually
ranges between 1.05 and 1.35, depending on
program structure and the types of statements used.

After translation is completed, control is
transferred to the disk operation system
(DOS). The runtime routines are loaded
from the disk file, PAS.LIB, to hexadecimal
memory location 1A00. Then execution
may begin by typing a JPxxxx command
(jump to xxxx), where xxxx is the starting
hexadecimal memory address of the translated code. In listing 1, two separate runs
are shown: the first one sorts eight numbers
(K+l with K = 7) and the second sorts 21
numbers. The user may get back to BASIC
by typing JP2A04, where 2A04 is the entry
point of BASIC. (The command !CHR$(129)

T$ - table of p- code address labels
D$ - table of 8080 address corresponding to address labels in array T$
E - table of forward references
W - count of address references
WO - count of actual labels
G - count of forward references
K - p-code instruction counter
X - memory location of current p-code
P - 8080 program counter of the translated code
F - current op code
V - =1 means indexed load or store
RO - =1 means current p-code is being referenced
U - program counter of the next referenced p-code

Table 5: Table of important variables and arrays in the translator program
shown in flowchart form in figure 2.
P-CODES STARTS AT 0000
WANT CODE PRINTED?N
0 ?$T4
Listing 1: Compilation
0 < PGM -- SORTING BY BINARY TREE
0 UAR I,J,K,N,NEW INTEGER
and translation of a
1 T,L,R,S ARRAY[110] OF INTEGER:
sample Pascal program.
1
1 PROC ENTER(N);
At the end of the trans1 VAR J : INTEGER;
lation, the ratio of p2 BEGIN J =0;
code to 8080 code is
5 REPEAT
5 IF N<=TCJ) THEN
determined for refer9 IF LCJ)1>0 THEN J =LIJ)
ence purposes.
17 ELSE BEGIN LIJ) =NEW;J =0 END
24 ELSE IF RI-11<>0 THEN J =F,•[J]
32 ELSE BEGIN RCJ] =NEW;J=H END
39 UNTIL J=O;
43 TCNEW ) = N;NEW =NEW+1
48 END;
51
51 PROC TRAV(J); < TRAVERSE THE TREE
51 BEGIN IF LCJ]<>O THEN TRAV(L[JJ);
62 SCK) =T[J);K =K+1;
70 IF RCJ )<> 0 THEN TR AV(RCJ])
79 END;
80
80 BEGIN (MAIN)
80 TCO ) = 255;NEW =O;
86 READ ( K*);WRITE <13, 10);
92 FOR 1 = 0 TO K DO BEGIN
99 1_113= J R111=0; ENTER<MEMCI+':1A00]) END.
116 K := O; TRAV(8);
121 FOR I =0 TO K-1 00 WRITE (' ', SCI]N);
LAC+ WRITE ( 13,10)
144 END.
INTERPRET(I), OR TRANSLATE(T)?T
*** P-CODE TO 8080 TRANSLATION ***
AD(R ( HEX) OF PAS LIB 1A00
AODR < HEX) OF P-CODE 0000
ADDR (HEX) OF OUTPUT 8080 PGM:0800
STACK START ADOR ( HEX) 5000
STACK END ADDR (HEX) 7FFF
28 REFERENCES
15 ACTUAL LABELS
0 0809 0C: 0C: 12 17 10 23 29 31 34 38 41 49
15 0858 SE 66 6C: 6F 75 70 85 8A 90 93 99 Al
30 0880 86 BE C4 C:? CO 05 00 E2 E8 EE F3 F6
45 0908 13 18 21 1E 26 29 29 2F 35 3D 42 45
60 095A 62 64 6C: 72 7A 82 SA 90 80 95 98 A3
75 09B2 88 CO C:8 CA CD 03 08 DE E4 E9 EF F2
90 0A01 07 08 OF 15 16 1E 24 27 2E 34 39 3F
185 8858 56 5C SF 62 68 6A 70 73 79 7C: 7E 83
120 0A94 96 98 AL A7 AD AA AD 83 86 BD C3 C:6
135 8AD5 08 DE E4 E7 E9 EF F2 F8 FB FE
11 FORWARD REFERENCES
P-CODE .. 145 INSTRUCTIONS
5080 .. 766 BYTES
P-CODE.8080 = 1.3206897
* END TRANSLATION *
BYE
*LF PAS . LIB 1A00
*:JP0880
?7
29 34 34 35 43 43 235 242
*JP0880
?20
8 1 5 25 29 29 32 33 34 34 35 35 40 43 43 112
*JP2A04
READY
ICHRE(129)

4F
A6
FO
4C
AS
F8
45
89
CC:

113

51
A9
05
52
AS
FE
4A
BE
D2

201 235 242 244
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is an immediate BASIC statement used to
turn off the printer.)
Summary
Compilers for high level languages are
large, nontrivial programs. Their implementation usually requires a significant amount
of computer system resources and human
effort. Although our available system resources were limited, both in hardware and
software, we managed to finish the bootstrap compiler within a relatively short
time period. The reason is obvious: The
Pascal subset we implemented is small. We
followed the same approach professionals
use for implementing portable Pascal compilers on mainframe computers. Syntax diagrams, which define the subset language, are
used to construct the syntax directed, topdown parser of the compiler. The generation
of p-code is also syntax directed. P-code is
relocatable and portable, and its interpreter
can be easily implemented on most microcomputers.
There are several features that are unique
to our compiler project. First, the bootstrap
compiler was written in BASIC (North Star
disk BASIC). Although BASIC is not an appropriate language for compiler writing, it is
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Please use the coupon below and order BYTE Listing #LS100.

Please send copies of BYTE Listing # -at $ -postpaid.
Check Enclosed
Bill my BAC #

Exp

Date
Lxp Date

Bill my MC #
Name
Street
City

State

Zip

Code

BYTE Listing Service, 70 Main St, Peterborough NH 03458
You may photocopy this page if you wish to keep your BYTE intact.
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the only high level language available in our
system. Its ability to perform recursive function calls proved essential in simplifying the
implementation of the compiler. Secondly,
instead of writing a p-code interpreter in
assembly language, a p-code to 8080 machine code translator was written in BASIC.
The translated code can be expected to run
more than twice as fast as interpreting pcodes. A p-code interpreter with debug facilities was also written (in Pascal). It can be
used to debug p-code programs. Thirdly,
minor extensions to the subset language
were implemented. Absolute addressing of
memory locations and machine language interface are desirable features for microcomputer systems. The availability of hexadecimal constants and 10 conversions provides
much user convenience.
Presently, the bootstrap compiler is very
slow. It compiles at the rate of about eight
lines per minute for a very dense Pascal program (using North Star BASIC with a 2 MHz
8080 processor). With some refinement in
the compiler and runtime routines, the
Pascal version of the compiler can be expected to run 25 times faster, or approximately 200 lines per minute.
Completion of the bootstrap compiler is
only a milestone in our compiler project.
There are many tasks still to be done.
Logically the next step is to write the translator and then the p-compiler in the Pascal
subset and compile them using the BASIC
version of the compiler. Since the compiler source and p-codes are big, there
may be a minor problem in memory management. It may be necessary to write the
p-codes onto disk to save memory. After
these two programs have been debugged, any
further development can be done in Pascal
without the BASIC interpreter. It would be
quite interesting to have the compiler (in
object code) compile itself (in source code)
and use the output object code to compile
itself again. After each compilation, the object code could be compared with the previous one to provide a means of verification.
More Pascal features or extensions can
be implemented one step at a time. They
may include character type and pointer type
variables, disk 10 capabilities, floating point
arithmetic, multidimensional arrays and
built-in functions. It is also necessary to improve the error diagnosis and recovery
scheme of the compiler. Further development should be aimed at user convenience.
A dynamic debugging package that can display and alter the values of variables as
specified by name at runtime would be
desirable. Ultimately, we hope to see a
Pascal system that is as convenient and easy
to use as an interactive BASIC system. ■

Wh at's New?
New Modem
Provides Cost Effective
Network Control
The 2400 DCM, Diagnostic Controlled Modem, provides control of a
communications network. The diagnostics are contained within the master and
remote site modems and provide a
secondary channel with command mode
procedures. Test and control of the
remote site modems are performed over
this secondary channel without interference to mainstream transmission.
Standard features include large scale
integration logic, built-in test pattern
generator and detector, EIA standard
RS-232 interface, and on line compatibility with Bell system 201B and 201C
data sets.
The 2400 DCM lines of modems
range in price from $800 to $1600. Contact Penril Corp, 5520 Randolph Rd,
Rockville MD 20852. ■
Circle 583 on inquiry card.

Printer Interfaces for SOL Computer

New Modem Assembly Houses
Two ComData Series 330 Modems

The 330-2R-0 modem assembly
houses two ComData Series 330 modems
and provides display of four control
functions and two data functions. The
assembly may be used to house two 300
bps modems, one 300 and one 1200 bps
modem, two 1200 bps modems, or one
1200 bps modem with reverse channel.
The 300 Series modems are Bell 113B
or 202 compatible and are available for
leased line or auto answer applications.
Since the assembly is compatible with
the 330 rack mount series, its use at
the terminal end permits maximum interchangeability of modems at both
ends of the communications link. The
330-2R-0 is priced at $150. The 330
Series modem prices range from $150 to
$225. Contact ComData Corp, 8115 N
Monticello Av, Skokie IL 60076.•
Circle 582 on inquiry card.

Speech Recognition System

Two new printer interfaces for the
SOL computer have been announced by
Processor Technology Corp, 7100
Johnson Industrial Dr, Pleasanton CA
94566.
The SOL Hytype I mounts inside
any Diablo Series 1200 printer, connecting it directly to the back of the SOL.
Similarly, the SOL Hytype II printer
interface works with the Diablo Series
1300 printer. The installation package
includes a fully assembled, tested and

burned in printed circuit board, software,
all cables, and mounting hardware. The
printer can be restored to its original
condition if required.
Hytype driver software is included on
a CUTS format cassette along with a
source listing. The driver software may
be modified to suit a particular application.
The price for both the Hytype I and
Hytype II is $150.•

The SR/8 is a microprocessor speech
recognition system that identifies up to
16 spoken words or phrases and which
can be interfaced to any computer
system. The SR/8 is trained for individual speakers and vocabularies by
hearing each of the vocabulary words or
phrases several times. From this training
data, the SR/8 computes a prototype
pattern describing each voiced input.
These prototype patterns are then used
to identify new spoken inputs via a
decision process.
The system also has the capability
to reject voice inputs that are not
acoustically close to the prototype
patterns derived during training, such
as commands not in the vocabulary set
or extraneous noises.
The system is available for $550 or as
a self-contained, stand alone system
with power supply and control panel
for $975. Contact Phonics Inc, POB
62275, Sunnyvale CA 94087.•

Circle 580 on inquiry card.

Circle 581 on inquiry card.
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Conductive Foam Protects
Static Sensitive Components

What's New?
New AC Power Conditioner

The new Voltector Series 5 AC
power conditioner protects microcomputers and other sensitive electronic equipment from power line noise and high

energy transients, saving the cost of a
dedicated line. The Series 5 provides
both common and transverse mode protection against RF (radio frequency)
noise and against the destructive surges,
spikes and transients that enter a building on the primary power line servicing
it.
The conditioner is equipped with a
green pilot light to indicate ready. It
limits up to 2500 V spikes to safe levels
and provides attenuation of frequencies
above the line frequency. The Series 5 is
internally fused and rated for 5, 10, 15
and 20 A at 120 V from 50 to 400 Hz.
Prices are: $169 5 A 0.6 kVA, $195
10 A 1.2 kVA, $248 15 A 1.8 kVA, and
$327 20 A 2.4 kVA. Units are covered
by a 5 year warranty. Contact Pilgrim
Electric Company, 29 Cain Dr, Plainview NY 11803.•
Circle 614 on inquiry card.

up to nine integrated circuits in 12
minutes. The double tube construction
and specular reflector provide broad,
intense and uniform ultraviolet distribution.
Safety features include two high
intensity ultraviolet tubes fully shielded
within an anodized aluminum housing,
and a safety interlock to prevent the
unit from operating when the tray is
not fully inserted.
A conductive foam pad holds the
integrated circuits in place during exposure and prevents electrostatic buildup while protecting the integrated
circuits from possible static change. A
60 minute timer is included for automatic shutoff of the unit..

Electrically conductive foam for
packaging integrated circuits, hybrid
circuits, CMOS, microprocessor chips
and other static sensitive devices has
been introduced by Charleswater Products Inc, 3 Walnut Park, Wellesley MA
02181.
The foam is an electrically conductive packaging material that protects
devices affected by both physical shock
and static discharge. Available in low
density for cushioning and in high
density for inserting leads directly, the
foam is unaffected by relative humidity.
This conductive foam is available in
thicknesses from 0.125 to 2.25 inches
(0.32 to 5.72 cm) in 25 by 75 inch
sheets (63.5 by 190 cm). Prices start at
$18.50 per sheet. Literature and samples
are available on request..

Circle 615 on inquiry card.

Circle 616 on inquiry card.

New EROM - Erasing Ultraviolet Lamp

The introduction of a new erasable
read only memory erasing ultraviolet
lamp has been announced by Spectronics Corp, 956 Brush Hollow Rd,
Westbury NY 11590. Designated the
Spectroline PE-24T, the unit will erase

Self-Contained Power Desoldering System

The new Pacenter series of equipment has been announced by Pace Inc,
9329 Fraser St, Silver Spring MD 20910.
The Model PC-20 D-Sodr System is the
first equipment to be marketed in this
series.
The PC-20 is a lightweight, selfcontained power desoldering system.
Incorporating Pace's "whisper quiet"
minipump, the under 71/ pound (3.4 kg)
system provides low cost operation with
high performance.
The PC-20 features Pace's Sodr-XTractor handpiece with "Thermo Drive"
heat control. The power source provides
a variable AC output for tip temperature control; vacuum supply with quick
connect vacuum output; dual filtration
system including plug-in filter; auxiliary
ground lug; and foot pedal controlled
operation. A hot tubby is provided for
holding the handpiece and an assortment of Pace Super Tips is furnished
with each system..
Circle 617 on inquiry card.
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The New
Hobby World
Catalog
THE BEST FOR BOTH WORLDS
Factory prime electronic equipment for both the
discerning hobbyist and the professional

Your source for factory prime, professional
quality equipment. Computers, add-on boards,
IC's, sockets, resistors, supplies, tools, test
equipment, books, and more. Shop your buy list
at Hobby World. You'll find what you want, and at
a solid savings.

This month's specials.
16K MEMORY ADD-ON FOR APPLE
OR TRS-80
Hobby World price is only $ 128.00 (specify when
ordering)

Hobby World Carries TAB Books! Affordable books for
the hobbyist. Hobby World helps out with a 10%
discount. (Order by number, and don't forget the 10%
discount)

NEW FROM SSM. THE CB-1 8080 CPU BOARD AT A
HOBBY WORLD SUPER SPECIAL. (See SSM ad for specs)
It's Loaded. It's Blue. ITS ONLY $ 119.95

Computer Circuits and How
They Work

#538

$5.95

Beginner's Guide to
Computer Logic

#548

$5.95

Computer Technician's
Handbook

#554

$9.95

Build Your Own Working
Robot

#841

$5.95

Programming
Microprocessors

#985

$6.95

Beginner's Guide to
Computer Programming

#574

$9.95

Digital Electronics:
Principles and Practice

#585

$5.95

Microprocessor/ M icroprogramming Handbook

#785

$6.95

Computer Programming
Handbook

#752

$9.95

THE NEW ELENCO 31/2 DIGIT SOLID
STATE MULTIMETER
The ultimate in performance: measures resistance to
.01 ohms, voltage to 100 micro-volts, current to one
micro-amp. Assembled and tested, with 2-Year
warranty. Lists at $ 99.95. Hobby World: $74.95
WAHL ISO-TIP CORDLESS SOLDERING IRON
Includes ni-cad batteries and wall plug transformer.
Lists at $19.95, but Hobby World has it for $ 14.95!
S-100 WIRE WRAP BOARD
Over 3600 holes, for super versatility. Provisions for 4
regulators. Double-sided, plate-through. All S-100 pins
labelled for number and signal. The PT-1. Hobby World
Price: Only $30.00
TELEPHONE ORDERS
Hobby World
19355 Business Center Drive * 6 Inside Calif : 213 886.9200
Northridge, CA 91324
Outside Calif : 800 423-5387

Order by mail. Just write. Or order by phone. Toll free outside
California,

LIST PRICE

SEND ME THE FOLLOWING SPECIALS!
Item

Quantity

Price

SEND ME A CATALOG!
Name
Address

Postage/Handling

S1.50

State

California Residents add 6% Sales Tax

Satisfaction 100% Guaranteed

Charge My MC
VISA

VISA

Signature
Expiration

Circle 170 on inquiry card.
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SD5 Modular Solder and Desolder
System

What's New?
Shielded Motherboard Compatible with S - 100 Computer Systems
glass epoxy. The board is designed to
eliminate bus noise caused by unwanted
coupling between adjacent lines on the
motherboard in S-100 computer systems. The use of substantial ground
traces between adjacent bus lines on this
board eliminates line to line coupling.
The motherboard comes in a 16 slot
configuration, fits any standard chassis
and requires no soldering. Price for the
motherboard is $190 assembled and
tested and $150 in kit form. For more
Compatible with the S-100 computer
information contact Artec, 605 Old
systems, the Artec shielded motherboard County Rd, San Carlos CA 94070.•
is made of 0.125 inch (0.32 cm) FR4 Circle 637 on inquiry card.

Microcomputer Training and Development System

The TDS-M68 microcomputer training and development system offers the
personal computer enthusiast an
integrated system complete with microcomputer, self-teaching lab manual, textbook and experimenter's lab package.
This complete and self-contained system
brings together all the ingredients needed
for a hands-on training course aimed at

those who need to develop working
capability with microcomputers.
The system uses the M6800 microcomputer and features 2 K bytes of
memory (expandable to 8 K bytes by
simply adding the memory integrated
circuits), a lab manual that guides the
user step by step through the learning
process, a lab package that includes
computer devices (LEDs, relays, small
motors, etc) that are interfaced to and
controlled by the computer, plus a practical, applications oriented textbook
covering programming, interfacing and
application concepts. An instructor's
guide and overhead transparencies are
also available.
Six general purpose 10 ports, utilizing the SwTPC bus configuration,
accept a line of interface boards that
includes parallel and serial 10 ports,
cassette interface, interrupt timer,
calculator module, erasable read only
memory programmer, etc.
All items are available separately or
as a total package. A descriptive brochure is available from Technical Devices
Ltd, 1138 Main St, Winnipeg, Manitoba
CANADA R2W 3F3. ■

The SD5 modular solder and desolder system consists of a 1 pound
(0.45 kg) spool of hermetically sealed
MIL spec solder with a D5 desolder
wick dispenser tool snapped into the
core of the spool. The SD5 is a simple,
practical solution to the problem of
alternating between soldering and desoldering. The unit is completely refillable.
The design of the removable D5
desoldering tool allows it to retreat or
snap in or out of the solder spool for the
convenience of the user. The tool has a
2'/z inch (6.3 cm) heat resistant Teflon
probe permitting pinpoint wick application even in densely packed electronics.
All components of the SD5 system
are available packaged for sale separately
as well as complete units. Solder is provided in 16, 18 and 21 gauge in the
following alloys: 63/37 (eutectic), 60/
40, 50/50 and 40/60. The wick is available in two gauges, 0.06 inch and 0.10
inch (0.15 and 0.25 cm) to cover all
desoldering requirements.
For more information contact Chemtronics Inc, Solder Products Division,
45 Hoffman Av, Hauppauge NY 1 1787..
Circle 640 on inquiry card.

New Wire Wrap Panel and Card Catalog

Circle 638 on inquiry card.

EECO ALA =PANELS, CARDS
Microcomputer Programming Home
Study Course
A home study course in microcomputer programming for beginners is available from Logical Services Inc, 1080H
E Duane Av, Sunnyvale CA 94086. The
Modu-Learn course presents systematic
software design techniques and structured programming in ten instructional
lessons complete with problems, solutions, and practical examples in 8080
and 8050 assembly language. Background material on microcomputer architecture, hardware and software tradeoffs and useful reference tables are included in this book of over 500 pages. It
is conveniently bound in a notebook for
easy reference.
The price is $49.95.0
Circle 639 on inquiry card.
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This 28 page brochure covers EECO's
newest pin in board type ALA wire wrap
panels, cards, drawers and frames. Products are documented with photos, descriptions, specifications, outline drawings and prices.
Write EECO, 1441 Chestnut Av,
Santa Ana CA 92701 for this brochure..
Circle 641 on inquiry card.

SA nE'
PLACE ORDERS TOLL FREE:

800/421-5809 Continental U.S.
800/262- 1710 inside California

JADE 8080A

8THE DISCONTINUED
J .03 comic KITS
ARE STILL AVAILABLE
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS!
MICROPROCESSORS
F8
16.95
Z80 20.00
ZBOA 25.00
CDPI802CD 17.95
2650 1 9 .9 5
AM 2901 20.00
6502 11.95
6800 16.95
6802 25.00
12.95
8008- 1
8035 20.00
21.00
8035 - 8
8080H 10.00
8080
T MS990OTL 49.95
8080A SUPPORT DEVICES
8212 2.90
8214 4.65
8216 2.75
8224 4.30
82244 9.95
8226 2.75
8228 6.40
8238 6.40
8243 8.00
8251 7.50
8253 20.00
8255 6.45
8257 20.00
8259 20.00
8275 75.00
8279 18.50
USRT
S2350

10.95

UARTS
A V 5-1013A 5.25
AY5-1014A 8.25
TR 1602B 5.25
TMS6011 5.95
IM6402 9.00
1 M6403 9.00
6800 PRODUCT
6810P
4.00
6821
P
6.60
6828P
11.25
6834P
16.95
6850P
8.65
6852P
11.00
.860P
9.25
6862P
12.00
6871P
28.75
5875P
8.75
3880P
2.50
68
B
10P
6.00
KIM
6102
8.00
6502
11.95
6520
10.00
6522
9.25
6530
15.95
15.95
6530 - 002
15.95
6530- 003
6530004
15.95
6530 - 005
15.95
6532
17.95
CHARACTER GENERATORS
2513 Upper 1. 12-5) 6.75
2513 Lower (- 12 t5) 6.75
2513 Upper ( 5volt) 9.75
2513 Lower ( 5 volt) 10.95
MCM6571 Up Scan 10.95
MCM6571A Down Scan 10.95
PROM'S
1702A
5.00 ■
2708
8.95
2716)5+12(T) 25.00
271615v )
INTL
38.00
2758 / 5v
23.40
DYNAMIC RAMS
416D / 4116 16.00
2104 4.00
21078-4 3.95
TMS4027 4.00
MM5270 4.50
MM5280 3.60
STATIC RAMS 1-24 25-99
21 L02 1. 50 1.20
21 L02 1.75 1.50
2101.1 2.95 2.60
21111 3.25 3.00
21121 2.95 2.65
2114L 9 .50 8.00
2114L 10. 50 9.00
TMS4044 8. 95 8.00
TMS4044 9 . 95 8.75
4200A 10 . 95 9.25
FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER
1771801 39.95
1781 69.95
KEYBOARD CHIPS
AY5-2376 13.75
AY5-3600 13.75
MM5740 18.00
MM5743 18.00

Circle 195 on inquiry card.

with full documentation

Kit $100.00
Assm. & Tested $149.95
Bare Board $30.00

JADE Z80

with provisions for ONBOARD
2708 and POWER ON JUMP
2 MHz

EXPANDO-32 KIT
Uses 4115 (8Kx1)
Dynamic RAM' s, can be
expanded in 8K increments
up to 32K.
$179.00
8K
$255.00
16K
24K
$325.00
$400.00
32K

Kit
Assm. & Tested
4 MHz
Kit
Assm. & Tested
Bare Board

EXPANDO-64 KIT
Uses 4116 (16Kxl)
Dynamic RAM's, can be
expanded in 16K increments
up to 64K.
$260.00
16K
$579.00
32K
$757.00
48K
$925.00
64K

I'tff
One of the best "Total Package"
home and business computers on
the market. " Basic " in ROM,
Color Graphics, Floating Point
Basic Package, etc.

(6K version only $1 ,095.00
4116 (16K x 1, 300ns)
MEMORY EXPANSION KIT
Dynamic RAM chip can be
used for expanding APPLE II
or TRS-80. Instructions incl.
8 for $98.00
EPROM BOARD KITS
RAM'N'ROM
(16 K any EPROM ) $ 117.00
MR-8 (1 K RAM, uses
2708 ) $99.50
MR-16 ( 1 K RAM, uses
2716) $99.50
EPM-1 ( uses up to 4 K
of 1702) $ 59.95
JG 8 16 (uses 2708 or $59.95
71 )

THE PIGGY IS COMING!

$149.95
$ 199.95
$35.00

MD-690a CPU BOARD
S-100 Compatible 6800 MPU
1 K X 8 RAM, PROM
expandable to 10 K.

$199.95

Tu -L

Convert your T.V. set into a
Video Monitor

JADE PARALLEL /SERIAL
INTERFACE

1j'aprAu

$135.00
$185.00

Kit $8.95

5-100 compatible, 2 serial
I/O ports, 1 parallel I/O.
Kit JG- P/S $124.95
Ass. & Tested
JG-P/SA $179.95
Bare Board

JADE VIDEO INTERFACE
S-100 Compatible Serial
Interface with Sockets Included.
Ass m. & Tested $ 159.95
Bare Board with

with manual $30.00

manual $35.00

FLOPPY DISK INTERFACE

SHUGART DISK DRIVES

JADE FLOPPY DISK (Tarbell
board)
Kit
$ 175.00
Assm. & Tested
$ 250.00
S.D. Computer Products
"Versa Floppy"
Kit 159.95
Assm. & Tested 189.95

MOTHER BOARDS,
S-100 STYLE
9-Slot "Little Mother"
Kit $85.00
Assm. & Tested $99.00
Bare Board $35.00
13-Slot with front panel slot
Kit $95.00
Assm. & Tested
$ 110.00
Bare Board $40.00
22-Slot

SA 400
$ 295.00
Single-density 51/4", 35 track
drive.

$495.00
SA801R
Single-sided 8" floppy disc
drive.

Assm. & Tested $ 149.00

DM 2700- S $750.00
Includes SA801 R disk drive,
10 x 10" x 16" cabinet,
power supply, data cable, fan,
AC line filter.

GOLD PLATED
S-100 EDGE CONNECTORS
Soldertail $ 3.25 each
10 for $30.00
Wire Wrap $4. 50 each
10 for $40.00

STATIC RAM BOARDS
JADE 8K
■

SA n30
Computer Products
4901 W. ROSECRANS AVENUE
Department "B"
HAWTHORNE , CALIF. 90250
Cards
Welcome

Cash, Checks, Money Orders, and Credit Cards
accepted. Add freight charge of $2.50 for orders
under 10-lbs. Add 6% sales tax on all parts
delivered in California. Discounts available at
OEM quantities.
WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOG

Kit JG8K (450ns) $ 125.95
Assm. & Tested
JG8KA ( 250ns) $139.75
Kit JG8K ( 250ns ) $ 149.75
Assm. & Tested
JG8KA ( 250ns) $169.75
Bare Board without
parts $25.00
16K -Uses 2114 ' s (Io power)
Assm & Tested
RAM 16 ( 250ns) $375.00
Assm. & Tested
16B (4 50 ns ) $ 325.00
Mem-2 Kit (250ns) $ 285.00
16K Static with memory
management
Assem.& Tested
RAM 65 (250ns) $ 390.00
Assm. & Tested
RAM 65B ( 450ns ) $ 350.00
Seals 32K
Assm. & Tested
JG32 (250ns) $ 795.00
Assm. & Tested
JG32B (450ns) $ 725.00
Kit JG32K ( 250ns) $575.00
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• • PERIPHERALS Automatic Answer and Dial Modem
for LSI-11
New Color Graphics Data Terminal

This standard graphic data terminal,
designated 8001 G, is an addition to the
Intecolor 8001 product series. The stan-

Complete Dumb Terminal on an
S-100 Board

The Naked Terminal is an S-100
module that functions with a keyboard
and video monitor. It contains a microprocessor with memory, software drivers
and internal bus and displays 80 characters by 24 lines, using both upper and
lower case characters in a 5 by 7 font.
It features half duplex, full duplex and
a block mode which allows editing before transmission. Editing is aided by
an addressable cursor. Switch selectable
features include black on white or white
on black, blinking or nonblinking underline cursor, and variable bps rates. Software is not required.
The terminal can be configured by
a dual - in-line package switch to drop
into an existing system, replacing the
serial input and output (10) card and
stand alone terminal without making
any changes to software.
The Naked Terminal is completely
assembled, socketed, tested and burned
in, and carries a full year guarantee. For
more information about this terminal,
write to Dynabyte Inc, 4020 Fabian,
Palo Alto CA 94303.•
Circle 573 on inquiry card.
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Bard features of the terminal are: complete graphic software , selection of eight
foreground and background colors, 19
inch color video tube , selectable bps rate
to 9600, RS -232C connection , 48 lines
and 80 characters per line, page roll, insert and delete - character or line, and
64 ISA special characters. The graphic
software allows the user to plot bar
graphs in both horizontal and vertical
directions , plot points , lines and vectors
by specifying the coordinates in a matrix
of 160 by 192. Each graphic mode is
specified by codes that can be initiated
by keyboard or host computer through
RS-232C. The 8001 G is priced at $2750
in quantities of one to 24 or $1925 on a
cash basis or in large quantities . For further information contact Intelligent Systems Corp , 5965 Peachtree Corners
E, Norcross GA 30071..
Circle 571 on inquiry card.

Voice Input For Apple II Computer

A new voice data input unit for the
Apple II computer has been announced
by Heuristics Inc, 900 N San Antonio
Rd, Los Altos CA 94022. Known as
Speechlab Model 20A, it features a
32 word vocabulary, fast real time
response and the capability of multiple
training samples for high accuracy.
The unit complies with Apple II
computer "smart" peripheral conventions and interfaces directly with user
written BASIC programs. The program
is contained on an on board program-

An automatic answer and dial, low
speed modem for the Digital Equipment
Corp (DEC) LSI-11, LSI-11/2, and
PDP-1 1/03 computer families is available
from Nortek Inc, 2432 NW Johnson,
Portland OR 97210. The complete
system, contained on a dual width
board, provides computer controlled
answering and origination of data
communication functions when used in
conjunction with a TELCO CBS type
DAA unit. Software selectable transmission rates include 110, 134.5, 300,
and 600 bps. Number of data bits and
parity are also software selectable,
enabling use with most available data
communications terminals. Emulating
a DEC DLV-11 E serial interface, the
modem is software transparent to the
TR-11 V3 and TSX operating systems
when used in automatic answer mode.
The basic unit includes interconnecting cable for the DAA, software for an
automatic dialing device handler, and is
priced at $650. Additional software is
available for intelligent terminal use.•
Circle 572 on inquiry card.

mable read only memory which is
automatically executed by the Apple II
monitor program when speech input is
desired.
A high fidelity microphone and a
user manual with six demonstration
programs (including Mastermind, blackjack and Shooting Stars) written in
Apple BASIC are included. The price is
$189 and the unit can be obtained from
Heuristics, 900 N San Antonio Rd,
Los Altos CA 94022..
Circle 574 on inquiry card.

Introducing
the simple
TRS-80 Up-grade
Fast, easy, guaranteed
expansion to 16K
at less than half the
price of Radio Shack.
Ithaca Audio makes
it simple
No false starts and finding you need
some little item or special tool. Our'Kit
contains all the parts: 8 prime dynamic
RAMs and a complete set of preprogrammed
jumpers. No matter which model you have
(even if you later purchase Level II software),
you're covered.

Complete Instructions
Our easy-to-follow directions cut installation time to just minutes. You can do it
yourself-with no soldering! All you need is
a household screwdriver.

100% Guarantee
Like our kit, simple: if a part ever fails, we
replace if, FREE.

Available now, only $140
Order from your favorite retailer. If by
chance he hasn't stocked them yet we'll ship
him your Kit right away.
For technical assistance call or write to:

ITHACA
AUDIO
Phone: 607/273-3271
P.O. Box 91 Ithaca, New York 14850

Available off-the-shelf at these fine computer dealers.
AL: Huntsville : Computerland , 3020 University Drive, N.W., (205 ) 539-1200. CA: Berkeley : Byte Shop, 1514 University Ave., (415 ) 845-6366 . Marina DelRay : Base 2, 13480 Beach Ave.,
(213) 822-4499. Mt. View : Digital Deli , SOW. El Camino , (415) 961-2670 . DE: Newark : Computerland of Delaware, Astro Shopping Center , Kirkwood Highway , (303) 738-9656. FL:
Tampa : Microcomputer Systems , 144 South Dale Mabry , (813) 879-4301. IL: Niles : Computerland , 9511 North Milwaukee Ave ., ( 312) 967-1714. Oak Lawn : Computerland, 10935
South Cicero Ave., (312 ) 422-8080. KS: Overland Park : Personal Computer Center , 3819 West 95th St ., (913) 649-5942 . Wichita : Computer Systems Design , 906 North Main St ., (316)
265-1120. KY: Louisville : Computerland , 813-B Lyndon Lane , ( 502) 425-8308. MA: Cambridge : Computer Shop , 288 Norfolk St., (617 ) 661-2670. MD: Rockville : Computerland,
16065 Frederick Rd., (301 ) 948-7676. MI: Royal Oak : Computer Mart, 1800 W. 14 Mile Rd ., (313) 576-0900. NJ: Budd Lake : Computer Lab of New Jersey, 141 Route46 , ( 201) 691-1984
Clark : S-100, 7 White Place, ( 201) 382- 1318 . Iselin: Computer Mart of New Jersey , 501 Route 27, (201 ) 283-0600 . Succasunna : Computer Hut, 15 Route 10, (201 ) 5844977. NY: Buffalo:
Computerland , 1612 Niagara Falls Blvd., (716) 836-6511 . Dewitt : Computer Enterprises , 3470 Erie Blvd . E., (315 ) 637-6208 . Ithaca : Computerland of Ithaca , 225 Elmira Road , (607) 2774888. New York City: Computer Mart of NY , 118 Madison Ave., (212 ) 686-7923. Johnson City : Micro World , NYPENN Trade Center , RM 217 , 435 Main Street , (607) 798-9800 OH:
Cincinnati : Digital Design , 7694 Comargo Rd., (513) 561-6733 . Dayton : Computer Solutions , 1932 Brown St., (513 ) 223-2348 . OK: Oklahoma City: Micronics , 2834 N . W. 39th St.,
(405) 942-8152 . TX: Austin : Computerland , Shoal Creek Plaza , 3300 Anderson Lane, (512) 452-5701 . Houston : Houston Computer Mart, 8029 Gulf Freeway, (713) 649-4188. UT:
Orem : Johnson Computer Electronics , 699 N . 1060 W., (801 ) 224-5361 . VA: Alexandria: Computers Plus, 678 So. Pickett St., (703 ) 751-5656. Arlington : Arlington Electronics
Wholesalers , 3636 Lee Highway , (703) 524-2412 . VT: Essex Junction : Computer Mart of Vermont , 159 Pearl St., (802 ) 879-1683 . CANADA: Ontario : Mississaugua : Arisia
Microsystems , 1455 Gregwood Rd., (416 ) 274-6033. Toronto : Computer Mart Ltd . 1543 Bayview Ave ., ( 416) 484-9708. WEST GERMANY : Munich : A.B.C. Computer Shop , Schellingstrasse 33 , 8000 Munchen 40, Microcomputer Shop , Toelzerstr . 8, D-815 Holzkirchen . ISRAEL : Haifa : Microcomputer Eng. Ltd ., Haifa 31-070.
Circle
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What's New?

MEMORY

8010 Bus Compatible 64 K Byte
Programmable Memory
Board Saves Space

This space saving 64 K byte programmable memory board has been introduced by GSI Systems, 223 Crescent St,
Waltham MA 02154. The GSI Systems
10046 64 K byte programmable memory
board is a direct replacement for four

External Memory Expands PET 2001

The PEM-8K external memory stand
alone unit supplies an additional 8 K
bytes of external programmable memory
compatible with either the 4 K byte or
the 8 K byte version of the PET 2001
computer series. Connection to the
computer's existing memory is made
through a 3 foot interface cable and
an edge connector plug that mates with
the PET's memory expansion connector.
A self-contained, fused and regulated
power supply furnishes all necessary
operating voltages. Power is controlled
by a rear mounted switch.
The PEM-8K is housed in a woodgrained finished cabinet that complements the PET's appearance. As an introductory bonus, a 10 K byte software
package will be supplied that allows the
PET to perform financial and investment
calculations, hyperbolic trigonometric
functions, factorials and more. The
PEM-8K is priced at $279 assembled,
tested and ready for use. A special
model wired for use with 200 VAC
power is available on request. For
more information write to International
Technical Systems Inc, POB 264, Woodbridge VA 22194.6
Circle 649 on inquiry card.
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Software Controlled
Display Formats

Intel or National Semiconductor SBC
8010 16 K byte programmable memory
boards and frees space for boards with
otherfunctions. Providinga475 nsaccess
time and a 650 ns refresh, the 10046 is
compatible with a standard SBC 8010
backplane. Two serial 10 ports capable
of providing RS232C or current loop
interface may be incorporated to permit
the board to communicate with various
peripherals, terminals and modems.
The board provides all of the necessary
logic and electronics to perform accessing, reading, writing, transparent refresh,
time out refresh, and direct memory
access. Its logic resolves conflicts between refresh and normal or direct memory access operations so that both cannot
occur simultaneously. The 10046 can be
driven by any Intel or National Semiconductor 8010 processor board; 64 K
byte address starts at 0000, page selectable. Voltages required are ±5 VDC and
±12 VDC. It can also be strapped for
16 K byte operation.
The system sells for $1795; the 16K
byte version sells for $495..
Circle 648 on inquiry card.

64 K Bytes Memory for the Heath kit/
Digital H11 Computer

The Datacube VR-106 video programmable memory board provides 80
by 24, 80 by 12, 40 by 24 or 40 by 12
character display formats under software
control. The display consists of 128
upper case, lower case and Greek characters in a 7 by 7 or 7 by 9 font. A bipolar programmable read only memory
character generator can be used for
reverse video, underline, half intensity,
blinking or graphics block.
Compatible with Intel Multibus SBC
series computers, the V R-1 06 appears as
memory and occupies 2048 locations in
binary addressed models and 4096 in
XY addressed models. A base address
for the board is programmed on a 5 position dual-in-line switch. An 8 bit input
port accommodates an optional keyboard, and two video output ports are
provided: direct drive and composite
video.
The Datacube VR-106 video programmable memory board is priced from
$540. Additional information is available
from Datacube/SMK-I, 670 Main St,
POB 405, Reading MA 01867..
Circle 650 on inquiry card.

The Cl 1103 memory module is designed specifically for the Heathkit H11
computer and the PDP 11/03 microcomputers. The new memory features easy
expansion from 8 K bytes to 32 K bytes
by simply interchanging the 4027 4 K by
1 bits dynamic memory devices with
their 16 K byte equivalents, with no further modification to the board. Available in 8, 16, 24 or 32 K byte versions,

the unit plugs directly into the Heathkit/Digital H11, LSI-11, PDP 11/03 or
LSI-11 /2.
The Cl 1103 is available with either
on board distributed refresh or external
refresh control logic. Data access time is
350 ns and cycle time is 525 ns. On
board memory select is available in 2 K
byte increments up to 128 K words of
memory. Power consumption is under
7 W.
Single quantity price is $390 for 8 K
by 16 bits and $995 for 32 K by 16 bits.
For further information contact Chrislin
Industries Inc, 31312 Via Colinas #102,
Westlake Village CA 91361..
Circle 651 on inquiry card.

C A L I F oRN iA D 1 q iTA L
Post Office Box 3097 B • Torrance , California 90503
This is a one time purchase of
NEW Surplus keyboards, recently squired from the Telecommunications Division of the
Singer Corporation.
The keyboard features 128
ASCII characters in a 63 key
format. MOS encoder circuitry
Ni
"key
rollover, lighted shift
lock, control, escape and repete functions.
Sloped pannel and positive feel
switches, makes this professional quality keyboard an excellent buy at only $64.95.
Limited Quantities.

CLARE• PENDAR
Goaoral Instrument Corp.
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100 PIN
Illli"" IMSAI/ALTAIR
Imsai solder . 1255 . 250 $4 .95 3/$10.00
Imsai w/w.125u ■ters $4.95 3/!13.00
Altair soldertall . 14Orew 05.85 3/ !15.00
SPECIALS
22/44 Kim yeiet.156" 11 .81 3/15.00
25/SO sQIGertah . 156 aL09 3/32.00
36/72 wide post w/..151 11.95 3/ 15.00

CASSETTES
CALIFORNIA
INDUSTRIAL
Is an
Authorized
Dealer of
Scotch Brand
Data Products

MEMORY
DYNAMIC 1-7 B-32 32+
4115 SK-1 11,95 1150
4116 16Kxl 13.95 13.. 00 12.25
(,Apple 11 & TRS8O)
4164 64Kxl
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SPECIAL CIRCUITS
Z8OA 4 MHz. 24.95
8080A CPU 9.95
8085 22.50
8086 Intel 16 bits
TMS9900 16 bits 49.95

AY5-1013A UART 4.95
1"1oppy Disc Controllers
WD 1771 single D. 39. 95
WD 1781 Double D 65. 00
WD 1791 D/D 3740 *
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SPDT Miniature Toggles
7101C&K ON- NONE-ON
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Rocker JBT _ DPDT
Rotary 3P-4-Pos.
Rotary 3P-6-Pos.
Push B (N.O.) 5.39ea. 4/51

DIP Switch
10 25 100 Is
ea.e129 LIS .97 .83specify

$149

900Assorted Lengths

orBpos-

No.2 =1995
rftk KIT
2800 Assorted Lengths
250' B.lk Wire

9 foot
$149
Heavy

grounded
power cord and mating
chassis connectors.
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Current replacement valued at over
$700.00. Schematics and complete
documentation included. USED, but in
excellent condition.

IBBON WIR
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tar multiple sclorci
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The assembly consists of a Raymond
cassette transport chassis, motherboard and three edge cards: read/write,
capstan drive & control card.

Conductor Ft.

Mfg. Sag.
Retail....

$1024

Dcark°room
Timer • Kit

This precision I/O assembly features
remote ftware controlled search
capabilitiso
es. Two independent capstan
drive motors allow the computer to
control direction and speed of the
transport.

6vdc, 140mA $1.39
7vdc,1 . 4 A. 5.50
9vdg200mA- 1.19
10vAc,300mA . 1.95
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Walnutgralned decorator clock features large .]' 1ED display which Is
driven by the new National MM53e5 alarm clock chip Preset 24-nour ,term
function allows you to awaken at me same tom each m0ming without
asetting , Upon reaching the wake-up time. the clock ' s loudspeaker emits
a gentle tone. Touch the snooze button and doze oil for an additional 9
minutes of sleep . Clock also functions as a ten-minute elapse timer.
"Alarm Set" Indicator , AM PM display.
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KEYBOARD

• As you may be aware, publishers
require advertisers to submit their
ad copy 60 to 90 days prior to "press"
date- That much lead time in a volatile market place,
such as memory circuits, makes it extremely difficult
to project future. cost and availability.
To obtain the best pricing on memory we have made
volume comnlitments to our suppliers, which in turn
affords us the opportunity to sell these circuits at the
most competitive prices. Please contact us if you
if you have a demand for volume state of the art memory products.
STATIC 1-31 32-99

DIGITAL
ALARM CLOCK
$199
Assembled

C !^Sr •. J1,

Won't drop a BIT!
550
DISKETTES $5
BinchSoft(IBM)
8 inch32sector
Mini Soft sec.
Mini 10 sector
Mini 16 sector

$925. 875. 850. 825.

HEXADECIMAL KEYBOARD

$24.88

W Certified Digital

Scotch

EACH 3 10

RS-232 Interface"K" A dd (7SO0

your choice
DB25P

a...e.,..us $395

Model 43AAA

tat

Mf 1

CONNECTORS
male plugAhood
or
DB2SS female

M

In standard hex code.
Each assembly consists OI 15 hermetb 81,
celty sealed reed switches and It one
shot" debounce circuitry.
Reliable low Irictlon acetel resin
plungers are credited for the smooth
operatlon and long Ills of this premium
keyboard.
Requires single + 5 volt supply.
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Circle 39 on inquiry catd-
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New Nonimpact Ink Jet Printer

What's New?

PERIPHERALS

64 Character by 16 Lines Video Display Board
resolution display image. The board also
has an 8 bit parallel port with latched
strobe that may be used as a keyboard
port.
In addition to alphanumeric displays,
the Flashwriter can generate characterby-character, reversed video, reduced
intensity, block and line graphics. It
contains its own screen refresh memory
and is designed to operate with 4 MHz
processor clock rates.
The Flashwriter is fully compatible
with most 5-100 bus microcomputers.
Its video output conforms to RS-170
requirements and is available as composite video or separate video and sync.
It is priced at $195 for the kit or
Requiring +8 VDC at 1.2 A, the $235 assembled and tested . For more
Flashwriter generates a video display of information , contact Vector Graphic
790 Hampshire Rd, Westlake
1024 characters arranged as 16 lines of Inc ,
64 characters each and uses a 7 by 9 dot Village CA 91361.m
matrix to produce a high quality , high Circle 529 on inquiry card.

Memory Board with 2716 Programmable Read Only Memory Programmer

Cromemco's 32 K byte Bytesaver
card provides an on board 2716 programmable read only memory programmer. Information can be stored
permanently by a simple, one time
write of the desired data into an erased
programmable read only memory with
the on board programmer turned on.
The card also provides a full 32 K byte
capacity of nonvolatile storage for
read only memory intensive applications.

The 32 K byte Bytesaver holds
up to 16 of the Intel 2716 memories
or equivalent. Switches are provided to:
protect and unprotect programmable
read only memories individually or in
groups for programming; shadow read
only memory socket pairs, thus allowing
external programmable memory to overlap portions of read only memory address space, select card address, and
control the Bank-Select and direct memory access input and output features.
The 32 K byte Bytesaver is designed
for use with the S-100 bus and is compatible with Cromemco's System Two
and System Three computers.
The card is available in kit form for
$195 and assembled and tested for
$295. Contact Cromemco Inc, 280
Bernardo Av, Mountain View CA
94040..
Circle 530 on inquiry card

Called Quietype, this nonimpact ink
jet printer prints 180 characters per second and is well suited for desktop operation in offices, libraries, hospitals and
other environments where minimum
noise levels are desirable.
Quietype operates bidirectionally,
employing a motion minimization algorithm to maximize throughput. It prints
80 characters per line as standard format, using a 96 character ASCII set, and
can also switch to 132 characters per
line in compressed format.
The ink delivery system uses a pressurized disposable ink cartridge that
supplies ink to the print head through a
flexible tube. A simple pressure regulator in the head controls replenishment
of the ink supply.
The Quietype has been designed for
video hardcopy, minicomputer and
microcomputor outputs, and message
switching applications. Printing is done
on a self-contained roll of class II Teletype paper.
The single unit price for the printer
with an RS-232 interface is $2495. Disposable ink cartridges capable of printing
six million characters (about 3000 pages)
are priced at $17.50 each. Contact
Silonics Inc, 525 Oakmead Pky, POB
9025, Sunnyvale CA 94086..
Circle 532 on inquiry card.

RS-232 Printer Adapter for the
Commodore PET

A line of peripheral adapters for the
Commodore PET has been announced
by Connecticut microComputer, 150
Pocono Rd, Brookfield CT 06804. The
Pet ADApter Model 1200 drives an
RS-232 printer from the PET IEEE-488
bus. The PET ADA 1200 allows the
PET owner to obtain hard copy program
listings and to type letters, manuscripts,
mailing labels, tables of data, etc, using
a standard RS-232 printer.
The PET ADA Model 1200 is available assembled and tested without
power supply, case or RS-232 connector
for $98.50 or complete 'for $169. Add
$5 for shipping and handling. Specify
data transmission rate when ordering
(300 bps is supplied unless otherwise
requested)..
Circle 531 on inquiry card
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Serial 10 for Apple II
A serial 10 board for the Apple II
has been announced by Electronic
Systems, POB 9641, San Jose CA
95157. The board comes with software for BASIC 10 programs and monitor to Teletype or other serial device
and a program for using the Apple II
for a video terminal. The board has
switch selectable parity, number of
stop bits and jumper selectable address.
Data rate goes to 30 k bps. The RS-232
10 is available as an assembled and
tested unit for $62, a kit with parts for
$42 or circuit board for $15. Full
documentation and software are
included. For information about additional kits, contact the company..
Circle 533 on inquiry card.
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16K E- PROM CARD
KIT FEATURES:

IMAGINE HAVING 16K OF SOFTWARE ON LINE AT ALL TIME!
S-100 Ilmsai/Altair^ Buss Compat ie!
PRICE CUT^

i
1 . Double sided PC board with solder
•.....
•...•
mask and silk screen and gold plated
contact fingers .
2ofige

$57, 5 O k I

. Selectable wait states.

3. All address lines & data lines butfered!
•••••.
.•.••
4.
All sockets included .
WAS
$69.95
••....
...•••

5. On card regulators .
K I T INCLUDES ALL PARTS AND
a^
1+
SOCKETS ( except 2708 's). Add $25. for
assembled and tested .
•.....
digiii

SPECIAL OFFER:

2708 's (450NS ) are $8.95
when purchased with above kit.
.....•

Our

8K LOW POWER RAM
S.....
....•
1
ADD
2 KITS FOR $279
S-100 (Imsai/ Affair) Buss Compatible!
••....
W y'F'- •
$20 FOR

...••
II

rr

F u ll y A ss embled & Burned In
$179.00
Blank PC Board w/ D
Documentation
ocumentation
1. Doubled sided PC Board with solder
mask and silk screen layout. Gold $29.95
•••...
...••
pfated contact fin g ers .
Lowroeocee
Pfil Skt St ..... 13.
2 . All sockets included.
Support IC's (TTL & Regulators)
3.
Fully
buffered
on
all
address
and
•.....
.••••
data
lines.
$9.75
4. Phantom is jumper selecta Is le to
••.•..
.
Bypass
CAP'
s (Disc & Tantalums)
pin 67 .
5. FOUR 7805 regulators are provided S4.50
on card
RAM'S!
.
( 450NS ) USES 21 L02
••....
...•
Nilliiliie:

KIT

r[J1
J :^
250NS
FEAT'S

goo

•....•
...•
MOTOROLA
QUAD
OP
- AMP
ALARM CLOCK CHIP FULL WAVE BRIDGE NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL
PIN
SUB.
N .S.
MC 3401 . PIN FOR
MM5375AA. Six Digits
RESEARCH OF CALIFORNIA, THE
FOR POPULAR LM 3900 .
4 AMP . 200 PIV .
With full Data New!
•..•..
...••

$2.49 each

3 FOR $1

694

SUPPLIERS OF CPM SOFTWARE.

10 FOR $ 5.75

450 NS! 2708 EPROMS
MOTOROLA 7805R VOLTAGE REGULATOR
Now full speed! Prime new units from a major U.S. Mfg. 450 N.S.
•••...
•.••••
Same
as
standard
7805
except
750
MA
output.
TO-220. 5VDC output. Access time. 1 K x 8. Equiv. to 4-1702 A's in one package.
Same as

44c each or 10 for $3.95

$1

$995

5.75

PRICE
CUT
:...••

......
....•
16K STATIC RAM
KIT

•••..•

••.•..

OUR LATEST COMPUTER KIT! FULLY S- 100 COMPATIBLE ! FULLY STATIC , AT DYNAMIC PRICES!
•.•...
..•••
WHY THE 2114 RAM CHIP?
•••...
a
Ir^
••••..
the 2114 will be the next industry
We

•••...

..• • •

00 KIT FEATURES
359feel
•.•.••

COMPLETE KIT
standard RAM chip hike the 2102 was) C ^
This means price, availability
quality will all be good ) Next. the 2114 is 0P SPECIAL
FULLY STATIC' We feel this is the ONLY

..
•.•.••

1 Addressable as four separate 4K

and

Blocks
2 ON BOARD BANK SELECT circuitry
(Cromemco Standards ) Allows up to

way to go on the 5-100 Busss We've all INTRODUCTORY OFFER ! 512K on4 3line'
Us s 2114
4K Static
heard the HORROR stories about some
Buy 2 KITS ( 32K) for $650
ON BOARDO
SE)LE CTAWAIT
BLER
Dynamic Ram Boards having trouble

STATES
450 NS
with DMA and FLOPPY DISC DRIVES
5 Double sided PC Board , with solder
Who needs these kinds of problems '
Blank PC Board with Documentation mask and silk screened layout Gold
A n d fi na ll y , even among o th er 4K St a t ic
RAM's the 2114 stands outs Not all 4K plated contact fingers
Some o' $33.00 6 All address and data lines fully
st atic Rams are created equal )
•N•••
..oo
enable buttered
the other 4K's have cloek.d chip
00 7 Kit Includes ALL parts and sockets
lines and various timing windows lust.. LOW PROFILE SOCKET SET - $12 .
of
our
8
PHANTOM is jumpered to PIN 67
critical as Dynamic RAM 's Some
.00 9 LOW POWER under 2 amps TYPICAL
competitor's 16K boards use these
ADD $30
& TESTED --8
is ASSEMBLED
from the
Volt Buss
"tricky" devices But not us' The 2114
10
Blank
PC Board can be populated as
the ONLY tog 'Cal choice fora trouble
any multiple of 4K

..

5.....

.••••

2114's 4K RAM 's - 8 FOR $69 . 95
free straightfo
rwa rd design
••••..
•.•.•
SUPER SPECIAL: BUY 32 KITS (512 KILOBYTES) ( 8-64K BANKS ) for 99,99500
•• ....
New! REAL TIME
F •: • SALE !
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR
1N4148 DIODES. SILICON.
Computer Clock Chip
.
•.•.
®
" '
•
New
,
Same
as
1N914.
N . S . MM5313 . Fe a tures
rEnn,RE,
••....
•••
)iC $
.. i scH L E D OSSL nrs
Foi,H ,uuso
factory prime , Full Leads . BOTH 7 se 9merit and
2 HE REAL T I ME rose ul
••.•••
..••••
•

...••

• .•

JUMBO CLOCK MO DUL E
^5 •

• 2. HR ALARM SIGNAL OUTPUT
STSESS cOST
•LED
a So n, NES RATiON UL
..••••
Z FOP • POWER FAILURE INDICATOR
SLEEPS SNOOZE TIMERS
Sri]

100 FOR $ 2

o oR SO

•.•...

•,^

DiRECr LED oarvr auW
•••...
951 COMES WIT
(AC %FMS $1 .

BCD Outputs. 28 Pin

1000 FOR $ 17 . 50 DIP. $4 . 95 With Data

MICRO - MINI TOGGLE SWITCH

..•••

H FULL DATA SPDT Oy RAYTHEON

99¢

III.
•••...
ASSEMBLED ' NOT A KIT' COMPARE.••••
AT UP TO TWICE
•••••.

e Is

MADE IN USA! WITH HDWR

^
ZUL U VERSION!

••••••
PERFECT FOR USE OUR PRICE! r^%+
xu,R 100
Imr .^ WITH A TIMEBASE .
•
•
" "' EACH

,m n . a ,^m Po m .

•..•..
. MA100•D - $9.9s

6 FOR $5

.••••

•.....
•••...

....••
TERMS: Add 306 postage, we pay balance . Orders under .N.•

...••
$ 15 add 75 ¢ handling . No COD We accept Visa, MasterDigital Research Corporation

••....
(OF TEXAS )

600060 P. O. BOX 401247Y GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271- 2461
.

•

charge , and American Express cards . Tex. Res . add 5% Tax.
Foreign orders ( except Canada ) add 20% P & H. 90 Day

Money Back Guarantee on all items

?

i •••

i
...... •...•

.. •• i^

•

•
...........i..• . e lf e ....•
. .
....... ......... .. .
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LM-2 Self- Powered Logic Monitor

What's New?
Hewlett -Packard Announces New Line of Calculators

A family of five new hand held calculators designed for scientific and
financial applications has been introduced by the Hewlett- Packard Company . The five calculators , collectively
entitled Series E, include the HP-31 E,
HP-32E and HP-33E scientific models

and the HP-37E and HP-38E business
models. These calculators replace much
of the company's present low end hand
held calculator product line.
New features include a diagnostic
error code system whereby the operator
is informed of the error through a code
number. There are as many as nine such
numbers (depending on the model),
each representing a particular type of
operating or programming mistake. Each
calculator automatically inserts commas
in displayed numbers as they are needed.
A low battery indicator light on the display warns the operator that the batteries are low in time to recharge.
Each Series E calculator comes with
a new modular documentation system.
There is an introductory manual that
provides a basic outline of the capabilities common to all models in the
family.
Each calculator is priced considerably less than its predecessor. The prices
range from $60 to $120. Contact Inquiries Manager, Hewlett-Packard Company, 1507 Page Mill Rd, Palo Alto CA
94304.•
Circle 534 on inquiry card.

S-100 Cardframe Construction Kit

A starter set for the construction of
an 5-100 cardframe and power supply
has been announced by Objective
Design Inc, POB 20325 , Tallahassee
FL 32304. The kit allows the beginner
Vector Graphic Z-80 Processor Board

204 November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc
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or advanced computerist to construct
a quality, durable cardframe with room
for 22 cards. The kit contains front and
rear panels specially prepunched for
maximum versatility, support bars,
structural bars, motherboard supports,
a set of ten card guides, chassis plate
and a ±16 V at 2 A power supply.
Panels include cutouts for switches,
power cords, connectors and motherboard extensions. No motherboard or
fan is provided, although the cardframe
will accept most popular versions of the
S-100 motherboard. The frame is designed to allow the addition of a front
panel, cover and bottom plate; these
items are not supplied.
The cardframe kit is available with
power supply for $154.50 and without
power for $89.50 plus 5% US and
Canadian shipping. Individual frame
parts are available..

The LM-2 is a self-powered version of
Continental Specialties' earlier LM-1
logic monitor. A rotary switch selects
the proper threshold for monitoring
logic levels in RTL/DTL, TTL/HTL and
CMOS circuits. The built-in power
supply prevents undue circuit loading
by the logic monitor itself. A separate
cable for CMOS circuits uses the voltage
of the circuit under test to determine the
logic threshold level. It operates to a
maximum useful input frequency of
30 kHz (at 50% of duty cycle). The
LM-2, complete with built-in 117 VAC,
50/60 Hz power supply, is priced at
$129.95. A 220 VAC, 50/60 Hz model
is available at 10% more. For additional
information contact Continental Specialties Corp, 70 Fulton Ter, New Haven CT
06509.•
Circle 537 on inquiry card

Kit Introduces Students to Computers

This new Z-80 processor board is
offered assembled or in kit form. The
board offers fully blocked design with
on board wait state select, and is jumper
selectable for operation at 2 MHz or
4 MHz. The board will operate standard 8080 software without modification. All Z-80 lines are fully buffered.
It is available for $175 as a kit or
$215 assembled. Technical data covering the Z-80 processor board and other
products may be obtained from Vector
Graphic Inc, 790 Hampshire Rd, Westlake Village CA 91361.2

A 7 piece Computer Project Kit
(CPK) for students in elementary or secondary school and adults has been introduced by Edu-Pac Publishing Company,
POB 27101-BK, Minneapolis MN 55427.
Designed as a motivational device
for career education, this kit provides
the students with not only a brief chronological history of the computer and
answers to a list of most frequently
asked questions, but also provides a
hands on approach for entering data
using actual data input devices.
The Computer Project Kit can be
used as part of a mathematics or science
course, as an introductory unit to a
computer course or as a unit in itself.
Included in this color coded kit is a
card decoder, prepunched with alphanumeric characters; a mark sense card on
which the student can code his or her
name and address; a printed Teletype
tape decoder sheet; and actual samples
of magnetic and prepunched Teletype
8 level tapes.
The kits cost 204 each in minimum
quantities of 50 (shipping charges are
added and billed). A single preview copy
is available for 504.•

Circle 536 on inquiry card.

Circle 538 on inquiry card.

Circle 535 on inquiry card.

COMPUTER INTERFACES & PERIPHERALS
For tree catalog including parts lists and schematics , send a self-addressed stamped envelope.

T.V. TYPEWRITER

APPLE II SERIAL I/O

INTERFACE *
Part no. 2
Baud rate is continuously adjustable
from 0 to 30,000 • Plugs into any peripheral connector • Low current drain. RS232 input and output • On board switch
selectable 5 to 8 data bits, 1 or 2 stop
bits, and parity or no parity either odd or
even • Jumper selectable address •
SOFTWARE • Input and Output routine
from monitor or BASIC to teletype or other serial printer.
• Program for using an Apple II for a video or an intelligent terminal. Also can output in correspondence code
to interface with some selectrics. Board only - $15.00;
with parts - $42.00; assembled and tested - $62.00.

Part no. 106
• Stand alone TVT
• 32 char/ line, 16
lines, modifications
for 64 char/line included • Parallel
ASCII (TTL) input •
Video output • 11K
on board memory •
Output for computer controlled curser • Auto scroll •
Non-destructive curser • Curser inputs: up, down, left,
right, home , EOL, EOS • Scroll up , down • Requires +5
volts at 1 .5 amps , and -12 volts at 30 mA • All 7400, TTL
chips • Char. gen. 2513 • Upper case only • Board only
$39.00 ; with parts $ 145.00

MODEM *

DC POWER SUPPLY *
Part no. 6085
• Board supplies a regulated +5 volts
at 3 amps ., + 12, -12, and -5 volts at
1 amp. • Power required is8 volts AC
at 3 amps., and 24 volts AC C.T. at 1.5
amps. • Board only $ 12.50; with
parts excluding transformers $42.50

TAPE INTERFACE *
Part no. 111
• Play and record Kansas
City Standard tapes •
Converts a low cost tape
recorder to a digital recorder • Works up to 1200
baud • Digital in and out
are TTL- serial • Output of
board connects to mic. in
of recorder • Earphone of
recorder connects to input on board • No coils •
Requires +5 volts, low power drain • Board $7.60;
with parts $27.50

Part no. 112
• Tape Interface Direct Memory Access • Record
and play programs without bootstrap loader (no
prom) has FSK encoder/decoder for direct connections to low cost recorder at 1200 baud rate,
and direct connections for inputs and outputs to a
digital recorder at any baud rate. • S-100 bus compatible • Board only $35.00; with parts $110.00

UART & BAUD RATE
GENERATOR*
Part no. 101
• Converts serial to parallel
and parallel to serial • Low
cost on board baud rate
generator • Baud rates: 110,
150, 300, 600, 1200, and
2400 • Low power drain +5
volts and -12 volts required
• TTL compatible • All characters contain a start bit, 5 to
8 data bits, 1 or 2 stop bits, and either odd or even parity.
• All connections go to a 44 pin gold plated edge connector • Board only $12.00; with parts $35.00 with connector
add $3.00

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

Part no. 300
• 8K Altair bus memory •
Uses 2102 Static memory chips • Memory protect • Gold contacts • Wait states • On
board regulator • S-100 bus compatible • Vector
input option • TRI state buffered • Board only
$22.50; with parts $160.00

RF MODULATOR*
Part no. 107
• Converts video to AM modulated RF, Channels 2 or 3. So
powerful almost no tuning is required. On board regulated
power supply makes this extremely stable . Rated very
highly in Doctor Dobbs ' Journal . Recommended
by Apple . • Power required is 12 volts AC C.T., or
+5 volts DC • Board $ 7.60; with parts $13.50

TIDMA *

Part no. 109
• Type 103 • Full or half
duplex • Works up to 300
baud • Originate or Answer • No coils, only low
cost components • TTL
input and output-serial •
Connect 8 ohm speaker
and crystal mic. directly to board • Uses XR FSK
demodulator • Requires +5 volts • Board $7.60;
with parts $27.50

8K STATIC,
RAM

Dept. B,

RS 232/TTY
INTERFACE
Part no. 600
• Converts RS-232 to 20mA
current loop, and 20mA current
loop to RS-232 • Two separate
circuits • Requires +12 and -12
volts • Board only $4.50, with
parts $7.00

RS 232/TTL*
INTERFACE
Part no. 232
• Converts TTL to RS-232,
and converts RS-232 to
TTL • Two separate circuits
• Requires -12 and +12 volts
• All connections go to a 10 pin gold plated edge
connector • Board only $4.50; with parts $7.00
with connector add $2.00

PO. Box 21638, San Jose, CA. USA 95151

Mention part number and description. For parts kits add "A" to part number. In USA, shipping paid for orders accompanied by check, money order, or
Master Charge, BankAmericard, or VISA number, expiration date and signature. Shipping charges added to C.O.D. orders. California residents add 6.5%
for tax. Outside USA add 10% for air mail postage, no C.O.D.'s. Checks and money orders must be payable in US dollars. Parts kits include sockets for all
ICs, components, and circuit board. Documentation is included with all products. All items are in stock, and will be shipped the day order is received via
first class mail. Prices are in US dollars. No open accounts. To eliminate tariff in Canada boxes are marked "Computer Parts." Dealer inquiries invited.
24 Hour Order Line: (408) 226-4064 * Circuits designed by John Bell
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New Catalog from PAIA Electronics Inc

What's New?
Computer Related Additions to
Buckeye Stamping Case Line

PAIA Electronics' newest 24 page
catalog lists dozens of kits for the musician or experimenter. Featured in the
catalog are the most recent additions to
the PAIA line: digital computer controlled electronic music synthesizers,
orchestral string synthesizer, low cost
video display module and single board
computer. The Gnome microsynthesizer and a wide variety of special effects
devices are also shown. The catalog is
available without charge by writing:
PAIA Electronics Inc, 1020 W Wilshire
Blvd, Oklahoma City OK 73116.•

Floppy Disk Preservers

Circle 654 on inquiry card.

3M Introduces Compatible Data
Cartridge with 50% Greater Capacity

The Buckeye Stamping Company,
555 Marion Rd, Columbus OH 43207,
has announced an expansion of its instrument case line by offering cases with
keyboard holders and video display
canopies.
These computer related additions,
fabricated of extruded aluminum, are
offered in standard 17 inch (43 cm)
widths. The new cases are now offered
with blue or black vinyl tops with
matching feature stripes or with teakwood vinyl as an option.
Cases sell in a price range of $100
to $215 complete..

Protect your flexible disks from magnetic degradation, erasure, or physical
damage. This item will also protect 9
inch (22.86 cm) diameter tape reels. The
case is designed for storage, shipment
and hand carrying. A wide choice of
models and capacities are also available
for standard reels, disks, disk packs and
standard cassettes. For further information contact Magnetic Shield Division,
740 N Thomas Dr, Bensenville IL 60106
and request their TP-5 catalog..

Circle 652 on inquiry card.

Circle 653 on inquiry card.

An extra length (450 feet of tape)
data cartridge that provides 50% more
data capacity for users of the Scotch
brand DC 300A data cartridge is now
available from 3M Company's Data Products Mincom Division, Dept 89, 3M
Company, POB 33600, St Paul MN
55133. The Scotch brand DC 300XL
cartridge is suitable for backup of disk
data systems and in applications where
extensive logging is involved. It can be
used in applications which have been using the DC 300A data cartridge. The
basic price for the DC 300XL is $23. ■
Circle 655 on inquiry card.

ATWOOD EN TERPRISES
KITS

1

CONTROL

Available assembled and tested $89.95.
$ 79.95 4K RAM
------------------

IF YOU ARE GOING TO
^ CONTROL ANYTHING:
SOLID STATE RELAYS
Bipolar 512 x 8 Proms 93448/6341. --CONSOLE DISPLAY BANKS
CONSOLE SWITCH BANKS
Needs only 4K space 2716.
OR ANYTHING ELSE ------------------------------ - 1 IF YOU HAVE A COMPUTER
OR NOT, YOU NEED OUR
/O 8 parallel ports plus 16 interrupts.
------------------------------ NEW I/O BOARDS.

$129 .9.5 4K PROM

$ 149.95 8K EPROM

$ 59.95 DIGITAL I

microseconds. I • 40 line discreet LED display board
$ 99.95 ________________________
ANALOG I N 32 inputs , 8 bits, •10040
line discreet switch board
• 40 line new data board

4. • Differential driver board
49.95 PROM PROGRAMMING CanBcops
co
to 3. I • Differential receiver board
-----------------------------^ • Opto isolator driver board
py

r

^^ 30 .00- MOTHER BOARD

con de tors J • Opto isolator receiver board ---8 sland card gu i

MOTHER BOARD FREE

MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO:

WITH PURCHASE OF

Kathryn Atwood Enterprises
P.O. Box 5203 , Orange, CA 92667

4 RAM BOARD KITS

Discounts available at OEM quantities. For orders less than $25 total, add $1 .25
for shipping. California residents add 6% sales tax. Estimated shipping time 2
days ARO with money order. For checks allow 7 days for check to clear.
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n*$ A "Smart" VIDEO BOARD
P The EW -2001 KIT At A "Dumb" Price!
1^5 A VIDEO BOARD + A MEMORY BOARD + AN I/O BOARD - ALL IN ONE!

199 95

■ STATE OF THE ART TECHNOLOGY USING DEDICATED MICROPROCESSOR I.C. 11
0
■ NUMBER OF I.C.s REDUCED BY 50% FOR HIGHER RELIABILITY ■ MASTER PIECE
OF ENGINEERING ■ FULLY SOFTWARE CONTROLLED Priced at ONLY Basic Software Included

■ Programmable no. of scan lines
■ Underline blinking cursor
■ Cursor controls: up, down, left,
right, home, carriage return

SPECIAL FEATURES:
■ S-100 bus compatible
■ Parallel keyboard port
■ On board 4K screen memory

■ Composite video
*Min. 2K required for operation of this board.

(optional)* relocatable to main
computer memory

■ Text editing capabilities (software optional)
■ Scrolling: up and down through
video memory
■ Blinking characters
■ Reversed video
■ Provision for on board ROM

DISPLAY FEATURES:
■ 128 displayable ASCII characters (upper an d l ower case a l p h anumeric, controls)
■ 64 or 32 characters per line
(jumper se l ec t a bl e)
■ 32 or 16 lines
(jumper selectable)
■ Screen capacity 2048 or 5 12
■ Character generation:
7 x 11 dot matrix

■ CRT and video controls fully
programmable (European TV)

8080P C PU

8080 SUPPORT
8212 .......... $3.00

OPTIONS:
Sockets .............. $10.00
2K Static Memory
(with Sockets) ...... $45.00
4K Static Memory
(with Sockets) ...... $90.00
Complete unit, assembled
and teste d w i t h
4K Memory ....... $335 . 00
Basic software on ROM . $20.00
Text editor on ROM .... $75.00

DEALER
INQUIRIES WELCOMED

ASCII KEYBOARD KIT $74.00

8214 .......... 7.95
8216 .......... 3.50
8228 .......... 5.95

RAM-2114

8251 .......... 7.95

lKx4 450ns
$8.00

8255 .......... 8.50
WIRE WRAP WIRE
KYNAR 28 AWG
$2.95/100 Feet
Blue, Red, White

GROUNDED
A.C. CORDS
6Ft.-$1.19

Computer Grade
Capacitors
5000 mfd 60VDC
$1.50

EDGE CONNECTOR WIRE WRAP PINS
44 Pin $1 .25 - 72 Pin $1.75 - 100 Pin (S-100) $5.45
MISC. IC's
DM8810 3/$1
DM8210 $2 ea.
N8T15 $1 ea.
9024 2/$1.50
93LO8 $1.50 ea.
93LO9 2/$1.50
93L24 $1 ea.

4011
4022
4023
4071

6/$1.00
2/$1.70
4/$1.00
5/$1.00

Transistors
& Diodes

LINEAR
I.C.'s

CMOS

LM320K-5 .99
LM320-12 .99
LM709N 11/$1
LM710H 6/$1
LM711H 6/$1
LM741M 7/$1

2N3906 7/$1
2N4400 9/$1

Additional Improvements : Double Size Return Key
Control Characters Molderd on Key Caps
■

Power: +5V 275mA OPTIONS:

■

Upper and Lower Case

■

Full ASCII Set

■

■

Metal Enclosure Painted
Blue and White

$27.50

7 or 8 Bits Parallel Data

■

■

Optional Serial Output

■

18 Pin Edge Con.
I.C. Sockets

$ 2.00
$ 4.00

■

Selectable Positve or
Negative Strobe, and

■

Serial Output Provision

Strobe Pulse Width
■
■

1N4 003A 12/x1
1N4005 10/$1
1N4148 14/$1
SCR 400V

4A, TO220 $ .80

■

Upper Case Lock Switch for
$ 2.00
2 Key Roll-Over Capital Letters and Nos.
3 User DEfineable Keys Assembled (on Sockets)
and Tested
P.C. Board Size:

ELECTRONICS WAREHOUSE Inc.
1111110.400

APPLE II I/O BOARD KIT
Plugs Into Slot of Apple II Mother Board
18 Bit Parallel Output Port
(Expandable to 3 Ports)
1 Input Port

1603 AVIATION BLVD.
REDONDO BEACH , CA. 90278

15mA Output Current Sink
or Source

TEL. (213) 376-8005
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
Minimum Order: $10

Can be used for peripheral
equipment such as printers,
floppy discs, cassettes,
paper tapes, etc.

Circle
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$90.00

17-3/16" x 5"

SHIPPING: Keyboard and Video Board: $3.50; 0[H1 RS 125
California residents add 6% sales tax

$ 2.00

(Shift Register).
■

card.

Hire

1 free software listing for
SWTP PR40 or IBM selectric
PRICE:
1 Input and 1 Output

Port for $49.00
1 Input and 3 Output
Ports for $64.00
Dealer Inquiries Invited
i97x
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What's New?

SYSTEMS

Four Disk Microsystem Introduced by Processor Technology

This integrated small computer system with four full-size floppy disks on
line has been introduced by Processor
Technology Corp, 7100 Johnson Industrial Dr, Pleasanton CA 94566. The new
system, Sol System IV, includes the
company's Sol-20 mainframe with
50,176 8 bit words of programmable
memory, a Helios II Model 4 disk memory system, PTDOS disk operating
system, Extended Disk BASIC, a video
monitor and complete documentation.
Total mass storage capability on four
formatted disks is 1.5 million bytes.
The PTDOS disk operating system
offers complex editors, assembler, device-independent files and random indexed files. The video display can be
addressed randomly to any position on
the screen. Extended BASIC includes
string and advanced file functions,
timed input, complete matrix algebra,
base 10 and rational logarithms, trigonometric functions, exponential numbers and 8 digit precision.
In addition to Extended BASIC, Disk
FORTRAN and Disk PILOT are available as options. The price for the Sol
System IV, fully assembled and tested,
is $7995.•
Circle 539 on inquiry card.

The New MD-690, an 5-100 Compatible 6800

The MD-690 is an S-100 compatible
processor board featuring the Motorola
6800 processor. This processor uses the
MC6802 which combines the instruction
set of the 6800 with internal programmable memory and crystal controlled
clock.
The board comes complete with
Monbug, a 1 K byte monitor program
which is software compatible with the
standard Motorola MIKBUG monitor,
although it is designed to interface with

Microcomputer Trainer

The microcomputer trainer, Model
MCT-1, is a microcomputer useful in
the design of microprocessor systems.
It is intended to highlight various activi208 November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc

Attention Designers:
A 6800 in a Box
most ultrafast memory mapped video
and graphics cards.
The processor card also features
interrupt driven keyboard input for fast
10 and an on card 2400 bps Manchester
cassette interface. There are 1 K bytes of
user available programmable memory on
the card and provision for a second
expanded monitor. A 2 MHz option is
also available.
The price for the S-100 bus MC6802
processor card, complete with the 2400
bps cassette interface, 1 K byte monitor
and 1152 bytes of programmable
memory, is $198 in kit form. The processor is also available in a complete system, the MDS-2, which includes a case,
power supply, motherboard, video
graphics card and custom keyboard,
priced at $579 in kit form and $798
assembled. An extensive line of software
which mates the video graphics capability of the MD-690 processor is also
available. Contact MDS, POB 36051,
Los Angeles CA 90036.•

ties of the microprocessor while executing programs. The microcomputer
trainer provides the required support
to learn software, debugging, computing
concepts, peripheral interfacing through
the sequence of events associated in
program execution. This hands-on
experience reinforces the basic concepts
of hardware and software tradeoff.
The unit comes fully documented
with illustrative user-oriented software
library. It costs $720 from Allied Computers, B-58, Ashok Nagar, Madras-600
083 INDIA. ■

This ready to use microcomputer features the 6800 microprocessor and is
based on Motorola's MEK6800D2 evaluation kit. The Rank 68/01 is housed in a
metal cabinet and provides 256 bytes of
user programmable memory and 1 K
bytes of read only memory containing
Motorola's JBUG monitor program
which permits the user to examine and
alter memory locations; save and load
programs to and from cassette tape; examine processor registers; insert and remove breakpoints and step one instruction at a time. The 68/01 comes complete with 6 character hexadecimal display and keyboard, cassette interface
and three user manuals. The computer
board has sockets for 256 bytes of extra
programmable memory, two 2708 erasable read only memory parts and buffers. Rank also offers the unit with an
in circuit emulator feature for testing
and debugging other 6800 circuits, called
the 68-01 E. Prices are $359 for the
68/01 and $715 for the 68/01E from
Rank Peripherals of Canada, 4998 Blvd
de Maisonneuve W, Suite 1020, Montreal
PQ CANADA H3Z 1 N2. ■

Circle 541 on inquiry card.

Circle 542 on inquiry card.

Circle 540 on inquiry card.

DIODES/ ZENERS
1 N914 100v 10mA .05
1N4n05 600v 1A .08
1N4007 1000v 1A .15
1 N4148 75v 10mA .05
1 N4733 5.1 v 1 W Zener .25
1N753A 6.2v 500 mW Zener .25
1N758A 10v .25
1N759A 12v .25
11\15243 13v .25
1N5244B 14v •• .25
1N5245B 15v .25

SOCKETS/ BRIDGES
8-pin pcb .20 ww .35
14-pin pcb .20 ww .40
16-pin pcb .20 ww .40
18-pin pcb .25 ww .75
22-pin pcb .35 ww .95
24-pin pcb .35 ww .95
28-pin pcb .45 ww 1.25
40-pin pcb .50 ww 1.25
Molex pins .01 To-3 Sockets .25
2 Amp Bridge 100-prv .95

TRANSISTORS, LEDS, etc.
2N2222 NPN (2N2222 Plastic .10) .15
2N2907 PNP .15
2N3906 PNP (Plastic - Unmarked) .10
2N3904 NPN ( Plastic - Unmarked) .10
2N3054 NPN .35
2N3055 NPN 15A 60v .50
Ti P125 PNP Darlington .95
LED Green, Red, Clear, Yellow .15
D.L.747 7 seg 5/8" High com -anode 1.95
MAN72 7 seg com-anode ( Red) 1.25
MAN3610 7 seg com-anode ( Orange) 1.25
MAN82A 7 seg com-anode (Yellow) 1.25
MAN74A 7 seg com-cathode (Red) 1.50
FND359 7 seg com-cathode (Red) 1.25

25 Amp Bridge 200-prv 1.95
C MOS
4000 .15
4001 .15
4002 .20
4004 3.95
4006 .95
4007 .20
4008 .75
4009 .35
4010 .35
4011 .20
4012 .20
4013 .40
4014 .75
4015 .75
4016 .35
4017 .75
4018 .75
4019 .35
4020 .85
4021 .75
4022 .75
4023 .20
4024 .75
4025 .20
4026 1.95
4027 .35
4028 .75
4030 .35
4033 1.50
4034 2.45
4035 .75
4040 .75
4041 .69
4042 .65
4043 .50
4044 .65
4046 1.25
4049 .45
4050 .45
4066 .55
4069 /74 C04 .25
4071 .25
4081 .30
4082 .30
MC 14409 14.50
MC 14419 4.85
4511 .95
74C151 1.90

7400 .10
7401 .15
7402 .15
7403 .15
7404 .10
7405 .25
7406 .25
7407 .55
7408 .15
7409 .15
7410 .15
7411 .25
7412 .25
7413 .25
7414 .75
7416 .25
7417 .40
7420 .15
7426 .25
7427 .25
7430 .15
7432 .20
7437 .20
7438 .20
7440 .20
7441 1.15
7442 .45
7443 .45
7444 .45
7445 .65
7446 .70
7447 .70
7448 .50
7450 .25
7451 .25
7453 .20
7454 .25
7460 .40
7470 .45
7472 .40

MCT2 .95
8038 3.95
LM201 .75
LM301 .45
LM308 ( Mini) .95
LM309H .65
LM309K (340K-5185
LM310 .85
LM311D(Mini) .75
LM318 (Mini) 1.75
LM320K5(7905)1.65
LM320K12 1.65

9000 SERIES
9301 .85 95H03 1.10
9309 .35 9601 .20
9322 .65 9602 .45

MICRO'S, RAMS , CPU'S,
E-PROMS

Circle

180

- T T L
74176 .85
74180 .55
74181 2.25
74182 .75
74190 1.25
74191 .95
74192 .75
74193 .85
74194 .95
74195 .95
74196 .95
74197 .95
74198 1.45
74221 1.00
74367 .75
75108A .35
75491 .50
75492 .50

74H00 .15
74H01 .20
74H04 .20
74H05 .20
74H08 .35
74H10 .35
74H11 .25
74H15 .45
74H20 .25
74H21 .25
74H22 .40
74H30 .20
74H40 .25
74H50 .25
74H51 .25
74H52 .15
74H53J .25
74H55 .20

74H72 .35
74H101 .75
74H103 .55
74H106 .95
74L00 .25
74L02 .20
74 L03 .25
74 L04 .30
74L10 .20
74L20 .35
74L30 .45
74L47 1.95
74L51 .45
74 L55 .65
74L72 .45
74 L73 .40
74L74 .45
74L75 .55
74L93 .55
74L123 .85
74S00 .35
74S02 .35
74S03 .25
74SO4 .25
74505 .35
74508 .35
74S10 .35
74S11 .35
74S20 .25
74S40 .20
74S50 .20
74S51 .25
74S64 .15
74S74 .35
74S112 .60
74S114 .65

LINEARS, REGULATORS, etc.
LM320T5 1.65 LM340K 15 1.25
LM320T12 1.65 LM340K18 1.25
LM320T15 1.65 LM340K24 1.25
LM324N 1.25 78L05 .75
LM339 .75 78L12 .75
7805 (340T5) .95 78L15 .75
LM340T12 .95 78M05 .75
LM340T15 .95 LM373 2.95
LM340T18 .95 LM380(8-14 P1 N).95
LM340T24 .95 LM709 (8,14 Pi N).25
LM340K12 1.25 LM711 .45

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS UNLIMITED

74S188 3.00 8214 8.95
1702A 4. 50 8224 3.25
MM5314 3. 00 8228 6.00
MM5316 3. 50 8251 8.50
2102-1 1.45 8255 8.50
2102L-1 1.75 8T13 1.50
2114 9.50 8T23 1.50
TR1602B 3 . 95 8T24 2.00
TMS 4044- 9.95 8797 1.00

2107B-4 4.95
8080 8 .95 2708 9.50
8212 2.95 Z80 PIO 8.50

7473 .25
7474 .30
7475 .35
7476 .40
7480 .55
7481 .75
7483 .75
7485 .55
7486 .25
7489 1.05
7490 .45
7491 .70
7492 .45
7493 .35
7494 .75
7495 .60
7496 .80
74100 1.15
74107 .25
74121 .35
74122 .55
74123 .35
74125 .45
74126 .35
74132 .75
74141 .90
74150 .85
74151 .65
74153 .75
74154 .95
74156 .70
74157 .65
74161 .55
74163 .85
74164 .60
74165 1.10
74166 1.25
74175 .80

7889 Clairemont Mesa Boulevard , San Diego , California 92111
(714) 278-4394 (Calif. Res.)
All orders shipped prepaid No minimum
Open accounts invited COD orders accepted
Discounts available at OEM Quantities California Residents add 6% Sales Tax
All IC's Prime/Guaranteed. All orders shipped same day received.

74S133 .40
74S140 .55
74S151 .30
74S153 .35
74S157 .75
74S158 .30
74S194 1.05
74S257 18123) 1.05
74 LS00 .20
74LS01 .20
74LS02 .20
74LS04 .20
74LS05 .25
74 LS08 .25
74LS09 .25
74LS10 .25
74LS11 .25
74LS20 .20
74LS21 .25
74LS22 .25
74LS32 .25
74LS37 .25
74LS38 .35
74LS40 .30
74LS42 .65
74LS51 .35
74LS74 .35
74LS86 .35
74LS90 .55
74LS93 .55
74 LS 107 .40
74 LS 123 1.00
74LS151 .75
74 LS 153 .75
74LS157 .75
74 LS 164 1.00
74LS193 .95
74LS367 .75
74LS368 .65

LM723 .40
LM725N 2.50
LM739 1.50
LM 741 18-14).25
LM747 1.10
LM1307 1.25
LM1458 .65
LM3900 .50
LM75451 .65
N E 555 .35
N E 556 .85
NE565 .95
NE566 1.25
N E 567 .95

SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS
Total Order Deduct
$35-$99 10%
$100-$300 15%
$301 - $1000 20%

24 Hour Toll Free Phone 1-800-854-2211 American Express / BankAmericard / Visa / MasterCharge

on

inquiry

card.

BYTE

Novernber

1978

209

7400 TTL
SN7400N
SN7401N
$N 7402N
5N7403N
SN7404N
SN7405N
SN74%N
647407N
SN7408N
SN749N
SN]OION
SNJ411N
SN7412N
SN7413N
SN74I4N
140741640
SN7417N
540742040
SN742IN
S41422N
SN1423N
SN7425N
540]42540
540742140
SN742914
SN7430N
540143140
SN7437N
SN7438N
0N7439N
5401408040
S61441N
SNI4d2N
540144540
SN7444N

5N744514
SN74464
SN7447N

SN7448N
69745040
SN/4515
'N7 53N
SNIJ54N
5914594
5N7460N

SN1470N
S47472N
SN7473N
SN7474N
SN7475N
SN7476N
SN7479N
SN749N
SN7482N
SN7483N
SN7495N
SN7486N
14014940
SN749DN
SN749IN
SN7492N
SN7483N
SN7494N
SN7495N
SN74%N
SN7497N
08407410040
SN74107N
5N741099
5409911640
SN74121N
SN74122N
IN74123N
54070812540
SN74126N
SN74132N
SN74136N
581419140

16
18
18
18
IB
20
29
29
20
20
IB
25
25
40
10
25
25
20
29
39
25
29
29
25
39
20
25
25
25
25
20
89
49
75
75
75
69
59
79
20
20
20
20
'5
20

SN74142N

5N74743N
5N74144N
SN74145N
0N741476
06741484
SN7415ON
SN7415IN
SN74152N

SN74153N
SN14154N
SN74155N
SN747564
540741575

35
35
49
35
5 00
50
9
59
79
35
115
45
59
43
43
65
65
65
3 D0
49
35
59
195
35
39
49
49
49
75
15
79
295
2 %

2 95
79
1 95
129
89
59
59
59
99
79
79
55

SN78160N
89
SN7416IN 9
SN74162N 1%
SN74163N
89
SN74164N
89
SN74165N 9
SN74166N 1.25
SN74167N
1 95
5N747ION 1.59
SN741729 600
SN74173N 1.25

SN74124N

89

SN74175N
SN74176N
SN741779
SN74119N 1
SN7418ON
SN74181N
SN741B2N

79
79
79
95
79
1%
79
1.95
SN741854
85N 1 95
'N 4;"
SN147465
9%
SN74 188N 3%
SN741%N 25
SN74191N 1.25
SN74192N 9
$40741934 89
89
SN74194N

SN74195N 69
SN711%N
89
SN14197N 49
49
SN74198N
SN741994 95
SN74S200 d 95
SN 7425IN 79
5N742794 79
SN74283N 3.95
SN74284N 3 95
aN74285N 3%
69
SN74365M
SN74366N
69
SN74367N 69
9
SIN 4366N
SN7439ON
SN74393N 1.95

CD4070
C04071
004028 89 CD4072
CD4029 119 004076
004030 49 C04081
CD4035 99 CD4082
004040 1 19 CD4013
004041 1 25 C04091
C04042 99 MC14409
004043 89 MCI 9410
004044 89 07014411
C04046 1 19 MC14419
C04047 250 MC14433
CD4048 1.35 4014506
CD4049 49 4014507
C04050 49 MCI 4562
CD4051 1 19 MC14583
C04053 1 19 CD 5M
C04056 2 95 004510
CD4059 9 95 039511
CD4060 149 CD4515
004066 79 004516
52
704068 39 C040
CD4069 45 CD4566

23
23
23
119
25
49
49
23
25
39
1 39
1 19
49
1 19
99
49
119
1 39
1 19
23
79
23
2 25
69

C/MRS

74

74000

11002
74004
14008
14010

55
75
75
65

74CBS
140%
7493

14014

3.00

74095

2.00

]4020
74030
14042
74C48
74073
74C74

65
65
2 . 15
4 75
1 . 50
1.15

]40107
74C151
740154
74C157
74019
74C161

1.25
2 00
3.00
2.15
3.25
3.25

7845
M300H
LM301
CAM
L
M302H
LM304H
L
M 305H
LM307CN/H
LM308CN/H
LM309H
LM 39N
LLM31MCN
M311N/H
LM312H
1 M3178
LM318CN7H
LM32071-5
LM
ION
LM320K-5 2
LM320K-12
LM320K-15
LM3206-18
LM32q( 34
LM320T-5
L M320T-5 2
LM320T-8
LM320T-I2
L0320T-15
LM320T - 18
LM320T-24
LM323K-5
LM 24N
LM340N-5
Led ON
LM34OK-6
LM34OK-8
L03108 -I2
LM340K-15
LM3406-10
LM3406-24
LM34OT-5

4LS02

74L59

14L506
14119

741S10
74IS13
74 LS 14
74LS15

74LS20
41SO1
74LSO?
74LS26
74LS27
741528

741530
74LS32
14L537
74LS40
4L54
74LS17

139
1 29
2 95
1 29
29
2 25
3.0
3 25
2 A
3 49
2 75
2 75
9.95
8 95
14 95
1 a5
150
1.50

LINEAR

1 15

1 25
LM300T-6
1.25
LM3407 - 8
LM340011
125
LM340T - 15
1 25
1443407 - 18
125
1.25
193407 . 24
LM35ON
1 00
LM351CN
65
1 15
LM37ON
325
1437340
400
LM377N
125
LM SON
LM3BOCN
9
1.79
LM381N
LM382N
1 79
NE501N
8. 9
6.9
655700
4%
4005290
3%
NE5318 /V
NE 6T
6 . 00
NE540L
6 . 00
4 . 95
NE544N
1.30
NE55ON
9
4066559
NES56N
9
NE5608
5 . 00
NE5616
530
500
NE5628
1 25
NE565NM
1.75
NE566CN
6E561542
9
NE570N
10.50
LM703CN /H
45
29
LM709NM
14779
79
39
LM711N
LM723NM
55
1
147334
1 19
L073981

80
35
75
1 00
60
35
1.00
1 10
125
1 15
%
2.00
650
1.50
1.70
1 35
1 35
1 35
1 35
135
1.35
1 25
1 25
1 25
1 25
1 25
1.25
1.25
5.95
180
9
1 35
1 35
1 35
1 35
135
1 35
1 35
1.25

LM741CN/H
LM74114N
LM747N/H

35
39
79
LM748NM
39
LM1303N
90
1 19
LM1304N
LMI305N
140
LM1307N
85
2.95
LMIJION
165
1M1351N
LM1414N
1 75
LM1458CN!H
59
MCI488N
1.95
1 95
4014890
95
1A1496N
t75
LMI5566
401741507 3.00
LH2 90 140 2.95
LM3053N 1.50
LM3065N 69
1M3900N(34011 49
LM3905N 89
LM399N 1.25
MC5558V 59
LM7525N 90
LM 534N 75
80398 4 95
LM7545ON 50
75451CN 39
75452CN 39
7545309 39
7545404 39
75491CN 79
75492CN 89
75494CN 89
804136 1.25
804151 5.95
804194 5.95
RC4195 4.49

74LS00 TTL«S,ri

4LS9
74LS01
74LS03
74LS04

3%
300
2.00

74C163
74C164
740173
740192
740193
4C195
]4C922
40923
740925
74926
80.95
80097

55
3
49
139
23
23
99
2 49
1J 95
14 95
14 95
495
19 95
75
99
14 50
3 50
3 95

23
23
29
29
23
29
23
49
99
29
23
29
29
.29
29
29
.23
29
35
29
Be
9

74LS51
741554
74LS55
74L
73
74LS]4
141175
741576
74LS83
74L585
741086
741S90
74L502
74LS93
74LS%
74LS%
7415107
14LS19
74LSt12
7416123
]4L5132
0415136
7415138

23
23
23
35
35
49
as
75
. 99
35
49
9
59
79
89
35
35
35
99
. 79
9
69

74La155
74LS157
7415160
741S161
74LS162
74LS163
74LS164
742.3175
7410161
141.5190
74LS191
7415192
7415193
74LS1 94
74LS1 95
74LS253
74LS217
74LS260
74LS279
7415367
74L5368
74LS670

69
69
69
69
89
89
89
9
99
79
2.49
89
Be
89
89
89
89
79
69
55
.59
59
9
1.95
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WIRE-WRAP KIT - WK-2-W
WRAP • STRIP . UNWRA P
. Root our 30 AWh Wire
o
• Roll of 50 Ft White or Blue 30 eWG
• 50 pcs e ach 1 , 2. 3 & 4lengthss
pre-stripped wire
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$12.95
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INSTRUCTOR ' S MANUAL f3.00 ISTRE} ro, ^nsreus110n a 81960608

ON V 08.0
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515 . 00

10110 . law, hew...ee1 . leYYe A. TIb
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V"I WIRE WRAP TOOL WSU-30

s

THE 555 TIMER APPLICATIONS
A OE III 15.
18.95
=V41'
F how8.
SOURCEa00k WITH ESPERIMENTS wr.
80.04
p. '4,.., wwn4 . 4ee•n 4 LM
R

WIRE WRAP WIRE - 30 AWG
258. min $1.25 500 . $ 1.95 10000 . x2.95 10006 . $ 15.00
SPECIFY COLOR - While - Yellow - Red - Green - Blue - Black

WIRE DISPENSER - WO-30

0840 II .9nwn dks,rons 03410 or
RID. dreOrOmY ill aumors applwcnm bry0mmis m apsw ewr4ma. 80101 mrc , 0m0prnv 010pnmmn9 x4

91 14x4069 944..4,415 apeoA 4490wt.r m 084 Ap roiy,weD aw,axn N own-m..9ax
^0eQeAm v a 64411
1n wnren9c
5.00 ws9c 09 014011400.0 8a.A mkdan11Dlpm44
0(00 4
$
OP AMP MANUAL 0 by N4nrd M . Belli. W3N
.00400808 0 109100 40 040 of B7l0 v 4410 a 8w1 mmr a
0n+w. oiOO iM p1 a 66044449 0844917010 cow 2s e.6e.- A180• "0„'°0̀00400. 0 408 600.11° " 944017x.4 dwwl a ueonmrv

• 50 ft roll 30 AWG KYNAR wire wrap wire $3.95 ea.
• Cuts wire to desired length
• Strips 1" of insulation Speclty - Blue-Yellow -White-Red

DOUG w S5 M CMOS-M - DESIGNERS PRIMER 58.50
1001 mkrdnn 08609011 A 4(0900 11, 1010 . 4rougDrN im s4mq "a XAN0e0OK Now ..8.40.0 version

REPLACEMENT DISPENSER SPOOLS FOR WD 30
Specify blue, yellow, white or red $ 1.90/spool

sssem01, 0 4wq 61061.: 5411 in 6060 14100(0 .104005 010000 rel... mkpmron 4410 451

COMPLETE MANUAL FOR DIGITAL CLOCKS by John Water soil John Brooks
Fam1114112es lechn,man or hobbyist 0144 645,0 theories Oe0nd digital clocks 117100,0 trouble shooting guides 54090
O-actescs
I
or 1110k5. OoIOe n9 lechnques. 17064 compOneni data sheets and constacnon lips $3.95
125 ma
XC29 Red 5151
XC29 Green 4151
Y0IIw
4151
XC29

190 die
x0111 Rod 5081
X0111 Gaon 4171
X0111 Yel70w 4121

DISCRETE LEDS

x0111 chmir 4171
oes •.

.185
On
560
11050 -000661
0C526 Red 5,51 80556 Red 5151 1rr 4000
Red 100/68 1C556 Red 100 /58 1,77110 Red 4151
00926
XC526 Green 4151 XC556 Glenn 4151
N LE
XC526 Yellow 451 XC556 yellow 4151
16
KC526 Gear 4 /SI XC556 Cleat
1,51
8416 . 1.

200 din
Red 51$1
XC22
Green 4/11
XC22
X022 yellow 4151

DISPLAY LEDS
TYPE POLARITY IT PRICE
MAN 1 Comm, Anode - red 270 2.95
MAN 2 5 • 7 Dot Matm - red 300 4.95
MAN 3 Common CaIMOe - red .125 25
MAN 4 Common Cathode red 187 1.95
MAN 52 Common Anode -green 300 1.25
MAN 72 Common Anode -r18 .300 9
MAN 74 Common C0M681-red
. 300 1.25
MAN 82 Common Allude-ye5ow
. 300 99
MAN 84 Common Cathode -0Nbw 300 99
MAN 3620 Common Anode orange 300 9
MAN 3630 Common Anode -orange - I 300 99
MAN 3640 00171417017 0080090 -0811160 39 99
MAN 4610 Common An-de-Orange 300 99
MAN 4640 Common Cam0do -mange .400 9
MAN 4110 Common Anode-red _ 1 .400 99
MAN 4730 Common Anode -red 400 99
MAN 4740 Common 70117080 - ad .400 99
MAN 4810 Common An0B0-yellw 400 9
MAN 6610 Common Anode -lrange-D 0 .
560 99
9
MAN 6630 Common Anode -orange 560
MAN 6610 Common (444058 - orange -D 359 9
MAN 6650 Common Cathode Orange - 1 .560 99
MAN 6668 Common Anode -orange 560 9
MAN 6680 Comm, CaI604e -orange .560 99
MAN 6710 Comm, 00001-105 - 00 560 99

RCA LINEAR
CA3013 2. 15
CA2023 2.56
CA3035 2 48
CA3039 1 35
CA3046 1 30
CA3059 3.25
CA3060 3.25
CA3080 85
CA3081 2 00

TYPE POLARITY NT PRICE
MAN 6730 Common 4141 -red 171 59 99
MAN 6740 Common 04100040- 00-0 0. 560 99
MAN 6750 Common 008,041 -194 n 1 560 99
MAN 6760 Common Anode - red 560 .99
MAN 6780 Common Cathode red
. 560 99
OL701 Common A1ooe - tad - 1 .300 9
01704
Common Cathode - red 300 99
31.707 Common Anode - red 300 9
DL741 Common Anodered . 600 1.25
01744 Common Anode - red 1 630 1.49
DL747 Comm, Anode - roil .600 1.49
D1719 Common Cathode -red _ 1 90 1.49
0L750 Common 0009041 - red .600 1 49
Cathodeaeo
DL338 Common
11 0 35
. 250 69
74070 Common Cathode
FN0359 Common Anode 350 75
FND503 Common Cathode (FND5001 500 99
FN0507 Common Mode (FN05101 500 9
50827730 Common Anode - tea 300 1.30
HDSP3400 Common A0ude red .000 2.10
AOSP-5403 Common 008x10080 re0 800 2 10
. 600 1995
.
50827300 4 v 1 S91 Digit-RHDP
. 600 1995
.
50827302 4 e 7 Spl Dgil-LHOP
5082.7304 Over "N" 660r001e01 1) 600 15.00
50827340 4 . 7 691 Digit-He64dommal 600 22.50

CLOCK CHIPS

CALCULATOR CHIPS
AND DRIVER

1.24 25. 49 50-100 1-24
8 040 LP
.$ 10 f8 15 22 4467 37
LP S
LP 49
11 F o r LP 20
21 .20 21 pow 77
21
I6 Pin LP
20 28 pow LP 45
.29 20
. 29 ZO .27 36 Dm LP ad
10 pct LP
2D Ann LP - 34 32 .30 SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (TIN) 40 Din LP 9
26 pin ST $ .90
14 An ST 0.27 25 24
36 pin ST 1 35
. 30 27 25
16 pct ST
40 pin ST 1.9
18 pin ST 35 32 30

8 pct SG $30 27 24
11 pin SG 35 32 29
16 pin SG
38 35 32
18 Din SG
43
.52 47
e Din WW $./o .30 .35
10 pin WW
45 41 37
11 per VAN 39 38 37
16 Dm WW
43 42 41
18 pin 4*6 75 Be .62

SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS
(GOLD ) LEVEL #3

50 PCS . RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS
in OHM
ASST. 1 5 as 27 OHM
68 OHM
ASST. 2 5.i 180 OHM

25-19 50-100
36 35
37 36
44 43
59 s8
62 .61
W 81
1.26 1.15
145 1.30

1/4 WAIT 5^. 9 PCS
50 PCS

J 36 896 4 76 5 61,
11
126 15K 18. 1/4
6
WATT 5-. 50 PCS
ASST . 4 5 on 8 2. 10.
226 226 336 39x
ASST . 5 511 566 96 12K 1006 1111 1/4 WATT 5 50 PCs.
2206 2706 330.
560K 6806 820.

114 WATT 5•.

50 PCs

'M 1M I SM 1 84 2 2M
ASST . 7 Sea 2 74 34 1 94 4 7M 7 6M 1// WAIF 5%

50 PCS

ASST . 8R Includes Resistor Assortments 1-7 (350 PCS.) $ 9.95 ea.
$5.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only Spec Sheets - 2511
1979 A Catalog Avallahle-Sand 410 stamp

ameco
ELECTRONICS

PHONE
ORDERS

WELCOME
(415) 592-8097

MAIL ORDER ELECTRONICS - WORLDWIDE
1021 HOWARD AVENUE . SAN CARLOS, CA 94070

Advertised Prices Good Thru November
200

on

XR2556 S 3 20
X/2567 199
X113403 1 25
X64136 125
X.4151 2 85
RH41194 1 45
154-02 3 60
X04212 2 05
604558 15
X64739 1 15
474111 149

ZENERS - DIODES - RECTIFIERS
TYPE VOLTS W PRICE TYPE VOLTS W PRICE
IN746 3 3
400m 4-1 00 IN400S
609 PIV 1 AMP 10-1 00
IN7510 5 1 4944
4 100 1N0000 400 PIV 1 AMP 10 100
140152 5 fi 40044 4 100 144007 1000 715 1 AMP 10 100
1N753 62 40011 4100 IN3600 50 20044 6100
IN754

68 400,1 4100 IN4148 75 Bon 15100
1959 82 40044 4100
1404154 35 tom 12100
140%5B 15 400m 4100 194305

75 25m 20100
20 1N471J 5 6 16 20

145232 5 6 50044
IN5234 62 500 .
105235

28 1N0035 62 On 28

68 50017 28 144736 68 low 28

195236 7 5 500.

28 1N4738 8 2 Iw 28
14456 25 4044 6 100 1N4742 12 tow 28
IN458 150 701 6 i 00 144744 15 tow 26
1404050 leO 10, 5 1 DO 1NI183 50 PIV 35 NAP
1 60
IN4001 50 PIV 1 AMP 12 100 161184 100 PIV 35 AMP 1 70
1N4002 100 PIV I AMP 12 1 9 1401185
150 PIV 35 AMP 1 70
PIV
1
NAP
12
1
DO
IN4003 200 P
IN 11 86 200 PIV 35 001 1 80
I"
140491 400
1 AMP 12 10 1401188 400 PIV 35 AMP J 00

SCR AND FIN BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
0360 150 9v 4009 SCRi1NI849, 51 95
C38M 35A @ 6000 SCR 1 95
SCR
50
2N2328 1 6A @ 300V
MCA 99 1 12A C 505 FW BRIDGE REC 1 95
MOO 99 3 12A 30 200V PN BRIDGE NEC 1 95
C106B1

Sn

TRANSISTORS

MPSA05 30 2M3055 89
MPSA06 5100 01E3055 100
0591 619 263392 5100
/1598 6 100
2 143398 5 100
915133
5 1 DO 945557 3 1 00
115135 5 1 9 PN3560 4 100

2403904
2N3905
2N3906
1404013
2N4120
IN4249
PN425g

d t 00
4 100
1 100
3 1 00
6 1 00
4 100
4 1130

0049 175 94359 4100
4 0110 115 4153639 5100
10fi13 1 15
MPS3702 5 1 00

244400

240918 4 100 2N0700 51 00
2922194 J t 00 MPSJIOI 5 I W

'114403 J 100
2N4J9 5 100

'N2221A 4 I W 2N3105 5 1 00

295086

?522220 5 100 MIS3705 5 1 00
252369 5 100 2 53706 5 I W
1423699 J 100 0153706 5 I C0

405087 J 1 00
25596 4100
215089 4 1 00
195129 5100
PN5131 5 100
PN5138 5 1 00
2N5139 5 1 00
2405210 5100
265449 3 1 00
255951 3 19

152906 4 t 9 2N 3724A 65
262907 5 t 9
2 N3725A t D0
252925 519
293172 2.25

A5 1.30 CAPACITOR

J 70 OHM 550 OHM 680 71 HM 620 OHM
ASST. 3 5 ea. 1 2. 1 56 186 2 25 ... 174 WATT 5°. 50 PCS

Circle

X0205 5 8 40
4 40 601469 139
60210
16215 a 40 681600 3 20
0A320 1 55 X92-06 4 40
60555 39 602207 3 85
68599
4R2208 5 20
05656;c 99 XR2209 I75
68%01 1 25 612211 5 25
XR1510P 130 6E2212 1 35
XR1468CN 3 85 XR2240 3 46
0/1468 139 462264 1 25

MJE2955 1 . 25 253823 1 00
253053 2 1 9 253903 1 1 00

PER ASST.

9.95

Precision timing circuit for
generating timing pulses in m4
nut", hours and days or up to
1 year by using two. Reduces
cost of time delay cucu is Basic
555 Timer with built-in 8-5.1
Counter

95 75
% 05

$1.75

$1 Oil

XR2242CP $1.50

XR-L555 $1.50
Micro-Power version of the
popular 555 Timer and directly
interchangeableDissipates
1/15th the power and operates
down to 2.7 volts Perfect for
20 0ery Operation and CMOS cirCN 115

22 pin WW S .95
24 pct WW 1.05
26 240 WW 1.40
36Din WW 1se
40 pen WW 1.75

7
1.50 1 40

G

hard and instructions) ^D Board and Instructions)

MPS2369 5100
2N3707 519
292464 4, 9 N3711 5 1 DO

125 1.10

c

fun tion Generator Kit
Includes all comDOnenls,

03 .57
00 %
1.10 1.26
1.59 1 15

82 OHM 100 OHM 120 OHM 150 OHM
220 OHM 270 OHM 330 OHM 390 [IBM 1/4 WATT 5 °.

California Residents - Add 6% Sales Tax

EXAR

GOLD 4417 So f 70
2e pin sG 1.10
36 pin SG 1.75
40M SG 1.75

12 OHM 15 OHM Ill OHM ?I OHM
33 OHM 39 Brim
47 OHM
56 OHM

1506 1806
ASST . 6 So. 3906 470.

CII
4-95

MM5309 S995

MM5311 4.95
CA3082 2.00
MM5312 4%
FCM3817 (79986) $ 5.00
CA3083 1.60
MM5314 4.95
MM5725 2.95
CA3086 85
445316 6.95
MM5738 2.95
CA3089 3.75
905 t9 995
OM8864 2.00
CA3130 1.39
MM5369 2 95
OM8865 1.DO
CA3140 1.25
MM5387 4.95
905841 9 95
DM8887 75
CA3160 1.25
DM8889 .75
CA3401 49
9374 - 7-5e5m271 LED 711,901
CA3600 3.50
anode. LEDs S .99
IC SOLDERTAIL - LOW PROFILE ( TIN) SOCKETS

24 Din ST 49 45 42

$1 r

Function Generato Nit
(Includes chip. PC

2NO01
1N4402

J
J
4

1

100
100
100

DD

CORNER

DISCCAPACCIITOs
19 1, 9 100 1 9 W 99 19
10 II 05 04 03 001c1' 05 04 035
22 01 05 04
03
0047,F
05 04 035
47 DI 05 04 03 01PF 05 04 035
19 pt 05 04 03 022,.E 06 05 04
220 of 05 04 03 047,.1 06 05 04
470 111 05 04 035 Iwo 12 09 075
100 VOLT M1'LAR FILM CAPACITORS
91.1 12 10 01 022441 13 II 18
922 12 10 07 041111 21 II IS
0047.1 12 10 07 Imo 27 23 17
01.1 12 10 07 22m1 33 27 22
1120% CAPPED TAMTALUMS ISOLIOI CAPACITORS
1.35V 28 23 Il 1535V 30 26 21
1535V 28 23 11 2 2 i 25V 31 27 22
2235V
28 23 I7 3 312514 31 27 22
331355 28 23 17 4 725V 32 28 23
47.359 28 23 17 6 8256 36 31 25
6835A
28 23
17 1025V 40 35 29
1035V 28 23 17 15.256 63 50 40
MINIATURE ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
00MI Lod Rw0.I Lod
.4759 IS I1 10 4725V IS 13 ID
10/506 16 14 11 47 505 16 11 11
3350V 14 12 09 1016V 15 13 0
4 1,25V 15 13 10
1 01256 6 ld I1
107259 15 13 10 1 0 '500 16 14 11
10750V 16 14 12 1 0 165 15 13 10
22259 11 15 12
11 250 15 13 10
22'595 24 20 11 41509 16 a 11
47125V 19 7 11 BD/ 11V 14 12 9
471501/ 25 21 19 107250 15 13 10
100125V 24 20 18 1 0159 16 14 12
19159 35 30 28 47500 24 21 19
22025V 32 28 25 100 ' 169 19 15 14
220/50V 45 41 38 000725V 24 20 I8
470'25V 33 29 27 100150V 35 30 28
1000/16V 55 50 45 220716V 23 t1
IF
220016V 70 62 55 47525V 31 28 26

inquiry

card.

incredible

MICROPROCESSOR MPONENTS

ELPAC
POWER
SUPPLIES
Completely Assembled
SPECIFICATIONS:
105-1251210 - 250 Vac , 47-440 Hz input:
Line Regulation x0.1%
Load Regulation xO.1%no - load to rated-load
output Ripple and Noise -01%p-p.4C to 10 MHz
Input/Output Isolation 100 megohm dc, 900 Vac
Short Circuit Current 3S ' rated current

PART

NO.

RATINGS PRICE
WATTS VOLTS AMPS

SOLV15-5' 15 5 3 $39.95
1 , 5 39.95
SOLV15-12• 18 12
5 6 59.95
SOLV30-5 30
48 12 4 59.95
SOLV30-12
SOLV30-5.-12
9.95
OVP1 over voltage protection for
'SOLV15- 5, 12 Includes OVP installed

SUP 'R' MOD II
UHF Channel 33 TV Interface Unit Kit
*Wide Band B/W or Color System
* Converts TV to Video Display for
home computers, CCTV camera.
Apple II, works with Cromeco Dazzler SOL-20. IRS-80, Challenger,
etc
NE MOD II is pretuned to Channel 33
UHF)
* Includes coaxial cable and antenna
transformer.

10

MOD II $29.95 Kit
:CRYSTALS
THESE FNEGUENCIES ONLY _ ___ _
PART NO. FREQUENCY CASE PRICE
CY1A
7 000MHz
CYt 84
1 8432MHz
5 95
HC33
2 000MHZ
CY2A
5 95
HC33
2 01OMHZ
cV2 01
1 95
HC33
2 50OMHZ
CY2 50
4 95
HC33
CY327
3 2768MHz
4.95
HC33
CY3 57
3.579545MHz
4 95
HC33
CV3A
4 000MHz
4.95
HC 18
CV4 91
4 916MHz
495
HC18
CY7A
5.00DMHz
4 95
HC18
5 185MHZ
CY5 18
4 95
HC18
6 144MHZ
CY6 14
4 95
HC18
6400MHz
4 95
CY6 40
HC18
6 5536MHz
4.95
CY6 55
HC18
CY12A
4.95
HC18
CY14A
14
301818MHz
4.95
104 3010
HC18
4.95
CV19A
000MHz
HC18
4.95
CY18 43
4 432MHz
HC18
CY22A
20 000MHz
4.95
HC18
CY30A
32 000MHz
4 95
HC18

Custom Cables & Jumpers

CPU $19.95 Z80(780C) CPU $19.95
CPU 9.95 Z80A(708-1)CPU 24.95
8080b CPU 9.95
2650 MPU 26.50
8212 8-811 input/Output 3.25
MC6800 MPU 14.95
8214 Priority Interrupt Control 5.95
MC6810API 128 x 8 Static Ram 595
8216 Bi-Directional Bus Driver 3.49
MC6821 Periph Interface Adapter ( 6820)7 49
8224 Clock Generator/Driver 3.95
MC6830LB 1024 x 8 Bit ROM(68A30) 14.95
8228 System Cant roller/BusDriver 5.95
MC6850 Asychronous Comm Adapter 7.95
8251 Frog Comm Interlace 7.95
MC6852 Syn Serial Data Adapter 9.95
Prog Interval Timer 14.95
8253
MC6880 (MC8T26) Quad ED State
8255 Prog Periph. Interface 9.95
Bus Trans.
2.25
8257 Prog DMA Control 19.95
MC6802 MPU w/Clock & Ram 24.95
RAM'S
PROMS
CDP 1802
PB085

256

Clot

x

1103

1024

2101(8101)

256

1

Static

x

x

1

4
1

99

1024

210]/5280
2111181111
2112

4096

2114
2114L

1024 x 4 Static 450ns 9.95
1024 x 4 Static 450ns Low Powe, 10.95

21143

1024 x 4 Slallc 300nc 10 95

x
x
x

1
4
4

Static

I.75

Dynamic
Static
Static

4.95
3.95
4.95

2114E3

1024 x 4 Static 300ns Low Power 11.95

7489

16

x

8599

16

.4

4

Slaht
Slabc

x

1

1702A 2048 x 1 Famous $ 5.95
5203 2048 x 1 Famous 14.95
82523 32 x e Open C 3.95
825115 4096 x 1 Bipolar 19.95
825123 32 x 6 nlletan, 3.95
745287 1024 x 1 Staab 2.95
TM5253 32K EPROM 99.95
2708 as EPROM 10 95
2716 T I 16K EPROM 29 95
2716 Intel (2516 1 I 1 16K EPROM 49.95
63011 1D24 x 1 In State Bipolar 3 49
6330 1 256 x I Open C Bipolar 2.95

1.49
3.95

2102

256
256

x

$

Dynamic

Static

Starr

1

75

3

49

SHIFT REGISTERS
MM5016H 500 1512 en Dynamic 89
25041 1024 Dynamic 3.95
2518 Hex 32 BE Static 4.95
2522 Dual 132 Bt Static 2.95
2524 512 Oynanic 99
2525 1024 Dynamc 2.95
2527 Dual 256 B1 Static 2.95
2518 Du a1250 Shic 4 Do
5 9 95
2529 Dual 240 Bit Static 4.00
9 95
095
2532 Quad 80 Bit Static 2.95
2533 1024 Static 2.95
1 95
3341
Fit.
6.95.
74LS670 4 x 4 Register 1 95
3752
UART'S
750
S 5 95
500 AY5.1013 3Dx BAUD

21L00

1024

745200
93421

256

x

I

Static

1

4.95

256

x

1

Slab,,

2

95

95

31 0
4 95
14 95
14 95

2E K 1 Dynamic
M K4027
5( UPD414J
1 4K VNAMI 16 IN
MK4116 ( UPD416) 16K DYNAMIC 16 PIN
41 5TAT C
TMS4D44.451NL
NOM S
251312190) Character Generator ( upper oese)
Chaecter Generator ( lower case)
2513(3021)
251 6 Character Generator
MM5230N 2048 All Read Only Memory
USER MANUALS
1402M CDP1802 Manual
2800 280 Manual
2650M 2650 Manual

xrPennywhistle 103"••

$139.95 Kit Only

TM Penlr wwhome 103 Is capable of 1040,000 data to and from audio tape without
critical speed repuirements for the recorder and his able to communicate duedly with
another modem and terminal roc telephone hamming and c (cations In
addition it is tree of catical adluslments and is built with nonprecison eadvy available

1
0Ma Transmission MstM .....Frequency-Shin Keying. full duplex (halfduplex
selectable)
Masimum Data Rate ........... 300 Baud
Sara Format ................Asynchronous Serial l return to mark level required
Detweeo each charanerl
Receive Channel Frequencies ...2025 Hz for space. 2225 Hz In, mark
Tranemlt Channel Freq.... I., ..Switch selectable Co. (norma) 1070 space
1270 mark. High 025 space. 2225 mark
Receive Sensilivlry ...... . ... -46 dbm accoustically coupled
Transmit Level ............... 15 do, nominal Adjustable from 6 Obm
to 20 dbm
Receive Frequency Tolerance ...frequency reference automatically adjusts to
allow for operation be weep 1800 Hr and 2400 Hi
Digital Data Interface ..........CIA H5.232C or 20 mA current loop (receiver is
optoisclated and on 00la,t
Power Requlremems ..........120 VAC single plwse. 10 Watts.
Phyaieal ...................All Components mount on a single 5" by 9'
prmled circuit board All components rnclube0
Re00 res a VOM And,. 0scrllalo, Frequency Counter, andi11 Oscilloscope to align

0 sal

the 3 rd Hand

$9.95 each

'Leaves two hands free for
working
' Clamps on edge of bench, table
or work bench
Position board on angle or flat
position for soldering or clipping
' Sturdy , aluminum construction
for hobbyist, manufacturer or
school rooms

SPECIAL REQUESTED ITEMS
1CM CHIPS NMOS READ ONLY MISCELUINEOUS
1CM7045 124 95 MEMORIES 11090 $19
. 95 MK40240 $17.50
1007205 19 95 0005571 1 13 50 MC3061P 11 95 250026CH 3.75
CM7217 one 1,4006574 13 50 MC14081-7
4 95 TIL308 10.20
ICM7208 1995 0006525 13 50 MCI 408L8 5 75 95H90 11 95
iCM7209 6 95 L311011ll
125 00/set
N GAME CHIP SET MCAO16(74416) 7.50
Av385001 Cho alto 2 010 MH2 Costal $ 1.95 4N33 3.95

TELEPHONE
KEYBOARD CHIPS
AY-5-9100 $14 95
AY-5.9200 14 95
A9500 4 95
AV-5-2376 14 95
000165 95
740922 9 95

n^7^vu 16K Conversion Kit
Expand your 4K TRS-80 System to 16K. Kit
comes complete with:
8 each UPD416 (16K Dynamic Rams)
Documentation for conversion

$115.00

TRS-16K
a.dnl.aIep.ata.
HanWIU4..n

n
1^

Special Offer - Order both your TRS-16K and the
Sup'R' MOD II Interface kit together (retail value
$144.95) for only $139.95

31/2DIGIT DPM KIT

Af.v 1e 140 zxM.)'^p

11

.11 In

i 1"C

The Sur. l.u Pilot' r->u Pr"I anti

n,: srn.rm Pmu+ ^, r,er,r.rn.m- L,,
i6e Sm.l.rr
.,r .Il the iuaeir
04,2 molar
..kuxxd

Re.i.^ oa l5 nah,
1
2,,

^. Ut, l,.nni. rn .... ricld.ii.
enpniver, . rnF 1.1011,
brrM1H^rair rill
r0Jrr.nnd . I..rnrnl, ............
.n,

..^. re.dy 1tr^ Fur

ir,aan^^d,.a.

PART NO

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

• New Bipolar Unit • Auto Polarity
• Auto Zeroing • Low Power
.5" LED • Single IC Unit

PDM35 Digital Multimeter I[.^,.Oa,*i $59.95
PDM-AC 117voh AC Adapter 6.95
PDM-DP Deluxe padded carrying case 6.95
^ (PRECCitsioa

DB 25 Series Cables

100 MHz 8-Digit Counter

3 mgh LED D cniay
. Hanery o, AC operation

Cable Length Connectors Price
Part No .
DB25P-4-p 4 FI 2-DP25P $15.95 ea.
DB25P4-5 4 Ft 1 DP25P;1-25S $16.95 ea.
DB25S-4-S 4 ft 2-DP25S $17.95 ea.

I^^o 2Iva 0 1 .wtrpn
. o.e ange mngnrn ,es
DC Accuracy i typical

DJ14-1 1 ft 1_14 Pin $1.59 ea.
DJ16-1 1 tt. 1-16 Pin 1.79 ea
DJ24-1 1 , 1 124 Pin 2.79 ea.
DJ141-14 1 h 2-14 Pin 2.79 ea.
DJ16-7-16 1 ft. 2-16 Pin 3.19 ea
DJ24-1-16 1 ft. 2-24 Pin 4.95 ea

. 20 Hz 100 MHz Range loo, power sauces i e
6 LED S,cpiay banenes 110412000 with
. Crystal comrolled Irmebase charge , 12V with auto

Ranges : DC Voltage 0 1000V

Fully Automatic

ugme, adapts , and external
Portable - completely 7 2 10V oowe, n,poly

$1995 °er Kit

AC Vintage 0 1000V

Leg Response 50 400 HZ
DC AC Conant O-loOma

,ra.,,e a rr^g.n»

c4 4 xz
Accessories:
AC Adapter BC-28 $9.00
Rechargeable
Batteries BP - 26 20.00
Carrying Case LC - 28 7.50

for Custom Cables & Jumpers , See JAMECO 1979 Catalog for Pricing

1/16 VECTOR BOARD
0 I N ie Spa crnq P Paden Pri[e
Pail No L W 1-9 loop

300p Height Common
•IDhold.
• Uses MM5314 Clock Chip
• Push Button Switches for setting
Hours, Minutes 8 Hold
• Easily Viewable to 20 Feet
• Simulated Walnut Case
• 115 VAC Operation
• 12 or 24 Hour Format
• Includes all Components & Case

JE701 Clock Kit

sell ,,t,ined
MAX-100
Mite - 1.75 x 7 38 $ 134.95
563

10 meg ,npur rmpendence .

Dipped Jumpers Plugs

Model KB500 OPM Kit $49.00
Model KB503 5V Power Kit $17.50

G 5 G

31/a-Digit Portable DMM

JE803 PROBE
ACCESSORIES FOR MAX 100:
Mobile Charger Eliminator
Use "w" r" car baSery
Model too - CU 63.96
Charger /Eliminator
use110V AD
Made 100 - CAI $9 95

the L.9c P ro isCaoup
mul wN[n ¢ 10r inc. renal Derl
le sI dn,,u 1092 ra
mde
a DII Al
Oenve s the poweeS
Trl rL _
l CMGS
needs 1. oDerale dnetny oft of ins [ ncuit under
st n,awrng a scant 13 mA ma. it uses a MANS
eadaui l0 mnrCaie any of rne loll.- 1 states 11
,11y-1 IH I1DW1 001511 Pme

PHENOLIC 6454 062440P 4 51 6 50 1 72 1 54

16954 062XXXP 4 50 11 00 1 es 3 32
EPO%V 64P44 062WE 4 50 6 50 2.07 I to
GLASS oa P44 062WF 4 50
8.50 2 56 2.31
i69P44 062WE
450 17.00 504 4 53
169P84 062WE 8.50 17 00 9 23 8.26
EPOXY GLASS
159P44062WECI
4.50 1700 680 612
COPPER CLAD

63-Key

Unencoded

KEYBOARDS

Hexadecimal Key Pad
Unencoded

'This is standard TTL power supply using the well
known LM309K regulator IC to provide a solid 0.5
AMP of current at 5 volts We try to make things easy
for you by providing everything you need in one
package including the hardware for only

CONNECTORS

MOLEX CONNECTOR PINS
$1.95/100 pinS
M-530 -1 lot morn order)
$16.00/1000 In
Pre-packaged in strips

INSTRUMENT/
CLOCK CASE
Infection -.load unit
Complete with red bezel
411" a 4, x1-9/16"

JE225
This is a 63-key, terminal keyboard newly
manufactured by a large computer manufacturer It is Unencoded with SPST keys, unattached to any kind of PC board. A very solid 19-key pad includes 1-10 keys,
molded plastic 13 x 4" base suits most applica- ABCDEF and 2 optional keys and a
shift key. $ 10.95/each
tion. IN STOCK
$29.95 /each

$9.95 Per Kit

PROTO BOARDS
PROTO BOARD 6
$15.95
IS long X 4 wide)

$5.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only Spec Sheets - 250
California Residents - Add 6% Sales Tax 1979 A Catalog Available-Send 410 stamp

PB100-45 z6
P6101 -5.8x4.5
PB102-7x4.5
PB103

$ 19.95
22.95
26.95

9 x 6 44.95

PB104 9.5 x 8 54.95

ameco
ELECTRONICS

mw.m...r......

rnra.r.

.............

PB203 - 9.75 x 6'/a x 24'. 75.00

PHONE
ORDERS
WELCOME
(415) 592-8097

MAIL ORDF,R ELEC'TRONICS' - WORLDWIDE
1021 HOWARD AVENUE , SAN CARLOS , CA 94070

Advertised Prices Good Thru November

Circle 200 on inquiry card.

circuit board

T2L 5V 0. 5A Supply

25 Pin- D Subminiature
OB25P (as pictured ) PLUG $2.95
DB25S
SOCKET 3.50
DB51226 -1 Cable Cover for DB25 P or S 1.75

$9 .95 Per Kit
Orinl ed

PB203A - 9.75 x 612 x 23k, 124.95
Imcludes powel supply)

nuunu7i

N
/NVAHn77a4m$xt mN8Htxt

PROTO CLIPS
14
16
24
40

PIN $4.50
PIN 4.75
PIN 8.50
PIN 13.76

BYTE November 1978 211

Dual End Stackable

• of INTEREST to DESIGNERS

Alphanumeric LED Displays

Rack Assembly for Big Prototypes

The Mupac Mixer is a modular
packaging system that integrates a variety
of panel sizes, IC densities and user
selectable voltages into one rack assembly. Logic can be subdivided into multi-

ple size functions. Three independent
backplanes permit the modular separation
of analog and digital grounds and voltage
supply requirements for optimum noise
immunity. Multilayer panel construction
allows high frequency applications. The
system can accommodate panels with 32
to 192 ICs ranging in size from 4.5 inch
by 6.0 inch to 8.0 inch by 14.9 inch.
For maximum flexibility, blank, copperclad, cable and wire wrap panels can be
mixed. Mupac panels contain from 108
to 540 10 pins to prevent restrictions
and pin limitations. The system ranges in
price from $400 to $500 for rack
assemblies and from $100 to $500 for
panels. Contact Mupac Corp, 646
Summer St, Brockton MA 02402..
Circle 575 on inquiry card.

80 Column Dot Matrix Printer Mechanism

Featuring a 100,000,000 character
dot head, this 80 column Model 3110
dot matrix printer mechanism is being
introduced by Epson America Inc,
23844 Hawthorne Blvd, Torrance CA
90505.
The Model 3110 prints 150 charac-

ters per second, with a 5 by 7 dot matrix
character and 1/10 inch column spacing
tailored for the small business and home
computer markets.
DC power used for the magnet, solenoid and detector allows OEMs to save
manufacturing cost by purchasing the
standard Epson mechanism for use with
systems that will run on US or foreign
line currents. The unit requires a 24 V,
30 to 42 V, and 5 V DC power supply
plus case, control board and interface
electronics.
The Model 3110 is 3.74 inches (9.5
cm) high, 13.19 inches (33.5 cm) wide
and 7.28 inches (18.5 cm) deep and the
weight is 6.6 pounds (3 kg).
The Model 3110 sells for less than
$250 in quantities of 500. A 40 column
version of this mechanism, designated
Model 512, sells for $155 in quantities
of 500.
Circle 576 on inquiry card.

Planar Cable Connectors for Microcomputer Systems

Two series of planar (ribbon) cable
connectors have been announced by
Spectra-Strip, 7100 Lampson Av,
Garden Grove CA 92642. The first of
the planar cable connectors are the 804
Series IDC DIP/socket connectors with
fixed insulation-displacing contacts.
They are available for mass termination
to planar cables on .050 inch centers and
accept 28 stranded and 28 and 30 solid
AWG conductors. The IDC DIP/socket
is a one-piece construction connector
which features a fixed .013 inch IDC
212 November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc

contact with a dual beam configuration.
The 804 Series IDC/DIP socket connectors are available with 14, 16, 21 and
24 position versions.
The second of the planar cable
connectors are the 805 Series IDC
DIP/plug connectors which insert into
integrated circuit sockets and provide
planar cable interconnection to printed
circuit boards. The male DIP/plugs provide preinstalled insulation-displacing
contacts for easy mass termination to
planar cables on .050 inch centers and

The IEE-Hercules Models 1784/
85R .54 inch dual, alphanumeric LED
displays with common cathode and right
hand decimal point have been announced
by Industrial Electronic Engineers Inc,
7740 Lemona Av, Van Nuys CA 91405.
These models consist of two .54 inch
high, red 14 segment characters combined in a compact package which can
display alphabetic and numeric characters plus some symbols. The end stackable feature allows designers variable
display lengths in accordance with their
needs. Composed of gallium, arsenic and
phosphorous (GaAsP) emitting material,
these solid state displays have a typical
600 microcandle per segment luminous
intensity at 20 mA at 1.6 VF. The 18
horizontal double dual-in-line package
pins on 0.1 inch spacing are set up for
multiplex drive for maximum pinout
economy.
Models 1784/85R install in integral,
multidigit arrays with IEE-Atlas display mounting hardware. In 500 piece
quantities, the price is $4.50 each. For
additional information, request catalog
HE-1 . ■
Circle 577 on inquiry card.

Motorola Offers 1024 by 4 Bit Static
Programmable Memory
The MCM2114, a 1024 by 4 bit static
programmable memory requires no
clocks, no timing strobes, nor refreshing
because of fully static operation. Data
out and data in are of the same polarity
and no address set up time is required.
Four speed ranges are available: 200 ns,
250 ns, 300 ns and 450 ns, and two
power versions, the MCM21 14 at 550 mW
and the MCM21 L14, at 385 mW (maximum), both using asingle 5 V supply with
± tolerance. Two industry standard 18
pin packages are available, plastic (P
suffix) and lid-seal ceramic (L suffix).
The MCM21 1 P-45 (450 ns part in plastic) is priced at $12.25 in quantities
of 100 to 999. Contact Motorola Inc,
Integrated Circuit Division, Technical
Communications, 3501 Ed Bluestein
Blvd, Austin TX 78721.•
Circle 578 on inquiry card.

offers assembly in seconds without
prestripping the cable. The contacts
accept 28 stranded and 28 and 30 solid
AWG conductors.
The 804 Series connectors are priced
in a quantity of 1000 pieces at $.09 per
contact and the 805 Series connectors
are priced in a quantity of 1000 pieces
at $.06 per contact. ■
Circle 579 on inquiry card.

EVERYTHING

YOU N EED TO LEARN TO PROG RAM THE Z80°
WITHO UT WASTING YO U R 8080 KNOWLE DG E
THE TEXTBOOK...

18 chapters of solid, accurate
programming information, on such
topics as:
• Single and multilength arithmetic

PRACTM
NUUM
e

TEE Z80
InduJing Source hsringS of
convrnerionnl assembler and Jchugging monitor
W.J. WELLLR

• Array and table handling and searching
• Number base conversion
• Floating point arithmetic
• Programmed input/output
• Decimal arithmetic including multiply
and divide

• Stack pointer usage and subroutines
• Debugging techniques
• Interrupt modes and service
• Interrupt driven input/output

THE ASSEMBLY PROGRAM...(easily worth $100.00 by itself)
The full source listings of a combined editor/assembler which supports the language used. This
language uses 8080 mnemonics for 8080 compatible instructions and clear, logical extensions
of the 8080 mnemonics for Z80 only instructions. The assembler is resident in less than 10K
RAM and will function with any set of peripherals which transmit on a character by character
basis, e.g., paper tape.
DIAL CHARGE CARD ORDERS TOLL FREE ( 800) 258-5477

A FULL DEBUGGING MONITOR...
Not a simple ROM monitor. Contains facilities
for breakpointing, modification of pseudo
registers and much more.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r
West
POB 428 , 25 Route 101
B'TSinc Peterborough , NH 03458

Practical Microcomputer Programming : The Z80
$29.95 plus $.75 postage and handling
Check It:

AND BY THE WAY...

E] My card # :
Expires:

When the coupon in the book is filled out
and returned, the object programs of the
editor/assembler and debug are shipped

Name_
Address
City-

FREE

State - Zip

Signature
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RONDURE COMPANY

2522 BUTLER ST.
DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
214-630-4621

ASCII SELECTRIC

the Eo m puter room
DATEL SELECTRIC ( IBM Selectric Mechanism)

SPECIAL SALE Printer Mechanism: Heavy

l

5,>'

i

duty input/ output, series
$875•UD 745.
Weight : 120 lbs. Dimen Used Working
sions : 29"Hx35"Wx33" D.
and Clean
Print Speed : ( 14.8 charac-

Specifications:
* Size: 21"Wx21 " Dx8"H.
* P ower i npu t
115 V o lt

• nferface: RS232
• Weight : 54 lbs. ( Shipping
weight 65 lbs.)
• 15" Carriage
• 1 5 C PS
• C orrespondence code
it • Half Duplex

ters per second )

TESTED WITH Platen:

15" wide, pin feed
NEW or form feed device optional ( 132 p rint p ositions ) .
ASCII
Parallel output only-15
ELECTRONICS characters per second acFactory

l

cepts 7 bit ASCII parallel

Reconditioned w/strobe & prints on Selec $1075.00 tric. The unit still works as
ASCII Selectric with ASCII parallel electronics .
Immediate Delivery-Shipped from inventory.

a typewriter in off -line
mode.

• 132 Print Positions, 10

As Is" Complete $395.00 Pitch
Working $495.00
Reconditioned $695.00
Used - $395

NOVATION DC3102A
SHUGART
MINI-FLOPPY DRIVE

TI 990/4
Single Board 16 Bit Micro
Computer

Used
Working
•

IV

NEW $250. 00

ia l
NEW PRICE

® $150.00
RS232 Connection
300 Baud

$325.00 ea.

USED MODEMS & COUPLERS
NOVATION TC102 (Acoustic) $45.00
AJ 233 (Acoustic) ................... $ 25.00
CF 318 ( Hard Wire ) ................. $25.00

Model SA -400

FLAT PACK ACOUSTICAL
MODEM PICK-UP
Useable with most modem
chips/kits
Used - $17.50 ( w/prints)

ORDERING INFORMATION: SHIPP ING INFORMATION:
We ship the same day we receive a certified check or money order. Modems : $ 2.00 each; 2 for $4.00 UPS.
Large Items & Parts : Specify Freight or Air Freight Collect
Texas residents add 5 % sales tax. Please call if you have a question .
Write for our CATALOG of many parts , terminals, printers , etc. Foreig n Orders: Add appropriate freight or postage.
All items subject to availability . Your money returned if we are out We now take Master Charge and Visa orders , Specify full number,
bank number and expiration date.
of stock .

$249.95
CLEANED
CHECKED
OUT

$199.95
IBM® Selectric-Based
I/O Writers
Excellent Hobby Printers
•Series 72/731
-Heavy Duty
•8'/2" Platen
*All Solenoids
•BCD Code

AS IS

Selectric Controller
The 3S-01 is a complete controller for
the IBM Model 731 I/O typewriter
for both input and output operations.
With this controller the 731 becomes a
versatile ASCII printer with the world
famous Selectric quality and an alphanumeric ASCI I-encoded keyboard with
the wonderful Selectric feel. An
eightbit parallel input/output port
(bidirectional or separate) is all that is
necessary to add the KING of the
hardcopy terminals to your system.
Serial RS-232C is also available for
connection to a serial communications
port or modem.
Power supply requirements are 5VDC
at .75A and 48VDC at 1 A for the basic
parallel controller. Additional power
needed for the serial unit is + 12VDC.

These terminals are from a large
PRICE $249.95
airline reservation system . They are
ASSEMBLED BOARD
heavy duty and were under continuous
Surplus power supply for above $30.00
maintenance. The units have been
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
in storage . We make every effort to
ensure that all essential parts are
Print only interface unit
$59.95
included. Most work when plugged
Board and instructions only
i n. N o warr anties are g iven or implied

Circle

356

This unit consists of:
1. A cleaned, checkout, repainted
used selectric. This unit has been
converted for upper & lower case
with new ball containing all
BASIC characters.
2. Selectric controller unit allowing
both input and output
3. Power supply (used)
4. Terminal table (new)
5. Assembled and tested. Ready to
plug in and go.
6. ASC I I to computer
7. Crated for shipping by motor
freight (collect)

PRICE $775.00 FOB TULSA
DEALER INQUIRY INVITED

Have 10 HP 2671B card readers left at
$299.95 each FOB Tulsa.
Cashier Check or Money Order.
Personal check allow 3 weeks. Units
shipped collect. Price Net FOB Tulsa.

3 S Sales, Inc.
P. O. Box 45944
Tulsa, OK 74145
1-918-622-1058

SUPER SALE
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Complete Terminal Unit

on

inquiry

card.

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORAT1ON

Logic Probes and Digital Pulsers

LOGIC PROBES
CSC logic probes are the ultimate tool for breadboard design and
testing . These hand - held units provide an Instant overview of
circuit conditions . Simple to use: Just clip power leads to Circuit's
switch to TTL DTL or C\IOS
power
to test
node , Trace logic levels and pulses
s upply . probe
set logic
family
BTL. Touch
through digital clrcult to . Even stretch and latch for easy pulse
detection . Instant reco gg nit loo of hig11, low or Invalid levels. o pen
clrcult a and nodes . Slm pie, dual-level detector LEDs tell it
quickly, correctly. III (Logic "I "); LO Logic "0' ), Also fhcorporates blinking pulse detector . e.g.. III and LO LEDs blink
on or off , tracking " I" or "U " states at square wave frequencies up
to 1.5 1\Itlz. Pulse LED blinks o n for 'h second during pulse

DIGITAL PULSER

LP-2
MODEL
ccurat

.......
,rl
Economy v rslon if model LI'-l, Safer than a voltmeter.
More 'I'be sit home lit sbve,I :poll
case if uls•r:tl clip
tun. Simply
buds Is Dud lire and tieg:li ive ago w, r. thru tml,ll DI'-I's pro le In :t
e the 1 cube. Input Impedance ::tllll,llllu kilns. Mini(Fro- rruit node;uutofnai is leoarlly,a'ns"r'Icl eels rlrcull's hioh or low
m Detectable} Pulse: :fill) ns, Maximum Input Signal
I
,million.
Detiressthl'
hurl
loll'
aOu
trigger
:In ospos11e l"'I:ir11y
( LED): high spied Ir:dli or rl
queney ): 1.5 ',It ta. Pulse Detector
: None. polls, into the riuolil. I nsl Irouhle.wiooling illeludl's Inle,l lug
single event. Pulse Memory
.signals :it k,y points In 'I"I1., 111'1,. ('31 .rr oll:lr its II
-ill
-NCI
1:ac11.....
....
Prob.
S24.95
2
Lo
gic
CSC Model LP dual cool rot purl l-hultoii: hnl lsli s, I,cls si11g1, slloi or I
MODEL LP -3 od,.v. I.1':II Inihr:d or motlilorb oueraill,g to Dues try Ile,hiag'0i is
folr sisgll' Pulse or 'lilt itoi,ns.ely for :I poke 1-in. ('0111 lot, 1, ly
High speed logic probe. Captures ago Ist's as short as 10 its. Input
T ti it'. p'tie I-site kill held t itl.e gcm'r:rlor (,of tally !:1,0111 to
Impedance : 5(10,0110 ohms. Minimum Detectable Pulse: 10 no. t111"I
: I'olse-s, n.i0g autoMaalmum input Signal (Fr.queney): 50 '•111x. Pulse Detector illgll:tl r '.sells. Output : ' I ri-s1:0 e. Pelarit Y
polarity Sync and Source : Inn of A. Pulse Train: in pos. LED
(LED): Illgh speed train or .Ingle event. Pules Memory : Pulse or
: I lashes rot .singl, 0 flkc: n]:,y, lit for loose Ira I,,.
Indicator
s
stored.
level transition detected :met
I
t.
........ $74.95
CSC Model LP - 3 Logic Probe-Net IF:ach.. .......... $69 . 95 CSC Model DP-1 Digital Pulser NoI i;:I,ll

transition . Choice of three models to meet Individual requirements ; budget. protect and speed of logic circuits.

MODEL LP-1
I. and-held logic probe provides Instant reading of logic levels for
TTL. DTL. IITL or C\IOS. Input Impedance : 111(1.01(0 ohms.
Minimum Detectable Pulse: 50 its. Maalmum Input Sgnal
(Fngwney): 10 \fllz. Pulse Detector (LED): Illgh .speed irain
or single event . Pulse Memory : Pulse or level transit ton detected
and stored
CSC Model LP - 1 Logic Prob. -Net Each............. $44.95

Prototype Design Equipment

PROTO - BOARD" UNITS
All the speed and convenience of QT Sockets and Bus Strips in
both kits and preassembled units. Assemble, test bad modify
circuits literally as fast as you can think.

PROTO-SOARD 6 KIT
Contains one preassemhled QT-47S socket , two preassembled
QT-47B bus strips, four 5-way binding posts, metal ground/
base plate , non-marring feet and all hardware . Ten minute
assembly time . Size: 6" 1. x 4 " w. x 1.4 ' h. Weight: 7 ozs.
CSC Model PS-6 Kit -Complete. List Prim. .......... E15.95
PROTO - BOARD 100 KIT
Contains two preassembled QT-35S sockets, one preassembled
QT-35B bus strip . two 5-way binding posts, non-metallic base
plate . non-marring feet and all hardware . Ten minute assembly
time. Size : 4.5" w. x 6" 1. X 1.4 h. Weight : 7.5 ozs.
CSC ModsI PS-100 Kit-Complete . List Price ........ $19.95
PROTO - BOARD 101
Fully assembled breadboard contains two QT- 35S sockets and
four QT-35B bus strips m ounted on metal groundbase plate
. Excellent for audio and small digital
marrlag
feet
with nonprojects . Size: 5.8" 1. x 4.5" w . x 1.4" h . Weight: 9 ozs.
TI
CSC Model PS-101 Breadboard -Complete. List Price S
$22.95

PROTO - BOARD 102
Fully assembled breadboard con tains two QT-47S sockets. three
QT-47B bus strips and one QT-:(5B bus .strip on a metal ground,
base plate with non -marring feel Excellent for Intermedlato
digital needs. St..: 7" I. x 4 .5" w. x 1.4° h. Weight : 10 ozs.
CSC Model PB-102 Breadboard --('omplete. List Price 530-64

$26.95

PROTO - BOARD 103
Fully assembled breadboard contains three QT-595 sockets, four
QT-59B and one QT-47B bus s trips. tour 5-way binding posts
on a metal ground / base plate with tan-marring feet. Build calculators , interfaces , networks , etc. Slo t 9" 1. x 6" w . x 1.4" h. Weight:
I./. Ibs.
CSC Model PE-103 Breadboard -Complete. List Price $

$44.95
PROTO - BOARD 104
Fully assembled breadboard contains four QT- 59S sockets, seven
QT-59B bus s trips and four 5-way binding posts on a metal
ground base plate with non-marring feet. Build a CPU, encoder.
complex display . etc. 51 se : 9.8 " I. x 8 " w. x 1.4 h. Weight: I% Ib
CSC Model PB-104 Breadboard -Complete. List Price.

PROTO - BOARD 203A
Provides all the features of Proto-Board 203 with additional
+15 and -15 VDC at 0.5 amp power supplies with internally
adjustable output voltages. Size: Same as PB-203. Weight: 5.5
too.
CSC Model PO-203A Broadburd -Complete. $124.95
0
List Price . .............. ............ .'........ ;

r DigitaI IC Testers

W'. If Klves ysu ronllnuou .s n•udlogs 1rsn, 211 117, Is a Kultrunicbd

r

Fast readiug ,a with i/s-sl'e up11.10

Each kit contains 350 wires cut
to 14 different lengths from 01
to 5.0'
Each wire is slipped and the
leads are beet 90° for easy in
set, on
Wire length is classified by
color coding
All wool, solid tinned 12
gauge with PVC insulation
Thew s e packed in a
c onvement plassl c boa

PROTO - BOARD 203
Fully assembled breadboard contains built - in. short-proof , fused,
5 VDC at L amp , regulated power supply. in addition to three
QT598 sockets , four QT- 59B bus strips , one QT- 47B bus strip
and four 5- way binding posts. Capacity for most digital and many
analog protects. Size: 9.75' 1. x 6.6" w . x 3.25" h. Weight: 5 life.
CSC Model P E-203 Broadboard -Complete. List P rice $75.00

LOGIC MONITORI
Trace signals through all . Des of digita
it l- circu its . Unit clips ovr
n
to a
any e- i II' kit) to I6 plits, . 1•:ach o f[ It 16 contacts cnnert+
h-Inte t'se numbered
single-bit t I-I detector that drives
a higlintalre e b cl:eds it fixed
ut activated when the applied
LED read out
2 V Lhrehold . Logic " I" turns LED 01,: logic " (1'• keeps LED off.
A power-.seeking gate network autont at i rally locates supply' leads
and feeds [hem to Lhe 1.51-1's Internal i 'try. Sayer minutes,
even hours In design. troubleslinpu , dehu gg King of equipment.
^ .2 V. Input Impedanp : 10s.11111 IUh it
Voltage Threshold : 2V 11
Input Voltage Range: 4-15 \' I across any two or ,75' I Inputs.
1.75" I t . when
Current Drain : 200 111:\ at 10 \^aSt.. : 4" I. x 2" w.
open . Weight : :I ozs,
CSC Model LM - 1 Logic Monitor - C'ornplete
........
..... . r . $,59.95
List Me... ...........
LOGIC MONITOR 2
r vlues greater i'crn tit it)' nod prrrlslllli in testinK all types or
dlRltoI circuits. The fully iwuatcd pit wer supply' still 'clectahh'
trigger flirt' .11,11(1 Ict )'on nmtcli [tic precise ch,,ractcrlstics sf the
laic if ['r under test, persiittini III Ire : c 1 ate 10t:M1SUrc IUellt..
It
to, o D11'
il' lip to Ill Polls.
-N
'1'hc ect- illspl:t)' u h it
The power supply n sdmc rsu tin s', po t ile llreri.ion rIfereure power
supply Intl Ingle faoi l U' selector wile h. lJperautln le nl plc. Set
tom thnwholit switr'It to the pruprr h'g le family. l'uuurrt Mark t•0p
r ('\11 IS c ultrm. tine red lip 1. c - -' 3 ..
[cad to r rcuit gruutel Ieel rd to clrcult lalsltive ti^ err. ' I'ns rrlill uualule Is then clipped
•r the I(' mm h A lisplay In.tautl)' gives the logic 'fibs Stability : i:1 ppm It 25: C. Temperature Stability : Bel ter than
:
t'\l11s,
70', if r.rcllif
Uf all pins. Logic Thresholds
11 311: ('. 'II:t- , Aging : III ppm tear. Display : h:ig lit
7.5 \': TTL, 2.4 \', D'1'1,, 1,1) 1. 2 \'. Maclmum Vlslb
Blankln Decimal pslnl
lips
le Il.li" I.1:D digll 9:
s . Lead-Zero
:ippt•:Its
Input Frequency : :il) 1(Ill at ill duty ci ii:' Size : lest ('
711, 11011 when input rvrced.s I \I Hz. Onerllo w:
,
to,
'
5.11:1"
I.
between
6111
and
x 1.7:1 A 'hen open: rower Si lydllle
4' I s 2
Il1,999 Il z, moll slgni lien nl (left hondi 11Klt
, signals over 95 St
x :1" h . n x . Total W.Ighl: " s. Power Required; 117 \" \l'. \\ Ille
5(1611 its, I 1 \\ ;airs alaiiahle I - 2111 \\(', 51) 611110 lit slightly hassl., :rllswing rt•adings In excess of 111th \I Ilz. Display Update:
higher price.
I/1
see.
plus 1 arc R : IIC I Imt•. Low Battery Indicator : \elrn 11,1! y
CSC Model LM-2 Logic Monitor -l's in plt't'. sup11ly ra lls la• ISw 11.61 \'lit ' all dbee!s hash :11 1 Ito Power
................... $129 . 95 Requlrod : Internal, li "AA" bells: exte rnal, 1111 or 2':11 e Al'
I.Lt Pricb
I•harger ellnunti or . buts iigan'tte Ilgldcr adapter it, 7.2 Ii SD('
extirmll supply. Battery Charging : 12 14 lira. Size: 1.75" It. I
MAX-100 PORTABLE FREQUENCY COUNTER
: Less titan 1.5 Ills, will, hallirles.
3IAX-11111 Is a por•ahlt high pmt 1,1101 fre,luem•1 c ounter that sets 3161 is. x 7.73 d. Weight
new .st:indartla In Ia•r rnrmunrr amt value. Ina mpail, Itortahh• CSC Model MAX - 100 Frequency Counter Net Each S 134.915

inn Sills , will, 0-d(Kll a

BREADBOARD
JUMPER WIRE KIT

$54.95

JIM 1 923351...... $ 10.00

NEW VOLKSMETERS!
With LCD Display= Excellent
Readability in Direct Sunlight!
O.50Io 3'/2 digits
LM-350 $144.00`

1010
LM-300
Full three digits
$114.00 '`

FEATURES

• Measures DC volts, AC volts, 0 Large LCD display for easy
reading without interpolation
ohms and current
• Automatic polarity, decimal a Sue 1 9 11 .2 7 W. 4 0 D
and overload Indication
• parts and labor guaranteed far
• N. zero adjustment and no lull one year
stale ohms adjust

se-Clemons

MAX-100 ACCESSORIES

.lid I -eel' slmlrliog riftm,.'I,nr
-P I , - r :filings , der iycd front :t rr ,' si:i Model 100 - CLA \I,,Is be ell:Irgl•r elllnln:llnr Net libel S 3.95
,olrsllb I tomb la.u• will, 3 mum to -1 1 lllgl-lib n s1 11 1. roa d 8.95
Model 100 CAI I III \ \l' Charger climlmlisr . Net Ea ..
Ings from slgnnls us low as :tll m\ oil ll dlsde sverlsatl arm eel tun
Model 100 -CAP \.\('clmrgcr climin:0 or. Nit I:1,.. 9.85
up to tun V Irra ks. Inlrut slYnals lmy • r loo NIllz :tutomallcail ),
Model 100 - IPC Input Celle ivll1, rllp leads. Net I:at•li 5.95
hash the moral slgnlnrant dl:ll.:md to iodic:dc low-u:tttery condo14.95
1 kllz. Model 100 - LLC Lsic -Ios.s tan-serf .................
thin and -lend nail try life. the rntlre display if ashes al
Mede1100 - MWA %lool-whip onleolost ....
3.95
Model 100 -CC Parry lug ease .. ..
9.95

I

TO Stand Option add $ 330
Leather Case t 20.00
3AA NICadsable & Charger 3 12.00

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Range : 211 lit to loll \Illz guaranteed. 1111 \1112
I yIdenl Gate Ti me : 1 sir. Resolution : I I:z Accuracy : : 1 e,ilint
+ Ilnu• base crri, r. Input 17 A."..; I na'guhm shun) rd by 56
ISln. Ware Sen7itlrlty :31l to \' It\IS: II 511 \Illz.
1,F. Coupling :
Internal Time Be,. Frequency : :1.579545 NI li,. crystal uselll:,tor.

standard AA - size batlenes ornaide up to 20 flours of operation
Rechargeable NICad batteries and charger unit ana Gable as sotonal equioment
Batteries not nclude0

PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS ©
Sepulveda CA0 91343
10031 A` Woodley
A e.

Purchase any of the
LM series Meters and
buy the LEATHER CASE

for 1C

Terms VISA, MC BAC, check Money Older. C 0 0, U S Funds Only CA residents add 6% sales tax Minimum order $10 00 Orders less than $75.00 include 10% shipping and handling, excess refunded Just in case
please include your phone no °Soffyr no over the counter soles " poop hIeu aouzssee 111.

Send for our latest brochure

phone orders welcome ( 213) 893-8202

OEM andlnstitutIonalmquinesmvded.
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Learn to Program a Microcomputer
in Machine Language

SOFTWARE

•
Educational Programs for PET, TRS-80
and Apple II

Educational programs for the PET,
TRS-80 and Apple 11 computers are now
available from Program Design Inc, 11
Idar Ct, Greenwich CT 06830. Each
course comes with programs on cassette
tapes, workbook or guide and other
materials necessary for effective learning.
Currently available courses include:
• IQ Builder: This series of three
courses ( analogies, number series
and vocabulary builder) develops
the skills needed to succeed on
aptitude tests. Programs can be
purchased and used separately or
together. Analogies is priced at
$9.50, number series is $9.50, and
vocabulary builder is $12.50.
• Step by step: This is a course in
the BASIC programming language. Structured lessons and
guided practice sessions are presented on the computer and in
the workbook. Step by step is
priced at $29.95.
• Preschool IQ builder: This course
helps. 3 to 5 year olds develop
intellectual skills essential for
learning to read. This program is
priced at $10.50.•

New PDP -8 X8 Cross Assembler Series
Four new microprocessor cross assemblers have been added to Sierra Digital
Systems' X8 cross assembler series for
the Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-8
minicomputer. The X8 series cross
assemblers now cover the Z-80, 1802,
SC/MP and 8048 microprocessors in
addition to the previous 6502, 6800,
8080, F8 and 2650 versions. By using
an X8 series cross assembler, assembly
language programs are converted into
object code or put into programmable
read only memory. The assemblers run
in 8 K words of memory under the
OS/8 operating system, and are written
in PDP-8 assembly language. Pseudooperations and runtime options provide
for conditional assembly and listing control. Generated object code may be
output in the microprocessor's standard
loader format, or BNPF for read only
memory programming with commercial
stand alone programmers. Each cross
assembler is priced at $400 and distributed in PDP-8 binary format on paper
tape, DECtape, or DEC floppy diskette.
Source files are also available for an additional $250. Contact Sierra Digital
Systems, 13905 Rancheros Dr, Reno NV
89511.•
Circle 586 on inquiry card.

Programming a Microcomputer:
6502 by Caxton C Foster teaches you
how to program a microcomputer in
machine language. Although designed
especially for the 6502 microprocessor
used in the KIM-1, PET and Apple
microcomputer systems, the basic principles covered apply to all computers,
large or small. The 234 page book,
which assumes no previous knowledge
of computers, is published by AddisonWesley Publishing Company Inc,
Reading MA 01867..
Circle 588 on inquiry card.

Disk Based Software Development Tools

Five microprocessor cross assemblers
for use on DEC's PDP-11 minicomputers
and LSI-11 microprocessors have been
announced by Automated Logic Corp,
2675 Cumberland Pky, Suite 115,
Atlanta GA 30339. The MicroSeries
cross assemblers can be used for any
of the following processors: Intel 4040,
8080, 8085, 8748, 8048, 8041, 8035
and 8021.
The MicroSeries runs in 12 K words
of memory and enables a program to be
developed using the PDP-11 with the
RT-11 operation system. A companion
program enables the output from the
cross assembler to be shipped directly
to burn the programmable read only
memories.
The MicroSeries price is $250 and is
distributed on floppy disks..

A full complement of Z-80/8080/
8085 disk based software development
tools oriented towards the CP/M operating system is now available from TSA
Software, 5 N Salem Rd, Ridgefield
CT 06877. System development tools
include a relocatable linking macroassembler with linking loader, crossreference generator and full library of
modules. Included with the assembler
is a symbolic debugger allowing user
defined symbols. Higher level language
support is provided by interface with
Micro-Soft FORTRAN.
For advanced systems, TSA/OS is an
upward compatible CP/M-like operating
system providing video screen control,
automatic library search, an extended
batch mode with turnkey system capability, as well as an advanced configuration scheme.
TSA Software has available a set of
applications packages. The TSA Database System uses a mixture of assembly
code and FORTRAN. The system uses
table driven screen and record formats
and has a minicompiler to optimize
record search capability. The TSA Word
Processor uses a normal terminal to provide natural text editing with advanced
formatting features, including proportional printing. Full use of disk files is
provided as well as file merging for
mailing list and similar uses. Package
prices are $100 and up. ■

Foreign Language Vocabulary is a
bidirectional program for the instruction,
practice and testing of language vocabulary skills. Languages offered include
French, Spanish, Italian and German.
Program features include separate
modes for vocabulary instruction, practice drills and testing, selectable by the
user at any time during program operation. The user may also alternate language direction (English to French or
French to English) to improve comprehension. The Educator option permits
the creation of files for the storage of
student identification, test responses and
test scores, for use in a classroom
situation.
Foreign Language Vocabulary is
written in BASIC. Each volume includes
an annotated program listing and program flowchart to assure ease of user
loading and understanding. Single statement lines are used to avoid confusion
and to permit ease of user modification.
Each volume of Foreign Language
Vocabulary is priced at $5 with the
Educator option costing an additional
$3. All four volumes are $17.50 or
$27.50 with the Educator option. For
further information, contact Musgrove
Engineering, 9547 Kindletree Dr,
Houston TX 77040.0

Circle 585 on inquiry card.

Circle 587 on inquiry card.

Circle 589 on inquiry card.

Circle 584 on inquiry card.

Microprocessor Cross Assembler
Available for PDP-11 or LSI-II
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Foreign Language Vocabulary Programs
Available in BASIC

SALE 5. 100 BUS EDGE CONNECTORS SALE
3 LEVEL

+ 9.7a4

GOLD WIRE WRAP
SOCKETS

$318.

SALE

MS-1S

teR ries a CMgw Omr

LM3A 3 dig 1 % DC ....... $134.00
• 15 megahertz bandwidth.
LM3.5A 3% dig .5% DC ....$ 158.50 • External and internal trigger.
LM40A 4 dig .1 % DC....... $209.0 0 • Time ba - 1 mlcroaec. to 0.5 Sa0Jdly - 21
LM4A 4 dig .03% DC ...... $ 250.00
• Rechargeable batteries and charger included

• Measures DC Volts, AC Volts, Ohms and
Current

settings -3%.
• Battery or line operation,
• Aulomerlc A line sync modes.

land the MENTION Of

18 pin .63 .58
.80 .75
20 pin
22 pin* .90 .85

8803

1

MOTHER
!0510 fat
slat sus
MICRO-

-i»,n ma ^.

.did
did

e]

)5

e]

6 ! 141.24
.4410 - 1350

eMG
Reed-3 22 155 nn WIRE
12 5
PIERCED SOLDERC EIELE5 u^la WRAP h, GOLD i

GOLD 1115.

. 54 .47 .42 .36
. 70 .63 .58 .53
. 80 .70 .61 .57

. 78 .68 .63 .58
. 90 .84
24 pin
.90 .84 .76 .71
28 pin 1 . 10 1.00
40 pin 1 . 50 1.40 1 . 30 1.20 1.04 .89
All sockets are GOLD 3 level closed entry • End and side stauble 2 level, Soler Ted, Low
Profile , Tin Sockets and Dip Plugs avedable CALL FOR QUOTATION

LIQUID CRYSTAL DIGITAL
CLOCK-CALENDAR
• For Auto. Home, office
• Small in size (2x2%x%)
• Push button lot words release for data.
• Clock. mount .white with Nlner 3M atom.
slued I.p . a VELCRO, Included.
• 2 MODELS AVAILABLE

LCD -101, portable modal runs to a IIwtntalned
butl..HS for ber1. Ina l e r..
LCD-102, ru on 1 2 Vol ...Mm sed I. Mck.

6471

e
.1. as .2.

lighted

- OEMs .1a D..ir.. ln.nr rim.. e•nn«1on •... MM. _h.. •naMiiw..

-101-L-101
roar pnolR• _........

$34.95»

tW&

COMPUTERS
• crowar w,.ewe .rm]•aE
paeeaw

8800V
Universal Microcomputer/processor
plugboa10 use with 5100 bus Co.'
plate with heal sink & hardware 5 3 x
IS''•1/16
1.4 5-9 10.24
119.95 81715 015.96

•
+o+ pro.
'.`^ oM'a^^ Iweri. a inn ID r•»
`., w, ^mnr•n^I^. N,nww mane ma.

-t __ Price:
$29.50

8801-1

_,
nL
..1IRCurrMr ra, nn x pu Mll STD] ]5 wm ia t

Same as 8800V except plain, less power
buses & heal sink
ld 5-9 10-24

• fm.l.su eac"r̀^wweauw „ w••m I•..

1116 WDt BOARD
.042 dia holes on
0.1 spacing for IC's

LLti' Lpf ILL^L £

9.6" x 4,5"

$10.90
3677- 2 6.5" x 4,5"

$9.74

$24.50
Avow

3662 6.5" x 4, 5"

$7.65

Gen. Purpose D.I.P. 3662 -2 9.6"x4.5••

Boards with Bus Pattern $11.45

for Solder or Wire Wrap. P pattern plugboards for
Epoxy Glass 1/16'' 44 IC's Epoxy Glass 1/16
pin con . spaced .156 44 pin con. spaced 156

8K 450 ns
P11r
$75.00

3690-12
CARD EXTENDER
Card Extender has 100
contacts-50 per side on 125
centers-Attached connector-is
compatible with S-100 Bus
Systems ............. $26.00
3690 6.5" 22/44 pin .158
ctn. Extenders ..... $12.00

14 & 16 PIN
L OLD 3 LEVEL
^9ij WIRE WRAP

2708

P180

Ori uw. posh. wnn 1.t
F^OURrTIMEB VASTER hm eppo1'
flew

PRICE
Phenolic
1 - 9 10 19
PART NO. SIZE
$1.49 1.34
64P44XXXP 4.5x6.5"
189P44XXXP 4.5x17" $ 3.51 3.16

SOCKETS
14-G3100for

EPROM

$30.00
16-G3 100 for
$30.00

FACTORY PRIME

NO PRESTRiPWNG'
S0 PRECUTTING'

4.5x6 5' $1.70 1.53
4.5x85" $2.10 1.89
4.5x17 " $4-30 3.87
8.5x1 T' $ 7.65 689

3677
3682 9 . 6" x 4,5"
$ 10.97
3682- 2 6.5" x 4.5"
$9.81
Hi-Density Dual-In-Line
Plugboard for Wire Wrap
with Power & Grill. Bus
Epoxy Glass 1/16" 44
pin con spaced .156

$ 13.46 811.96

$14.95

Epoxy Glass
64P44
84P44
169P44
169P84

so

ALTAR --- GOLD plebe$ GOLD Ev .n.
15
73
Other Popular Edge Connectors

Purchase any of the LM series
Meters and buy the LEATHER CASE
for 1 C

e

J LEVELL GIRD WRAP 025 I.3 R 5 co. O SIGDSTG

an 250 soS R 10. Gl.D ple1°.ai' OLD Dp, 1.4 59 1014
asEGLO elts

SOLD PTAIL. 401 2^rrawaoP PIERCED SOLOF C^N-75in

interpolallon
• Stu: 1.9"H x2.r'W It 4"D
Pat. & labor guaranteed I yea
Tin stem opllon ............................ s a.
• Learher.........._....._......._.. $20.1

e

this MAGAZINE

• Ports Oon. umpllon < 1$ 1.h,.
venrcw Grn _Ol ro50 Vnn. 12»

• Rechargeable batteries and charger
PVt. S-1 _
00 BUS EDGE CONNECTORS 45
• Measures DC Volts, AC Volts, Ohms and S
4'F
Current
• Automatic polarity, decimal and overload
Indication
P SOLUER5 toil xl r 12 ace
• No zero adjustment and no full-scale ohms
adjust
• Batteryoperated - NICad batteries; also AC
line operation.
• Large LED display for easy reading without

irV

1-24 25 -49 50 -99 100 - 249 250 -999 1K-5K
.38 .35
8 pin* .41
. 31 .27 .23
. 32 .29 .27
14 pin' .39
. 38 .36
. 39 .35 .32 .30
16 pin* .43 .42

PROBE if
PROBE it
,In the
purchase of SCOPE

Six
$45.
;5 Dual Trace Version of MS-15 $435.
is MS-2 _

• Automatic polarity, decimal and overload
Indication

v

Sockets purchased in multiples of 50 per type may be combined for best price.

MINISCOPEW/w R.NMrpelah

xrktl,M .,rY•s

sPOOLFED wiRE• w 1r.w vaw
bMwiaa w, onus ^a µprwrl n ••^ SLIT.N-WRAP .2•, P•nape
. p0a WIRE
.w,nee ur a• w. rw NO. U GAGE INSULATED
WIRE. 100' SPOOLS

$ 9.00 EA.
25 + Call For
Price

50 of each for $32.00
Sockets are End & Side stackable,
closed entry
FM-7
With

STANDARD
BASE
315-S u x 315
MI wnh 14' 5.1 10
0m0001 "0100'
boards.

lu Ming In d c eIs Ilu1reecen1
lens F rnh precision magoRer
lens For Orol'i, lephn'I a hommill
aar.mwlens u ,.sett 'n^M e

PRICE:$1795

$4495

. SPECIAL
HORIZONTAL
JAW VISE HEAD

Rattale
SC-5
With

Unite $415

Batteries as f.MUr.[ Iiektl. • By this CO iw NLS 5C 5 Pr yew, -this d
Il. FM ] Fr .eenry Maw. snout If 1 O 00 ro 80 MN]. mayM imsediel
C
ro 513 ett IM uppw VNF S IINF nNu.lxn MM51 its FM.] uoURI
9B Nns M LED reW WI, awNlny ] Olsit heiLt n • TM FM ] Gn M
ullaaM ro an auurx a D 00001 X • TM SCS n xcurahe ro DIN
W-'rm Face un0 MS 00 mllir.OIR smMmM1, a binary
n an l fl"
pwwee a0 NS cnarpw ncluMa • OxMnfeM a
3 ] -39 D LM nns may M oManep MpaaeM1 a a3 a
Wuenct Diu Pan 511001 Os&rmlIid 1 war.

L I er case $20.00

Price Breakthrough! $1750

AttA1

SPECIAL
1"14CS2
for e140e

MA1003
CAR CLOCK
PANAVISE TILTS, TURNS , AND 1 t.
ROTATES TO ANY POSITION.
IT HOLDS YOUR WORK
EXACTLY WHERE YOU WANT IT.

YE"'WRAP POST
for .042 dia holes
pn boards on this, age)
T-44 pkg. 100 $ 2.28
T-44 pkg
1000. $14.00
A-13 hand NstallIng
101 $ 2.00

Bright Green Fluorescent Display Crystal Time Base Assembled, just add
switches and 12 VDC.

;T16CCS2100 for state
r. , 14 ph cat 10 for •r•
le PNI Cs2 It far •2These low cost DIP sockets will except
both standard width plugs and chips.
For ued with chips, the socials other a row
"file Might of only . 125" abort the spent.
Theta Socket. weama .Isoktlie.

PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS o
10031 A Woodley A/e0 Sepulveda CAD 91343
Terms : VISA, MC , BAC, check , Money Order , C.O.D., 'U . S. Funds Only . CA residents add 6% sales tax. Minimum order $10.00 . Orders less than $75 . 00 include 10 % shipping and handling , excess refunded . Just in case
Poop SeA I•ov.wtS. me
please include your phone no "Sorry , no over the counter Saks "
Send for our latest brochure.

phone orders welcome (213) 893-8202

OEM and Institutional inquiries invited.

24 PIN DIP PLUGS
WITH COVERS

31$1.00
401$10.00

SALE S - 100 BUS EDGE CONNECTORS SALE
Circle 306 on Inquiry card.
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CANADIANS

MICRO- VERTER

Dynamic RAM Breakthrough

16K Bits For $ 15.95

Announcing
HAMILTON LOGIC
SYSTEMS
Specializing in logic
devices , microprocessors,
memorys, TTL, Cmos,
etc.
Send for your catalogue
Box 7

UHF Version . Operates above channel IA, Eliminates worms'

MC4116L-20 PRIME MOTOROLA DYNAMIC RAM (18 pr\
200,. accee., 375ne cycle tire., 70C, c.rwnac package,
gold Pr., Illy gsar.wnl ..dl $IS95 par chip Th.w plug
drectly in.. your TRS- 80 or APPLE computer. Dole
.l'..t included with your ord.. For mar than CO alle
cell for gsaNitY Pncrrp

Operates above the switching harmonics of the computer,

thereby yielding a cleaner , worm-free picture. Tunable
ov er a minimum of 4 channels . Interfaces directly with
the Apple 11 as well as most other micros . Comes with
rides cable and RF output stub coupler , 5Two-toned
em a 11.5cm.
cowl
type deconror cabinet , Size: 5.5cm a 8 .
Power :+5V. Current appro. . I ma. Self- powered with 4
peneell batteries . Operating life in excess of 1000 hours
or near shelf- life of batteries . Excel lent stability . Precise
frequency adlustment . No assembly required except for
installation of batteries , not supplied . MODEL MVX-500.

S-100 64K MEMORY BOARD KIT ( for leer to 84K of
above chip.) reauale, and . 11 canpee nt..wc .pt mertay
chip. 6)25.
S-100 CONNECTORS, lu..d in ance1l04 CprsAtia, are.
with w
wrap w,r.) 3 level it . wrap, lesion Spacing,
$295 ra r10 roe 527.00 . 10 r« 975.00.

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER DEALER
or direct from ATV RESEARCH . COST Including shipping
anywhere ,n USA and Canada - 535.00.

CARD GUIDES VN.M (bad very nee) with r*teleber clip
S 50 a patr.

"PIXE-PLEXER " An IC type video -n-RF modulator
includes FM sound sub -carrier . col of su bearrier and
separate R-Y and B-Y inputs . Designed around the
LM-1889 chip. A designers dream with full data sheen.
Model PXP - 4500 . Kit torm . 524,50 postpaid.

Mimm^an cede, 510.00. Mate)-r.r0e and V.e a:eaptad
For gusaliorve and cr.r0is srdr. Irv COO) call PhN1 Apl.Y
m David Lana at (617) 242-3350.
Pl...e add SI.00 for .fypprg and h ancl,re at as odic

"PIX E-VE RTER" The original computer video-to-RF
interface module . Kit form : $8.50 Model PXV-2A

Rent to

The Memory Coop
144 MIT Branch
Cambridge MA 02139

STONEY CREEK
ONTARIO L8G 3X7

A SPECIAL COLOR MODULATOR FOR APPLE II USERS!!

Ti. beet curr.nl pineus and better than you can .,pal to
baal for out . arena fen.:

PHONE or WRITE TODAY . DIAL 402 - 981-3771.

IS-B Broadway

0,,. ,. eM ..^riM .... . .I.r irw , ic...... ..w o.ie..

ATV

h Dakota City, New.
68731

L

Circle 157 on inquiry card.

RADIO SHACK
COMPUTER OWNERS

Circle 221 on inquiry card.

■

0

IT'S A GREAT BIG COMPUTER WORLD

But You Only Need

OHIO SCIENTIFIC
* COMPUTERS

MONTHLY NEWSLETTER
BUSINESS S PERSONAL FINANCE
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
GAMBLING • GAMES
LATEST TRS -80 DEVELOPMENTS

THE COMPUTER CORNER
4- a SOL - A New Dawn is Here!
*COMMODORE PET & KIM
NORTHSTAR HORIZON
0IMSAI VDP-80
a Memories & I/O Boards

SALES & SERVICE

SOFTWARE EXCHANGE • MARKET PLACE
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
PROGRAM PRINTOUTS
... AND MORE

Business /Home/Hobby
Hardware & Software
i

- SEE O.S.I. NOW! - i

•

METRO D.C. AREA & MARYLAND •

•

• Computer Book Service
w Magnetic Tapes & Disks
*Full Line of Magazines
-r4-- • Brain Games & Puzzles
w Workshops & Club Information
1F

The Math Box,Inc.
(301)277-6828

$24 Par Y.ar-Srrtpb law $4
VISA Mess.rcharga

MATHEMATICAL APPLICATIONS SERVICE
Box 149 RB
NEW CITY , NY 10956
( 914) 4251535

■

als

T Q6- 80

MAJOR PROGRAMS PUBLISHED MONTHLY a INCOME TAX PROGRAM - LONG AND SHORT FORMS
a INVENTORY CONTROL *EXTENSIVE MAILING
LIST AND FILE PROGRAM a PAYROLL a STOCK
SELECTION a PICKING WINNING HORSES a RENUMBER PROGRAM LINES *CHESS a CHECKERS a
FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS PACKAGE a PERSONAL
FINANCE PACKAGE a GRAPHICS a STATISTICS a
MATHEMATICS a EDUCATION ... AND MORE

Circle 22 on inquiry card.

CENTRAL VIRGINIA AREA •

Visit THE COMPUTER CORNER for
all your computer needs . Stop in and
browse - you'll like our personal service.
THE COMPUTER CORNER

White Plains Mall - Upper Leval
^I- 200 Hamilton Avenue
White Plains, New York 10601
Tel: 1914) WHY -DATA

H/B Computers,Inc.

..wit- Ample Parking
106 Daily & Saturday

(804)295-1975

(Send for our FREE Software Cataloc)

Circle 65 on inquiry card.

Circle 213 on inquiry card.

Circle 217 on inquiry card.

7
WE SHIP FROM STOCK

TELETYPE MODEL 43
Only $985
TECHNICAL WRITER needed
to prepare SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION. We also have an
opening for an Administrative
Assistant. Would prefer someone
in the NYC area. Please apply
(Part-time freeimmediately
lance position also available) to:
PRS The Program Of The Month
Corporation

with RS232 ................. $1,085
1NTERTUBE:
Smart CRT for intelligent shoppers.
Call or write for special low price.

HOLIDAY SALE
ON HAZELTINE TERMINALS

Attractive
Durable Plastic

1500 Kit ..................... $885
1500 Assembled .............. $995
To order: $10 shipping. 24 hr. shipping upon
receipt of certified check or money order. Personal
checks: allow 10 days. Credit cards: Add 4%. N.Y.
residents add tax.
- We Also Export We have no reader inquiry number.
Please call or write.

DISKETTE CASE
with each purchase of 10 Diskettes
at regular price of $3.65
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

257 Central Park West
New York, NY 10024
212-787-1526

V R DATA CORP.
777 Henderson Blvd.
Folcroft , PA 19032
Call Collect: 215.583.5101

Circle 30 9 on inquiry card.

Circle 3 8 7 on inquiry card.

OWENS ASSOCIATES
147 NORWOOD AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND , N.Y. 10304
Day, weekend, evening calls welcome.

(212) 448-6283

■

■

( 212) 448-6298

Incredible! but True W Precut wire
is Cheaper than cutting your own!
Catalog available on request.
Fast • Reliable

•

Economical

WIRE WRAP TOOLS

• No more cutting & stripping by hand
■ Good, clean, uniform strip
• Cheaper than using bulk wire
PRECUT WIRE BULK WIRE
100 pcs of 3" at $.82 - 31/4C/ft. 50 ft. roll at $1. 99 = 4C/ft.
100 pcs of 6" at $1.06 = 2C/It. 100 ft. roll at $2. 95 = 3C/ft.
Wire Kit # 1 at $6. 95 = 21 / 3C/ft.

# 30 Kynar stripped 1" on each end. Lengths are overall
Colors: Red,Blue,Green,Yellow,Black,Orange,White
Wire packaged in plastic bags. Add 25C/length for tubes.
500
2.40
2.60
2.80
3.00

1000
4.30/K

31/, in.
4 in.

100
78
82
86
90

5.12/K
552/K

3.89/K
4 22/K
455/K
488/K

4112 in.
5 in.
51, in.
6 in.

94
98
1.02
1.06

3.21
3.42
3.65
385

5.93/K
6.34/K
675/K
716/K

5.21/K
5.52/K
5.86/K
6.19/K

6'/2 in
7 in.

1.15
1.20

4.05
4.25

757/K

445

6.52/K
6.85/K
7.18/K
7.53/K

2'/v in.
3 in

4.71/K

7.98/K
839/K
880/K

7 in

1.25

1.29

4.65

8"> in

1.32
1.36
1.40
1.45

4.85
5.05
5.25
5.51

9.21/K
9.62/K
10.03/K
10.44/K

784/K
8 17/K
850/K
8.83/K

10

41

82/K

66/K

9', in
10 in.
Addl in.

x'2800

HOBBY WRAP
Model BW 630 with
WIRE K IT#1

FREE

5000

8 in
9 in

It's Like
getting it for

$ 34.95

($6.95 Value)

Batteries & Charger $11.00
WSU 30 Hand Wrap - Unwrap Strip Tool 6.25
WSU 30M, for Modified Wrap 7.25
BT 30 Extra Bit 2.95
2.2" x 6.5"
SK 10
$16.50

SOLDERLESS
BREADBOARDS
INCLUDING
Over 100 pieces of precut wire
n assorted lengths - FREEI

INTERCONNECT CABLES
Ribbon cable connectors for connecting
boards to front panels, or board to board.
SINGLE ENDED

DOUBLE ENDED

14 pin 16 pin 24 pin 14 pn 16 pin 24 pin
6 124 134 205
12 1 33 1 44 2 24
24 1 52 1 65 2 63
48 191 206 340

224
2 33
2 52
291

245
2 55
2 76
317

331
3 92
4 31
508

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS

WIRE KITS

1-9 10- 24 25- 99 100-249 250-99_9. 1K-5K

# 2 $19.95
#1 $6.95
(2.2 0/ft.) (1 .9 it/ft.)
250 3" 100 4112"
250 21/err 250 5"
250 31/2" 100 5" 500 3" 100 51/2"
100 4" 100 6" 500 3112" 250 6"
500 4" 100 6/2 "
250 4112" 100 7"
1-250 ft. Roll

8 ptn'
14p in
16 pin'

35 33 31 29
35 33 31 29
37 35 33 31

8 pin'
20p n

60 55
84 78
90 85

22p n '
24pin
25 ptn strip
28 pin
40 pin

91 84
1.25 1.05
95 89
1.50 1.40

25
28
30

23
27
29

.45 43 40 37
71 63 59 54
82 78 70 60
78
95
84
1 30

.68 64 59
80 70 65
80 76 74
1 20 1.05 90

Gold 3-Level Closed Entry Design
End & Side Stackable All prices include gold
2-Level Sockets Available

#3 $23.95 #4 $42.95
(1.7 6/ft .)
(1.5 C/ft.)
1000 21/2" 1000 4112"
1000 3" 1000 5"
1000 31/2" 1000 51/2"
1000 4" 1000 6"

500 2112" 500 41/2"
500 3" 500 5"
500

31/2"

5112"

500

500 4" 500 6"

EDGE CARD
CONNECTOR
SALE!

44 Pin
100 Pin
100 Pin

Solder Tail $1.75 $15./10
Solder Tail $3.50 $30./10
Wire Wrap $3.50 $30110

ALL connectors include Gold.

100 pin connectors are on IMSAI. spacing.

Choose One Color or Assortment

0
135 E. Chestnut St. #5

Circle

LJ

r

u

u

L .n

Lft1Iftp a 11g

Monrovia, CA 91016 (213) 357-5005

297

on

inquiry

card.

ORDERING INFORMATION
• Orders under$25and COD's. add$2
• All others shipped Ppd m US via UPS
• For B lue Label (A,,) Or 1,1C lass, add $1
• We accept Visa & Mastercharge
• Most orders snipped same day

Dealer Inquiries Invited
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Single Board Computer from Omnibyte

What's New?

SYSTEMS

Fully Integrated Computing System in a Single Circuit

The VPD-40 is a fully integrated
system featuring an 8085 processor,
32 K bytes or 64 K bytes of programmable memory, twin minifloppies, a
video display, programmable keyboard,
motherboard and serial and parallel
10 ports in a flip top cabinet. Supporting
software includes a disk operating
system, text editor, extended and commercial BASIC, relocatable assembler,
editor ,
debugging program,
linkage
floppy disk system diagnostic program

and ANSI level two FORTRAN IV.
Expansion capability is available with
the VDP-40 optional double density
disk controller. Up to two minifloppy
drives and four floppy drives can be
supported. Since the VDP-40 can
support two optional disk controllers,
total disk expansion capacity approaches
five megabytes.
The 24 line by 80 character video
display features insert and delete,
user-programmable character set, protected fields, inverse video and a 14
MHz bandwidth.
Text can be inserted or deleted by
character or line. Protected fields help
the user safeguard material being
entered, or already entered, from being
altered when in certain modes, such
as insert or edit. Variable format allows
creation of large characters for viewing
at long distances.
The VDP-40 is priced under $4500
and is available from IMSAI Manufacturing Corp, 14860 Wicks Blvd, San
Leandro CA 94577.•
Circle 590 on inquiry card.

Microprocessor Business Computing System

This new single board computer
contains a processor, memory and 10 on
a single 4.5 by 6.5 inch (11.4 by 16.5 cm)
card. The Model OB8001 also includes
serial communications interface meeting
both the 20 mA current loop and
RS-232C standards. The microcomputer
using the 6800 processor can be used to
implement a wide variety of stand alone
controllers. The processor module is
available without chassis as a stand alone
computing system with standard card
edge connectors.
Included on the board are: the
MC6800 processor, a 1 MHz crystal
controlled clock, 1 K bytes of programmable memory, sockets for 2 K or 4 K
of read only memory, serial interface
with selectable data transmission rate,
an MC6821 peripheral interface adapter
(PIA) that provides two bytes of programmable binary 10 along with four
programmable control bits, fully buffered address, data and control lines for
off board expansion, full decoding for
eight pages of off board 10 addressing
and a separate 128 bytes of programmable memory to be used for scratchpad
memory. This card is compatible with
the Omnibyte family of memory and 10
cards. For further information contact
Omnibyte Corp, 2711 B Curtiss St,
Downers Grove IL 60515.•
Circle 591 on inquiry card.

Attention Readers, and
Vendors...
Where Do New Product Items
Come From?

The Abacus 1 is a complete hardware
and software package designed to handle
basic accounting for small businesses.
It includes a Z-80 processor, dual North
Star floppy disk system, video display,
keyboard and printer, plus software.
Functions performed by the Abacus
1 include general ledger accounting,
accounts receivable, accounts payable,
inventory, payroll, mailing lists, data
entry, sorting and file management. A
character oriented word processing system is available as an option.
The unit features an interactive,
220 November 1978 BYTE Publications Inc

double entry bookkeeping system in
which receivables decrease book inventory, payables increase book inventory,
and general ledger accounts are updated
automatically with extensive and valid
accounting controls. 50 programs are
included in the BASIC software package,
with 120 pages of documentation.
Prices for the Abacus 1 start at
$5995. For further information contact
Computer Products of America, 633 W
Katella Av, Orange CA 92667..
Circle 592 on inquiry card.

The information printed in the
new products pages of BYTE is
obtained from "new product" or
"press release " copy sent by the
promoters of new products. If in
our judgment the neat new whizbang gizmo or save the world
software package is of interest
to the personal computing experimenters and homebrewers who
read BYTE, we print the information in some form. We openly
solicit such information from
manufacturers and suppliers to
this marketplace . The information
is printed more or less as a first in
first out queue, subject to occasional priority modifications.

USED FOR CHARACTER MAY BE USED IN IN MAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT
RECOGNITION FOR A VACUUM, BECAUSE THERE IS NO
COMPUTERS WITH UNDER WATER, HIGH VOLTAGE OR
EXTERNAL CIRCUITS HIGH ALTITUDE MAGNETIC DEFLECTION

VISIBLE
OR
INFRA RED

MINATURE SOLID STATE

202 VIDEO CAMERA KIT

FEATURING A...100 x 100 BIT SELF SCANNING CHARGED COUPLED DEVICE

THIS UNIQUE UPDATED CAMERA KIT
FEATURES THE FAIRCHILD CCD 202C IMAGE SENSOR
ADVANTAGES FEATURES
Sensitive to infra red
• IN THE FUTURE
as well as visible light
WE WILL SUPPLY A
COMPUTER VIDEO INTERFACE CARD . May be used for IR surveillance
• All clock voltages operate at 6V
reguiring no adjustments

• Higher video output signal
• We supply the power board, so only
a 5V 1 Amp power source is needed
• The circuitry has been simplified for

with an IR light source
Excellent for standard
surveillance work, because

of light weight and small size
All components mounted on
parallel 33/4"x 61/2" single
sided boards
Total weight under 1 lb.

easier assembly

• Two level TTL output is supplied for
interfacing

We supply all semiconductors, boards, data sheets,
diagrams, resistors and capacitors, and 8MM lens.
Sorry we do not supply the case, batteries and 5V supply.
UNIVERSAL 4KX8 MEMORY BOARD KIT
$69.95
3221021 lolly buf ferer3 16 address lines, on
board decoding to. any 4 0l 64 pages , standard
44 pin boss, may be used with F-8 & KIM

$.60 ea

fealu 1.179 Fapbu9 PSU1 K of 5141.0 rain, RS 232
.n terface, documen1 ,1 1,0), 64 BYTE 1eg.s.e,

C/MOS ( DIODE CLAMPED)
4002

4006
4007
4009
4010 4011 4012 4013 4014 4015
4016 4017
4018 -

18 4019 - 3 7 4049
18 4020
9 0 4050 -

35

74073-

65

35

74074-

45

95 4021 - 9 0 4053 - 1.10
90 4055 - 1.25
18 4022 1 8 4066 37 4023 70
7 5 4071 37 4024 18
1 8 4076 - 97
18 4025
3 7 4520 0
18 4027 29 4028 8 0 74000 22
1 5 4029 - 9 5 74C02 22
75 4030 3 3 74C04- 24
29 4035
9 7 ]4008 22
6 5 74C10 90 4042
27
90 4046 13 5 74042 85

.. .. 5/$2.60

7 WATT LD-65 LASER DIODE I R $995

EXPANDABLE F8 CPU BOARD KIT
$99.00

4001

s .^
41 2.6 1 2" SINGLE SIDED EPOXY
BOARD 1 16 Ih..k. nm I1hr11

74083- 1.15
74C66- 40
74C9375'.
74C151 140
]40160 105
7 40161
1.05
74C174 1.05
740175 1.05
74C193 1.20
)40901
48
74C902
48
740914 1.70

2N 3820 P FET
2N 5457 N FET
2N2646 UJT
ER 900 TRIGGER DIODES
2N 6028 PROG UJT

S 45
$ 45
S 45
4 5100
5 65

MINIATURE MULTI TURN TRIM POTS
100, 1 K; 2K, 5K, 1 OK, 20K, 50K, 10015,
20015, 500K, 1 Meg, 2Meg, $.75 each 3/$2.0O
CHARGED COUPLE DEVICES
CCD 201C 100, 100 Image Sensor ..
CCD 202C 100, 100 Ima"S sor
VERIPAX PC BOARD .....

..

.

....

$95.00
.$ 145.00
$ 4.00

This board
a 1/16"single sided paper apo,0
board, 4r",6'/a" DRILLED and ETCHED which
will hold up to 21 single 14 pin IC's or 8,16 or LSI
DIP IC's with busses for power supply connector.

^P 100 P.10TO TR.,%S S 50
RED, YELLOW, GREEN or AMBER
LARGE LED', .2" 6/$1.00
TIL-1 ISOPTO-ISOLATOR.... $ .75
MOLEX PINS .100/$1.00
1000/$8 00
1 WATT ZENERS 33, 4.7, 5.6, 9 1,10,
12, 15, 18, or 22V ... . 6/$1.00
MC6860 MODEM CHIP ....... $9.95
MCM 6571A7.9 character gen $10.75

(1N CABLE
CRV5TAL5 63.45 ea RIBB
4^„R r
FLA TICOL OR CODED)
130 WI RE
5000MR +

000MRr 26 cond . -. 50/per too[

9 80(NI M1+r 40 con

. .75/per loot

CTS 206-8 e.9ht pos.tlon dip swdch ... $ 1,60
C rS 206-4 tour posdior dip switch ....$ 1.45
LIGHT ACTIVATED SCRs
$ .70
TO 18,200V to
SILICON SOLAR CELLS
20" diameter

PRV to 3A 12A 50A 125A 240A
100 06 14 30 80 3 70 5.00
200 07 20 35 115 4.25 --L-a0
400 09 25 50 1 40 6150 950
500 1 1 30 70 1 80 8.50 12.50
800 15 35 90 2.30 10 50 1650
1000 20 45 1 10 2.75 12.50 20.00
SAD 1024 a REDICON 1024 stage analog-Rocket
$ 18.95
register .
e Igade "

IN 414811N9141 15.$1 DO
RS232 D8 25P male $2.25
CONNECTORS DB 25S female
$ 2.95
HOODS ...... $1.00

, 4V at 500 ma $4.00

LED READOUTS
END 359 C.C.4" $ .50
FCS 8024 4 d.9) DL-704 C.A..3- $ ./5
CC 8' display S5 95 DL 747 C A
6" $1 '5
FIND 503C . C..5 $ 85 END 803CC 8" $195
F N0510 C . A5'S 85 FIND 810 CA B"$1.95

FOB
C0
0 Gmbe$dp•, Mop
Send
MO .
Irrekrd• Poet ayk,
Ordx $5. 00, CWW'S
R
I $20.00

Circle 340 on inquiry card .

REGULATORS
309K $ 95 340K-12,15
723 $ .50 or 24V .... $ 95
LM 376 $ .60 340T- 5, 6, 8, 12
320 12, 15 15,18 or 24VS 95
or 24V
$1.25 78 MG
.$1,35
79 MG , ...$ 1.35

C1

$34900 KIT
Add $75. 00 to assemble and test
Add $2 .00 Postage and Handling
TRANSISTOR SPECIALS
2N6233-NPN SWITCHING POWER $ 1.95
MRF-8004 a CB RF Transistor NPN $ 75
2N3772 NPN S. T(1 3 $ 1.00
2N1546 PNP GE TO -3 .$ .75
2N4908 PNP 5. TO 3 S 1 00
2N6056 NPN S TO 3 D.,.1,,1.,I1 S 1 70
2N5086 PNP S. TO 92 4S 1.00
2N3137 NPN Si RE ........... $ .55
2N3919 NPN S. TO .3 RE S 1 50
2N1420 NPN Si TO 5 ......... 3/$ 1.00
2N3767 NPN 5. TO 66 S 70
2N2222 NPN Si TO 18 S 1 00
2N3055 NPN Si T0.3 S .50
6/$ .00
2N3904 NPN S. TO 92
6/$ 1 1,00
2N3906 PNP Si TO92
2N5296 NPN Si TO 220 5 50
2N6109 PNP Si TO 220 $ 55
2N3638 PNP S. TO .5 5 S 1 00
MPSA 13 NPN Si ........... 4/$ 1.00

TTL IC SERIES7445- .65
7400- 13
7601- .13
7402- .13
403- .13

7404AS
7
405- .13
7406- .16
7407- .20
7408- .18
7409- .18
7410- 13
7411- AS
7412- .13
7413- .36
7414- .60
7416- .22
7417- 25
7420- .13
7425- .25
1 426- .22
7027- .19
7430- 13
7432- .22
7437- .21
7 438. .21
7440- .13
7441- .70
7442- 37

446- .68
7 447- .58
77448- .68
450- 15
7472- 25
7473- .28
7474- 28
7475- 45
774]6- .30
4
31
7463- .65
7485- .87
7 486- .28
7489-1.25
7490- 42
7491- .58
7492- .43
7493- 43
7 494- 67
7495- .65
7496- .65
74107- 28
74121- 29
74122- .38
74123- 45
74125- 40
74126- 40
74150- .94

74151- 61
7 1153- 61
74154- .94
7415574157- 5
74161- 55
74163- .55
74164- .85
74165- 95
74170- 168
]4173- 1.20
74174- 95
74175- 85
1)6- 75
741]
47- 75
74180- 65
74181- 1.90
74190- 1.00
74191- 1.00
74192- 79
74193- 79
74194- 80
74195 So
74196- 86
74279- 55
74317S32,
50
- 5,0

DIP SOCKETS
PRV 12A

l00
200
450 3 951 1.50
600 11.201 1 7S

B PIN .17 24 PIN .35
14 PIN . 20 28 PIN

16 PIN .25

SANKEN AUDIO POWER AMPS
S. 1010 G 10 WAITS $ 7.80
Si 1020 G 20 WATTS $15.70
Si 1050 G50 WATTS $ 28.50

TANTULUM CAPACITORS
22UF 35V 5$1.00 68UF 35V 4 $1 00
47UF 35V 5S1 00 1OUF 100 $ 25
680E 35V 55100 22UF 25V S 40
1UF 35V 5 S1 00 15UF 35V 3/$1,00
22UF 20V5 5100 3001 61' 5/$100
33UF 20V 4 S1 00 4 /5F 20'. $ .35
4.7UF 15V 5i $ 1.00 68 UF 15V S 50
100 OF 10V $ .40
LINEAR CIRCUITS

4LS SERIES

M 101 75
LM 301.148 25
LM30) - 30
0 M JOB - 75
LM J11 )5
LM 38 120
LM 324 0
LM 339 1 10
M 358 70
M 310
M377 -160
LM 380 95
LM 381 -125
M 382 25

1.1 21

M S) 2.50
LM S3 55 -250
555 J9
M 556 5
565aoL -225
560 - 200
565 95
586 110
507 1 10.
703 90

73314 Is
92)

75491- 50
75492- .50

747

$1.95

BO 1BCC -39o
91 1.95
LF356H - 1.20

NO 30 WIRE WRAP WIRE SINGLE
STRAND 100' $1.40

N '

ALCO MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES
MTA 106 SPOT $ . 95
MTA 206 DPDT S 1.70
MTA 206 P . DPOT CENTER OFF $ 1,85
MSO 206 P. OPOT CENTER OFF

SOLID STATE SALES
P.O. BOX 74B
SOMERVILLE, MASS. 02143 TEL. (617) 547-7053

$

50

L M 1310 -250
1456 95
50
3900
0

MM 5387AA new clock Chip wh.ch Wili directly
dyne LED's 12/24 hrs., 1 supply & alarm $5.95

LEVER SWITCH .........

95

25
109
0
35
410wv - 25

DATA CASSETTES 1/2 HR $ .95
22/44 Pin Solder Tail .156" Co-,

. 40

16 PIN .22 40 PIN .60

1.85

PRV 1A l0A 25A 1.5A 6A 35A
100 40
70 1.30 40 50 1.20
200 70 1 10 1 75 60 70 160
400 1 10 1 60 7 60 1 00 1 20 2 70
600

WE SHIP OVER 95%
OF OUR ORDERS THE
DAY WE RECEIVE THEM
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What's New?
Micro Module Performs Four Functions

16 K Byte Fully Static Memory Board

The Wintek Counter/Timer module is
capable of performing as a frequency
counter, event counter and free running
timer, or doing period measurement.
Applications include remote data logging
automatic frequency adjustment, automatic crystal frequencies up to 30 MHz,
periods from 2-15 to 224 seconds, and
elapsed time to 100 days, all with an
accuracy of 0.001%. Automatic battery
backup is an option. The module is
available on a 44 pin 4'/2 by 6'/2 inch
(11.43 by 16.51 cm) printed circuit
board for $149. For further information
contact Wintek Corp, 902 N 9th St,
Lafayette IN 47904.11111

This 16 K byte fully static S-100
memory board utilizes a 4 K byte fully
static memory integrated circuit (TMS4044). All signals to MOS devices are
buffered by low power TTL to prevent
damage by static electricity and to
minimize capacitive loading on the
bus. Low profile sockets are provided
for all integrated circuits. 2 MHz
operation is standard and 4 MHz is
optional at a slightly higher price.
The 16 K byte fully static memory
board is $350 in kit form and can be
obtained by contacting Electronic Control Technology, 763 Ramsey Av,
Hillside N J 07205.•

Circle 543 on inquiry card.

Circle 544 on inquiry card.

I1
0
IDEA ASSEMBLERS P. 0 SOS 14M GALESBURG , IL 61411
INTRODUCES - - - THOUGHTWAREI
De,l9ned To Make TM Operation Of You,
Personal Computer Ean., And Mo,e Fun
THE TRS40 POKE GRAPHICS WORKSHEET
Suppol,,onk . Fr imp,menr .,,0001v..flO ,.n mrn"e.
. or .n urle,r ur111rF . ono W.1 er,1
Saffi
t "tl 25.Nw
4 id.0t n m.Fr.
$6,26

THE TR348 GRAPHICS WORKSHEET
T

c.r CO.,,. V39 , m"n
aunm.nn
Ad
."rw. Ad
-nmxr" amour eIM..
c ^.m 7ddN

PRICE. $69.95 d. l,v.e.d.
Send eh.ek or money order.
O titi.s li it.d.

DIGIAC

BRAND NEW

$795

Fm xm1M L.,.Mne.. -s'^"r toss TI.61m m^M/
OUR VARIABLE MINDER III, Tk. H.eda,t 0... TAM-)
SwF • a.noe m. 1 962 ,., .w.

1261ACC . n.,11d
c-- 25 A I., lp
rvrxri"n Outl [ nrxr Br...n

.q0 a"n Lm. and LwdOr ♦

31. ■
16. ■

HAZELTINE
1400

THE LINE MINDER

F Ixn.nr srllon

N.vn I.mp inrr.M our
W, Pn"r Mon fi0-M
voc

-t-, , p° °1 1M 500
T cmrrwd, ra urrPemo o

3 P.e, 01 25 a..n
4 0.e. 0t 25 -1.

s.W YO. Ya 0 bA USC

1 1

.1 o to 8848 0, on.panc.Nd pror.mmar,
I•
I 1iOnot 25 Mw,, $3.16
t6./6
2 2.2.01 25. M.,,

Mom n.
Amm.rr o IM MA.nd 0200 MA,.ry.
m.m„n B• cunrr

AND OUR SELECTION OF NOTE PADS

'

1nr mx
°ew IN 1

tnd,9Nr^ r o16 pFd . IJ00 tl •w1F"^n um.

varm.M 01IB OC m.w,m cam V 000 mwWrn /•

YOUR CHOICE OF TITLES BELOW , DONT WRITE IT OFF hmrnvn u , e,vK,M. tll rn..

1 B°LWF B.d111 . 121 Bu, L , 01 Or, N.I- 14
TR5^80 Orn.., D0nr -.1 ToM,
Anvona , 151 Fgpov Coxv,
161 rfded Bn, Ill LnO.. DNu,xon , 181 TFndv Sav
on, MN . A5ClI 11 111

24 line x 80 char

1000'...12 x 80 ... $495
1200 '... 24 x 80 ... 650
-HIGH QUALITY FACTORY- REFURBISHED
VIDEO TERMINALS

ALSO AVAILABLE : 2000, 3000

SEND FOR FREE FALL '78
TERMINAL CATALOG

15 OV
GINEERS FICA. F SMI IHTOtaG NEW YOWL 11281
11112. Rn= Add S% f5aw T..

Circle 87 on inquiry card.

Circle 174 on inquiry card.

411 J 14(
M;L.Rirlmxi:u

Circle 9 on inquiry card.
■

NORTH STAR

SOFTWARE .

PERSONAL TIME ORGANIZER

MADE IN GERMANY

NEW PRICESI
TAPE RECORDERI

Upset about home-brew applicational software? Try the system
house
dedata edv

* Iasenti.ll Iilr Salesmen, Doctors, L.lwyers, Businessmen or any busy person
* Save hundreds of hours Cash year

Hatzfelder Str. 35 , D-5600 Wuppertal-2, W - Germany

* I ast and Simple to uSL•

5TRACK

1g9JD0 MODIFY TO PLAY ONE , RECORD ON
S ANOTHER! ALL CONTROL SIGNALS
ON EDGE CONNECTORS! 2000FT 1/4" TAPE/
CASSETTE, PRINTED CIRCUIT MOTORS a TACH
GENERATOR 15/16"/SEC- 12V 5A REQ'D. DAT1A
a ICASSET'rE FURNISHED; WT85LBS SHIPD
COD. BOOK $25 REFUNDED; CASSETTE $25

CIRCUIT BOARDSIWIREWRAP,

OPERATIONS

IN BASIC
We have the fastest, most reliable,
unique and high performance

1. Input Tasks and Appointments in any order
2. Delete Completed Tasks
3. Sort and printout by priority, location , person,
and/or date.

TEXT PROCESSOR

Complete with instructions on
North Star Disk.... $40

Comes now on North Star Disk.
Soon on CP/M.

Potter's Programs
22444 Lakeland
St. Clair Shores MI 4 8 0 81
Tel: (313)573-8000

English manual for U.S. $50. (lncludes shipping and handling.)
-made by dedata edv.....................a....................a................1

GOLDO 8- 16PIN, 32 - 14PIN, 8 - 2 PIN 025SOMALE
RIBBON CONNECTORS, YOU STRIP, EACH $10.00
NEW KLUGE BOARDSI EPOXY-GLASS
2 SIDE COPPER , 1/16"X71/ 2"X101/2"DRILLED FOR
7-16 PIN 228-14PIN , I-24PIN , B 4-2BPIN SOCKETS
MANY THRU MOLES, I /4 CLEAR 3 EDGES , YOU ETCH . EACH $5.00
N0.2 SAME EXCEPT I/16"X BI/2 " X 101/2" DRILLED FOR 13 - I6PIN,
a 36-14PIN SOCKETS , MATCH YOUR SYSTEM ! YOU ETCH EASTSO

PC CUT CAPACITORS NOW 30/S
SEE JUNE BYTE FOR LISTI ALL SIX ONLY 5.2U

DC MOTORS , S

MALL 15/8"DIA 2
7/16"LONG, SHAFT I/B"DIAI/2"LONG, PM
FIELD, BALL BEARING, 28YOLT EA $ 6.00
HI TORQUE, 3/ 16"DIA 33/4"LG., PM FIELD,
21/8"DIA 2 7/8"LONG, BB., 28VOLT, DC,
HAS MU-METAL SHIELD, PUSH ON TERMINALS , EACH $750
11tIMI
II
T3/ LONG F ELD. hACH 15.00 8 ARGE MOTOR S TACN $ ^00
ALLOW $ 3.00 PSH SAL REFUNDED ; MIN ORDER $10.00

J d E ELECTRONICS SALES
PO BOX 4504, FT WORTH, TX 76106

■
Circle 83 on inquiry card.

■
Circle 323 on inquiry card.

Circle 193 on inquiry card.

Circle 376 on inquiry card.
■

■I
POWER OP AMP
250mA output current capability . Operates on as
low as 3V. Input parameters are programmable for
system optimizing . Electronic shut down allows
output to float. Packaged in 8 pin mini-dip.
LM1308ON .......................... $1.94

GMD

Z80 CPU

.125" x.250"

CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRICAL amr °a
Comm Rn, Sun
Inwkou^W nme ^ '_-_i^^e

,«ra„e^ .,,^n,^n
cm.. wmnn-,

a•., t w, ..n.

Specs and applications ...... .60

`rA+.•^RMS^ Ivnm
}mn in
MECHANICAL FOR WA": I S;nnl

16K DYNAMIC RAM

BLADE
.rnenF,li isnn ma.

Replace your 4K dynamics for memory expansion.
Super buy on this exact replacement for the 4116.
uPD416 (200nS) ............... $20, 8/$144.00
uPD416 (300nS) ............... $ 18, 8/$128.00

rF."n m .

war I F«re

nPO.
ro sb N, p"n.n-

MATERIAL

21L02-4 (450nS)

M,.^.l L F.mm,wi, .^.•n. n.^^w\

Famous single chip uprocessor with all the power
of the 8080A plus 80 additional operations . Single
+5V supply and single phase clock. Directly interfaces with standard static and dynamic RAMS.
Z80 CPU .............................. $20
Z80A CPU ............................ $28
Specs ...................... $1
Z80CTC
Programmable four channel device that provices
counting and timing functions for the Z80 CPU.
Z80CTC ............................. $11.00
Z80ACTC ............................ $16.00

Specs ..................... $1

Special buy from major producer allows super
pricing on these brand new prime memories)

01°,

5 rm mess., Auln. lOJ cn1
sd.a r - mn ooooIsn An i0.m19umnl
w.r w,q ra, alrtie npm r,.

MM2102AN-4L ............. $1.44, 64/$73.60

Z80 PIO

EDGEBOARD J-5 CONNECTORS

6502 uProcessor ....................... $10.95
tor

T.xor Ingrunrnts , -Id leads in set. lurgicol
technology, is introdu<irtg it,' new improved H43
connector and TRI-TEK is proud to offer it for the
first time to our castom.,,. Th. H43 r.pr.wtt
the but volee in the industry an this popular
cam.ctor style.

CONNECTION DIAGRAMS
TO-3 PACKAGE
(TOP VIEW)

10 AMP REGULATOR
JUST RELEASED
78P05 is a 3 tprnlinal, 5V, 10 amp regulator as easy to use as the 78H05 and other
TO-3 regulators . All the self protection
features of the famous 7SH05: thermal limit,
current limit, low drop out voltage, in
TO-3 steel package.
78P05SC ...................... $12.95
Specs ........................... 60k

Pin grid I. designed to At most of the 5-100 be,
marlines such as In.ai, Vector, Cromemoo.
Will rot fit Altair mother booirds.
Hgvy gold inlay gives you up to seven times the
gold in th. cirticol contact or.a of r.duced oust.
T.I. Ives the ted,nology and TRI-TEK ho. T.I.
Solder toil H435121-50 $3.59 10/$32.00
Win wrap H435111-50 $3.59 10/1132.50

Quantity pricing ovoil.l.

Parallel interface controller is a two port TTL compatible interface with the CPU.
Z80PIO .............................. $11.00
Z80APIO ............................. $16.00
Specs ............... .......... $1
25 Pin Data Connectors
DBC-25P ( male) .............. $2.19, 10/19.80
DBC-255 ( Female ) ............. $3.19, 10/30.50
DB-51226 ..Hood ....................... $1.39
D20418..... Screwlock assembly ........... $1.19
PRECISION VOLTAGE REFERENCE.
AD584 is a precision monolithic IC which has programmable outputs of 1OV, 7.5V, 5V and 2.5V C?
. 3% maximum error I Ful l -55 to + 150° operation.
AD584JH ...... (in 8 pin TO- 5 can ) ...... $6.95
Spec sheets ................... .60

,P, TRI TEK,mc
7808 North 27th Avenue

• C <'
VPs ^o

snlppn9.nd H.naiog
U.S. sod CANADA ADO 5%
Ome countrle.dd 15%
es, .o o. a.

Phoenix, Arizona 85021
O,rg. cod W.phone aide. (QC m...) will M
.aespn.d 9.6:30 P . M. aopt w..kerd..
Telephone (602)
( 602) 995-9352.
9959352.
No
No
collect
collect
osl,pl..ss

1o -1. r.
u..T,n.n . o..
.

• uH,.. r« u .r«. e,. m...

1„arnnn Iwi n not ,apon.ds roc I
luninwr.d p.rcr, .5a I

n p d.r.

d•1«,I•• w^,. im mun inclu6 in•olc, numer,
• P.,•« «• aq«r ie c tiT w,neu, ^on•• men w ^„w
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I BECKIAN ENTERPRISES a`
EDGE CARD CONNECTORS : GOLD PLATED.
BODY Non brittle, solvent resistant, high temp, G.E. Valox. The finest you can buy.
CONTACTS: Bifurcated Phos./ Bronze ; Gold/Nickel.
ALTAIR S-100 : Cont./Ctrs .125" Row Spacing, .140
50/100 Dip Sold.
$3.95 ea.
50/100 Sold. Eye.
6.95 ea.

5 pcs.
5 pcs.

$3.75 ea.
6.50 ea.

IMSAI S - 100: Cont./Ctrs
50/100 Dip Sold.
50/100 W/Wrap 3
IMSAI CARD GUIDES

5 pcs.
5 pcs.
5 pcs.

$3.95 ea.
3.50 ea.
0.16 ea.

25

CROMFMCO S-loo: Cant /Ctrc

50/100 Dip Sold.
(Or short W/Wrap)
I

I
U

I

Row Spacing, .250"
$4.20 ea.
3.75 ea.
0.19 ea.

WHISPER FANS
Excellent for c9mputer cabinej cooling . This is the most quiet fan you will find. Only
measures 4 3/4 square by 11/ deep. U. L. Listed.

$6.00 ea
I. C. SOCKETS . GOLD . I. C. SOCKETS.
Dip Solder. Tin.
WIRE WRAP 3 TURN .
14 pin $0.36 ea. 14 pin $0.15 ea.
16 pin 0.38 ea. 16 pin 0.17 ea.

OTHER CONNECTORS AVAILABLE
5
5
5
5
5

Satisfaction Guaranteed
SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS : ( DB_25 SERIES RS 232.)
DB 25P Male Plug $2.50 ea. 5 pcs. $2.20 ea.
DB 25S Female Socket 3.60 ea. 5 pcs. 3.40 ea.
DB 51212-1 Grey Hood 1.20 ea. 5 PCs. 1.10 ea.
DB 51226-1 A Black Hood 1.30 ea. 5 pcs. 1.20 ea.
D 20418-2 Hardware Set 0.75 ea. 5 pcs. 0.70 ea.
SAVE : BUY A SET: (1 DB25P, 1 DB25S, Any Hood.)
5 sets : $6.15 ea.
1 Set: $6.35 ea.
NOTE: For Hardware, (D20418-2) Add $.65/Set.

$21 .00 ea. 5 pcs. $19.00 ea.

.125" Row Spacing, .250
$6.50 ea. 5 pcs.

100 Contact Ctrs ., . 140" Row Spacing.
22/44 Dip Sold. $2.30 ea.
2.95 ea.
25/50 Sold. Eye.
4.80 ea.
40/80 Sold. Eye.
43/86 Dip Sold.
4.90 ea.
4.90 ea.
43/86 Sold. Eye.

All Prime Quality - New Parts Only

$2.10
2.75
4.50
4.70
4.70

pcs.
pcs.
pcs.
pcs.
pcs.

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

156" Contact Ctrs . . 140" Row S acin .
6/- Sgle. Row (PET)
$ 1.00 ea. 5 pcs. $0.90 ea.
22/44 Sold. Eye. (KIM) 1.90 ea. 5 pcs. 1.80 ea.
22/44 Dip Sold. (KIM) 1.90 ea. 5 pcs. 1.80 ea.
43/86 Dip Sold. 4.90 ea. 5 pcs. 4.70 ea.

156" Contact Ctrs., . 200 Row Spacing.
15/30 W/Wrap 3 $1.05 ea. 5 pcs. $0.95
22/44 W/Wrap 3 2.30 ea. 5 pcs. 2.10
I 36/72 Sold. Eye. 3.45 ea. 5 pcs. 3.30
36/72 W/Wrap 3 3.85 ea. 5 PCs. 3.70
I 43/86 W/Wrap 3 5.50 ea. 5 pcs, 5.00

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

POLARIZING KEYS FOR ALL OF THE ABOVE:
aSpecify: IN Contact or BETWEEN Contact:
1 to 49 pcs. $ 0.10 ea. 50 pcs ./ Up $0.08 ea.

2708 EPROMS PRIME 8080 PRIME
14.00 ea. $9.00 ea.

WRITE FOR LARGER QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. DEALER INQUIRIES ARE
WELCOME.
WE ARE CONNECTOR (EDGE CARD) SPECIALISTS. IF YOU DO NOT SEE
WHAT YOU NEED IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT, PLEASE WRITE US. WE WILL
REPL Y.
TERMS: Minimum Order $10. 0 0: Add $ 1 . 25 for h an dling and s hipp ing. All orders
over $25.00 in USA and Canada: WE PAY THE SHIPPING.
NOTE: CA residents please add 6% sales tax.
NO C.O.D. SHIPMENTS OR ORDERS ACCEPTED.
MAIL ORDERS TO:BeI,
Beckian En terprises

P.O. Box 3089
Sim ' VaIle CA 93063
Simi

SP ECI A L
12/24 Pin . 156" Cont ./ Ctrs..200 " Row Spacing,
TIN PLATED CONTACTS.
IDEAL FOR PET INTERFACE & PARALLEL USER PORT.
i_25 ee
=5 pcs. $1_

Circle
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Prototyping Board

What's New?

PERIPHERALS

RS-232 Serial Interface for Anderson Jacobson 841 10 ASCII Terminal

Anderson Jacobson has announced
an RS-232 serial interface for their
AJ841 10 terminal. This option includes
such features as selectable data transmission rates of 110 to 1200 bps; an

896 character receive and print buffer
and X-on/X-off control characters to
and from the computer.
The A J841 10 is also available with a
parallel interface which can be connected to any S-100 bus microcomputer.
Based on the IBM 745 heavy duty
terminal mechanism and electronics by
Anderson Jacobson, the 10 can be used
on line to a computer or off line as a
typewriter. Both parallel and serial
uints are available with a choice of
EBCD or correspondence keyboards.
The AJ841 10 is priced at $995.
For further information contact Anderson Jacobson Inc, 521 Charcot Av,
San Jose CA 95131.•
Circle 618 on inquiry card.

SBC Compatible Cassette Interface

This new digital interface board,
which is compatible with Intel's SBC 80
computer line, is being offered by

Interdyne Company, 14761 Califa St,
Van Nuys CA 91411. The interface
board, Model 1B 4100, plugs directly
into the SBC chassis and has 10 connectors for two Interdyne IC 2500 series
cassette drives. Driver software is provided in read only memory which plugs
directly into the SBC 80 board. The
driver software does the data block
formatting, error detection, and reads
from and writes to memory at 9600 bps.
Only this card and a cassette drive
are needed to add storage capacity of
1/2 M bytes per cassette, a data transfer
rate of 1 K bytes per second and fast
memory access.
The IB 4100 board costs $250 including driver read only memory.•
Circle 619 on inquiry card.

High Speed Programmable Character Generator Board for Z-80

This new general purpose prototyping circuit board permits construction
of custom interface circuits for Heath
H11 microcomputers and Digital Equipment Corp LSI-11, PDP-8 and PDP-11
minicomputers.
Form, size and connector compatible
with the DEC Double Height, ExtendedLength module, the Model 4607 Plugbord is 8.43 by 5.187 by 0.062 inches
(21.41 by 13.17 by 0.06 cm). It has
etched contacts spaced to fit the dual
36 pin connectors used in DEC and
Heath computers. Contact terminations
are labeled with DEC nomenclature.
To allow unrestricted component
placement, the 4607 Plugbord is bare
with an array of 0.042 inch (0.11 cm)
diameter holes on 0.1 inch (0.25 cm)
centers. Dual-in-line package sockets
or discrete components may be placed
anywhere on the board. Row and
column markings are etched into edge
strips to insure permanent marking.

In quantities of one to four, the
4607 Plugbord is priced at $15.95
each; $14.36 in quantities from five
to nine; and $12.76 in quantities over
10. For further information, please
contact Vector Electronic Company
Inc, 12460 Gladstone Av, Sylmar CA
91342.0
Circle 620 on inquiry card.

The Programmable Character Generator (PCG) is a high speed version of
Objective Design's dense graphics addon board for S-100 systems. This 5-100
card can be used with the Processor Tech
VDM or SOL, PolyMorphic Systems
VTI, Solid State Music video board and
224 November 1978 © BYTE Publications Inc

other video boards using the Motorola
family of 9 by 7 matrix generators. The
card is made operational by removing
the character generator read only memory from the video board and plugging it
into a socket on the PCG, the running a
24 pin connector from the PCG to the

empty CGR socket on the video board.
With the PCG in place, the user can create individual characters, store them in
on board programmable memory and
access the characters directly from the
keyboard. Each character can be created
on a maximum 8 by 16 matrix with a
resultant screen density as great as 512
by 256. Since characters can be stored in
either the PCG programmable memory
or regular system memory accessible
from the bus, any number of characters
can be displayed under software control
with a maximum of 128 different characters (either ASCII or programmed)
on screen at any one time.
The PCG is $165.95 as a kit and
$215.95 assembled. For further information, contact Objective Design Inc,
POB 20325, Tallahassee FL 32304.•
Circle 621 on inquiry card.

Circle 229 on inquiry card.

U CLoCCf71 BOARDS
MB-1 MK -8 Computer RAM (not 5-100 ), 4KX8. uses
2102 type RAMs , PCBD only
_ $ 22.00
MB-3 1702A EROM Board, 4KX8, S-100 swilchable
address and wait cycles , kit less PROMS ._ $ 58.00
MB-4 Basic 4KX8 ram , uses 2102 type rams S-100
. .........................$ 25.95
buss . PC board
MB-CA Basic 8KX8 ram uses 2102 type rams, S-100
buss . KIT 450 NSEC ..._.. ._ $ 125. PCBD ............._$ 24.95
MB-7 16KX8 , Static RAM uses aP410 Protection,
KIT.. ..... $299.95
fully buffered .
MB-8A 2708 EROM Board , S-100 , 8KX8 or 16KX8
_...._____._...._......_....._$ 75.00
kit without PROMS
MB-9 4KX8 RAM/PROM Board uses 2112 RAMS or
.$ 72.00
82S129 PROM kit without RAMs or PROMs
10-2 S-100 8 bit parallel I /O port, ?5 of boards is for
kludging . Kit $46 . 00 PCBD
$ 25.95
10-4 Two serial I/O ports with full handshaking
20/60 ma current loop: Two parallel I/O ports.
PCBD $25.95
Kit $130 .
VB-1B 64 x 16 video board , upper lower case Greek,
composite and parallel video with software , S-100.
Kit .. _ $125 . 00 PCBD ... .$25.95
Altair Compatible Mother Board, 11 x 111/2 x'/a'".
$40.00 . With 15 connectors
Board only
$94.95
Extended Board full size. Board only $ 8.95
With connector $12.95
SP-1 Synthesizer Board S-100
PCBD ...................$39.95 KIT......... ............. .....$135.95

$1.50 PRIME DEVICES
82S23
825123 1.50
82S126 1 .95 8080A $ 9.95
825129 1.95 8212 3.25
82S130 3 . 00 8214 6.50
82S131 3 . 00 8216 3.75
MM16330
1.50 8224 3.49
175 8228 6.50
4N26
4N27 .75 8251 9.95
.75 8255 9.95
4N28
LM323 2.95 21L14 (450 NSEC) 7.25

wmc;17e

KITS
MIKOS PARTS ASSORTMENT

WAMECO INC.

MEM-1 8KX8 fully buffered, S-100, uses 2102 type
rams . PCBD $24.95
OM-12 MOTHER BOARD, 12 slot, terminated, S-100
board only ................__.._._._............._.$34.95
CPU-1 8080A Processor board S-100 with 8 level
vector interrupt PCBD $25.95
RTC-1 Realtime clock board. Two independent interrupts . Software programmable. PCBD $25.95
EPM-1 1702A 4K Eprom card PCBD $25.95
EPM-2 2708/2716 16K/32K
EPROM CARD PCBD $24.95
0M-9 MOTHER BOARD. Short Version of QM-12.
9 Slots PCBD $27.95
MEM-2 16K x 8 Fully Buffered
$25.95
2114 Board PCBD
$1.70
2102AL - 2 Prime 250 NSEC
$1.30
2102AL -4 Prime 450 NSEC
2708 Prime ( National)
$8.95
$1 5o
25016 $1.50 1488N
1 25
2502B 1.50 1489N
2.25
2504 1.50 MC4044
390
2507V 1. 50 8038
5.95
2510A 1.50 5320
1 90
2517V
1 .50 5554
2.50
1.50 5555
2518B
2.50
2519B 1.50 5556
1.25
2521 1.50 5055
4.00
2522
1 .50 5312
1,50
2525
1 . 50 MH0025
1.75
2527
1 . 50 MH0026
1.90
2532V
1 . 50 MH0028
2529
2 . 75 5262
.50
3.50
2533V 1. 95 2101

less EPROMS 49.95
OM-9 with MIKOS #12 9 slot mother

board .... ....................... 67.95
MIKOS PARTS ASSORTMENTS ARE ALL FACTORY PRIME PARTS. KITS INCLUDE ALL
PARTS LISTED AS REQUIRED FOR THE
COMPLETE KIT LESS PARTS LISTED. ALL
SOCKETS INCLUDED.
VISA or MASTERCHARGE. Send account number.
interbank number . expiration date and sign your
order Approx postage will be added Check or money order with order will be sent post paid in U.S.
If you are not a regular customer , please use
charge, cashiers check or postal money order,
btherwise there will be a two-week delay for checks
to clear, Calif. residents add 6 % tax. Money back
30 day guarantee We cannot accept returned ICs
Prices subject to
that have been soldered to .
change without notice . $ 10 minimum order. $1.50
service charge on orders less than $ 10.00.

419 Portofino Drive
San Carlos, California 94070

4116 ( apple ram) 16 .00 21L14 (250 NSEC)

WITH WAMECO AND CYBERCOM PCBDS
NEW LOW PRICE on 16K BOARDS
MEM-2 with MIKOS #7 16K ram
with L2114 450 NSEC ...... $249.95
MEM-2 with MIKOS #13 16K ram
with L2114 250 NSEC ...... $279.95
MEM-1 with MIKOS #1 450 NSEC 8K
RAM ..... .......................$125.00
CPU-1 with MIKOS #2 8080A CPU .... 89.95
MEM-1 with MIKOS #3 250 NSEC 8K
RAM ............................. 155.00
OM-12 with MIKOS #4 13 slot mother
board 79.95
RTC-1 with MIKOS #5 real time clock .. 60.95
VB-1B with MIKOS #6 video board less
molex connectors ................... 89.95
EMP-1 with MIKOS #10 4K 1702 less
EPROMS .......................... 49.95
EPM-2 with MIKOS #11 16-32K EPROMS

Please send for /C, Xistor
and Computer parts /rsi

0Bx 672

t r
. 94305

TI Sockets 1 cent per pin. All low profile solder tail 8 pin - 40 pin.

415.321.5601
TLX 345567

The "Pro " fully encoded ASCII KEYBOARD by Cherry . Auto REPEAT feature , 5 s p ecial function keys. 300mA /5V. (Shown as

*Ha rd and Soft Sectoring
* Single and Dual Density

mounted in 'The Case, Below) $119.00, 3/99.00, 10 +/ 89.00

* Double side configuration

USED SYLVANIA The Dumb Terminal for Smart Peoa/e

a

12" MONITORS

80X24 with full 128 char. ASCII UC+LC

v
_
i

Working : $69.95
Cold Chassis , 251bs.
With P39 ( Green )

font with all control characters displayed.
300-19 ,200 baud RS232. 2nd font addressable
from keyboard in you-program -it 2708 for
APL , Graphics sets , etc . Plug in monitor

Tube 109 I/O connector , 110VAC and you are ready .

INCLUDES: 'The Case', Cherry Kbd. A used
mon it or, ESAT 200A , a ll opt i ons except
vector addressable cursor and modem.
i„. Bulletproof design and construction.
Normally $675.00 What you always
wanted your ADM3 to be:
SYSTEM"A" $649 .00 10/$599.00

as a retrofit at any
any time.
*]]0/220V,

•

Shugart

*Pin for pin compatible with
800,801,850,851
(50 pin edge connector)

THE FANTASTICI
MEMOREX FIVE-FIFTY

1/$499, 2/475, 5/450,
10/425, 25/399, 100/375
Double Sided Retrofit$300

LATEST REVISION: ESAT 2006 (BILINGUAL)
Stand Alone Single Board Communicating Terminal
80X24 Standard Format
Split Speed 110 to 19,200 Baud

Two Fonts, 128 Char , ea, in 2708 EPROM
Full Feature Cursor, Page Xmit., Scrolling
5V@3A, 8"X14 " Board. Requires only a ^..
keyboard and almost any monitor for the
best terminal for the money anywhere!
Supplied with U&LC ASCII in one font.

I

$329.00
NEW P4 ( White )
Tube 99

"The Case" Beautiful and sturdy
anodized aluminum case in deep black designed to contain the
ESAT 200A, and with a bezel cut out for the Cherry 'Pro' keyboard,
(installed as sho w n a b o ve ) Ch oose d eep b row n , li g ht y ell ow, o r crimson to accent or color code your installation . The only choice for
hard-use institutional and educational applications . $69,00 , 10/ 59.00

Circle 115 on inquiry card.

* NEW! 32 K, S-100 Universal Static Store . Accepts 2114 RAMs or
70 ns, 3625 PROMS paging up to 8 Mby. Board only with manual
and paging software $69.00. 32 Kby RAM 450 ns $679.00, 250 ns
$789.00. We have software application notes for multi- task multiuser applications utilizing paging feature.

II Ing and Handling: Surface : $0.40/lb. Air: $0;75/ lb., 1.00 minimum
- lax: 6 .5% Insurance: $0.50 per $100.00
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Exact Electronics Instrument Catalog

What's New?

PUBLICATIONS

Put a Personal Computer to Work for You!

from 3'0"

The profitable uses of personal
computers are detailed in this 191 page
book published by Hayden Book Company Inc, 50 Essex St, Rochelle Park
NJ 07662. Simply written, in an entertaining style, How to Profit From Your
Personal Computer by T G Lewis, is of
interest to the small business owner or
professional who is now overwhelmed
with paperwork and desires a simpler
system. It describes the uses of personal
computers in common business applications, such as accounting, handling payrolls, managing inventory and sorting
mail lists. It will help you in selecting
equipment, analyzing a problem for a
business application, hobby or educational experiment and translating problem solutions into real computer systems.
It teaches how to configure a system
to fit the needs of an application and to
implement that system using programming techniques developed by the
author. Programs in BASIC and blueprints of each program are included. The
book uses terms, notations and techniques commonly used by programmers.
How to Profit From Your Personal
Computer will give you a better understanding of the fundamentals of data
processing including file structures, programming structures and some knowledge
of computer hardware structures. It is
priced at $7.95..

A new free 66 page 1978 instrument
catalog has,just been released by Exact
Electronics Inc, POB 160, Hillsboro
OR 97123. The catalog contains detailed
specifications for each function generator, waveform generator and frequency
synthesizer in their product line. A quick
select short form and comparison chart
plus a representative roster make it a
desirable addition to any instrument
catalog library..
Circle 558 on inquiry card.

IC Master Lists Integrated Circuits

Circle 560 on inquiry card.

Computer Selection and Operation
Publication

A New Reference for Small
Computer Users

Management Information Corporation's new publication How Small
Businesses Use Computers is a 40 page
collection of cases. In each study, the
reasons that small businesses decide to
implement computers, and the operation of their installations are investigated.
The report, according to the company, delves into the factors that influence a company to acquire a computer
system, ranging from high labor costs or
inability to use service bureaus to increased efficiency. The management
of each company's system is stressed,
including supervision, advanced training of operators and the maintenance
program.
This complete set is being offered for
$15. Contact MIC, 140 Barclay Center,
Cherry Hill NJ 04034..

The Computer Data Directory announces the first edition of its comprehensive catalog for small computer
users. You can choose products and
services from several hundred computer
related firms.
Included in this directory are brand
name manufacturers of systems , peripherals, and accessories . In software, companies handling languages , business applications, household control, games and
custom programming services are listed.
Information is included on where to find
books, magazines , newsletters, home
study courses , data banks, tools and
repair services . Computer stores and
clubs are indexed geographically. The
directory is available at $ 4.98, postage
included, from The Computer Data
Directory , POB 598, Cleveland OH
44107..

Circle 561 on inquiry card.

Circle 562 on inquiry card.

92040. This catalog contains over 8000
items including expanded lines of
LEDs, semiconductors, switches and
keyboards..

The IC Muster lists over 25,000
standard integrated circuit products and
over 45,000 alternates. The 2200 page
IC Master offers a problem and solution
approach to integrated circuit selection.
The 1978 edition also includes a new
section on microprocessor development
systems. The price is $55, including
quarterly updates. To order the IC
Muster, contact United Technical Publications , 1333 Lawrence Expy, Suite
420, Santa Clara CA 95051..

Circle 563 on inquiry card.

Circle 559 on inquiry card

Component Catalog
Electronic components, hardware,
wire, test equipment and tools are listed
with prices in a newly released 88 page
catalog (#518) from Mouser Electronics,
11511 Woodside Av, Lakeside CA
226
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Circle 388 on inquiry card.

IF OUR QUIET MOTHERIM
WAS JUST TOO MUCH FOR YOU,
TRY OUR LITTLE MOTHERTM
ON FOR SIZE

LITTLE MOTHER TM 9 SLOT MOTHERBOARD
* PASSIVE TERMINATION FOR ALL LINES

IT WILL TELL YOU WHERE TO GO CPU-1TM8080A CPU BOARD WITH
8 LEVEL VECTOR INTERRUPT.

* ONLY 8.5" LONG
* KLUGE AREA WITH REGULATED VOLTAGES
AVAILABLE

$30. BARE
$ 185. KIT
$220. ASSEMBLED AND TESTED
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED UNIVERSITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED UNIVERSITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

W7f%I7C.

WmCJ'M

TM WAMECO INC.

WAMECO INC.
3107 LANEVIEW DRIVE SAN JOSE CA 95132

3107 LANEVIEW DRIVE SAN JOSE CA. 95132

COMMERCIAL GRADE EQUIPMENT - HOBBYIST PRICES 0
NO RISK! 15 DAY
APPROVAL ONALL
MAIL-ORDERS. FULL
REFUND ON RETURNS.

• DAISY- WHEEL I /O TERMINALS by Gen Corn Systems (30 day warranty)
Model 300: Full ASCII keyboard, 30 cps, Hytype I printer, RS-232 $1600
Model 3.000: Same as above vy/QUME printer, 45 cos-$2100. 55 cps-$2200
• MODEMS : Bell 103 & 202 styles by VADIC Corp.
Bell 103: 0-300 baud, full-duplex, asynchronous serial data transfer; includes
auto answer circuitry; 3,000 mile range.
VADIC PCB ( Send, Receive , Control) w/interface instructions $89.95
Model 5541 . . . . . . . $695.00
VADIC PCB w/power supply, case, LED's, EIA connectors $149.95
Model 5550 (corres, code, built- in cassette drive) . . . . $ 1195.00
Bell 202: 0-1200 baud, half-duplex, w/reverse channel transmission.
Model 5560 )ASC I I code, built-in cassette drive) . . . . $ 1295.00
VADIC PCB w/Reverse channel, manual DAA style $149.95
VADIC PCB w/power supply, case , LED's, EIA connectors $219.95
IBM SELECTRIC 725 TYPEWRITER I/O w/solenoids switches & magnet
INTERDATA 8-BIT MINICOMPUTER (Model One), includes full front panel,
driver PCB (from GTE/IS terminal) plus instructions for 8080 printer /driver
4K core memory (16K addressable), built-in teletype port, 4 DMA channels,
interface.
software. Optional serial I/O card, tape drive controller & software for Ampex
a) Typewriter mechanism complete, cleaned & adjusted $375.00
b) Case from terminal & power supply (+24V, ±1 2V, +5V @ 5A) 75.00
TMX; FORTRAN w/floatinq point math. $300.00
1 AMPEX MODEL TMX TAPE DRIVES : Ideal for microcomputerist who
cl a & b plus complete interface to mCPU 8-bit parallel port
and 8080 language printer-driver/ASCII translation program $600.00
wants backup mass storage or access to IBM -type systems via standardized
2400 series %- mag tape . Specs: 9- track, NRZ1 standard, 800 BPI, 12' /sec.,
1 IBM SELECTRIC ACCESSORIES:
1200 ft. reels (11 megabyte capacity.) Drive is like new & comes with 8-bit
for
15"
carriage
typewriters
(
new)
$50
a) Pin-feed Platens (13 1/8" pin-to-pin)
CPU controller diagram (requires only 11 I/C's) & MCPU interface instructions.
987),
new
$20
b) APL Type Spheres (EBCD No. 988, Corres. Code No.
Prices: Drive & Documentation . . . . $750.00
c) I/O Conversion Kit for 13" or 15" Office Selectric I or II: $200.00
Controller & cable for MCPU, assembled & tested . $200.00
1 DIGITAL CASSETTE DRIVE (from GTE/IS Terminal): 1800 baud, 6"/sec;
Hi-speed search option: controller moves drive at 72"/sec . $ 50.00
AC motor; fwd/rewnd circuitry plus tape head, no read/ write electronics $25.
Software listing to read std IBM tapes , translate to ASC I I . $ 50.00
FORMS TRACTORS , Moore Variable width "Form A-Liner"for print terminals : ' I POWER SUPPLIES for Disk Drive , mCPU, tested under load shown:
a) Model 565P for 15" Carriage IBM Selectrics ( new): $50 . 00 -No . 519 (w/fan & AC cord): + 5V reg ., ±1 2V reg., +24V, @5A ( 10 lb.) $39.95
b) Model K81 for QUME or DIABLO Hytype I or II printers ( new): $90 .00 -LAMBDA No. LMEE5 w /OV protect: +5V rep @25A ( 35 lb.) $59.95
SELECTRIC I/O TERMINALS (by GTE/Information Systems). Both ASC II
& IBM code versions with microcomputer interface software & hardware (RS232 connector.) Cassette drive models permit up to 2400 baud data transfer
rate as well as off-line data storage, sue as memory typewriter, & use as data
entry device for office personnel familiar with Selectric Typewriters but not
computers. Wide-carriage, interchangeable type spheres; optional built-in
modem. All units cleaned, adjusted & warranted.

Call or write for details, quantity prices, catalog. 15 day
return privilege PLUS 90 day no charge replacement of
defective parts. All orders shipped from stock. No back
orders, no substitutions. M/C & VISA accepted.

Circle 296 on inquiry card.

PACIFIC OFFICE SYSTEMS, INC.
2600 El Camino Real, Suite 502
Palo Alto, Calif. 94306
(415) 321-3866

Full documentation included PLUS interface instruction
where indicated. All equipment is shipped insured FOB
Palo Alto within 14 days after check clears or CO
order is received. Prices may change without notice.
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SURPLUS ELECTRONICS

PET SCHEMATI S
Another First From'TET-SHACK".
For only $24.95 you get:

24" x 30" schematic of the CPU board, plus oversized
schematics of the Video Monitor and Tape Recorder, plus
complete Parts Layout-all Accurately and Painstakingly
drown to the Minutest detail.

PET ROM ROUTINES
Another Breakthrough From "PETSHACK".

IBM SELECTRIC
BASED I /O TERMINAL
WITH ASCII CONVERSION
INSTALLED $645.00

Complete Assembly Listings of all 7 ROMs , plus identified subroutine entry points; Video Monitor , Keyboard
Routine, Tape Record and Playback Routine. Real Time
Clock, etc.

• Tape Drives • Cable
• Cassette Drives at Wire
to Power Supplies 12V15A, 12V25A,
5V35A Others, • Displays
• Cabinets • XFMRS as Heat
Sinks • Printers • Components
Many other items
Write for free catalog
WORLDWIDE ELECT. INC.
130 NORTHEASTERN BLVD.
NASHUA, N.H. 03060
Phone orders accepted using VISA
or MC. Toll Free 1 -800-258-1036
In N.H. 603-889-7661

To entice you we are also including our own Machine
Language Monitor program for your PET using the keyboard and video display. All this for only $19.95,
SATISFACTION GUAR.9NTEED.

LIMITED OFFER THIS MONTH,
WHILE SUPPL Y LASTS!

ALL NEW!
Mini Discs $3.70 ea . in boxes of 10
North Star Check Balancing Program .................$ 50.00
Two-tier walnut formica enclosure
for S. A. 400 Shugart .....$39.95
A Horizon - 2

R Centronic 779
C Hazeltine 1500
D. Hazeltine 1400

Send check, money order, or Master Charge or VISA
number and expiration date to:

A,B&C-- A,B&D.•
$4,150 $3,852
We also stock Imsai , Seals, Okidata,
ADM-3A , Xitan and Cromemco.
Mail order only.

PET-SHACK Software House
Marketing and Research Co.
P. 0. Box 966
Mishawaka , IN 46544

TORA SYSTEM
29-02 23rd Avenue
Astoria, NY 11105
(212) 932-3533 -

You can have the Monitor program on cassette for only
$9.95 extra.

Circle 373 on inquiry card.

Circle 304 on inquiry card.

Circle 395 on inquiry card.

S-100 II Slot & others •

Card Cage
For 8300 Motherboard

$ 3450

LOW LOW COST
POWER SUPPLY KITS
3 Hour Assembly Time-Complete Instructions Included
Dimensions of kit 13 " (L) x S" (W ) x 4r/e" (H)
67.50 4 Unregulated voltages Available
KIT A. $
+8.5V/25A, -8.5V/3A , ± 17V/3A
Includes TRANSFORMER T2 [25A . size 3PY1' ( 1) x 4+k" (w)
31k (h)). CAPACITOR Cl (100 .000 UF. 15V), BRIDGE RECTIFIERS: Dl (30A . 50V) & 02 )4A . 51 FUSE HOLDER,
BARRIER STRIP, ALUMINUM PLATE [ 13 (I) x 5 (w) x 3/16'
(I)]. 3X CAPACITORS ( 6.000 UF , 45 V), 4X RESISTORS and
All Naaseary Mounting Parts.
4 Unregulated Voltages Available

Post Paid
• USA •
Complete with Edge Guides
And Hardware

KIT B : $47.50
+ 8.5V,lA , - 8.5V/2A , ±17V/2A
All Parts are same as in KIT A, EXCEPT: CAPACITOR C1
15V)
and
TRANSFORMER
TI 115A , Size 3% (I) x
(52,000 UF,
4" (w) x 2 13 / 16" (h)).

Dealer Discount Club Refund

M.W. Keith & Cod
K15
P.O. Box 954

• Racine Wisconson 53405 •

Circle 202 on inquiry card.

You May Buy Transformers Alone:
T2 (25A) & TI (ISA) at $22.50 and $17.50 respectively.
SHIPPING CHARGES : $4.75 per TRANSFORMER
FOR EACH KIT: $5.00 in California. $7.00 for all other States.
California Residents add 6% sales tax.
Master Charge & BankAmencard OEM Available

SUNNY INTERNATIONAL
Mail Order Store
I I If- 1:':1; 72-13 1. AI„ua,a llnd.
u',- r'.A'.u C. 1., Para.-ut, CA. 90727
r303 732 \l,rn.-^ :tt.: !1 ans- fi I,nt

CIT'S SPECIALS
OF THE
MONTH
• Floppy Kit
SA 801 floppy (8") & disk cont.
kit (S-100) ....................... $599
• Add On Floppy Drives
SA 800/1 (8") floppy .............. $469
SA 400 mini floppy ............... $285
is, Centronics 779 printer ............ $999
IN, Miscellaneous
CP/M Operating System /Manuals... $89
8" Memorex Diskettes
(IBM comp.) .................... $3.50
8" Verbatim Diskettes
(IBM comp) ..................... $3.99
4" Diskettes ..................... $3.39
16k RAM chips .................. $9.75
Pwr Supply cabinet (mini floppy)--. $79
Pwr Supply cabinet (floppy). ....... $225

4WCQ4IP(i1ER NERI4CE TECHNOLOGY

Peripheral Products Division
2080 South Grand , Grand Centro , Santa Ana , CA 92705

Circle 74 on inquiry card.

Circle 354 on inquiry card.

Rica

SAVE 5 tc 15%

D1 LI 86.8

on

AL P /
A
IMSAI 808W/22 SLOTS 751 649
76K APPLE II $7795 $7050
SHUGGART MODEL 800
$650
$595
SIMILAR DISCOUNTS ON:
IMSAI 4K. 16K, 32K RAM, MIO arc.
POL YMORPHICS VIDEO
DYNABYTE 16K (ASM) RAM
HAZEL TINE 1400. 7500. 7510
NOVA TION ACOUSTIC COUPLERS
IytS 8K (ASM) RAM
PROCESSOR APPLICATIONS DMA FLOPPY
DISC CONTROLLER (ASM)
TARBEL L FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER
TARBELL CASSETTE INTERFACE
SHUGART GSI MODEL 110
PICKL ES AND TROUT MOD FOR HITACHI TV
ALL SWTP PRODUCTS
APPLE 11
MODEL 43 TELEPRINTER (OCTOBER)
ADM 3A TERMINAL
SOROC 1 0720 TERMINAL
TELETYPE MODEL 40300LNP
CENTRONICS PRINTER
REPAIRS IN-HOUSE AT LOW COST
CUSTOM SOFTWARE & FIRMWARE

THE COMPUTER STOP

I: REAL TIME
EIFERATi3Rc

TERMINAL SYSTEMS INC
11300 Harland Street
N Hollywood , CA 91605
(213) 769-6772
(714) 738-4444
(415) 573-7723
(800) 423-2449

se

16919A Hawthorne Blvd
Lawndale CA 90260 11.30 to 600 T- Sat
(213) 371-4010 Closed Sundav(Munday

Circle 76 on inquiry card .

COMPUTER 1-SHIRTS $6

I
co d
% op
Choice of white
hiftern
an my., sdl, w d
st nrvy lyewa enn
green
I-shirt.
ti , so ldIt
t••n
bills
shirt
shown. Tpop14 a r. Blue the l any .Meer
a Mwn. To order. includ ee ehasl size. color
I- r-11 eholce (and second chelcel , phrase. and 75C
I. to Martha
ahlppla. S r each
dshirt
5 E.M echeck
Cernon. San d to 5 E. 17th
17th SL. M.Y. 10001
Catalog evallable.
■
{..a
-

Circle 377 on inquiry card.

15

Fiim^

IV

I:TJC1E 51A1FW NGI: `•
Circle 72 on inquiry card.

Same day shipment . First line
parts only. Factory tested.
Guaranteed money back. Quality IC's and other components
at factory prices,

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

QUEST Cosmac Super Elf Computer $106.95
Compare features before you decide to buy any
other computer. There is no other computer on
the market today that has all the desirable benefits of the Super Elf for so little money. The Super
Elf is a small single board computer that does
many big things. It is an excellent computer for
training and for learning programming with its
machine language and yet it is easily expanded
with additional memory, Tiny Basic, Ascii
Keyboards , video character generation, etc.
The Super Elf includes a ROM monitor for program loading, editing and execution with SINGLE
STEP for program debugging which is not included in others at the same price, With SINGLE
STEP you can see the microprocessor chip
operating with the unique Quest address and
data bus displays before , during and after
executing instructions. Also, CPU mode and instruction cycle are shown on several LED indicator lamps.
An RCA 1861 video graphics chip allows you to
connect to your own TV with an inexpensive video
modulator to do graphics and games. There is a
speaker system included for writing your own
music or using many music programs already
written. The speaker amplifier may also be used
to drive relays for control purposes.
A 24 key HEX keyboard includes 16 HEX keys
plus load , reset, run , input, memory protect,

memory select , monitor select and single step.
Large, on board displays provide output and optional high and low address . There is a 44 pin
standard connector for PC cards and a 50 pin
connector for the Quest Super Expansion Board.
Power supply and sockets for all ICs are included in the price plus a detailed 90 page instruction manual.

Super Expansion Board with
This is truly an astounding value! This board has
been designed to allow you to decide how you
want it optioned. The Super Expansion Board
comes with 4K of low power RAM fully addressable anywhere in 64K with built-in memory protect and a cassette interface . Provisions have
been made for all other options on the same
board and it fits neatly into the hardwood cabinet
alongside the Super Elf . The board includes slots
for up to 6K of EPROM (2708, 2758, 2716 or TI
2716) and is fully socketed ($12.00 value).
EPROM can be used for the monitor and Tiny
Basic or other purposes,
A IX Super ROM Monitor $19.95 is available as
an on board option in 2708 EPROM which has
been preprogrammed with a program loader/
editor and error checking multi file cassette
read/write software, (relocatible cassette file)
another exclusive from Quest. It includes register
save and readout, video graphics driver with
blinking cursor and block move capability. The
Super Monitor is written with subroutines allowing users to take advantage of monitor functions

Cassette Interface $89.95

Auto Clock Kit $15.95
DC clock with 4-.50" displays. Uses National
MA-1012 module with alarm option. Includes
light dimmer, crystal timebase PC boards. Fully
regulated , comp. instructs. Add $3.95 for beautiful dark gray case. Best value anywhere.

RCA Cosmac VIP Kit 229.00
Video computer with games and graphics.
Not a Cheap Clock Kit $14.95
Includes everything except case. 2-PC boards.
6-,50" LED Displays. 5314 clock chip, transformer , all components and full instrucs. Green
and orange displays also avail. Same kit w/,80"
$21.95
displays . Red only.
60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4.40
Converts digital clocks from AC line frequency to
crystal time base, Outstanding accuracy. Kit includes: PC board, MM5369, crystal, resistors,
capacitors and trimmer,

Many schools and universities are using the
Super Elf as a course of study. OEM's use it for
training and research and development.
Remember, other computers only offer Super Elf
features at additional cost or not at all. Compare
before you buy . Super Elf Kit $106 . 95, High
address option $8.95 , Low address option
$9.95 . Custom Hardwood Cabinet with drilled
and labelled front panel $24.95 . NiCad Battery
Backup Kit $4.95 . All kits and options also come
completely assembled and tested.
Questdata , a 12 page monthly software publication for 1802 computer users is available by subscription for $12.00 per year.
Tiny Basic for ANY 1802 System
Cassette $10.00 . On ROM Monitor $38.00.
Super Elf owners, 30% off. Object code listing or
paper tape with manual $5.50.
Original ELF Kit Board $14.95.

simply by calling them up. Improvements and
revisions are easily done with the monitor. If you
have the Super Expansion Board and Super
Monitorthe monitor is up and running at the push
of a button.
Other on board options include Parallel Input
and Output Ports with full handshake. They
allow easy connection of an ASCII keyboard to the
input port. RS 232 and 20 me Current Loop for
teletype or other device are on board and if you
need more memory there are two S-100 slots for
static RAM or video boards, A Godbout 8K RAM
board is available for $127.95. Parallel I/O Ports
$9.85, RS 232 $4.50 , TTY 20 me I / F $1.95,
S-100 $4 . 50. A 50 pin connector set with ribbon
cable is available at $12.50 for easy connection
between the Super Elf and the Super Expansion
Board,
The Power Supply for the Super Expansion Board
is a 5 amp supply with + By ± 18v + 12v - 5v.
Regulated voltages are +5v & +12v $29.95.
Deluxe version includes the case at $39.95.

Digital Temperature Meter Kit
Indoor and outdoor. Switches back and forth.
Beautiful. 50" LED readouts. Nothing like it
available, Needs no additional parts for complete, full operation. Will measure -100' to
+200"F, tenths of a degree, air or liquid.
$39.95
Very accurate.
Beautiful hardwood case w/bezel $11.75
NiCad Battery Fixer/Charger Kit
Opens shorted cells that won't hold a charge
and then charges them up, all in one kit w/full
parts and instructions. $7.25

Clock Calendar Kit $23.95
CT7015 direct drive chip displays date and
time on .6" LEDS with AM-PM indicator.
Alarm/doze feature includes buzzer. Complete
with all parts, power supply and instructions,
less case.

TERMBi , woo min. order U. S. Funds : Calif residents add 6 %tax.
BankAmericard and. Master Charge accepted,
Shipping charges will be added on charge , cards
Circle 311 on inquiry card.

P.O. Box 4430X Santa Clara , CA 95054
For will call only : ( 408) 988-1640
2322 Walsh Ave.
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Sinclair 32/2 Digit Multimeter
Batt./AC oper. 1 mV and .1 NA resolution. Resistance to 20 meg. 1 % accuracy, Small, portable,
completelyassem. in case. 1 yr. guarantee. Best
value ever! $59.95
Video Modulator Kit $8.95
Convert your TV set into a high quality monitor
without affecting normal usage. Complete kit
with full instructions.
2.5 MHz Frequency Counter Kit
Complete kit less case $37.50
30 MHz Frequency Counter Kit
Complete kit less case $47.75
Prescaler kit to 350 MHz $19.95
1978 IC Update Master Manual
1978 IC Update Master Manual $ 30.00. Complete IC data selector, 2175 pg. Master reference guide. Over 42,000 cross references.
Free update service through 1978. Domestic
postage $3.50. Foreign $6.00.

Stopwatch Kit $26.95
Full six digit battery operated. 2-5 volts.
3.2768 MHz crystal accuracy. Times to 59
min., 59 sec., 991/100 sec. Times std., split
and Taylor. 7205 chip, all components minus
case. Full instructions.
D Connectors RS232
25 Pin Subminiatures
DB25P 2.95
DB25S 3.95
Cover 1.50
RS232 Complete Set 6.50

S-100 Computer Boards

DE9P 1.50
DE9S 1.95
DA15P 2.10
DA15S 3.10
away

8K Static RAM Kit $127.00
16K Static RAM Kit 265.00
24K Static RAM Kit 423.00
32K Dynamic RAM Kit 449.00
64K Dynamic RAM Kit 945.00
$89.00
8K/16K Eprom Kit (less PROMS)
Video Interface Kit $139.00
Motherboard $39. Extender Board $8.99

FREE: Send for your copy of our NEW 1978
QUEST CATALOG. Include 28g stamp.
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U^classifiedAds
CONSULTANTS: Let us get together and run a
full page color ad with individual addresses and
divide the cost . Write Micro Logic Corp, POB 174,
Hackensack NJ 07602.
FOR SALE: IBM 024 card punch, with full alphanumeric keyboard, in good condition, fully
operational and with all documentation for maintenance, tube, parts and schematic. Can be used
to keypunch cards, or readily modified for microprocessor card read and punch. A W Walker, 1914
Ridgewood Or, San Diego CA 92139, (714)
4799074.
ONE MICRO, ONE USER?: Why not support
several users on your microprocessor with a
multitasking operating system. This system
is designed for the Motorola 6800, operates
in conjunction with an interrupt timer device
(for example, SwTPC MP-T) and maintains a time
of day clock. Send $5 for complete documentation and source code to start timesharing on your
system. Ed Joyce, 4603 Lyceum, San Antonio
TX 78229.
FOR SALE: 2102 low power programmable
memory, Fairchild 450, $1 each . 8 K, S-100,
bare board for above ICs, $20. 7805, $0.75.
Erasable programmable memory 2708 National
450 ns, $10 . David Karpol , 18-20 Jordan Rd,
Fairlawn
NJ 07410, ( 201) 546 -9268 days,
791 -2044 evenings.
PET OWNERS' CLUB: Now, a great new idea in
clubs ! Join and you will receive Program, a
cassette , each month . You LOAD - nothing to
type - and it gives you articles , applications,
and information right on your screen . What's
more , the reverse side will contain three to five
games ( or more ) and programs useful and fun for
your sweet PET . Membership is $27 a year. If
you wish to join, write to Richard Mansfield,
POB 461 , Philipsburg PA 16866.
FOR SALE Processor Tech VDM-1, $150. MITS
88-PIO, $90. ASCII keyboard in walnut case, wired
and set up for 88-PIO, $50. All the above in use
and working. Webber Hall, 16967 Blanche PI,
Granada Hills CA 91344, (213) 363-2004.
FOR SALE: Eight Motorola 4 K programmable
chips from TRS-80. Tested OK, but never used.
Make offer by contacting Jerry Dawson, 710 King
St, Medford OR 97501, (503) 779-7697.
FOR SALE: TRS-80 Basic I or II: Data Base
Manager , $20; Inventory, $ 20, Stock and Bank
Account $15; Lunar, Gunner, Slot and craps
$13. Poi Pow, 96 Dothan St, Arlington MA 02174.
FOR SALE: MEK6800D2 System working with
SwTPC video terminal III with 69 key Hall-effect
keyboard. Includes 24 2102s, two extra 6810
programmable memories, huge 6800 applications
manual, data manuals, software manual plus power
supply kit. My cost $565. Will sell for $295 or
best offer! C Jackson, 1715 Dogwood Dr, Rock
Hill SC 29730, (803) 366-2309.

NEW UNCLASSIFIED POLICY
Readers who have equipment . software or other items
to buy , sell o r s wap should send in a clearly typed notice
to that effect To be considered for publication , an advertisement must be clearly noncommercial, typed double
spaced on plain white paper, contain 75 words or less, and
include complete name and address information.
These notices are free of charge and will be printed one
rime only on a space available basis. Notices can be ac
cepre d from individuals or bona fide computer users club'
only . We can engage in
correspondence on these and
your confirmation of placement is appearance in an issue of
BYTE.
Please note that it may take three or four months for an
ad to appear in the magazine. •
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FOR SALE Apple II 16 K system only three
months old and in perfect condition. This is a
complete system. Includes high resolution graphics
subroutines, radio frequency modulator, and
a cassette
recorder/player for input/output
(10). User manuals are also supplied . Entire
system for $800. Dana E Ebersole, 441 Burchett
= 110, Glendale CA 91203, (213) 244-0796.
FOR SALE: TRS-80 level 1 tapes and program
lists. Star Trek ( runs on 12 K), list $7, tape
$10. Lunar Lander ( runs on 4 K), list $3,
tape $6. Biorythm ( runs on 4 K ), list $5,
J R Menzies , 7106 Colgate Dr,
tape $9 .
Alexandria VA 22307.
PET OWNERS: Here's a very realistic craps program which won't bore you or friends. It's highly
interactive and features animated dice, pass or
don't pass option, lower case literals , statistical
analysis of game with a vertical bar graph and
much more. For instance, dice land in random
positions, and there's plenty of information regarding rules, size of bank roll and amount of
bet. This is a 265 line program using over 5 K
bytes. It is on tape, ready to load and go. Send
only $7.50 to Richard Liebert, POB 268,
Scarborough STA NY 10510.
FOR SALE: Heathkit Computer System - H8
computer, H8-1 memory board (4 K), H8-3 chip
set (4 K), H8-5 serial input / output and cassette
interface ( one or two recorders ), H8-2 parallel
interface , ECP-3801 cassette recorder, H9 video
terminal . Assembled and working, asking $1500.
Thomas C Smith, 506 19th Ln, Vero Beach FL
32960, (305) 569-4622 after 6 PM.
FOR SALE OSI 450 erasable read only memory
blaster memory board (still bare), with documentation includes 6820 PIA and two 6834 erasable read
only memories. All parts new and unused, $60
Ray Vogt, Box 240A, RD 1, Port Matilda PA
16870.
WANTED: SOL/Processor Technology keyboard,
with numerical pad. Roger Wallace, 36 Las Vegas
Rd, Orinda CA 94563, (415) 254-1248.
PROM PROGRAMMING: From Binary or Intel
paper tape: 1702A ($4), 2708 ($8). From hexadecimal or octal listing I 702A ($5), 2708 ($16).
You supply the programmable memory. Quantity
discounts on multiple copies. 48 hour turnaround.
David Corbin 11704 Ibsen Dr, Rockville MD
20852, (301) 881-7571 after 6 PM.
FOR SALE: MITS 16 K static memory , disk controller board . Best Offer . F Peck , 19201 NE 18 Av,
N Miami FL 33179, ( 305) 935-2613.
FOR SALE Radio Shack TRS-80 Microprocessor
with 16 K memory, Level 1 BASIC, monitor,
cassette, payroll program. First $800 takes it and
I pay the freight. Wilbur C Booth, POB 1151,
Cordova AK 99574, (907) 424-3140.
FOR SALE: Tarbell Electronics cassette interface.
All cables , in sockets , ready to go , $ 120. Morrows
Wunderbuss mother board . Includes ten edge
connectors , assembled , $ 120. Four SwTPC 4 K
memory boards , in sockets and burned in, $100
each . Chip Kroll, 4136 Tennyson , Houston TX
77005, ( 713) 667-6318.
FOR SALE: 128 of each of the following items
were recently purchased at a ham festival. Due to
incompatibility with my home processor , they are
available at my cost , to whomever can use them:
AM 9016 , 16 K dynamic programmable memory,
$22.50 ; and AM 9050 , 4 K dynamic programmable
memory , $4.50. You can purchase all or part of
128 set . Documentation is available . R Shay, POB
413, Westmont I L 60559.

FOR SALE: F8 based chess game, with six levels
of difficulty. Solves mate in two problems. $100 or
best offer. Clete Jackson, 1715 Dogwood Dr,
Rock Hill SC 29730, (803) 366-2309.
FOR SALE.: Radio Shack TRS-80 . Six months
old with approximately $80 worth of software.
I haven ' t enough time to learn to use it properly.
$450. George Raniolo , 1212 Rt 25A, Stonybrook
NY 11790 , ( 516) 751-0101.
COSMAC ELF 11: power supply, video modulator,
1802 users manual, all Popular Electronics articles.
Built and working fine, $95 and shipped prepaid.
Frank Dacey, 328 Barbara Dr, Pt Pleasant NJ
(201) 899-4302.
FOR SALE: KIM-1 with 4K on board programmable memory neatly packaged in briefcase with
custom power supply . Has breadboard area and
convenient input /output connectors . Full documentation . Send SASE for photos . First cashiers
check or money order for $200 takes it . R Kruse,
6221 Woodlow Or, Wichita KS 67220.
FOR SALE: Biorythm program, FORTRAN
source code, well-tested. Send $1 to cover copy
and mailing costs to Jack Walsh, 4 Eaton St,
Wakefield MA 01880.
FOR SALE: Assembled and tested ELF II with
four 86 pin wire wrap edge card connectors, full
documentation ; giant board assembled and tested;,
kluge board for ELF 11; 1.5 A power supply; radio
frequency modulator and 1852 input / output
port. Total value $250 new. Make an offer on
whole or part. Also heavy duty Honeywell power
supply 10 A at 5 V, 3 A at 16V,3 A at -16 V,
and 4 A at 28 V. Alan Burnes, c/o ICSR, MIU,
Fairfield IA 52556.
FOR SALE: File access software for North Star
Disk. By calling routines within this package, a
program is given multiple file input /output at
the byte level. Entry points allow a file to be
opened, closed, read, written, created or released.
Requires less than 1 K in addition to disk operating
system. Send $10 for commented source listing to
Bob Burlingame, 3314 N Whitman, Tacoma WA
98406.
FOR SALE: HP-67 and Heath shortwave receiver.
HP-67 plus all original accessories and more programs (physics solutions books, satellite tracking,
antenna pointing program and more), second
battery pack and security cradle. All for $350.
Receiver: 0.5 to 31 MHz, AM/SSB/CW. Excellent
sensitivity, selectivity, construction (June 1978)
and excellent price: $70. Gary Altman, 1525
Linden Dr, Madison WI 53706, (608) 836-3400
or 262-3035.

FOR SALE: Assembled and tested MITS Altair
680b kit . All Chips socketed . May be interfaced
to RS232 . $250 plus shipping . John Rheinstein,
10 Gould Rd , Lexington MA 02173.
FOR SALE: TDL Z-80 processor ( S-100 Bus Z-80
Card) assembled and tested . TOL Z16 memory
board with 8 K memory installed also assembled
and tested . TDL software: 2 K Zapple monitor,
9 K macro -assembler , 3 K text editor , 8 K BASIC.
Software includes paper tape in relocatable format
and all manuals . $ 500 for all the above . ZPU board
only and software , $325. Charlie Shields , POB 809,
Carrabelle FL 32322, ( 904) 697-2190.
TRS-80 SORT: in BASIC I , needs 4 K minimum
Sorts recs in memory in 1 or 2 numeric fields in
ascending or descending sequence . Output to tape
or video. Can be subroutine . $ 10 on tape with
documentation. Software , PO8 6153, Syracuse
NY 13217.
FOR SALE: SwTPC 6800 computer systems, 8 K
memory, serial control interface , parallel interface,
CT-64 terminal , SD Sales cassette interface , PixieVerter. All assembled, up and running , complete
with documentation. Also, bare 4 K memory
board, bare MP -A2 processory board. Rick Drapala,
2701 Av A, Yuma AZ 85364, ( 602) 726-6896
after 4 PM MST.
FOR SALE: TI-Programmer, with case and power
supply. Almost new, under warrantee. In original
carton, $30. John Burns , 25th floor , 350 Park Av,
New York 10022.

CLUB PROGRAM EXCHANGE: Lincoln School
Computer Club will exchange PET Computer programs . Send SASE for information and return
postage with any cassette . Thanks. Lincoln Computer Club, Lincoln School, 750 E Yosemite Av,
Manteca CA 95336.
FOR SALE: Sphere 6800 -based microprocessor
board including 4 K programmable memory, and
1 K read only memory with the PDS utility routines , monitor , editor , re-editor and assembler.
Also an excellent power supply rated +12 V,
-12 V, +5 V, -5 V and ground. Also a video display interface board which still has a few bugs. I
haven 't the technical knowhow to get the system
-running so I am selling . First check for $300 takes
it, inquiries welcome . Nathan Engle , RR 2 POB
466A , New Albany IN 47150 , ( 812) 923-8066.
FOR SALE: Univac type 0769 incremental printer
30 characters per second, 132 column, 63 characters. New unit still in Univac packing carton. With
optional drive electronics ( original cost $1800+).
Also includes optional case, enclosure (hinged top),
and stanc'.s. Does not include 6 V, -12 V, 24 V 1 A
power supplies or system controller , but includes
schematics and interface manual. Plus three cases
of paper ($100+ alone). All for $575 plus freight.
David Krivoshik, 18 Newcomb PI, Elizabeth NJ
07202.
FOR SALE Peripheral Vision Floppy disk drive,
interface card , cable, documentation and diskette.
In good working condition . Includes operating system on floppy . Everything needed to work. $500
or best offer. Will also trade for working TTY
terminal or equivalent . Pierre duPont , Patterns,
Rockland DE 19732.
FOR SALE: RCA Cosmac vip video computer
with games and graphics. Professionally built and
in perfect condition. Unit interfaces directly to
video monitor. Also stores programs on cassette
tape. Originally $275, will sell for $175 and ship
anywhere free. Richard Parry, 38 W 255 Deerpath
Rd, Batavia IL 60510, (312) 879-8987.
FOR SALE: 8080A system; Morrow's processor
and cassette 10 boards, VDM-1, 2-4 K programmable memory boards, ASCII keyboard and octal
keypad, 20 A supply, attractive cabinets. Tiny
Basic up and running with programs on tapes, three
extra 100 pin connectors, Processor Technology
BASIC 5 and TREK 80 tapes . Full documentation.
Cost over $850 - will sell best offer over $600.
M Chepko, 119 Belleville Ct , Thief River FIs MN
56701.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Quantity of 66 American
Microsystems AMS-7280 4 K by 1 dynamic programmable memory chips, prime. Equivalent to
21078, TMS4060, etc. All 66 in carriers for $195
or will trade for 24 TMS4044 or exact equivalent.
Watson R Gabriel Jr, 5936 Timberwood TRL,
Kernersville NC 27284, (9191 993-3110.
FOR SALE TRS-80 software. Four full-length
simulations for 4 K level I machine includes Pioneer, Survival, Capitalists and Space Voyage. All 4
for $10. Also, baseball , football, hockey, Lander,
all with graphics . Seven in all for $8, or get all 11
for $15 . For programs , an updated list or freelance programming , write Michael T Flanagan, 130
Holly, Riveredge OH 44135.
WANTED: Used minicomputer system; TRS-80,
Apple 2, PET, IMSAI, etc. Also hard or soft copy
terminal. Mike Gleicher, 11 Leslie Ct, Springfield
NJ 07081
CHEAP MEMORY. Low power 4 K static full
speed tested and reliable $75. G Mitchell, POB
35, Chula Vista CA 92012.
WANTED: X-Y Recorder. Offer combinations
of the following in trade SBE Keycom 1000
Scanning 40 channel CB, Pace 8015 and 8008 CBs,
Dynaco PAT-4 stereo preamplifier , AR-XA turntable , Palomar TX-100 linearm amplifier, etc.
Write Pete , POB 399, Sunnymead CA 92388.
BYTE NUMBER 1 I have one September 1975
BYTE ( issue number 1). The magazine is still in
its original wrapper and is in mint condition. First
certified check for $ 50 takes it! Call to confirm
that it hasn 't been sold yet. Mitch Wolrich, 8 Bruce
CIR, Randolph MA 02368, (617) 963-5578.

FOR SALE. Secret Word program for 4 K PET.
Many hours of entertainment trying to guess one
of 200 5 letter words. Can be played alone or with
other participant. Features include selection of
secret word by computer at random, scoring by
number of tries , cumulative scoring , ability to list
guess words and hits and misses, also ability to
disclose secret word at any point in the guessing.
Also other interesting features . On cassette, ready
to load and run, $8 .50. Henry E Nass , 68 East 56th
St, New York NY 10022.
FOR SALE OR SWAP: Voltage Monitor for single
phase computer power supply. Monitors under and
over voltage, detects high speed transients - 2 ms
spike response . Has clock, audible alarm , warning
light and 32 day chart recorder. Warns of out of
tolerance conditions. Airoyal model 11721. Will
accept ham radio equipment in trade. Ed Hayden,
16 Decatur Av, Annapolis MD 21403, (301)
261-2679.
FOR SALE: Assembled H9 video terminal, $450.
I went to hard copy so you can save . Includes
shipping and manuals . Send cashier's check or
money order to Steve Vickery POB 1548 , Panama
City, FI 32401.
FOR SALE: Heath H8 , H9, 16 K memory, assembled, up and running, tape recorder , all documentation. $1200. David Marcus , 430 Wolf Hill Rd, Dix
Hills NY 11746, ( 516) 427-1926.
FREE PET COMPUTER PROGRAMS: Will trade
original versions of Space War or Graphic Gomoku
(9 by 9 tic-tac-toe) for your software creations of
comparable size. Send programs on cassette for
exchange, or send SASE for current list of programs. Please indicate serial number of PET used.
Bennett Meyer, POB 575, White Plains NY 10602.
MOTOROLA D2 USERS: A new manual of experiments on 6800 Microcomputers containing 83
interesting assembly language problems. Step by
step approach to learn to use the 6800 instructions, digital input /output , interrupts and many
programming techniques . $5. Send check to K K
Rao, Department of Physics, Western Michigan
University, Kalamazoo MI 49008.
FOR SALE: Heath H-8, H-9, 16 K , cassette, and
Benton Harbor BASIC. Up and running . $1250.
Also ten new 8 inch disks , $25. A Thornburg
RR 2, Thompsonville IL 62890, ( 618) 627-2166.
PET OWNERS: I have 18 game programs for the
PET computer. I will trade one for one for other
PET programs. Those wishing to trade should send
their cassette with programs to Kurt Huebner,
1266 Valle Vista, Fullerton CA 92631.
FOR SALE: Apple II Software cassette : author
title index program for books, records, tapes,
super fast machine language , sort, 16 K blackjack,
graphic, paddle input, sound, rules , autoplay by
computer, $10 each includes documentation. Both
for $15. George W Lee, 18803 S Christina Av,
Cerritos CA 90701.
TRS-80 OWNERS: Original software including
business system for Amway Distributors. Level I
and II versions available . All will run in 4 K memory. Also have moving sign board machine language
program. Write for information Allan E Sitter,
8 Driftwood CIR, Groton CT 06340.
FOR SALE: DECwriter 11, EIA interface, caps
lock, used two years moderately, on DEC service
contract but never needed a call. $975 or best
offer , you pay shipping. David Lewis, 1108 N
Aurora St, Ithaca NY 14850, (607) 274-3107
weekdays , 273-9144 home.

TRS-80 PROGRAMMING CONTEST: Win $500.
Send SASE to TRS- 80 Programming Contests-A,
POB 621 , Fenton MO 63026.
APPLE-11 SOFTWARE: Available to swap. Send a
list of your programs and SASE for my list (over
100 programs). Most in color graphics. Ed Avelar,
2850 Jennifer Or, Castro Valley CA 94546, (415)
538-2431 any day, 6 PM to 11 PM,
DESPERATE: College student must sell at tremendous loss to pay for tuition: Tychon Assembler, IMSAI 8080 with 22 slots , etc, 8 K static
memory with write protect 8 K static memory
without write protect , key board with interface
and enclosure , Northstar Disk drive microsystem,
Polymorphic 64 character / line display with
graphics ( new parts - never tested ), manuals, etc.
Must sell : $ 1150. Will sell separately . John Fox,
-105, 1110 W Stoughton, Urbana IL61801 (217)
384'4474.
FOR SALE: Hewlett-Packard 97 programmable,
printing calculator , $475, with box of thermal
paper rolls, new magnetic cards , and all other
standard accessories . Clean appearance and in
excellent operating condition - a great buy! L S
Reich , 3 Wessman Dr, W Orange NJ 07052, (201)
736-2843.
FOR SALE: HEATH H- 8 system . 24 K memory,
video terminal , GE cassette recorder, interface card
and all cables . All completely assembled and
working . Software includes Extended BASIC, editor, assembler , debugger , panel monitor ( read only
memory), plus games package and more. $1800
plus shipping . Walt Sully , 18 Palmer Rd , Kendall
Park NJ 08824 , ( 2011 490-2976.
FOR SALE: Hewlett-Packard 140A Scope, 1402-A
Dual trace amplifier, 1421A time base and delay
generator. One set full documentation. Excellent
condition. Original cost over $2000. Will sell for
around $600. J E Terry, 818 Briarwood Lake,
St Louis MO 63367, (800) 325-4325, ext 225,
8 AM to 5 PM daily.
TRS-80 ASSEMBLER USERS Z-80 disassembler
available . Displays the contents of your memory
as symbolic instructions with operands and ASCII
code , where relevant . Zilog mnemonics used
throughout. Also shows memory addresses and
contents in hexadecimal. Requires Level-I BASIC
with 16 K and assembler , or Level-II BASIC.
(Specify which you have.) Execution tape and
instructions, $20. For information only send
SASE. Hubert Howe, 14 Lexington Rd, New City
NY 10956.
TRS-80 USERS: I have business programs for all
levels of TRS-80s. You describe your application
and I will give you an estimated cost within 48
hours. Include SASE with your requirements and
TRS-80 configuration. Also, I have game programs.
Sandy Sigal , 6851 Mammoth Av, Van Nuys CA
91405.
FOR SALE: Three sets of 16 K memory for
TRS-80 Radio Shack computer system. 100
percent good. $175 each. Larry Stanley, Rt 5, Box
1318, Circleville OH 43113, 1614) 474-1741.
COLLEGE INSTRUCTOR: Needs standard payroll
and general ledger programs in COBOL or BASIC;
limited compensation . POB 355 , Newtown PA
18940.
WANTED: 8008 software, Scelbi computer'software manuals for the 8008, assembler program,
editor program, monitor routines, SCEBAL high
level language , bootstrap loader and Galaxie.
L W Harrison, 4905 Hollyridge Dr, Raleigh NC
27612.

STAMP COLLECTORS. TRS-80 owners who are
also serious stamp collectors and are interested in
exchanging ideas and software for philatelic
applications are urged to contact me immediately.
Collectors with other systems are also welcome
to write or call if they are interested . Jeff Purser,
25 Newtown Rd. Danbury CT 06810, (203)
744-7631.
FOR SALE: Reference / maintenance manual, logic
charts, and operator ' s manual for Itel Model 852
automatic typewriter and accompanying Selectric
manual . $15. S K Otto, 150 Old Country Rd,
Mineola NY 11501.

WANTED. Drawing and pin out data to interface
microcomputer to Programatic Flexiwriter. Will
pay for data . Bill Fujitsubo , 1506 Sandcastle Dr,
Corona del Mar CA 92625.
STUDENT NEEDS HELP: I am a student in
desperate need of both information and part
image recognition
sources for the following :
and a 32 X 32 solid state MOS photodiode array,
respectively . If there is a Cyclops camera for sale
out there - contact me as I require one. Darcy
Roberts , 660 Laurier Blvd, Brockville Ontario,
CANADA K6V 5X8.
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Fingers Do Walking on August BOMB
ARTICLE

The Spracklens : An Exchange Evaluator for Computer Chess
Ruckdeschel : Functional Approximations
Kasser : The Sky' s the Limit
Horton : Distributed Network
Ciarcia : I've Got You in My Scanner!
Gerhold : Computer Assisted Instructiorvon a Microcomputer
Wilson : Defining a Language : PL/B
Hill: A Classroom Demonstration
Bruninga: A Multiuser Data Network
Christensen -Suess: Hobbyist Computerized Bulletin Board
Hubin : Heath Microprocessor Training System
Anderton : A Cassette Interface Switching Box for the TRS-80
Frey-Atkin: Creating a Chess Player , Part 2
Chung - Yuen : A "Tiny" Pascal Compiler , Part 3
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Steve Ciarcia has won the $ 100 BOMB
first prize again with his article "Let Your
Fingers Do the Talking: Add a Noncontact
Touch Scanner to Your Video Display,"
page 156. Second prize of $50 goes to Chip
Weems for "Designing Structured Programs," page 143. The articles placed 1.9
and 1.4 standard deviations above the mean,
respectively. In third place was "Pascal
versus BASIC: An Exercise," page 168,
followed by "Pascal: A Structurally Strong
Language," page 78.
To cast votes for your favorite articles,
use the convenient BOMB card on the
opposite page. ■
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Our programs will let you realize the
We developed these programs because we needed them
in our businesses, and, try as we might, could not purchase
them. They're on-line now, working for us and others around
the country.
As users ourselves we know the problems from your
perspective - not just as a manufacturer of software. The
bugs are out and they're ready nowto go to work helping make
your life easier, keeping you in better control of your business.
Our first four program packages are: • Apartment
Management • Cash Register • Inventory • Payroll
Here's a typical program
To give you an idea of the thoroughness of these programs, here's a summary of what the inventory package does
for you. Gives a detailed listing of items in inventory and
itemizes all goods sold from inventory, including which sales
person sold what, when it sold and for how much ... recaps on
one sheet this same inventory activity information ... investigates and changes any information in inventory, on request ...
prints list of items to be re-ordered ... provides profit analysis
comparing sales personnel and/or various products. And it
can be inter-connected with our cash register package as well,
for total program management.
Each of our initial programs is conceived, proven and
offered with this same exacting thoroughness and attention to
detail.
We stay with you after the sale
We're in this for the long haul and our support
program is dedicated to that objective. Registered
program owners receive:
Master Charge and Via cards accepted
Circle 153 on inquiry card.

• Periodic newsletters which include users' ideas and
information exchange, plus tips to owners on further increasing benefits of the package through updated operational flexibility. • Availability of software technicians to provide immediate answers to questions, via phone or mail.
• Customer rewrites and adaptations available on request, at added cost.

CBASIC-2 free
It takes the world's most powerful commercial basic to
run our programs and we deliver it to you free.
Each of our program packages contains a disk with
CBASIC-2 Compiler, CBASIC-2 Run Command and your
Graham-Dorian software programs in INT and BAS file form.
You also receive User's Manuals and Hard Copy Source Listing. At a price which pays for itself!
CBASIC-2 was developed and written by Software Systems, the people who wrote CBASIC, and includes many
powerful enhancements *All systems are compatible with any
Z-80 or 8080 CP/MI--m system. They are deliverable in standard
eight-inch disk - either double or single density - or minifloppy disk.
Give us a call or fill out the Reader Service Card in this
issue. We promise a response within 24 hours of receipt.
ku& That's the kind of information service we expect,
and know you do too.
A
ft
may be purchased separately
from Graham-Dorian Software Systems for $89.95.

Graham-Dorian Software Systems
A Division of Graham- Dorian Enterprises
211 N . Broadway / Wichita, Ks. 67202 / ( 316) 265-8633

"I own a fast-growing business and before I
bought my computer system I put in a lot of late
hours keeping up with my accounting and
inventory control, Now the computer does my
number crunching quickly, so I have time after
hours to have some fun with the system. My son
and I started out playing Star Trek on the system,
and now we're learning to play chess.
"When I was shopping around*ypystem,
the guys in the computer stores demonstrated all
the unique features of the minifloppy. I've got to
admit that at first I didn't really understand all the
technical details. But now that I use the system
every day, I really appreciate the minifloppy's fast
random access and data transfer. I like the
reliability, too.

"I'm glad I went with Shugart drives. Look,
when you lay out your own money for a system,
you want dependable performance and good
value. Do what I did. Ask for the system with the
minifloppy."

If it isn't Shugart,
it isn't ' oppy.
%r, Shugart Associates
435 Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale, California 94086

For a list of manufacturers featuring Shugart ' s minifloppy in their systems , circle reader response number.
TM minifloppy is a registered trademark of Shugart Associates

Circle 312 on inquiry card.

